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Bair stadium prepsfor opening
Robert Holt
Six months

after

the

raising

Field, amidst an atmosphere
siasm

and

anticipation,

of Hoffa
01 enthu-

workmen

and

college officials alike are completing
final

details

for the

implementation

of

the new $con S. Bair Stadium at
WMC
According the Preston Yingling,
physical plant supervisor, the stadium
-is designed to accommodate football,
lacrosse, and track and field events
It features a new grandstand, and
eight-lane all weather track, and facitities for long jump, triple jump, high
jump, pole vault, steeple chase and
discus throwing events
Replacing the old cement grandstand is a structure constructed of
:~Ua7i~~ :~s=

!~n~:~a~d p:~I~

form lor wheelchair seating located in
I",nt01 me n-st 'OW","
The press box, built on back of the
grandstand, has an estimated capacity of 24 persons. It will seat members
of both the print and broadcast
media, and scouts and coaches of
the home and visiting teams. On lop
of me press box is an area for
photographers and television camera

pe;~9~i~~'said that the electric ce- :~~ r::~~~II~~:i~
bles laid for the field are adequate
to
lhe outer perimeter
handle

the telephone

system

between

communication

the sidelines

and

the

press box, and the radio and television equipment
thai may be required
for some events
A less apparent, but very important
improvemenl, the athletic field was
graded to a smooth and level surface. Also, larger pipe was laid to
provide for efficient drainage of the
field. Previously, the field was consroered a very poor facility, and inadequate for any type of track meet
According to Dr. Richard Clower,
director of the athletic department.
the new facilities will make any home
sports event easier 10 schedule. He
~Ii~~ St~~ ~~~e~~e :a~e SI:~~:1 w:~
planners of special sports events like
tho MAC r",k nvnatcnar sebeculed for spring 1982 at WMC. Clower
expects to see better home game
performances from WMC athletes..
because of the improved field conditions
-otrer new features at Bair Stadium
include T style goalposts, preferred
by the professional football leagues

Yingling
necessary

said

~~I;k;~~c~Ua~:~~
of the

that

protection

fence

against

is

people

driving motor vehicles on the track
and

field.

Also,

a

fence

to

keep

unauthorized persons off the sidelines
and playing field is becoming a
mandatory requirement of many collegiate athletic associations
'The fence is not intended to keep
any college member from making full
use of the track and field.' said
Clower
However, Clower said that he would
encourage people not to use the
playing field for informal recreation
during the fall semester, so that the
continued to page 7

Scrimshaw buried at sea

Phoenix f Hes at_ WM C

Citing a need for a fresh beginning,
and a closer identity with Western
Maryland College, editor Robert Holt
announced that the student newspaper will be published under the
name. The Phoenix
The paper's change 01 name
comes after being published as
Scrimshaw during the past seven
years, and as The Goldbug from
1924 until 1974. Holt informed Stuworking on
Summer has gone and, once again,
An important coincidence is in the dent Publlcaiton Board Chairman, Dr
a new academic year is here. This is
fact that every ten years the Middle Keith Richwine, of the action on
a welcome realization, particularly for
States Association of Colleges and August 17
those of us who have been on
The change did not come as a
Schools, our regional accrediting
campus during tte quieter summer
agency, makes reaccreditation visits surprise to Richwine, and other perseason
to member institutions. Western Mary- sons on campus, since the editor
As in other years, there are empty
land's turn comes up in spring, 1983, conferred oiten with many students
places in the WMC firmament. In
and college officials about the possiwhich is next academic year.
June one of the largest classes in the
bility of a name change for the
This all ties in with the timing fora
history of the college graduated
new long range plan. There is not publication
Others, including some faculty, are
"It has been a very difficult decision
space here to indulge all the details
not back for other reasons, These
Suffice it to say thai 1981-82 is an to make, I began consulting with
persons we rmss.
important year, and will make heavy various students, administrators and
The compensating fact. nowever. is
faculty
about it in June," said Holt. "I
demands upon all--including stuin the very high return rate among
have given much research and
last year's underclassmen and a
thought to the idea of an appropriate
A Dote from Dr. John
large group of new freshmen and
name for the newspaper"
transfer students. A warm welcome to
According to the editor, the two
cents- in and out of the classroom. best times tor a change in the
,II
We are ever aware of the primary
Now this personal word, A college publication are at the beginning of
reason for our presence at Western
president faces many dilemmas the academic year, and during the
Maryland. This is- a community of
None of us, certainly this one, wants cottege's January Term session
scholars, junior and serior, students
to be a remote figure out '01 touch These are considered to be natural
-anc faculty, committed to growth in
with the other members of the college breaks in the college year, because
liberal learning. All else is instrumencommunity. All presidents, however. of the slow pace in activity at the
fall victim of tile perception C?f
college.
During the last academic year,
aloofnes~" because of rangmg reo. Holt said that making changes in a
spoosibilltles and the t~anny of cal- newspaper at the beginning of the
1980-81, a careful look was taken at
our fundamental philosophy and
enders. We necessarily are. away publication schedule is easier on the
goals, A new manifesto, lifted "First
from campus up to. one-h~lf time.
staff, and less confusing to the
Principles," was developed and ratiThe above notwithstanding,· ! do readership, than at mid-year during
want to k~
personally as many 01 the January Term. His decision to
fied. This statement appears in the
Student Handbook
and in the
y~ as possjble. "'_ihen I am ,in the rename Ihe paper during the summer
... new College Catalog. I commend
office and free, I Wlil see you, If your was made on that basis.it to all who live, stUdy and work
inquiry does not involve a matter on
One widely recognized problem
wnich y~.Should see someone else with the paper's former name, Scrimat the college
This year brings new tasks as a
first Frequently, we meet on campus. shaw, was its obscure relationship to
Many drop by for personal reasons, WMC, Scrimshaw is an Eighteenth
natural sequel to the earlier ones
With our l;I1eoretical orientation. or . whlc.h I enJOY...
...
Century folk~art form originated by
This bottom hne IS a felicitatIOn: whalemen.The college is geographiphilosophy and goals, freshly rationalWelcome and a good year to you.
cally removed from any sizeable
ized the next step is with the program
of the college as the applicationof the
Ralph C. John
bodies of water, and does nol have
'First Principles.' This we shall be
President r
September 1, 1981
any nautical heritage. The maritime

-Awelcome
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the peoPle he did talk with were not
name. generated many questions
among the college members during reucenr-ic cMngtng ff1e-publ'l'cllrton..,......._.__the .seven years the paper was name as to the idea of change itself
He said, "I know there witl be some
published as Scrimshaw
"I have often thought the word dissatisfaction about my action, and
scrimshaw and its implications would people witi say that I should not have
be more suited to a yearbook," said a made the change now, if at all, As a
matter of fact, some college members
WMC professor.
College President. Ralph C, John 01 limited scope and creativity have
noted that the changing of the news- sought to discredit me, because of
paper'sname to Scrimshaw in 1974 this and other cneoces I have
was done without any consultation 01 brought to the newspaper. .
"However, I am an experienced
WMC administration or faculty memwriter, and in the strictest sense of
bers
"One day in the middl~ of the year, the word, I am a prolessional. I will
the paper was published with Scrim- not let the actions of such people
shaw on the nameplate, Students and deter me from doing my best to make
college officials alike were surprised this paper an excellent journalistic
publication."
and confused," said John
There has been doubt among some
The President also said that he was
college members about Holt's aulhor·
pleased by the fact that Holt discussed the name change with col- ity to effect a change of the publication
names. However, there are no
lege members before tile change to
existing guidelines 10 prevent Holt's
The Phoenix became effective
Holt said that the more important action. Members olthe WMC Student
Publications Board, who selected Holt
factor in changing the publication's
name was the poor perception of as the editor, knew in advance of his
decision to change the name, and
Scrimshaw's journalistic reputation
among people at the college and its did not attempt to deter him
"No member of the Student Publiadvertisers. According to the editor,
there was a strong negative senti- cations Board told me that my action
ment among students, faculty and to change the publication name was
not legitimate or iII-founded. and
administrators for Scrimshaw, despite
the improvement made in the paper's Wray Mowbray, vice-president and
content and appearance by the staff ean of student affairs, told me that it
was' my decision," said Holt
last year
He also noted that the name of the
"We had a tremendous year with
college yearbook, traditionally ALOHA
much improvement, one of the best
until 1971, is often changed solely at
volumes published, Bill Byrne gave
the
whim of the yearbook editor, and
fine editorial direction to a dedicated
without any dissesion from students
staff, the paper received a very high
"People have asked me about tradisecond class rating from the Columtion. Well, what is tradition?' Think
bia Scholastic Press Association, and
about it, and the fact that WMC
people are walking around complainstudents threw 01..1tradition with The
ing about 'Scumshaw,'" said Holt
Goldbug and ALOHA in 1974 and
"We. just could not shake the poor
1971," said Holt, "\ am attempting to
joumalistic reputation amassed since
restore credibility and tradition to at
1974. I changed the name so that we
least the newspaper. It is more than
could have a fair opportunl\y to gain
whim or cosmetic appearance."
the readership's esteem"
HoI! admitted that. because of C()fT1- The editor said that along with the
change of name came more impormunication gaps, he had not contant changes in the publication and
sulted all members of the newspaper
its editorial poticies. Other plans for
staff, or many students off campus for
continued to page 4
Ihe summer, Yet. he pointed out that~
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Letter to
the Editor

Phoenix_

A new name and beginning

Moral Majority
No one can be the sale juage of
moral fortitude.Morals are an intangi-

Over the summer,there have been many changes made on the
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As Western MarylandCollege begins a new academic year,
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because of these changes
Another change that has occurred, is in the name of this student

~;U:~~~
occurred overt he summer, there has been a change in the attitudes

reputation

:fyk~n~~~~~ef~~~~~~~,h~~
10the returningupperclassmen,
alumni,and the localcommunitytoo

sibility of setting the moral standardsfor the country, The name of this
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examine various
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a reputationthat could not be reversed,despite the respectable
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in the college

community

and OUf journalistic

peers.
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creating confusion in the middle of the academic year. We regret
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change, and a suitable replacement for the name,
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the

able.

In

all

the

reports,
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Moral

no more
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:~udde~~~n:~n~a~ifCi~~teC~~~~: This issue is beside the point
evaluation process
though, The reel issue is that of
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same environment for intellectual growth and freedom that IS
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THE PHOENIX is the name by which this publication will be

philosophy that justifies a commendation of the administration from

~~tw~rK~~~~ nt~ti~iv:o~~Cch~~OU:~e

~n~~hT:e ~=n~! ~e ~:r:~~~n~~: ~~~~~~~ac;!~~~~I::el~;:~
and adopted in 1974, under the auspices of WMC President Ralph

the
~~~~~sa~~eihe administrators for this action, the
students of WMC should recognize that those who govern the

knowing thaf some of their most
successful programs were at stake

C. John
It is in the spirit of the mythological bird that this publication
seeks to find a rebirth, an opportunity to become a publication that is
satisfying to the needs and desires of the WMC student body, and to
gain the respect of our jcurrenenc peers: The new name IS only. a
cosmetic change. however. and signified the more substantl~1
changes that will occur in the appearance ~d content of this
publication
We are proud of the name of this newspaper, and our dedication
to be a quality publication that it symbolizes, We invite the WMC
Students, faculty, administrators and alumni to share the great sense
of pride and hope we hold for this publication, ano the opportun!tY
for it to be ltIe kind of publication in which the college community

college have realized a need for changes and adaptation, and give
encouragement to the people who Will effect the. long needed
changes. The students of WMC should also recognize that, ~ile
these changes are in process, they should be alert to any Situations
for opportunities to divert or bypass the intenti?ns ar.e the basis of
this new philosophy, and strive to keep the ~dmlnistrallOnfocused on
the ideals that were espoused under the title of "Rrst PrinCiples. ,.
It is a time of change, and with that change comes a sense of
uncertainty. However, it is also a time of new hope and reborn
optimism. and the excitement of a new beginning. Jt is with this same
hope, optimism, and excitement that we welcome the students, both
freshmen and upperclassmen, of WMC and extend a wish for a
successful and fulfilling year to all.

Moral Majority then took their cause
(and pressure) to the sponsors of
these programs. the sponsors in turn
applied pressure to the networks ~y
withdrawing sponsorship of certain
shows'
No single group or individual can
make moral judgements for a maselve population. The only common
moral guide is the laws of the land, In
those gray areas of moral judgement
it is up to each person to decide
what is right or wrong. Thank God lor

can be proud.
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that American privil:~

MichMwitz

~-Po-lmerdirects
department-r---------,
Ed Johnson
Walking to the new office of Dr. Del
Palmer - now WMC's head of the
reorganized Dramatic Arts - Camparative Literature Department,an atmosphere of Renaissance envelops one
The golden light of an csercest day
descended upon the capacious paso,
tel room as if foreShadowing a calm
yet exciting revitalization of an academic department seeking to improve
itself. The diplomas and recognitions
interdispersed among the paintings of
French ImpreSSionists remind any
acquaintance 01 Dr. palmer's of the
experienced educator and artistic
talent he is. The McGovern pin,
though used as a mere paper hanger, appearing prominently on the
wall beside his desk; spoke of his
human concerns. The room' of simple
yet quaint taste definitely represented
a new beginning
Dr. Palmer~spoke gleefully of what
is an added dimension to his already
sixteen year career at Western Maryland. "Exciting" was the word Del
kept repeating as he described the
new challange. He explained that the
combination of two departments inio
one is not a new concept at liberal
arts co!leges. Western Maryland has
its own Economics and Business
Administration Department and Foreign Language Department comprising five different languages. for
example
Del added that the Comparative
Literature Department was always
small and provides a good combination with Dramatic Arts. Dr. Palmer
has always had a close worKing
relationship with the Drama Department He conducted many joint
projects with the department, including film series and certain comparative literature courses.
For the students the combination
will provide a myriad of worthwhile
new opportunities. Now WMC will
have the freedom to do many things

prior to hoped for by Indlvuels like Dr.
Pal~r, but until now not realized
Dr. Palmer, although administrator
for Dramatic Arts, will continue to
teach comparative literature courses
Within dramatic arts he will sponsor
and develop a media internship program, a film series featuring Charlie
Cbaplan. and a dance group (with
instruction from Debra Robinson of
the Baltimore Ballet, including instruction on ballet barres purchased by
the department for Alumni Hall).
He had been in correspondence
with aproximately sixty radio, televison and various performing arts
groups, and has already received a·
large number of internship possibilities. Hopes to tie these in with.current
oHerings on campus for a second
track or a major in Communications
Studies exist The Dramatic Arts Department has already petitioned the
stale higher education agency for
such a new program, A file on
internship information is available in
the Dramatic Arts oHice.
The dance group will be a continuation of last year's plus more. Ms
Robinson has agreed to conClude
each semester with a student per·
formance for the campus, Palmer
hopes to get Dance for Performance
approved lor credit
.
The Chaplan film series will include
two films on early comedy (ChapIan
and others) and three feature films of
Chaplan's City Ligh/s. The· Great
Dictator
and Modern
Times.
Beginning next year, Dr. Cipolla has
agreed to bring his special interest in
films to the department to teach
Introduction

to Rim.

Joining the department to replace
Christian Wittwer, wil be Ira Domser,
who has considerable experience
with light and sound systems, and
with design and technical production.
Ira had taught most recenlly at
Plattsburg in New York. He is a
graduate- of Utica College, Syracuse

University, and of Boston University.
In the military during the Vietnam War
he served as a Service Entertainment
Specialist. He has published in his
field and has a patent pending on a
design of a plastic lensed lighting
instrument.
Tim Weinfeld and Max Dixon have
planned a full season of plays. This
lall Max will direct understage. Waiting for Godot, and Tim (in connection
with a national emphasis on the
handicapped) will do A Day in the
Death of Joe Egg. on main stage. In
spring Tim will do Uncommon
Woman
(understage) and Max will direct The
Boy Friend,
a big mUSical on main
stage
Over the summer, Tim taught and
took courses. Max was with the music
and drama festival at Ipswich, Mass
where he studied techniques of comedia del I'arte and played Pantalone
in their workshop performance. He
was asked
to perform
with
the
pany
there next
summer.
Max
willcomuse
a lot of what he learned there in his
January Term course, and has
~~a;n~~~~~ :i::"
early February.
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Rnally. the department. the college,
and the whole community are fortunate in having Ernest Thompson agree
to come to Western Maryland one
day this fall to meet with drama
students in the afternoon and give a
public lecture in the evening. Thompson is the author of On Golden Pond,
which was performed under Tim
Weinfeld's direction in Westminster
last spring. This fall Thompson wilr
have his worK· either opening or
playing in Philadelphia, New York,
and Washington. A former Westminster resident and son of a former
WMC laculty member. he is one of
the most interesting young play~~:~~n~~iCt~~~~~
:t~h~r~~~
Board in sponsoring Thompson.

Editor

.

oen IX

.......
Robert Holt
We would like to express our gratitude to the following persons,
without whose contributions and assistance this issue would not have
been possible
Ed Johnson, Sue Herbert; Jeanne Higbee, Office of Counseling
and Career Services; Rev. Charles Wallace, Campus Ministry; Joyce
Muller and Ed Mc Donough, OHice of Public Information; Dr. Del
Palmer, comparative literature department; Dr. Keith Richwine,
English department; Dr. Ira Zepp. philosophy and religions department; Dean C. Wray Mowbray, DHice of Student AHairs; Tracey Lee
Maxwell, Class of 1981; Bemice Beard. Office of the President; and
Dr. Ralph C. John
A special note of thanks to Mrs. Selma Leonard, and Dr. L
Stanley BowiSbey for his inspiring trust and timely advice
Published by and for the students of Western Marylan,dCollege. The
opinions expressed in this publication do not necessarily reneet
those of the staH or administration
We welcome comments andlor suggestions. Please address' all mail
~~~~~.Phoenix, Box 1. Western Maryland College, Westminster, Md.
L.~:.:,;::
..
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WMC's McCay published

_

Diagnosis of deafness: a timely challenge
I

-'

The Journal of Family Practice,a
leading medical journal, published an
article about the psychological implications 01 delayed diagnosis and
misdiagnosis of dealness prepared
by WMC psychology prolessor, Dr
Vernon McCay, Westminster physi.cian Dean H. Griffin,and Carol Yoken
01 the University of Texas. In the
article, the authors present practical
methods to diagnose hearing loss.
and thus prevent damaging delays in
treatmentto hearing loss victims
"Failureto otaqrose hearing loss in
young children and even worse, the
misdiagnosisof these children, is a
inecr problem for the physician."
stales the article
The article indicated several reasons lor the difficulty in' diagnosing
hearing loss in children:
1. Most cases involve only
partial deafness
2, Deafnesscan not be easily
detected by visual exarnnation of the ear
3. Stubborness.a common behavioralclue to deafness, is
frequent among all children,

not Justthose who are deaf.
4. Relativelylittle emphasis is
given to hearing loss in
medical education
According 10 the article,one third 01
the nation's deaf children are initially'
misdiagnosed as mentally retarded,
autistic, brain damaged and schizophrenic. In over half 01 these cases,
the physician rejected the parents
diagnosis01 dealness withouta hearing test Delaysof eight to 15 months
from the parents' first suspicion of
dealness were common
According to the authors,a delay in
accurate diagnosis and treatment of
deafness
can result in delays of
appropriate medical care, language
losses.lost counselingand rehabilitaton time, and the development of
psychologically destructive behavior
in the child
"Misdiagnosis is a psychological
nightmare to parents, To think one's
child is mentally retarded, autistic,
scblzcpbreruc
is frightening," states
the article
It also indicated that parents. unaware of their child's deafness, may
blame themselves for problems that
are due to the deafness. In the

process, psychologically destructive
It often occurs at the peak, of a
1. Tinnitus or history 01 ear
behavior can result.
person'scareer, jeopardizing his job,
infections
In the article, the authors outline marriage,and entire lifestyle,Thus,
2. Soundscan be heard. but
basic symptomswhich heJpthe phys- early diagnosis of hearing loss in
not understood [e.q.. pin
ician to diagnose hearing loss in adults is important, because a "high
mistakenlor tin, watch rmschildme, Such clues include:
percentage of middle ear problems
taken lor wash)
.
1. Delayed speech
are correctable with surgery or anti3, Social withdraw
2. Poor Articulation
blotics."
4, Asking people to repeat.
3. Academic trouble in school
The article notes, however.
that the
then blaming them for poor
especially with reading
average person waits five years after;
articulation
4. History 01 prenatal rubella,
the initial hearing toss. before seeing \. 5. Loud speech
complications 01 R.H. laca physician.This may be the result oj
6 Can not understand in
tor, prematurebirth, menina psychological need 10 deny the
group or social situations
gitis, certain maternal
loss, states the report. Not only does
(i.e..
can not distinguish
sexually transmitted disthis' denial diminish the oppOrtunities
between speakers voice
eases, or deafness in the
. to correct or lessen the hearing loss.
and background voices or
family.
but it can 'alsoinvolve failureto cope.
noise)
5, EXQOsure
to toxic medicacompoundingof social and business
7. Turns television
and radio
tions.
problems, and. the' inab~ity to meet
on loud
The authorsalso noted thai hearing the issue constructively
B Watches speaker's mouth
loss in a child may be part 01
According \0 the authors,-eu adults
intently
often puts on
problems involving cerebal palsy, have some hearing loss by 30 years
glasses to converse (unbrain damage, mental retardation. of age. This is due to increasing
conscious dependence on
autism or childhood schizophrenia exposure to high noise levels. in
. lipreading)
These complications make detection society, Other common causes' of .In deali.ngwith the common prcoand treatment"ofdeafness more diffihearing loss include the media, otos- lem of hearing loss in young children
cult for the physician.
cterosts. presbycusis, choresteetoand adults over 50 years of age, the
"Adult hearing loss is very different mas, allergies. drugs. poisons and authors recommend that both age
from that in children from both a circulatory problems
goups undergo hearing tests as a
medical and psychological perspecCommonsymptoms- of hearing loss part of their regularphysicalexaminative," states the report.
in aoune.ere-:
ten
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Ba kter touch up--Self defense vs theft
Dan
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because

m~m~~n h~~I~araaS~::I~d~~~li;~~
campus? No we don't. but we may
have the next test thing, That huge
and famous WMC artifice. Big Baker
Memorial Chapel, a landmark of
Westminster,has finally been renovated and simultaneouslyconverted
10 a "convertame"
chapel-assembly
hall.
According to Mr. Preston Yingling,
the physical plant supervisor in
charge of the operation, the work
began late last winter when the man
who designed the College Center.
Mr. 'Christy, was called in to take
charge of the architecture. It was to
be his job to redesign the altar area
of the inside of the chapel into the
convertable multipurposestage
Among the things that were done at
that phase of the renovationwere: to
put the altar on rollers so that along
with the podiums it would be easily
removable;to equal oul the level 01
the. stage floor; and to remove the
short enclosing walls at the front of
the stage. Added, was a large concealed doorway cut out into the old
catholic ministryroom from the stage,
making it possible to more easily
transport a piano back and forth
As the full renovation work got
underway.contractor E.E. Stullerwas
hired to set up his huge double
scaffolds and spread a few hundred
gallons of white paint over the massive curving walls and Greek architecture of the inside of the chapel
Stuller was also responsible for the
refinishing 01 the chapel's wooden
floors and cleaning the pews, "They
did a heck of a job," said Mr
Yingling, He noted how physically
difficult it was to paint the chapel

Xerox

COPies. 1 O¢

of ne desiqn

fI~~:,r !~I~~~r,:a~I~~i~::~iO~~hw~~:
brought in to lay the richly colored
red and gold strips of carpetingdown
the center and side aisles of the
chapel. Wheelers work was then
followed by 'brand new draperies
from Cleckner, to lightly conceal the
large windows 01 inner Baker. Mr
Yingling said that the old draperies
were discovered to be rotting
On the whole. Mr. Yinglingsaid. the
work done to the Memorialchapel will
add considerablyto its overall versatility. PeoplevJon'tfeel as badly using
the chapel for other than religious
purposes.and yet it will still retain its
basiC usage as a chapel
The renovation.work done on the
chapel ended this past June. just
prior to the summer conferences.
when it was put to use

with student

I
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Thrifty towels.

Bed pillows.

SOil And Ih"sly. Collon/poly
bath towel in beautllul home-

Sweetcomforl

L-

p"ce

.~E8

JCPenney

848-3220
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at a sweet

Pillows filled with Soft
Astro-Fil.

Of course you can. charge it

PRECISION UNISEX HAIRCUTIING
163 W, M~ T~~~~.'?o-~eT~~~r1f;~~Sat~~ College

Westminster

8_7__6-_7_7_3_2

I.D.

Men's or. Women's
Shampoo, Cut &. Blow-dry

'We're Close To You"

60Yz W. Main 51.

DORM
NEEDS
lashlonshades
Handlowel.1.69
Washclo!h.l.09

Reg. ~O

Copy Center

(n

M~~~a~~o~~Jo~~~~~iac.ed
~il) iii~
,,:~t;,~:~~o~~:~~s~~;~~a:~~o can't
the MSP computers. This- makes'
The process of engraving personal
stolen items easier to trace. and belongings is Quick and easy. and
increases the chance of recovering requires only an engraving tool that
meJtems
can be borrowed, free 01 charge.
The security chief said that stolen from the campus security office. the
articles without the scundex number owner'ssounoex number is engraved
engraved on ttiem ?re.almost irnpos00 th~ item where it is ,concealedeno
sibil§"to recover. Having, 'per~nal '9iffiC:Ult.!0·rea~~:)o,:ti¢r(th!!'hFll.~filr
belongings witl;1the soundex'number 'IS' engraved 'IS Known'only io' the
engraved onto them is considered owner 01 the article
inexpensiveinsurance for the recov"It is a provenmethod01 recovering
ery of articles that are common stolen goods. Yet. it will work only il
targets of burgul~rs
students participate in the program,"
"This is good anti-theft ~otection, said Fasano

4.2-9,,,"

New Day

L-

Robert Holt
In an effort to deter burgulary and
theft on the WMC campus security
coordinatorRobert Fasano is offering
students an oPpo.rtunityto engrave
their motor vehicle operator's permit
soundex numberon personalbelongings free 01 charge
Theidentificationprogram.partofa
boosted effort to reduce incidence of
dorm thefts, is primarily being targeted for televisions, stereos, cameras, and other items that can be
easily resold off campus
The basis of Ihe theft protection
program is a 12 digit soundex number assigned to licensed moto"rvehicle operators in every stale. A
student can engrave the number of
his operator's license onto his beloogings, and report the number and
a description of the articles to the

, CATALOG PHONE
848-5100

~
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STORE PHONE
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Administrators survey impact ...
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'

The battle o...er how and where to
cut lederat student aid proQrams was
long and emotional. Stretching from
the second week in February through
the first week of August, it prompted
those invol ...ed in the struggle to
indulge in the extremes of human
beha...ior. Some of the highlights,
Iowlights and renooaies
In shrugging off the potential effects
of lowering the maximum amount of
money a student can get from a Pell
Grant by $100, Sen. Harrison~Schmltt
of New Mexico explained to a Senate
hearing that it would only cost the 2.7
million Pell Gran~recipients the equivalent of two packs 'of cigarettes per
week.
Three national student groups
dropped plans to sue the Reagan
administration over its plan to make
families contribute more money to
their childrens' college costs. U.S.
Student Association lobbyist Eduardo
Wolle said the lawsuit ov er increased
expenses would be "too expensive."
Students at Northern Michigan Uni...ersity last spring erected a "Reaganv ille" of cardboard shacks to
dramatize the expected effects of the
administration's proposed cuts. The

second night of the protest high
winds destroyed the shantytown.
NMU students asked Gov. William
Milliken to declare the site of the
protest against what they termed a
budget "disaster" a disaster area.
Milliken. a Republican, refused
"Last January I didn't know what
supply-side economics was all about
I just had Economics 101. But I think
I can maybe stand for at least a
master's. exam at the present time,"
U.S. Secretary of Education Terrel
Bell told a convention of state educators in August
. College today is three hours
cneecer .men in 1944. when Oliv et
Nazarene Coliege assistant Dean
gev. Norman Moore went to school.
Eaming about 25' per hour. it took
him 1220 hours to pay the $305 it
took to go to Olivet. Commenting on
the effects of the aid cuts, Moore told,
a June student meeting that. at the
current $3.35 .par hour minimum
wage, it would take an aid-less I~I
student just 1217 hours to pay Onvet
Nazarene's $4080 lee this year.
How & Where Congress cut student
aid
Washington, D.C. _ The budget cuts
which President Ronald Reapan

signed into law August 13th included
sweeping changes in most federal
student aid programs. The changes
in the major programs are outlined
below

2) Congress will raise the total
amount i~ the Pell Grant pot from
$2.6 billion this year to $3 billion in
fiscal 1984

GUARANTEED

LOANS

STUDENT

LOANS

I) Students who apply for GSLs
after August 23, 1981 will ha...e to pay
a new fee called a "loan origination
fee." The amount of the origination
fee is five percent of the total amount
of the Joan. There will also be a new
"insurance fee" amounting to 1.5
percent of the amount of the loan
2) All students, regardless of financial worth, used to be able to get
GSLs. But as of October I, 1981,
students from families with annual
incomes over $30,CXXlwill hav e to
demonstrate financial need in order
to get a GSL. Congress an the U.S
Dept. of Education are stitt debating
what constitutes "need"
PELL

GRANTS

1) Students now get less money per
year from Pell Grants, which used to
be called Basic Educational Opportunity grants. last fall, maximum Pell
Grant per year was $1800. President
Carter lowered it to $1750. Under the
new Reagan law, the maximum is
$1670.

$170 million)
PARENT

LOANS

1) The interest rates on NDSLs wilt
go from four percent to five percent
annually
2) In congressional trading, financial directors were told a $100 million
NDSL appropriation would be restored to the budget. It wasn't. When
the program was finally re-funded this
summer, the appropriation was $14.8
million lower
3) Congress will keep it lower. It
mandated no- increases in NDSL
funding {currently
$286 million)
through 1984

I) After October I, 1981, interest on
Parent Loans will rise from nine
percent to 14 percent per year
Interest is now tied to the interest
rates paid on Treasury notes. If they
lall below 14 percent and stay low for
a year, then Parent Loan interest
rates will fall to 12 percent
2) Despite much debate, Congress
decided to let independent students _
- those putting themsel...es through
school on their own -- keep taking out
Parent Loans. But the independent
student can't get more than $2500
per year in combined Parent and
Guaranteed Student Loans, or more
than $12,500 total through a college
career

NO-OROWTH

STUDENT

NATIONAL

DIRECT

STUDENT

PROGRAMS

SOCIAL

SECURITY

Congress resolv ed not to increase
I) The administration _originally
funding for:
wanted to stop school Social Security
1) Supplemental Educational Op- benefits to the 800,OOO-somestuportunity grants for at least "three
dents who currently qualify lor beneyears (current funding is $370 mil- fits if their co v ered parents are
lion)
disabled or deceased. A compromise
2) College WOrk-Study for three kept benefits intact this year.
years (current funding is $550 mil2) The amount of the benefits wilt
lion).
be cut by 25 percent in fall, 1982. No
3) State Student Incenti...e Grants
new students will qualify for Social
for three years (current funding is Security benefits as of then

,... while students scramble

CPS
Former U.S. Secretary of Education
Mary, about to start her first year of
Shirley Hufstedler confirms they'll "hit
law school at Vanderbilt University in
in full and ev il ftower next year." The
Nash...ue. says She'll have to "Take it
impact then will be "shattering."
step by step. I can't make it through
The relati...e scarcity of federal stuthree years without tfinancial) ai9." _ ~ dent ai'! ~'wil~Iitf!r~lIy _foreclose the.
~f;sili c.!nlt .:get--enough-aid, 'Mary- -- oPPortUnityto-go to school" for some
(riot her real name) will "either drop
students, Martin says. For others, the
out of school, or wait to go, or just
cuts "will cause students to maybe
forget about it." Mary's not alone.
delay enrolling" ~ile they hold a.Job,
Like millions of undergraduate and
and ''will most likely cause a shift in
graduate students this fall, she's
enrollment patterns from more expenfeeling the first effects of President
si...e private schools to public colReagan's cuts in federal student aid
leged," he adds
p(Pgrams
~
Indeed, some are predicting a
Financial aid-officials around the
rapid disappearance of all but the
country s~
to agree that while this
strongest private colleges. To meet
year's cuts will hurt students, the
higher tuitions, a greater percentage
worst effects are prObably ·a. year
of pri...~te college students uses fedaway
eral aid money, according to a
"The full impact of the, changes • February, 1981 study by the,Natlonal won't start to be felt until next spring
center on- Educational Statistics.
and summer," predicts Dallas Martin,
So ''wttenlhe axe·falls, it might be
executive director of the Natior'iill
the end of many small, pri...ate colAssociation of Student Financlal Aid
leges," speculates Carol Skirbel, aid
Administrators
administrator 'at private Case Western

LOCUST BOOKS
9 Ec1st Main Street
Westminster, Maryland 21157

Reserve University in Cleveland. "We
depend on strong financial aid to
attract students."
Traditionally-black colleges, where
it's not unusual to find 100 percent of
the ~tudent body using some sort of
federal aid, are also expected to be
hit especially hard by the cuts
Most public college aid officials
were reluctant to predict just how
many of their students won't be able
to re-enroll because of the cuts. One
-- Jerome Sullivan of Iowa State -- at
one point speculated ISU could lost
20 percent of its students, but that
they could be replaced by transfers
from pri"'ate colleges
"We expect a large number of
students will be affected," says
George Brooks, aid director at the
University-of. Missouri-Columbia. "We
don't know how many yet. We're
certainly not going to be able to fund
e...ery student who need it, which has
been our commitment since the midsixties"
At Texas, "we don't know how it will
translate into the number of students
lost to the institution," says Michael
No...ak, the uni...ersity's aid director
"But the quality of the students'
~~~t~.ie~~: ~~:d~:~~t~~~ahc~
~~~~:~\:

301/848-6813

':~I;

on the poorest students,

Da...id K. Smith, Vanderbilt's student
aid director, worries about "a return

~!~
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O!~ ~a~i~hvth:;n~a~~~:II~"w~:
worries the schoo might e...entually
be forced to admit students "in the

Present coopon

'

c:~~:

~r~~dt~ reach his students

Phoenix lands

;:~dl~~~or~or'h~u~~:nt~uJu~~u~;~~

at WM campus

Loans (GSLs), but doesn't know
successful he was

from page 1

how

a~~II~ot S~~p~i:~le';;:n g~~~ ~:
the paper this y'ear include selection
back this year, and find they won't be and adherence to a stylebook, th~
able to get as much money as last AS~lated Press. Stylebook, orga~lI-

fbo;;tt;;om;;_;;;",:.,·,:.P';;'c;;",;,',:."_;'.:."'_;.:::PP;;lica;.:._;".....,;,;;",;,'
'_;'6:;'' ' ' :.:..;'..:;'';;'':;' _"Y..:;"";..".;:.' ..::":;'"..::'.,to~:~~a~dr:%c~~'i~~riZf !~tr:~~:~
to section editors. Planned changes
W('stminster
Gold nnd Silver Exchange
in content ~l_i!1_~t!€t.~re
in depth
coverage of the news, more feature
afld entertainment
material and
, DON7 SELL FOR LESS
broader editorial perspecti...e
"I have many ideas about the way I
would like to see the newspaper
expand and de...elop; but it also
I'." "')~;1l('",11
(·h,·d'''I1<1
(''''''I'<Jn'
depends upon the opinions of the
other editors and staff members,"
('arr<d! ('''unt.\ .~ 1.'1rgl"t {jold &: SiJH:r IJpnl~r
said Holt. "I am ...ery hopeful and
{i~ W('<,( :-'luin Strrt·t
enthusiastic about the publication of
]'1""'"
8763086
9 6 DA'L Y
the newspaper this year. It looks ...ery
-_-I promis~ng.'

JEWELRY .~WATCf!ES

•.................................. : L...---:

pool" according not to their academic
see some terrible anxiety (among
abilities, but to their ability to pay
students this fail)," Martin suggests
their own way without aid,
Many "students just aren't aware of
"That would be destroying what
the changes"
we'...e always worked lor -- a di...erse
There are other immediate affects,
student body with a good sprinkling
"many of them inv isible for now,"
of minority students and lower-income
Martin says. He recalls talking to a
student," Smith mourns
textbook publisher who complained
Missouri "hasn't
discussed going
that bookstore managers, unsure of
back to ability-to-pay (admissions)
what to expect, are "ordering books
yet," Brook says, "but I can see it
conserveu vely" until they can more
coming up. E...erything's going down
acccurately gauge demand. Other
the drain on this thing."
observers foresee temporary lapses
Confusion o...er congressional intent
in services like campus food operaand an administration
delay in
tions, whose directors may ha...e
processing aid applications last
withheld ordering for the school-year
spring ha...e caused the most trouble
until they say how many students had
for this fall's students, aid directors
to drop out because of an inability to
say. Most of the changes in aid
pay.
awards go into effect October 1, but
Smith estimates that 175 of the 500
aid administrators didn't know that
students in Vanderbilt's
nursing
until well past June, when most aid
school would ha...e had to drop out if
"packages" are usually completed
"we hadn't made it up with about
and announced
$loo,COOin institutional funds." But "I
Vanderbilt's Smith complains of don't know what we're going to do
trying to arrange aid for students in - next year" if Congress doesn't rethe face of "confusion and conflicting fund a nursing loan and other aid .
directi...es" during the summer. Two programs, Smith says. A change of '
weeks before school started, "we still heart is unlikely. Most Washingtonians
do not ha...e an official notification of promise e...en deeper cuts next year.
a payment schedule" on wtlich to
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Pointers on self- solesmcmship
Jeanne Higbee

-

I1

l

ing occupational outlook.
entry-level salary levels by
There are many reasons for attendoccupation, 'preparation for
ing college. including intellectual degraduate and professional
velopment, exposure to new ideas,
school, and prospective
an opportunity to meet people from
employers. Interest inventovarying backgrounds, and, for many,
ries will be given free of
preparing for a career. Unfortunately,
charge to students who are
many students wait until the second
uncertain about their choice
semester of their senior year to begin
of major or career.
making plans for after graduation.
2 Discuss your Mure plans
Inadequately
prepared seniors sit
with your academic advisor
down to write their first resumes and
before developing each seQuickly realize wt1at they are lacking.
mester's class schedule
but iris too late. Career exploration is
Seek a balance betweeq,
a conUnuous process wt1ich should
electives which will provide
occur throughout college. Students
intellectural stimulation and
who engage in careful career planthose which will increase
ning also learn to take advantage of .
employability, e.q. statisall the outstanding opportunities avail- ~
tics, computer science,
able at Western Maryland College to
mathematics, foreign lanparticipate in extracurricular activities,
guages, business, research
internship programs, and January
methodology, psychological
term projects
assessment 'end journalism.
What is career planning? !t involves
3, Gel involved in extracurriculearning to assess-your skills and
lar activities in wt1iCh you
interests in order to determine future
will
gain skills relevant to
paths. Since people today changeyour chosen career. Seek
careers, not just jobs, an average of
positions of leadership. Do
five times in the course of their lives,
it is important to consider a variety of
not spread yourself too thin
Two or three activities are
alternatives, keeping options open,
and making allowances for personal
often preferable to six or
growth and development, professeven
4. Strive to achieve academisional advancement and perhaps
continuing ecucaion
The following
cally, You want your GPA to
are some tips for students who take
reflect your ability. While
ether
activities are imporcareer planning seriously
tant learning experiences
For underclassmen.
1 Visit the Office of Counselthey should not interfere
ing and Career Services towith what you are doing in
discuss your Mure plans.
the classroom
intormenon
is available in
5. Take advantage cf the special opportunities provided
the Career Library concern-

Westminster rpawn Outlet
SELLING NEW AND USED STEREOS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, JEWELRY
71WeSlMainStreet
Westminster. Md.

during January Term to pursue your interests in depth,
to travel, or to explore fields
outside your major
6. Seek part-time and summer
employment relevant to your
maier in order to determine
whether you will enjoy the
profession while. also gaining valuable wcrk experi-ence lor your resume
7 Engage in at least one
internship. whether paid or
volunteer, in an organiza--tion directly related to your
career plans Begin making
contacts which will be uselill wt1en looking lor a job
Be sure to ask your internship supervisor (as well as
part-time and summer employers) for a reference.
(Forms are available in the
Cffice of Counseling and
Career
Services,
if
needed).

Become acquainted with the
members of the faculty. You
will find them to be valuable
resources, Take advantage
of office hours for contact
with the faculty outside the
classroom
9 Each spring, try drafting a
sample resume, listing your
activities, positions of leadership. honors, internships,
and work experience.
(Guides to writin_ga resume
are available in the Career
library)
For seniors:
1. Take any appropriate gradu8,

ate and professional school
admissions exams in the fall,
even if you do not inlend to
enroll the year after graudalion. It is always wise to
keep your options open
2 Develop your resume fall
semester. so Ihat you can
begin introducing yourself
to prospective .employers
over the holiday break
3, If you have not as yet had
relevant work or volunteer
experience in your field,
begin seeking a January
Term placement immediately. Even one month's experience can be critical
wt1en marketing yourself for
_
employment
4. Attend the Operation Native
Sons and Daughters job fair
in Towson in December
Many recnntera who will
never viSit' individual campuses do' their first round of
interviews at ONS & D. They
will not expect you to be
- graduating until May
5. Develop a list of prospective
employers, research them.
and send each an individually drafted letter, accompanied by a resume. Do not
expect employers to come
to you. 1f you want a job you
must actively seea-Jtr
6. Also plan to apply for summer jobs..since you may not
find permanent professional
employment until August or
September, Meanwhile. you
will have a source of in-

come. Evening and weekend working hours will allow
free time during regular
business hours to conduct a
job search and interview
7, Apply to graduate and professional schools early
Write to individual departments for information re-'
garding fellowships and
assistantships. which are
not generally administered
by the financial aid office
8 Meet with the director of
Counseling and Career
Services to discuss your
job- search or graduate
school pans. Your academic advisor and members of the deparment
should also prove helpful
9, Attend any workshop relevant to your career plans.
1D. Sign up for interviews on
. campus. for practice in
interviewing
if nothing
else, .orgo through a practice interview with an intern in the Ollice of
Counseling arid Career
Services
'1. Maintain an optimistic attitude! You wit find meaningful employment if you
are diligent in your search
'and do. not give up too
easily.'Finding-·a
job is
hard work, and you should
expect to invest considerable time and money info
the effort, but it will pay
oH!
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What
Do You
Want
From'
College?
Adventure?

Add It To YourSchedule.
Try rappel ling ... descending
a precipice by a rope and the
seal 01 your pants. The fastest way down. Except for free
tan
Aappelling is one pari 01 a
challenging academic and
extracurricular program 01·
lered by Army ROTC.
Army ROTC teaches pro
Iesstcoany cnerued stuoents
10 lead people and to direct
equipmentto achieve speci
ttc objectives as an Active
or Reserve Officer
If you're looking for the
challenge 01 leadership. in
college and afterwards. look
into Army ROTC

ADVENTURE

WEEKEND,

18-20 SEPTEMBER

Loom,
Ing
lIing, rock
rope ,bridge
building.
andClimblng~
camping m the mountains of West
Vtrglnla.
Enroll in Mllilay Science course tJJ..
105 row
rappe"

Call 620 or visit the
Military Science department in the basement of Albert Norman
Ward Hall.

ARMY ROTC. .
BEAU YOU CAN BE.
Tonight In the forum
88r 10 p.m.

WESTMINSTER RETAIL MERCHANTS ASSOCIA TION
Welcomes

Western Maryland College

Students

We invite you to visit and become
acquainted with our Member Stores
J. Stoner Geiman & Sons
Westminster Bank & Trust Co.
Baltimore Federal Savings and Loan
Bobby's Hobby Lobby
Campbell's 1V
Carriage House Liquors
Carroll County Times
Carroll County Bank & Trust
David's Jewelry
Eckard's Wallpaper
Flower Box
Shaeffer Lumber Co.
Wm. F. Myer's & Sons
.Westminster Hardware
Jos. L. Mathias

- Rexall Drag
J. C. Penney Co.
Union National Bank
Wampler's Furniture
Treat Shop
,
Wheeler Floor Fashion
Locust Books
Forget-me-not, Ltd.
Westminster Unifonn Outlet
Carroll County Evening Sun
Heagy's Sport Shop
The Hub
T. W. Mather & Son
WTl1l
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Mapes a hypnotizing man
Dan Trollinger
Hypnotist James J. Mapes. making
his third appearance at Western
Maryland, College since 1977. will
perform here on Thursday, Sept. 24
at 8:00 P.M. in Alumni Hall. The show
"PSI," which 'takes its name from the
word referring 10 unexplained or paranormal phenomenon, explores hypnosis
through
demonstration,
imagination, and audience participation.
"Besides providing entertainment,"
Mapes explains, "1 want the show to
destroy the myths that surround hypnosis. Through 'PSI' I want to elimi-

nate the fear and misunderstanding
and prove that hypnosis is a powerful
tool that can harness the potential of
the human mind and change peeple's hves."
Mapes' lifelong fascination with
hypnosis began at California State
UniversitylNorthridge where he 'lost
96lbs. and .stccceo smoking "_"'iththe
help of a hypnotist. He graduated
there with a M.A.- in Theater and
subsequently has appeared in television shows like Star Trek, Bonanza,
and Gunsmoke as well as numerous
soap operas and commercials.

In 1970. -he studied hypnosis in
Europe and integrated his showmanship with hypnosis into an entertaining slage show that earned Mapes
distinction as "Campus Entertainer of
the Year" in 1978
In addition to entertaining, James J
Mapes is Director of the New York
Hypnosis Center in Manhattan where
he practices hypnosis as therapy. He
is also the founder of Positive SellImage Training, a program that
~:~:e~a~~~
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Mapes retums for intriguing evening

Cadets take 'Leap test' plunge
Rather than soaking up rays and
beer with summer's last lemmings.
three WMC students chose to reverse
. course and spend their Labor Day
weekend parachuting from an Army
helicopter in the mountains 01 West
Virginia. The event was the Fourth
Annual Pierce Memorial Leapfest
sponsored by the West Virginia National Guard's Special Forces Section
at Camp Dawson, West Virginia
Sixteen teams competed including
Canadian paratroopers and Army National Guardsmen from West Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Maryland. and arcoe
Island.
Sheri Bullard, Dan Myers, and Michael Price, Army ROTC cadets at
WMC, joined by three cadets from
Loyola dubbed themselves "The
ROTC Team" and entered the event
All were graduates of the Army

little worried. None of them had ever
Airborne School at Fort Benning, GA
jumped out of a Huey helicopter and
"It was a remarkable feat," according
the small drop zone was bounded by
to CPT Don Schenk, a WMC cadre
every hazard dreaded by the paraofficer. "Considering that none of the
trooper _ trees, a river, buildings, and
cadets had more than six jumps we
power lines. SFC Gary Baura, also a
were primarily concerned that they all
WMC
cadre member and the jumplanded safely on the drop zone rather
master, reported on the cadets' perthan making a good score," he said
tormerce. "11 was important that none
When a team member reached the
ground he was timed until he , of the jumpers hesitated as I only had
about five seconds to get them out of
stepped on the target. The closer to
the aircraft. The drop zone and the
the target he landed,then the less
target were so small that to take any
time it usually took to reach it and
longer would mean someone might
stop his time. The military parachute
miss. But they all stayed alert, kept
all the teams were required to use
their eyes on me, and when I pointed
was not hight)"maneuverableskydiving
and said "Go" they went out every
equipment so times varied from
time," Thanks to careful jumpmasterseven seconds to five minutes, Indiing by SFC Baura and MSG Robert
vidual times were averaged for a
Clark from Loyola, and expert piloting
team time and after each team had
of their canopies by the WMC cadets
Jumped three times the team with the
not only did they hit the drop zone
lowest total time was the winner
All the cadets admitted they were a • but also tumed in very ,competitive

WMC ROTC cadets and Army Reservists make themselves
before taking off for Operation "Green Terror" last May.

comfortable

times. The Leapfest. was won by a
team from the Pennsylvania National
Guard. but "The ROTC Team" did
well
Not one of the cadets was disappointed, as everyone got at least two
jumps and some three. The Canaolans were surprised to meet the lady
parachutists. Sheri Bullard of WMC
and Carole Znamirowski of Loyola
and vowed that it was high time that

Canada train its women to do the
same, Michael Price's summation of
his personal experience said it for all
the cadets. "It was scary at first
because il was only my sixth jump
and there are obvious dangers in
-parachuting. But I had confidence in
my training and equipment and il
turned out to be a fantastic Labor
Day holiday."

Rouzer coeds
settle in
Mollie kingl Shawn Warner
Women in Rouzer? So what's new?
Only now they are there to do more
than check out the guys' stereo
systems: they are there to live! As a
result of last year's decision to create
more housing for the ever increasing
number of incoming female students
to WMC. there are now women living
on one side of the first floor of Rouzer
Hall
Scandalous, you say? Just a passing phase at WMC? The students and
administrators interviewed had varying answers to these and other
questions, According to those directly
involved in the new co-ed living at
Rouzer, "II's no big deal," Students
and administrators did, however.
have some definite views on renovation, day to day living, problems. and
the future of co-ed living at WMC.
One area discussed by the new
occupants of Rouzer was that of
renovation. Many women expected
the construction of permanent doors
to close off the shower room and the
addition of shower curtains between
the shower heads to take place over
the summer. When Rouzer residents
Megan Davis and freshman Beth
Chapman found the renovations incomplete, they were not upset but
did feel that things would be handled
in due lime. However, Mary Kaye
McDonald. Resident Assistant tor the
entire first floor of Rouzer, was slightly
annoyed that renovations had not
been completed on schedule

She did point out that she felt it was
not the administration's fault and
added that work orders had been
placed by Dean Laidlaw, Male residents of Rouzer. some of whom had
not heard that renovations were to be
made. seemed nonplussed about the
situation. But as Gary Forte, a freshman on Rouzer first, pointed oct, "I've
heard they (the women) don't feel it's
private enough over mere."
According to Elizabeth Laidlaw, associate dean of student affairs, some
of the expected renovations wilt not
lake place. such as placing curtains
between the shower heads lor
greater privacy in the women's
shower room, In addition, Wray Mowbray, dean of student affairs. stated
that there are no plans 10 erect a
permanent door off the center entrance in order to close off the sides
and provide more privacy for the
women
Dean Mowbray did stress that he is
open to suggestions and would seriously consider any comments made
about the situation. "rve had no
complaints," he maintained. The subject of renovation is a topic thta is
being discussed by the female occupants of Rouzer and the administration alike. and by no means is the
case closed at this time. However,
there is more being discussed in
Rouzer other than permanent doors
and shower curtains

continued to page 3
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Future vision from the Hill
Have you ever considered the future 01 Western Maryland
College? What will 'The Hill" look like in five years? What sort of
student body will attend the college a decade from now?
These and other questions and ideas were addressed at last
weekend's Board of Trustee's meeting of the Long Range Planning
Task Force. The Committee's purpose is to put together a set 01
goals for the college to work toward in the next five years.
The committee reviewed the 1977 'Five-Year Plan" so that it
cbuld assess what progress had actually been made, as well as
what still has to be accomplished
Construction 01 the Scott S. Barr Stadium was the major
improvement in the athletrc department, and work on Gill Gyrnnaslum
is expected to begin sometime next spring.
Other long-term goals for the athletic department include
construction of a new field house, two new playing fields, lights for
the tennis courts as well ~s six additional courts, and a leveling and
reconstruction of ~he baseball diamond complete with a dugout and
stands
Although it is often difficult to assess intangible academic
improvements, the. recent installation of a chapter of Phi Beta Kappa
at WMC recognizes tile academic quality of the college.
"Do WMC students lack cultural sophistication?" was a question
'raised, along with the question, "What is-culture?" an informal survey
conducted several years ago at WMC indicated that students here
possess limited cultural background. Over the past 5 years, the
lecture-concert series has been broadened. so students will have the
opportunity to benefit from more out-of-classroom programs and
lectures. Also. the Fine Arts Building may be enlarged in the future

The

Majority defended

Speaking about fraternities and sororities at Western Maryland,
Ralph John stated that "Greek organizations aren't pulled into the
whole college," When asked what changes could be made in the
Greek system, it was suggested that an Inter-Fraternity Council
(similar to the ISC) be formed.
Regarding the percentage of minorities in the student population.
the college has not yet realized its longterm goal of 10 percent with a
4. percent (1981) minority enrollment. Overall enrollment in general
has remained constant at close to 1250 students. Since the number
of college-age students will be declining over the next decade, the
Committee discussed ways in which more "non-traciticna!''
students
could be attracted to WMC.In areas relating to the faculty. Ihe stcoers-crctesscr
ratio has
been kept at 15 to 1, and there have been almost annual increases
in the faculty, Also, if a faculty member retires, his or her _position
may be allowed to another department
A major renovation of Ihe Quad (Albert Norman Ward and Daniel
Mclea Dormitories) is being planned. Both buildings need interior
and exterior repairs
The 1977 financial projections for the 1981 cost of attending
WMC were underestimated by nearly $1000. The projected cost was
$5450, but it is actually $6425. (The 1977 cost was $4255.)
Throughout the discussion of ideas concerning the future of
WMC, the committee emphasised that a strive for academic
excellence should be Ihe most important and continuing goal. As
one prolessor put it "We can't afford to be a high-priced Towson
State University."

Religious reflection

Dear Editor
I would like to respond to Robert
Michlowitz' letter last issue concerning the Moral Ma/Ority.While I do not
support the organization's views, I do
support its right, as a minority, to
express Iheir opinion Just because
they are not truly a majority, does not
mean that they have no rights
The Moral Majority has very little
control over our programming, 'It is
the sponsors who decide what shows
to run, and any concessions by them,
will be minor. They themselves look to
the infamous Nielson families for their
information, and they number less
than the Moral Majority
Besides. the TV shows we are
talking about, are not only offensive
to Righi-wing Christians, but to educators and psychiatrists as well. Bob,
let the "M M" make their threats, it is
their righl, and if you want to discuss
the intellectual value of "Bosom Bud. dies" and "Starsky anc Hutch" I'll be
glad to
Keith Arnold

Conservatively speaking

John Springer: Activist

As rout continues ...
Keith Arnold

Rev. Charles Wallace
It there had been an award for
"most promising contemplative acnvist" at last spring's honors corwocalion. John would have won it. He has
been associated with peace and
justice activities since the early seventies: and his' more recent involvement in the disciplined spiritual life,
has if anything, strengthened his
social passion. "'e graduated in May
and has been-accepted in a psych
M.A. program, but I wouldn't be
surprised to see him wind up in a
theological seminary or a religious
community
I'm thinking of John now because I
just finished reading his senior seminar paper, "From Mysticism to Politics," which he wrote for Ira Zepp last
January. Irs a solid piece of academic work, a synthesis of dozens of
books and articles, but it's not just an
intellectual exercise. It also reflects
the direction John's life has been
taKing. Moreover, it challenges the
rest of us who consider ourselves
religious folk or socialactivists to reexamine our assumptions
JoM focuses on one man, Emesto
Cardenal who seems to embody the

creative, necessary tension in the
'religious life between spirituality and
social activism. Cardenal is a priest
and poet who joined the Sandinista
revOlutiooary, movement and when it
overthrew the long-entrenched Samaza dictatorship, became minister
of culture in tte new government of
Nicaragua. But Cardenal is just one
example of a tradition met goes back
to the Hebrew prophets, to Jesus.
and to countless others in the subsequent history of western religion. John
is convinced this tradition cannot be
ignored
I think he's right. No one who
claims to be guided and shaped by
scripture can pretend that either
privitized emotional religious individualism or zealous attachment to social
causes is enough. On the contrary,
true piety, an authentic encounter
with the Holy, leads to involvement in
the quest for justice (see Isaiah 6).
And the most profound approaches
to social action are those nurtured
and sustained by a relationship to
God
John quotes the French Catholic
socialist poet Charles Peguy: "Everything begins in mysticism and ends in
politics" Exaggeration maybe But
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with neutron bombs. MX missiles and
all the other trappings of an out-ofcontrol military budget. wih a reduced
commitment to social programs and
to the conservation of non-renewable
resources at home, with hunger and
exploitation rampant throughout the
world
the relationship between
God's presence in individual tives
and the presence of his coming
kingdom of peace and justice for all
people needs exploring.
Thanks, John, for a timely reminder:
personal salvation, the cultivation of
the individual spiriluallife, it intimately
related with social and political tiberaton At the beginning of the school
year, as we look for direction and
experiment with different life-options, f
hope others will find this a helpful
model. How about some dialogue?

Ed. Note:
~eligion Refl~ion is a column ~~
c~ernlng
the WMC religIOUS

IliSlleS

commUnity,

John Springer Is the
"John" .refered to In this article.

I

This time a year ago. I was informed by those to whom I read and
listened, that the Republican party
was on its last legs. As a rather
blatantly conservative Republican.
this was a rather depressing prospect, and I did my best to keep the
faith, despite a lengthy list of Doomsday predictions for the long-suffering
GOP.
-Regan can not win. 100 extreme,
too far right
-Regardless,
Democrats,
as
usual, will still have firm control
of both houses of Congress
-Again regardless, with the 1980
consensus results forthcoming,
the overwhelmingly Democrat
slate legislatures of this land will
redistrict Ihe Republican party
out of existance.
Time marched on. With November,
Reagan had won. It was not a
landslide, but with two and a half
legitimate candidates, he took a majority of the vote, despite this "reactionary" view.
And, surprise of
surprises, the gasping GOP grasped
the Senate. Democrats, stunned, entrenched behind their last line of
defense, redistricting. At best Ihis
weapon has no eHect on the Senate,
and at worst it could backfire.

It did. The census showed that
population declined in American cities
Democrat strongholds. And
their legislatures are failing them
Case in point: Texas. With a legislature that is two-thirds Democrat, a
redistricting plan was adopted that, in
all probability, will give the GOP lour
additional congressional seats in
1982
These events not 'only destroy many
original predictions, but also tend to
weaken tile point of view that this
conservative swing, which has occurred, is In tact a swing and not a
fluke
Indeed, Reagan's policies reach
into the future, and legislation is
written as such. This fact will make it
very diHicult for a liberal resurgence
to reverse the flow, Furthermore, the
Reagan package not only benefits
traditional GOP constituencies, but
also appeals to many middle-class
Democratic supporters
II we postulate that this conservative phenomena is not a passing fad,
but that in fact the Democratic party
is under siege. then the question
becomes - how will the Democrats
react too, what for them will be a new
expenence
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Ready or not, its coed Rouzer
from page 1
Female occupants on the first floor
of Rouzer have brought a diHerent
dimension to meeting friends at
WMC. As Gary Forte pointed out,
referring to the women, "If you mingle, you get to know them better.'
Jamie DeGrafft. another freshman
living on Rouzer first. added, "trs
easier to meet people if you live near
them"
Some of the girls have met more
guys than they have girls and some
have only seen the guys on the
stairways. Rouzer first has presented
the men and women who live there
with the opportunity of meeting each

guys are satisfied wearing a towel or
shorts when roving the hallway. Why
this difference in hallway attire between the sexes? According to Gary
Forte. "'Girls have higher morals"
This is, of course, just one man's
opinion. All in all, most of the women
agreed that co-ed living on Rouzer
first means slight adjustments in living
habits, and both sexes agreed that
no rnecr problems had been encountered.
What does the future hold for co-ed
living et WMC? Opinions on this vary
According to Dean laidlaw, there
had been no previous preferences for
cooed living on student response
forms, but if Rouzer first succeeds.
this may change. Some students
questioned on Rouzer first felt that it
would be wise to extend cooed living
Said Jamie DeGrafft. "'I think irs a
coco idea to make other buildings
co-ed"
Mary Kaye McDonald explained,
where it is more' intimate and the 'We should have a choice"
audience is closer to the action
Some students suggested that the
Godot will be performed by an all floors 01 a dorm could alternate male!
WMC student cast. lighting, props. female. At this time. many 01 the
sets and costumes are being created occupants of Rouzer first are pleased
also by WMC students. TM cast - with the co-ed living arrangements
because of a short preparation period and would like to see them extended
_ has been rehearsing three to four at WMC in the future
hours per day throughout the week.
With increasing enrollment of leThe play by Samuel Becken was male students at WMC, something
first performed in 1953 at the left must be done about the housing
Bank Theatre de Babylone in Pail.". situation. The solution this semester
Continued
on page 8

other outside of the classroom and
organized activities.
On the other han-d,co-ed living can
bring slight problems as well as
opportunities to meet people. One
problem, which is by no means a
new problem, is that of guys wandering the halls. As senior Megan Davis
stated, "You have to condition yourself" to be prepared. This may be as
simple as wearing much more than a
towel 10 and from the shower room or
making sure the shades are pulled
before disrobing.
Has privacy been a problem for the
guys? Has their modesty been threatened? Apparently not. In fact. some

The waiting begins
for Godot
Melanie Clippinger

~
1

l

The cast having been chosen for
Waiting for Godo!, actors and technicians enthusiastically prepare for the
opening of the dramatic art department's October production. The cast
includes: as Vladimir-Bob McQuay,
Estragon-Steven Rossman, PozzoKaren lambert. lucky-Robyn Quick,
and Youth-lori McCoy
The play traditionally performed by
an all male cast includes three female
dramatic art majors. Director Max
Dixon expressed feelings that the
characters in the play have "universal
qualities" which go beyond the gender of the performer. He stated that
with women cast as three of the live
characters "though the statement
would be diHerent, it certainly would
not be invalid"
The two-act play is partly about the
two trampish characters of Vladimir
and Estragon who are '"waiting for
Godot." Relationships in the play help
us to see what happens when we
turn over authority for our lives to
someone or something else, for we
are -responstble for our life, our time.
But Godot also is an experience in
itself, an emotional experience which
can take us from feelings 01 joy to
sadness to ioy again. "1 consider
Wailing for Godot an optimistic play.
because it does not say how things
must inevitably be, but how things
are now for these people because of
who they have decided to be," Dixon
said
Wailing for Goaot is "net quite a
traditional play, and is without a
regular plot." But it is "very theatrical,
with lots of physical action on stage."
explained Max Dixon. associate prolessor of dramatic art.
The production will be presented
October 9, 10 and 11 in understage
of Alumni Hall. The director said that
the play is well suited for Understage,
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Phased-out colleges
by Christopher Potter
ANN ARBOR, MI CPS __ George
Kish has taught geography at the
University of Michigan for 41 years.
Though considered one of the best,
he may soon be a professor without a
department. Rodger Keller worked as
a horticulturist on the campus. He
was dismissed in June.
Both men are victims of a budget
crunch that may take years .to abate
Kelier was one of six gardeners let
go. Kish, however. isn't being fired
His department is. The university
wants to eliminate the geography
department after this school year
Such radical cuts and contractions
have become commonplace at cotteges in at least a dozen states where
soured economies, citizen "tax revolt"
measures and budget-slashing legislators have accidentally conspired to
alter campus life even more dramatically than the Reagan cuts of the
federal education budget.
In Oregon, for example, state
budget cuts may force the end of the
athletic programs at Oregon and
Oregon State. The University of IlIinois must soon close its clinical
medicine program
A surprise state budget cut "could
affect accreditation of some programs" at the University 01 Mississippi. the university chancellor frets
All but two state schools in Texas are
without building funds. Missouri,
moreover, has imposed an indefinite
treeze on the state s entire education
budget
These state-level crises - which
have gone almost unnoticed while
attention tocusec on the Reagan

ridiculous and sublime effects
Iowa State, for instance, won't be in
this year's New York Times "Guide to
Colleges" because "budgetary reasons" kept administrators from distributing the Times' questionaire to
students
Massachusetts educators, reeling
from the budget cuts in the wake of
last November's "Proposition 2%" tax
revolt, are busily closing down Boston
Stale College and considering ciosing two other community colleges to
balance the budget.
"It's an absurd case of education
following the dollar around instead of
vice verse."
grouses Roger Chlrmess
of the Massachusetts Board of Regents for Public Education. "Some
institutions are having to delay opening of colleqe."
In California, the effects of the first
tax-revolt measure _ 1978's Propositon 13 _ were supposed to hit
coneqes fully this year. But Morgan
ooen. head 01 the Association of
Independent Colleges and Universities, says astute use 01 the state's
pre-13 budget surplus has forestalled
severe cutbacks in campus services
for at least another year
"lt's mainly a matter of waiting until
next tan to find out how bad things
really are," Odell says, noting that
state educators must now figure out
how to cope with the effects of the
Reagan cuts as well as the Propositon 13 cuts
"We·re all singing a dismal Greek
chorus to the same tune," laments
Frank Duddy. Jr., president 01 the
Association of Independent Colleges
and Universities of Ohio. Duddy says

CROSS

erbated a chronic college budget
deficiency
Yet nowhere in America have the
demons of inflation, unemployment
and miserly legislatures more brutally
hamstrung colleges than in Michigan,
where missing tax revenues from the
depressed auto industry have led to
substantial budget slashes at all state
schools
Campuses have tried to make up
for lost state funding by raising
average public college costs to
$3350
"It's getting difficult for more and
more families to pay for coHege,"
says Kalamazoo College's admissions director David Boros. whose
school is the state's most expensive.
"But we have no choice but to raise
tuition .,
"Currently, the only way many students can come to college is through
substantial aid programs," says AIbion College Vice President James
Hatcher
"But as federal aid is reduced, the
middle class family will have an
extremely rough time"
Those realities have evoked varied
responses Irom state colleges. The
most radical remedies have been
adopted at Michigan State. the state's
largest school
Facing a September shortfall of $30
million, MSU President Cecil Mackey
first tried to cut every department and
layoff many tenured faculty members. while entirely eliminating the
colleges of nursing (one of the largest
in America), urban development, and
the Dept. of Urban Planning and
Architecture.
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measure
8 ThaSWMI16 Manage
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19 Business
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FROM COLLEGE
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14 Memoranda
21 Cease
11 Cheer
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22 Narrow
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23 Army off.
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24 While
26 Jumps
25 Quarral
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53 English
28 Golf mound 27 Lath
41 Wampum
streetcar
29 Lapses
30 Masl
43 Simpler
57 Girl's nama
31 Narrate
32 King 01
44 MO
58 Tin symbol
33 Rupees
beasls
46 QI. part
60 CIA preoe(abbr.)
35 Appears
48 Room
cesser
34 Scruff
37 Stalk
51 Ancient
62 Siala: Abbr
36 Platform
38 Aviator
Greek coin
64 Digraph
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FITNESS

of the Council of

Graduate Students. "But now I'm
scared that by the time I get my M.A.,
it may not be worth the paper it's
printed on."'
At the richer University of Michigan,
conditions aren't much better. Besides axing the geograpl1y department, the regents cut the extension
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Tuition costs:
spiral out of control
CPS -- If your already-shrunken
pocketbook
feels even smaller,
there's good reason: college tuition
rates have spiraled to new heights
A just-released study by the College Entrance Examination Board
found costs at four-year public colleges and private institutions are up
by 16 and 13 percent, respectively.
It's the fourth such increase in as
many years. Students at state schools
this fall will pay an average $819 for
the year. while their counterparts at
private schools ""ill pay $3709
Combined with room, board, books,
supplies, transportation and personal
costs, public college undergrads will
spend an average of $3873, ·while
private school undergrads spend
$6885 this year, the College Board

CarroU Plaza Shoppin~ Center
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1 Simian

con Abeod for Tokeout Orders
40 GR.OUP CLASSES
DRY DESSERT SAUNA
SUN ROOM
PRIVATE SHOWERS
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OOWN

Salad Bar
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MODERN SLIMMING EQUIPMHfT

OPEN HOUSE September 30
9 0.111. _ 9 p_m,

"'-,.-..---

?'ti4.u?~
'Prd
a!;~~~r

~~
SAL TIMORE/WASHINGTONIPALM
fRANCHISED

sonar denunciations of the president
forced the university to adopt a less
severe plan. though the three imperiled departments'
budgets were
barely re-funded.
Curren! plans have several depart-

WORD
PUULE

found
Costs are highest in the Northeast,
where traditionally-high tuitions and
skyrocketing
energy bills have
pushed the total costs of attending
some schools into the five-figure
bracket
Bennington College in Vermont tops
the list at $12,034. About a dozen
other schools -- including Harvard,
Bryn Mawr and Yale -- cos{·$11,OOO
or more 10 attend this year.
Although Sunbelt schools as a
whole remain far less cosily, tuition in
the South and Southwest is rising at
the fastest rate, according to the
Southern Regional Education Board.
"This year's tuition jump basically
rellects last year's inllation," says Joe
Paul Case, who co-ordinated the
College Board study.

MAR'N[ EQUIPMENT
MONITORS

,.-&:1.
'f:»

8ump'"

e. 8. & Steeec
452 EAST MAIN 5T
WESTMINSTER. MO 21157
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Sandwiches

876.3550

Wed.
11:30 p.m.

Show Student I.D. for 10% Discount
expires 10/31

P~ON£ 8486070

Rebecca

Orenstein

Photography
Weddings
Portraits
848-2148
call in evenings
after 5 p.m.
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Cowan: 'techno-woman'

New face, for History

Andi Yob
Helga
Heln
The history department has added
a new face. to its faculty this year. Dr
William Chase, a visiting assistant
professor in history. comes to Westem Maryland after having taught at
two large universities. For the last two
years, Dr. Chase taught et Texas
Tech University in west Texas. Prior
to that, he worked for one year at
Wg;o;a Commonwealth Uo;,e,,;~;o
Richmond
Although Dr. Chase's teaching ex-

the 60's. Development of Modern
America, and American Foreign Policy. He will also be conducting a
January Term study 01 the American
law school, an appropriate course
since much of Dr. Chase's scholarship has revolved around the role of
the American law school in American
socie~.

Dr. Chase expects thai his teaching
responsibililes will require much of
his time this year. However, he plans
"an on-foot exploration of Carroll
County" in his free time. He is living
on a farm about 10 miles south of the
college. and hopes he will have the
opportunity to explore the country
backroads and cornfields.

party excep t.Ion

council. This decision was made after
last year's misuse of the cafeteria
during a social function.
Early this semester, the Student
Government Association asked Mow~!~IS601~:~e C::~
~:er~~:~e~~7~ ~~c,~~~::bl~a~~~~:~ .a~;rtpaO!,e~h~~ bray if Homecoming could be an
exception to the rule. Members
AB. degree in 1967. He also studied year s Homecoming acnvtnes Will take
argued that the forum alone could not
at Harvard law School from 1967-70; place there.
however he didin't pursue law as a . At one 0: last s~ring's adminislra.- accommodate the large homecoming
crowds or the two bands which are
career. 'He explained that he is live council m~,etlngs,. the council
traditionally featured.
interested in "the broad view of life, determined t~at the dining hall IS not
Council members reviewed and disand lawyers have to lake a very the appropfl8te. place for dances
cuss the issue with S.G.A. president,
narrow view of human life." In 1978, because there IS already a .'~cility
Teresa Baker, and permission to use
Dr. Chase earned his Ph.D. nom (t~e forum) fo~dances. In addition to
the cafeteria y.'as granted. However,
Harvard University, where he was a thiS, such acmwtes put an unn~es,~
"Homecoming is the only exception
graduate teaching fellow.
sa:t burden on the food services,
to the rule," stresses Mowbray
Dr. Chase commented that with his said Dean Mow_!lray,member of the

~~i:n~~lik:asW~~:~n ~a;l!t~t~~iO~: ~:::
~r:~x.cePtions. t~ almost
pointed out that his own academic f!Jery rule. In ~hls case, It I,SHometraining took place at liberal arts cO,:"lng. De~plte last year s ruling

background in liberal arts oriented
schools. he feels at home at Western
Maryland. He furthermore noted that
he is looking forward to this year
because students at a liberal arts
college truly want to learn about their
world in a broad sense. This will be a
change from the large universities'
where students with exclusively oriented technical majors often did not
discern the value of history, and took
::;~~e~~i~;~es

only because they

Westminster 'Pawn Outlet

will explore the theory that household
technology has led to the rise 01 the
women's movement as well as the
diverse interests of women in the
technological working world.
Dr. Cowan has written extensively
on the correlation of biological and
political theory and the connection
between technological and social
change with regard to the history of
women in America. Her interests involve the development of household
technology in the United States and its
impact on American housewives.
Ruth Schwartz Cowan served as
chairperson on the History of Science
Society Council as well as the Committee on Women. To date she acts on
the executive council of the Society
for the History of Technology.
-

Our Desk Lamps
Are Light On
Your Budget!
Put your studies in the right
light with the very latest in
decorative arid efficient lamps.
ChOose from hi-intensity, fluorescent and incandescent desk lamps,
plus, wall, bed or table mounted
styles. Prices start as low as 6.95.

largest Selection in the Area!

71

II

West Main Street
Md

The courses Dr. Chase will be
teaching this_y~ar in~liJde America in

~

Phone;S76·3086

876-1630
OpenWeekdovSI0109;~IOIOS
We honorVioa. MosIeIcordOOdChoice

BACK TO SCHOOL SALE.

1

l

Dr. Ruth Schwartz Cowan, associate
professor of history, at the University
of New York, will be presenting a
lecture on the role 01 technology on
the lives of women in society tonight
at 9:00 and tomorrow at 12:30 in the
Forum.
Topics to be entertained at the
lecture include a look at the attitudes
concerning women in technology to
the progressive role of technology in
the home. The lecture will follow the
historical sex role of women and the
stereotypes in which they fall with the
aid 01 a slide presentation.
Dr. Cowan will deal with technology
and its role concerning time periods
before and after industrialization. She

SELLING NEW AND USED STEREOS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, JEWELRY
• Westminster,

This Year's
Hottest Preppy Look
GIFTS -- CARDS -- T-SHIRTS -- STATIONERY
GIFT WRAP -- STICKERS
BUnONS
-- BAGS

Get Acquainted Offer
, Buy Any 3 Cards From 1
Recycled Paper Company
Get A 4th Card Free
p,,,,_ent StudenVFaculty/Staff
expires
1011

f.D. ~~~

Open 10-5 Daily

\

Frames In Sizes And Colors To Fit All

<,

"J

Ellen Willis
61 Y2 E. Main Street
JoAnne Kreider
848-1377

including average single vision
prescription lenses

1orJt'.

:-----~-HO~S~O~-Zl~~~;;-------'
:

CcuroUPlaza, W""bninster

848-1314

:

Special of the Week

:

Miller 12 oz. cans

:

'2.29 per six pak

I
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Present coupon

5

NOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER
Soh Contact Lens Service Available

Eye Exam

Extra And By Appointment

BUDGET OPTICAL
"~irst Quality Eyeglasses at Lowest Prices"
expires

47 E. Main Street

At Locust Mall

9/29/81 _

WESTMINSTER.

857-4333

Chartley Shopping Center
REISTERSTOWN • 833-6622
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Sports analysis

Ursinus hands
Molesworth 1st win

New coaches,
new challenges

Rob McQuay

Cbeftell
New Coach doesn't always mean
great results.
True! The '81 crroere have a new
Head Coach and offensive structure.
but is that any reason to think that the
Terrors will climb back -to their respectable Divisioo three MAC standing? And does Head Coach Jack
"Iron chin" Molesworth foresee an
undefeated season like his last season at the Hill. back in 1951? To
resolve these laborious questions let's
look at some facts about the Green
Terrors football team
First of all. velvet-lungs Molesworth
is not new to coaching. He "returns to
his alma mater after having a highly
successful tenure with the Frederick
County high school system...·· And he
does know how to play tootoau-re
was on the last undefeated Western
Maryland football team! But will his
experience be enough to catapult the
Terrors to a 9-0 season this year? I
don't think so! May the forces that be
prove me wrong. but it's a rare team
that takes a coaching change so
easily. Even a professional team
takes a couple of years to get used
to a new coaching staff. Let's face it,
there are thirty-one young men who
have been used to playing football
under a certain coaching style and
technique. Now they're being told to
forget everything they've learned and
learn a different way of doing tl'1ings.
If you haven't already heard, when
you go out to the stadium this year
you'll be looking at a different offensive set-up. You will no longer see
three rvnningbacks behind quarterback Jim Selfridge. but two. The old
Wishbone will be replaced by a
formation called the wing-bone. Don't
let this offense fool you; many of you
will remember seeing it in high
school. irs a basic offense that can
be made a little more evasive by
audiblizing. This does wonders for
the opponents defense. However, it
will also take some getting used 10 by
the Terrors offense. For instance

Bryan Bain will move from fullback to
tailback and Dan Fielder Irom halfback to slotteck. And if mars not
enough. think what must be going on
in quarterback Jim Selfridge's head
as he learns a new way of playing his
same position. Well, let's just hope
that these returning starters are.experienced enough to deal competently
with these changes. Nevertheless, if

o.

With a blow of the whistle. and a
kick of the ball the soccer team
opened up the 1981-82 sports season. On Wednesday. September 16,
as many watched in anticipation, the
team lost, in overtime. 2-1 to a strong
squad from Messiah College
Third year coach Steve Easterday
felt lack of depth was a big factor.
Eacn starter was out there for a long
time and got tired-which hurts in a
long close match. Western Maryland
also plays a short pass. ball control
type offense which keeps all of the
players 01'1 the move. As one team
member stated simply. 'We just got
tired.'
Center forward Albert Mensah put
the Terrors out in front, 1-0. with a

*"ic * * * * * * *' * * * .* * * * ***

*

goal late in the first half. Left Wing
Bobby Wassman, whose hustle kept
him on the ball constantly, had the
assist. The score came at a time
when Messiah had an extra man
back on defense-something they did
often to bolster an already strong
defense
Messiah had the next score with
only eleven minutes left to play. John
"Chevy" Shiavonne, who Coach Easterday said played "an .excenent
game", had just stopped a certain
goal with his hands. Goalie Bob Kline
was out of position from a good save
a moment earlier. A penalty kick
(which is very nard for the keeper)
followed, tying the score at one
apiece
Regulation time ended that way and
:::~et~~~~~~al~e:a~i~\~~
~~~~eg~;~~e:s~:~

~;~tU~

s~~~~~eI~a;i~

Walker's record, made lust last year,
of 52 yards; Rich booted his for 53
yards. As for the other Western
Mar;land score, Jim Selfridge ran the
ball in on a OB keeper. Bryan Bain
and freshman starting fullback Gary
Forte had excellent days in the
offensive attack
The Defense. as usual, had a great
game holding the Ursinus offense to
only 95 yards and 3 points. Each
starting defensive lineman was credited with-a OB sack, and the secondary was kept busy by intercepting
three errant Ursinus passes; although
two were called back for defensive
interference.
Incidenlly, the Game Ball was given
to Coach Molesworth for winning his
first college football game
coach. Congratulations to all!

Women .spike
The WMC women's Volleyball team
opened their season with a three
game sweep over Messiah College
last Saturday.

r---------~

well enough to win but we just didn't
put the ball in the net." As for the rest
~~a:_~a~:~on~s"~:rt:~;e
~~r~~I~'

ar~ gc~

~~t~::nt~~a:s~e;~~~:~:~~

Before the game. head coach Dr
Carol Fritz said. "we are optimistic
and very hopeful" about the team's
prospects for the year. Fritz begins
her fourteenth year of coaching at
WMC with an accumulated record of
194 wins and 38 losses.
In the match, the Terrors launched
a "6-2"
game plan. which allows
three hitters or "spikers"
to remain at
the front of the net. but they fell
behind to Messiah 2-0. However, the
Terrors scored 30 straight points to
win the first and second games.
Led on the court by co-captains
Jayne Kernan and Lydia Cox. the
Terrorsintimidatedthe Messiah team
with a strong and balanced team
effort, which was filled out with the
powerful serving of Kernan, and the
extra effort hustling and vicious
spiking of Becky Bankert.
Fast action play gave the Terror
women a huge 11 - 2 lead early in
the third game. Though the Messiah
team smoothed out some of their
problems with poor serving and net
violations, allowing them to narrow
the Terror lead to 12 - 9, Messiah's
hopes rapidly faded as Anne Glees:~~ ~~;~at~h~e:it~tr:ig~~r~n~s_
Vi~~~ Terror women will meet

*
*
Jazz
*
*
**
**
*~==================~
** Thunderhead Bowling Lanes
*
~:~d~'~~~~eteam

pressed on but

~:t~o~a~~~~Si~~~~h E:~nl~:~nt~:~

,....co_a_,h_E_a_"e_,d_,_, _fe_If._·w_e_pl'_'_ed_'~O';.t

~;Pt:~~~

;;~~a;i~~m

113 W. Main Street
"at the lorks"
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it's of any comfort at all the defense
will be back in rare form
Fortunately the defense only lost
four players from last year's squad.
Although two of them were Harry
Peoples and Joe Menendez. By the
way. Menendez lead the team in
tackles, and Peoples lead the team in
OB sacks. But not to worry. the
defense sports eight out of eleven
returning starters. Look for Left Tackle
George Probeyahn and Left End Bob
Upshaw to put deadly pressure. on
their opponents. Also look for Middle
Linebacker Steve James to cut down
the run this year. But once again the
coaching staff will tell the story.
All in all I predict a good season.
after all most teams that undergo a
coaching change don't get worse. If
that's any indication on how the team
will fare this year I think we can all be
pleased; that is considering that the
Terrors went 5-4 last year. In conclusion I'd like to make my point
perfectly clear; don't expect too much
just because there's a new coach

The Green Terror eleven managed
to win their first game in their first
season under a new regime. The
Terrors showed some very promising
play on Saturday as they oeteatec
Ursinus 10-3 under new head coach
Jack Molesworth. However, they also
showed some signs of being nervous.
which is to be expected in the first
game of the season; the offense
fumbled the ball seven times and
regained only one out of those seven!
Nonetheless, the offense did display good control and excellent play
calling ey Quarterback Jim Selfridge
The offense gained over 200 yards
on the ground and 18 yards through
the air. That 18 yard pass set up Rich
Johnson's new MAC record breaking
field goal. Johnson broke Craig

T. goal stops Terrors

Rich Harl.t

l'
iC
iC
iC
iC
iC
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4337 Taneytown Rd. • Taneytown. Md.
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Westminster, Md -- The College
Jazz Ensemble at Western Maryland
College will be accepting new members through the end of September
Members of the community and the
college interested in trying out should
attend one of the rehearsal sessions
which are held every Wednesday at
7:30 p.m. in Baker Memorial Chapel.
room 100, on the campus
For further information on the open
tryouts or on the Jazz Ensemble,
please contact director Gerard Miller
at 876-2935.
COPENHAGEN
Art
Language
Justice
Philosophy
Sociology
Justice
Business
Relations
Eur-o . Eccn . Communi r y
Marketing

F~;~t~~
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"roughing

it" for fun

Kim Oppenheim

Another year of ROTC is here, and
The ROTC program sponsored an
frankly, I don', know if I'm ready yet. I
adventure filled expedition in Bloommean mentally. physically, emotionery, West Virginia last weekend where
alty prepared. Granted, the check is they practiced basic skills in bridge
already in Ihe mail, but let's face lt,
building, rock climbing, and rappenam I mlly ROTC~aterial? I walk ing.
past a mirrbr and WInce. Freshman
The outing was open to all WMC
fat is 8tI11 telling on me--a whole size
students and, according 10 Captain
larger in fatigue pants! By the end of
Mauldin who helped- organize Ihe
last year, thai zipper fell every time I
event, "was not a tactical training--tne
made a move. Push-ups were pretty
idea was to have fun in the woods"
'drafty. On the other hand, even the
Captain Mauldin and several other
smallest shirt will stili dangle well
cadets arrived in Bloomery Friday
past my hands. Nothing like being
evening and set up base camp
unbalanced
before the remaining fifteen cadets
Sometimes, 1 hate being five feel.
arrived. Their campsite was a patch
one and a half inches tall. (Every- of privately owned land surrounded
body's
allowed that extra half men.
by meadows, thick forest, and rolling
right?) Whenjt comes to ROTC, that
hills. They made one or two-man
means that
tents using rain ponchos
1. I can barely see over the counter
After setting up camp, the group
in the storage room. Sleeping bags
hiked through the WOOdsalong Cacacome crashing do",!n on me from
pon River and -built a one rope bridge
nowhere as I struggle out of the aisle over the river. They had some techniwith my gear.
cal problems at first ("Mauldin's Folly"
2. When the cadre handed me that
as Captain Mauldin called it) because
22 small bore rifle last September, their nylon rope was too short and
I'm sure they didn't realize they were they were forced to tie another rope
unleashing a darn good deadly
to- it
weapon on the world, and not necesThey made a fire at their campsites
sarily for the right side, either. Never- later that night and had a "good
theless. I got pretty handy with the, dinner of C-rations-a bite of history as
er, weapon after about a month. I'm
I call them," Captain Mauldin said
now lethal at ankle level-prone posi- On Saturday night, however, the
tion is my specialty. That way. I don't
students enjoyed a special dinner of
have to lift anything but the muzzle
ribs and corn from Sergeant Baura
3. That thirty-inch step has got to and some cases of beer, which they
go! That's nearly half my heightl
all contributed to.
'
Not to mention the other fun things
Saturday morning the cadets
that have virtually little to do with crossed the rope bridge they had
height. Like waving at the ground
constructed the day before and hiked
from forty fee! up on the ranger approximately forty minutes to Castle
tower--no! my idea of a fun afternoon
Rock. This large rock face is a sheer
There are more mishaps than I'd like ridge with a 300 foot cliff on one side
to think about or admit to. No way is and a 100 foot cliff on the other side.
anybody going to talk me into going
Captain Mauldin taught the stuon any of those "test-your-talent" type
dents how to tie baste knots and
missions this year! No sir.
swiss seats as well as belay techWhat? Did you say an "adventure
niques which involve climbing safety
weekend" to Bloomery this weekend? factors. Sergeant Baura introduced
Sure.. why nol!..
_ basic rules of rockclimbing such as

Five

In another ROTC adventure last May. ROTC Cadets jump from a helicopter
during an Airborne Operation.
handholds. balance, and safety
points
_
Everyone climbed to the top individually using ropes for security while
Sergeant Baura belayed. Captain
Mauldin secured them to a safety
rope once they reached the top.
"Unless they could break a rope
which could hold the strength 01
3,000
pounds, they were relatively
safe," Captain Mauldin said

Underclassmen

Liz Sieganthaler
Five Western Maryland men were
honored at last roescev's Fall
Awards Luncheon for "happily justifying admission to the college community on The Hili," as well as for
academic and athletic performance
Mark Cockerill and Glen Yurcisin
were recipients 01 ROTC-related
_awards. Cockerill ('8:3) received the

Barry A Winkelman Memoria) Award
for advanced ROTC, and Yurcisin
('84) received the James Moore
Award fOf "superior qualifies of char
acter and leadership in all phases of
campus lile."
Two students won academic-related
awards: Kevin Ray Clawson ('84)
received the Freshman Chemistry
Achievement Award; Millard S. Mazer
('83) accepted the Clyde Spicer

Most people had never rappelled
before and were briefed in basic
techniques before descending the
rock lace. "Although they were a lillie
apprehensive at first to go over a cliff
backwards, they did real well." Captain Mauldin commented
According to Rich Hlrfst. a freshman who participated on the expedition, "everybody took care of you real
well, no matter how much or how lillie

honored

Award for "showing potential lor becoming a Mathematics Major"
James Nelson Start! ('84) accepted

the Felix
Award

An Altemative to motels
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TABLE COVERS
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CLEANSERS
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69

YOU FIll

12·oz. Trans/uct1lt
Plastic Cllpl
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50/1.65

COMPARE

UTENSIl.s

SELL FOR LESS

WATCHES • DIAMONDS

TIME!

WE'VE GOT THE CUPS, PLATES, NAPKINS..

CUPS
PLATES
NAPKINS

Gold and Silver Exchange

Memorial

Bed &- BreaJcfast
Ve:ry comfortable: accomodations

9 East Main Street·
Westminster, Maryland 21157
301/848-6813
HOUTS:

ber

Woodbridge

NEED LODGING FOR FRIENDS
OR RELATIVES?

LOCUST BOOKS

PAPER SUPPLY

23 W. GREEN ST.
WESTMINSTER
Sat.

9-12

you knew. There was a good mixture
of people from all experiences and
we had a good time together"
In addition to Army preperauon,
ROTC provides training in military
and outdoor skills featuring rappening, water skills, land navigation,
backpacking and general outdoor
skills. Next semester they hope to
offer a course in Judo
The ROTC program will offer other
outdoor excursions including a hike
on the Appalachian Trail on Novem20-22 and a white-water raft trip
in April.
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Hooks oppeols to student's sympathy
Fidy Kuo
Resurgence of KKK activity nationwide and Reagan's budget plans, in
relation to the black community, were
among several of the topics discussed by guest lecturer Dr. Benjamin Hooks, executive director of the
NAACP on Wednesday, May 23 in
Alumni Hall
In a press conference preceding
the lecture, Or. Hooks conceded to a
raise in KKK activity over the last few
years, but stressed that this resurgence as only being, "the lip of the
iceberg," in relation to latent nationwide racisirn making itself felt recently
in legislature and reverse discrimination suits. Hooks attributed this resurgence of racisim to the current
economic situation of inflation
"In times of economic hardship," ne
explained, "people are not so apt to
be charitable, and scapegoats are
needed to blame for the situation"
He pointed out that the black community has become that "soape-qcat"

"OW

When asked about KKK activity in
Maryland, partlcuiarry the Carroll
County area, Hooks admitted that he
is not extremely familiar with Maryland KKK activity, because he is not
that knowledgeable about this state's
history. But stated that he is "not as
concerned with racisim coming Irom
men in white robes (meaning Klanperson) as with racisim coming from
men in black robes or business suits
(meaning judges and business men)
Reagan's budget plans, which call
for cuts in social welfare programs
that affect the black community, were
attacked by Hooks on several premises. First, Hooks charged that the
budget plans were unfeasible in that,
"the cuts are too large and too soon,"
and, "there is no way to reduce
taxes, and increase military expenditures and then nope the national

were on a human factor
"the
deficit will work out"
Second, Hooks charged that Rea- placing the burden of the national
struggle against inflation on the
gan was missing a point "that any
poor...this is rot an issue 01 blacks
student in economics 101 will be able
V!!. whites. but one at the poor ve. the
to tell you
that there is no
rich," he clarified. Other, "mlsconceprelationship between balancing the
budget and reducing inflation_" He
cited the example of Brazil where he
claimed that the national budget was
balanced, but inflation rampant, and
of Japan where he claimed that their national budget was not balanced,
but inflation minimal. Hooks then
Andi Yoh
charged Reagan with convincing
Enticing people to attend his eveAmericans of such a relationship
ning performance with a cameo apbetween inflation and the budget
However, Hooks spoke of what he pearance in WMC's own cafeteria,
called a "weakening of the Reagan hypnotist James Mapes evoked the
stance." He pointed out that Rea- curiosity and interest of hls viewers
gan's stance concerning Affirmative by hypnotizing students amidst the
Action had been modified _several evening embroilment of Englar. Leavtimes in the past, and that Wall ing one student intoxicated without
Street, recently concerned over the the use of liquor and three sleeping
decreasing index and the increasing among the confusion, he promised an
national deficit which occured during evening even more intriguing to those
the primary stages of Reagan's eco- who would attend his show
The peformance was preluded by a
nomic plans, had joined in the parley
request from somewhere in the darkas an ally of NAACP.
According to Hooks, the NAACP ened theatre that everyone remain
financed a $20,000 study of Reagan's silent as persons entered into hypproposed budget cuts last year, utiliz- notic trances during the on-coming
ing economics experts, that culmi- performance. A hint of seriousness in
nated in a several hundred page the speaker's voice caused a hush of
document that was sent to the White silence among the spectators: a foreboding perhaps, of what was to
Hoose
The document offered an alternative come. The entertaining display in the
budget plan and cuts in nonessential dining hall earlier had obviously only
defense areas, but the document skimmed the surface of the mysteriwent unheeded. Also ignored, Hooks ous subject of hypnosis.
Mapes, director of the New York
informed the press conference, was
Hypnosis Center in Manhattan,
another alternative budget plan
proposed by the Congressional Black opened with a few reassuring-words
Caucus.
"This is because," he that there was nothing to lear in
added, "Reagan sincerely believes anything that was to happen. "Hypnothat his plan will work, but I believe sis," he explained, "is merely an
extension of our imagination to a
he is sincerely wrong
However. the main premise on heightened state of reality." Assuring
wnich Hooks expressed dissatisfac- the audience that there was no
tion over Reagan's budget plans danger and that all that he was

tons which have become the general
conceptions," Hooks attempted 10
clarify in the lecture were:: Affirmative
Action is not an agency of reversediscrimination, but an agency 10 promote non discrimination, and that it is

actually whites who outnumber blacks
that are taking welfare benefits, because, he said that 10 percent of the
white population live below or at the
poverty level as opposed to 4 per

continued
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Mapes displays illusion

The 'Psi adventure
dealing with was their own personal
powers, he began the Journey to the
outer-limits through the inner imagination
"AI~ reality starts witn imagination,
you imagine something and only then
can it become a reality," Mapes
related. He followed this by materializing a lemon half and asking the
audience to bite into imaginary lemons along with him. He then asked
the audience if they reacted initially to
the sourness of the non-existent
lemon as they watched his reaction to
the real thing
Making clear that the ability to be
hypnotized is a skill and pointing out
that such misconceptions as the
"SVengall Syndrome" where through
the cliche use of watch and chain
one could hypnotize and lorce the
subject into acts against tl1eir nature
were totally nonsensical. Mapes assured, "I can't make you do anything
which you normally don't do."
Mapes then attempted a mass
relaxation exercise with Ihe whole
audience, calling fOf those who truly
became relaxed to come onto the
stage. From these, a few ten under
the hypnotic spell and so began the
trip through their imaginations with
the "tool" 01 hypnosis
Trying to explain the curious acts of
those hypnotized, Mapes explained
why it was possible for all of the
persons hypnotized to dance ballet,

.imagine they were travelling through
space in a weightless state, finding
little green men beneath their chairs,
watching movies in every genre in
their minds, forgetting their names,
changing their body temperatures
and even regressing to various youthlui ages without inhibition
"The human mind can concentrate
on only one thing at a trne. When you
concentrate on something totally,
nothing else exists for you," Mapes
explained. Every thing is as we
perceive it because that is how we
have been trained to think." Mapes
related the normal self restraints of
the subjects to the subjection of
everyday influences. He explained, in
short, "Our programming controls"
Mapes continued by pulling perhaps the most frightening and curious
of rabbits from his hat by regressing
one participant back through his
childhood and into his past life where
he assumed the identity of one John
Asquick, a man supposedly of the
nineteenth century.
Silence reigned throughout the auditorium as WMC student Scott Flickenger adopted an alias not of this
time. Flickenger, before the attentive
eyes of some three-hundred people,
lived (or relived) the key events of a
man who had existed over onehundred years previously.
Mapes proded for a message as
conth.ued
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'Sunporch" victim of 'practical' decision
Bill Byrne
In accor.dance with an administrative decision made in the fall last
year, the patio addition to the Forlines
House woman's residence was tom
down this August. Describing the
patlo as "rotting" and "unsafe," Dean
Elizabett1 Laidlaw described the college's action as "practical," given the
circumstances.
Laidlaw stated that the college
reviewed two alternatives concerning
the fate of the deteriorating patio. It
could be town down or repaJred
Given me likelihood that any repair
work done would have to be repeated again in the near future, it
was decided that tearing down the
patio would be the best course of
action
Laidlaw stated that her office had
received a letter from the parent of a
resident of Formes last year which
questioned the safety of the patio
Some
i work was done on the

pane and fire escape structure last
year, but it was decided at that time
to tear everything down in the sum-

moe
"l he patio's roof was a popular
location for student sunbathing in
past years. The safety implications of
this use, given the questionable architectural soundness of the structure, could not be discounted as a
contributing factor to the administration's final decision
Residents of Forlines House seem
to r-ave accepted the change without
controversy. "I was disappointed at
first." explained resident Michele
Saurwald, "but it isn't quite so bad
when you get used to
Other
residents agreed that the old porch
was a safety problem and that the
concrete slab which now lies outside
the door where the old patio used to
be has its advantaqes. As one resident pointed out. "it's a great place
to have 'cookouts on Sunday afternoons!"

The
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Conservatively speaking

Hooks lecture timely
With the resurgence of the KKK and
the vast cutting of social programs by
tne federal government, Dr. Benjamin
Hooks. the executive director of the
NAACP. visited this campus last
week in effort to raise awareness
among WMC students
Awareness? What kind 01 awareness?
Dr. Hooks concern is that of the
great indifference of American COllege students to the social problems
and conflicts in America today. This
is particularly true 01 WMC students
as a whole, and indicative of other
small. private colleges in the U.S
Yes. there are students at WMC. and
other small colleges, who make constructive contributions to the local
and college communities and are
avid watchers-or
world events
Yet. ask the majority of the WMC
students to make some effort to
advance changes in social problems
of today, and there will be a response
of scorn. skepticism
and indiHerence
"So what? Anything we do will not
have much impact"
WMC - students today reflect the
1970s middle-class, self-centered.
narcissistic culture of which they are
a product. They may not be responsible for the attitudes they value most,
but they certainly have not made any
serious attempts to reverse their
present attitudes.
The Hooks lecture was timely and
well targeted in being scheduled at

WMC. The pervasive student attitude
of qood times, and a degree that will
be rewarded with a high salary job is
not representative 01 the liberal Arts
philosophy held as ideal by this
college as an institution. Perhaps
many students at WMC need to
evaluate their personal educational
philosophy and seek another eoucationalinstitution
"You young people cannot aHord to
spend all your time carefree and
happy...there is a racial problem in
this country,"
said Hooks in his
lecture
And there are other problems in the
American society today that seem

distant or ambiguous to the "removed" WMC campus, but affect the
lives of every member of the college
community
Until WMC students, and other
small campus students revise their
self·gratifying and carefree attitudes
about conternporary social problems
in the U.S., they will continue to be
part of the problems and not part of
the solutions
The CAP Board should be comrnended for the Hooks lecture being
scheduled at WMC. More lectures of
this kind should be brought to the
campus

Flying too high?
Keith

L.

Arnold

This week I am going to depart
from

my usual

tirade

Conservatively speaking

substance

I am

appearing

Conservative rout continues ...
Keifh L Arnold
(KeHh'a .tory waa not pre .. nted In H. entirety laat I.aue. In
ordef to make amenda, H la being rerun this week. The Phoenix
apologlzea for the error.)
redistrict the Republican party
This time a year ago, I was inout of existence.
torrnec by those 10 wnom I read and
Time marched on. Wrth November.
listened. that the Republican party Reagan had won.
It was not a
was on its tast legs. As a rather landslide. but with two and a half
blatantly conservative Republicar(
legitimate candidates, he took a mathis was a rather depressing pros- jority of the vote, despite this "reacpect, and I did my best to keep the
tionary" views. And, surprise of
faitll. despite a lengthy list of Dooms- surprises, the gasping GOP grasped
day predictions for the long-suffering the Senate. Democrats, stunned, enGOP
trenched behind their last line of
-Regan can not win, too extrerre.. defense, redistricting. At best, this
too far right.
weapon has no effect on the Senate,
-Regardless,
Democrats,
as and at worst it could backfire
usual. will still have firm control
II did. The census showed that
of both houses of Congress.
population declined in American ci-Again regardless, with the 1980 lies
Democrat strongholds. And
consensus results forthcoming, their legislatures are failing them.
the overwhelmingly Democrat
Case in point: Texas. With a legislastate legislatures of this land will ture that is two-thirds Democrat, a
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Reagan

upon,

that

erblown) ego felt it reached last year.
It started off and then did not go
anywhere. This is because the part
that was to go somewllere, got up
and went. Thai is to say it disappeared. It was edited. In layman
terms the last four paragraphs were
cut. The explanation - we ran aut of

is the school paper
One might ask what "newspaper
talk" has to do with "speaking coo- ~ mom
Gripe number two. laurie Mather.
servatively". Perhaps it is a basic
belief in institutions and their pur- SGA (the organization which provides
The Phoenix with its funds) Elections
poses.
By this i mean,
the traditional
Committee Chairperson. needed an
ideal, that what our forefathers (or
announcement in our school paper
alumni) have left us, should be
In fact, she was-fate for a GRE review
preserved, not only in form, but in
to write it. She was told that it would
substance.
be in. but do not bother looking for it,
Scrim ... The Phoenix,
in its own little
it is not there. The explanation - we
way, is such an institution.
This is nOI
ran out of room
a petty complaint about a change in
One article thai managed to get in,
nomenclature. Indeed, I would have
to be all the reactionary I pretend 10 entitled "Women Spike", has no byline. This is because the writer rebe, to take such a stance. Nor is this
fused
to have his name put on an
a blow against our new and no doubt
article that was totally rewritten by Mr
(as the tradition goes) fearless editor
Holt. So extensively that the word
Robert Holt has an enthusiasm that is
gesture of gratitude for his generosity
"very" was inserted in quotes (yes.
unparalleled, and he is certainly well
to the college, than to dedicate 10
in a quote) and the score at one point
qualified for the job. However
him the field that he was very
was miraculously changed (ah...the
Before the "however", however
influential in forming into a much
power of an editor). Perhaps this first
(what
an over-redundency). some
desired reality
effort was poor, but no explanation
would say that it is too soon for such
The athletic departrnent would
was given to the author
criticisms. I disagree, feeling thai, the
greatly appreciate the cooperation of
Which brings me to one of those
sooner suggeslions are heard, the
all runners to avoid the track until
purposes I mentioned so many minsooner problems can be recenOctober 8. It has just been resurutes ago: giving students writing
lied ...And now on to tile however.
faced and could possibly be one of
experience, not only for fun. but to
First. a personal gripe. Those of yoo
the best in the country if preserved.
improve their skills. This is not to say
who read my column last week, might
that Mr. Holt is adjunct faculty. but
have noticed that it was not quite up
clearly
if he does not explain rewrites.
to the standards my vain (other
then he can not possibly help the
adjectives include enormous and ovnew writer.
But wait, The Phoenix has put out
two 8-page issues. Scrimshaw was
usually 4, sometimes 6, rarely 8
Surely more writers are getting opportunities. No.
last issue contained 17 student
redistricting plan was adopted that, in
for their causes, struggling to.be
articles, backed up by two I-o-n-g
all probability, will give the GOP four
heard and keeping the Republicans
articles by College Press Service. If
additional congressional seats in
honed. Already there are hints that
we
look at the Scrimshaw of two or
1982.
this is not the case
three years ago, wtuch, to quote Hott,
These events not only destroy many
Such doubts arise from comments
'amassed a poor journalistic reputaoriginal predictions, but also tend to
by many congressmen following the
tion in the college community and our
weaken tile point of view that this
Democrat loss in the tax and budget
conservative swing, which has ocfights. Many (according to the Wash- journalistic peers". we find a diHerent
situation entirely. I searched my files
curred, is in fact a swing and not a
ington Post) were happy about the
(another coservanve trait
never
fluke
loss. Senator Thomas Eagleton stated
throw anything away) and at rarcom
Indeed. Reagan's policies reach
that the bill was so bad that it would
selected an 8-page issue 01 Nancy
begin the "rebirth of the Democratic
Menefee's. 24 student articles, 4 from
::~~~h:s ~~~~~.Th~~~a~~~~;a~~~ei~
party." Rep. David A. Obey actually
publicity, plus a poem, and the shortvery difficult for a liberal resurgence
argued that the Democrats should
lived (but charming) Open Gallery. A
to reverse the flow. Furthermore, the
give Reagan what he wants and then
Meg Hoyle 4-page issue, contained
Reagan package' not only benefits
when the country falls apart, the
14 student articles and 4 publicity
traditional GOP constituencies. but
Democrats will be back in power
No CPS. That is 18 campus articles in
also appeals to many rniddle-class
Such an attitude is not constructive,
Democratic supporters
responsible or acceptable from an four pages. compared to Holt's 17 in
eight
If we postulate that this conservaelected official. Nor is it· "democratic"
Now Mr. Holt can maintain that this
tive phenomena is not a passing fad.
behavior. Finally, such a self-centered
but that in fact the Democratic party
policy toward defeat, leads to the was an inferior rag. Perhaps. But
is under siege, then the question
conclusion that democrats are actu- unlike the classic bureaucracy which
accomplishes nothing, but does it
becomes - how will the Democrats
ally hoping for disaster.
react to, what for them will be a new
This can only mean one thing, that. efficiently. Scrimshaw. if sloppily,
experience
for Ihe democrats, the worst thing acmeveo its purpose. Students were
able to write
Hopefuly, they will play the proper
that could happen with Reagan's
This school simply does not have
role of the loyal opposition. fighting
policies, is that they might work.
enough news for 8 pages every
week. And yet, Robert Holt does not
have enough room. Why? 25 ads,
that is why. Yes, for the first time in its
history, the WMC student paper is
turning a profit. The 6,200 dollars
On Saturday, October 17, 1981, a
by people who support the work of
given to Holt to lose this year will, at
coalition of women's groups is sponthe Coalition and its 300 member
this rate. not be touched. But this is
soring a candlelight march to rememorganizations During the week prenot the purpose of a Scrimshaw. or
ber the women w-o have died by
ceding National Unity Day, The
The
Phoenix. or a Gold Bug for that
violence in the Baltimore area. After
House of Rult1 in Baltimore is planmatter. What does Holt plan to do
the march there will be a speaker
ning several events to eccuate the
with this money. Have a party for the
and entertainment to acknowledge
public about domestic violence and
staff. With six thousand dollars? Well,
and celebrate me work that we are
raise money for the House's activities
maybe two
doing to help battered women.
For more information about the
I have spoken my rather long piece
October 17 has been declared a
march and the other activities during
in hope that it will appear in its
National Day of Unity by the National
the weekpf October 11-18, please
entirety, not only for my own satisfacCoalition Against Domestic Violence.
call Pamela DiPesa at 889-0840.
tion, because it will be a sign that my
thiS day" will be observed nationwidesuggestions are being implements, or
at least heard

Bair deserves honor
As the WMC football team-prepares
to play the first home game at the
new Scott S. Bair Stadium, all members of Ihe WMC community should
reserve a moment of gratitude for
Scott S. Ban, Sr., whose contribution
boosted the necessary addition of the
new field to the campus. The action
of Mr. Bair, a college trustee-emeritus. is indicative of his long-lived
loyalty and support to WMC. Certainly, there could be no better

on why

is a saint and why all liberals should
be killed (or at least maimed),
to
speak a little piece 00 the very

Candlelight March
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Cowan rejects
Terry Dom
Help Wanted:
Stroog, nard working woman to
for male and small children.
Must be practiced in cooking, cleaning. sewing, driving and counseling
Mtlst be willing to live-in and be on
call 24 hrs./day. Compensation--room
and board
Does this job description appeal to
you? A majority of women perform
these duties in their position as
housewives. Their job demands
incredible amount of time, skill and
labor. Housework is not easy, and
yet, most housewives are considered
to be women whO don't work
Ruth Schwartz Cowan, Associate
Professor of History at State University of New York at Stony Brook,
broached the topic of housewives
and nousework to the Western Maryland COllege community in three
lectures on the 24th and 25th of this
month. Cowan emphasized the technological and social changes established from the pre-Industrial society
to the present
Cowan started by explaining how
houseworkwas delegated in the preIndustrial housellold. All members of
the family had specific duties to
perform. Father obtained wood,
ground the grain and took care of the
stock. The children fetched water and
helped in food preparation. Mofher
tended the garden, cooked the meals
and took care of health matters. The
family was a worldng unit which was
relatively self-sufficient; each member's duties were crucial for the
family's preservation
With the Industrial Age came many
changes. "The social context of work
changed especially." stated Cowan.
The work area changed; men lett
their homes to perform their work
Consequently, men started punching
time clocks, working along side other
men and using mechanized tools.
another new custom was the pay-

care

Panek wins POEtic

check
that Dad used to do? CQWanpointed
out that Dad's duties were the first

Dan Trollinger

flc:: ;i~:
t

~~~it~~:t~Oa~eo=~~'

A closed ooor..

ground the family's grain

states in his book "jokes and deteca muffled gun.

:~~~'~~t~ed~::k ..~~ri~;onSI~~:~

tive stories reconcile and explain
~:~~~ng!~a~~~:Si~~~s e;~;s~~tsi~

to"T~: Ch!d:~~!n~~~~~,~e~~~~~n~:~ stains the carpet.... thus, the classic

~:~~~d~;~t~:t~~~i~ti~~v~~dbYm~;~

Cowan. And the women's house-

~t~~;ri~~n!~~~~einw~~he
:~~:~i~~ae~:

other novelists during that time in

:rk~~%~~, ~:at~r~::~en~s "I~e~~~e

~~:~ai~~~:~~~~~~s;h~h~~~~~~la~i~~

Brg~,inpanekwas awarded the cistin-

:~~~~,~

~~~:ry~o

s:t~~rr~~n~~~~ial~:~r.~~

procedes to unravel the

~~:~::'
~~~r~~;'\~o~ a:~:~h:~~
th~nn~::C:::.i~o~~~~e~~~:~, ~y;~:~
gets up 'til she goes 10 bed
of wits with the detective in piecing
"In fact. women today are still together an intellectual puzzle. This
Spe!1ding as many hours per week concept of a puzzle has been the
doing housework as thelL did in the traditional mode 01 analyzing the
1920's," said Cowan. In spite 01 aU detective story as literature since the
the technological advances, house- late 1920's
work still takes time, approximately 50
Dr. Leroy Lad Panek, professor of
hours/week
English here at Western Maryland
How can this be? Cowan pointed College, questions this conventional
out that the nature of our technology
and suggests alternativeways of
requires time. Vacuuming a wall-tothe detective novel. In
wall carpet every week takes more
i book entitled, Watteau's
Sheptime than beating it twice a year. as pards: The Detective Novel in Britain,
was done before the vacuum
1S14-1940,
Dr. Panek proposes that,
Another
reason behind the time "detective
stories
are jokes,
factor is that our standard 01 Iivin9 games...Iheir structure is like that of
has gone up. Homes are much the joke, not of a math problem"
bigger, and clothing and hygiene
Explaining the analogy further, he
:~~:n C~~~~I~a~!t~~~e~dm~~~~So~;.

L

me I'mily ",\pI09 them anymore
Cowan presented another factor
responsible for the 50 hours of work
per week. the automobile! "The modern woman spends 10-12 hours per
week chauffeuring and making trips
to stores. "In fact, an American
woman with two kids, employed or
unemployed, spends rrore hours in
her car than she does in front of the
stove," stated Cowan.
Discussions conceming tbe modernization of housework were held
aller each lecture. Opinions in ethics,
political and economic systems and
the household structure were voiced
by laculty, staff and students

me
The hurrier I go ...
it's all greek to

Sorority Rush continues through the
week of October 2. RemembE!r,do
not be in your room from 12:00 to
1:00 p.m. on Monday, October 2
when invitations will be delivered
Please R.S.V.P. by 6 p,rn. that
evening, to all invitations given to
you. Note: You may accept only two
invitations,
RUSH SCHEDULETHIS WEEK
October 6 - PIli Sigma Sigma party
7 - Delta Sigma Kappa party
8 - Phi Alpha Mu party
9 - Alpha Nu Omega party
13 • Non-communicationbegins at 6:30 p,m

Editor's Note: it's all ~reek to
me is a column for frat and
sorority expression.

;~~~h~o~~i~g~~,le:h~C~i::a~~rt~~~~
:r~~y,~f,T.~~~I.e~~v~h;~~~:~~~~:~
ers of America "recognize outstanding
contributions
to various
categories of mystery, crime and
suspense writing"
These categories include the best
mystery novel best mystery short
story, best motion picture, best televi- ._--------~
son program, and best mystery crntcism or review as well as others. The
award, a ceramic statue of Poe.
known as "Edqars" came as a surprise to Panek since his book was
published the previous year. However, he explained that it wasn't
submitted for review by the MWA until
this year
Although in the past he has written
begin
critical studies on Poe. Emerson,and
1982
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Gallery

in Spring
.....I

second artist

Melanie Clippinger
wi~r:t~~~i~~I:vrt;~t

Sabbatical

':"""_..:.;.;;:..

i!~~~
~~:

~~t~

having a "new way of using collage'
- Among her works is a series of

Her jewelry-creationsmostly in sterling silver-are delicate pieces, yet at

delightful Egyptian collages such as

~~~en~~~etime show a feeling of

October 9, Among works in this one

~~~~reS·ui~~t~':st:~r,~,a~~~a~t'n:gr~~

:;;:res:on~

Sands of Time" and "Walking To-

~~:fte~a~~Olla

~~~~si~h~c~.ile~~rt~:e~~I~~I~~~~!:=

~i~;~;:1 beauty of the medium still

~~riccO~li:':~' jewelry.

d:S~~~:~. ~~~ i~'gae~:a~o~~:~i ;:~

Several sculptures shown, done in

~::h

S:~~~to;i~h ~~:

~~;~~~~~i~n~~~~dC~~;~~ln~~~~;hes ~W:::ith::.w:':::'m~lh~'::'O;:.d
.:::.o:.,:":::'"':::I';::O,,:;:'I'"d::l'P;:::lh:....
Ms. Van Hart announced that she
wanted to be an artist at the age of
five, She explained that sMe is influenced partly by her dreams. Her first
Egyptian piece, a collage created in
1976, was a direct result of a dream
she had
Gallery One director and Art Department head, Wasyl Palijczuk described Ms. Van Harts' art as having
"lots of personality." He also expressed his feetings that the artist is
"diversified," and ~ "strong sculptor,"

Carriage
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House Liquors

113 W. Main Street
"at the forks"

1.67 per 6 pak

Gobel

"lmporled /rom Michigan"

expires 10-8-81

;presen=;t;;S;tud;;;;;;e;nt;;I:.D=.
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NIKE Headquarters

16.99

21.99

Men's Court Master lo-cut
canvas basketball shoe. Court
Press hi-top basketball shot,

1.,.21.99
Men's Monterey II
Nylan training shoe.

leg. 18.99

CROP WALK
~h;U~~~;.1I ~~;~rC~?P1:-1LKa;i~1
p.m. The ten mile walk will begin and
end at Belle Grove Square in Westminster.
Local hunger needs will be met by
25 percent of all funds raised re-

~~n::~

~~~reF~S~UaIlY
wUt1Meals

. We walk because they walk! Millions of people in developing countries walk wherever they go. Women
walk miles to get water. families walk
10 receive medical care and education. We can walk to show we care.
Get sponsor· sheets at the College
Bookstore. see Doug Wantz,

SAVE S100

~

with student 1.0.
Men's or Women·s
Shampoo, cut & Blow-dl'{

..::::I...... ~

Reg. ~O

'We're Close To You"

JCPenney

848-3220

PRECISION UNISEX HAIRCUTIING
163 W. Main Street - One Block from the College
Oper.

lues. &. Wed. 10-5' Tr'llJI$.&. Fri. 10-7;
Walk-Ins are welcomed!

Sal.

9·3

'

STORE PHONE 848.7766
01981, J.

c. Penney Company,

Inc
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The sorority RUSH IS
on
Diane

Perry

Alter seeing girls running around in
cowboy outfits, 50's clothes and other
costumes, it might seem like Halloween came a month early. Do not be
mistaken. It is all part of Western
.Maryland'a tall sorority rush
This year there are 105 girls rushing. All rushes must be at least a
sophomore with C average grades or
better. Rush started September 16
and will last approximately three
weeks. The first and the third week
are dedicated to sorority parties during which rushees meet sorority
members and learn about the greek
organizations.
These parties are
usually theme oriented such as sock
hops, "Channel Chuckles" parties,
blue and gold parties and "ho
downs."
.
Nothing is planned tor the second
week. This gives the rushees time to
decide upon their two favorite sororities, because they can accept only
two of the party invitations for the
third week
October 13-15 is non-communications and bidding period. During this
time, a rushee cannot speak to any
members of the sorority that she
wants to be a member of. She may,
however, speak to an Inter-Sorority
Councu (I.S.C.) member if she has
any Questions. The purpose of Noncommunications is to "keep the element of surprise and to keep nonbias out of the bidding," explains
Checka Leinwall, president of Phi
Sigma Sigma
Tuesday, October 13, each sorority
bids for the rushees individually. At

this point rushees are either accepted
or rejected by the sororities. On
Wednesday, rushees fill out a preference sheet, listing their sorority preferences in order. That night, each
sorority sends their bidding list to the
J.S.C. meeting for match bidding
Match bidding consists of matching
sorority acceptances with rushee
preferences
By 12:00 noon on Thursday, the
sorority acceptance bids are placed

Dance

in the rushee's mailbox. New sorority
members are welcomed into the the
organizations on Thursday at 6:30
p.m
"It is the first time that the members
fin-dout who their new sisters are and
it is really excitinq!'' explains Leinwall.
Girls rush for a variety of reasons
Sophomore Trisha Troy is rushing
because she feels that "it is a lot of
the social life here." Others rush to
become a member 01 a group and

more involved in the school. Still
others rush because "you get to ask
the guys out!"
Despite all of the rush parties, "rush
is really tense," says sophomore Ann
McDonough. Sophomore Jacvkie
Smith explains that "there is a lot of
peer pressure You want to be with
your friends but you also want to
choose the right sorority"
Sophomore Susie Matthews fears
that "if you don't rush the-sor~itv that

Performance

A Dance Performance Group .has They have been rehearsing Friday
been revived here at WMC. As a afternoons, 3:00 to 5:00 p.m. in
continuation of lasLyear's Perform- Alumni Hall. The group will stress
ance Group, students again have the modern and jazz, with some ballet.
opportunity to pursue their dance According to member Stacey Pfeifer~
interests. The group encourages pea- not much time is required by the
pie with little or no dance experience participants. "It's more conducive for
to satisfy their urge to dance
a liberal arts atmosphere," she said,
They are under the direction of but stressed that being at practice
Debra Robinson, who teaches at the and working hard are two requireBaltimore Ballet and at Goucher Col- ments that a member must fulfill.
lege. She also dances with the
The Dance Performance Group was
modern dance company "Naked formed with a dual purpose. Not only
Feet"
does it provide an outlet for those
The group was formed with the wh.o. like 10 danc~, it will also give
understandingFthat performances will traininq and experience
those who
be held at the end of each semester. _ Wish to be In other rnosrcat performThese performances will be held at ances on campus
Western Maryland, and Ifle group has
For those students who are interno plans to travel away from the esteo. new members may stili 101~
campus
However, Debra Robinson will begin
Males and females alike make up choreographing soon, so she encourthe troupe of about thirty members ages people to join as . soon as

:0

DISCOVER RICE UNIVERSITY'S JESSE H. JONES
GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ADMINISTRATION
A REPRESENTATIVE WILL BE ON CAMPUS ON:

pOSSible.
The Dance Performance Group is
providing an opportunity for those
who wish to dance. II also provides
exposure for those who want onstage

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT,

I was sitting in our college library,
trying desperatly to concentrate. I
had a paper due, and it was not even
written. So I sat there ...staring ...staring....not really thinking. Have you
ever noticed the trivia written on
desks? If you think of every desk, in
every room, in all the buildings, and
each has at least one chapters worth
written on it, well, its just overwhelming. (Not counting chewing gum and
disgusting unmentionables.)
So I
stared at the desk grasping for
ideas
Time past. The usual obsenities
glared back at me, but those aren't
original. Then I saw a real winner. A
beauty of prose. Neatly scrawted in
the upper left-hand comer, (to look at
it, you had to assume the pose of a
vulture.) This not only looks strange,
but eventually causes you to go cross
eyed, which is a pain-In-the neck as
well. There were the lines.... "Did you
ever wonder why people write stupid
things here?" Acutally that isn't
funny...
it was only a passing
thought (like so many of my own)
scrawled for immortality. Undemeat
this pathetic question was the meat of
the entire ordeal. .."No, I accept it as
part of my college education." Period,
that was the end of it Nothing more,
nothinp less. I thought. "Where has
that moron been-what about high
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ponders
school, and perhaps for some of you,
elementary school?" I sat there, thinking of that social creton -- when
before me the faintly penciled words
appeared, under the previous lines..
"Are you majoring in STUPIDITY?"
This was disturbing. I thought of my
major, and compared it 10 the one
suggested. I wonder why I hadn't
seen it listed in Ihe Majors. (Being a
little freshman gave me the ability to
overlook a great deal) Questions
swelled within me -- -overwhelrrunq
my very soul "What a.m I aoin~
here?!" I very nearly screamed this,
but quite happily I remembered
where I was. It had been the typical
Monday. (Or so I felt.) I had failed to
wake at the sound of my alarm. If I
hadn't have gotten a searing charlienorse. I would have missed French
Drills. Actually that is a capital idea,
at least in my opinion, but unfortunately I couldn't afford to miss a thing
My classes had been long. Rather
like the eternity one experiences in
the waiting room at the dentists'. I
didn't bother to go to lunch. (The
night before I became ill from the
dinner.) SOOOOO
....1 studied for a
Western Civilization Quiz. Or at least I
though I had studied ...but somehow
after the test, excuse me quiz, I felt
as if it were time wasted. 'Why bother

bobby's hobby lobby
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dance experience. Although WMC
does not offer a major in dance, its
Dance Performance Group offers a
chance for students to continue or
begin their dance experience

Freshman
Kirsten Nystrom

as

October 16, 1981
11:00 a.m. - 12:00 noon

I

Group

Mollie King and Shawn Warner

INTERESTED IN A MASTERS DEGREE IN
ACCOUNTING?
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION?
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION?

1
1

your friends are in, they might get
offended." Rushees also worry about
fitting the stereo type of a sorority. "II
people hear that you're associated
with a sorority they automatically
assume you fit that type class," said
sophomore Courtney Ouon.
President of Delta Sigma Cappa,
Barb White, advises rushees to "think
hard. Make a careful decision and go
foril"
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An Alternative to motels
Bed '&- BreaJUa.st
Very comforto.ble accomodations
with private bath

I
I
I
I

Call 848-5869
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Computer fallacies unreeled

in TIME
time. His easy flowing lyrics are his
manipulation of words entrall the
listener, leaving him susceptible to
the hard-packed emotion within the
songs. Lynne's lyrics maintain one
question throughout the album: WIla!
lies ahead in the luture7"'Songs like
"Yours Truly, 2095," "Ticket
to the
Moon," "21st century man," and even
the ajbulrn's
name, Time, suggest
this question. The lyrics on TIme are
very

concise

themselves.

and

reveal

Each

song

a story
conveys

within
one

of Lynne's ideas about the future;
each trying to light the way through
the darkness and mystery that lies
ahead

Time, the latest .in a long line of
classics, could well stand with ELO's
greats.
A stepping stone to the future
from one of the most important
recording groups today. Time must
nol only be heard but experienced.

If used to be that a college degree
was a sure way to get a good job.
But not anymore. Today. employers
want people with skill; skill you can
get at Computer
Training Center.
"Our graduates start at salaries
above $t2,000 per year. CLC could
be the plus factor in your life. Call
now, for this free booklet that tells
you how. Call now the numbers on
the screen. Operators are standing
by"
Do you remember the computer
come on of the early seventies? Have
you ever thought about it? Let's
examine it, shall we? The first clause
states It used to be that a college
degree was a sure way to get a good
job. What is it? I would suppose, life
or you or the present situation and
used to be means that something
was but now is not. Of course, It
Sure w~y? Face it, there is no such
beast, it ranks up there with Bigfoot
and Kevin Troupe.
Good job. John Milton said in his
pamphlet Of Education,
"These (college) students went on to become
either ignorant clergymen, greedy
lawyers, crooked politicians or indolent noblemen." John Milton. the most
brillant poet in the history of the

Same

Day

On Campus

Andy
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Save "20 or more on SILADIUM®
College Rings •••nowonly "79.95.

Service

College Ring table will give you
the chance to see the full
collection of rings for the full.

848·2472

(:old and Siiv('r Exchange

DON7
JEWELRY

Cbang

Here it is. Could be they are off the
hook. They have your money, you
have your skill. Where is the twelve
grand?
Plus factor. That sounds like one of
those new meaningless secret cornputer words like software or P-3
systems analyst. And to think what it
could do for your doomed life
Call now. We may be out of
business tomorrow for giving out free
booklets. Besides, you're not getting
something lor nothing. Booklets are
always free, writ", to Pueblo, Colorado. Write for a booklet that will tell
you how this booklet will straighten
out your life
I hope you could see the number
on the screen and did not have to be
told by this clod who earlier in the
commercial threw away his mortarboard. And operators are standing
by. It's two in the morning. I'm sure
they have people up all night answering phones. Maybe they are P·3
systems analysts

The price
of style
hasjusf cODl.e

Very Reasonable
Auto Repairs

English language back in 1632, never
thought a college degree got anyone
a good job
Ah, but you say it used to be that
way. well, we're right back home
again. But concede to the fact that
college has become more technical
I'm sure that even though fluid mechanics and Plane's constant are
quite practical, they don't make the
unemployment line any more exciting
Who gets a job in the field of their
degree anyway?
But not anymore. Hey, why are we
all here looking happy knowing we
are not going to get a good job. The
propaganda should read "it's not
enough. You need advanced qraduate work and three years in the
Peace Corps. Now we got the truth."
Today! What about tomorrow? ernployers! Skill! This is a very difficult
term to come to grips with, you think
about it. Do you get skill from
College? Maybe, but for sure (there it
is again) you get it from Computer
Learning Center, and in return they
want your first born son and the keys
to your Porsche, assuming you have
one. The Impala won't make it. Sorry
Our graduates. How personal. the
good old CLC try. $12,000. Man,
that's just over the poverty line rowa-

SELL FOR LESS

• WATCHES

•

DIAMONDS

['!l.ving:in Cash' - {~h(,l"kand Compare
Carroll County's Largest Oold & Silver Dealer
69 West Main Street
WestnUDster,
Md.

9 _ 60AI~.'"

LOCUST BOOKS
9 East Main Street
Westminster, Maryland 21157
301/848-6813
1982 Calendars and datebooks now available
Open

7 days

a

week

Monday & Tuesday Oct. 5 & 6
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. Location: Bookstore
Depo&ltrrqulred.

)la,;terCl".rgeor'~SIl8CCq>ted.
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Terrors
Pal Luce
The Western Maryland Football
learn played to a 21-21 tie with
Juniata College this past SaturdaY"in
a game marked with two lead.
changes in the final five minutes of
the game. The Terrors (1-0-1) had
battled their way back from a 7-0 first
half defecit, to take a 2;-13 lead late
in the game. But hopes of victory
were dashed by a 99 yard kickoff
return on the ensuing play and
subseqcent.jwc point conversion.
First quarter action belonged to the
Indians of Juniata who jumped to a
quick 7-0 lead on their first drive of
the afternoon. But the defense of
Western Maryland was to stlffen and
did not allow another six pointer for
, the rest of the day. Both teams were
unable to move the ball consistently,
but Juniata botched two scoring
opportunities in the second quarter
with interceptions in the end zone.
~::{b:~~

~~~~~nd

the other by

The second half started like the first
with Juniata pushing the ball down---_ field with' a mixture of runs. and a
pass covering 20 yards. The defense
got tough, however, and the Indians
had to settle for a 32 yard field goal,
the only score 01 the quarter. At this
point things looked bleak, with the
Indians holding a to-O lead
The pride of Western Maryland is
their defense, and defense is what
turned tre game around. Two minutes into the fourth quarter, with
Juniata deep in their territory, an
.------_;;...--------
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brewed by Stroh',
Present

848-1314

McQuay
The Western Maryland Field
team has gotten off to a slow
this season, losing two out of
three games, In the first game 01
season the Lady Terrors lost to
Juniata. The most recent game on
Saturday against F & M, was not too
favorable, as Western Maryland lost
2-1. The only Terror goal came on a
penalty- shot by Senior Captain Miki
Potts.
More enlightening was the game
Ihat came before the F & M game.
Thai would be the 2·2 tie of last
Thursday at the hands of York Cotlege. The excitement started on a
Westem Maryland goal by Senior t,•••
Captain Diane Cavey, within five
minutes of the start of the game

. Rob

.'Pires!

HOW TO JOIN
THE ARMY AND STAY IN

HIGH SCHOOL .

Want to learn a valuable job skill from the
Army while you're still in high school?
And make an extra $1,100 in your spare time?
And reserve yourself a summer job worth
over $900 next summer? And another $1,000 plus
the following summer?
The place is your local Anny Reserve Center.
The hours couldn't fit your schedule better.
A weekend a month during school. Everything else
in the summer.
The job skills? Electronics. Medical Technology. Construction. Pollee work. And lots more.
To find out what's available, call the number
listed below. Or stop by.

ARMY RESERVE. BEALL lOU CAN BE.
SFC Ormond Cunningham
Call Army Reserve Opportunities
U.S. Route 40 & Elmwood Drive

.

. .. : :6.63·8455:: : ...
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However,
defense,
inciden-I!~:~~=:::~~~':~::i:==:='2::.
tally
lost the
most
of theirwhich
starters
last
year through graduation, got off to a
slow start and York soon tied the
game at one apiece. Not wanting to
give the wrong impressloo, the delense is by no means poor on the

I contrary, it's very good--but inexperiI enceo! Moo, of the starters a,~
r=feshmen and 01 course they have
I the college ball ji~ers. Once they get
I used to playing With the rest 01 their

:
:
10.8.81

coupon

21-21
gathered in by Rick Conner (2), Pat
Luce (2), and Randy Heck (1), Although the defense bent a little,
giving up some yardage, they never
broke. They always came up with the
key play.
The next game is Saturday at 1:00,
at home, against the Greyhounds.

I

Special of the Week
Goebel $1.69
6 pack

!

who was ill before the game turned in
a gutsy reception, 147 yards, and
one touchdown that afternoon.
What kept the terrors in the game
the entire ,day was the defense. the,
front four of Kent Galvin, Bob Upshaw, Wayne Keene, and George
Probeyan. The interceptions were

Lady Terrors fall to Juniata

~:~h~o~;:~o~S:;~~i~n~

Canol! Plaza, Westminster

with Juniata

a return for 99 yards and a tie game
Neither team could score for the
remainder of the game, and had to
settle for a 21-21 tie
Offensively, the Terrors were led by
Selfridge and Fielder, For the day
Selfridge completed 12 of 32 for 268
yards and two touchdowns. Fielder,

quarterback Selfridge started cracking the ball once again, This time he
spotted tailback Mile Baurn down the
sidelines for 60 yards and a firstdown at the Juniata 20)ard line. On
the next play he spotted Fielderonce
again for another reception down to
the 4, After a run, Selfridge rolled left
and hit Mike Gosnell with a 4 yard
scoring stride. The kick was good
and the Terrors led 21·13 with 6:51
left
The lead was short lived, because
on the following kickoff, Juniata broke

HOUSE 'OF L QUO
I
RS

I

I
L

up

... -------------.,

I

I

I

even

errant pass was picked off by strong
safely, Randy Heck
The offense took over at the 25
yard line and promptly marched
down to the five. From there Brian
Bain ran in for the score, The two
point conversion failed and Juniata
led 10-6.
Later in the period. after a poor
punt, Juniata took over at the WMC
30. The defense stopped them cold
and the Indians once again settled
for a field and a , 3-6 lead.
When the terror ottense returned to
the field they were pinned back on
their own 13. Juniata, expecting the
run, was crossed up when Selfridge.
faking a run. dropped back and hit
Danny Fielder on a streak pattern
Fielder took the ball in stride and
motored a7 yards lor the score.
Again, WMC opted for the two point
conversion, but this time was suecessM and a 14-13 lead.

:S~~:ft:~~~h~~it!~:~eb~:r~~~hee
Two girls that played O'.:ltstandlngball

Women's V-ball pads r~cord: 3-0
Arnold
!I ,Glen
~he Westem

Maryland Volleyball

Team upped it's.'a, season reccro to
3-0 this weekend by defeating Scranton three games to zero, and F&M
three games to' one. It looks like
they're 00 their way to the MAC title
once again!
In the first game against Scranton,
Lydia Cox gave the Terrors a seven
point lead on one service, Good net
play by both Anne Glaeser and
Becky
Bankert aided Western Maryland in maintaining the advantage
The score remained a-o until Bankert
went to the backline and served
seven straight points. The Terrors
won the first game 15-0
The"second game began with the
lady Terrors jumping out in lront on a
superb low serve bv Donna Mummert. An outstanding net play was'
Break in the action
made by Jayne Kernan with the score
5-0, which enabled Western Maryland players often. It helped! They only
to keep the momentum. During this lost the second game 15-1.
time, Scranton beQ.an to substitute
Donna Mummert used her seasoned serve to give the Terrors a 5-0
MARINE EQUIPMENT
lead in the final game. Scranton
MON'TORS
played better this game, but were
hurt by double hits and not enough
spiking. Western Maryland was led,
by the adept play of Missy Wagner,
Jayne Keman, and Becky Bankert
The Terrors won the third and final
game 15-3
452 EAST MAtN ST
Incidentally, if you get the opportunWESTMINSTER, MO 21157
ity this weekend, travel to Towson to
AT JeT OrRT .97 & E MAIN S1
see our women play in the Towson

Bump'"

e. B. & SteeeD
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any political opponents
In the meantime, he said, the
NAACP will continue their lobbying
efforts, opening new chapters of their
organization, such as the one tnat
had opened recently in Carroll
County in light of recent Klan activities here, and lecturing around the
country atcut their goals
"Stubborn determination
is our main
weapon...we are long distance winners," said Hooks.
In concluding his lecture, Hooks
expressed concern over, "a wave of
passivity on campuses nation wide,"
meaning a lack of student activisim
He stated that the actlvlsim,
so
apparent during the Vietnam War
days, has dwindled down considera~:,P~'e T:~~:~~i~~~ b~e~:ui~:rena~~ bly over the last ten years, and now,
registration among all their
"mosthaving
students
tun."are only concerned
constitutents, as well as out-publicize with
cent of the black population
In the press conference HQOks
attributed the general conceptions to
the, "misuse of media power," where
he charges that the issues are not
presented fairly. Hooks' experience
with the media goes back to the time
that he was commissioner of the FCC
after becoming Tennessee's first
black judge of criminal law,
.
When Hooks was asked about the
significance of the Republican presidential victory, he replied that it was
the result of, "over confidence," on
the part of the Decmocrats, and a
loss of unity in NAACP'scoalition with
various minority groups and women's

from page 1

from page 8
lions" of dollars available to students
from private sources, though not all
as bizarre as the Pennsylvania student's.
Consequently, the field has grown
more crowded. Two competitors have
started in the last year -- Student
College Aid of Houston, and National
Scholarship Research Service of San
I, Ca. Peterson's

New Jersey directory publisher,
plans
to bring out a book listing most of the
scholarship sources in October
"If a given student is a very
motivated type, he or she can probably do the same research at a library,
and come up with the same information for free," concedes Michael
Alves of National Scholarship Re-

'Y1.m5

utting

John Asquick removed trom his body,
readying to take on the personality 01
Flickenger:
"If you could give us one piece of
advice from whal you've learned from
your life what woule it be?"
A moment 01 reflection passed, the
Asquick (Flickenger)
answered,
"Never lake anything for granted...fife
is too short..
Mapes addressed the audience at
the evening's end cautioning against
the "dead zone" or the practice of
"playing it safe" "U you forget how to
play or you forget the child in you,
you are losing touch with yourself"
He added, "We're nothing more than
all of our experiences. Your limitations
and your fears," as he had clearly
shown throughout the evening, "are
no one's choice but your own."

.. leffFrazer

127
Sue Frost

Robin

Taylor

163
Steve Crowley

185
Vernon

Roberts

Jan

Kucharski

189
Kathy

Orlandal

Kathy

Gold6borough

191
Vicky

Turner

Rohi"

Purdy

193
Becky

Blair

195
J"liePalloui
Apt.

Lee Ann Ware

Bldjj;s.

I
Dave

Pearcy

Leslie

Martin

Paul

Cale
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ACROSS
1 Pronoun
4 Assumed
name
9 High mountain
12 Mohammeeen
name
13Scorched
14 Meadow
15 Rescues
17Quieted
19Wargod
21 Southern
blackbird
22 Poise
25 Embrace

5 Lutecium
symbol
6 Federal agcy.
7 Pilaster
8 Smart
_9 Everyone
10 Robert E. 11Cushion
16Time periods
18 Italian coin
20 Cicatrices
22 Conductor's
stick
23 Make
amends
24 Growing out

29 Near
30 Meager
32 A continent
33 Small child
35 Wipe out
37 Girl's name
38 Siberian river
40 Begin
42 Three-toed
sloth
43 Stair post
45Unpredicta01.
47 Turl
49 Vendition
so Gossip
54 Wants
57 Aeverence
58 Scottish
landowner
60 Extinct bird
61 Conjunction
62 Retards
63 Pigpen
DOWN

26 Man'Sname
27 Israeli desert
28 Fright
31 Despots
34 Haul
36 Missions
39 Blrd's home
41 Story

~~::~9h
note
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Competency doubts
Student

'Competency

Testing'

starts

to make college inroads.
NORMAN, OK- __More college students soon might have to pass
competency tests before they get
their degrees
Just as the controversiaJ proficiency
tests have spread on the high school
level -- a movement largely fueled by
parental and college admissipns officers' complaints that high school
grads aren't well educated __ they
now appear to be making inroads on
the college level as well.
Most recently, a University of Oklahoma faculty committee
recommended
two weeks
ago that

under~raduates
pass a "comprehensi...~" final exam tnthetr majors before
being ~lIowed to graduate
I~dlvldual departments.within the
unl~ersity -- not semi-Indepen,dent
lestlng companies like Edu~allonal
Testlnq service
-- would write and
administer the tests. The Oklahoma
committee also urged a "strict grading policy" to combat a feared slip in
the university's academic standards
"There's been a genera) feeling Ihat
our undergrads are just not eoequately educated in a liberal arts
sense," says Faculty Senate Chairman Gary Thompson. "Many students
are coming (to Oklahoma) with such

Gallery continues
The Gallery One exhibit for October
will feature the works of WMC's art
faculty: Mr. Roy Fender and Mr
Wasyl Palijczuk
The exhibit will contain works in
several media. Mr. Fender is known
-;Particularly for his ceramics. Mr. Palijczuk works primarily in painting and
sculpture. Th~y have two rather diver

gent approaches to art which should
provide the showing with some delightful and interesting contrasts.
The exhibit opens October' 3 from
7-9 p.m. in the Rne Arts Building.
Refreshments will be served. The
exhibit will remain in the gallery
through October 23. Gallery One is
open daily from 10 am 4 pm

IT'S PARTY TIME!
WE'VE GOT THE CUPS, PLATES, NAPKINS...
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(THE
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I

'EM!
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20-oz. Can12,50
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...an army of one.

low competency levels we have been
forced to simply ease them through
the svsrem. As a resull, our academic
standards have visibly declined"
There remains some confusion
about how many other schools require such tests. The University of
Colorado last year deCIded to allow __
but not require -- individual departments to give them. But Arts and
Sciences Dean Everly Fleischer
notes, "I don't think (the option) has
been exercised at all. It would take a
huge amount of work to formulate
and grade such exams."
Harvard and Yale have required
comprehensive exams of graduating
seniors since the 1920s,' although
Yale now allows "approved substitutes" like senior theses or field work
Administrators at bolh schools were
unsure if any other collegesrequired
competency iests.. however.
The Oklahoma proposal seems to
have raised surprisingly few student
protests. Student newspaper reporter
Gary Smith observes that, "a jot 'of
students seem to favor it because it'll
add more prestige to the university
In years 10 come, you can say 'I went
to Oklahoma' and be proud."

Allegro Non Troppo
leads film series
the comic antics ol_!he actors.
Foreign Film Series at WMC Touted
as a new generation form of "Fantasia," the animation film "Allegro Non
treece." directed by Bruno Bozzetto
of Italy, will lead oft the Foreign Film
Series at Western Maryland College
beginning Tuesday, October 13, at 8
p.m. in Alumni Hall
The phrase allegro non troppo is a
musical term meaning "fast but not
100 fast." Thus, the pace is set for
this animated production, which alludes wilh tongue in cheek praody to
the clasical Disney film, "Fantasia."
The plot of the movie revolves
around a pitiful group of live actors,
which consists of a disheveled animator. a maniacal- orchestra leader,
and an orchestra of female senior
citizens. The action breaks away from
the live actors to show the viewer a
series of animation segments, which
the actors are supposedly collaborating with calamitous style. Periodically,
the action of the film cuts back
between the animated segments to

Scholarshi p wars begin
they've actually helped one class of panies, moreover, are locked in a
people: those who will -- for a fee __ non-teo-gentlemanly competition for
help students find otherwise-obscure . students' attention
scholarships and grants. Their comUntil recently there was only one
company that matched stude~ts to
funds offered by both corporate foundations and individual philanthropists.
The recent cutbacks, however, have
tempted two other companies to
enter the business, and a third is
about to start in October
"We were the first of our kind,"
buoyantly declares Robert Preece.
owner of Scholarship Search in New
York. "I invented the whole industry."
For $57, Freede feeds a student's
profile (background, nationality, financial need, etc.) into his computer,
which prints out scholarships and
grants for which the student may be
eligible. Scholarship Search, like its
new competitors, doesn't actually arrange the aid. It gives the list to the
student, and leaves the rest to the
student's discretion. The results can
oe rewarding
Crossroad Square Shopping Center
Freeoe's favorite stol)' is about a
Rls.l«J&.97inWEISIrT'oin$Iar
Pennsylvania
student
who he
876·1630
matched to a scholarship exclusively
Openwook~
10109, Sarudoys 10 10 5
for students who were female, JewWe honor Viso,MosIeroord
<rdChoice
ish, of Austrian heritage, and genetics
majors.
All those involved in the industry
agree there are "hundreds of mil-

Our Desk lamps
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?'tU.ctJ?~
l'J"
Carroll PIau Shopping Center
Call Ahead for Takeout Orders

c:r~~a;er
Salad Bar
Sandwiches
876.3550

Mon. - Wed.
l
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Praised for their rich tones of color,
each of the scenes are set to the
melodies of notable classical compos'ticns. To the rhythmical beat of
Ravel's "Bolero," a life-form emerges
from a drop of Coke and evolves into
the modern civilizations of today. In
one scene, paced to the harmony of
Vivaldi's "Concerto in C Minor," a bee
is detained from her lunch in a
meadow by two lovers, who roll on
her each time she begins her meal
In another segment, a starving cat
clings to the ruins of his home and
reminisces of his past family life to
the strains of Sibeflus' "Valse Trlste."
Other sequences are augmented with
Debussy's "Prelude to Afternoon of a
Faun," Dvorak's "Slavic Dance No
7," and Stravinsky'S "The Firebird"
Other films scheduled for this Tuesday evening series include "The Tree
of Wooden Clogs" on November 3:
"My Brillant Career" on February 9;
and "Angi Vera" on March 16. Admission to all films in this series is free

S

11:30p.m.

Show Student 1.0. for
10% Discount.

continued page 7
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Reflections
to write?" I very nearly exclaimed
Obviously I couldn't remember the
dates, let alone the historical reason
we had read it tor. Then came
French. Actually I shouldn't mention
it. If a person can't form a simple
sentence of "See Spot run," then I
question their reason for being there.
(Mainly mine.) Yes, it was definitely
Monday.
So I sat there. Totally bored with it
all. After all, what was I doing here?
Certainly not learning anything! I had
just proven that fact. I wasn't having
a social life, or if you can consider 6
hours of work and study every night a
life, let alone a social one, then I must
be doing fine. I really couldn't tell you
why I'm here. I knpw why I'm at the
library though ...l'rn supposed to be
writing a paper
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Phoenix

Rude visitors

You

CAN HAVE T~E BAi\IC KNIT &HIRT
FOR $12.99. WITH A W£AfJEL ON IT, IT'S
$1(0.00; WIT~ A PARAK.ET IT';;' $2'1-.99;
I CAN GIVE IT To You FOR $36.00 WITH
A WILDEBEE~T,
AND IT'a $'11.50
WITH
A BRONTofJAvRVS.

'-----_""

it's all greek to me

Hush among sisters
Non-communication

two

days

is a period

during

'Nhich

of

rushees

are

not permitted to speak with any
sorority member, and vice versa. This
provides
a lime for the sororities
to
hold

their

bi-annual

bidding

session,

avoiding bias Ihrough contact with
the rushees. It also discourages discussion between the two groups
about the bidding session results,
guarding

the

Although

element

01 surprise

non-communication

is

a

period of virtual silence, it's not
something to be feared - sisters are
asked

to adhere

to Ihe

policy

as well

as rushees. The rushees are permitted to speak with ISC members
during
the
non-communication
peroo.

This

semester

non-communica-

lion will begin Tuesday, October 13
at 6:30 p.m. and will end at acceptance of bids on ThUrsday. October
15

Tuition & Fees

Sometime during the lunch hour
(11:15-1:45) on Wednesday, October
14, all women who are rushing should
report to Blanche lobby to complete a
Preference Card. At this time the four
sororities are listed in priority by each
rushee. As a result of matching
sororities' bits with preference cards,
each woman snail receive only one
bid.
Not only do sororities provide another facet of social lile for their
members, but lnay provide each
woman with a sense of rllsponsibility,
an opportunity to be an a active
member of an organization, and an
opportunity to help the community
and campus through volunteer service projects. With Ihis comment. the
rush period draws 10a close. All lour
sororities wish the rushees the best of
luck in their decision.

Dear Editor,
stadium would be "unrnatched.:' This
I just got back from the first home
may be so, but I must wonder if an
football game of the season and I am
unmatched stadium does not have
mad. We lost 28-22, but that is not
bleachers for the guests
why I'm mad. My two gripes are the
A second disappointment today
Gettysburg
band and the WMC
was the WMC cheerleaders. They
cheerleaders
promoted very little spirit in the
At Saturday's game. the Gettysburg
stands--I always thought that's what
band sat on our bleachers, taking up
they were there for. I question their
one-quarter of the seating space
knowledge of the game of football
They proceeded to play constantly,
when they did oHensive cheers duron several occasions drowning out
ing WMC's defense and vice versa. I
our band or our cheerleaders. Sevalso must question the loyalty of
eral of their band members were
cheerleaders who do their routine to
reero shouting crude remarks at
the Stripper when the opposing
WMC students. Perhaps their most
team's band is playing. At that exact
despicable act was when Scott Bair
moment, the WMC band was prewas speaking. They took out newspapared to play that routine. That was
pers and rudely ignored the dedica- ~an insult that our band did no!
tion speech I'm sure damn proud of
deserve.
WMC's pep band and t believe that
Sports are supposed to be fun and
such ostentatious behavior by guest
at a' college level of maturity we
bands is uncalled for and should not should not be forced to accept such
be tolerated. In his half-time speech,
immature behavior.
President John said the Scott S. Bair
Beth Piskora

Bulimia spreads
CPS
CHICAGO, IL -- If you know live
women on campus, one of them
probably tends to "pig out" periodically on food, feel guitty about it
afterward, and then punish herself by
crash dieting or even inducing vomitIng.
It could be she's fallen victim to
bulimia, an emotional disorder which,
according to a new study, has
reached near-epidemic. levels among
female university students. At one
time or another, 15 to 20 percent of
the women attending college have
had it, the study estimates.
The disorder -- its literal translation
is "insatiable appetite" -- makes its
suHerer engage in episodic, manic
eating binges. Those binges, says Or.
Craig Johnston, director of the Anorexia Nervosa Project that conducted
the study from Chicago, usually trigger depression and guilt. The victim
will likely take ~ laxative or even

Default
rate is up

CPS

WASHINGTON, D.C. - A Slightly
higher percentage of students defaulted on their federal student loans
in 1980 than in 1979, according to
statistics just released by the U.S.
Department of Education
The numbers, incorporated in the
departmen(s annual report to 'Congress. show 1,800,000 students failed
to make payments on some $828
million worth of National Direct Stu~
dent Loans (NDSLs) during the
school year ending June 30,1980
The year before, 875,000 students
defaulted on NDSLs. The default rate
in both years was around 16 percent
of the students who took out loans.
Students using Guaranteed Student
Loans (GSLs) have a better record
The default record was just under six'
percent of the total number of loans
issued, an improvement over the B.1
percent rate in 1979
But though the percentage of loans
that aren't paid back has stayed the
same, the amount of money lost and
the number of students in default are
much higher because there are more
GSLs being distributed than ever
before
The report points out that the $4.8
million handed out in GSLs in 1980
equalled 25 percent of all the GSL
money issued since GSLs started in
1966.

make herself throw up to purge what
she has comsumed. A siege of
merciless crash-dieting may follow,
Johnston says. The individual will
then go on another eating spree.
The affliction has much more in
common with the more widely-publicised anorexia nervosa. Yet bulimia is
more dilfieull to detect, Johnston
says, "because most women afflicted
maintain their normal weight, in con-:
trast to the drastic weight loss anor- .
exia produces. There's no obvious

e~~~~:oni;

young woman gets in-

voveo in this vicious cycle, she
definitely needs psychiatric help,"
JOhnston stre~ses, noting bul!mia can
have ~evasta!mg eff~ts on vltal.body
~:t~~~~~s and the Urinary and Intes-,
The doctor blames .the increasing

Lunch
before
dedication
Rich Harfsl
As a prelude to the dedication of
the new Scott S. Barr stadium, there
was a reception held in the presidents dining room. On Saturday, Oct
4, with members of the Bair family in
attendance, Dr. Ralph C. John led the
affair
The day started at noon with introductions and informal chatting. In
addition to the Bairs and Dr. John
(and wife) several others attended.
Mr. James Ridenhour, Dr. Samuel
Case, and Dr. Richard Clower (with
wive's) were among them. The President and Vice-President of the Studen! Government, Theresa Baker and
Scott Lohman, were there representing the student body and getting last
minute details on their roles at the
dedication -- unveiling the entabtetore

After this a delicious lunch was
served. It was during lunch that Dr
John briefed everyone on the order of
events: First short speeches and
introductions were made, then the
entableture was unveiled, then Mr
Bair, escorted by his daughters, said
a few brief words.
At the luncheon the Barrs seemed
quite honored about the event. Dr.
John and everyone else there also
shared in the excitement. It was an
e~able
start to an enjoyable day

Egg is next
Publicity
The WMC dramatic arts department

c~m~:~1:9

~od~a~~f;
:~rth~a:~:~~
ment begins preparations for the
second production for the season, A ..
Day In The Death Of Joe Egg.
PI~s to readY.f?f the presentation
~~~~erw~~, :tU~ltl:~.

~~ th~o~~~~~

~:i~u~;~~s~f O~:'~h~~~~~~a~~~e:~~r~ stage. of Alumni Hall. There are six
to be thin in America. It seems to be parts In the play for four ~m~n and
a basic ingredient in our social ethos: ~
me~-. AI~hstude~.~~
are ~It~d t~
If 't~O~'~~not skinny, then you're not

t~ee ;:y

WIMo~i women "lack suHicient com-

Li~~ry p~~~~t~~in~~~ld'be part of a

~~e ~na~e~o;;:' in ~I:v~r

fa~titi~~ c:a~~~~IS~~dOu~c~~\:Z i~~~,~~:r~~~i~~;tec~~;tio~f
~a:gn:t~; ;~~~a:~
ofJ~en;:
group's

~~~~i~eiS c~~~

o:h: 98~i::b~

Person. Bill Miller of the pSYChology

cs~S:nnsel~U:i~~tytoo~~~mh;~
~~p~~~~~t ~~~.ll~reW:;:I:ri~~ec~
ongoing

research, largely

because he fears being deluged by
~;~I:e_~u:~t~n~~~a~~~ ~~~~:eWi~~~
spread the disorder has become

speaker, a panel discussion, two
re~a~:dP~~~siSa~d
dt:: ~edY
about
how a couple deals with raising and
living with their spastic child.
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Video games big pastime
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The day was crisp wilt1 a snap of
autumn. leaves fell to the ground
riding the fall wind and somewhere
from outside my dorm room I could
hear the sound of a distant drum. It
was October. WMC was playing its
first football game in its new stadium
I grabbed a sweatshirt and along with
a few friends made my way over to
what I thought would be a comlortabte place on one of the hills that
rimmed me stadium. Cr~cking open a
couple of beers, yelling hellos to
friends from afar, riSing to the opening ot tne National Anthem, laughing,
wind wIlipping
hair--adding a hint
01 rosiness to my cheeks. and somewhere in the midst 01 it aU mingled
the Green Terror--this, as the summer
had caused me to forget, was college
Everything was quiet and the aopropriate cheers were given as we
scored a touchdown. I waved my

my

Frats antic

pennant and yelled with the best of
them until I realized that the place I
had chosen to' sit was center ring
among one of the visiting school's
fraternities. All of the hurrah around
me was for the other team. complimeets of this Greek group who were
obviqusly initiated due to their size
(180 Ibs. and over) and the fact that
they could open beer bottles with
their teeth
I felt my enthusiasm mysteriously
diminish as the game went on and
the points were in our tavor. I noticed
after WMC's second touchdown that
for some reason my tnercs.
at this
point, wore ashen expressions and
shook from what I thought was the
cold
The friendly gentlemen that encircled us cheered with vehemence and
vigor lor their sCirmishing teams
"Beat the !'$!@' out of them," and
"Kill those @')#!--bagsl" The open
display 01 school patriotism warm my

heart.
One young man stood over my
shoulder commenting on how he
would so enjoy something to eat
because, after all. drinking a keg of
boor would make anyone hungry. In
sympathy I was going to offer up my
Cheetoa-vnowever
he must have
known from my kind face that I would
surrender my lunch, as I didn't need
to say a word, for he helped himself
without my mention. I was amazed at
his perceptiveness at second guessing my thoughts as well as his
overwhelming gratitude displaying
by his whispering sweet nothings in
my ear (which at some later time I
found out was only a burp).
During the second quarter the
game was tied up. The fraternity boys
were worried. I could tell. They tried
encouraging their team onto victory
by yelling out helpful objective hints
such as, "Rupture their spleen," "Paralize hlm," and "Exlax, Exlax, open

up

up thaI hole" Our fascination with
their know-how kept us quiet and in
awe. The Irat boys were astoundingly
intelligent and terribly kind as well
They were so kind in fact that as the
Western Maryland Terror passed belore us from time to time. They threw
gifts to him such as beer cans,
boxes, paper wads, and even gave
him cute little pet names that went
something like "You bloomin' sap"
and "Green geek." It was an inspiration to see such football fun between
what were suppose to, be two rivals.
At half-time the boys decided to put
on a little show 01 their own. The
gentleman with the loudest baritone
led in an old-fashion sing along.
Jumping the fence and out onto the
track, he lead the group in a chant
that, if my memory serves me, went
like. "We want your !'&#'I Terrors,"
and "Do Bongs!" Personally I couldn't
imagine why they wanted !'&#'!, but
I sure wished they would have played

, Over hill, over dale

IROTe has some good points
Audrey Adams
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Sometimes, it's tough enough to
come to Western Maryland College
wi!h the expectations of a regular
freshman, surviving 'rom homework,
to meals, to sleep (a rare ccnmcoity), to homework again. Being a fouryear ROTC scholarship cadet can
lend added pressures. Ron Kyle and
Duane Gamble can attest to that
The only two freshman scholarship
cadets this yea.f, their introductions to
the idea ot JOining the military had
been very different. Ron, from Gambrills, Maryland, had been interested
in the military for years, playing war

I {~~:~d

af~r ~ ~~ y~:;~~gh~iV:m~~
"rm about as American as they
come," being the Ol1lyAmerican kid
in the class, and thus, me only
I studeot willing to defend the United
States in esse.. USSiOl1
.. ' Thus, he consid-.
ered the military even more strongly
Although he has now already attended baSIC training, he definitely
wants to join as an offk:er. He had
considered West Point, even receiving a congressional nomination, but
later rejected the idea on lt1egrounds
that even if he didn't like it, he would
have forced himself to stav. 'Tm

1
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determined to stick with it," "he decrerec. He then decided to try for the
scholarship
Qn the other hand, Duane. from
Arblims, Maryland. only began to
learn about the military and the
scborarsnc

through

his

high

school

guidance counselor and a couple of
friends on scholarship at Loyola. He
had never previously considered the
military, but he learned that ROTC
was a good program, and thus
applied for rne scholarship on the
recommendations
he'd received.
That's faith, I'd say!
Western Maryland's ROTC program
~~!n:~~d

aR!~~~i~~ f~~t~~g~ne~
about college. Duane, originally an alternate for the scholarship,
had been well on his way to Bethany
College in West Virginia, having been
asked to play football there, wnen he
received word on the scholarship
Western Maryland was his next
choice, and his only choice with a
ROTC program. Our own Joan Murr
in ·the Admissions Office helped him
get a space in a WMC dorm, and he
thus enrolled as a WMC student and
scholarship cadet.
","R:;:on:..:.:;kn::;:ew:.,:::lh::al.;h:i,' ,::W:::"":::led~~.,:""::..;::io;..

ceceoos

are both interested in the marksmanship and extra trips the ROTC department sponsors; Duane wants to
attempt rappelling, while Ron is impressed by the Ranger platoon.
Both Ron and Duane feel a certain
pressure to achieve as freshman
scholarship cadets, within the ROTC
department as well as their course
loads. Ron doesn't leel that the
imperative 3.0 average sounds too
Continued page

state college' with an ROTC department, and thus looked into both WMC
and JOhn Hopkins, finally chOosing
WMC because he fiked the lessscience oriented, more social atmosphere. Their extra interests differ
widely, Duane's time taken up mainly
by football at the present time. with
lacrosse on !he side, Ron's in a
strong interest in student government
amateur photograpt'Y, listening to
music and reading. However, they

8

their bongos.
Five minutes into the third quarter
the other team had scored, WMC was
down by seven points. Needless to
say, the boys were quite happy and
in their elation they yelled out fun
nicknames to their winning team
members. "Oogman" and "Orca''
seemed to be the two prevalent
nicknames I happened to overhear.
By the game's end the visiting team
had won by a sizeable margin. The
crowd began to dissipate and the
teams shook hands in an ancient
ritual (Orca and Dogman included).
The boys were happy. I could tell.

Faculty art
§herrj LinkoH
The Westem Maryland College art
faculty will present a collection 01
their works from Oct. 13 10 23 in
Gallery One 01 the Fine Arts Building
on campus. Gallery One is open to
the public from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m
weekdays, and will be open as well
from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on Homecoming, Saturday. Oct. 17
Work exhibited in the show will
include photography
by Robert
Boner, associate professor of mathematics, ceramics and sculpture by
Roy Fender, assistant professor of
art, sculpture and collage by Linda
VanHart, adjunct instructor in art, and
oil paintings done this summer
through a research grant by Wasyl
Palljczuk, professor of art. This show
is an annual opportunity for the
faculty to show the studio skills they
possess in addition to their teaching
expertise.

Bethge to make appearance
Publicity
Dr. Eberhard Bethge will speak on
"Bonhoefter and the Jews" at 8 p.m
tonight in the Decker College Center
Forum on the Western Maryland Cotlege Campus.
Dietrich BonhoeHer, who was martyred, was one of the most important
Christians in the 20th century. In his

odds then, with the German qovemment. Bonhoeffer was eventually
hung at the age of 39 in the
Flossenburg concentration camp
Bethge was Bonhoefter's closest
friend and his authoritative biographer BonhoeHer addressed hiS famous Letter and Papers from Prison

J;;:::..:::..:...::::..:..:=:..:..:

to Bethge, who also inherited the bulk
of Bonhoefter's remaining papers,
diaries, etc. Two of Dr. Bethge's
former students, Robert Hartman and
Ira zeoo. are professors at Western
Maryland College
The Oct. 8 lecture is free and open
to the public

==

....,

first sermon. after Hitler's seiz.ure Of.
power, he said, "The Church has only
one alter, the alter of the Almighty
The Churct, has only one pUlpit, and
'
from that pulpit faith in God will be
preached, and no other faith." At
,.,..-

..
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BAIR
The first
home
game of the season
was full of many
emotional
moments: (clockwise)
Bair addresses students, Rain injured,
the new stadium
unveiled, The RIG
PLAY

errors need to beef up defense and backfield
y- McQuay

ttl
. t
now
ree g~
In a
the oo~all season ~
~t J two
~:XCi~::.
~~ially
last Sa~
day's performance against arch-rival
Gettysbl..lrgCollege. For the first time
this season, the defense seemed to
lack that punch that they've had in
the past. The offense looked fine

?
~y doesn't .someone catch .the ball
Old you nonce how many nmes the
~~~;=ku~:w.
thi~?ground after the
One gelleral que~tion I have 101"
Goa h Mol
!th. "Wh do
kee
SUb~iMing~uarterba~ks
lin!
men?" In my opinion, the offense has
to have a bond of confidence be-

had the chore of containing GettysbI..Irg's nose guard and co-captain
Harry Cooper Although both Cooper
~d ~ale look eye to e'(9 st~nding at
511' each, Cooper weights I~ al ~24
pounds and Cale at .19~.Thats thirtyone extra ~.nd~ thiS Irttle man lrom
Reston, Vir~lnI~ has to .push arou~d,
but he did It effectively, getting

when Selfridge was able to complete

tween them. Once you stat substitut-

a pass.
Offensively, the Terrors seem to
have a breakdown period, from the
beginning of the game until the other
team scores. Ouarterback Selfridge
seems to sleep throUgh the first three
quarters. When Jim finally wakes upin the fourth quarter-be's on fire.
There's no stopping him! Now yoU
may say, "But Rob, he's leading the
team in rushing." You're right, bit I'm
talking about throwing the ball. It's
not just Selfridge's fault, I know. So

log oecoe lett and. 'ghl you b'eak
the confideoce in one another that is
needed. The guys that play together
on the line need to be able to know
how the person next to him plays, so
that he can work more confidently on
his assignment rather than have to
worry about what the other guys are
doing. I have noticed though, thai the
lightest lineman on the field, center
Paul Cale, seems to have played in
every offensive play this year. A wise
choice after watchin this arne. Cale

FI" eld hockey at a loss

'7' we ale

!-

=

~ydney Deeds
Last Wednesday aftemoon, a lightning bolt struck on the home turf as
the Lady Terrors Field Hockey team
lost a heartbreaking game to Gettysburg College 3-2. The Terrors needed
to win the game as Gettysburg is in
our dtvision of the MAC conference,
but as coach Joan Weyers put it at
the end of the game, "Some are
harder to lose than others, and
unfortunately this was one qf them."
WMC went ahead first with senior
link Diane Cavey scoring off a penalty
corner from senior wing Lori Rafferty
That score remained at 1-0 for the
remainder of the first hall as the
Terror defense lead by senior back
Mickey Potts, sophomore goalie Tracey Dauer and freshman Barbie Hess
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........ t Student 1.0.

expires 10114/81

beaten only twice during the whole
game. Now il he only had some
steady help on each side of him. the
running game lor the backs might get
easier
The running is going to have to be
make easier because Bryan Bain will
not be able to play the rest of the
season due to a leg injury sustained

call In evenings
after 5 p.m.

in the second half 01 the game. He'll
be operated on sometime this week
Also injured in Satur~ay's attempt
was Ken G~lvin, oeteosive end., Kent
se~arated .hls shoulder an? won I see
action again .thls season either. These
two I~ses Will h~rt the team severely,
especially the pnde of Westem Maryland - the ~fense.

tOOk hold and shut Gettysburg out.
With the start of the second half,
the Lady Bullets took WMC by surprise and tied up the score and then
went ahead 2-1. Soon after, however,
Western Maryland came back on a
last break with freshman Renee
Bruno scoring form a pass by Diane
Cavey. Once again it was time for the
defense to come through and with
enthusiastic support from the bench
and the fans, they did hold until the
final minutes of the game when
Gettysburg fired a bullet of their own
that put the score at 3-2. Western
Maryland could not come back in
spite of the fast-break efforts ofinners
Barb Peterson and Sue Cook and
time ran out with Western Maryland
Continued on page 7

Gill .renovation
Rich Harfst

Built in 1939, to accomodate then
sludent body of 600, Gill Gym is quite
outdated, Knowing this, plans to
construct a new, much needed Physical Education learning Center/Assembly facility, and to, eventually,
reconstruct Gill Gym, have been
made
The total plan is a two phase
operation. Phase one, which may be
done in two stages, should begin
sometime next year. Estimates on

when range from ·spring 10fall. Phase.
two is the reconstruction of Gill Gym
and shouldn't begin for "maybe 3-4
years" according to Dean Wray Mowbray
Phase one is the building of a new
center, to be located between Gill
Gym and the playing' fields, adjacent
to Gill. Hopefully, depending on
money, it will be done in one stage
The state of Maryland has approved
$1,250,000
towards the building,

ContinueC:I-on page 7
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Comedy slated
for students

Loan rush

Monopoly still favored

CPS
.
Backgammon IS also among the
From page 1
Even in an age 01 sophisticated
most popular board games at bookmake less than $30,000 per year to electronic games, Monopoly and
stores. But the brand-.n~
games
get the maximum S2sOo klan without Scrabble are still the best-selling
mentioned by students In thiS su~y,
Chris Soto
Andy Scarpati is a Philadelphia
having to pass the needs test. The diversions offered in college stores, 46 percent owned Monopoly, while
Western Mal)'land College Activities
comic who has his own weekly show
"test" itself is a set 01 tables laying according to a survey of student 30 percent owned a Scrabble game.
Office and Scarpati Comedy PrOduc- at John and Peter's Place, a night
out what families of different income buying habits by the College Markel- Of the electronic games, hand-held
lions wi!! present a "Comedy Conclub in New Hope, Pa. Scarpati also
levels must spend on their children's
ing & Research Gorp. and Monroe models that simulate sports are the
cert" Thursday evening October 15 in
performs in colleges and clubs along
education from their own pockets Mendelsohn Research, Inc.
best senera
_
Alumni Hall eta p.m.
the East Cost. Scarpati has a long list
before becoming eligible for a loan.
Randy Heck and Karen Cook, coThe study Iou,d the ~d "",dby.
of comedians who perform in his
The standard need in the tables is still sell better than other hot items
•
•
chairpersons of the Concert and
shows. each with their own list of
set fairly generously, however. Even like stuffed animals, electronic
Continued from page 5
Public Events Committee, arranged to
television and night club credits
those families with incomes over
bring the Comedy- Concert to WMC
games, and puzzles, though Dun- difficult to maintain, but lOOkIngat the
As a host of and a performer in the
$100,000 may still be eligible, de- geons and Dragons sets and their semester from this angle, he does
Heck stated that he heard about the
show, Scarpati will introduce comedipending on the cost of the school imitators ere getting into the same
admit, "\ still hbe to make it." Duane
show from people who had seen it at
ans Bob Nelson and Joe Bolster who
and the number of students in the league as Monopoly and Scrabble
simply says,"! hope it's my worst
MI. St. Mal)"S College last year. Also,
will each give their own original acts
family. For example, at some of the
many different performers, inctuding
semester"
Nelson is described in a press remore expensive private colleges _
Scarpati and his comedians, sent in
Both also have ambitious goals.
lease as an "outrageous comic-madwhere costs can exceed $11,000 per
information and reviews concerning
"rve thought about this a 101." Ron
man" who will "bring the house down
year -- loans are available lor families
Arleen Haggemeier; professor at said. "I'll never be a millionaire. but
their acts 10 the College Activities
with his sensational energetic brand
with' incomes up to $110,00 a year
music, and David Kreide, adjunct it really depends if I'm happy or not ..
Office to be lOOkedover and decided
of humor." Nelson's TV credits inwith one student. For families with two -instructor in music, will present a
upon. staled Heck. Reviews included
A political science/German major, he
clude The Merv Griffin Show and The
students, the income limit goes to
piano recital at Westem Mal)'land would like to -etteod law school il he
those written in the Bloomsburg State
Tom Snyder Show
$130,000
College at 8:15 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 9 doH decide to leave after the manCollege newspaper and the SusqueBolster's credits include the televiSome observers estimate the imin
Levine
Recital
Hall.
They
wilt
hanna University newspaper. All the
datol)' tour years
sion game show "Make Me laugh"
pact will be greatest on public colpresent a repeat performance at 3
reviews praised and applauded the
Duane, a pre-mad major, would, at
and a Phi.ladelphia based television
lege students from lamilies in the
p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 11, also in this point, like to attend medical
hitarHxlS shows that were given
show called "AM Philadelphia."
$30,000 to 545,000 per year range
Levine Recital Hall
Heck has also talked with the host
school first and enter the Army as a
The many enthusiastic reviews and
Public COlleges, 01 course, Charge
The
duo-pianists
witt
perform
"vandoctor,
to stay in at least the Reand producer of the show, Andy
the impressive TV credits .behind
less than private schools. Their costs
Scarpati, who, in Heck's words, is a
ations on a Theme of Haydn," by serves until retirement age. I think
these three comedians seem to
would represent a smaller percentage
Brahms, "Suite from 'Billy the Klu,"
Ron summed it up best when he said
vel)' "enthusiastic man witl! a lot of
promise a hilarious, fun show for all
of lamily income, and thus disqualify
ooergy." Heck himself is vel)' confiby Copla·nd, "Sonata. 0 major," by to the effect that, "If there's no job
TICket sales will be announced in
some families from GSLs.
Mozart, and "La Valse," by Ravel
seustecncn. what's the good of stay. dent about the Comedy Concert.
WMC TOday. Admission is free for
"The thinking here has been that an
Both the Oct. 9 and Oct. 11 recitals ing7"
expecting It to be a good, entertainstudents and faculty
income ceiling could discriminate
ing show.
are free and open to the public.
Just wait till those first tactical
against middle income families and
exercises. guys!
leave a potential for abuse among
these automatically eligible," says
John Phillips of the National Association 01 Independent Colleges and
Universities
The needs test, however, is in effect
only during the 1981-82 academic
Ed Johnson
year ending June 30. Administration
"Ught is the ute.'' are the words of
officials have said they hope to
wisdom to mankind from one of
Tim Kirkner and Neil Putman
extend the test to lower income
Western Maryland's new faculty addiA crowd over 90,000 people strong
As ·the crowd rose to their feet Ihe groups at that time
tions, Ira Domser. As he was working
on sets and lighting for the upcoming
stormed the gates of J.F.K. Stadium ~~~e~~~e~~:b,~I~~~C~';~~~/i:
ru~~~:r, ;::~: :~Od~:~r r~~;;eSn~
Wailing for Godot, the bright eyed
~oc~il::~'~~1 t~:ne~ri~~:e G~~~~~~ Dice." It seemed the crowd never -with the exception 01 the flrst six
Damser expressed his enthusiasm
The Rolling Stones. The perform- utilized their seats as they played -mcnms after graduation -- have been
over becoming a member of the
ances on September 25, and 26
Iheir recent hits "Imagination" and eliminated.
Dramatic Arts department.
manifested to their followers a renee''When The Whip Comes Down."
The Dept. of Education has also
Domser, a light and sound expert
sance of energy that was the tradeMick's suggestion "lets rock n' roI/" increased the minimum annual loan
will be developing an improved demark· of The Rolling Stones.
seemed to charge the crowd to new repayment amount from $360 to
sign and technical program for WMC
Mick Jagger was a constant center
heights. This charge didn't climax $600. other changes went into effect
students. He works in the "world of
of attention with his skillful vocal
until the final moments of the concert. earlier. As 01August, the loan originathe dirty" and majors in "Iumia," the
abilities and his unique stage preSome key factors in the development uon fee for GSLs was increased from
art of life.
sense. The feel and intensity of the of this charge were attibuted to the one percent to live percent of the
To design slower, rhythmic, melodic
music was best illustrated through the original versions of such greats as total amount. of the loan. All the
tight programs, more classical than
guitar work of Keith Richards. In
"Brown Sugar,"
"Shattered"
and "You
~hanges. are Just a first round. Many
the light shows you see with rock and
addition, rhythm guitarist Ron Wood, - Can't Always Get What You Want."
~n Washington feel .the~ amount to a
roll, is Domser's major project. In
bassist Bill Wyman and drummer
Towards the end Of.the concert the 't~'era~l~ compromise. . .
,
Janual)' he hopes to give us a test of
Charlie Watts were in peak form.
majority of the mUSIc consisted of
. But It s tolera.bl~ only II It doesn,~
his knowledge or a light recital
Oomser: drama department's
The fans, consisting 01 parents as songs from thelf new best selling sl~n.al the beginning of a trend,
Meanwhile, Domser invites every- new technical director.
well as their children, surrounded the
album "rerrcc You." Their new single Phillips says.
one to visit him in Alumni. Anyone
stage with no more than inches
"Start Me Up" and the classic ''Jumpinterested in art should find him
between them. The intensity of the
ing Jack Flash" helped to reassure
interesting.
heat prior to the Stones arrival
the fans that their downfall was Shortprompted stage hands to bring out lived and that th~ ~r
of the
hoses and water .jugs to retain the Rolling Stones is still alive, well, eno
crowds welfare
.....I;I!owin
Gradually I began to find that there

ROTC 0 K

Piano recital

Rolling Stones
begin anew

'Light is the Life'

Domser new man

Quotable
QU 0 t e

SGA MOVIE

CLOCKWORK
ORANGE
FRIDAY
at

7 & 9:30 p.m.
Decker Auditorium

were disadvantages to going to college. The one I fett and still feel most
IS lack of time. 1 used to have time to
think, to reflect, my mind and I. We
would sit together for an evening and
listen to the inner melodies of the
spirit, which one hears only in leisure
moments when the words of some
loved poet touch a deep, sweet
chord in the soul that until then had
been silent. But in college there is no
time to commune with one's thoughts
Or.e goes to college to learn, it
seems, not to think, when one enters
the portals of learning, one leaves the
dearest pleasures - solitude, books,
and imagination - outside with the
whispering pines. I suppose I ought
to find some comfort in the thought
thai I am laying up treasures for
Mure enjoyment, but I am improvident enough to prefer present joy to
hoarding riches against a rainy day
Helen Kef ....
(Tho .....
Of My LIfe)

Art film series begins

During the lall semester the Western Maryland College Art Department
is presenting a series of films on
artists, ancient peoples, arChitecture
and a few unusual short subject films.
Films will be shown on Wednesdays
in Memorial 106 at 8 p.m
The schedule IOf upcoming films is
as follows:
October 14THE TRIBAL EYE: THE SWEAT OF
THE SUN- A visit to various siles of
ancient Inca and Azlec splendour
and an examination of those gold
artifacts which escaped the pillaging
of the~Spanish conquerors
October 28-BRUEGEL'S
PEOPLE:
A study 01
selected paintings by Pieler Brugel
the Elder and film analyses of such
works as HIIItten In the Snow,
ChIldren'. Gllmee Md The LMJd of
Plenty. The film shows Buegel's interest in nature, peasanl tife and man's
perpetual folly
-

VAN £YCK,
·FATHER
OF R.EMISH
PAJNT1NG - This film is a monument
to the 'marvels of the art of the
Remish master Jan van Eyck, and
aptly iliust(ates his mastel)' with many close-ups which reveal the precision
of his images. The camera explores
the major subjects 01 his paintings as
well as the smallest background
detail
November 4-THE TRIBAL EYE: KlNGDOII OF

BRONZE
November l1--a series of short films:
BUDDHISM. MAN AND NATURE
AIIERICAN
TillE CAPSULE:
A
VERY SHORT HISTORY OF THE
UNITED STA1E'S
DREAM OF It7LD HORSES
BIG YELLOW TAXI
POWERS OF TEN
November 18-THE

ISFAHAN

OF

SHAH

ABBAS

THE TRADITIONAL WORLD OF
ISLAII: THE PATTf!RN OF BEAUTY

l
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Deaf World has many
Maggie

Park

-ATTENTION
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If you recognize the format of the
above conversation as being a typical TTY call, you probably already
know something about deafness. 11
you have never heard of a TTY or
even met a deaf person, this article
may open up some new ideas for

To become a certified interpreter for
the deal. one needs no previous
exposure to sign language. Dan Dalton started signing when he was
twenty one years old and is now a
nationally certified interpreter. Many
students going through the program
start wilh little or no sign language
skills.
Students completing this program
graduate from WMC with essentially a
double major. Interpreters work lulltime or part-time depending on their
own personal choice. As Dr. Vernon
so aptly put it, a good lntrepreter
can
actually become a sell-motivated 6h.
trepreneur.

Other

language
courses

courses
include

are

not

the

an Introduction

to Deafness, The Psychology of Deetness and Audiology.
WMC is now
developing the first program in the
world
to prepare individuals
to work
with the adult deaf-blind population.
Practicums and Special SWdies
Even though courses may be interesting, motivating and informative,
practical

experience

in

more

impor-

tant and more informative than any
lecture could ever be. Dr. Greyerbiehl,

the

new

full-time

faculty

mem-

ber of the deaf eo. department,
stresses the importance lor undergraduates considering careers in

continued to page 3
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H. Ieel that tho students g"no lntc
the "people prolessions" should take
at least one year of sign. Graduates
In fields such as social work, business education, psychology, premed, law and numerous other fields,
will find that sign language is a very
marketable skill.
For example, a social worker Who
has some sign background will be
able to work not only with the hearing
people in a community but also with
the deal residents there. In loday's
job market, any skI!! which can
distinguish one applicant from the
many other applicants for a job Is 11
skill well worth acquiring.
A less career oriented yet no less
important reason to lake sign language is that it is lots 01 fun.
According to Dan Dalton, Lecturer in
the Interpreter Training Program,
many studenls lake the introductory
sign language courses out of sheer
curiosity.
~r Sign Courses are Available?
Sign classes are oHered each semester and during the summer. There
are three beginner sign courses, an
intermediate level course and ari'
advanced sign course. Students in all
of these courses have full use of the
new videotape lab. Dan Dalton feels
~;~:el~~I:Ci~re~e~:~~e

~~n ":

g~e~lor
tape cassettes are made
here at WMC and feature the sign
language instructors and the deaf
graduate students working in the lab.
Students are able to practice and
refine their receptive sign skills by
watching different people on tape.
The lab equipment is also used to
film the individual students signing
themse~
The students may !hen observe
themselves on tape and critique their'
skills. The Instructors and deaf gradtr
ate assistants are also available to
critique
improve students
their skills.and help them to

Fest begins tomorrow

Homecoming meaning

~ John~n

Homecoming. defined as the return
~to the homeland, will'be celebrated
this up and coming weekend. WMC,
homeland for many students, will
welcome back its alumni with a horne
football game, festivities and the
traditional evening dance.
Homecomers this year will find new
additions to the college, such as the
renovation of HoHa Field and the host
of new classman filling their old
ranks. But. as tradition would have it,
there are still those things that reign
as a rule.
The hues of autumn that grace the
campus, the homecoming parade
that features the famed Phi Deil

Andi Vob
An

exciting

everyone

as

weekend
Homecoming

is In store

for

festivities

tomorrow night with a bonfire at
B p.m. This year's theme is BLUE
GRASS FESTIVAL and the junior
class under Scott lohman'S direction
has developed an excellent agenda
tor the weekend.
Besides the bonfire on Saturday.
the Homecoming Parade will commence at the East Middle School
(12:30 p.m.) and follow up Main
Street to the Scott S. Bair Stadium.
With the new track under construction, however, 'this year's parae will
end up at the baseball field. instead
start

of the football field.
A new feature in this year's parade
is the addition of eight antique cars 01
various model years with WMC alumni from each of the eight years
riding in their respective cars. A
Westminster councilman. and Dr.
John, along with many other Western
Maryland officials witl participate as
wen. Much of the Class of '81 is Iso
expected in attendance. Four faculty
members will serve as judges for the
float competition. Awards for the
floats can be collected Monday.
The alumni will be treated to a blue
grass band and lunch prior to the
.Continued to page 4'

Kazoo band; the Octocertest
tent-ieaving spirit the campus wide; the
radiance of the Homecoming queen
and her court: the dapper visage of
lhe King: the rilual 01the homecoming
game; the end of ends in the homecoming dance; the hugs of hello and
reaccualntance:
the undying school
patriotism radiated through all 01 Ihis
tradition; the crispness of the air; the
splendor of the campus as it dresses
in its October finest; the welcoming;
the rekindling of old friendships; the
revival of memories: the common
bond that is shared; the joy; the
spectacle; the chance to unile onesell with pasts and futures; the sentimentality: and ultimately, the reunion
It is for all this they come home ...

WMC alumni comeback to bluegrass
Beth

Piscora
"Bluegrass has seen lis emergence" said Donna Sellman, Alumni
Affairs director, as she discussed the
upcoming Bluegrass Festival. She
said that the Bluegrass theme was

because of Its ''wide range of Interest." The weekend will kick oH with a
Friday night bonfire co-sponsored by
SQA and the College Activities Program Board.
All alumni are invited 10 join in the

~C:!!hose=O-"~O'-H~omac=:::om::;o:!!:g'_th::::;::.'.,!y;:,a::._'....::;,,,:::""'":::.::·,,:...::.""~Sa='"':::d'::!y;... A:::ff:::"~t:;:h';..AJ~

Eve n t S

1...

Friday. October 16
7,9, 11 p.m. SGA Movie "Animal House" The Forum
B p.rn. Bonfire
Saturday, October 17
9 a.m. Alumni Association Board of Governor's Meeting
10 a.m. Soccer Game lIS. Alumni, Soccer Field
Faculty Art Show _ Fine Arts Building
10:30 a.m. Field Hockey WMC lIS. Alumni
Volleyball WMC vs. York (Gill Gym)
12:30 p.m. Homecoming Parade
1:15 p.m. Minutemen Precision parachutists team _ Football Field
1:30 p.m. Football Game
4 p.m. Homecoming Court Reception, Harrison House
9 p.m. Homecoming Dance. Decker College Center

.....1

umni Association Board 01Governor's
meeting in the morning, alumni, as
well as students, have four choices
open to them. They can either attend
a faculty art stew. see WMC volleyball face York, or cheer as current
sl1.Jdentslace alumni in both soccer
and field hOckey,
During the lunch hour, the football
field will resooro with the strains of
bluegrass music provided by the Big
Pipe Creek Blue Grass Ensemble.
The menu will include pit-roasted
tenderloin tip beef. No one win be
served unless they have secured a
reservation
After lunch. everyone is invtted to
watch the annual Homecoming Parade. WMC's pep band, pom-poms
and various student floats will be
under the direction 01 Scott Lohmann,
.parade marshal. Carroll County will
have seven cars representing 7 cecades from 1910 to 1979 in the
peraoe. Various' alumni from each

decade will be seated in each car.
Ibe football game against the Moravian Greyhounds starts at 1.30 p.rn.
During the halftime. the Homecoming
King and Queen and their court will
be introduced. Also, Alumnus of the
Year, F. Kale Mathias, '35, will be
presented.
Mr. Mathias was chosen on the
basis 01 his service to WMC, his
service to his community, and his
achievement in his field. Mr. Mathias
served as President of The Alumni
Association from 1958 10 1960. In his
business, Kale is the president of
Joseph L Mathias, Inc
The Homecoming Committee says
he was chosen "in recognition of
honor reflected upon his Alma Mater
through long-term and productive
leadership serving his church as well
as a variety of community agencies
organized for the betterment of
human welfare.
continued to page 3
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deafness to get some experience
working with deaf people. This can
be accomplished by taking practicums, designing
special study
projects, pining deaf clubs, and just
associating with deaf people.
One Jan Term option provides
students with the opportunity to
spend time in a classroom in a
school for the deaf. This provides an
excellent hands-on experience in
deaf education. WMC students venture to many schools for the deaf
throughout the country to discover if
teaching the deaf would be an appropriate career for them. Students interviewed
about their Jan Term
practicum have agreed that it was a
positive leaming experience for them
regardless of whether or not they
decided to pursue a career in deafGRADUATE PROGRAMS IN
DEAFNESS

~
I

During the academic year approximately 40 full-time students are enrolled in this- program. About half of
these students ave on Pennsylvania
Avenue in the two "Total Communication" houses. The deaf and hearing
residents of these houses communicate with each other 'through the
combined use of signs and speech
During the summer, the program's
enrollment expands to 150 full-time
students. Many of the summer students come from different schools for
the deaf arouhd the country. WMC
graduates are given special admission preference in the M. Ed. program.
M, Ed. in GUidance and Counseling
Also provided at the Master's level
is a counseling program with an
emphasis in deafness. Counselors
are needed in all aspects of deafness
including such areas as school, parental and vocational counseling
CAREER OPPORTUNmES
Career options in deafness are
unlimited. Qualified individuals are
~~~~::Iin~, :a~:~~
r~h:~~~:t\~~:
audiology, administration and interpreting. Both Dr. Vernon and Or.
Prickett have nationwide contacts to
aid individuals in finding possible
employers
SOUNDS OF SILENCE
Sounds of Silence is the only active
deaf club on campus this year. This
silent choir puts on performances
periodically throughout the year for

the WMC community. The songs
presented in sign take on a beautiful
visual dimension. Although the club is
mainly comprised of undergraduates,
some hearing and deaf graduate
students are also members. To become a flJember, one does not need
any previous sign languag~ skills.
The group meets every Sunday at 7
p.m. in the Leidy Room
COME TO OUR PARTYI
What better way to start getting
involved in deafness than to take
advantage of the opportunity to meet
other people interested in deafness
This party is open to graduates and
undergraduates with personal or career interests in deafness. There will
be time for socialization with other
nearing and deaf people, for games
encouraging mime and other forms of
nonverbal communication, and for the
enjoyment of a captioned film. NO
SIGN LANGUAGE SKILLS ARE NECESSARY1This is a great opportunity
for graduates and undergraduates,
deaf and hearing, signers and nonsigners to get to know one another.
The party will be sponsored by the
deaf education department on November 6 at 6 p.rn. in Winslow. Watch
for posters and announcements
closer to the time. II you have any
suggestions or would like to help,
pelase contact Dan Dalton or Maggie
Park.
If you have any interests in deafness come to the party on November
6. There will be plenty of people there
to answer your questions.
Dr. Prickett extends an invitation to
any underqraucatea interested in
deafness to talk to him. He urges
students serious about a career in
deafness to see him before their
Sophomore year
The courses and practicums mentioned in this article are open to all
undergraduates. Special Studies can
be arranged through the instructors in
the deaf education department.
Students with ¥ly questions about
opportunities in deafness can contact
the deal ed. ottice..

1"""---------,
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2~y~~

about how parents Bri and Sheila

nercrcapceo

s:C~::e~~
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ance of the Intemational Year of the

Marshaf Cooley

"OScar Wiimers, For Free," might
be the title of this year's College
Activities Board Rim Sties'. CAP
Board, formerly lecture
Concert
Committee, hopes to continue its fine
tradltion .of cultural films, with a few
new twists
fO:~n~:~g

:n:s

~sastbei~~cc;;:;eda

series, which was planned by
reference librarian Carol Quinn, and
Melanie Rhodes (WhO has since
transferred to Georgetown) features
lour films from three nations
The films were chosen, according
to Quinn, for two reasons: critical
acclaim, and awards received. All are
shown with subtitles, except the Austrialian film, for reasons that are
obvious
The Australian film, "My Brilliant
Career," concems the efforts' of a

The

9182)
the first film, but commented, "those
"Allegro Non TropPO::"which means that were there had a great time".
fast or cheerful, is an Italian take-off
Arnold has also set-up lour Hitchon Disney's ·."Fantasia" by animator cock films lor this January "Dial M for
·Bruno Bozzetto. (10/13181)
Murder," "Notorius," -aeoecca,"
and
A second lIatian film is "The Tree of· "Spellbound."
All these films are on
the Wooden Clogs," an award win- Tuesday nignts, at 8 p.m. in Alumni
"ning depiction of pesant life.. (11/3/81)
. H~II
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young woman to overcome poverty ,.i!fed~IY~d~i",~pii:PO~ln~ted~at~t~he~t~"m~.ou~tI~o'1:=========~
~d adversity to become a writer. (21 .

Carriage' House. Liquors

Alumni
return
from

113 W. Main Street .
Welcome
Alumnus!

"at the forks"

Super Special
50' off any case of beer
10% off
wines

all
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After the game, there will be a
reception in Harrison House honoring
Mr. Mathias and the Homecoming
Court. Entertainment will include
music by the Sawdust Mountain Boys
and dancing by the Country Clog
Dancers. Donna Sellman maintains
that this event is "primarily for alumni." It will be a wonderfully exciting
day for all alumni who partake in the
festivities

with this coupon
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SERVICE

BWI AI" rport

Reg. ~O
'We're Close To You"

$10.00 from Westminster Area
call Carroll's Limousine Service
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first produced at the Citizens Theatre·
in Glasgow, on May 9, 1967.
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in a Communist Party scrcot in 1948
(3116181)
Throughout the- year a
series of Frank' Capra's ams.rare
being presented. Capra, a master of
dramatic comedy, 'cnrectec firms
about the' common goodness of man.
and his ability to triumph over evil
They are: "Mr. Smith Goes to
WaShingtcin" (9/22181) .. "1I"s a Wonderful 'Lite" (1218J81), '"Mr. Deeds
Goes to Town" (2123/82), "Meet John
Doe" (4120182). Arnold was admit-

r=-!!!~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!~.
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CAP Board brings full film
season to ..WMC'Will~m

MON.-SAT. 9(30 a.m.·8:30

Disabled Person. Director TIm Weln·
feld, along with Dr. McCay Vemon
have planned a full week of activities
'The events include a lecture on
~:~~;:~

unite

"I was really excited about the response of the first meeting. l hope it
continues!"
Two years ago, the existing College
Republican group here at WMC disbanded when many 01 its members
graduated. Keith is pleased at the
large tumout of freshmen and sophomores. His hope is that the club will
remain active in the years to come
New members' are cordially invited
to joln. Meetings are tenatively set for
7:30 P.M. Tuesdays in the Leidy
Room.

WESTMINSTER

act play is essentially

deal with their severely
child, Josephine

group's'first"major effort' is to petition
in support of the Polish Solidarity
Union. Signatures gathered at WMC
will be sent to Washington with those
from other groups nationwide. The
goal of the National Collega Republicans is one millio!' signatures. Those
signatures will be handed to lech
Walesa, head of the Polish Solidarity
Union, when he visits Washington
next month
Kelth Arnold, president of the CoIlege Republicans. is enthusiastic
about the turnout of .t.hefirst meeting

.JC.Penney

Day

A
in the Death of Joe Egg, a
play by' Peter Nichols, will be
presented by the dramatic arts de-

w;~~el~o

Republicans arise! Western Maryland's own Colege Republicans held
their first meeting Mond.ay,. October
fifth. The Chairman of the State
College Republicans, Bill Frank, as
well as other students from Mount
Saint Mary's and Goucher College
attended
Discusses were the various College
Republicans activities: such as voter
registration drives, state- meetings
with other College Republican chapters, trips, and conventions. The

,l;;;;iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii;:.

Joe Egg
begins
~i:;tp:

Tim Davis
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College
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Doubtful guard

Sinister is alright
l

I

~
I

Mollie King & Shawn Warner that are thrown before the left-handed
person. Measuring cups, can openDo you have a "sinister" view of the ers. cameras, and water fountains are
world? Although it may seem like it at all difficult for lefties to maneuver.
limes. you are not alone, In tact, ten Power tools can become lethal to left·
percent of the population shares your benders, as any lefty taking Technical
so-cauec affliction, It is an affliction of Theater well knows
being left-handed in a predominantly
American-made stick-shift cars
right-handed world, Even though the present a whole hew world of probWMC school store does not carry lems for the left-handed driver. We
supplies for the left-handed student, have not even discussed the probone can enjoy being left-handed
lems that archers, fencers, baseball
Although they are abused. discrimi- players, bowlers, and golfers have in
nated against. and kicked around by attaining the left-handed equipment
the mainstream of society, they say As you can see. the world is no bed
'we love it"
of roses for lefties
Through the years, there has been
After all of the problems that have
much discrimination against leftbeen pointed out. you may wonder
handed individuals, On this campus, why one enjoys being left-handed.
lor instance, there are many things Considering that ten to fifteen percent
which make it difficult for a left- of the general population is letthanded student to work comfortably
handed, they are rrembersot aunique
Let us consider the desks. Have minority. This minority includes a
you "rtghties" ever noticed that every number of famous people, such as;
single seat in Decker Auditorium has Jimi Hendrix, Paul McCartney, leona right-armed desk attached? No, we ardo DaVinci. Michelangelo, and
bet you have not. Even' in Memorial John McEnroe
Hall there might only be two leftAnother reason that one can enjoy
banders' desks to a floor
being left-handed is that it gives him
Writing on a right-handed desk certain advantages, left-handed
leaves a lefty with his or her arms players can usually confuse righthanging off
the desk, and this can
handed opponents in a tennis match
lead to backaches from twisting in Left-banders supposedly make better
the seat to adjust, as well as arm first basemen in baseball, and they
cramps from the lack 01 support.
seem to have an eovectece wnen
Many lefties are forced to compenthey bat because they face first base
sate by writing on their knees instead after their swing
of a desk, This is just the beginning
It has been said that lett-bandera
Have you "righties" ever seen one are more creative and artistic than
of your fellow classmates with ink or their dexterous counterparts. This is
pencil smeared from the tip of his left because the right hemisphere of the
pinky up to his elbow? Have you ever brain generally controls the left side
been curious as to why this is? of the body, and the right hemisphere
Chances ere that your fellow classis the center lor creativity. while the
mate was a lefty who used a pen left hemisphere governs mathematics
without QUick-drying ink, or used any and logic. This is not to say that
kind of pencil. This is a common every len-nenoer is creative and does
aggravation for ee-nenoers. and be- poorly in math, or that every rightlieve us, it is not attractive
hander is logical and fails all art
Even a spiral notebook can be a courses
discomfort for a tett-hancer. Do you
So what does au this mean to the
know what it feels like to impale your lett-hancers '01 America? Perhaps it
hand on the spiral rings of a note- means that we lefties should stand up
book? Left-handed WMC students for their "lefts," so to speak. They
should be able to go into the school need to stand up against all of those
store and purchase a variety of spiral "oexters" out there who unconnotebooks tailored lor the left-hander
sciously discriminate against the leftMost of you righties have probably handers in our society. Lefty students.
never noticed the everyday obstacles should speak up for left-handed

Dan Trollinger

desks and supplies. Lefties should
patronize stores that cater to the lefthanded customer. (There is one in
Harbor Place.) Stand up for your lefty
heritage and stop compromising in
this "dexter" world
All in all, they feel that they are part
of a unique minority. They are happy
that most parents and pediatricians
do not force children with left-handed
inclinations into being right-handed
anymore, Even though discriminations
against lefties still exist, they are a
proud minority, One solution is lefty
supplies, ect., in order to retain their
uniqueness and prevent them from
constantly compromising in a rightbanded world. Lefties unite! Be
proud, and left co!

Alumni return
to bluegrass
From page 1
day's activities
Then of course the Homecoming
Dance will cap off Saturday evening
Two bands will play: one each in the
forum and the cafeteria. All those who
have worked hard to put this weekend together hope that there will be a
great turnout

The security system on Western
Maryland Campus often falls prey to
an undercurrent of criticism that filters
through the student body subsequent
to any campus related break-ins or
thefts. This unvoiced sentiment of
discontent. resulting from incidents of
crime, points an ,ambiguous finger of
blame at the security department for
insufficient protection and action. But,
is this criticism justified?
Earlier this semester, several breakins occurred in Albert Norman Ward,
Blanche, and Whiteford dormitories
In all cases, the trespassers entered
rooms left unoccupied and unlocked.
then they absconded various types of
gttld and silver jewelry. However, no
one reported these incidences nor
the many sightings of the trespassers
until several days after their occu-r.
ance.
Commenting on these circumstances, Director of Security Bob
Fasano indicated that. "students have
responsibility for security on the campus," and. "student awareness is
lackadaisical."

This is not so much a defense of
criticism as it is a plea for help and
cooperation from the students. In
other words, the security department

'Test' law passes

CPS

SACRAMENTO, CA - California has
become the second state in the union
to pass a bill allowing students to see
and check their answers to standardized college entrance exams. Those
who administer the. tests, however.
say the law was unnecessary
California's action continues a long
debate between test makers, who
argue "open" tests make the- SATs
too expensive to administer. and
student consumer advocates, who
say "open" tests help prevent abuses
in scoring exams that mean so much
to students

The debate became national last
spring, when a Florida teenager
found an error in the SAT that
eventually forced Educational wting
Service (ETS), which writes the test.
to change the scores of some 240,000 students nationwide
In late March, an error found in a
version of the SAT given in New York
helped raise the scores of another
87,000
students. New York was the
first state to have a truth-in-testmq
law, which wen! into effect in January,
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is unable to do anything in most
cases unless they're informed. Once
alerted of a potential problem. the
security peopte can possibly prevent
other dorms from being hi! by the
same intruders.
Presently, the college employs four
other guards in addition to the director and the administrator rs in the
process of hiring another guard, Their
primary responsibility. and perhaps
most visible, is traffic regulation; however, their numerous other duties
concern the safety of students, teeulty, and administrators. as well as
assisting in any security related problems that may arise, Fasano finds no
major problems or limitations with the
present security system and feels thai
it is sufficient to serve the needs of
this campus
Nonetheless, the apparently shel-'
tered and secure environment of the
small college is still' vulnerable to the
grasping claws of crime and its
victims feel violated by such injustices. Although there are no simple
answers within practical limits, preventive measures such as locking
doors, reporting suspicious characters, and cooperating with the security department appear as viable
means of curbing incidences of crime
on tre Western Maryland campus
However, many students do question the adequacy and effectiveness
of the present security system. For
~~amp~_ wro insures that the duties
and responsibilities of the security
department are fuiWled properly?
Some may suggest more visible and
frequent patrolling to serve as a
deterrent for trespassers. but is this
necessary or even feasible on this
campus and within the present security department budget? When incidences do occur. are they thoroughly
investigated or do they become lost
in the files? Another persistent question is whether the lighting is sufficient for certain areas on campus.
Complaints about the poor lighting of
student parking areas as well as
around the library are frequent, yet no
action is taken to remedy the situation. But, is the lighting actually the
responsibility of the security department or is the administration at fault
for the inadequecies? On the other
hand, what responsibilities lie in the
hands of the students for implementing change of the present system?
These questions and criticisms ap~ea~~~err:~f~~t~r~r~~~~7:~ti~~tt~h~~:
current deficencies in security such
as budget limitations, ultimate hierarchical responsibility, and lack of student-security
department
communication_ The need for cooperation and change is evident. but the
means for reaching this goal is still
undetermined

SGA MOVIE

Animal
House
in the

FORUM
1. 9. II p.m,

expi res 10/21181
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Godot arrives

Jody Morrison

Waiting
for GOOot, an absurd two
audience. The Youth. portrayed by
act tragicomedy was performed unLori McCoy acted as a messengerfor
derstage in Alumni Hall October. 9,
eooct Her appearances on stage
10, and "
were short but essential in pointing
The play had no evident structured
out that Godot would not arrive. The
'plot but some major themes were
three actesses playing traditionally
excellently presented. The idea that
male roles was a welcome change
people cannot always rely on others
and did not effect the meaning of the
to do things for them or place
play at all
authority in the hands of others was
The lighting techniques used were
continually expressed
unique
as well as effec';'''' During
Vladimir (Rob McQuay) and astraintermissionthe house lights went on,
gon (Steven Rossman) emphasized
but the stage lights did not dim. The
these thoughts throughout their intercharacters on stage at the time froze.
actions. They tried to think of things
and then the audience did the "waitto do to occupy their time while
lnq'',
This method really transmitted
Waiting
for ecocr to meet them. Their
the essence of the drama to the
portrayal of the characters was respectators
markably impressive
The scenery consisted of a curved
Karen Lambert as Pozzo. the
gray-splattered cloth as a backdrop
strongest and most aggressive of the
and also as a floor covering. This
characters, showed herself to be gave a cosmic effect and further
weak like the others. Even she emphasized the characters entrappneeded assistance when she found ment within themselves and their
herself blind in the second act
lives.
"
Pozzo's slave Lucky, played by
I believe that the performance of
Robyn Quick was a grossly inhuman Waiting for GOOot as the first play of
character. She did everything Pozzo the year was an excellent choice arid
demanded. even the task of thinking, should,serve as an inspiration to all
for fear of her life
Who or what is Gocct? Maybe a
Roby.n captured the attention of ..-person or an object, but possibly a
Vladimir and Estragon as well as the concept we all ar7 w~i!ing for..

Westminster

Gold and Silver Exchange

DON7

SELL FOR LESS

Seafarer's Restaurant
presents

Karen Goldberg
Friday 10/16
Saturday 10/17

9 p.m.-l a.m.
59 W. Main Street
875-5447

JEWELRY • WATCHES • DIAMONDS
- (·h.·,·ka,,,IC"mpan·
Counl-;··" Largost (iold & Silver Dealer
1i9 west Main Street
\\'estminster, Md.
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Carroll

Live music every weekend
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JUNIORS AND SENIORS IN
MATH, PHYSICS, CHEMISTRY
AND ENGINEERING.
Earn over $900 per month!
Your undergraduate curriculum may entitle you to earn $900 per month each
month during your final years. In addition. you can look forward to a secure
four years employment opportunity in the Nuclear navy as a nuclear-trained
Naval Officer! If you seek valuable training and experience with excellent
salary ($23.000to start - $42.000after four years) and benefits. call or stop by to
discuss career options with:
-

LT. STEVE RUDIGER
He'll be on campus 20 October 1981. Check with Career
Placement or stop by the Student Union. Or Call TOLL FREE
in Maryland - 800-492-0326 Or direct or collect - (202) 436-2072
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FOOTBALL
T ....
Widener
F&M

Gettys
Swarth
teo. Val
W.Md
J_Hop
Ursinus
Moravian
Muhlenb
Dicllins.

Point'
W

T
0
0
0
0
0

3
3
3
3

2
2
2

0
0

1

1

0
0

0
0

0

0

PCT
1.000
.750
750
750
067
067
500
375
000
.000
000

F
81
139
101
69

33
47
57
23
37

33
5

,

Points

Overall
AW
T
PVT
35
5
0 01.00:>
1 0
3
750
1 0
73
800
750
35
0

F
139
139
121
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45
61
38
69
82
112

0
1

0
1

0
0
0

Terrors dispell rumor

CONFERENtol:

69
47

500
.625
500
375
000
000

58
57
23
37
4<l
5

000

A

".,

Sydney Deeds

38
69
96
122

RESULTS:

Juniata47. FOU-Msdison7
Albrighl17. Upsala 7
DelawareValley12, Lycoming 3
Susquehanna14, Muhlenberg7
Trenton
St. 18,Wilkes7
SwarthlOOfe
36. Dickinson3
WesternMd 15, Fr&nklin& Marshall14
Widener38. Gettysburg19
Johns Hopkins 15, Moravian10
Lebanon Valley 16. Ursinus0
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down by Ross Sachs was good and
many F & !vi fans sat back expecting
things to go as predicted. But as
Coach Molesworth put it, "this team is
, capable of playing anyone's game",
.and play they did! The next two
quarters belonged to Western Md. as
Jim Selfridge barreled into the endzone on a qb keeper and then
handed off to Mike Baum for a 1 yard
run and a score of 12-7
Brown was also the Green Terrors
leading rusher with 74 yards on the
day.
Meanwhile the defense was piling
up
own during

Westminster 'Pawn Outlet
SELLING NEW AND USED STEREOS,
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erback sacks between them, while
Wayne Keen tossed one in for good
measure. James and Upshaw are
also currently leading the team in
tackles with 51 and 35 respectively
Somehow it seemed as though
Western 'Maryland was saving the
best for last though because the 4th
quarter proved to be an outstanding
display of both offensive and deleneve talent F & M's quarterback set to
work. drilling passes to his receivers.
Cleary and Donz while the Green
Terror defense put up a valiant fight
with excellent
efforts coming from
Randy Heck and Torn Knieriem, the
3rd defensive player of the week'
Using the clock well, F & M finally
scored again and left Western Md
"" __ "" __ :""_
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"We were the first and
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WMC falls
Jeff frazer
The game was billed as the ramatch between the two teams who
battled it out for the MAC championship in soccer last year. The game
had all the intensity and high emotion
which was present in the final match
last year
Unfortunately, the end result was
the same as Haverford triumphed
over hosting WMC 1-0.
Haverford's Rob RlIche provided
the only score in the game with a
goal midway through the second
period. The Green Terrors attempted
18 shots at the goal, including an
indirect free kick towards the end of
the second half. However, Haverford's defense was equal to the test,
:~e;oalie

Ray Monto made seven

With their win, Haverford improves
I -their record to three wins, four losses,
I with no ties. Western Maryland falls to
I three wins, three losses. and one tie
I overall

Ham burger:

:

:

with 1:32 on the clock. but the race
was on as WMC's Jim Selfridge set to
work with some passing of his own,
hitting receiver Mike Gosnell with a
40 yard "Hail Mary" on a 41h down
and 25 yards to go. Western Maryland could not put the ball in the end
zone, however and amid much confusion on the field Rich Johnson came
through to kick another clutch field
goal, this one for 34 yards, with only
3 seconds on the clock to give
Western Maryland the edge 14-15
The bench erupted, and F & M was
in the losers category

the 2nd & 3rd quarters. Ralph Fritb.
Look out "Cheftell'',
here comes the who stepped in for the injured Pat
Green Terror football squad-end
boy
tuce.
pulled down an interception
are they ready to dispell aQy rumors before time ran out in the 1sl half
about a poor' season. Having been Rick Connors then stepped up and
picked as the decided underdog in intercepted another Shepardson pass
last Saturday's game against Franklin at the start of the 3rd quarter, wile
& Marshall at Lancaster, the Terrors
Frith again made a key play when he
put on a heartstopping show that had
raced to make a diving tackle 10 save
the fans on the edge of their seals
a kickoff return that the F & M players
until the clock showed 1 second left & fans thought was as good as
wilh the score 15-14 in favor of
scored
Western maryland.
The defense line was also doing an
The game began on a sour note
exceptional job of containing the run
with F & M's quarterback Rob Shepwhich amounted 10 only 72 yards on
ardson connecting on a 7 yard pass- . the day. Two of the three defensive

90
35
65
66
61

Fi~ld hockey
gets stomped
Sydney Deeds
jO~r:y~~n
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, unprepared by an improved Lebanon
, Valley squad and came away with a
l loss at 2-1.
After some soul-searching, the team
took the field again Monday at home
against Susquehana, and improved
their lot only slightly by tieing 0-0.
, Monday's game was a well-fought
contest with excellent passing, end
fast breaks by the forward line consisting of Lori Rafferty, Barb Peterson,
freshman Sue Cook. and Rose Walsh
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Pom-poms big at WMC
Mary fabi~.
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Before coming to WMC, many students had probably never heard of a
porn-porn squad. High schools often
have cheerleaders, majorettes. and
flag and rifle teams, but few seem to
have pam-porn squads. So what is
this group all about, an'f'Nay? Put
most simply, the porn-porn squad at
W.M. C is a group of 26 girls who
perform rousing routines to the music
of the pep band at halftime during
the football games. And yet, according to Carolyn Berry, co-captain of
this year's squad, corn-corns is much
more than the brief show witnessed
by WMC fans at horne football
games.
The work behind the 10 minute
performance on the field begins
months before the first football game
is ever played. In the spring. the
music that will be used for the
performances is selected by the cocaptains. The band members then
learn the music and record it so that
the girls can use it when practicing
their routines
Tryouts for the porn-porn squad
, take place shortly after school begins. In order to insure both a strong
porn-porn squad and strong cheerleading squad, tryouts for these two
activities are held at staggered intervats. This type of scheduling allows
girls to audition for both squads if
they wish.
Judging. and selection are ~one .by
the cectens and several senior girls
who have been on the squad .for
more than one year. After being
taught a routine, girls are judged on
that routine plus kicks and marching
maneuvers. From start to finish, the
audition takes approxsnatety 10 minutes.

Twenty-six regular and four alternate performers are choosen. Unless
a girl decides to quit the squad. she
is a member of the squad lor the
remainder of her years at WMC.
The halftime performance at each
game is usually different. Although
the routine to the song "Win Western"
Maryrand ': traditionally
ends the
show. the girls tf)( 10 add variety to
each performance by subslituting a
novel opening routine every week. All
the girls are encouraged to develop
routines lor the various songs. Those
girls who do develop a routine are
responsible for teaching it, also. This
way, the performances don't become
monotonous, and a sense of leadership Js fostered in all the girls
The captains are very excited about
this year's squad. There seems to be
a great deal of excitement
among the
girls. Practices, which take place
every weeknight for aoproxmately
an
hour, are an enjoyable time for everyone. Despite all the fun the girls are
navinq. they are accomplishing
much
Another reason for excitement
is the
fact thai tne porn-porn squad has
been approached about performing
at the home basketball games this
year. Berry feels this tsa definite sign
of success and acceptance of the
squad. Performing on the basketball
court is a little mere demanding, but
also more rewarding. Because the
girls are so close to the 'audience,
greater precision is required. In close
proximity, however, the audience is
more aware and appreciative of the
intricacies of the routine.
The porn-pam squad receives reoognition from another group on campus as well. Carolyn calls these folks
the rag squad. The rag squad is a
group of loyal friends who faithfully

ACROSS
6 Asian coin
1 Coterie
7 Sick
4 Month
8 Place of the
9 Conjunction
seal: Abbr.
12 Transgress
9 Time gone by
13 Shore birds
10 Burmese
14 Merry
demon
15 Portuguese
11 Stain
coin
17 Apportions
16 Asian sea
19 Above
17 Speck
20 Soak
18 Wall painting 21 Collect
20 Scale note
22 Canadian
21 Sliver symbol
peninsula
23 Moccasin
24 Emasculate
24 Colonize
25 English
28 Chart
streetcar
30 Smashed
26 Monkey's kin
32 Old gold aHoy 27 Dropsy
34 Shoshonesn 29 Stone
35 Identical
31 Devoured
36 Slivers
33 Bishop's
39 Mute headdress
40 Sofa
37 Seine
41 Electrified
portk~
43 Sun god
I"i
44L.atlnconJunction
45 Appor1lon
47 Wheel tooth
50 Among
51 Uncooked
54Umb
55 Fire
56 Anger
57 Remunerstion
58 Step part
59 Foodle

cheer the porn's as they perform
They encourage the girls with applause. whistles, and cat calls. In
general, Ihey cheer on Ihe pom-pom
squad as the porn-porn squad cheers
on the football team.
The pom-pom squad finishes out
the year with a get together at
Baughers. After a banquet at the
restaurant, movies are shown, awards
are presented, and the girls vote for
co-cecteos for the following year
"According to Ms. Berry. the remarkable thing about the porn-pam squad
is the friendships and sense of
cohesiveness that develops among
Ihe girls. By the end of the year one
develops friends on whom one knows
she can count

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

38 Weld
42 Negative
45 Wine cups
46 Journey
47 Opening
48 Time period

IiW

I·

49 Girl's name
50 Baba
52 exist
53 Damp
55 Bromine
symbol
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DOWN
1 Weight

of
India
2 Before
3 Decorate
'Mocaws
5Pilot'sneec:l

bobby's hobby lobby

Blood Drive
Forum

family hobby

center

9 a.m.-3 p.m.
fealurini

Pbone'848-43SO 65 East Main St.

No mail can be bad news

10% discount

with I.D.

Rich Harfst

I
I

•

cookie crumbs rattle around.
.
putting that first class mail (letters) in
One of the greatest pleasures on the boxes"
For those of YOu'who feel you do
campus may be the simple act of
rot get enough mail. just write
The post office employees should
getting letters. Anyone near the post be quite happy, as they handle some
Chances are you'll get something
office during the mid-fTlOfning. after 1350 to 1400"ieners each day. It is a
back. And if you do not. just think.
tHings could have been worse.
class rush can tell you that. The ;load thing that they try to "handle
familiar cries ranging from "aw mait the way we would have our own
As Jon Van Hoven said, "I have the
mail
handled"
geeze, nothing again." to "00 boy, I
emptiest mail box on campus, all I
They also handle the apcroxmeteiy
got a lol!", also tell the story
get is air molecules." His box number
40 packages that come in each day
A random sample. of persons
is 285 for those who leel like rectifySome of the items can be quite
ing the situation
checking their meuboxes brought
interesting. Every now and then, at
these responses
If you write, write soon. We get to
New Jersey resident Shawn Arm- Thanksgiving time, pumpkins are
send our mail out for '8 cents until
strong said that he receives mail "at sent. Then, of course, there are the
November t. Then, the cost of sendleast three times a week," including packages where you can hear the
ing a letter will be 20 cents.
"big, thick letters from my girlfriend" ......
--.

dungeolJ.l and drajOIJ.l

Westminster. Md. 21157

He typifies the person wno receives
many letters: someone who lives far
from the college, with a boy/girlfriend,
who writes a lot
Randy Bennett is quite the opposite
"rve been home a lot, so Itley don't
write me," he said
He also does not write many letters,
which is a major mistake in receiving
letters. As they say, ''you have to
w-ne-tem

to get 'em"

,,~Z~~:i~:
t~:,,~~~r~h:~s~:~~,:
But...even if you write, you are not
guaranteed letters back. ThaI is what
freshman Diane Perry was complaining about when she joked, "Guess
wtlat I got today, AIR MAIL.." Sophomore Ron Lutgen noted that other
people are "busy too." Still, people
who write get a lot more letters in
return
The happiness that a letter can give
is not limited to the recipient or
sender only. Irene Young. the supervisor of the campus post office. said.
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Deli Style Sandwiches
Ice Cream Sundaes
6

24-hour Service

by Appointment
Safe • Coovenient • Earonical

~==================~

Canoll Plaza Shcppine

Center

C~ Ahead for Tak~ut

Orders

eo';:~r

Salad Bar
Sandwiches
876·3550

SAL'S PIZZA & SUB SHOP
22 W. Main St., Westminster, Md. 21157

10% Discount
With College 1.0.
Sunday: Free large drink with any food order
Mon.-Thurs. 11 :00 a.m.-ll :00 p.m.
Fri.-Sat.
11:00 a,m.-1 :00 a.m.
-Sundays
4:00 p.m.-11 :00 p.m

Show Student ID
for 10% Discount

Call ahead
for take out

848·5276
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Mon.-Wed. 5-11:30 p.m.
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AFTER GRADUJtTION
MAYBE YOU SHOULD JUST
TAKE OFF!

I~

I

l
NAVYF·4's IN ACTION

Take off with the Navy ... as a Naval Aviator or Naval Flight Officer .
.You'll experience the challenges and responsibilities few people will ever
know. There's the thrill of flying the most sophjsticated aircraft this world has
to offer. there's the pride in knowing you're training with the best there is.
No graduate school can give you this kind of training. No other job can give
you this kind of experience ... this fast. Starting salaries· $20,000 . $40,000 after
just four years. If you're interested and want to find out more, see the Navy
Representative, who'll be on Western Maryland's Campus October 20th, 1981.
Check with the Career Placement office, or stop by the Student Union. Or, if
you prefer, call LT. STEVERUDIGER: TOLL FREE IN MARYLAND. 800.492.0326
Direct or collect - (202) 436·2072.

The

Phoenix
Thumlay,

October 22, 1981

Western Maryland College
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Task Force .Seek's Ideas
Fidy Kuo· _
wnet does the ending of the "baby
boom" mean to WMC? It means that
toward this decade's end there will
be fewer and fewer 18-25 year olos
This, in tum, will mean fewer applicants to WMC. So, what to do? Does
one

assume

a defensive

position

by

giving in to the tact. which means
culling back faculty, staff, and
classes

to meet

the dcwmward

slope?

Or, can one assume an offensive
position by preparing to work harder
to recruit
years

just

past?

an offensive

as many

WMC

has

stance

students
chosen

as in
to take

to challenge

the

ending of the "baby boom." Or,' as
Dr. Griswold

puts

slope"
The Marketing

I

I
I

Task

Force,

with

the

or MTF,

that wHi attempt
to
"cope with the slope." MTF is a
broad effort thai encompasses the
entire
campus.
Its members are instructors, staff members, and student
representatives, numbering 20 in all.
The co-chakpersons
of the Force
are Joyce Muller and Earl Griswold.
The heads of the four sub-committees
are as follows:· atAletic -orectcr. Dr.
Alex Ober-Attracticn
& Retention,
presidential assistant, Mrs. BeardTraining, sccioloqy
instructor, Mrs.
Elwell-Marketing Segementation, and
political science instructor, Dr. SmithPrograms & Curriculum Innovation. All
those involved are faced with the one
question that will enable WMC to
maintain the status quo-how does
one sell a college?
According 10 economics instructor,
Dr. Seidel, tile answer is the marketing philosophy. What is the marketing
philosophy? Rrst off, it is not as
simple as making the brochures blue
instead of last year's red. Nor, is it
just a slick advertising campaign. The
marketing philosophy requires the
WMC faculty and staff to see themselves as a corporation and to see
the students as customers. And the
product? WMC ilself. How does one
then go about selling this college?
How does any corporation go about
selling a product? The corporation
starts by indoctrinating itself in a
systematic method of selling. Then,
they research the market to see what
the customers like or dislike about the
product. The product, or even the
corporation itself, may be modified to
cater to the customers' taste. Fmally,
more potential customers may be
~ researched to see it the market
Should expand to them tl1rough advertising
For WMC's Marketing Task Force,
this is the systematic method they will
apply to this institution. "In the end,"
says Dr. Seidel, 'we will have a
product better suited to the customer
and worthy of an exchange-this
school for your tuition'"
When a. corporation is selling a
product, a good question to ask is
"why do customers buy it and keep
on buying it7" Why do ~dents come
to WMC, and what makes them want
to stay? The Attraction & Retention
is the organization

~

it. to "cope

Committee will attempt to answer
that. Dr. coer. the sub-committee
head, states that. as of now, known
factors include: the quality of curriculum. quality of student life, school
size, the distance from home, and
several others. "What we want to do
is to take all these factors and
prioritize them somehow. This way,
we'll know what areas we should be
devoting more attention to"
Research for this sub-committee will
include student polls and surveys
The Admissions omce already has
some data that wil! be studied. In
addition, three students will be augmenting to the data as a Jan. Term
project.
When asked, presumptuously if
sports had a good deal to with
attraction and rete-teo. Dr. Ober

would only say, "You may have an
opinion and I may have an opinion
However, all we want 10 do is
demythologize our opinions and get
some hard facts,"
A major student interest. Ihat has
merited its own sub-committee, is
Programs & Curriculum Innovation.
Dr. Smith heads this sub-committee,
and it will attempt to review WMC's
entire curriculum program. Working
with various departments will be involved. If possible, the sub-committee
will advise the departments on how to
arrange the sequence 01 course offerings, or what may be added.
Programs & Curriculum Innovation's
research will rely on stored computer
information of past students' choices
of majors and courses. Special attention will also be paid to present and

Sexual Harrassment
Steve Rossman
Pages 64-66 of the 1981-82 Student
Hand600k states the school policy on
discrimination and sexual harassment. Most students, including seniors, don't know about the Sexual
Harassment Committee and its imjcrtarce
on the college campus
The recent establishment of the
committee began with an interesting
letter to the editor, by Amy Jones, in
tile February 12, 1981 issue of the
Scrimshaw. Miss Jones had no idea
that her letter would play such an
important role towards the establishment of the current policy. Titled
"Sexual
Harassment," Amy Jones
wrote that a female friend was alone
with the male teacher in a course the
friend was taking. The teacher told
her he wanted to have a sexual
relationship with her. The young
woman refused and recieved a "C"
for the course. The student told the
story 10. the dean, but in return was

Deep
CPS

told the "C" would not be reviewed
by the Grade Review Board. The
reason lor Ihis injl..stice: no committee
existed to handle the problem
After reading the article, facully and
staff members, including men and
women, got together, checked other
colleges' policies, and drafted their
own policy
In Dr. Mary Ellen Elwell's own words
this was a "good example of grOUps
of people ...in this college having a
concern about an issue," getting
together. and coming up with a
solution. Dr. Elwell was one of the
many tacuiry members wrc contributed to the policy. It took many more
drafts and revisions before the final
draft was finished, given to Dr. John
and approved by him. "We have a
concerned administration" who "don't
lust sit there and listen" and do
nothing, according to Dr. Elwell.
Anyone who has a problem of this
nature should consult any of fOu~

future trends in regards to what
students want to study
One such result of uenc analysis
was the formation of a specific curriculum for the BA major. Dr. Griswold
stated that several years ago there
would have been some hesitation
about creatinq a specific major
"After all," he said, "we are a liberal
arts schools, and not a business
school. However, in light of recent
conditions, it has become 'acceptable.' Anyways, what's wrong with a
liberally educated business major?"
Although the new BA major was
created before MTF was started, this
is indicative of the kind of things MTF
may be able to advise in the future
"Good Marketing," said Dr. Seidel,
"is knowing your total environmenl...which means knowing your

consumers"
What kind of student comes to
WMC, and is it worth the time to
attract more of that kind to come
here? The Marketing Segmentation
sub-committee, headed by Mrs. Elwell, will attempt to answer that.
Segmentation of a market means
dividing the market, the present and
potential WMC student,
into every
category' possible. What is the student's religion, sex, race, region, size
of high school etc.?
As an lilxample of a segmented
market, Mrs. Elwell used the nontraditional student. The non-traditional
is a student who does not live on
campus, and is generally over the
age of 21
"We've always had that market of
continued

to page
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Measures Set
informal advisors on the Committee.
Anything said to these members
remains confidential. The members of
the committee are Dr. Helen Wolfe,
education department. Dr. Jeanne
Higbee, director of counseling and
career services, Dr. Daniel Rees.
sociology department, and Dr. J6an
Coley. education department.
Dr Elwell feels that it's the "students
right to know" about the policy and
that if a student has a problem he or
she can and should obtain help from
the committee. Amy Jones, the author
of the newspaper article, says it is
important that students know there is
something they can do about such
harassment.
The lesson of the ordeal, says Dr.
Elwell is "that people would be more
careful of their remarks" and what
they say to each other. Both Dr
Elwell and Jones agree that teachers
and students should be more cautious and that it is important for

women to be protected. The policy is
very clear on firing anyone involved in
such an incident and students should
make sure that they have a strong
basis for action before making any
accusations. Dr. Elwell's point is that
the committee should act as a deterent to any future problems. Recenlly,
there have been no complaints to the
Committee
It is unfortunate thai the Sexual
Harassment Committee was not
around to help the female student
involved in the Scrimshaw article. A
question students should ask trernselves. if they feel too intimidated, is
one that Amy Jones asked in her
letter to the editor'
'Do we girls just sit and let this
teacher and maybe even others,
whoever they may be. harass us and
possibly even cheat us out of our fair
grade, if this be the case?"

The

Water tower leaks

Phoenix

Answers now
Though all the facts have not been established, ncr the actual truths
confirmed, one fact is clearly evident to the residents01Blanch Ward Hall, the
lobby 01 Blanche was literally demolished by a vandal or group of vandals

l

down r:i~h ~~:~~~~~~: ~~~efUr:~i:~
~II it~a:i:~I:~dtha~a;l:m
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the doorframe: and the heating radiator was pushed

probal~I;:~~~nw~:~a~~Y6
B~a~~: ~~~~~~ :~~i~~_O~h~ee!~iV~~O~n~~~~~~
destruction is still somewhat of a mystery. The vandal, or vandals, are possibly
member(sj of the local noncampus community.
The Blanche destruction raises some very grave questions that certainly
will need to be answered within a short. time penodit the Western Maryland
campus is 10 remain intact: How could such massive destruction to Blanche be
achieved without any of the residents or the security personnel seeing or
hearing the incident? How could a person who does not reside in Blanche gain
entry to the donn at 4:15 in the morning without being seen, heard, or possibly
being assisted? How can the college community remain confident of any
reasonable assurance of safety from personal injury or loss? Who can give that
assurance with any credibility after ttJis incident?
There are many gaps in campus security as it currently Goe. not exist.
Yet, can the college security personnel be blamed totally, or even in part, for
the lapse in protection? It is time for the WMC administration to examine the
camp~~es~~au~~~es~~~;da:st~~i~~~a~e~~~e~;:

r~iee~~t~dnotthe "isolated

~~~~~~ ~u~~:a~a:~i~.
1~~r~~~~~~hee/~~~I~~;bl:~st~lId~~~~f~~~~n~~
cases of muggings and assaults, and the resulting personal injuries that
accompany such crimes. This certainly will not coincide with the warm and
open atmosphere that has been associated with WMC in the past.
If the problem is being caused by members of the student body, then the
WMC-administration must take close examination of a college system that has
allowed such persons to become "respected members" of the campus. Should
the problem be the result of local community members, then WMC will need to
evaluate the value of the open "town-qown" relationship it so fervently wishes
:~a~a,i,~~~~~"anr~I~i~n~l~ii;at~:tci~fic~:s~~:~th:it~OI~~~e~e~~I;~9 0e~~~~s;~~
community. Are the sacrifices that the administration is willing to concede the
. -ame concessions that the general student body is willing to agre~ upon?

Parties are ed ucational too
Andi Yob & Stev-e ~lIgier
The lime: Friday. The place: WMC
All the students rejoice in the terminalion of classes for yet another week.

the scarlet letters across your hand,
everyone will be abreast to last
night's festivities
Moving your way into the party you

;r~~,v~~~ti~hn:
!~u;:~;~e~t~~ere~~I:~

:~~~~~~~ S:~~rld~;~~f~le~~~hi~~o;~

~:~~~ th:u~a~i;~a~~~gt~;. b~~~~itsa~:

around what plans have been made

shoving you find yourself before the

suredly if your should happen to

:~e~~h~:k:n~tu~~eb~:~a~,
~:~~
aneno- a famed fraternity section
party where one can mingle with
peers, compete in conversatio~s with
loud mUSIC,and encounter as much
beer as one can handle
People 01 every persuasion
Phi'
Alpha Mu's, Gamma Beta Chi's, Phi
Delta Theta's, Gamma Delta Iota's
and more - come from dormitories the
campus-wide to see all that spectacte, all that beer, all that fun, and all
that jazz. Upon the Western Maryland
student's arrival, he or she can
usually find a basic scenario repre-

~:e~l~fg~l~e~~~e~~:ro~r f~~~~O~~~~
The battle for beer, once ended, is
followed by a session of mingling
Turning into the crowd, armed with a
full beer, you seek out familiar taces
and engage in some meaningful
conversation about the 200 degree
increase in temperature since you
bave, entered the room, and you
dance around the handy, "what's
your major?" topic. Discussions such
as these are had by all, and were ii
not for the lack of oxygen or the wave
of beer that has just dowsed your
feet. you would be having an intellec-

~i~~eu~~:U~7:d~~c:n~~uU~efrOrt~:~~~
rassment of the hosting frat as they
guard the door in feline fashion. Once
you have escaped, the party rages
on in the distance and you stand in
the night with a sweaty beer-laden
body, perhaps a few bruises, a
ringing in your ears, and an empty
cup that surely reads "buddy-bewiser
At this point, as you see an intimate
couple heading for a "walk on the
golf course" or back to "play back.
gammon", and the girl who so areedily pushed in front of you in the beer

sen:a~~~ ~:ri~~si~P:rr;O~:;:~~t~~S~

tu~~~ ~t~~~~~~~~dti~:~dStogether as

~~~dii~gn~; ~~~~~~h~:~~ ~~~~:c~~~

blur as you are still experiencing the
effects of happy hour at Maggie's,
the pitcher full of daiquiris someone
whipped up on the hall Of, quarters in
the pub as a Friday night ritual, so
you immediately purchase beer tickers. You are then branded as one of
the cattle with a fun stamp which is
impossible to remove for at least a

all the common sights are there to be
witnessed. Every party has them;
those handy little trademarks that cue
you into the fact that this is a college
level affair. Milling about, there will
always be the person whose only
goal for the evening is to talk to every
girl orguy in the place in search of the
next possjble formal date and, inevi,

to call it quits on this evening's fun
But no, no swinging co-ed would
stop here
You must. in order to fulfill as your
collegiate obligation and acquaint
yourself with the inner workings of the
young adult mind by observng the
social ramifications of peer influences
in pleasurable or socjally orientated

::1

tably, you will find someone who

;~~h~~~I~Si~;u ~:~

t:~~~

time that night enc- show up at
breakfast the following morning with

Letters to the Editor

~
I

Respect for campus
Thank you!
needed by all at WMC
Dear Editor,
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN--and
this concerns all of us here on
campus. We all work. and interrelate
together for most of our waking hours
during the week. It is important to
morale that we have a pleasant
environment in wt1ich to spend these
hours and we 01 the stat! who care
have spent much time and effort
trying to create a hQme-away-fromhome atmosphere fO( ourselves and
our students who must spend most of
their time here.
The plants in Decker College Center including the Mall were placed
there for the above reason and rrosr

of us appreciate their beauty and
freshness. However, there are a few
individuals who seem to delight in
destroying or stealing these whenever
it suits their fancy
Perhaps they don't realize that this
and the other destruction of property
on campus are part of the reason for
rising tuition charges which in the
future may prevent our sons or
daughters from acquiring a college
education
Is there some way we can work.and
study together and at the same time
keep our campus looking its best?
Peggy Osbome, Secretary
.... President's Office
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ends up in a corner getting a second
glimpse of his/11erdinner. Then there
are those odd faces that every party
knows, but bear no label, who appear

Dear Editor,
The Special Events Committee of
the CAP Board which sponsored the
Homecoming Bonfire would like to
extend its appreciation to the Cheerleaders, the Westminster Fire Department, the WMC Pep Band, and Mr
Preston Yingling and his staff for their
generous contributions in making the
event such a Great Success!
Many Thanks,
Rob Collison
Chairman Special Events Committee

Dissatisfied
Customer
Dear Editor
last week I submitted an article
entitled "WMC Opportunities in Deafness". WI1i1e the article itself was
printed unaltered, the title was completely changed to "Deaf World has
many aspects". The explanation
(Keith AmOid take notej ...we didn't
have enough room for it. Mr. Holt
substituted my 29 space title for his
27 space title. Now, granted, my title
was long but it could have been
easily shortened by editing the
"WMC" portion of it. But, alas, Mr
Holt felt the" article needed a completely new title. I have always been
under the impression that a title
should convey to the reader something about the content of the article
"Deaf World" implies that a story
about deaf culture would follow. My
article dealt with course options and
practicums in deafness for hearing
undergraduate students. That's not
exactly deaf culture now is it? In the
future Mr. Holt, it might be wise to
consult the author before making any
drastic changes which may atter the
original focus

Conservatively

continued

to page 8

Speaking

YfA~C not

that bad

When Bob Holt asked me if I would
write a column on "the typical WMC
student", I replied sure, no problem
But after some reflection, I discovered that this assignment was far
more difficult than I t.ec imagined
Students here do not fit into the
classic modes that one thinks of
They are not all liberal, nor are they
all conservative (unfortunately). Surely
we have our share of preps (at times
it seems like the Everglades), but we
also have Red-necks, not to mention
the ever-popular "Jock-chic".
Clearly fashion is not the answer
(besides I don't know anything about
fashions, what would I have to write
about). After careful consideration, I
have concluded thai their is indeed,
one unifying theme among WMC
students. One phrase sums up the
philosophy of the vast majority of our
peers - "This school sucks".
Surely you have heard it. These
words seem to be permanently
around us. They permeate the campus,
and

on the walls (I felt ivy-covered would
have been a bit much).
As I understOOd1i: the term applies
not only to the school as a whOle
(which is another term by which WMC
is described), but its parts as well
The food, the classes, the girls, the
guys, Ihe social life - everything comes under the appellation, while
only General Hospital has any mean"0
Apparently, this place is boring,
there simply is not anything to do
Meanwhile, . the lectures go un-attended, the gameroom is fiUed, and
studies are neglected
I might add, at the very least, the
typical WMC student I am portraying
is not very bright He spends an
atrocious amount of money to do
something he does not even like, at a
place that he despises.
Finally, I apologize to that minority
(honest, it does seem to be a
minority) who do not fit the above
description; it is not you who I am
trying to offend.

,
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SAT score decline stops

its all greek to me

CPS
NEW YORK, NY -- SchoJaslic Aptitude Test scores, on the downswing
for nearly two decades, just may be
heading for an upturn
Results released by the College
Entrance Examination Board reveal
that for the first time since 1968 SAT
scores failed to decline. 1980-81 high
school seniors taking the lest -- which
scores on a scale 01 200 -10 800
points -- averaged 466 in mathematics and 424 in verbal Skills, the same
total as last year. With the exception
01 1968, when results also remained
the same, SAT scores had been
slipping ~eadily si~
1,963.
.

"It's a little early to say whether this
indicates a general upward trend (in·
student skills)," cautions Sheryl Belli,
the Board's associate director for
public atnars. "But we're optimistic
because we've seen a lot of other
score gains in state and local test;ng"
_
Belli attributes the improvement in
part to concentrated efforts among
secondary scrcols to improve their
educational programs. ''We hear all
the time about efforts around the
country to improve school standards,
about estabishlng basic competency
levels."

Pam Pete(SOO
President,
Inter-sorority Council

..

'

Piano Duo in Levine

.~ffi

Jcp~Q.oey
STORE PHONE

WESTMINSTER

CATALOG PHONE .
848-5100

with sludeint I,D,
Men's or Women's
Shampoo, Cut 8< Blow-dry

Reg. '10
'We're Close To You"

848-3220
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"Ana-one, ana-two .•." the WMC pep band strikes up
a tune on their Homecoming parade float.

F. Kale Mathias, 1981 Alumnus of the Year, is
recognized during the half-time ceremonies)

Home•
coming

'81
~ome<:oming night fever at the annual fonnal dance.

Boisterous Delts sing their way down Main Street on
their traditional fire engine.

A soupy track may have provided extra incentive to
hit the mark as The Minutemen Precision parachutists
team executed a perfect jump.

October 22, 1'981
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The 1981 Homecoming Court brings a sense of
tradition to this year's Homecoming ceremonies.

Porn Pom precision provides for exciting half-time
entertainment.

, Homecoming reflections
Liz Siegenthaler

I

j

I

"Happiness 'an't something you
xpHiencej It's something you reember."-Oscar
Levant.
western Maryland College could
at have asked for a better day on

I
I

~

ich to hold

Homecoming

1981.

The

ky was a deep saphhire blue, the
ills were

alive

with

the

fiery

colors

of

utumn, and the air was crisply cool-perlect setting for the traditional
estivities
Hom~ming holds a special mean-

1

~~~P::~rtk.Cli~~

kSO
°tlri;~~~ wce:n b ;

measured by the ease in which the
days activities seem to magically fall
into place
For children and adults alike (plus
anyone in between) the parade was
indeed a magical display-from the
Art Club's delightfully unique caterpiller to the procession of classic cars
from past. present, and future. 10the
spirited cheers, songs, and smiles of
all groups involved
The Homecoming football game is
considered to be the major match of
tne season, and the team did it up
right by leading the score against
Moravian from start to finish--an appropriate precedence of victory for
the nearly-completed Bair Siadium.
And finally. at the evening's end,
after the music of the dances hadquieted, and the day's celebrations
had come to a close, Homecoming
'81 was already a memory for each
person-to remember in his or her own
special way

~gT~o~h:a~~U:~nm~:~se~;;~~~~~
he memories of bygone college
ays. For those classes who held
eunion
activities
it meant the joy of
nee

t

again

seeing

old

WMC

6Uddies

place where tre friendships
an. Those unspoken feelings of
cng-anticipated reunions are peraps the most cherished aspects of
the

omecoming

To the people involved in planning
day, Homecoming means the

Rick Conner makes a key reception in football action
against Moravian.

. WMC's favorite furry fan leads the crowd in another cheer.

An' energetic couple is captured
Homecoming dance.

in action of the

5
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Terrors crush Moravian

Fielder races

to

endzone

Sydney Deeds
Scott Bair Stadiumwas finally christeneo with a win on Saturday amid all
the Homecoming Festivities an~ tailgate cernes. as the Green 'terrors
.rorcec all over Moravian24-3.
In spite 01 his intercepted pass on
the tst play of the game, quarterback
Jim Selfridge had an impressive day
piling up 166 -yards in Ihe air-Io
receivers Frank Connell. Bob DeBeer
and Dan Reider; and also rushing for
45 yards of his own. "I felt Jim played
his best game this year, he called his
own plays and threw with confi-

dence," emphasized head coach MOo
lesworth
The Terrorsobviously came to show
the home crowd their talents in spite
of the key injuries to bOth offensive
and defensivestarters. Coming back
from a shoulder seperation,
tailback
John Uebel scored the Terrors' first
touchdown on a 7 yard run in and the
score was '7-0 after Rich Johnsons'
point after. Moravian was unable to
mount any kind of drive throughout
the first 3 quarters as the defense put
on a display of their own, holding
Moravian to t44 yards rushing on the
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Widener
31, Dickinson
0
Johns Hopkins
21, Ursinus 7
Muhlenbef'g24. LebanonValley
Western Maryland24, Moravian

Lycoming22, Upsala 14

17

good game with fine blocking coming
from Gary Forte.and good receptions
from. tightend Bob DeBeer," slated
coach Moleswcrtl'1
The game and the crowd quieted
down considerably when the Terrors
began substituting freely with the 2nd
team offense who could put no points
on the board as quarterback Paul
Wallin had 3 passes picked off and.
only 1 completion for 9 yards to Rich
Johnson. Western Maryland connnued to substitute however, and with
the
second
team
defense
in,Moravian was able to put its only
points on the board with a 34 yard
field goal from Jim Roberts to put the
final score at 24-3
The Green Terrors travel to Muhlen-
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40, St. Francis
0
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day, and 39 yards in the air. Bob
Upshaw, Wayne Keen, and Mark
Jordan contributed 3.2. and 1 quarterback sacks respectively while Keen
also had 2 fumble recoveries. Derensiva tackles were spread all around
the field with Steve James leading the
team with 17, followed by Eric Walker
with 9 and Tom Knieriem with 7
Westem Maryland seemed to be in
total control 01 the game through the
3rd quarter scoring 17 unanswered
points. 1st on a 73 yard Selfridge to
Dan Fielder pass with point after
good, next a 30 yard field goal from
Rich Johnson made the score t7-O
Finally Selfridge tallied his own mark
on an B yard run which made the
score 24-0. "Offensively we had a
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Franklin & hAaIshaIlt,
Dickinson 0
WIdener
3, Lebanon Valley 2
Getzysoorg
I, Wash.
& Lee I (ot)
Mt St. Mary's 4, Gettysburg 0
F & M 2, Lebanon
Valley 0

burg this week and coach Molesworth feels confident about the
outcome, "We've had a tough time
playing up there in the past but I
think we'll be able to overcome it.
They've been faced with some key
Injuries and recently and fortunately
lor us they don't have the. depth that
He have," stated coach Molesworth.

Cross Country
endures
Shawn Armstrong
When thlnklng of cross country,
many people think of close to 20
runners dashing over hiU and dale
with smiles on their faces. Running is
one of the most . physically and
mentally exhausting sports, especially
for this year'_r.crew. The 1981 Terror
runners have very little experience,
especially slQj:e the teams consist of
400 and _
meter runners, plus
some very good distance runners
Before this season started, coach
.Rick Carpenter knew his men and
women's teams would "be in the hole
:~erly~~
~~ft~th;~~tl~~~
into place. That was the case in their
meet against Alvemia and Massial1,
;which was Jeered in a double duel
meet fashion.
Sparked by a courageous run by
junior Dwight Eichelberger who has
been hobbled by an injured knee, the
men beat Alvernia 15-46 and lost a
tough 25-30 decision to Messiah
Leading the way for the men was
senior Dan Wilson, Maturing from last
season, Dan has been running spectacular and competitive races. The
number two and three runners have
been shifting back and forth between
junior Joe Hedrick and freshman Paul
Boneau
For the women, Mary Lynn Schwab
has led the team effectively through
six meets. Mary tee-teo the women
across the finish !iM>··to a 17-44
victory over Messiah: Following the
sophomore upstart were Tracy SarraSue Stevenson, Stephany Opdahl, Captain Bent Killingstad, Diane
Perry, and Bonnie Schwab, all running brilliant races
After putting on their best performance of the season, the cross country
teams are lOoking on to bigger and
better reasons. including improVed
records (the men are 4:8 and the
women are 3-3). Look forward to wins
over Elizabethtown, and to over.500
seasons. Mark my words. Come out
and give some encouragement aod
respect to these dedicated
on Friday when the Terrors will lace
Dickinson and Baltimore in a double
duel meet.

tem.
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Sports analysis

Defense is unsung
Robert' Holt
The WMC victory over Moravian in
~~u~~~~~in~ef~~~alld~:~e~s
la~:
WMCland dancing with glee. As is
usual when the "ole boys" on the
team are victorious, there is the
retelling of the great plays and little
said of the poor moments.
Well, the Terrors walloped the Greyhounds 24 to 3. With a 3-1-1 record
to date, WMC is still a contender in
the MAC South standings. Yet, in the
words of one scout at the Saturday
game, if the Terrors had played a
higher caliber team, they probably
would have lost. Thai is Homecoming
tactics, schedule a team you can
beat
Yes, luce could not play, Yes,
Feurer and Forte were sidelined with
minor injuries. Yes. the "Pride of
WMC," the defense. held Moravian to
only 144 net yards rushing. However,
the offense did not give the kind of
performance that I would write home
to mom about.
Yes, I am sure that the WMC
football players will nOt like what I
say, but the truth is not always
pleasant to the ear or senses. If they
want to come "looking for blOOd," do
not pick on the sports editor, come
looking for the et!ttor in chief. As a
matter of fact, Rob McQuay has
received unfair criticism for telling the
fact. The facts are the 'defense nas
often given the offense a gOOd field
position to work from and the Terrors
have left me field Wlh little or nothing
for all of the defenses efforts.
The Saturday performance of the
offensive 'squad is indicative of their
.play foCtile season to date. and ttrat
is giving kind consideration to what is
called "mitigating circumstances"
among attorneys and magistrates
How can I say that? I will "bear the
body"
and present the evidence
_ Though the ~ffens: a~~sed 414'

~~:~g~f~:
f:~~i~i~:o~ ~~: ~~~~:
hound
defense
The
WMC
quarterbacks were under pressure
from the Greyhond pass rush all day
and constantly scrambling from pursuing tacklers. Three times a pressureo WMC quarterback fired a
hurried pass downfield and was intercepted. And many times more were
bad passes forced or passes almost
intercepted.
The wide receivers looked sluggish
all day as well. They did not seem to
even try to elude their coverage. A
defensive back .for the Greyhounds
named Timothy Williams was having
an easy time covering the receivers
He pi(Jked off two passes and broke
up several other pass plays
Selfridge looked better than in recent games, but he and Wallin. need
to get the timing down with the
receivers. Selfridge was nine for 13,
with one interception by a savvy
defensive back named (who else?)
Tim Williams. Wallin fared no better,
throwing five completions in 10 attempts with two interceptions, one
was by Mr. Timothy Williams. (why
does that name sound so familiar?)
Well, if the linemen could keep the
defensive rushers from roaming in the
backfield, the quarterbacks might
even be able to take a little more time
in picking a possible open receiver, if
they can get clear of the coverage.
Twice the offense lost critical momentum on key drives, because of
illegal motion of illegal procedure
penalties. You cannot hitch the horse
to the wagon _until it has been
harnessed. You start from point A
and go to point B; "in medias res" is
acceptable in literature, but not in
football. These are two concepts that
some Terrors still have to master. "So
I have to wait for the ball to be hiked,

l
I

I
I

I

hero of WMC victory

yards rushing, they lost 13 yards
alone, mostly from the sackinqs of

l

LOCUST BOOKS
9 East Main Street
Westminster, Maryland 21157
301/848-6813
1982 CalentIms and datcboo~s now available

and Joe has to set tsmsejt behind the
scrimmage line Why is that coach?"
Yes. the defense made their share of
errors, but they seem small to the
fouls committed by the offense during
crucial plays in long drives.
The biggest group of misdeeds
committed by the offense comes
under the heading of jumbles. Turnovers are costly, they eventually will
make the difference between victory
and defeat, in most games. Four
fumbles with three recovered by the
Greyhounds was no big sweat in the
game last Saturday, but against F &
M it probably would have cost the
Terrors a victory. It is distressing to
see the Terrors drive 7.4 yards to the
Moravian three yard line, and then
watch Mike Baum cough the ball upand see it recovered by tne Greyhounds.
Two other fumbles that Moravian
recovered - cost the Terrors long
drives that, judging from the offensive
momentum would have resulted in
touchdowns. We will never know,
because footballs do not come
equipped with handles, eno Terror
runningbacks seem to forget to cover
up when they are tackled. The Saturday exhibition by the offensive squad
of WMC was not that of a team with a
good chance of taking the MAC
South championship. The real hero
of the game was the defensive
squad
Bob Upshaw and Wayne Keen
constantly invaded the Greyhound
back field and "Terrorized the Moravian quarterbacks.
The defense
nailed the Greyhounds for 71 yards
lost rushing including s~me key sack-

day& a

?~?~
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Sydney Deeds
things off with a goal on a penalty
The Green Terror hockey team had
stroke. Wing Lori Rafferty tallied the
a good week improving their record
next one with a superb single-handed
with a tie and a win, their first of the
effort that began at center field. Inner
season
Barb Peterson was the next one to
Beginning on Wednesday, the Terput her mark up, as Ihe Dickinson
rors traveled to Dickinson tor wIlat
defense fell apart. She scooped the
began as a roul when the Red Devils
ball over the goalie for a tie score of
scored three unanswered goals to
3-3.,
lead at the half 3-0. The second half
The Junior Varsity squad then took
was all Westem Maryland, however,
to the field and ended up with a tie
as centerback Mickey Potts started
as well. at 2~2. Scoring for the J:V
•.
~_'.,were
inner Usa McKinney and link

I
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victors with a 3-1 win. Inner Barb
Peterson started things off again with
a goal on the Terrors first drive. The
Terror defense held Hopkins scoreless, while effectively backing up the
offense. Sue Cook took advantage of
the Terror power to score two goals
that gave Western Maryland a 3-0
advantage. Hopkins finally scored
one goal amid some~fusion
in the
Terror circle, but that was all
as
WMC won 3-1
The J.V. also won by a score of 2-0
Scoring for the Terrorettes were Susie
Matthews and A(die Anderson

I

lat~ Night Spec;~1!

I

eo';;~~r
Salad Bar

Now there are those wno will ramble on about the grass not being cut
and the second string playing for the
Terrors in the second half. No point
brought up can undermine the fact
that the Terror defense played like
champions They held the Greyhounds to a single fieldgoal in scoring, and forced their opponents to
punt to the Terrors and give the
offense good field position to launch
their scoring drives
Gary Forte received a bruised calf
in the game and Nick Feirer twisted
his ankle. Both are expected to be
back in action next week

ings of the opposing quarterbacks by
Mr. Upshaw and Mr. Keen. Then, the
one big chance that the Greyhounds
had to score was a break away letl
sweep on a carry by a Moravian
player named David Bianco. It
seemed that Bianco would run clear
of the Terror secondary and Tom
Knieriem made a spectacular tackle
that cut Bianco down in his tracks
Knieriem was solely responsible for
eliminating a Greyhound scoring play
Often the defensive players are the
unsung heroes, and the Homecoming
~ame was certainly one.of those
cases.

Terror hockey beats Johns Hopkins

7
week
~-------..;--.....:.----.;...,j,l
Open

Upshow (79) continually pressured the Greyhound
quarterbacks in the Saturday victory over Moravian.
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Sha-na-na brings back 50's
Some people know John Bauman
as a mild-mannered graduate of
Columbia university, a classicallytrained pianist who studied at the
Julliard School 01 Music.
But, since 1970, Bauman has been
wearing black Chino pants. a black Tshirt, greased-back hair, and working
under the assumed name of Bowzer
lor the 1950s rock revival group, snaNa-Na
"Bowzer was created from my
closet in 1970,'· Bauman said in an
interview for "Erlanger"s Rock Classics to co-ne" radio series, sponsored by Jos. Schlitz Brewing
Company
"I approached my character as an
entertainer would, eno figured thad
to be funny because I was funny
looking to start with at 6·2" and (27
pounds. So I wore all black to look as

menacing as I could. but I actually
looked unmenacing. To top if off. I
sang bass"
The group itself started as an
outgrowth of the Columbia University
Kingsmen, because "you can't revive
anything but the '50s. Face it, sit-ins
during the .60s were not that funny
When you were incollege in the '60s
your hair was long, the campus had
just been overthrown and you were
running in and out of buildings not
knowing what would happen next. It
had been a turbulent decade with
tremendous progress but tremendous
and sometimes frightening changes
There was also temendous social
consciousness
"The .50s were very funny socially. I
mean, you couldn't even believe you
were alive," he said in his Bowzer
voice- "You were a nice kid \"'ith a
crew cut just trying to get into college

so you could become a physicist
because that's what everybody
needed in order to fight the Russians
There was humor in the posturing,
boredom and supposed simplicity of
the ·50s"
Sha-Na-Na revived not only the
sound of the .50s. but the idea that
performers should entertain
"About 10 years ago. most recording artists really could not perform at
ali..· Bauman said. '·There was no
performance value to live shows
When we started our act, most of fne
other groups were just standing
around on stage playing their hils to
audiences that were very stoned and
casual
"That's why Sha-Na-Na was so
successful. because our first and
foremost consideration was putting
on a dynamic stage show, which was
unheard of at the time."

Rock band 'born' at WMC

~
I

Fidy KIlO
A heavy-metal rock band that specializes in Christian music? Second
Birth, which means to be "reborn". is
such a group.
The heavy-metal Christiantrio consists of WMC's own students: Jeff
Carlson on guitar and lead vocals, Ed
Copland on bass, and Chip Coffin on
drums.
Previous musical inffuences of the
group are primarily rock and jazz
Chip's inffuences are jazz percussion
Ed, wtlo used to play in a secular
band, has Steppenwolf as a heavy
metal influence. He also lists Genesis
and Crack the Sky as influences
Jeff's is the Canadian trio RUSH, in
addition to what he calls, "various

The heavy metallormat for Christian
music is intentional. According to
Carlson, "we didn't want to be classified in the stereotype of most Christian music, which is pretty mellow"
Actually, the idea of using heavy
metal bands to spread "The Gospel:'
is not a unique one. Jeff stated thai
there are many such groups already.
He named a group Resurrection
which is quite popular in Christian
circles, as a contemporary influence.
As 01 now, Second Birth is in its
rehearsal stage. Jeff sees that its
possible that an exira quitarist or
keyboard player may be added
Keyboards would give us a great
deal of versatility. "In the meantime,
Second Birth is rehearsing covers of
songs by Long Norman, Phil Keagey,
and aeeurrectcn.

_When the band is ready for concerts, which should be in twO months.
they do not plan to charge audiences. Says Carlson, "we don1 believe people should have to pay to
hear the gospel"
He stated that this is an example he
is following from Christian folk singer
Keith Green.
Second Birth was approached by a
sorority to perform at a dance, but
they were tumed down. Carlson clarified that the group is not a dance
band, but a concert band 10 be
watched
As for image, Carfson said, "we just
want our audience to have fun.
However, we want to generate some
thought. We want the people to think
about their relationship to God. and
also what the relationship should be "

from page 1
Student govemment President Clayton Lewis agrees. ·We already cut
out all the fat from our budget. and
there's simply nothing else left"
Lewis says the $33 million cut will
close the university's departments of
forestry, architecture and urban design, education,
and speech

percent," he adds. "It's obvious the
stale's using a lot of thai money fat
purposes and sources other than
education ..
The state legislature two years ago
voted to absorb tuition payments into
the state's general fund, instead of
reserving them to fund higher educa-
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·'We were innovative in that even
though we were looking back musically. we were among the first of what
then became a revival of stage snows
like Alice Cooper and David Bowie"
What does a person famous for
playing old songs thinK about music
now and in the future?
"I don't have a prediction, but I'm
not that fond of what's going on right
this second." Bauman said. "rve kind
of lest track of what's, happening in
the music world. but it seems to me
that there is some~hal of a recycling

of the simplicity, and some
on the energy of early rock.
'Today's
rock seems 10 be
a bourgeois recreation of
roll. There is no more
element. What's going on
how lacks the energy and
the beginning of rock i
There's
less 10 rebel
Back then. you had a
repressive society, but
lots of freedom, a lot less to
about
a lot more outlets for

wO,k"co-,o'"".
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non-traditional coming to WMC, but
we never bothered to consider it as
expandable," said Mrs. Elwell. "Before MTF was started, we didn't even
know how many there were"
Now'that the non-traditional market
. Unlike in B real corporation
is being researched, methods will be _ sells goods, the WMC Marketing
thought of to attract more of _them Force will have no legislative
This may mean mentioning the nonSaid Dr. Griswold, "we
traditional status more often in bra- anyone to do anything. We
chures and recruitment sessions
offer suggestions"
The final, but not least in any way,
All members of MTF,
sub-committee is the cone of Training interviewed, stated that a
headed by WMC presidential assist- goal for the organization,
ant Mrs. Beard. If the marketing end, is a self-audit. By
philosophy is going to be applied to will really be able to t
the entire school, then it will require its full duties, it will be in
the efforts of more than the 20 start of next year's Long Range Plan
member MTF. Therefore. it will be the
And a reasonable expectation for
Training sub-committee's duty to de- the MTF once it gets going? Mrs
vise methods that the entire faculty Elwell only said, "The MTF does not
and staff can be taught to use lorsee any really major changes, only
marketing principles on their own.
some re-empha~izing of old areas,
As Dr. Seidel said. "we've always and new emj:)8MIsin new areas.'·
been a non profit organization. This is
Perhaps, then will WMC be able
why it is so hard for us to suddenly "cope with the slope."
think in terms 01 corporate marketing.'
As 01 now, open MTF meetings are
~~~g used to indoctrinate the col- from page 2

Parties

Once a month, a hired economics
consultant, Dennis Johnson, visits the
school. Johnson belongs to a firm
that specializes in marketing, especially as it applies to educational
institutions. He was sought out by the
:~=r:re~~:t~~~

(;olrl and Silver Exchange'

SELL FOR LESS

Class election

results

Sophmore Class
Beth Piscora
-e-Ireasurer
fresh~n

Class

Michael Kline·
President

DIAMONDS

I'a.,·ing in ('ash· _ ('hl't·k and Compare
Carroll County's
Largest
Gold & Silver Dealer"
69 West Main Street
Westminster,
Md.

SAL'S PIZZA & SUB SHOP
22 W. Main St., Westminster, Md. 21157

10% Discount
With College 1.0.
Sunday: Free large drink with any food order
Mon.-Thurs. 11;00 a,m.-ll:oo
p.m.
Fri.-Sat.
11:00 a.m.-' :00 a.m.
4.:00 p.m.-)l:OO p.m.
Sundays

I
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Economics instructor, Dr. Seidel. was
also presidential appointed. His duty
is 10 instruct the MTF in the marketing
philosophy. In fact all the members of

WATCHES •

stumuli. return to the party for
collection of data. It is, after
duty to model the liberal
by being a well-rounded iii
Witl:! this in mind. you
heel and make your way

_Call ahead
for take out

848-5276

Chris Paolone
Vice ·President
Ronald Hash
Treasurer
Jamie DeCrdft
Secretary
Rick Romeo
Historian

A Movie
Up in Smoke
7:00 PM in Fonam

Hall of Fame inductees honored
Rich Harfst
On Saturday, October 3t, WMC will
honor seven of its greatest athletes
and coaches by inducting them into
the WMC Sports Hall of Fame during
the fourth annual banquet. These
seven, who join only 21 other Hal! of
Fame members, each have impressive qualifications in their contributions to society as well as athletics
Martin O. "Mitch"
class of
1952, typifies the inductees. During
his years at WMC, where he majored
in history and education; Tullai was
an outstanding football player
In 1950 he was the team's leading
scorer with 36 points; the next season
he was a key member-both offensively and defensively - on WMC's
last undefeated team (8-0). His play
that season earned him the opportunity to 'play in the 1951 .Blue-Gray
Football Classic. In that all-star game
were players from such football powerhouses as Navy. Notre Dame and
MiChigan.
.
He was also the Student Government Association president and
named to Who's Who Among Students in American Colleges and Universities during that y.ear. Since 1953,
Tullai has been a history teacher
(now department chairman). administrator (a former athletic director), and
coach (his 1970 team was undefeated and in 1971 and 1972 the TriCounty Champions) at St. Pauls
School lor Boys in Brooklandville, Md
He is also "one of the most respected
lacrosse officials in the area" and an
"oft-publishedwriter"'
Faith Millard Reinhardt is someone

rune.

~
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Pride'82
Plans lor Senior PRIDE '82 are
under way wilh hopes that the success of Senior PRIDE '81 will pave
the way for 'reaching an even greater
goal in '82. The grand total for last
year's campaign was $8,044.28. The
class of '81 (and two non-seniors)
gave $4:044.28 while a matching gift
of $4,000.00 was donated by Random House 01 Westminster. The corlected donations become part 01 lhe
Alumni Fund and help cover the 19%
01operating costs that are not met by
tuition, room and board. The campaign funds of Senior PRIDE '81 will
be applied to fiscal year'82. II is the
beginning 01a tradition whereby each
senior class benefits from those who

each and every female athlete at
WMC should be grateful for. Before
she came to the college in 1920.
women's athletics
were nearly nonedstant
She was the director of
physical culture for women and a
major figure in the development of
womena' athletics at WMC
She introduced basketball as a
varsity sport for women in. 1923, prior
to that only class teams (a type of
intramurals) existed
In the next four years. she compiled
an impressive 32-14-1 record. In
1927 she organized a volleyball program, a field ball program. and
started field hockey al WMC
The 1927 yearbook. Aloha, summed
up her worth to women athletes at
WMC best when it said, "To her, and
to her alone, belongs the credit for all
that has been achieved at Western
Maryland in the way of intercollegiate
sports for girls"
The next name may seem familiar,
especially to those who play tennis
That is because the WMC tennis
courts were recently dedicated in this
man's honor. Frank B. Hurt was the
coach of 28 tennis teams between
1935 and 1~.
During that time. he
compiled a match record of 248 wins,
157 losses and 3 ties
Thai record was more than enough
to qualify him for the National Century
Club for college coaches. The club is
for those coaches who won 100 or
more games during their coaching
careers. Hurt was an associate professor of political science at WMC.
and today, at 80 years old. is still
playing tennis
Catherine (Kay) White Cockburn,

launches
went before and contributes to the
education of those wto follow
Chairpersons for the '82 campaign
are seniors Laurie Mather and Sern
Cricchio. Along with other senior
volunteers they will be asldng fellow
classmates to pledge $19.82. Volunteer workers will find Senior PRIDE a
source of accomplishment and enjoyrrent As a team they will lead their
classmates towards the significant
goal of providing necessary funds for
WMC to preserve its quality education and student services. And as a
team they will celebrate their efforts
with a kick-off party on campus and a
victory party aboard the Pride of
Baltimore

class of 1931. was another important
figure in womens' athletics at WMC
She helped organize the Womens
Athletic Association of which she was
vice-president
in 1930. Cockburn
played lhree - sports in her years at
WMC which was the reason for her
receiving her college blazer. The
blazer symbolizes her outstanding
performances in athletics over four
years. II is hard to say which is her
best sport • she was so adept at all
of them - but it may have been
tennis. In 1930 and 1931. she won
the single tennis championship. Then
again, she was a member of varsity
basketball lor all. lour years, and in
1930 she was a member of the
Maryland State Volleyball Champions
The inductee- Who may have the
most impressive athletiC qualifications could be Walter A. Hart. class of

Each 01 these five athletes and
coaches were nominated and elected
by normal procedures. Each had to
be out of school (or finished coaching) at WMC for at least ten years
Walt Hart was nominated just before
he took on his present coaching
position. If the nomination had been
after he took the position. he would
have had to wait ten years atter he
finished coaching. In addition, each
nominee had to be'
"former athletes of WMC who
have performed outstandingly
as undergraduates and who
have contributed to society
since leaving WMC"
Or:
"To be other persons recognized for outstanding and soe-

continued to page 5
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Committee focuses goals
Audrey A. Adams
The Affirmative Action Committee of
Western Maryland College is a group
made up of the combined efforts of
students and faculty 10 discuss and
look lnto changes for the school
policies concerning women, minority
and handicapped people, not only in
the classrooms, but in the faculty and
staff as well
The committee wants to strive to
achieve a better balance 01 these
three groups on campus; the present
level 01 minority students ratio is tour
percent.
Members 01 the committee vary in
departments and abilities: the new
1981-1982 chairperson, political science professor Dr. Charles Neal, Dr
Helen Wolfe, Dr. louise Paquin, Dr.
William Miller, Dr. F. Glendon Ashburn, Wray Mowbray, Less Bennett.
Jeanne Higbee, Ruth Helfrich, Carol
Arrieta, plus student members Jay
Edinger and Carol Connor, and the
newest members, sophomore Audrey
Adams and Dr. Margaret Denman
Subcommittees now formed by the
members are the Recruitment and
Selection Committee, Compensation
Review. Development and Retention,
and Communications/Advocacy
Short term ccmrruttees have also
been developed for searches for
presently vacant staff positions: the
search and screen committee for a
Director of Annual Funds and Assistant Director of Development. headed
by Jeanne Higbee, and the search
comminee for the new position of
Financial Aid Counselor, headed by
Wray Mowbray
The main function of these search

'81 crew of the WMC Senior Pride rest, relax, and
celebrate a successful campaign on The Pride of Baltimore
at the Baltimore Inner Harbor earlier this year. '82 Senior
Pride campaigners hope for another successful voyage.

1952. Hart, who is now an assistant
football coach at WMC, played four
sports. For all four years. he played
basketball. three seasons on the first
team. For three years he was a
member of the Jcctoen squad. He
was captain of the undefeated 1951
football team
Hart also played lacrosse and
baseball for a year. All 01this earned
him the Alellander Medal in 1952
The medal was given to the outstanding athlete of the year.
I
After graduation, Hart. kept up his
athletic interest. In' 1954. he coached
a sandlot football team. he organized
a bowling team for boys in 1957, and
a youth golf tournament for boys and
girls in 1971 and 1976. He is also a
member of the Rolling Road Golf
Club (which won the Baltimore Area
title in 1978)

~:rmt~!n~~~e;:ntto~~;~~~, ~~~~c~~~~
vide recommendations to the declsion making body headed by the
college president, Dr. Ralph C. John

based on the criteria lor the particular
job.
Each subcommittee is presently
drawing up its goals lor the 19811982 school year, formulating a direction for the committee as a whole.
Present focuses for the next meeting
will be the Compensation Review as it
pertains to WMC teachers' benefits
and salaries, and Communicationsl
Advocacy. The next meeting is
scheduled lor Friday, November 6

.
Dr. Neal 1981-82
CommiHee Chairperson

Trick or treat for Hinge
kids at WMC
Robyn Quick
II you happen to be looking out
your door
and see a parade
of young goblins, wilches and incredible hulks, do not be alarmed. Your
brain has not snapped non one too
many econ problems. This is the
Hinge Kids' Annual Trick or Treat
Night
Hinge co-leaders, Bill Byrne and Bill
Spence, commented that this Halloween activity is a special favorite of the
group, because the people in the
dorms really get into the spirit of the
occasion. Some even put on costumes to hand out the candy.
Trick or Treat Night, although not
the only activity of the. group. is
probably the most well known because many WMC students are involved. The group also holds cookouts. picnics, swim parties, a Christ-

mas party and an Easter egg hunt In
the spring.
The main function ot the group,
however, is to spend time with, the
youngsters on a weekly basis. Each
Hinge member is assigned a young
student from a local elementary
school with which to spend time. The
college students, or tutors as they are
called, help their young friends with
school work or take them out lor
recreation.
As Byrne puts it. "We do help them
with their homework. but mostly we
just goot off"
According to Byrne, the only problem is that there are more kids who
need tutors than there are tutors
available
Anyone interested in -cecomoc mvolved in the Hinge Group should
contact Bill Byrne. Garden Apartment
2-6

Last day to drop courses without grade
penalty is Tuesday, November 3 at 4:30 p.m.
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Official unfairly criticizes
When

the Blanche

Ward

Hall lobby

was' demolished

on the morning of October 18, the editorial staff decided
to assign a staff writer to report on the incident_ and any
relevant information
that could be responsibly
obtained.

In his attempt to learn the established and recoqpized
fact of the incident, the assigned reporter was told by
members of the administration ,that they could not, and
would not, make any comments about the destruction in
Blanche.

Furthermore, that reporter was told by college
officials on two separate
occasions
that it would be in the
best interest of the college,
and The Phoenix, to wait until

I

1

the investigations into the case were concluded. Both
officials told the reporter that waiting to report on the
Blanche incident would allow them sufficient time to make
a thorough investigation before releasing any information
about the case that niight be erroneous. Supposedly, this
delay in releasing information also gave the administrators enough time to apprehend the guilty party before he
was aware of being suspected of the destructive act.
Well, the guilty party was apprehended and the
administration has taken what it considers' to be proper
action. The case is resolved and life goes back to normal
at WMC. Yet, the story does not end on an altogether
happy note.
Certainly, the effects of the Blanche destruction will
long be a reminder of senseless vandalism on the WMC
campus. The college body must certainly have some
reservations about the security of the campus. Yet, the
editors of The Phoenix have another concern as well.
The editors and the assigned staff reporter gave
consideration to the request of the administration to not
report anything about the Blanche incident This included
nor treating the off the record conjecture by the
administration as reportable information. The administration asked for silence on the matter by the The Phoenix
and the request was granted.
'
One week later, however, the very administrator who
had. requested the suppressing of any reporting on the
Blanche incident now criticizes the editors of The Phoenix
for not preparing any news story about the incident. The
official did not consider some factors that make reporting
of the Blanche incident not possible, and no longer
newsworthy.
The administration will not release any tangible
information about the person responsible for the Blanche
lobby destruction, the motivation for the incident, or any
evidence upon which they based their conclusions in the
case. The only information released was that the guilty
party was a student who did not reside in Blanche, and
that alcohol did playa factor in the incident. This is not
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... Darryt Grant. Jeff Frazer
Marc: Sartoph, JUdy
Mitnick. Dan Trollinqer
... Chris scto. Melanie Clippinger
.
Jonathan Dickey
.... JeannineRailey
Cindy Wilcox
.... Alice Krempasky

Published by and for the students of Western Maryland CoIiErge.The
opinions expressed in this publication do not necessarily reflect
those of the staff or administration
We welcome comments and/or suggestions Please address all mail
to The Phoenix, Box 1. Western Maryland College. Westminster. Md
21157.

enough information upon which to base a news report.
Also, a combination of the requested delays in
reportage and the scheduling of weekly publication
makes the Blanche incident no longer a newsworthy topic
to be reported
For their cooperation and consideration, The Phoenix staff is criticized by the very -people who asked for
- that cooperation and consideration. It certainly would
not have been too difficult to amass.some report on the
matter, though all of the facts maynot have been separated
from the unsubstantiated information in the case.
The editors of .The Phoe~ix~_acted in:a
truly
professional and considerate manner in dealing with the
news of the Blanche destruction incident. They do not
expect any praise for doing what is considered as ethical
among journalists, yet they do not deserve to be
chastized, unduly ridiculed, or compared to the unethical
ana sensationalizing actions of previous WMC newspaper
editors, by the very people who ask for their cooperation
The editors chose not to report on a situation that,
because of IimitiQg factors, could not be reported with
. accuracy. For that act, and that act alone, they have
been declared poor journalists by some members of the
administration.

Watertower leaks

S-upply side econ
Corey Mann
Lets face it, most Americans do no!
have the foggiest notipn of what
Reaganomics supply sioe economics
is. When I set out to reach an
understanding of-these widely used,
narrowly understood terms, I decided
to ask a few of my friends, who are
indeed econ. majOrs; for some insight. The first guy I approached told
me that he had failed economics, but
would show me some marginal cost
curves anyway, but I came to believe
that marginal cost had more to do
with Nancy's wardrobe men Ron's
ecoo-mecres. This, what follows, is
what I found to be true and a great
help to my understanding
Supply and demand exists for all
commodities of trade. Governments
are forced to take sides with this
concept and Reagan has latched
himself to the supply side, big business, robber barons. His plan includes assisting the supply side in
....any way he can
i ; this

includes tax breaks, incentives and
deregulations. This he hopes will
promote productions and increase
faith in investmenfwhich in turn, after
an initial price increase, will bring
prices, as well as interest rates down.
Since the Great Depression we
have been priming the pump from the
demand side like pain killer into a
race horse. Reagan believes that too
much of that shot in thp arm is what
got us into this mess in the first
ptace. In order to keep up with the
stimulation we had to create more
stimulant and common sense, not
economics; tells us that there has· to
be a finite source of stimulant. Now
what we have is essentially everyone
getting a big piece of a very small
pie. Reagan intends to decrease the
size of everyones piece, in fact he is
even going to take away some peoples piece, but in return he will offer a
much
It all larger
soundspiepretty good on paper
at the moment. but we will have to let
I
I

Letter
to the
Editor
Dear Editor:
On behalf of Scarpati Productions. I
extend my sincerest apologies to the
students of Western Maryland College for the cancelled Comedy Concert due to our late arrival. I accept
responsibility for the confusion of
starting times.
We have rescheduled the show for
Thursday, December 10, at B p.m.!!'
That's EIGHT O'CLOCK, EASTERN
STANDARD TIME!!!
We promise a great show. See you
on December 10 (at B p.m.)
Sincerely yours,
Andy Scarpati, President
Scarpati Comedy Productions

its all greek ta me

Punk party
The brothers of Phi Delta Theta
WOuld personally like to invite all
students, faculty, and members of the
administration to our first annual
"Punk-Halloween Party" on Halloween
Night, October 31, at 9 p.m. in the
Forum.
The entertainment will feature the
sounds of the band "TOYS" a WMC
tavorite. We anticipate a large crowd
and lots'-of fun. So dress up (cosrcmes are expected) and party with
the Phi Deus .this Saturday night in
the Forum.
The Phi Delta would like to thank
the S.GA for allowing us to cosponsor this event
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CCCO draft advice

WY0898.6

Fall break at WMC
Andi Yo]!

Can you feel the draft breathing
down your neck?
The Central Committee for Conscientious Objectors warns that the
reinstatement of draft inductions may
be closer than you think.
"The resumption of draft registration
for te-veer-crc
males makes it very
important that all Americans think
through their beliefs about the problems of war and the draft." said Larry
Spears, Director of CCCO's Youth
Campaign
Also, the Supreme Court ruled on
June 25 that registering men but not
women for the draft does not violate
the U.S. Constitution. According to
Prof. Peter Goldberger, and attorney
and teacher at the Villanova University School of law, Villanova, PA,
"This decision brings us a step closer
both to prosecutions of non-registrants and to resumption of draft
inductions." The exclusion of women
from registration will make it easier for
Congress to reinstate the draft
One consequence of the Court's
decision, commented Goldberger, is
that it should remove any doubts that
anyone {flay have had about the
close connections between registration, a "real draft", and mobilization
for war.
"The position argued by the government's lawyers and adopted by
Justice Rehnquist flatly contradicts

the bland public relations statement
of Selective Service that registration
and "the draft" are altogether different propositions," said Goldberger
During the oral argument of the
case, Solicitor General Wade H McCree, JI. admitted that "you can.'t
separate" the questions of registration and the draft. The Court described registration as "the first step
'in a united and continuous process
designed to raise an army speedily
and efficiently.' "
CCCO is also concerned by what it
perceives as President Ronald Reagan's retreat from his 1980 statement
of opposition to draft registration
"The increasing likelihood of a
draft," said Spears, "is causing concern for a growing number of high
school and college students "
With the elimination of the student
deferment in the mid-70's, the classification available to the greatest number of young people is conscientious
objection. A conscientious objector is
someone who is opposed to participating in war on the basis 01 deeply
held moral, ethical, or religious beliefs. During the time of a draft,
anyone recognized by their draft
board as a conscientious objector
would then serve\two years doing
alternate civilian service
Spears stated that over 27,000
draft-age individuals have alreadv

foreign film

Olmi film unique

3

registered with CCCO through its
conscientious objector card. "These
cards are available, free of charge,
from CCCO, P.O. Box 15796, Philadelphia, PA 19103. They simply state
'Because of my beliefs about war, I
am opposed to participating in the
military' "
"The usefulness of this card," commented Spears, "is that it provides a
record of an individual's opposition to
war. The CO card will help to
demonstrate to the military that
hundreds of thousands of young
people will not serve in the armed
forces. Support for conscientious objection, along with the large number
of non-registrants and the vocal antidraft movement may help to deter
Congress from establishing a peacetime draft"
CCCD was founded in 1948 as the
Central Committee for Conscientious
Objectors and has served continuously since then as a national, nonprofit agency counseling
young
Americans facing the prospect of
military service, and those already in
the military.

Goldstein
presents art
laura Cole
Westminster, Md -- Gladys eorostein will present a collection of her
paintings at an art snow in Western
Maryland College's Gallery One of
the Fine Arts Building, from Tuesday,
Nov. 3 to Friday, Nov. 20
Goldstein received her art ecucauon at the Maryland Institute College
of Art, Ine Art Students league in
New York, Columbia University, and
Pennsylv ania State University. She is
presently teaching et the Jewish
Community Center in Baltimore and
at the College of Notre Dame of
Maryland
Goldstein. one of the most prestigious artists in this area, has displayed her art work in more men 150
natio~1 anti regional shows. She has
received many awards, including
those from the Smithsonian Il)_stitute,
the Baltimore Museum, Pennsylvania
Slate Unlveesity. and the Maryland
Regional Exhibition
The art show will officially open on
Tuesday, Nov. 3 from 7 to 9 p.m. The
exhibit is free and open to the public.
Gallery One is open weekdays from
10 a.m. t~4 R·m

On October 23, at 2:30 in the
afternoon, Principles books slammed
shut throughout Memorial 310 and
smiles painted themselves upon the
students' faces that finally, finally.
were free of Ihe perplexing problems
of Economics 203. Stat Labs for the
week found their way into Luke's box
before the 3:00 deadline, Englar's
lunch crowd pulsated with excitement
and anticipation, cars were being
loaded up with camping gear, summer clothes to take home to mom,
and the usual vacation fare
The three students that attended
french drills that day left Memorial at
1:40 and headed for a final mailbox
check before heading home, ignitions
were turned, waves of goodbye were
exchangiKI, Luke and laura beamed
out to an empty couch in the student
center as the regular General Hospital following had packed it in, and
outside leaves furled on the rushing
wind of speeding cars as they made
for the campus exits. Alas, fall break
had come
left to be counted were but a
handful of Western Marylanders who
went to their corners only to come out
eating in a nightly vigil in Englar. 01
tte ten remaining students, wren
polled, 5 were from out-of-state, three
were resident assistants on duty,
one's car wouldn't start and one,
oddly enouqh. wanted to get work
done. The student body having been
granted leave, had taken the opportunity of escape and ran with it to
sights unseen. The ten remaining
however, were stranded to find for
themselves. Extra curricular activities
for the group were self planned as

the SGA neglected 10 set up any
mode of entertainment for the "Fall
Break Ten"
Forms of entertainment ranged from
a closed party on Rouzer fourth to
and exciting evening of "pork surprise" hosted by the Enqlar cocktail
waitresses. The weekend was lull of
excitement as the ten experienced
the falling of leaves from various
campus trees, the dramatic setting
back of the clocks on Saturday
evening, and the highlight of the
consecutive four day phenomena 0'
the sun rising and setting.
Intramural dog-washing was ar
ranged by the social committee chair
man of the ten on Sunday evening,
but there being only one entry, a
winner was clearly pegged and to
date goes unchallenged. Mud sliding
was a popular past time as a few of
the co-eds engaged in sliding outside
of Decker as they made way to
respective dorms -- a result of tour
straight days of rain that graced the
land
Monday brought more rain and
momentum of excitement built up as
a few familiar faces leaked back into
the flow. Soccer players had returned
and tre pensive len who feared their
lot would mimmick that of Agatha
Christie's "Ten Little Indians" relaxed.
The weekend events wound down
on Tuesday with the return of the
fellow class men and the ten separated with the mass, leaving fall break
8" behind with memories only the
select could share of their never-adull-moment weekend
Editor'•. Not•• : WYOB 98,6 Is a
weekly column on campus life.
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his wooden clogs, and Betisf chops
a poplar three down to form a new
clog. The landowner, enraged by
Westminster, Mel -- Winner 01 the
aanstrs chopping down a tree on his
1978 Cannes Film Festival Grand
estate, ev icts Batisti and his family.
Prize (Golden Palm), "The Tree of
Art Supplies Now A_Verilable.
~ ..:
News of the landowner's punitive
Wooden qogs" will be presented at
action upon Batisti and his family
Western Maryland College.on Tuesspreads
through
the
viliage.
As
the
day, November 3, at 8 p.m. in Alumni
outcast family leaves the village, the
28 West Main Street,
Hall. The second feature of the
other sharecroppers gather in a
Wutmin,ter,
Maryland 21157
BROWSERS
Foreign Film Series, the film was
group to watch in solemn recognition
produced by the heralded Ermanno
Telephone 301/848 - 0060
WELCOME
of
their
own
vulnerability
Olmi, wno writes, directs, photoUnique to this film is not only its
orecte. and edits nis films
orovecenve content and style, but the
"The Tree of Wooden Clogs" is a
casting with people who live much
crafted. political statement about the
like the ncucoar characters of the
life of the peasant natives' of lomstory. It is a trademark of most of
bardy, Italy. "It is really a story 01 my
Olmi's films, which are produced on a
childhood," according to Olmi. Without elaborate fanfare, or glorification,
co~tinued to page 4
Olmi depicts the simple existence of
several turn of the century families
who subsist on the stark earning of
sharecropping. There is no glamori~zation in the plot 01the film, only daily
living presented by Olmi in a creative
and interesting manner: a communal
pig slaughtering~ a widow wnc supports her family of six by scrubbing
laundry; a newly married couple honeymooning in Milan for only one day.
CATALOG PHONE
In a style described as "roughWESTMINSTER
STORE PHONE
hewn" and "unadorned" as the peas848-5100
848-no.
MON.-SAT.
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ant life scenario in the film, Olmi
attacks the unbalancing 01the natural
s1Udent !.D.
order by the feudal economic system
.J - --..:.. ,;,
I.
Men's or Women's
with smooth flowing subtlety. In one
sequence, a villager hides a coin
Shampoo, Cut &. Blow-dry
upon his horse. WIlen the coin disapI
. .
~
pears, he strikes the horse calling it a
Reg. ~O
I
Carroll Plaza. W",tminster
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I
thief. There are several such scenes;
however, the center of the plot focuses on a villager named Batisti and
"We're Close To You"
I
I
an incident that precipitates a drastic
change in the lives of him and his
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family.
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\More teachers?
(CPS) -- A new baby boom, an
accumulation of bad press clippings
and a rash of "burnouts" have revived the job market for what was
one that most pitied of college majors.
-- the education student
School district demand for new
teachers is way up in some areas of
the country and in some academic
areas, especially math. The demand
is expected to become national soon.
The Association for School, College
and University Staffing predicts in its
1982 annual report "that in the next
one to three years there will be a
critical shortage of teachers in all

51\ gridders return

baby boom passed through school
levels, enrollments declined and -left
school districts with an oversupply of
teachers, When vacancies opened,
education grads inundated school
districts" with applications. By 1978,
there were two education grads for
every teaching job in the United
States, according to the National
Education Association (NEA).
In response, job-conscious college
students simply stopped enrolling in
education
courses.
Penn State
handed out 62 percent fewer teaching degrees last year than in 1972.
Education enrollment at North Dakota
State has fallen five percent a year
since 1970
The National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES) says that, nationwide, the number of students preparing to teach after graduation fell to
159,000 in 1980, down from 284,000
in 1970.
At the same time, the U.S. birth rate
is climbing again aner a long period
of decline. The first wave of the new
baby boom is expected in elementary
schools in 1985. NCES researcher
Martin Frankel predicts that by 1995
enrollment may surpass the record
51.3 million students at all grade and
college levels in 1971. While there will

Penn State education placement
officer Dante scent claims there are
already "dire shortaqee" of teachers
in the South and Southwest. Scatzi
also expects the shortages to be
nationwide by the mid-eiqhfies
Broward County (Fla.) School District staff chief Roger Beaumont had
to visit 84 campuses last spring to fill
'the teaching vacancies he had. Los
Angeles advertised nationally and
installed two toll-free long distance
telephone lines in an effort to dig up
math teachers last year. Before last
year, out-of-state recruiting was extremely rare
Indeed, teaching

soon be more students to teach and
fewer grads to teach them, current
teachers are leaving the field in
significant numbers
The increasing number of older
people in the population has "no
obvious incentive to vote to increase
taxes or pay teachers more," explains
Illinois' dean of education Joe Burnett. "We have a voting bloc that
seems to be turning off to education"
"ln the old days," Burnett recalls,
"(teachers) would take time out, but
they would return. Now, they're just
staying away"
The shortage isn't universal yet
Some geographiC areas still have
teacher
surplus. "Not all these places
(where there are jobs) are desirable
places to teach," explains Dr. Patricia
Murphy of North Dakota State.
An Association of School, College
and University Staffing study last fall
found demand highest for rnam. industrial arts, physics, special education, agriculture, chemistry, science
and speech was high.
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Chris Soto
A reunion of a very special group of
people will take place on October 30
at Martin's West in Westminster. None
other than the last undefeated football
team at WMC will meet first for
cocktails at 6 pm, then go on to a
banquet dinner at 7:30. The year of
the team? 1951
WMC coach Walter Hart, along with
Vic Makovitch, principal of Westminster Middle School, Ron Jones. and
Mitch Tullar are the members of the
committee which arranged the upcoming reunion. Hart, the captain of,
the '51' team, spoke about the reunion with enthusiasm saying that approximately 25 players will attend the
reunion along with some 75 others
consisting of spouses, friends and
special guests. Hart stated that some
of the players would be coming from
Massachusetts, Florida, California,
and possibly as far as Hawaii. Many
players will stay overnight and men
watch the game on Saturday against
Lebanon Valley
Charlie Havens, coach of the 1951
team. will attend the reunion. Doubling as emcee and guest speaker at
the reunion will be John Steadman,
sports editor for the Baffimore
News
American
This 30 year reunion is a first for the
1951 team. Hart commented that this
will be the iirst time he's seen most of
his teammates since they all went

CC topples again
Shawn Armstrong
With every meet meaning an encouraging step toward a winning
season, beth the mens' and womens'
cross country teams took a staggering step backwards with a loss to a
team they should have beaten, York
Although Dan Wilson and Mary
lynn Schwaab. the top runners had
run their best races of the season, it
was to no avail, losing 26-30 in the
womens' and 21-38 in the mens'
race
The teams lost basically from either
illnesses, injuries or poor efforts. They
let a win get away, dropping their
chances for either a .500 season or
winning closer to the wayside
Dan Wilson turned in his best time
date with a 28:51 for the men. The
was marred with injury and
, the Terrors let one they should

Maria'

\ 22 W. Main St., Westminster, Md. 21157
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from page 3
fraction of the funds expended on
Hollywood productions of the same
quality. Olrni prefers to work on low
production budgets, since it allows
him to remain independent of the
cinema corporate moguls who pressure producers for artistically unfulfilled "box office smashes."
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have won get away
Mary lynn Schwaab had the best
time in the womens' race, despite the
loss, with a 21 :08. Berit Killingstad
dropped out of the competition because of an injury. Sue Stevenson
suffered a knee injury, but finished
the race in eighth place
For the men, Tony Japzon has run
very competitively, although he has
been ruled ineligible-

food order

11,00 a.m.-LOOa.m.

DON7

their own ways. Hart is "looking
forward to the reunion very much __
we put a lot of work into it"
Besides Hart, there are two other
former players from 1951 on the
WMC campus; coach John Motesworth and Dr. Ira Zepp. Molesworth,
who was center for the team, couldn't
say enough about Charlie Havens
Motesworth said that "he was a great
coach" and that "everybody toved to
ptay for him." Havens stilt lives in
Westminster
Molesworth stated that there was a
unique, great comradier love between
the team members. "Everyone had .a
good time practicing and playing"
Molesworth emphasized that it wasn't
just the winning that brought on the
closeness between team members: it
had a lot to. do with the coaching of
Havens (who was assisted by Dick
Harlow) and the men themselves
Many members of the team were
veterans who had returned to their
interrupted college educations. This
made for a slightly older team than
was usual
.
"Every Friday night before a game
there was a pep rally." stated Molesworth, "and rrostcot
the college
stayed up here to watch the games"
Molesworth described the upcoming reunion as a nostalgic event. He
is also looking forward to seeing his
former teernrneras. "It's hard to realize 30 years have gone by that
quickly,"
.
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1981· Hall of Fame Inductions
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cial

services

who

were

year. One can be elected on the

to the

following

to 1935, he was a guard on Ihe
basketball team. After his playing
days, "Fergie" coached the Green
Terrors
He served as assistant football
coach from 1935 to 1940 and W45 to
1956, He was head basketball
coach
in 1935, 1940, and
from
1945 to
1956, In 1952, he also coached
the
first WMC
lacrosse
squad.
Most un-

engaged- in the WMC Athletic
Program and who have contributed to society since leaving WMC."
erce they were nominated they
were voted in by the Sports Hall of
Fame Council
The other two inductees.
E. Bruce
Ferguson

and

Bernard

Kanan.

qualifications:

I. Membership on a Olympic,

actively

World

or

National

team.

2. Established holder of a
National
3.

or World

record.

Membership

in the

National

of Fame

or similar

athletic

Hall

honorary

institute.

4. Performance

of any

singular

act worthy of induction
Bruce Ferguson, class of W35,

were

elected through a provision that allows two additional members each
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The Terrors, wflo are now 5-3-2
overall, face Dickinson College on
Friday

Randy

goar

to score,

second

Mr.

Bernard

cash in. Finally, towards Ihe end of
the

Team,

well.

The defense dominated the second
half, as both teams had numerous

two game road trip, in wtlich
Ihe Terrors won one and lied another,
the soccer team returned home to
score a 2-1 victory over York College
York opened the scoring with a
goal in Ihe early minutes of the firs!

passed
long

the

Jeff frazer
a

fortunately,

cherished

WMC edges
York 2-1
After
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Fogelberg talks innocence
Or. Thompson
In his new album. The Innocent
Age. a two-record set including 27
songs. Dan Fogelberg probes beyo~d his past works in s.~arc~ 01 a
unified message conveyec
understandings and truths contained within
me cycle of lile
The album. intergrating his lyrical
and musical abilities into a cohesive
cycle 01 songs. proves to be his best
overall effort yet. barring Souvenirs
Fogelberg's easy-going. mellow style
fills in the background and
complements his lyrical images
At times Fogelberg is vague and
ambiguous in his message though.
and his over-philosophic. sometimes
too "syrupy" style becomes a snanow
and ineffective attempt at conveyance. which is not personally relatable to. the listener. However. the
positive qualities are only tarnished.
not diminished. by various faults and
inconsistencies in the album
Dan Fogelberg. in The Innocent
Age. maintains a sound musical characteristic on vocals as well as acoustic and electric guitars with backup
help Irom Russ Kunkel on drums
(wt10 played with Jackson Browne
and James Taylor. et. aI.) among
others in the band.
In composing this album. Fogelberg
draws upon the works of famous
writers like Kahil Gibran. Thomas
Wolfe. and Herman Hesse as well as
rock artists like the seeues. Buffalo
Springfield. Eric Clapton and the

Eagles to name a few. which he
credits for their inspiration.
Make no mistake about it though.
Fogelberg is genuinely creative, lyrically pectic. eno subtly prophetic. in
his own right which adds critical
quality to an album that would otherwise be mediocre and dull. This
critical quality is another aspect that
is diminished. but this by the fact that
his style has remained relatively stagnant
So far the perspective that emerges
of the album is a dichotomous nature
in Which the pros outweigh the cons,
yet the purpose of the LP is still
allegorical manifestations ol truths.
insights. and understandings that Fogelberg derives from experimental
interaction with nature and in relationships

conveys the passage of time through
images of the sea and he also
laments for the days of youth and
innocence that are now gone forever:
Fogelberg writes.
"Time stilis the singing
A child holds so dear.
And I'm just beginning
to hear
Gone are the pathways
The child followed home
Gone. like the sand and the
foam'
Side two and three lack the thematic unity of side one .. but present
his sharing of insights and lessons
he's encountered in personal relationships with self. God. lovers, and the
world. On side two "Old Lang svne''.
despite commercial popularity. reveals the "over-stating the obvious"
- and "syrupy" side of Fogelberg and
cy~if~~t~~~'av th~r!~g~~~~Sa~~r~he~ is a simplistic portrayal of life (I'm
matically explore the internal and
sorry. but lyrics like:...we bought a
external conflicts of heaven vs. hell,
six-pack and drank it ...and ...our
liIe vs. death, and past vs. present. in
tongues were tired.... just doesn't cut
various contextual settings. In analyzit). Those familiar with Fogelberg can
ing the album. as a cycle. each side
recognize that his style has not
composes part of the whole which is
significantly progressed over the
unified by common themes and by
years despite his musical potential as
continuar aliuSioris to the passage of
an artist. This song, however; is not
time
qualitatively indicative of the album's
Side one involves a reflective. concontent. and many songs hold
templative look at the past. The first
greater depth and passion
song. "Nexus"-(a bond or link) unexConcluding with side four. Fogelplicifly identifies the goal in the
berg depicts the emptiness and disjourney as some bond with truth or
appointment of life's rea!ities. In
some ultimate destiny. In "The Sand
"Ghosts",
he writes, "Death is there
and the Foam". he metaphorically
to keep us honest. and constantly
remind us we are free " On This
journey through pas! images and
present realities - where the lyrics

MAKE

seem to end in uncertainty. he leaves
us to lind our own answers.
The attitude of Dan Fogelberg
about life which he communicates
through word and song. although
sometimes vague in meaning and
unrelatable, is summed up in "The
Reach", a descriptive song about
lobster-fishermen in Maine. His experience of nature and life communicated in this song produces visual
imagery and stirs an unanswered
yearning.
He sings.
"As the waves crack and fall
And the Reach like a siren
sings
as she beckons and calls
As -tne coastline receeds from
view
And the seas swell and roll
I will take from the Reach
all that she has to teach
To the depths of my soul"
Although the innocent age is gone,
Fogelberg tries to recapture its message in his music

The 1981 American student body is
either more conservative than stu-;
dents of the past, no less liberal. or
both
according to two recent
studies of political and social values.
A Rutgers University survey of 205
campuses concluded students today
are as politically active as ever.
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"The only,~ajor difference between
and the sixties is that there was
a central issue with Vietnam thai drew
a great amount of media coverage."
contends Michele Lamoal, one of the
Rutgers researchers who oversaw the
survey
The study found that the number of
demonstrations on campuses has
decreased by only 11 percent over
the last two years.
A University of Florida study. on the
other hand. "seems to show that
students mostly care about themselves." summarizes Phyllis Meek.
UF's associate dean of student affairs. who helped poll the student

now

body.

Florida students preferred alcohol
to marijuana at parties by a three-toone margin. Their most pressing
concerns are grades. inflation and
unemployment, all of which Meek
characterized as pe.rsonal concerns
When it comes to labeling student
beliefs. contradictory studies like Rutgers' and Rorida's are typical.
The annual UCLA-American Council
on Education survey has shown a
steadily-declining number 01 students
who call themselves "liberal,"
wt1ile
the percentage subscribing to "1'Tl(XIerete" and "conservative" labels increased.
A February, 1981 study discovered
that 68 percent of the students at
Stanford agreed that "preparing myself for a career will be at least as
important to me as acquiring a
general education."
Yet 84 percent of American students believe student demonstrations
"have a place on college campuses
today." according to a tsa-camoue
poll conducted by the Emhart Corp ..
Inc.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. -- Women continue to account for a larger and
larger percentage of the graduates of
American colleges and Universities.
says a new survey by the National
Center for Education
Statistics
"There are more women than men
enrolled in college today." explains
Tom Synder, an NCES education
programs specialist. "and that's not
likely to change." Women became a
majority of students only in 1980.
"The enrollment rate of women graduating from high school has been
increaainq, while the rate among men
has been steadily decreasing."
"If this kind of trend continues," he
points out, "the number of female
graduates should surpass the number of male grads by the 1985-86
school year"
The NCES also found there was an
increase in the number of degrees
awarded to members of both sexes in
1979-80. Some 1.342.129 students
graduated. up about 7000 from the
previous
year.
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Committee reviews possibilities
l

Fidy Kuo
What's on page 11 ot- the WMC
course offering catalog? Occupying
tha~ page is something called FIRST
PRINCIPLES.This is a set of philosophies upon which WMC will attempt
to make all policies and decisions
conform to starting the 1982 school
year. While several philosophies are
stated, the basic idea is this one "Liberally educated men and women
think and act critically, creatively, and
llumanly ...wMC accepts the challenge to provide an academic and
social environment that promotes liberalleaming
.
The challenge of planning how First
Principles will apply to all areas of
college life, through future policies, is
that of The Pttllcsoptry.
Goals, and
Program Committee. As like the Marketing Task Force Committee, Philos-

ophy, Goals, and Program (PGP) is WMC's undergraduate curriculum
also a broad effort. It encompasses
Once the review is finished, the sub:
the entire campus with faculty, staff, committee will offer recommendations
students, and alumni serving on the on how the curriculum may better
committee and its subcommittee.
adapt to First Principles
PGP is chaired by Dr Del Palmer
Part of the recommendation's outThe heads of its four subcommittees come will be based on their own
are as such: Library-English instructor trend analysis. The trends that they
Dr. Leroy Panek, Undergraduate Pro- will study are as such: increase in
gran'ls-English lnsturctor Dr. Del
number 01 foreign and nontraditional
Palmer, Graduate and Special Pro- "students, declining school enrollment,
grarn:administrator Dr. J. Colely, and and future student interests
Student Lite-consultant
Mrs. Delores
One topic that will be discussed is
Snyder. All have the duty 01 bringing the current Bacculerate
Liberal Arts
up campus-related topics and advis- Requirement (BLAR) as jt stands
ing how they can conform to First now. Palmer says that the time has
Principles
come to' ak if it can be made "more
An institution's education program coherent" by relating it to present
determines its legitimacy as a liberal conditions. This means asking the
arts institution. The Undergraduate
question if an institution can maintain
Program sub-committee, chaired by
a liberal arts image. But, also if they
Dr. Palmer, has the duty of reviewing can create specific curriculums for
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Project aware focuses
on problems of disabled
Bill Byrne
The United Nations' General Assembly has proclaimed 1981 as the
Intemational Year 01 Disabled Persons. A 23-nation advisory committee
nee adopted a basic loog term draft
plan designed to realize two goals for
the year: to attain full participation of
disabled persons in the social life
and development of their societies,
and equality which would provide
them with living conditions equal to
those 01 other members of their
SOCiety.
Project Aware, sponsored by Western Mary1andCollege is an attempt to
focus on both the problems and the
potential of dleabled persons. A week
long program featuring films, plays,
lectures and discussions will begin
on Monday, November 16
Serious problems lace the world's
450 million disabled persons, the
majority of whom live in developing
nations. Seeking to change negative
attitudes toward the handicapped,
U.N. Assistant Secrtary-General for
Social Develpment and Humanitarian
Affairs Helvi Sipila called lor increased financial support lor the year
and for a more efficient program of
technical assistance to developing
nations in their rehabilitating efforts.
The motivating force behind WMC's
Project Aware cannot be attributed to
anyone Source. The efforts of several
individuals to call attention to the
needs 01 handicapped persons developed into a cooperative venture on
the part of several departments and
members of the campus and Westminster community
Although me program will only last
one week, Tim Weinfeld, associate

leave a lasting impression. Citing
Ignorance and prejudice, or "the fear
01 the different," as the major obstacles facing hadicapped persons,
Weinleld was optimistic that the program would help to make people
more sensitive to the needs of the
handicapped.
A lecture by Dr. McCay Vernon on
"The Meaning of Hearing Loss" will

open a week of special evenings on
Monday, November 16 at 8 p.m. Dr
Vemon is prolessor of psychology at
WMC and an internationally known
expert on deafnessltlearing loss
Nationally released motion pictures
dealing with the problems of disabled
persons will be shown on Tuesday,
November 17 and Thursday, November 18 at 8 p.m. Discussions after the
continued on page 4

Youth visi ts campus

theory course) were the courses that
Shawn Warner
Miss Brown attended. She was also
On October 28, WMC music major
allowed to sit in on the 4:30 p.m.
.rterese Gertner accompanied East
practice of the WMC Band.
Middle School student Valerie Brown
When asked how her classes went
to music classes here on campus
at WMC, Miss Brown replied that the
Only 13, Miss Brown came to WMC
practice session witll the band was
as part of a Career Education Provery good exposure for her. Music
aram offered in Carroll County Public
History was her favorite class of the
Schools.
_
day
The focus of the program is to get
"I like the classes," she said, but
students to think about careers that
remarked that "they are complicated
might interest them. A paper is . in comparison to classes at East
optional in the program, but Miss
Middle School"
Brown felt that attending college
Miss Brown seemed t6 enjoy the
classes concerning her "interest in
relaxed atmosphere on campus. and
music would be more helpful. Actushe also observed that the classes
ally taking part in the classes would
here are not as structured. as those
give her a better idea of the musical
offered at East Middle School.
training required 01 her in tte future
Although Valerie Brown would like
Miss Brown has been playing the
to have a career in music performclarinet and the saxophone for five
ance with a major orchestra. sne is
years, and she is involved in the East not ignoring the _more "practical"
Middle Sc11oo1Jazz Band. She also
vocations. She also expresses an
sings in the East Middle School
interest in history and/or genealogy.
chorus and is interested in voice.
Concerning her musical career goals,
Valerie Brown was granted permisshe would like a job that would allow
sion to "attend several classes with
her to travel and see the world
Ms. Gertner. Music Education, Music
Miss Brown seems to have few
i~~fe:::d~la~~:
:'~j:td
~~~r~~ History, and Counterpoint (a music
continued on page 5
expressed his hope that it would

majors to keep up with present tore. and extra computer records
Currently, Hoover Library contains a
demands for them.
Is it even possible to introduce the computerized bibliography search
major-minor concept? For instance, system for chemistry and biology
related subjects. It may be possible
you may have a major in psychology
and a minor in art. Palmer says that to buy more for other projects
As Panek sees it, "this institution is
the announcement of a minor on the
student's transcripts may give it an not spending as much money on its
library as it can. We have to look at
added appeal
The 4-1-5- college year scheme will what we need and what we can do
also be reviewed. They will ask if it is without...a library is something that is
possible to put the Jan. Term, in the needed"
Liberal arts education extends bemiddle, at the years end. Also, is it
possible to have a May Term in- yond the classroom. It extends itseJf
into the living environment of the
stead?
student.
The Student life Sub-comAs for graduate and special promittee, chaired by Mrs. Snyder, is
grams, this area belongs to Dr. J
Coley's sub-committee of the same responsible for that area.
As of now, all topics. concerning
name. This sub-committee is concemeo with the increase 01 non- student life, are in the preliminary
traditional students, such as house- discussion stage. All members of the
wives, returning to college to finish SUb-committee have emphasized that
their studies. As more courses and point. The only thing that may be said
programs are created to meet the for each topic is that someone beincreasing trend of returning stu- lieved it to be a major part of student
dents, this sub-committee will offer life and worthy of discussion
As the sub-committee meets biadvice on how they should be handled. The First Principles will always weekly, topics like residence-hall probe kept in context, so that their gramming, role of head-residents. the
college's sense of community involveeducation can be liberal also
A place that determines if an ment, athletics. alcohol. and Greek
institution is a liberal one or not is its social organizations will be discussed
library. This is the area of the Library
Chairperson Snyder added, "we're
Sub-committee headed by Dr. Panek
According to Dr. Panek, the sub- very excited about this prject. We
believe our work is going to be the
committee is still in its research
stage. They are currently reviewing very pulse of this campus."
The time table, for the entire PGP
the collection of books in Hoover
Library. They are also comparing the Committee is as follows: first drafts
collection to recommended lists set from sub-committees in December of
1981, final deliberations of proposals
by The American Library Association
by entire Long Range Plan Task
The school's collection is also being
Force in spring of 1982, presentationcompared to that of other institutions
of proposals t faculty in May 1982,
comparable to WMC. These are
and final presentation to Board of
mainly the schools WMC competes
Trustees lor policy decision in Octowith in football according to Panek
The hoped fr end result is that the' ber 1982
On page 1 of the official WMC
sub-committee will be able to recombrochure are some words that summend a list 01 books suitable for
marizes the entire goal of the Philosoliberally educated under graduate
phy, Goals, and Program Committee
and graduate students
They are as follows: "We ar dediThe sub-committee is also reviewcated to the liberal arts philosophy,
ing the annual budget encteo to
ye\...flexible enough to change with
Hoover Library each year. They will
the times in response to student
make recommendations if' it is feasineeds, yet never sacrificinQ_Qureouble to purchase additional facilities
cationalintegrity'
Such additional facilities may include
audio-visual equipment, extra furni-
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The time

IS

dntructlon
and vandalizing Of property belonging to
WHtem Maryland College and tis students '8 not a new problem
that hili, recentty arisen, and It certainty
I. not a phenomenon.
II '8 •
long standing problem that he. Slipped the grasp of admlnlatratol'$
on this and other college campuaes. Violent deetructlon at WMC
hu nNtChed • point where It '8 no longer tolerable. Culprit. who
have commftted acta of ten .. 1eu de8tructlon unchecked have
given Inspiration to Indfvfduala who have aucc:eufulfy entered In)o
students'
living quarters and committed acts of undetected theft.
Thl. In tum will eventually give Inspiration to Individuals who
entertain
more
heinous
acta 01 egression.
WIlen
will WMC offlckll.
realize
that aomethlng
must
be actively
done
10 detet' these ,acta of
The

.......

The majority
of 8tudenta
on thl. campus
do not approve
of the
of behavJor that cannot
be described In any other term than
The element
Of tear haa begun to .rl.. In many students'
Yat, the opportunity
to reverse
the current trend of criminal
ecUvtty
on campus exist. at this very moment.
Stuclenta of nc, THE TIME IS NOW to stand up and be
counted
among
those who wfll no longer tolerate sensele .. and
maliclOUIl acta 01 ag;"'lon
against the WMC community. The
moment hu arrfv'8d when
all decent members of this college
should Indicate to the administration their desl ... lor strong, and
ptlrposeful, anU-crlmlnal action.
Those persons who bring deatrucHon
to the WMC campus
Should not be secluded In a veil of secrecy after their guilt hall been
established.
Tho .. person. who bring 10" and grief to other members of
kind

Criminal.
mind ..

now atWMG
the college community .hould bear conaequencea that will reflect
the gravity of their actlona.
It certainly would not be conducive to the campus atmo.phere
to launch Inqulattton tactlca In attemptfng to resolve the current
dliemmL Yet, there I. a need for restructuring of the present
MCtIrtty
aystem, becau .. many studenta of WMC have no faith In,
the system In It. current state. When studentl do not report
vandalism and theft to the campul security offIClitla, It la Indicative
of the atudenta'iack of trust In'the .ystem designed to pt'otact them.
Slmllarty, there II I need, for the ",ministration
to openly
demonstrate that those cues Involving camPUI destruction and
theft are being handled In faahlon that wfll render Just con.lderatlon
of not only those guilty of vandallam and theft, but tho .. Who suffer
from the acttons of vandals Ind theft Sl well.
No doubt, there will always be ca... Involvlng'deatruCUon and
theft of property. However; the majority of students who lind the
.ltuatton, u It currenUy ex'''',
untolerable, must let II}e WMC
officials know that the method. of handling ca.. s 01 d88trUctlon
and theft are not acceptable. The current actlona app,lled In casel
Invo~ng deatructlon and theft are Ineffective In deterring suc"
criminal behevlor on the campU••
THE nME IS NOW for WMC administrators to take a reallatlc
view of campua deatnJctlon and theft, ana to m.ke realistic ettorta
10 deter sUCh acttvlty.
.
THE nME IS NOW for WMC atudents to lI,dlcate to campu.
oftIcilils their reasonlble request tor effective mealurea that will
give a realistic I .. urance of pt'otectlon,

Our Freedom of Speech
must not be violated
I

~I

WIttt· the receiving of a leHlN' to the editor, alao publillhed on
thlll page, It III clearty evident that the members 01 the WMC
Football Team cannot take as much crttIClllm all they can give out.
The writer
of the llporta analysis IIrtlcle that appeared In the
October 22 luue of thla ptlbllcatlon had an opinion and he voiced
tt. He obsetved the game In question; reviewed
tha game atatlstlca,
and made a Judgement. This Is common procedure for any parson
writing a 'POrta analyala article, which la an editorial on sporta. It la
one peraon'a opinion based on hla a..... ment 01 the facta. It la the
perogatfve,
and a rlght,-of the paopJe who produce a publication to
wrtte
theM editorials, " they so desire.
Yet, what caused the edflOr In cf11ef to write a aports analyal.
article II not the trivial argument of the WMC Football Team and
their ablllt .... Mr. Walker Ineloquently _!rIake. two blatantly fal ..
statementa
and, In the defen .. of hil statement., he purposely
choOses not to reveal all of the f1Icts that a... pertinent to the game
that II in queatkm, Ind the CQUI1III 01 eventa that preceeded the
editor In chief giving attention to auch mattera.
The tactl and figures about the October 15 game that Mr.
Walker chao .. not to reveal are aa
aa the
gama of
football. The laaue II no longer newaworthy, as far al The Phoenix
ataft II concemed. However, what II stili of concern to thla ataff,
and what wfll always be newsworthy, II the threat of phYllcal abu..
a writer must unfairly endure lor exerciaing his right of tree lpeeeh.
It la a right gual'1lnteed to all AmerIcana by the tlrat amendment.
Mr. Walker fal .. 1y attributes the statement
01 "looking for
blood" to the wrtter of the October 22 article In question. What Mr.
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Walker fall. to reveal tor ptlbllc conalderatlon la the fact that some
hll team mates used that term In describing the method In which
they would physically beat the .parta editor of this publication.
Tbe
editor In chief decided to check the accuracy of the
artidea written by the lportl editor and to take the appropriate
action. He observed the football game on Oct~r
15, talked to the
IICOIIta who viewed
the game, and determined that, though IIOme 01
the r.cq reported by the aport. editor were erroneoua, the maJority
of hi. aporia commentarle.
were accurate, fair and of good Intent.
HavIng observed
the football game and gathered the pertinent
tacta. the editor In chief wrote the .porta analysis for the game. The
Intent of the artIcte was two-told: Render the wrHer'1 opinion 01 the
football team and thefr performance, and to give allurence to Tha
Phoenix ataft that they,need not tear the threat of physical harm, or
any other tonn of .... llatlon, for expres.lng them .. Jves In an honeat
and fair manner.
.
The writer of the October 22 aporta analysll could not have
been any more serious when he wrote thla statement:
"H they (the football tum) want to come 'looking for blood,'
do not pick on the 'POrta editor, come looking for the editor In
chief,"
.
The editor In chief of this publication will not atand by and
tolerate the malicioul Intlmldstlon of any ataft member of this
ptlbllcatlon.
of

It I. I pity that Mr. Welker, and his team matell, tall to see one
major
point:
The very freedom that permits hll article to appear on the
pages of this ptlbllcatlon, WIthout any tear of harm or retaliation, la
threatened by the Intimidation tactlca preferred by some members
of the WIIC Football Team.
It I. time that the potential WMC Hall of Fame Inductee. of,
tomonow give COMtderatlon to what 'I decent and socially
acceptable behavtor.
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_More' letters to Editor
I

from page 2
was their only loss last year. The year
before we p!l!Yed Division 3 powerhouse Widener College for Homecoming, As the schedules are made
a lew years ahead 01 lime how would
you know which teems would improve
and which would not?
You teem to think that it's fairly
.. important tha,l we lost 13 yards in a
- sack compared to the 414 yards the
"0" gained. Well, to me, and I would
think anyone knowledgeable 01 the
game, that seems trivial. Any team
would be happy with those slats, but
the fact is, Mr. Edilor in Chief. that we
had no quarterback sacks against us
on that particular Saturday and if our
receivers seemed sluggish to you
how do you account for Dan Feder's
157 yards receiving tor the day. Jim
'Selfridge was 9 for 13 passinq. That's
a 69% completion ratio; Terry Bradshaw would be proud 10 own such a
ratio
Until you learn what illegal motion
and illegal procedure are, it may be a
good idea for you not to comment on
them. First. yo:u don't have to "wait"
for the ball to be "hiked". Haven't you
ever watched the Dallas Cowboys?
And secondly, Jim being set behind_
· the line of 'scrimmage has nothing to
oc with either calt. I leave you Mr.
_Editor in Chief with just two thoughts:
if you want to play Howard Cosell at
leasf do your homework like he does.
And it helps us out when you write for
· us. and not against us, Everyone
· enjoyS getting press; after all this is
the school's paper and we are the
school's team, Sure we make mistakes, but you have made some
yourself.
Defensively yours,
Eric Y. Walker

Unhappy, halloween
Dear EditOr:
My roommate and

3

page

November 5, 1981

-I were just

Watertower

Spooks 'punk' out

visited by the "Hinge Kids". and we
found the whole experience to be
disappointing. The kids were rude,
disrespectful, and greedy. I'm sure
you realize that as students, we live
on a limited, budget. We spent the
lime and money to buy candy especially for these kids.' but apparently
they did! not appreciate this. We
understand that these kids have not
had the privileges we had as children, but a small sign of common
courtesy as "thank-you" would have
been sufficient
Unhappy Halloween

AWACS sale OX
Deaf Editor:
With the completion of the AWACS
sale to Saudi Arabia, the U.S. has
finally aided a long neglected ally
The monarchy of Saudi Arabia has
consistently aided the U,S, by keeping their oil prices $3-$5 below most
OPEC nations, The sale of planes to
the Saudies will finally reward them
for being a friend when some mideast nations seem to think it is
profitable to be a foe of the U.S. The
sale also included F-15 fuel tanks
and missiles,
which will help
strengthen the relatively wea'k Saudi
defenses. The AWACS planes themselves will help bring a stabilizing
effect on the area and may help
prevent a war in the mid-east.
The sale of the planes itself was a
great come from behind victory for
President Reagan. He once again
showed that he is a master politician
and he has a strong foreign policy. It
is nice to see' that our foreign
decisions are made by us and not by
other nations, namely Israel. We must
continue to show our power around
the world and work towards peace in
our lives
William Kreller

~IYob
The campus rumbling is like that _of
a waking volcano, head residents
sharpen their pencils and await
poised over stacks of violation report
forms, Bob Fasano and friends clad
the school with various impenetrable
metal locks, and resident assistants
ready themselves for the most eventful night of the year. Halloween 1981
has come and YOU ARE THERE...
The moon hangs like a nourescent
orb in the black of the evening sky, a
thin mist hovers over the ground
outside of Decker as you near it and
the pulsating sound of the TOYS fills
the stillness of the evening air. The
flickering multi-colored lights that
pierce the darkness through the
translucent curtain reminds you of a
childhood Archie cartoon. You're sure
as you pull open the door that
Jughead will be there, but instead
'you are met with a guy whose look
reminds you of a shock victim as he
has cleverly dyed his hair a brilliant
'blue, is wearing three safety pins in
lone ear and is letting the door slam
iin::uur fi~a~e;~~ ~:;aiIZo.

the party

offering up your oonar to the door
attendants, one wnc is dressed as
Dracula and making lewd promises
about sucking your neck I~ter, and

the other is stamping your face with
black indelable ink.
Once in the party you recognize a
lew faces beneath the glitter and
garb and just as you are about to
approach a few friends you encounter a figure sheathed in black carrying a foil and 'making Z's across your
stomach who forbids you to pass
You, in frustration, walk around him
and ask a passing acquaintance who was that masked man? Moving
on, a tall creature with ghost-like
features, red protruding eyes, pink
hair, and a black cloak who waves an
extension cord in the direction of your
neck, grabs your arm and pulls you
onto the dance floor. Immediately you
find you're pogoing with the best of
them knowing that you'll hate yourself
in' the rnominq. Bowing out after a
time with the excuse of having_to go
to the bathroom you sneak off into the
crowd concealing yourself behind
Batman for protection
Encountering a puddle of beer in
your efforts to dodge your pursuer,
you slip and engage in the "gator," a
primitive dance once believed would
summon rain. Trying to look natural
as you get back on your feet and
make it seem you've just spontaneously broken into dance, you move

Whot d./.' Th.. "eil-be" j~tct:1lkd
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for the axlfln embarrassment'
As you excuse your way through
the crowd you run into a group of
Mexican killer bees that threaten
mass pollination to all so you reroute
and move on
Awaiting you at the exit is an
attractive couple of Peter Lorre and
the Elephant man who are back by
popular demand and, of' course, a
band 01 punk rockers that have just
linked up sweep passed you. Stumbling at you is a young man who is
obviously doing his rendition of Dean
Martin (not to be confused with
Mowbray) as he is singing 'Everybody loves somebody sometimes." in
a drunken slur
The evening .passes into morning
and you find yourself at the end of it
sitting in the student center with one
shoe in your hand and an acute
ringing in your ears. As yo try to
piece things together and make you
way with friends and the rest of the
mob that now pours out of the Forum,
you catch a glimpse of who you think
to be Archie and Veronica in the
corner 01 your eye but you are
pushed along in the onslaught losing
sight of the two. You laugh .. not
respectable Archie ....not here

b',.
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'Isms' for women
Corey Mlnn
.
It seems that as of late the Campus
.nas become obsessed with "isms"
The Random House Collegiate Dictionary defines "-ism" as a suttlx used
productively in the formation of nouns
denoting action or practice, state or
condition, principles, doctrines, a
usageof~,

for the first person who can correctly
identify who these women are, Of
course, I will keep all identities in the
strictest confidence in the interest of
High
Class jOurnalism. Girls, this is
not just for juys. Please feel free to
statisfy my curiosity. Please leave all
entries in the envelope marked Womenlsm Contest that is affixed to the

Marty Bear
In

The Pub

Saturday
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Characteristic appears to be the 'P:'b:lic:a:::tion~offi:::":.'
.:d:::OO:::"
key term, Take for example Darwin- rism, ,Conservatism, or, big loser,
,W{'~tlllinster
Gold ann Silver Exchange
Communism. "Ism" .oerotes charactensnc..
-DON7 SELL FOR LESS
The "-ism" ,tl}at has spurred such
- enentoo . on Campus is something
-. mu_chless trivial. That is Womenism
. JEWELRY • WATCHES • DIAMONDS
• Here are some 01 the more popular
womenisms from me-waae-ot Rouzer: '
Eon: Women, out or-properI'al'ing-in ('a~h _ Fhrxk and Compare
lion -Mlrl')en, XXV Women, CicCarroll County's Largest Gold & Silver Dealer
69 W'est Main Street
~~r
~:~~:
Inch OeI'lP Wortien,"'-liartb Pig
westminster,
Md.
Women, .-Ping " POng-" Women,
Boog ;WBI)16".):t~·W:omen;_
Case HeM wplJleo, ~rtment
:
Kitty :W0fJ1~n,>.:~1sl".(;entilry"'·
SchiZ~id~woi-!ien;:_'epmman~-: ::-:-:
. WS4"

~i:~l
~~:y
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~~f~~~~~/<~'
JCPenne\/
Forrn.d,,,,.,,'.Wom,,,.
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_with student I.D.
Men's or Women's
Shampoo, Cut &. Blow-dry

\11.22\!
'CCJ
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Wo"'o,
a"rUb;do
Womoo.
I have:becforie intently curious in
researchiilg "tilis article as to who
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College members unite WMC hosts parents
in quest for peace
Melanie Clippinger
Students and laculty members of
Western Maryland College have
formed the Elderdice Peace Lecturship Committee. The committee is
currenlly dedicated to planning a
week-long event scheduled for March
1982 in the interest of promoting
awareness of peace as an alternate
lifestyle. The Peace Lectureship Committee is being co-chaired by Anne
Karn and Charlie Wallace
Western Maryland College, the
Howard County Peace Action Committee and the Elderdice Peace Lectureship Committee are working
together to commemorate the life of
Ooroth Elderdice -- a WMC alumni
who in her lifetime was an active
peacifist. feminist, and civil rights
activist
The commemoration consists of two
honors, "Beating Swords into Plowshares"- a statue dedicated in honor of
Ms. Elderdice has been placed in the
narthex of Baker Chapel. The second
honor is the formulation by the Peace
Lectureship Committee of an annual
WMC event concentrating on peace
The four-day event titled "Ethical
Considerations for Peace in a Nuclear

World" is scheduled to take place
March 8-11, 1982. The tentative
schedule of events include Monday,
March 8 - a debate on the military.
economic. religious and medical implications of nuclear war; Tuesday.
March 9
a despair worashcp:
Wednesday, March 10 - War thru the
eyes of the arts (consisting of an art
exhibit. musical and dramaticai presentations): Thursday, March 11 - a
main speaker (possible choices include William Sloane Coffin, William
Mapes, Helen Caldicott)
A planned follow-up to the four-day
event consists of speakers being
invited back to classrooms fordiscussene.
The committee is seeking to
involve as many departments and
faculty members as possible.
Acting secretary of the Peace Lectureship Committee, Ira Zepp, describesthe planned week of activities
as "primarily an educational event out
of which may come something to
make students more aware" of the
alternatives 10 war. Charlie Wallace
stated that he hopes the program will
"on the negative side, make people
aware of the arms build-up and on

Students take courses
in f orer~n program

J

Chris Scotton
Westminster, Md. _ Eleven Western
Marytand couece students have been
accepted to the Central College interrenoret Studies Program lor this
school year, The program, which is
open only to academically qualified
students, affords them the chance to
study a foreign culture through me
practical experience of everyday living. In additiOll to learning the cutture, they pursue their academic
interests in an environment that is
quite different from Western Maryland
College
The students accepted into the
program are:
Owen Cole (Wales), son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Owen Cole of Annapolis,
for the year 1981-82.
Ann Dowd (London), daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert F. Dowd of
Seaford Del., for Spring 1982.
_
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Mimi Duncan (France), daughter of
Mr, and, Mrs. James Duncan of
Rockville, for Spring 1982
Ann Glaeser (Spain), daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Glaeser of
Kingsville, Md" for Spring 1982
Edward Johnson (Germany), son of
Mr. and Mrs, Edward Johnson of
Allentown, Pa., for Spring 1982
'Brenda Jones (Spain), daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Jones Jr. of
Lancaster, Pa., fix the year 1981-82.
Joan Kelly (France), daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Edward Kelly of Huntington,
N.Y., for-Spring 1982
Elaine Lippy (France), daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Kelly of Towson, for the year 1981-82.
Quinlan Shae (Wales), son of Mr.
and Mrs, Quinlan Shae Jr. of Columbia. for the year 1981-82
Kathleen Stanford (Wales), daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Leeland Stanford
\~f Dillsburg, Pa" for Fall 1981
\';~:i~~ra~fc~II~:rit

r-.:...__ .::_

r?o

}_
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scholarship

the positive side. sow seeds for
peace'." Noting the resurgence 01
interest shown concerning the peace
issue Anne Karn sees this renewed
interest as a result of the "possibility
of a draft and the Reagan defense
policy"
Anyone seeking further information
concerning the Elderdice Peace Lectureship Committee should contact
chairpersons
Charlie Wallace in
Baker 104 or Anne Karn in 222
Whiteford
The
next general roeeting of the
Elderdice Peace Lectureship Committee will be held November 13 at 3:30
p.m. in the seminar room in Baker
Memorial Chapel. AH interested persons are invited to attend

SllerrllInkoff
The junior class of western Maryland College will host Parent's Day
1981 on Saturday, November 7, beginning at 9 a.m. with coHee and
donuts on the Dining Porch in Englar
Dining HaltA welcome from Dr. Ralph C. John,
president, and an informative lecture
on 'Marketing of Education: by Dr. L
Earl Griswold, professor of sociology,
will begin the activities of this traditional day, planned especially tor
parents of the college stuoents..
Thesetwo
events will take place from
10:15 to 11:30 a.m in the Forum
Decker College Center.
A buffet luncheon will begin at
11:30 a.m Cost will be $3 and
reservations are requested. The

Western Maryland Terrors will take on
Swarthmore College in football at
1:30 p.rn. on the newly renovated
Scott S. Bair Stadium. A flag ceremony by the members of the local
sorority, Phi Alpha Mu, will preceed
the game as the ,women dedicate to
Western Maryland Coliege a flag
donated to them by Mrs, Mary Pfeiffer, mother of Mary Piei.Her",'82.
,
From 4 to 5 p.rn., following tne

~1I::P~~t~~~
~r~~

~~~~,.:c~er
entertalnmenLprovided by Sounds oT,
Silence, a" group of students inter-,
ester in educefon of the deaf. wtlO,
use manual coo:munication. and. sign,
to music. Other. activities open to
cereote inclL!de"art .s'lQWs' ~f1d rej-,
g!OUSservcee

Bad films cam pus fcvori tes
CPS
MINNEAPOLIS, MN -- After conducting a "world's worst" movie series "lest year, the director of the
University of Minnesota's reputable
University Film Society wryly complained that bad films were a bigger
dr~wat~:e~t~s~I~:
bad-movie film
festivals on campuses across the
country is '"Y measure, M;o",,,,"',
_ not the only place where students
eerter in large and enthusiastic numbers to pay to see truly-unspeakable
movies like Wrestling Woman vs. The
Aztec Mummy (a Mexican gem seemingly shot with a Brownie in someone's garage) and Terror of Tmy
Town (a 1938 all-midget western).
Film renters report campus requests for laughable Hollywood failures have increased markedly over
the last two years. The films, they
say, are usually screened by restdence halls, greek houses, student
groups and film societies as fundraisels
The happy film rental agencies
guess students flock to these films
because they appreciate camp, because lt1ey have a weird sensibility,
and/or because ii's just a decade of
excess. Whatever lt1e reason, the
boom has grown 1)ig enough to
inspire some to start making pre=~::~~:d:~Ca:
althe prime
New Line Cinema is now dlstribut-

scratch-and-sniff
Polyester,
which
stars Tab Hunter as Todd Tomorrow
and 325 lb. transvestite named Divine
as his leading lady. The company is
also releasing The Monster From Out
of Town, a spoof of the fifties' sci-fi
fiascoes, and Saturday
the
14th, a
spoof 01 the current mass-murder
formulas. 1978's Attack of the Killer
Tomatoes
was another purposefully
bad stab at the market
Among other movies that seem to
hold a strang fascination for young
adults is I Changed
My Sex {also

known as G;en or GJend~', 19,52)',_a
second -creanon of Plan Nine From
Outer Space
director· Edward -Wood.
Harpster- "won't be surprised if
there's going to be an on-campus
surge of demand for movies of \he
Beach
Blanket
Bingo
type next"
Indeed. the other "type" -has almpst
become a socially-acceptable activity
by now. In April, 1980, Medvl'!d cohosted a World's Worst Film Festjval
in New York, and inspired other
beantests in Toronto, San Diego, and
London, among other cities.

WMC celebrates
"""'-'
films will be moderated by Dr. William
G. Miller, professor of psychology
and a coordinator of Project Aware
A panel discussion to be held on
Wed" November 18 will explore the
topic "Disabled Persons in the Community." Members 01 the panel will
include Hal Baile, social worKer with
the Carroll County Department of
Social Services, Gary LeGates, Latin
teacher at Westminster High SchOOl
and alumnus of WMC and Mrs, Mollie
Mooney, director of the Carroll
County Workshop. The discussion will
be moderated by Or, Ira Zepp,
professor of religious studies, and will
begin at 8 p,m.
I
The dramatic production, "A Day in
the Death of Joe Egg" will wrap up

AWARE

the Project Aware ~rqgfam. TtJe,play
deals with the problems and frustrations of a family with a cerebral
palsied (congenitally spastic) child
Tim Weinfeld, play director, will moderate a discussion after each performance, "A Day, in the Death of Joe
Egg," will be presented· in All:Il'f\nitlall
on Friday, Saturday and Sunqay,
November 20, 21, and 22. ,-, , "
Lectures, films and the panel, discussion will be held in, the Forum,
Decker College Center, and are open
10 the public free of charge. T-ick_ets
for the play are .52 and -available at
the information desk in, Decker College Center, Monday - friday 9 a.l'(I. 4 p.m" or at the· Ticket .Dffice in
Alumni Hall on the' nigllt of~'the
performance.
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ERA lecturers speak
at area discussion
"Equality of Rights under the law
shall not be denied or abridged by
the United States or by any State on
account of sex," The Equal Rights
Arrendment was introduced by Alice
Paul in 1923. Since then several
states, 'including Maryland in 1975,
have made it a part 'ct their State
Constitution. Yet, the struggle to
make the ERA a part of our Federal
Constitution goes on amid centrov'ersy and ignorance. What does the
ERA mean? Why is such an amendment necessary? What has' happened
in Maryland as a result of its passage
here? How'has it affected homemakers, wage earners, property rights
and education? These arid other
issues surrounding the Equal Rights
Amendment will be' discussed by a
distinguished panel at the ERA Up:'
date spOOsored_.bY the League of
Women Voters of Frederick County on
November 7, 12:00 noon 2:30 p.m.
at Good Shepherd Lutheran Church,
- 141S-W. 7th Street, Frederick.
Speakers will be Elizabeth L. Chittick, President of the National
~Woman's Party, and Kathleen O'Ferrail Friedman, Chairperson of the
Commission appointed by the governo~ to -enov implementation of the

Jennifer Gill
Pull out your derbies and your
. walking canes and don't forget your
of humor. The master of early
,., ~~s\ick 'Comedy:· Charlie' Chaplin,
will make his appearance on campus
this year!
Every year, Western Maryland Corlege's Department of Dramatic Art
presents a special film series dealing
.'with a- special era or a particular
'-''5ub;ect. For_the'next few ~rs,
the
.;,series Wil~ cover old lime comedy
geniuses auctr as Charlie Chaplin,
~,Buster, Keaton, Laurel and Hardy,
Relds and other comedians
r-. ranging from the silent- era to the
"eaTly 1-940's,
-tc Introduce the Cliaplin film series
and the overall comedy series in

-.«s:

The Art Department at Western
Maryland College will presenta
series of short films on Wednesday,
November 11 at 8 p.m. in room 106
of Memorial Hall.
Buddhism, Man and Nature combines Oriental art with beautiful landscapes to illustrate the Buddhist
concept of the unity of man and
nature
American Time Capsule: A Very
Short History of the United States is a
three-minute overview of the history of
the United Stales, accompanied by a
drum solo

Maryland State ERA. Both are excelMaryland can help in this effort will.
lent speakers with much expertise on
be discussed on November 7 and
this topic. The afternoon will be an
there will be time for questions,
ntcrmenve.ero exciting one both lor
answers and discussions
A $3.00 registration fee is being
those who already support the ERA
charged to cover expenses. Bring a
and for those who want more informabrown bag lunch: beverage and
tion about it. Cleo Campball, Frederdessert will be provided. There will be
ick Attorney. will' be the panel
ERA buttons, stationery and bumper
moderator
Ms. Friedman, Baltimore attorney,
stickers for sale
For advanced registration or more
will be speaking from the State
perspective: What changes have atinformation call (301) 694-9532
or
ready taken place in Maryland law as
write to Ruth Oltman, 182 Key Parka result of our adoption of an ERA,
way, Frederick, Maryland.
and what_still needs to be done
Before becoming Chairperson of the
Governor's Commission to Study Implementation of the Equal Rights
Amendment in 1975, Ms. Friedman
served as a consultant to various
state and federal commissions in a
Jody Mo"lson
legal capacity
A Day in the Death o( Joe Egg,
The ERA is not merely a women's
directed by Tim Weinfeld, will be
issue. All of us - students, homemakpresented November 20, 21, and 22
ers, wage earners, men and women on the Mainstage at Alumni Hall. This
will be affected by the success or
play was chosen as part of Project
failure of this year's final push for
Aware, in recognition of the Year of
ratification otfne ERA. Three more
the Disabled Child. This adult drama
states must ratify the amendment by
reflects how a husband and wife deal
June of 1982 if it is to become law.
with their epileptic child and the
The League of Women vters of the
interactions between themselves and
U.S. is one 01 many organizations
their friends
which have mounted a campaign to
Lori McCoy, playing the part of the
reach this goal. Ways in which we in
child, Joe Egg, explains that her
character is "spastiC, and can hear
sounds and tones but does not
understand words." Lori conducted
some research on epileptic children
which helps her to realistically play
her role. She describes her part as a
general, there will be an SO-minute "chaileoge" since she has previously
film entitled W1Jen Comedy Was King,
acted more subdued characters,
-a! 7:30 p.m. on November 5' on the
Joe's mother,
Sheila, played by
Mainstage 01 Alumni Hall.
Stacey Pfeifer, feels very angry and
Narrated by Dwight Weist, When incompetent in dealing with her
Comedy Was King combines seven daughter. Stacey believes that Sheila
comic shorts to review the styles of is "burdened, yet only human" in
Chaplin, Keaton, Laurel and Hardy, handling Joe. Sheila's energy is
and others This film is free for being drained, not only from Joe but
everyone
from her non-supportive husband,
Some of the upcoming Chaplin too. "The reality of how people deal
films to be shown lt1is year are City with a handi~ped
person" is a
Lights on December 1, The Great major theme of the play that Stacey
Dictator on January 21, and Modem
Times on March 30. These films are
free tor students and facu~ and
$1.00 for the public.
Ahh yes, my little chickadee, you
Laura Cole
will definitely laugh!

has recognized.
Rob Mcquay, Jr., playing the role
of Brian, Sheila's husband, feels
guilty and blames his child and
others for his actions. Throughout the
drama Brian "uses humor tocover his
true feelings" and frequently thinks of
his past with Sheila before Joe's birth,
This is Rob's second pertcrrnance
this semester and he believes that
this play will "touch a lot of people"
and expecially "hit home with college
students"
Brian's old high school pal, Freddie,
played by David Crowe, truly belives
that it is his duty to help their family
with the problems concerning Joe
David feels tnat Freddie is ''very selfimportant in his own way." David, a
freshman, enjoys the professional aspect of perlorming on the college
level. He is used to comical and light
material and is "honored to have a
role in such a serious and important
play."
Maghan. Steeves' role is Pam, Freddie's "shallow and insensitive" wife.
Pam is basically a snob and does not
relish the idea of being around Joe.
She only helps Brian and Sheila
because her husband does. Maghan
is also
Ireshm~ and adds that

films
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songs. In a special selection of Old
English songs, Walsh will be acccmpanied by John Chenoweth on the
lute and Janet Haines Walsh on the
recorder
Walsh is the son of Mr. and Mrs
Sterling Walsh of Hampstead, Mary·
land. The recital is free and open to
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p.m in Levine Recital Hall.
Walsh, a student of Julia T. Hitchcock, assistant professor of music," P
will be accompanied by pianist Arleen Heggemeier, professor of music.
Musical selections will include Ger.

Tau

Typing

IBM Selectric 111

9 P"M.
'

• f
has a very bright, sensitive stuoent 0
music in its ranks, and the Carroll
County Schools have a very effective
Career Educational Program on its
hands. To Valerie Brown: Good Luck!

hectic lives that musical performers
lead._
All in all, the day seemed like a
good one for Valerie Brown
- Alpha Gamma-Tau's open smoker
Said she, "The other students here
will be held on this Wednesday
seem very nice. They have been very
eveing at 7:30 p.m. in' the dining
helpful, and it was fun to talk with
porch. All freshman males and eliqithem"
tiles are cordially invited to atObviously, _tlleqE.asi Midale SbhOC't ....ten_d_.-.Co_"_'_nd_tie_"_QO;_'ed

Professional

Saturday Nov. 7

from page 1
illusions about a career as a musical
performer, and she is sensitive to the
need of selecting a career at the
tender age 0113. She realiies the

'~~~:~c a:C;7~eri~~

South carroll Secretarial Service

SGA Mixer

Walsh, a senior music

:ft~;

acting on the college level has the
advantages of "better directors and a
lot more freedom." She believes that
this play "produces a great psycological effect and explains a lot about
society "
Brian's mother (Joe's Grandmother),
Grace, is played by Betsy Mitchell
Grace is a lonely woman, ever since
Brian married Sheila, of whom Grace
does not approve. Grace feels that
Joe would be less of a strain on her
parent's marriage if they put her in an
institution. Grace's attitude about children, as seen by Betsy, involves the
idea that "children are always children -- wonderful pets." Betsy has
mostly been working with the technical aspects of theater and this is her
first acting role. She is also working
on the props for this play and
comments that Joe Egg is "both
good and important."
All of the peformers are perfecting
their British accents for use in Joe
Egg, aided by taped recordings provided by Mr, Weinfeld. They all
expressed excitement concerning
their excellent rehearsals and getting
to the heart of their characters

a

Walsh sings

Youth comes to WMC

WeddlriiJs
Portraits"

Dream o( Wild Horses views wild
horses roaming the beaches of the
Camarque District of France. The use
of slow motion and soft focus cameras produces this cinematic poem.
Big Yellow Taxi shows Adam and
Eve's paradise paved over by eondozers as Joni Mitchell sings her
song "Big Yellow Taxi"
Powers o( Ten explores the awesome range of distance in the universe. The camera pans the vast
regions of the galaxy and then returns to view a single atom of a man's
skin.

Joe Egg comes fo WMC

Chuplcnn
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Film series, at WMC
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Soccer"V~ball Triumph in

l
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Soccer beats F&M 2-1'
The Western Maryland Varsity Soccer team defeated two of its southwest division opponents this past
week to retain their nne as division
champions lor the secOnd year in a
row. Four out of their last live games
have ended in victory giving the
Terrors an overall record of 7 wins, 4
loses, and 2 ties.
The week began on a very wet and
sloppy Monday afternoon with a visit
from the Dickinson Red Devlls. Despite the muddy conditions, the Terroes came out on top with a two..
zero shutout. Scores came from Chris
Beyers on an assist 'from Albert
Mensah in the first half, and in the
second half, freshman Jamie DeGrafft
assisted Albert Mensah for the Terrors final goal.
The team played again Wednesday
in a match against Mount St. Mary's,

a team currently ranked in Division
Two. The Terrors dominated play at
midfield and were ahead three to
one, thirty minutes into the game on
scores from Mensah, Butzer, and
severe, The Terrors impressive performance was soon to end as two
defensive lapses resulted in two
Mount scores before halftime. Nine
minutes into the second half, goalie
Bob Kline was credited with a save..
but before punting the ball he lost
possession and a Mount St. Mary's
forward was there to walk the ball into
the goal putting the Mount ahead four
'to three, which would eventually be
the final score.
The final game of the week was on
Saturday at Franklin and MarshallBecause F&M had only one loss in
division play and Western Maryland
had no losses this game would
decide the Southwest Division Championship. The first half of the game

.Sports ,Analysis

V-ball tops

Glen Arnold
was dominated by F&M who had
The WMC Women's Volleyball team
twice as many shots. on goal as,
finished their undefeated season by
Western Maryland. Excellent play by
beating a tough, previously unbeaten,
the defense and goalie Bob Kline'
Gettysburg team
prevented F&M lrom scoring and the.
Their victory over Gettysburg gives
game was tied at zero for the first!
WMC the number one seed in the
half. Nine minutes into the second
MAC Southern Region Tournament
half, Western Maryland was awarded
The Terrors had lost before to Gettysa free' penalty kick. Bob Wassman
burg in the Towson Tpumey (It is not
took th~ kick and placed' the ball
counted as a loss on Ihe team's
directly over the goalie's head for the
Terrors first score. Things were look- ·record). This was the Terrors last and
most important League match.
ing gOOd for Western Maryland until
The first game began with both
F&M was awarded a penalty kick for
teams making bad shots and the
an illegal tackle inside the area by a
Terror detenseman. F&M scored at;! game was' tied at 1-1 after six
services. Then Jayne Kernan served
the kick and the game was then tied.
six straight points and the Terrors
Play continued up and down the field
appeared to be on Iheir way to an
but with 2:06 remaining, Chris Beyers
easy victory. Gettysburg came back
beat his defender on the right wing
with five straight points, to make the
and passed the ball inside to midscore 7-6. Then Jayne Kernan began
fielder John Montanye, who shot the
to dominate the net and lead the
ball into the left side of the net, giving'
the Terrors a two to one victory.
' Terrors to a 15-8 victory.
The second game began with the

Salazar leaves opponents In dust
~.Rtch_~

experienced marathonefs have ever.

This October. 25, for the first time in
f~r years, I drd not go 10 New York
City to ~atch the marathon. I am glad
that I. did not go, because of what a
certain fellow named Alberto Salazar

dOne th~t (about a dozen). It was the
fastest Irrst .marathon ever run. This
year he said he would break the
world record. What? Derek Clayton
ran 2:08:33.6 more than 12 years

d\~:t

t~~=

the excitement that ~~~.

1-

~:e~t ru~~eIO~~a~iS:~: r::
.;.~~:
is a quote that somewhat epitomizes
the effort of the training and the race
It is by the late John F. Kennedy:
. 'The credit belongs to the man

~;tt~~e~ ~g~a~O ~~ t:~d;~~nc~~

Who is actually .ln the arena,

that. It would make him the greatest
marathoner, easily. He may be at-

:;~ses::a~ iSa~darr~?~ ..~:~
knows the great enthusiasms,

:: ~:~~ttod~:n~~d
run;:r;::r
o~ ~~:s:~:IIY ~~ ~:~' ~~r~~~ ~:~~
Rodgers, Shorter, and so on. Yet, - is considered slow). But he did it

re~d~o- :~r :I~n ~~ r~~~~~ct from
Allison Roe's new women's record, or

~~:nd~ re~~S:ti~ti:n,
wo~~~
cause, who at the best knows

~\;:

the 1400 others who even finished

in the end the triumph of high

~e~;si':tte~:~c

g~~rr:

~:-~~

:~:h c::~ro~~s~ect~~

a:i~he~e he~~~~

C!;~:~
~~

w'"The Terrors fell

behind 4-0 in the
third game, and not until the tentl)
service did WMC regain the lead 8-5.
The Terrors then expanded their lead
to 10-6 on the continual gOOdplay of
Kernan and Mummert. Again Gettysburg fought back and reqained the
lead at 12-11. On the next lour
Gettysburg services the Terrors made
four excellent team plays to hold
Gettysburg and win 15-13
After the game Dr. Fritz said, "We
played up to our capability."
She felt that, though the whole team
played well, that Jayne Kernan and
Missy Wagner were the key to the
victory. The Terrors were also....helped
by the I!et p_layof Don,na Mummert.,

Hockey headed
for tourney
Deed.

Sydney

:~~~e~:e~o~~~. aH~a~~~uI2~f~:~~;
here could run even one sub-fivemile!
Will the mark last long? Salazar
says he can run two or three minutes

people started saying that the course
w§S. short (less th:\n -the standagf

through the streets of New York
on Marathon Sunday. Sure, I missed

flows

~~~~

...

Terrors jumping out to a 9-1 lead on
the spiking of Donna Mummert. Gettysburg drew within six until Missy
Wagner made a spectacular play
which sparked the Terrors to a 15-7

The Green Terror hookey team
traveled to Goucher College for the
Baltimore College Reid Hockey Association's selection tournament this
past week-end after finishing their
season with a loss to UMBC last
Wednesday that left them with a
season record ohh7-4, . -,'
..
At Goucher,

Western

Maryland

was

matched against Hood College and
Goucher on Saturday and came
home

with

a 1-0 win and

a 0-0 lie. On

Sunday the team traveled back to

::; ,:£~~:~;~~':n
'~:;t:~~!~~~:':::o'::~'
:;:Ob:::::"~;;~:;'!d!t~::i~~~
~~~;h!f!~~:;:;'::;i£Oh7:~:,:E::1,
Towson

and

faced

Hartford

Commu-

nity College. winning 1-0; Essex Community College. losing .0-1: ,and
Johns Hopkins, also winning 1-0.

Hopkins

U~~~:i~

~I~r~a:

9;:dU~~:,r s~:~

6

he would break 2:1 +1an~ hef ~idf
That:wasinc.redible. nya andu a

It:
:*
'il

;

i~ea~~~r~~i~U~e~i~a~~~~:~. ~~~.:~

~:;:~:~

ter yet, like someone hitting 65 home
runs..in a sin.gle sea~t?O.lw!tho~t_;

t ~t. anyone saw Salazar's run, they
may know what I am talking about

It is one of my favorites. I try to run
that way, Alberto Salazar does run

You could almost feel the pain-and
.effort. Maybe, as a distance runner, I

that way.
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lege and came.~way the losl!!r 1·2,

,..""'
The Terrors stayep~on top" 1;0 jor
three quarters of'the game on a 'goal
from Barb Peterson that was assisted
by Lori RaffertY. Again the ~ame was·
a struggle at mid-field until Messiah
~~_,,,e.
broke through with'two goals in two

J!

Terrors'

only

win

in

~~~ ~:~I,a~n~:~gth~~W~:
g:~o~:
had many scoring opportunities but
none could get by the E-town goalie
who is ranked first in the MAC in front
of Tracey Daver
The WMC J.V. lared- only slightly

~~oT~~Of~ ge~~~le~diO~iC8~~;~io~:
ling the WMC midfield~ Western Maryland hadl2 second- team selections
as well; freshman Barbie Hel! -ind
wifIQ LOrl':Ra!'$!!!Y, W{lI?,-~~~d
well at a tough position atl weekepd,

pow~red Towson J.V. and lost 0-6,

PI~yned
Oc~::r ~~~ t~i~e;~rsa a~:~
··aggressive team from Messiah CoI-

II*'

the

ranked second in the MAC Conference for saves and non-goals turned
in another outstanding periormance.
The Messiah J.V. was as aggressive as their Varsity as they outscored
WMC's J.V. 1-5. Suzie Matthews
scored the Terrors only goal, unassisted
On October 24, Elizabethtown
came to WMC and before a crowd of
watchful parents,' embarrassed West-

Sydney Deed.

~~:st~~:S
d'~og~~~:r ;~·~o~s~~
~ame.to WMC and battled out a 0-0

was

regular season play. With a touma·
ment record of 3-H, WMC found
itself pitted
against Essex lor the
tournament championship, Essex incidentally was tl1e 1980 National Champion of Junior College in Field
Hockey. Unfortunately for Terrors,
Essex held the upper hand again as
they scored 2 unanswered goals
against WMC that gave them the
tournament champiooship and Western Maryland second place
Another aspect of ·the BBFHA tournament is the~opportunity for individual platers to stand selection for the
regional team. Western Maryland put
Diane Cavey, Sue, Cook, Cindy
Deeds, Barbie Hen: Renee Nacre.ni,
Barbie Peterson, ·Mickey'Potts, and
Lori Rafferty up for the selecti?n
process and was honor~d with., 4
members being chosea,:'nt;
~
Chosen for thefirs~ t"lam we're
Barbie Peterson, wiiO! sCOred all, of

:' Hockey fights hard
for tourney seat

iC
.iC

'"

~~;~: ;1~~7:E~::a~0~ei~e~

td

~~tt~~~it~~:~~~.:;~~d~~~a~~~ I~~~I~~ P~~e~:~ill1;i~
Virginia ~e
their last game of the season were
weekend of November 14-15 to repwing Becky Jackson and Jenny Price
resent the Baltimore College area I;, a
and inneyLisa McKinney, as W~II as "". regic;tal tour.n~elJhlf~th~ ~in. ttiere
goalie D.J. Lemmons who (Tlade' they will spend Thanksg~ng In .Qr-

*-* * * *** * * * * * * * * * ::~"G::'~;~P~;,~,;"b,~,;,'~f~;

many key saves

_'

:y~O~~~:~.~~~rr-
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CC ends season

l
I

ShaWn ArmstrOng
As anoiher season ties come to a
clo!>:e,new expectations have arisen
lor" seasons 10 come! The 1981 men
and women's cross country seasons
ended abruptly last week with something they had' been forced to grow
accustomed to: losing. 'Nt1ile the
women's team had very bright spots
throughout the season, the men could
not win the meets that were important. Maybe the phrase "all wind, no
rain" typifies the season as a wtore.
With only the MAC Championship
remaining on their schedules, both
teams would rather assume that the
season is over, electing not to go to
the NCAA Eastern Regional Championships
The women can look back on a
season of accomplishment, finding
some outstanding runners in Tracey
Serratetli and Sue Stevenson, both
freshmen. The team was well balanced as well as good looking and
had a lot in store for them, but due to
injuries to their senior standouts. Berit
Killingstad and Stephanie Opdahl,
plus Sue, the team did not peak' 10
their ability.
While Mary Lynn
Schwaab, Ihe team's leading runner.
~enjoyed a p~of!table season, the team
did not hil Ihelr goals. In I~ing
to

page 7
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, Terrors topple L.V. in victorY

next. year and an injury-free 1982
season, there are many bright spots
and a better record L ) in store lor
them.
in the men's department, things just
didn't work out. Although they did get
blown out in a few occasions, they
kepi a lot of other meets close, due
to the sheer presence of senior Dan
Wilson. The best thing to say about
this club and its 6-12 record is to wait
for next year. With such a poor
record, one would think tnat not much
happened right. but there were many
bright spots. The team had strong
second and third runners on the team
(freshman "Mario" Boneau, a,n9 captain Joe Hedrick) and great progress
from junior Bill McKegg. Although
freshman Shawn Armstrong ,did not
live up to expectations, he was the

'Deeds
converted
delense to offensive
the delense and everything seemed
Just like a steamroller, those Green
player.
r
to go ~ight. for us on. o~ense."
Terror gridders keep on rollin' all over
Even the Special Teams are click-. Outstanding is a good adjective for
the MAC South. For the past 3 weeks
ing as Mike Gosnell continues to the Terror defense, on Satur.day as
Western Maryland has pounded out
boom the ball, this week 6 times lor they racked up 4 Interceptions, 2
points against Moravian, Muhlenberg.
226 yards, And how about that from Tom Knieriem, 1 from Pat Luce,
and this past Saturday against Lebacoverage; Lebanon Valley had 3 punt and Eric Walker's interception which
non Valley. while adding to their
returns for -4 yards, and 5 kickoff turned into 6 points for WMC. This
growing reputation for one of the
returns lor only 86 yards total.
defense held Leb. Valley to only 76
stringiest
delenses
around the '" The Western Maryland scoring ef- yards rushing on the day
league. Some would describe it as fort was spread around the whole
Contributing to the effort with 4 as
surprising.
others as awesome, and
team as Selfridge scored in Ihe first sacks were Nick Feurer, Mike Jamstill others as just plain great, but the
quarter, and then Eric Walker did
botsky.
Steve James and Bob Upfact is that the Green Terror football
double duty defensively as he picked
shaw. as well as a fumble' caused by
team is clicking together and opposoff a pass and ran it back 29 yards
Pat Luce and recovered by Nick
ing teems are far-fetched to do
for 14-0 score. In the 2nd quarter
Feurer."
anything against them
Mike Saum scored on a 7 yard pitch
This Saturday the Terrors will be
For instance, this weekend the out and then it was quarterback Paul unloading their talent again against
Terrors were enjoying soch accrnjcrtWallin's turn on an 8'yard keeper.
Swartmore College who is 6-1, and
number five runner followed by some
able lead that they were able to Lebanon Valley got their only score in could possibly be the toughest oppocourageous running by Paul Ruthar
substitute freely for most of the the 2nd quarter but the Terrors still
nent of the year. A win in this battle
and Dwight Eichelberger. With any
second half, The Lebanon Valley weren't through as Selfridge scored
for 2nd place would put the Terrors in
new and outstanding freshmen, the
squad could only muster 6 points on again and Rich Johnson kicked his
a good position for a bowl bid behind ~
WHOLE team coming back, plus the
a 57-yard pass; that pass alone fifth extra point to put the score at 35undefeated Widener, As the last
services of Rich Harfst and the
accounted for half of the total passing 6
home game of the season draws
ineligible Tony Japzon the team has a
offense for Lebanon Valley. True, the
Coach Dave Seibert said it all when
near. the team would like to encourlot. to look forward to. In response, to
Western Maryland passing offense he characterized the game as "an
age the fans to come out and support
nearly every team on their schedule
was not as gOOdas in the past, with enjoyable game both to play in 8(1d them in their effort at a fifth straight
next .seer. to coin a phrase by their
one interception a piece for Jim coach, we had outstanding play 1rom
win
fearless leader, Coach Carpenter, it
Selfridge and Paul Wallin, and only 7
will be "lights out"
,completions in 21 throws for the day;
MIDDLE
ATLANTlC
STATES
COLLEGIATE
ATHLETIC
CONFERENCE
but oh, how, they ran the bail!!!
stansncs
FOR !oIovember 2, 1981
A total of 9 Terrors carried the ball
FOOTBALL
for a combined effort 01 173 yards on
Point •
Ov.... n
Point.
w l T PCT
F
A W l T
PVT
F
A
the ground. Selfridge continues to be
basically just a symbolic one"
6 0
0 1.000
e 0 0 1000
210
61
the leading ground gainer with 309 t-~~:er
15"
"'Nt1at we really want is more
Swarth
1 0
5
833
112
52
1 0
144
6
52
yeards on Ihe year while Mike Saum
W.Md
1 0
5
.833
126
57
5
1
1
786
147
general student input into the univer78
was Saturday's winner with 61 yards,
·4 2
F8M
667
0
166
64
5
2 0
714
204
107
sity decision-making
process. All
Gettys.
4
2
667
139
0
96 5 3 0
625
173
141
we're asking for is simply to have a wt1ich gives him exactly 200 in only 6
Johns Hop.
4
2
0
667
117
714
96 5 2 0
163
109
say in what's going on. The adminis- of 7 games played. Jim Johnson also
teo
ver
2
4
0
333
84
132
2
5
0
286
98
163
tration seems to think 'student input' ca~ried 9 limes for 33 yards as a
Muhl6f1b
4
2
0
.333
72
126
2
4 0
333
72
126
consists of listening to decisions
Ursinus
1 5
1
167
58
106
2
5
1
.313
106
68
Moravian
0
071
47
147
1
47
6
0
6
.071
147
already made."
ocenscn
0 6 0
.000
12
155
0
7 0
000
12
191
Student resentment began to build
RESULTS
last spring, Ashman explains.
when
WMC 35. Lebanoo Valley 6
UMass Chancellor Henry Koffler proGettysburg
31. Moravian 7
claimed a "Year of Civility" on' tile
Muhlenberg
12, Dic~inson 7
Johns Hop~ns 46, Wilkes 13
campus.
Delaware Valley 8. Manslield St. 6
Koffler, says spokesman Lyon, was
L~comino 11, Juanita 10
shocked by a wave of "violence and
uncivil behavior on campus, much of
it racial and anti-semitic in nature.
(The proclamation) was an attempt to
break down barriers and hostilities on
campus, We don't consider assaults
and rapes things we allow."
Aiming to inspire civility, the admin·
istration subsequently banned alcohol
at football games, and temporarily
curtailed dormatory parties:But many students saw the measores as repressive manifestations of
the "Year of Civility" policy, though
Lyon insists these measures had
nothing to do with the proclamation,
and were necessitated
by uncontrollably rowdy behavior at campus
Unive',.ity of RocheSter
events
Sydney

Student protest

~
I

CPS
AMHERST, MA--- The Tableaux was
Irom a decade ago: a large student
contingent presents a lisl of, demands
and 'cOmplaints to a univerSity administration, Ihe administration says no,
and the students storm and occupy
the administration building.
But it all happened again at the
University of Massachusetts-Ami" arst
in late October, though the issue was
more intimatd'. 'The protesl Ihis time
was against a new administration ban
on co-ed bathrooms in UMass dorms.
"Separate sex bathrooms are required by state law," insists administration spokesman David Lyon, "e~en
inco-ed dorms. We're simply obeYing

metaw."
~~"It's really a problem," protests
-steve Semple, associate news editor
of'UMass' student newspaper. "Some
of our co-ed dorms are za-stcrv
towers. If they enforce the -separate
sex restriction, some students will
have to - walk from one end of the
dorm to the 'other just to go to tM
john, and a lot of the hallways and
stairs are littered with trash and
broken bottles"
The controversy actually goes much
deeper than mere plumbing priorities,
protest organizer Harvey Ashman observed before the Oct. 20 building
occupation. "The restroom issue is
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Big week!

Walk down and·
check us out!
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college- -~.
Robert Hott
NEW WINDSOR -- It is a small town,
located just southwest of Westminster,

and

1,000.

-r
I

its population

New

Windsor

is slightly
is a rural,

grounds of the campus were reno.'
vated, and buildings were added as
needed. The complex consisted pri-:
marily of three buildings: "Old Main",
Windsor Hall, and Becker Hall.

over

agricu-

letural, town, and seems an unlikely
location for a college. Yet, as tate
would have it, New Windsor would

:::"~~~:ti::1
O~~~~sfir~~
t~~r~~l
County. It was the town's rural location and atmosphere, however, that
made New Windsor the "ideal location for scholarly
pursuit"
, On the hill that overlooks the town

;t~~d~~'~dc~r~~~;'c~~n~~:h=~:!
'
white brick structure, tte Blue Ridge'
~ntains,
for which Blue Ridgei
College

I

~

was

named,

color

the

horizon

dark purple. Blue Ridge College no
longer exists,
but "Old Main" remains
as testament to an interesting, and.
often hectic, college heritage
i
The year is 1839; Carroll County,
enjoys its second year of fraternity'
with the other counties of Maryland. It,
is under the direction of an English
- pastor, John Pym Carter, that the first
efforts in .ecvarcec education in the
county are begun with the inception
of the New Windsor High School. In
the month of May, Rev. Carter, in a
"mild but firm" fashion, begins the
first of two five month sessions for the
academic year, 1839-1640.
During that first session, Rev, Carter
instructed his charges in "Orthography, Reading, Penmanship,~Arithmetic, Geography, English, and Latin
Grammar." The tuition fee for the first
session was $8.00, For an additional
$12,00, the students attended a second session, beginning in November,
and were instructed In "Mathematical
Sciences, I3ookkeeping, Use of the
Globes, Latin and Greek Languages,
Natural and Moral Philosophy, Chemistry, Logic, and Rhetoric." Board for
the year cost the students $50 each
EnvisioniflQ a broad spectrum of
education in Carroll County, Rev.
Carter, with the aid 01 some Presbyterian associates, obtained a charter
from the Maryland legislation in 1843
for the founding of New Windsor
College. The buildings lor the college
were never erected, however, and
efforts to institute the college failed
CALVERT COLLEGE BEGINS
Higher education resumes in New
Windsor in 1846, under Ihe Catholic
inlluenced teaching 01 Mr. Andrew
Hull Baker. Baker purchased the hilly
ground at the north end of town in
1649 and buill two new buildings, On
October 31, 1850 education in New
Windsor resumed in the newly built
"Old Main," but this time the institution was named Calvert College, by
its Catholic sponsors, in honor of the
Calvert family. The buildings were
reported in the Carrolltonian newspaper to be "large and commodious,
sufficient
to accommodate
one
hundred students."
The acaoemlc year consisted of a
26 week winter session and a 18
week summer session. The cost for
"tuition, boarding, washing, and attention to clothing" was $125. Stu-

"Old Maln" 8 It etand. In New WlnlHor tod.y.
dents at Calvert College concentrated
in the studies 01 "the Classics, Mathematics, Natural and Moral Philosophy,
Chemistry, Astronomy, and the Modern Languages; viz. French, German,
and Spanish.'
On May 31, 1852 a new charter
was granted 10 Calvert College, 'rf-e
college was known to be "one of the
finest classical
schools in the
state...and was noted lor its Ihoroughness of its academic departments"
Calvert College was regarded as a
prestigious school, with a number of
its alumni being very prominent in
their Communities.
CML WAR DISASTER
The 1860's bring disaster lor the
college. In the year 1860 the roof 01
"Old Main" is destroyed in a fire, and
needs to be reconstructed. The roof
is replaced with a Victorian.style
gable roof. The new roof gave "Old
Main" a striking appearance which
still dominates New Windsor today
However, the Civil War had the most
damaging effects upon the college.
Most of the college's male population
left to join the Southern Army, also
the college suffered severe financial
difficulties at the same time. It was
the coupling of low enrollment and
financial problems that took an irreversible tol/ upon the college. Unable
to overcome the crippling effects of
the Civit War, the college was closed
and seized by its creditors in 1873
In September, 1874 the college is
reopened under the Presbyterian influence of the Reverend l.B.w
Shryock, It is under Rev. Shryock's
direction that the College is divided
into two independent schools; a [adies seminary, and a classical and
mathemalica~_academy I~.

1877 the Reverend AJexander M.
Jelly assumed the presidency of the
col/ege. During Rev. Jelly's administration the college received a new
charter in 1886 for Ihe New Windsor
College and the Windsor Female
College. T~e cQ!!_e~~,!n~~d A,B.
degrees for men, and "Mistress of,
~~:\~ell~_~t;,r~~~~'
t~~~~:~o~f

years
BLUE RIDGE COLLEGE
In 1913 the New Windsor Col/ege
property was purchasd, and renovatec by the Blue Ridge College.
Operated under the sponsorship of
the Church 01 the Brethren, Blue'
Ridge College brought to New Wind-

=~

ing degrees was changed. Alter 1892
the college granted Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Letters, Master of
Arts, Master of science. Doctor 01
Philosophy, and Doctor of Science
degrees. The college continued to
operate until 1912, when under the
leadership of Rev. James Frazier the
college closed its doors OI1ce more
__Qy_e
to insufficient funds, The New
Windsor College probably enjoyed its
most peaceful, and academically
its last 35

The college continued to offer tradi-"
lional four year educational programs
until 1927, After 1927 the trustees,
committee changed the college's status to a two year junior college, War
for a second time had made a
devastating impact upon the college
During World War I in the early
1900's the college faced the complex
problem of dwindling enrollments
combined with competition as well
Several colleges in the Blue Ridge
Mountain region, including Westem
Maryland College, began drawing
students from a recruitment area
once dominated solely by Blue Ridge
College
The college---reduced its programs
to Associates of Arts, Degrees were
offered in lour areas: Applied Science, Business Administration, Secretarial Science, and Home Economics,
However, the undertaking of a junior
college, proved too much of a financial burden, and the doors of "Old
Main" were closed in 1942, never to
be opened as a college institution
again
Yet. the former college campus
does not stand dormant on the hill in
New Windsor, Today, in the spirit 01
community service that emphasized
the founding of the college, th~
facilities are used as a distribution
center for the Church of the Brethren
"Old Main" still overlooks the town of
New Windsor, and the Blue Ridge,
Mountains still color the horizon dark
purple
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SGA doubts mixer money returns ,
SGA movies but there were very few
big denomination bills in tte proceeds from the dance," said Street.
"It just did not make sense, so we
began checking the other figures and
more inconsistencies were olscoverec."
Street and Wright estimate that
approximately 400 to 450 persons
attended the Punk mixer, but the
revenues from the event indicate an
attendance of about 255 persons.
"After awhile, you can gauge the
number of people at an event. At the
peak of the dance. the place was
packed. There were people standing
shoulder to shoulder. People were
coming and going all night long. so I
am not saying that 400 people were
jammed into the Forum at one time."
said Wright.
According to the Social Committee
ledgers, the Halloween mixer grossed
$541.40 in admission fees and beer
concessions. In comparison. the
poorly
attended Class of '83 dance.
on September 19, grossed $547.60;
the moderately attended Beach Party,
on September 26, and the October 9.
Off the Wall events grossed $618.75
and $718.25 respecti v ely
According to Street. "a lot of people
were not charged admission and "a
lot of beer was given away at no
charge," or "someone took money
out of the cashbox." Street points to
the inconsistency in the beer sales as
one indicator of impropriety. Eight
kegs of beer were purchased for the
mixer. Accounting for inevitable senlage. Street said that 1400 beers
should have been served. Yet. only
900 beer tickets were sold during the
evening and only an "inconsiderable

~

-

,I
t

Holt
The memories of an enjoyable eve~
ning of spoofing at the Punk-Halloween Party have been clouded by the
SGA Social Committee's inquiry of
possible embezzlement andlor mishandling of admission and beer concession receipts collected at the
dance on October 31.
The mixer, co-sponsored by the Phi
Detta Theta fraternity. has been esti- mated by the Social ccrmutee cochairmen, Adam Wright and Ward
Street. as the "most well attended
dance this year." Yet. the co-chairmen are suspicious of impropriety.
because the re....
enue collected from
th~ e....
ent does not reflect the-estimated attendance and the amount of
beer distributed for the e....
ening
The basis of the Social Committee's
suspicions is thai of the five mixer
events to date. the dance with the
largest estimated turnout grossed the
second lowest amount of money.
Also, the committee was disturbed by
the fact that there were not any
twenty dollar bills in the cashbox at
the end of the ev ening
''The distribution of currency denominations is disproportional to the
receipts of other mixer e....
ents, and
the numbers just do not mesh with
the figures from other dances." said
Street
Street explained that there are
usually several twenty dollar bills at
the end of an event. and twice as
many ten dollar bills. When it was
noticed that there was an inconsisteney in the re....
enues from the evening. in comparison to other mixers,
the committee co-chairmen checked
for other inconsistencies

:~~t:;

deemed. So what happened to onethird of the beer that evening?"
The cost of the eight kegs of beer
served that evening was 286 collars
At a charge of 25 cents per glass.
the beer sales should have paid for
the cost of the beer, according to
Social Committee figures from previous dances this year.
"That means only 255 people who
paid admission and the 45 members
of the Ph! Detta Theta at the dance
drank 1400 glasses of beer. I find
that difficult to believe"
Street also pointed out that members of the Phi Delta Theta. who did
not tap beer or coliect admissions,
wrongfully drank beer without paying
for it. Unless they assisted with the
preparation, managing or clean-up.
the fraternity members should have
paid for any beer they consumed
One of the most alarming concerns
to the Social Committee is that less
than $30.00 w.as collected in admissions and beer sales between 11:30
p.m. and t a.m. Street said that he
picked up money from the cashbox,

Fkty Kuo
In the fall of 1980, WMC initiated
the Intensi....
e Language Instruction
model in their introductory 'French
courses (I.F. Parts I, II, and ill). Since
then sixty fi....
e students have completed parts I and II, and. have
attained what foreign language instructor Dr. William Cipolla calls "a
comfortable speaking level." Of the

sixty five, twenty na....
e gone to Part III.
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than mid-April. The date was
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elected officers will have a

meant to offer a gcxxl deal more
exposure. or immersion, to the language than the previouS three .hours
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chance to familiarize themsel....
es with their duties before
taking office on the first of
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Another reason that added to the
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di v ided equally between the Social
Committee and the co-sponsoring
organization. The Social Committee
uses half of the door revenues to
delray the cost of the band and the
[Ion-alcoholic beverage served at the
dances
"Discrepancies in U1e money collected hurts the school, as well as the
co-sponsoring organization. As a
committee that produces entertainment events for the student body, we
plan to lose money on each event.
We are not out 10 make .a profit, but
we need to stretch our budget as far
as possible over the year," said
Street. "These kinds of discrepancies
will limit the number of events we will
produce this year and we can not
afford these kinds of losses"
The committee is currenlly investigating the cause of the problem, and
what action will be needed to avoid
these doubts and problems in the
future. Some possibilities include seiling admission tickets for dances in
advance. re ving Social Committee
continued to page 7 _

Intensive French growing

a:~~~~

=~~~sn~e~i~~r

a normal security procedure. at 10
p.m. and 11:30 p.m. Each lime
money was picked up. about five
dollars was left in the box to make
change.
"I know exactlY how much money
was in the cashbox at 11:30. and I
find it hard to believe that less than
$30.00 was taken in at the door and
bar during an hour and a half span of
time," said Street. "We recognize a
slight bias towards one and nve
dollar denominations that ev ening,
because of the people wearing costumesand not wanting to carry large
amounts of money. Yet, there were no
twenty dollar bills tumed in, and that
does not make sense."
He also said that the figures from
the mixers of this year indicate that
there were less people at the Punk
mixer than at the Class of '83 dance.
Yet. all estimations indicate that there
were more people at the October 31
dance than at the Off the Wall dance.
According to Street. door admissions should be left remaining, after
the beer cost is deducted. to be

A typical l-F student's day may
language competency as a skill.
mean rising early in the morning to
rather than an objeCtive language
"If a student lakes a course like attend a one hour drill class taught
chemistry," said Cipolla, "he or she by an A-T. then in the afternoon, the
only leams principles, which is objec- student attends a master class taught
tive knowledge. However, the use of by one of two professors. In the
a language is a skill. Achieving eveninq, the student returns for laboproficiency in a skill requires practice, ratory work wiU1 assistance from ts
staff. In all. the class time renuire-'
not just learning."
So, in the spring of 1980. the ments add up 10eight hours a week
intensive French instruction idea was three hours of drill (M.w.F.), three
presented to the Undergraduate sc- hours of master class (M.w.F.), and
credidatiOn Policy Curriculum Com- two hours of laboratory (M-Th.)
In master class, approximately
mittee (U.A.P.C.C.) for a decision on
implementation. The faculty board twenty students attend. The master
reviewed the idea and voted for it teacher (M-T) begins by reviewing
unanimously. Since then. the WMC the "scenario," a skit in French for
each chapter covered a week
has used the I-F' instruction course
WMC's l-F course is modeled after Usually. the students play out the
parts of the scenario with the M-T's
Dartmouth's own intensive model
supervision
They started the concept of Intensiv e
Then. the grammatical work for the
language study since the fall of 1967.
and it has been running successfully day is introduced and drilled. It is up
since U1en. In fact, U1e textbooks to the M-T to use his or her imaginaused here are the same ones used at tion in supervising the "scenerios."
Dartmouth. They were wrtti9f1 by Dr. and teaching the lessons. The. way,
John A. Aassias, head of U1eirforeign the student will be enthusiastic about
U1elearning process
language department.
In keeping with the "futl immersion"
As of this year, the WMC I-F
instruction team consists of Dr. Ci- principle, French is the only language
polla and Dr. James Baran as master allowed to be spoken in the classroom. The use of English is a "cardiinstructors. Dr. Cobb, who also
teaches full time, is on sabbatical this nal sin" according to student A-T Ken
Schaefer. If a student has a question
year. Six students serve as Apprentice Teachers (A-Ts), and four stu- or comment. he or she must use
French to say it. In tum. if the M-T
dents serve as laboratory assistants
According to Cipolla. "we are one comes across a word that the class
01the ....
ery few small colleges to ha....
e does not understand. he or she must
developed and implemented. an in- relate it to words the students are
tensi....
e program without a graduate already familiar with.
In drill sessions, the A-Ts are its key
program to supply apprentice teachers. This is no small accomplish· . elements. tn lact, both the drill sesconttnuMI to ".
7
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WYOB 98.6

Are you p-repared?

Parents see truth

a way to do mat. then here is a
Dev,"
suggestion
Andl Yob
It always .seems to be the case that
On Thursday (that's today) and
An incessant. noise breaks the blissFreshman, Sophomore and Junior
year slip by us, and suddenly we're ~:~~t(~;~~~~~C:~is~ehra:~;~~
__~~Is:~~~p:~~
~:m~ir~~:~~~:O~
Seniors and 'it's time to stop and look
back. We think about all the things ~n~O::e~~~e~~r~~~ ~:~s~:Zd
~:
:~ m:~i~:~~~~:s
C:k
we wished we had accomplished, but
never did. Well, even if you are not a ~~~~;~~~I~r~i~~~~St~:
~~~~f
~~t~~ie:~ill ;:ginc~~~th~S\I:~~~t~
senior, you must have. at some point,
digital numbers that with a strob-like
glanced back and wondered why you ~~~Jli: I~~mo~:~p~~ t~V~~:~~~ :~
let certain opportunities pass by. initiates discussion on the subject 01
~ec~au~~
:i~~ ir~~~n~7~~~~
Here are a few though that have
God and Christ. His purpose is to
that you have either lorgotten some, recently been knocking on the door
of my consciousness
~:~iO~~~
r:~rh b~:.
~~:d fO~~ ~::-::;~~:g
"So Megan, (by the way permit me
mat is very informal. He'll be there to
alarm on a Saturday? The reality
to introduce myself. I· am Megan
challenge you and lie is there to be
rushes back to you. It has come. It is
Davies, a senior history major at challenged. He believes thai ChrisParents' Day
WMC and an active member of one
of the Christian Fellowships on cam- ~~~~n~~~ut~th~~~
~~I~ni~n~al~
th:U~:i:r
s~:::m~:ni~s
~~n~
pus, also a representative to the
wants 10 present that to 'IOU
dow, 'IOU acquaint yoursell with your
Christian Ufe ccuocm. so Megan how
Hey! You're not giving up belore
numbed body and the desert-like
come you never ran for an SGA office getting started are you? Look at it this environment of your mouth. You roll
like you said you wanted to? And
way lor a moment. none 01 us have
out of bed and try your feet on the
what about trying out for the theatre
all the answers conceming this subfloor, make your way to the dresser,
productions, huh? Then there's that
ject. Therefore, we must have some
prop yourself up and face yourself in
little matter of neglecting to nominate questions. So, get a group together
the mirror for inspection: Your eyes
yourself for homecoming queen?
(sshh, how embarrassing!). Finally, ~~t~ ~:.e O:9t~:s~m~c:e d~~:~~i~:
~:r r~i~ ~~n~a;ou~ ::~~I~~s~:::~
whatever happened 10 'lour determination to break free of your inhibi- :~~t~:'re~:v:r~o
~oU~a~n~o~lh~~~ ~;!ini:~~
c~~t~::t ~~:~~~I,~d a~~:'
tions, to make reality out 01 your
lives. Everyone needs the opportunity
Your mind reets for a moment to the
dearest dreams. to "boldly go..." (gee
to hear what other people believe
last day you saw your parents ..
that's corny!)
The challenge is there, wi\l you
. You with your crew cut, freshly
The answer is that I was afraid of
accept it? I hope so because "Nothscrubbed face, smart-rooking Izod
failing, When the opportunities came ing ventured, is nothing gained"
and Khakis as you drove off for
to step out of myself. or have my
~~~~::a=
:~~~~~:e~~~Octth~~
assumptions. challenged, the risk in putting aside security and opening ...,_,.:_..,-,
rampant behavior. This just will not
myself up to change was often too
The Art Department at Western
do. Mom and Dad just will not go lor
great
,. I
Maryland College will present·two
this one, so you~rab a handy towel
'Nhat is the point of this article?"
films "The Isfahan of Shah Abbas"
and head for the bathroom with repair
you ask. Wel\ I wil\ let you know now and "The Traditional World of Islam
supplies. Rushing through the rethat I am working up to a challenge
The Pattern of Beauty" on wednesdeeming ritual of shaving, shampoodirected at both the students and
day, November 18, at 8 p.m. in
ing, soaping and rinsing in record
faculty of Western Maryland College
Memorial Hall 106.
time, you race the clock as you find
But before I get to it I'd like to say a
:'Tne Isfahan of Shah Abbas" shows
there is but fifteen minutes to spare
few more things. I believe that the the 17lh century capital city of Perbefore their arriva\.
liberal Arts College should p!"O\lide sia, rebuilt by Shah Abbas, and
Trying to look casual as you tie your
an atmosphere where students feel several examples 01 calligraphy, metshoos in your everyday attire of
comfortable asking questions, but alwork, and weaving
suitcoat and tie, you checK your hair
also where they are constantly being
"The Traditional World 01 Islam: The
in the spit shine of your shoes and
challenged to consider who they are Pattern of Beauty" is an inlroduclion
smooth it back into place for that
as people and what assumptions they to the Islamic visual arts. The lilm
wholesome effect.
are basing their lives on. I know from includes architecture, painting and
Megan

and other such debris in an attempt
to head your parents off at the pass.
It's best that they not see this 'IOU,
decide and lock the door behind
you.....their bom again son.
Smiling widely as yoo greet them in
the parking lot, you tell your mother
she is looking marvelous and your
father chokes on the line about your
being \"Most honored at their obvious
display of love and concern by taking
the time to come and share in the
cultural and social aspects of this
leaming institution"
You give them a tour of the campus
and you point out where your classes
are held, and the library which you
confuse with Winslow Center (having
never been in either), As you move
on, your parents find your familiarity

y:~~~~

!

!~~~I~
~~~~

t:

~I
i

3

football game, You sit with them
striking up a conversation, but as the
topics for discussion dance erccoo
your GPA and extracurricular activities 'IOU suddenly are overcome with
a coughing attack that curtails lurther
dialogue
At the day's end you return with
your parents to the lobby of your
dorm insisting that you must study
You meet .your lather's testing eyes
as 'IOU explain 'lour recent fetish for
Chaucer and how you cannot wait to
tear into the "Canterbury Tales" and
'IOU notice a look of wonder sweep
over his face.
After the appropriate "good-byes"
you are lett standing in the parXing lot
looking after the disappearing car
with a box of home made cookies, "A

:~i~;
~~

;~:s~h~u~i~~d~::~ri~~
~
tutor
a few females in certain sub-

~~~;~elrO;:~d~~!h~y~h:~sa:rdf~;
fu_oo
__
~ __
night
study break

Ending the tour at Englar for lunch
you smile at the metamorphosis of
the cafeteria as it is dressed in its
Parents' Day finest. Mrs. MacDonald
is personally greeting everyone with a
smiling face as you enter, and for the
first time since the year began you
almost drool over the spread that has
been put ou;
Following lunch you take your parents to the traditional Parents' Day

good a beer would taste about now
As you head for your dorm you
overhear a passing group of people
A young man sharply dressed in a
suit is speaking with two middle ages
people-parent
types ..."Dad. it's utterly refreshing to be in a mind
nurturing environment .. You smile,
and as the group passes, you nod in
the direction of 'lour roommate
_

Sale 16.99
Reg. 19.19 Court Master 10cui canvas basketball shoe for
men. Rubber compound sale

personal experience that it is too . calligraphy. The Iilms are open to the
easy to let issues float around me public and are free of charge. For
and never work out within myself further information, contact Julie Badwhat stand I should be taking on
them. Having been for so long an
e)eperl in the art of observation. but ;;,
not the art of participation. In all
honesty, I am not sure whether 1 an
now equipped with th"ir-\ools necessary to make ~n impact in this world
So, what I am driving at here is
that, though it might be little late in
my college life to make a complete
change, I want to at least try to
discourage others from making a
similar mistake to mine, I want to
challenge all of you to take a look: at
who you are and find out what it is
you believe in. And il your looking for

a::~=~,-:--"""-:-;;;,,':=::_:::

Sale 15.99 ,

*****-1::**

I.

Western Maryland College will give
high school seniors a chance to tour
the campus and leam about the
college during the Fall Visitation Day
on November 14, 1981
The program, Which begins with a
9:15. a,m. ;registration, will include
meetings with the faculty, lunch, a
campus tour, aoo sessions on admissions and financial aid. Visitors will
have
opportunity to leam about
WMC's dedication to liberal leaming,
and chat with current students
The Visitation Day is a chance to
learn about college life, and perhaps
meet other people from your area
whO are considering Westem Maryland College.

s-,oo
with student I.D.
Men's or Women's
ShoiliPOO, Cut & Blow:<lrv
Reg. ~O

an

'We're Close To You"

848-3220

PRECISION UNISEX HAIRCUTTING 163 W. Main Street - One Siock from the College
Oper:

1.0'1 &. Hi. 11).7;
Walk-Ins are welcomedl

TU8$. &. Wed.

11).5'

Sat,

9-3

JCPenney
CATALOG PHONE
.848-5100

-

STORE PHONE
648-7766

WESTMINSTER
MON.-SAT.

.1.1. J. c. Pan".y Company. Inc

9:30 a,m.-8:30

p.m.
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Frats unite

He ~sees what we don't
elM,.

much research material as he needs
Greco
is speaking to. Everyone knows MarHe then has to get someone to tape it
Perhaps the most welt known and
shall, but, he does not know everyone
all, and from that he developes an Often someone will come up to him
well liked person on Western Maryoutline. Then he has to build it up into
land's campus is Marshall Weimen
and start taHc;ing,without saying who
a paper and pay someone to type it they are,' He feels bad asking who it .
He's easy to pick out because he
for him. This process takes about four
does not go anywhere without his
is, so he continues the conversation
times as long as Il'Ie average student
cane. No, Marshall is not the local
with an unidentified voice.
jock recovering from a football injury.
Marshall says that his major probIf mere was one thing, (other than
!1e is blind. What make's him so
lem is trying to get other people -10 his blindness), that he could change,
special is that he functions in a
understand him. "They treat me like Marshall would pick other peoples
$eeing world, and manages to do
I'm not a whole, complete person." attitudes, "They treat me like a leper
better. than many people who can
He added with intense feelinq;" I've I'm human, and blindness is not
see.
lost my sight. not my mind, and I wish contagious. If I can accept my handiMarshall has not always -been blind
they would remember that"
cap, why can't they"
He attended three semesters at
Another problem is knowing who he
W.M.C. before he-lost his Sight. The
tecb-car name lor Marshall's problem is Proliferative Retinopathy, This
is caused by diabetes which he has
had since birth. He lost sight in his
left eye in his sophomore year here. _
Three months after that he received
groups have already revealed a lotal
a series of laser treatments (when a CPS
phone budget overrun of more than
COLLEGE PARK, MD--Eight current
laser is shot directly into the eye)
$7500 during the last school year,
and former University of Maryland
The treatments were pronounced a
according to a report from assistant
student government officers have
success. and Marshall went to Florida
campus affairs director Doug Bostick
been disciplined and as many as 23
to celebrate. However. his right eye
Of that toter. the student qovern.
other student groups are under invesbegan to hemorrhage and he was left
menl office was responsible for more
tigation in what could become the
permanently blind
than $2100, and the campus radio
most widespread long distance-teleHe receives a full scholarship from
station lor nearly $2500.
phone abuse scandal on any Single
the state. including tuition, board, and
But it could be bigger than that, for
campus.
money to pay his readers. His major
Itle university uses the MCI long
Administrators are now auditing the
is Psychology, and will graduate this
distance system. Under the system,
phone lines of all Maryland students
May, and hopes to go to graduate
anyone who knows the proper code
in an effort to see just how auditing
school
and has a push-button phone to use
the university has paid out for unauMarshall is graded the same way
it with can tap into the system
thorized long distance phone calls.
as everyone else, but' he has to do
"Now every snoeot account at the
The scandal "could get a lot bigger,"
twice as much WOrk,In order .tc do a
university is being audited in order. to
says student government President
term paper he has to first go to the
find out who's been abusing the lines
Marc 'Siegel
library and get about ten times as
There's no telling how many people
Phone records for 23 student
ttlis may ultimately involved," Siegel

Phone scandal socks SGA

Carriage

say,

House Liquors

I

"at the forks"

I

Special

I

with this ad
Goebel 6 pak cans $1 .66
Present Student ....I.D.

expires

11118/81

LOCUST BOOKS
9 East Main Street
Westminster,
Maryland
21157
3011848·6813

~

With its constitution in the process
of being written, the Inter-Fraternity
Council (/FC) seems to be a certainty
Finally, after a four year absence, it
appears as though a new IFC will be
put into action. With renewed interest
and a replenishment of vigor the IFC
is an apparent sure thing.
The advantages of the IFC are
many. The chief one of these would
be to police the fraternities, With the
fraternities being checked by a central authority, conformity to the IFC
laws - and regulations will be impressed upon them. The installment
of an IFe will also cut down on interfraternity hassles, In addition, the
work load of supervising the fraternities will be taken off the 'Dean
The major goal of the IFC is to be
the coordinating body of fratemal
policy. The IFC will act "as a single

~:~~:Z~,

~
~=Id
explained that the
a~~~is~~:~:
s~h~:nt~iv:~~~
Marketing Task Force will deal with "a representation is a point Ihat Mrs.
Marketing approach to education"
Jane Anderson found praise-worthy.
He said his group will "find what the Dr. Griswold found this representation
needs are" of the students who may necessary because the "marketing
be attending this institution,' Them, concept pervades every area of cam-

~:~;~i~~~~~:~~~£~
3:;::~~:~"~::~G~::

r---~:~-';g~;~;:~;
-'''-t

.Imported box cards for X-mas and ",

:Id~~

19&2

calendars and date books now availnble
Open 7 days a week

I

/8 p.m.-J,

I

p.m.

FREE!

I
I
I

S~~tth~ a ~~:!O~~~~:a~~

I alumni. Their responses wit! help the
committ .. s make '''';';00,
about
changes on the WMC campus
Every group on the campus is
represented on the Marketing Task
Force, Members of the force include

:

I

Hamburger :
New Day Copy ~Center I
: with purchase of

60% W. Main 51.
Westminster 876·7732

I

"RAINBOW"

I

$1.00 off

f.

NEW YORK, NY--Despile cuts in
stude~t aid programs, most

m. J
t
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I

•
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rainbow umbrella/tote bag
with this ad! expires 11/30/81
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(with this coap~n) ~ federal
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Eldersburg

I La-sh vat~:I~t7{gm''t
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L
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~
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-

~r~Laney,

president of Parent's

Dr..Griswold began his presentation
by teUing why me group was formed
He said, "We are faced with coping
wiltl the slope." He assured the
parents tnat although Westem Maryland College has not yet experienced
decreasing enrollment, administrators
must always look towards the future.
~~~a~~:~tsisa~~:rt~n~~

:s~~~~

Weiss, mother of

Michael Weiss,
pleased that "me
college is .eware and abreast of
problems." Mr. Jack Anderson, father
of Jacki Ander.son, junior of AMC, felt
the same way

j""~,at VlMe, was

for students
given to faculty

rI l'OU De5e,.lIe At ~~:~~~o~~~::~edn~ati~~~I~n ;:~~I~
r- Brea. roda;, ~::rlar~~~I!~~~O~c~~I~i~~S\~de~ts~:~

gifts and study supplies!

:~~~~~ira~~~n~e~~:i~~hi'~a~S10angwi::
'iberat arts continues to be emphasized."
Dr. Earl Griswold, cc-cnemnen of
the Marketing Task Force at Western
Maryland CoUege, explained the
goals of this group to a parental
audience on Perent's Day
After the parents were welcomed
by Stuart Suts, president of the Junior
class and organizer of Parent's Day,
the audience heard short welcomes
from Dr. John, Dean Mowbray, and

! Donations

Qua~erpOUndel'!
With Cheese I

Come in to see our new

channel of community amongst the
fraternities and external organizations,
as opposed to the four-channel system now employed, Moreover, the
IFC will be attempting to govern and
coordinate national and local fraternities, which are all run by different
guidelines
The disadvantages are few, and as
described by the IFC President Dave
Sutor. "The lack of interest is the only
disadvantage." He also adds that
there should not be any major problems or disadvantages aner the IFC
is formed, which should be before
spring rush.
If the presidents from all four fraternities and the IFC can overlook
their differences to achieve a common goal, one which is good for both
the college and community. the IFC
should be a success

Griswold explains MTF
to WMC parents

m~~~ ~~i::~r~~i~~~S~!P~~Fn:ds~~~
Siegel says the main difference
goals of each of the foUr subbetween the Maryland case and other
committees in Ihe Marketing Task
is one of will. Phone abuse "certainly
Force. He said that Market Segmenisn't a remarkable or unusual occurence. II's done at campuses all over
tation "studies the main market area"
the country. People participate in ripGriswold continued that this suboffs in the supposition that there's no
committee will "study to what extent
way they can get caught. Maryland's
we should implement special proone of the few cases where someone' grams to suit the needs of Itle nondecided to try to catch them."
traditional student." He also said that
Indeed, earlier this year it was
he wants to increase the Jewish
learned that hundreds of Washington,
population at Western Maryland.
p.c-eree students were making unGriSWOldsaid thai the Recruitmenl
authorized long distance calls on
:~k R~::~onw~~b~~~m;~~:Si:~
WATs lines used by various concres.
speople.
Office. He said that a major change
More recently, students around the
mat the Curriculum Innovation subcountry placed, unauthorized long committee is now planning is the poss
distance calls using wttat was falsely ible implementation of a computer scierce.
continued to page-5
The Training and Education subcommittee "wants 10upgrade skills all
across campus," according to Gris-

113 W. Main Street

l

IFC to form
Mike Kline

survey by the council for Financial
Aid to Education (CFAE),
SI)(ty-flve.percent of the 1000 college .presldents contacted by the
~a~~n~:~:a;~~hae:;:~~~r::PIY

corpa-

. Jusf five years ago, the major.ity,of
college preSidents said in a Similar
~:~E c~~:~~:e t~~~;:~t

t~e~~~~~~

aid to students
CFAE resear~h chief Anne Decker
~~~~i~~e~~:;~~

rf:rec~~:r~~id:;!~

:~~e~~~e~:~:v~o:~~~~~~nC~~~~!
enterprise
Faculty salaries have gone up only
25 percent since 1976, while the
Consumer Price Index has risen 40
b::ck:~1 ~~;~n~ut'he

same. periOd,

Decker _ a?ds fhat private businesses cont~buted about $700 million
~~rc:~~e~t~~iS;i~:9~~~, ~~=il:ab~~
year
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ROTC ups anti

Christmas mart readies
for weekend openmq

I

Ihry F.b"
Looking for a place to do some
early Christmas shopping? Perhaps
you are just looking for a place to
enjoy yourself and get off of campus.
Well, stop your search. You don't
need to go any further than your own
backyard. The Mistletoe Mart, sponsored by the Ascension Episcopal
Church of Westminster, is an event of
interest to just about everyone
The Mistletoe Mart, now enjoying its
eighlh year of success, is a gathering
of specialty shops, artists, and crattsmen all brought together under one
:fho:~:~9y~~r ~~eer~~~II:~:S~:~i~~~

and craftsmen from all over Maryland,
~~;gS~~~~~;:

~~~ini~~I~:

c;~~~

it allows one to view all the exhibits at
the mart, but it also entitles the buyer
to a chance on a hand-knitted afgan
which is raffled off during the three
day exhibition
Although many churches have
Christmas bazaars, there is something unusual about this one. Ascension Episcopal Church is rather small
and they decided met they just could
not compete with all of the other
church bazaars. Mrs. G.H. Speicher,
chairman of the Mistletoe Mart for the
past eight years, discovered a solufion.

Choristers perform
annual concert

~~~ci

~h~~~~e:~,a~iI~~~nt~~i~t=
Sherrl UnkOff
flower jewelry, pottery, soft toys, dolls
The Western Maryland College
"and a variety of other gifts. Each Choristers will present their annual fall
craftsman has been selectively etcconcert on Sunday, November 15, at
sen; there will not-be any duplicate 3 p.m. in Baker Memorial Chapel
displays.
"Missa Brevis in D." a piece deThe location of Mistletoe Mart is in signed for treble voices and the
the Ascension Episcopal Cnurch at
organ, will open the program. Singing
23 Court Street. It will be open the sec parts are Gail Laumann,
Thursday, November 12 through Sat- JoAnn Luckenbaugh
and Nina
urday, November 14. The tours of Blecher, accompanied
by Julie
the mart will be 1-9 p.m. on tnursMyers, guest performer on the oman
day; 10 am. ·9 p.m. on Friday; 10
Following this selection, "Psalm
a.m .. 5 p.m. on Saturday
110," by Galluppi, a work presented
The Mistletoe Mart is a fund raising for the first time in this area, will be
project sponsored by the women of
the church. The funds which are
rai&:ed each year help with parish projects mat are not Included in the
church budget. One such project
trom pep 4
done through Mistletoe Mart funds rep~ed to be Burt Reynolds' phone
was the restoring of the stained ass credlly. card .number.
windows in tile church. "._
The ~mah.sm department at. Iowa
The mart raises funds in several State University was f~rce to dlscon·
different ways.. To begin with, the neet two of its WATs I~nesin Septem·
artists and craftsmen whO come to ber because of conSlstant abuse of
participate in the affair pay a rental the lines.

I
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contribute by donating

food
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You are invited to attend the fall,
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Delta

~~ma~dP~~~:e~

November 20, in the Forum. For a

1

nght filled with laughs and surprises,
come
the

"

:~~tl

~_p~t

Qufcf<
Students are not often aware of the
private achievements of their profes·
sors. However, two Westem Maryland
facutty members have recenlly entered the public spotlight because of
their accomplishments Dr. Ira lepp,
professor of religious studies and Or.
Leroy Panek, professor of English
have become authors.
Dr. Zepp's book, entitled Sacred
Spaces
of Westmi~ster,
covers m~y
of the historic points of interest In
Westminster. Dr. Panek's book is
tilted Wattesus'
Sheppsrds.
It is a

:Sp%~

~~~

i~

,:e!~bo:!~

~sh:n:

I·

1981 nightclub experience, The Pur_(Sponsored by PIli Alpha Mu, Alpha
Gamma Too.
the SGA)

~~~~
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HOUSE OF LIQUORS

CarrollPl=.

be MR. We?

ir~BU~,:

Robyn

I:~=a:e~~~t

:;
f~~~V~~a~~'er~i~;::~s ~~~':a;~
factory" service in the Guard Of any
of tile reserves.
Even after one year of service,
students can start paying off the loan
at the rate of 15 percent of the
balance or $500 per year, whichever
sum is higher.
Both National Direct Student Loans
and Guaranteed Student Loans qualify repayment under the new military
plans
Any student who qualifies for repayment cSin also get into the aoccetional Assistance Program, whicn can
loan the student up to $100 per year.
To drive the point home, the "Army
National Guard is going all out to
insure that every college student is
aware" of the aid benefits, says Lt
laVrne E. Weber, chief of the Naucner Guard Bureau
The new emphasis on money mat·
ters aims to help push campus
enlistment rates over what already
has been a significant rebirth rate
since 1974.

I

Not only is this fee reasonable, since

~~~~~Y'i:o~e;:ru2~:

to become available this

~~:~~1~2~

Ka~_=:,~:::t~~:~~_"

Hoedown
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Under the Army National Guartrs
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Kitchen. Adding to the kitty is the

cca:~:~~~

month

:=st~~
;~~:'=si~~~d;~n;aad~~
which will appear in over 400 college
papers.
The military began stressing monetary student inducements in August,
at the same time President Reagan
signed into law a series of cuts in
federal student aid programs.
Dana Robertson of American University's financial aid office doesn't
think the majority of students will bite
"loan repayments average anywhere from $3 to $100 per month,
and, if you take into consideration
what you pay on normal monthly bills,
this is not a great amount," Robertson
says
"There's not enough incentive for
.
students to enlist," she concludes.
The problems at Maryland have so
Yet Lt. Col. Garnett E. Crask of the
far forced the firing Of. one student University of Tennessee ROTC notes
govemment cabinet official and the that "most" of the students joining at
disciplining of seven fOffl"lE!rofficers.... his campus "want to take advantage
Siegel says ~ eight have agreed of the financial benefits of the proto repay tile urwer,sity for the unau· gram"
thorized calls
"I'd rather see these incentives (to
enlist) than a mand~tOry draft," says

Irs all greek to me-

~::t~esa!!~t~~:t;~::~:
Phi Alph

C~SHINGTON.
D.C--The Reserve
Officer Training Corps (ROTC)
lieves the increased college money
and other armed services branches, • offered by the military was in part
which began their campus renee- taken from the college aid money cut
sance by appealing
to student
from the U.S. Department of Educadreams of adventure and mountain tion budget
climbing, are changing their acverne,
Military aid programs are in fact
ing to reflect a major new fact of some of the few college aid programs
college life: a shortage of tuition aid that were expanded this year. Conmoney
gress is allowing the Army, Navy and
ROTC and National Guard units Air Force ROTC programs to give out
now invite students to enlist in return 26.000 scholarships tIlis year, up
for scholarships or low-interest tuition from 19,000 last year.
loans that will be forgiven if students
Congress has also mandated lrnremain in the armed forces a certain pressive increases for the National
period of time. The military will start Guard. The new aid packages are

:~~:~:d
=;al~r. 1~~;~n~illH~9~~~
meier professor of music
"Psalm 137." by Loeffer, will begin
the second half of the program and
will be followed by four songs from
Vaughn Williams' "Folk Songs of the
Four Seasons," as the finale. The
songs, taken from the section entitled
"Winter," will include texts appropriate for the Christmas Season.
The Western Maryland College
Choristers will be conducted by EveIyn Hering assistant professor of
music. The Nov. 15 concert is free
and open to the public

Ph one p 10 t a t U .

~
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Why not have a Christmas bazaar
using outside talent? A church in
Middleburg, Virginia, where a friend
of Mrs.-Speicher attended, had Slone
this type of thing with great success
Why wouldn't this type of bazaar
succeed in Westminster? Of course,
the answer is that it has ~rked. The
Mistletoe Mart now has quite a reputation and Iast year attracted a crowd
Of.approximately 5000 people. Don't
miss out on some pre-holiday excitement. Join the gala crowds this
weekend, November 12·14 al the
Mistletoe Mart.
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critical1914
studyto of1940.
the Dr.
detective
from
Paneknovel
was I
awarded a distinguished
literary
honor, the Edgar Anan Poe Award, for
his book.
In order to give the public a chance
to meet these authors, the Carroll
County Arts Counqil is sponsoring an
open reception in tile professors'
honor. Jhere will be copies of both
boOks at the reception, and Dr
Panek and Dr. Zepp will be available
to· sign copies. The reception is this
Sunday, November 15, from 3-5 p.m
at the CarrOllCounty Arts Center, 129
E. Main St., in Westminster

Auto Discount Center, Inc.

CarroU Plau Shoppinll Center

Bring this ad in an receive:
$1.00 off Large Pizza
50(: off Small or Medium Pizza·

Priced Below Wholesale
For WMC Students!
Stanley Dill

848.4199

Rt. 225
Indian Head, Md_

OlU Ahead for Takeout Orders

876·3550

expires
11/18/81
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Aid setbocks

~

MONTGOMERY, AL--So far, college'
isn't wttat . she expected. Federal
student aid cutbacks have left her
S266 per quarter short of her expensee at Alabama Slate University. To
save money, she lives n a $12.50 per

I

Smith who, in the ensense of private
help, may not have the money to reenroll next term
Such worries plague all campuses
this fall, but no schools are harder hit
by the federal cuts than Alabama

:m~~,

-

_

black colleges

cit

Consequently, this first quarter of
her college career may be her last. '"
need a miracle," she says
But Dcrenda Adams, _fI.labama
State's fi,nancial aid director, doesn't
see a miracle coming

November 12, 1981

;:
ca~~~~ga ~~tu~y
den~ R~:~~
:~idt~n~~'~n p~~~~~ ~~a~~y_"~~C:eCO~,~~e~h:~o~~~~~
6Yef1 if she could, the 18-year-old contributors make up the defici!~ left . country
freshman worries that she's not up to by federal student aid cuts. She
Black colleges, which draw stu.
the strain of working and going to estimates there are a~
200 other
dents from relatively poor sectors of
school.
Alabama State students hke Cynthia
the economy, expect to start losing
sltldents rapidly. Some students, like'
ACROSS
\
(Dipper
Smith, might drop out. Others are
5 PreposlUon
transferring to larger, cheaper public
1 Saute
6 Devoured
colleges. Administrators worry that
4 Burden
7 Transaction
there might not be enough students
aSp.tltle
81nsect
11~1on
9Fllheggs
left to keep the black campuses open
·12 Poker stake 10 Ventilate
in any worthwhile form
13 Luau rare
11 Singing voice
Clark College in Atlanta, for exam1( French article 16 Three-toed
pie, lost about 100 students this fall,
15 Insane
lIoth
"most" of whom' Switched to state
17 Simpler
18 Witnessed
schools, according to Financial Aid
11 Man's nick·
20 Canine
name
22 Tolled
Director Marian Wilkes
21 Sick
25Tatter
Alabama State's enrollment is down
FROM. COLLE.GE
23 Young boy
27 Scottish cap
by one percent. Delaware State Col24 Aroma
29 Goal
PRE<SS SERVICE
H Consume
30 Baam
21 Sport
321nlavoror
31 Opening
304 Condensed
46Clolh
59 As written:
33 Evil
moisture
m..... re
Mus.
35 Inlet
36 Greek letter
tn>m ....
2
48 Drunkard
60 Ordinance
36 Babylonian
37 Be til
50 Passageway 61 ArId
better, but different. These individuals
dalty
39 Grain
52 Weird
63 Base
made some very good suggestions
36 Made neat
40 Physician:
53 Linger
67 Negalive prewhich Mr. Hojt refused to consider
41 Pronoun
colloq.
55 Rlverduek
fi,
He did ask them to work for the
(2 Gratuity
43 PrOC8Ulon 57 Greek letter 69 Pronoun
paper. Not surprisingly they didn't.
It is fascinating how Mr. Holt can
47WoeWOfd
defend free speech and state that
(9 Beverage
"the WMC footb\1I team cannot take
51 Hint
as much criticism as they can give
.. Dooa,
out," when he cannot take any at all
58 Plunge
(although if you are reading this it is a
step in the right di!ection). He speaks.

CROSS

WORD
PUZHE

lege and Langston University report
"slight" declines this
while Tuskegee Institute's student popultion fell
by seven percent.
."We could be in much worse shape
next year." observ~s Dr. Walter Sapp,

teu.

Tuskegee's dean of student affairs.
Eighty percent
Howard's 'student
depend on aid to get through school
At Delaware State, it's 70 percent.
compared to 79 percent at Clark, 75
percent at Langston, and 90 percent
at Tuskegee and at Winston-Salem
State University.
As a result, there is widespread
bittemess toward the Reagan aomlnistration on predominantly black campuses. An estimated 30,000
black
students rallied in 15 states in midOctober on Black Colleges Day. The
mood
at many marches was angry
The demonstrations were organized
by New York television personality
Tony Brown, who last year organized
a WashinQton. D.C. Black Collp'"le~

of
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An d more criticism
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word is "Our"
Kind of like a royal "we"

-

tW St..te; Abbr.
85Voungst

of Mr. Walker:s "freedom that permits
his article to appear." Appear, yes,
but only when it can be shot down in
bolder print in the same issue
Alas, the dialectic does not exist in
Mr. Hart's world, a land where all
constructive criticism, becomes personal attack. And thus, The Phoenix,
like any state
system, can anly

Day and - praised tben-canoictate
Reagan for being "the only (presidential contender) to talk about how the
Department of Education's desegregation policy is weakening black
colleges"
d:sh~r~~:;iO~r:~c~~i~~~~u~~ns:~~
slow fade to white" among black
colleges.
Reagan's current plan to campensate for federal aid cuts by surring
private contributions to black colleges
hasn't raised much hope
even
at relatively-prosperous HOW.
ard University in Washington, D.C.,
where enrollments are "about the
same" as last year, "next year will be
another story," predicts Registrar
Cecil A. Franklin.
....
Dr. Haywooa L. Wilson or winstonSalem, while more upbeat than his
colleagues on other black campuses,
sees the cutbacks as a threat to
black social mobility _
"We're telling i;llack people that
education is the way to self-actualizanon and the attainment 01 their
dreams, and we're telling the system
that it's cheaper in the long run to
education people than it is to jail
them," he says.
"Students cannot understand why
these reductions in aid to education
are being stressed so strongly," says
Clark's Wilkes. "They are tomorrow's
leaders, yet they can't stay in school
and they can't get a job. What are we
supposed to do? We're out on the
street. I don't see any way out"
For now, she tells her students to
apply for loans "and hope to get a
job after graduate and pay back the
monev.'

Poetry.

..

86 SMd coating
II LeaYflout
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71 H.-p
72 Tiny

TltE VOICE OF THE RAIN

RUNNERS

HIGHSI

DOWN

And who art thou? said 1 to the soft-falling ~er,

IU.alec!
2 Scale note
3 Sweet potato

Which, strange to tell, gave me an answer, as here
translated;
.
I am the Poem of the Earth, said the voice of the rain,
Etemall rise impalpable out of the land and bottomless

see.
Upward to heaven, whence, vaguely formed, altogether
changed, and yet the same.
I descend to lave the drouths, atomies, dust-layers
of the globe,
And all lila! in them without me were seeds only, latent.
unbom;
And forever, by day and night, I give back life to my
own origin, and make pure and beautify it;
(For song, issuing from its birtn..place, after fulfillment,
wandering,Reck'd or unreck'd, duly willl love returns.)

Clouds, crowds, and hording masses gather,
Thought masses, body masses, solid color
mobile masses gather,
Masses running, riding, driving, flying, and fleeing,
at the crack of the gun!
Hordes and armies, armies and hordes, running,
embodied, enveloped, pursued, and in pursuit,
In pursuit of , of what?!,
Finishing 5 miles? definitely,
A mystical liberation? certainly,
But most probably? Interna' Collec:tlveneu,
(We all seek it don't we?) (or do we?)
Ridge, rift. and mountain, bridge, road and rabbit
trail,
Can one really separate lIle obstacles, challenges
or principles of terrains mental from those
physical?
Hills are hills, and victory is victory,
(And togelller they make the same music).
Every man's a runner,
And every runner has his hjlls and highs,
Runners Highslll

Walt Whitman
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Ihe

past departs; no truth or goodness
re~lized by man ev.er dies...bul is all
stili here, and ... llves and works
!h,c'gh "dl,,, ch"ge,"
Thomas Carlyle
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Benin _art to 'obo' scattered
r

MelanIe Clippinger
"The Tribal Eye: Kingdom on
Bronze," a film in the WMC art
department
tum series, was
presented on November 4 in Memorial Hall 106. The film explored the
sophisticated bronze casting used by
the Benin tribe. $185,000 _ the greatest sum ever paid for a piece of tribal
art - was paid for a piece of Benin

was needed by the Benin for their
in Nigeria. It is still ruled by the oba _
bronze casting. The scarcity of metal
though he is no longer an absolute
led to the unique Benin slyfe of the
ruler. Today law is administered by
bronzes. Since metal must be used
courts but many still seek solutions
sparingly artwol1<swere created with
thru the oba and will abide by what
a delicate, eggshell-like layer of
he says."
bronze.
.
Once made only for the cbe
The rest of the world marvelled at
"bronze figures are still cast - for
these "newly discovered" artwol1<s- tourists and people of the town. "The
could the Benin have created these
craft is an hereditary one."
sophisticated pieces?
The Benin bronzes are made using
"The Tribal Eye" traced the histOlY
'Io help pay for the expedition into
the "lost wax" technique. Basically,
of the western world's "discovery" of Benin, the British put the captured
the process involves molding a sheet
these sophisticated artworXs.
bronzes on sale. As a result, the
of beeswax around a core of rough
In 1897 a British expedition arrived treasures of Benin are now scattered
clay. Detail is then carved into the
near Benin - a remote kingdom in the throughout the ~rtd in many muwax, thin wax strips may be added
West African forest. The expedition seums. None of these treasures have
The finished wax figure is covered
ventured into Benin territmy against ever been retumed to the palace
with clay. When dry the base is
all warning not to enter during the shrine at Benin
scraped clean to expose the ring of
Benin's sacred ceremony. Before
"The Tribal Eye" pointed out that .wex, wax rods form channels into the
reaching their destination the expedi- today Benin is "one of the main cities
clay into which molten metals may
tion was ambushed by Benin tribes-

._.

men. II is agreed that the cce - the
tribal king - had no knowledge of this
planned ambush
As punishment for the African attack, the British gathered a force of
1500 men to march to Benin. Once
there, soldiers took treasures from the
palace shrine - where they found
wooden and ivory sculptures and
above a11...bron:zes.
These bronze figures and plaques
were improtant to the kingdom of
Benin - for any event of importance
was recorded on them. The 1,000 or
SO plaques taken portray the Benin
court at the height of its glory and
POW"
Some 0\ these plaques showing
Portuguese figures are so highly
crafted that It is possible to date the
plaque by studying details of the
Portuguese costume. The Portuguese
came to Benin seeking ivory, pepper
and slaves of which the oba supplied
them with in return for metal. Metal

Oratoria
performed
Jeff fNzer .
The Western

Maryland

Music Department
~st~p:~~~an:

will

College

begin

the

aO~~caIB:~

over- world

flow into the mold. Next, the mold is
heated so that the wax melts and
may be poured out. Molten metal Is
now poured into the mold filling the
space left by the wax. This is the
most crucial point of the process for
there is always the poSSibility that the
mold might crack. Now the Benin
make oHerings to their "god of iron."
When cool the sandy covering is
cleaned off leaving the metal figure.
The WMC film series, sponsored by
the art department, was an idea
conceived of by art history professor,
Dr. Julie IBadiee I. Dr. 'Badiee I explained that she felt that there
"weren't enough interesting films on
art subjects" being presented on
campus and also that the series
would "add to the cultural atmasphere" at WMC

Professor aenoee chooses part of
the series' films in conjunction with
her classes and part for general
interest. Next fall she plans to include
films on 20th century artists. Any
suggestions lor future frlms or topics
are welcome.
.
The last two films of this season will
be the November 18 presentation of
"The Isfahan of Shah Abbas" about
the 17th century city of Persia rebuilt
by Shah Abbas, and "The Traditional
World of Islam: The Patterns of
Beauty"
an introduction to the
Islamic visual arts. Both films will be
shown at 8:00 in Memorial 106. All
are invited to attend
For further information contact Dr.
Julie raectee at 848-7000,
ext. 598.

Plot thickens for Joe end family
Jody IIoniIOn
A Darin the Death of Joe Egg, by
Peter Nichols, is me second play to
be performed this semester at WMC.
This two-act "British black comedy,"
directed by TIm Weinfeld, is an
excellent choice to represent the
International Year of Disabled Persons.
The characters include a small
family consisting of Joe Egg, the
epileptic child (Lori McCoy): her parents, Brian (Rob MqQuay) and Sheila

(Stacey Pfeifer); and her grandmother
Grace (Betsy MitChell). Also involved
are their friends Pam (Meghan
Steeves) and Freddie (David Crowe)
The drama takes place in the present
in Brian and Sheila's home where
they are all gathered
The main plot is based on the
Interactions 01 the characters cooceming their feelings about the olsebled child, Joe. They each have
created different methods of solving
the problems caused by Joe, and

Stone gets taste of
French life

they also differ in how they present
the ideal child since she is incapable
their suggestions.
of causing problems. Grace is jealous
The action begins when Brian reubecause Sheila took her son away
nites with his old high school friend,
from her, and therefore does not
Freddie. rreoee.oecioes that it is his
approve of their marriage. Each charduty to help Brian with his problems
acter's separate stance seems to
about Joe, whether or not anyone
resolve nothing, but at the end of the
values his opinions. Freddie does
play, the characters have united in
help the family, by getting Sheila an displaying' the importance and neacting job to keep her life busy and
cessity of A Day in the Death of Joe
fulfilled. This act seems to cause a Egg.
strain on Sheila and Brian's marriage,
A Day in the Death of Joe Egg will
more strain than is already present. be performed November 20, 21 and
Brian already feels guilty because of 22 on Mainstage, Alumni Hall. Tickets
Joe and Sheila asks herself the are free to students, staff and facully
common question. "Why me?"
and are available at the information
Brian's mcmer, Grace, sees Joe as desk

ChrJa V.ughan

Studying abroad can be one of the
most valuable experiences in a lifetime. It was indeed valuable for
'senior Jeff Stone who studied at the
Sorbonne, a well-known university in
Paris. The trip lasted from August of
last year until May and included two
semesters of study.
Stone was temporarily enrolled in
Central College of Iowa for the purpose of the trip, 'Ntrich organized 40

Jeff Stone lived in' a dormitory used
mainly by French students; only 15 or
100 were American, which created an
atmosphere of French culture. His
roommate was a natlve, so speaking
French became as natural as drinking
wine at dinner. "My fluency increased
a thousand fold," said Stone
The organizers 01 this Parisian experience arranged for excursions at
special rates to French cities and

~n::

entertainment in Paris. The Chateau

=~~:::

~~;~=r:

in Paris. There were levels of study
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Slone travelled extensively by train

:~
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~~ ~~s~ibtl~~~gst~h~ Paris, he enrolled in an intensive
of Christmas. The six cantatas corre- French course talJQht at Al1iance

~~~~~d,
~~I~e~~~:in
~~t~~~
lar stopping in Sicily, Rome, Munich,

spend to the six ~ys
of the ~~=sean~
~~:~:e~~~~~s
h:
Christmas season.
The Bach Christmas Oratorio will be the Sorbonne
were all taught in
performed by a chorus of eighty-five French and involved a great deal of
voices consisting of tt-e WMC College wol1<.
Choir, faculty and staff, and people
''There was no creelit given for class
from Westminster and the surround- participation nor quizzes, only a final
lng area. Frederick Urrey, a graduate exam, so this made them much more
student at Peabody Conservatory
difficult."
Stone. He studied
who is working fOi his doctor of undar a program called Le Cors de
musical arts degree, will be the tenor Civilisation
Francaise by taking
soloist
French classes in literature, political
In consisting
addition to of
theWMC
choir,students
·and orcheshistory.
tra,
and ' science_Bnd
---

London, and his birth place, Nuremberg, West Germany
Stone found that visiting a foreign
country is a unique and valuable
experience. "A trip to France is good
for just about everybody. They don't
even have to be a French major
because it not only involves the study
of the French language but also a
new world" Stone continued, "It's
always good to learn about a different
culture and 11- gave my studies a
whole n~r~~tive"
"""' .... _-_,

said~

1-

faculty, people from the surrounding
area and member of the Baltimore
Symphony OrChestra will provide the
acCompaniment. The Oratorio will be
under the direction of Mrs. Peggy
Brengle who is the chorus director for
both We.stem Maryfand and South
Carroll High SchoQl.
Remember, the Bach Christmas
Oratorio 'will be held in Baker Mem0rial Chapel and will start at 8 p.m.
~~/~
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Harvey Stone ·burned
I at hands
of youths
I

pavilion that evening, Said that the
Westminster youths caused the fire
According to the witness, who was
among several WMC students that
security,
the Westminster
Fire Departarrived at the pavilion at 11 p.m. on
ment extinguished
a small fire on the
pavilion roof at Harvey Stone Park
Friday evening, the youths had atready built a fire in one of the
early last Saturday
morning
The fire company
responded
to the
lireplaces
and placed
several
call, after the fire was reported to a
benches from the golf course around
guard
at about 12:30 a.m. According
the fireplace
to the fire officials and Westminster
"There were about four boys and
City Police officers at the scene, two girls standing around the firesparks from a fire started in the
place and drinking beer. We know
pavilion fireplace escaped from the
that they were local youths, because
chimney
and set the wooden
shingle
some of them were wearing Westminroof aflame
ster High School Varsity Letter Club
According
to the police,
there were
jackets," sl!_idthe student. some WMC students
and local youths
The WMC students made a fire in
at the pavilion when the fire in the the other fireplace and cooked the
fireplace
was burning, When the fire
hotdogs and marshmellows they
started burning out of control, they
planned to eat that evening. They
fled the scene.
noticed that the high school youths
An investigator from the Maryland
became noisier and disorderly
Rre Marshall's
office was called
in to
According to the student, at one
examine
the debris
from the fire. The
point in the evening, a couple of them
fire investigator, John R. Erp Jr.,
went out for more beer and returned
made an initial determination that the
to the pavilion, They continued to act
fire damage to the pavilion did not
in a noisy and disruptive manner. At
appear to be caused by arson, this time, some of the WMC students
Earp's investigation of the pavilion
left the park and returned to their
revealed fresh ashes in both firedorms
places and a hote burned in the roof
~fter a while, they started making
by the fire. The roof fire was caused
the fire bigger. They were putting
by sparks from the chimney settling
anything they had, paper, anything, in
on the wood shingles.
the lire. The whole fireplace was a
An eyewitness to. the activity at the
massive flame, I told them that they
Robert Holt
Responding

I

I

1

to a call

from

campus

SGA
Greeks
In forum talks
1

I

Keith L. AmoI_E
A week ago today, November 12,
over 100 persons gathered at 6:30
p.m. to discuss Greek life on campus. The meeting; held in McDaniel
Lounge was supposed to be a Student-Faculty open discussion. untertunately, few faculty attended
The group, which was overwhelmingly Greek, discussed the Greek
system for over an hour. There was
disagreement on almost all the specifics, but there was unanimous
agreement on one thing: that Greek
life was essential to the student life at
WMC
Teresa Baker, president of the SGA,
opened the meeting with a brief
statement to dismiss concern that the
Greek system was to be disbanded.
Baker explained that she had heard
of nothing along triose lines
The meeting then opened up to a
discussion of the goals of Greek .Iife
Jenny Rlbey, president of Phi Alpha
Mu, stated the goals of that sorority
as being many-fold, They inctuded
having fun, promoting pride, fundraising and service projects.
Pam Peterson, president of the
Inter-Sorority Council, stated, "Social
life revolves around the Greek life."
She went on to say that SGA eHorts,
such as Forum parties, would fail
without Greek support.

Many people commented on how
difficult it is to get to krow people
outside of Greek life. Matt Baker felt
that membership in Phi Delta Theta
(or any Greek Organization) gave one
a "sense of belonging, and something to work for"
Other benefits of Greek life were far
reaching. Laurie Mather (Delta Sigma
Kappa) suggested that Greek life
helped to "expand your talents, improving the entire campus," Char1ie
Tangiers (Gamma Beta Chi) added
that fraternity life "builds character,
and responsibility, which is one of the
goals of the college"
Pam Peterson brought up her concern that there was a certain "negativism on behalf of the faculty,"
concerning Greek life. Ken Herman
(president of the Betes) commented,
"Everyone recognizes that there are
problems, the tum-out stows our
concern, I think it is an insult that
faculty did not show to work with us
toward some positive goals." Jeanne
Higbee, director of counseling and
career services (and one of the few
staff members present) stated, "I do
think it is unfortunate that the faculty
did not show up"
Other discussico concerned the
formation of a Pan-Hellenic Council.
consisting of members of each tra-

-c:o!!Hn~

on page-T

were making the fire too big and it
would get out of control," said the
student
One of the persons returning from
Harvey Stone Park reported the local
youths' reckless handling of the fire to
a security guard at 12:30 a.m. Saturday. The guard walked out to Harvey
Stone Park to check the complaint
Around 1 a.m. the remaining college students at the pavilion left the
park. According to the student witness, they extinguished the fire they
had buill "to just a few coals,"
cleared the area of wood and flammable debris, and swept a three foot
area in front of the fireplace clean
"The high school youths were still at
the pavilion when we left, and the fire
was still raging," said the student.
The security guard arrived at the
pavilion shortly after the college student left, The guard observed some
contInued
on page 5

Andy Chang
Poulble

dlNster

became only minor damage

Students' fears arise,
In recent incidents
Dan Trollinger
Recently. a series of criminal incidences errupted 00 campus, which
fortunately did not result in any
serious personal injuries, but nevertheless left a definite mackof concern
in the students and administrators.
These incidences consisted of verbal
and mild physical assaults (not attempted rape) on several female
students and' subsequently caused
numerous rumors to filter through the
campus community. The purpose of
this article is to inform students and
discuss the pertinent factors involved
in this issue.
The original episode occurred over
a week ago when a female student
was jogging on the road that runs
behind campus around 7 p.m
She was stopped by a young man,
about 19, who assaulted her with
verbal obscenities, threats and made
a gesture towards physical contact
which she avoided by running away
and screaming. Both the police and
campus security were called by her
head resident and she demonstrated
a willingness to, "be cooperative in
anyway."
However, campus security never
came which may be a result of a
communication problem, no! incompetency, since the procedure for
contacting them has been changed
Every security guard now carries a
walkie-talkie and can be contacted
through the information desk from 412 p.m. and after 12 a.m. by calling
their answering service number. This
procedure is a change from the
former system, nonetheless, both the
head resident and the victim were
under the impression that security
was coming
The other incidences occurred on
Wed. November 11 between 8:25
and 10 p.m. when six different female

students were verbally assaulted by
the same young man. This time
security was contacted successfully,
arrived as soon as possibly, and
June uta. one of the guards,
recorded the suspect's license number. Subsequently, the city police
apprehended him. The man, who is
not a student, was arrested and
charged with assault' and battery, but
then released on his own recognizance. These are the facts reported by
students and security director Bob
Fasano
The occurrence of these incidences
is not necessarily an indicator of a
security problem on campus, Commenting on the security guards Bob
Fasano said, "we are here to serve,
not be a police force." This statement
is not so much a defense of current
criticism directed at the limited effectiveness of the security system as it is
a recognilion of their responsibilities
Fasano also stresses the need for
cooperation between security and
students, but does not feel a need for
more personnel.
However, none of this serves to
minimize the importance of student
safety and the problems uncovered
by this whole situation, Why aren't
students informed of incidences such
.ae this? In these circumstances the
jstcoents indicated a willingness to
cooperate and communicate with security, but both the security department and the administration doesn't
seem to be reciprocation in this
matter.
When asked why such a low profile
Iwas kept regarding this issue security

'director Bob Fasano said the reason
was to prevent rumors and so people
don't twist the facts. He also admitted
that there was administrative pressure
to keep bad college publicity from
coming out. The desire of the administration to maintain the public image
of the college is understandable, but
where is the line drawn between
suppressing negative publicity and
informing the students of a possible
threat to their personal safety?
The student involved in the original
incident stated, "They have a responcontinued on page 3

Loans
processed
Union Trust Company of Maryland
is now processing applications for
student loans from any post-secondary school student rf!siding in Maryland
Application forms may be obtained
from any of Union. Trust's 79 branch
offices or from the Maryland Higher
Education Loan Corporation
Thus far in t981, Union Trust has
processed over 14,000 individual student loans and is today the largest
student lender in Maryland.
For students or parents interested
in learning more about the bank's
student loan programs, the Union
Trust Student Loan Fact Sheet, is now
available free of charge. To receive a
copy, interested persons should contact the bank's student loan department. (301) 332-5709

Congratulations to the Paneks
on the birth of Claire Eleanor

The

Phoenix

.Letters to the Editor

Constitution. reform

Security or cover up

After a full year and a half in revislcn. the student
Government Association Constitution is finally ready for
approval by the student body. Please dump it! The new

I Dear Editor:
is just plain fantasy. When there is an
Each weekwe are bombarded with individual who is placing a threat
rumors of vandalism and crimes com- against the safety of the students on

constitutional change_s are unnecessary, inconsequential, and

~~~:n:sc::P~~~~tt~~~h:s

do nOiOm~:~i~h~i~~,rpC~s:nSgt~~
~~i~~et~~,;~~~ i'~~~~:he:~"is
absurd. It wouldn't be worth the trouble to have the article
retyped. The idea that this is necessary assumes some kind of
discrimination toward females. The SGA proves how nonsensical.such an accusation is based upon the present status quo:
- three of the five elected officers being female (for the second
year in a row).
The next change is almost as silly as the first; I am
referring to making all council committee chairs official

~~~P~:n s~~~ti~; ~y"~~~~e:c::~~~';

~r~~:s~b~::~td~:a::(~O~~I~O~

;nO:~~' i~sS~:~

the consequences
party's behavior.

There won't be any posses formed, it
just makes good sense to let the

s~=~~r'~:~~Yt~S

executive council members instead of ex-officio members. This
is merely semantics; the chairs are and have been full
members for years. Both the above points ignore an idea
stronger than the constitution-precedence.
'

~~:

01 the guilty
t~;:r~tua~e~:iC:

~~ ac~~~~~~~~~~

~t~~n;~rmt~~t;xi~~~

campus realize

campus as to what has actually
occurred. The lack of maintenance of
contingencies on this campus is
disgraceful
Recently a man was apprehended

This campus, fike any other community, has its dangers. Some stu- I
dents are still naive to this, all the
more reason they should be informed. We must seriously reevaluate

~~alc=~
~~r!~p~:~~i~~S~;iP~7;~
of this man had been known, and in
addiUon, his vehicle was also known.
This information was not passed to

~~:~IV~~y~n~~~r ~~tio~;m~~i~~a~~~
does not seem to understand is that
what occurs on this campus' does not
always occur on other campuses,

One of the few changes with merit is the change :ns:~~tk=Yth~r
t::!;:;~~r
~~i~
requiring senate approval for potential student-faculty commit- individual and prevent any tragedies
tee members. This change would make the appointments more from occurring. This continued avoid.
open; it would be difficult to find more than twenty people on erce of controversy and publicity is
campus who know the present member of these committees. not only unfortunate, but also a
But the necessity for these changes would seem to express di~~:eone pays his/her tuition they.
some dissatisfaction with past nominees, an occurrence out 01"- are making an investment. It makes
touch with reality, in fact, the past nominees have been good economical sense to protect
outstanding. These- changes would also needlessly lengthen this investment. However, the anger
the time period for confirmation with only limited benefits
that I feel goes a lot further
The final major change shouldn't even require a
In not treating the students as

~;:po~fs.i~:lityd;~'-chi~n~~
s~~ati~~. :~
dents let your parents know what
goes on here!
vours truly,
Thomas LaRosa

foul use
of logic

'1'

constitutional change. Changing the date of election of officers

~~~!ts~~~sr:~::i~l~

~~n~~~uti~~'~wi~~~~~~ s~o~~e n:I~~tio~av:h~U~~nh~~~inb~:~'

::

variable depending on the elections committee's preferenceand a vote of the senate confirming the date.

had such a rise in the vandalism. The
property 01 this campus is not

After viewing the proposed

changes made to the

~~~~~~~on~p~ha~e~ti.99;~!~~:~~e:ord~ej~~~in~o~:

~I~:~g~~

ft~~:

~:~h~~st

~~i~~~enct~~

~~n~~~e~m~~~~

o;r~~:u~~n~~=t,

:I~~er

Ch~::eU~;~~:n:~e:;:dn~~r~~~ou~

~~~r~d~t~;:two basic flaws in William
Kreller's article 01

12 November

enti-

:~e~~s~~~:
f\~:P~~p~::t~~'iC;~W::
taking the Bible out of context and
th;h~~r~l~e;h~~d ~o:n~~~~~ ~~ti~i~
type of discussion. The Bible's con.

accomplishing what they were set out to accomplish. The
changes were intended to change a constitution which was

dog will learn to urinate outside if
there have been certain responses

:~g:~~gn~~u~:f~~~~y ~~~d:r~~~:~~
Furthermore the statement, " 'and eye

considered of very poor quality and in serious need of revision,

~:i~:.

~~san;a~~~'~~

---\rne;ig~~~~n~a~~a~oann~i~ a~ayl~atyh:c~~~np~i~~
;~~esp~~pt~~e
~~~
which they were originally conceived, and thus, should be
rejected.
'"

I

~o~t;~:~td~:~

:!~~~:~:~~

~:tte~d~gi~i~rgati~~~U~d
a~n~~

n:~

the other buildings. The placing of
aescetic factors over those of safelY

~It:t~t~~.

aJ:~~

5:38-40,in its entirety states, "You
have heard that it was said, 'an eye
for an eye and a tooth for a tooth',
but I say to youdo not resist one who
is evil, but it anyone strikes you on
the right cheek turn to him the other
also;"
KreHer improperly. uses inductive
logic when he overextends the right
01sell-defense of the individual to the

right df self-defense of society He
contends that in some instances the
indiyidual is justified in killing for self
defE[lse. But he incorrectly conclude
that society's only means of self
cetense" is through capital punish
men!.
There are two other reasons wh
capital punishment is wrong. Th
justice system of the United Stales i
far from certect." therefore, an inn
cent person could be wrongly sen
tenceo to death. People who are i
favour of capital punishment Ire
quently cite its use as a oetezent t
crime. If this was the case, whe
capital punishment was in effect
there should have been a lower crim
rate. However, this did not occur
Capital punishment is not just - it i
another form of incivilized revenge
Brian Kemlag
Ann Kar

Courcqeous
deed
Dear Editor
I would like to express my appre
dation of the apology letter of Ro
Hall, published in the Nov. 5 issue 0
The Phoenix. I think it took a lot 0
courage to send in a letter like tha
openly confessing the mistake h
made. I think that a lot of us coul
learn from his example in being abl
to face, admit and see restitution fo
our errors.
His may have been an outwardly,
more drastically error than most of u
are used to committing, but neverthe-less none of us are without teun in
the area. Our very complacency
towards destructiveness is as nearly
grave an error as the destructiveness
is itself. Both can lead to the grave
(A little pun there.)
While I'm here, I'd also like to say
that I thought that that open air
evangelist Cliff Knechtly also displayed -an admirable amount of courage and zeal in expressing his beliefs
so openly, regardless of the fact that
I may not agree with him on all
points. The convictions he displayed
in attempting to do what he believed
in is something we can certainly learn
from, if not his words
Dan Wilson
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L Arnold
To state my case bluntly, I would

l
I

I

~~7'

a~uta~,W:~n~~aW~i~~a~yallih:

I Central Committee of Conscientious
Objectors. The title was misleading
I as well, it should have been "ceca
Draft Evasion Advice"
First of ail, the article's argument
was purposely invalid and based on
I statements thai were laken out of
context. The author (whom we will
call Mr. X) complains that Justice
Aehnquist's and General t-1cCree's
view Ina! "you can', separate Ihe
questions of registration and the
draft", Contradicts with government
"propaganda" that describes registration and the draft as separate
actions
There is no contradiction. Justice
Rehnquist's statement was taken out
of context from a court decision. The
case concemed the charge of discrimination against the registration
process because women were not
involved. Rehnquist is merely stating
that one does not register women for
possible military emergency, when
government policy dictates that they
not be used. Hence, "you cannot
separate" the two questions

I

I ' R~~;~~~~~onh~~~ne~

I

~
I

I

~:Unnddr~~;

quite a wIlile, and, by most paranoid
time tables, we should be at war
(immorally,.of course) by now. W~ are
not. W!1:hor Wlthout registration, It stili
takes the same Congressional action
to bring about a draft. CCCD suggests that "Draft induction may be
closer than you think." Despite one
million Soviet draftees a year, as well
an mandatory service in many countries _ from Sweden to Israel - I see
no movement in Congress to reinstate
the draft.

I Quotable
Quote

I

My second complaint concerns the
whole idea of "conscientious objector" as expressed in the article
Although "Mr. X" defines a conscientious objector as "someone who is
opposed to participating in war on
the basis of .deepfy held moral,
ethical, or religious beliefs", the purpose 01 the article denies this defininon. The article states that "the
classification is available to the great-.
est number of young people." By
definition this cannot be true. Conscientious objector status is only available to the conscientious objector someone who actually has the deep
moral beliefs of the definition. These
beliefs do not strike like lightning at a
call to arms. They exist, with or
without registration, with or without a
draft, and with or without war.
I am simply not convinced that ali
that many members of our little

Corey N. Mann
For three years, I have wondered
why I am a Biochemistry major. After
all, I did have to take philosophy,
psychology, history and sociOlogy,
theater and english. This itself did not
bother me a whole lot, but when you
consider that everyone else only had
to take seven credits from my major
departments, and I had to put up with
21 credits of everyone elses sluff.
then there is something wrong here.
Well to make me even more bewildered, I have had to listen to these
psueoo" on non-science majors complain atoct.me difficulty of statistics.
Thats all well and good, but at least
25 percent of all physics and chemistry labs involve statistical data analysis. And to get this data to analyze;
complex mathematics is almost as
important as your pen.
All group one departments oHer
watered down courses for the benefit
of the rest of the campus. Essential

~~:~~e~~m~~~i~ :ra~~t~~~:ew~~::~
not the Utopia we would like it to be
Pacifism, arms limitation, and world
brotherhood are fine ideals. But they
cannot be achieved by example. The
goal of world peace, tempered with
the survival"of what I feel is a pretty
good country, will not be achieved by
a unilateral creation of ploughshares

~~cu~i~ T~~:~ a~~~at~:~c:~cu~~~
Physics. I have heard it rumored Ihat
it may become even simpler when
Phun PhySics is offered
I have a great deal of respect for
the economics department for offering a less intense introductory econ.
for my benefit, but unfortunately il
came three years too late

~~~~r~~~V:~~lu=ksana;~i~~~it::~~

"ceca Draft Advice." Needless to
I say, I disagree
Not that I have anything against the
principle of a conscientious objector

Match the Quote with it's author
t.) Man is a slave to his bogus self.
2.) No work: No credit.
3.) Nag, Nag, Nag.
Clint Eastwood in, The Gauntlet.
B.) Nietzsche, From Ecce Homo, we
think
C.) Dr. Heriocker, on a students
chem test-1979
A.)

.Anti-rope

--'

sibility to the students to keep them
aware of possible dangers."
In this series of incidences students
were not made aware of me facts. As
a result, tumors circulated that there
was an attempted rape somewhere
on the golf course and an underlying
sentiment 01 lear and concern
evolved from students' limited knowledge. !f the administration and security department
had presented
inlormation about mese occurrences r
factually, in a low key manner to
caution students, especially the female population, the exaggerated
rumors would be dispelled and the
general state of fear would be minimlzed. Encouraging students to walk
or jog with a partner in well lit areas
would be some preventitive measures
to reduce the possibility of future
problems.
Another teeter involved in this issue
that needs to be considered is the \,
attitude of the security department

WeslMaIn Sireet
Westminster, Md.
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Test troubles
YoQ
It's 2 a.m. according to your deluxe
Big Ben alarm clock and as you
cower over micro-economics,
accounting, statistics and american IiI.,
feeling of despair aronoceressness
sweeps over you. Why didn't you
pace it out better? Why did you take
such an excruciating course load?
Why DID you come to college anyway?
A stack of your finest styrofoam
china ringed with tab, coffee, tea eno
other stimulants line your - desk top
and garbage can. Illuminating yourroom is one 00 wan light bulb that
hangs naked over your desk, squaring off a private secucn of the room

.Aflsji

a

course

Your roommate lies asleep in the
rest of the darkness and you curse
mem for having the nonchalance of
not caring, wishing sometimes you
could do the same. In a distant room
some people are engaging in some
late night festivities, and as if on cue.
you hear David Bowie and Queen
singing "Under Pressure," you laugh
(or cry).
It just doesn't statistically figure that
three exams are scheduled for the
same day and in a week when two
papers are due. You question, "Is
there a God?" Whatever your religious preference you find yourself on
bended knee before your TI-30 and
continued on ~
8
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_Imported box cards for X-mas and
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call Vicky Smelkinson

and administration in response to
these occurrences. Gillian Davies, a
social work major at WMC, indicated
a concern over the administration's
failure to caution female students
She also said, "Society doesn't take
women seriously." when something
like this happens they stereotype
women as unnecessarily overreacting. These appear as accurate observations considering how the whole
situation has been pl&V~ down by
the authorities on campus
However, all this is not to say Ihe
administration is not concerned, but
Iheir failure to inform students serves
to errooe the mutual trust between
the student body and the administraucn. The students of Western-Mary'land College have a right to know
'about circumstances that directly eflect their safety and the administra-tion
has a responsibility
to
reciprocate communication with the
students

person who composes the philosophy. scrneenere along the line someone must have doubted
the
importance of real. pure, science
Especially since all life can be explained in terms of a change in free
energy (Delta G)
Well, that may be a little too simple;
so I should say all lile processes to
otter a more precise exposition of my
opinion. An'fNay, it is most important
If you' know what Delta G means,
good. If you don't know, lt may be
worth your while to find out
In closing lor this week I'd like to
rhetorically ask, "Who is John Gait?",
and what might be his significance to
this article?

SELLING NEW. AND USED STEREOS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, JEWELRY

Typing

IBM Selectric

tactics

unequal

IS

I understand that the college philosophy is to provide a broad background of understanding in many
disciplines. And I could probably
hold my own in a conversation on
anything from Freud through East
Asian philosophy, Kant, American
women writers. or oedipus, and the
Watts riot (heaven forbid) or everything from the Kellog-Briand Pact to
the Line-Weaver Burke equation
(something which is 01 interest to
me). Unfortunately, when I try to shift
the equilibrium in my direction and
bring up the ole' L.B. equation,
people, rather rudely, tell me to
speak english
I think that an educational philosophy ca,\ only be as ortiented as the '
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I feel a draft
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PRECISION UNISEX HAIRCUTIING
163 W. Main Street - One 510ck from the College
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for approximately 30 minutes, he
opened the discussion for question
and answer or aqreementzdisaqreement.
The response was extensive
Some of the issues confronted were
abortion, euthanasia, petting, oremarital sex, and sex education in the
school systems
Cliff Knecntle, a graduate of Davidson College and Gordon-Conwell
Seminary, is an open air evangelist
who was invited to the campus by me
Western Maryland College Christian
Fellowship. Cliff spent two days,
Thursday and Friday, on the campus
presenting the gospel message to
interested students, The issues
presented were clearly spiritual in
nature, but they were always approached from a rational and intetectual viewpoint as well
Knechtle began his work as an
open air evangelist by reaching out to
people in such public places as bars
Cliff would enter a bar with several of
his buddies, who acted as if they did'

l

Music

techllOlogy and high-priced stereo
equipment
Dr. Achor will evaluate aspects 01
stereo systems ranging from $300 _
$400 integrated units to component
selections with price tags running into
the thousands Equipping oneself with
a stereo is, in Dr, Achor's words, "an
expensive proposition"
Stereo quality should be measured
according to more than just volume
levels, according to Dr. Achor. An
optimal mix between scientific understanding and consumer sense s.hould
allow for maximum listening pleasure
In another January Term course,
students will chart the history of rock
music. Although she may acknowledge a dearth of formal credentials
lor teaching a course titled "The
History of Rock 'n Roll" assistant
professor of art history Dr. Julie
O.Badiee is not shy about her enthu-

Westminster 'Pawn. Outlet
SELLING NEW AND USED STEREOS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, JEWELRY

•

~~a~~,ro~~~~~:~~T~g
a~7~g~~:
Beatles owes some debt to their
accomplishments. The theme of repelition, or "going back to the past for
inspiration," is crucial to an under-

manager of the station, WWMC will
provide an "alternative for entertainment'' and a "forum for student's
opinions."
The station plans to play diverse

standing of rock according to Badiae
For use as a teaching aid for the

~:~a~oS~:eth~:m':a~a~~~I~=~r=:
acid rock, southern rock, new wave,
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expand to include other
buildings, WWMC is
pand onto the regular
to limited funds, expansion
achieved presently.
The WNMC staff meets
day night at 7 p.m. in Big
room 100. Anyone who is i
is encouraged to attend the
andlor contact Beth
librarian for WNMC.

I

p.m.

Ii

New Day Copy Center

course.
The January term is designed
provide both students and
with a unique educational
It is hoped that in
individualized project the
engage with his instructor in a
erative venture, one in which
explore new areas and extend i
lectual horizons.

WWMC changes gear

anxious to see what inSights this
combination will produce
Badiee deSignated the Beatles as
focal point for her study. The Beatles
renectec everything that happened in

876.3086

60'12 W, Main 51.
Westminster 876-7732

Term

course, Badiee is preparing a tape
recorded chronicle of. the best (and
worst) rock music from 1954-1974
Class time will be devoted 10 listening, discussion, and special proiects
such as the organization of a SO's
style "recordhop". The movies "Yellow Submarine," "The Beatles at
Shea Stadium," and Elvis Presley's.
"Jailhouse
Rock," will also be
presented in conjuntion with the

Berti PiskOr8
Are you tired of hearing the same
old music hour after hour on different
FM radio stations? Yes? Well, WNMC
has the answer for you
In the near IlJIUre,students at WMC
will be forming their on-campus radio
station, According to Toni Epstein.

8 p.m.-1J
Phone:

Jan

siasm concerning this upcoming opportunity. Beginning with the rhythm
and blues groups of the 1950's,
Badiee plans to chart the development of rock music and the impact of
its culture on American life. "The
History of Rock 'n Roll," is another of
the January Term courses to be
offered.
The college senior 01 today was
about 10 years old in 1970. How w\ll
their impressions of the classic rock
heroes of the 1960's contrast
with
Ihose of a professor who was graduating from college at that time? The
former lead singer fOf a rock group
named "The Blue' lunch," Badiee is

-.

--,~

--'---,

Loc Gwynn

during

memo

Bill Byme
"I am not a stereo ernhustast,"
explained Dr. William Achor, professor of physics, "I can't afford it!"
Monetary constraints set aside, Dr
Achor will be teaching "The Science
of High Fidelity," an introduction to
high fidelity and the scientific principles upon which it is based, in order
to provide a basis for the use and
purchase 01 high fidelity components
"The Science of High Rdelity" will be
one of over 50 January Term courses
offered at Western Maryland College
beginning Monday, Jan. 4
Dr. Achor plans for his course to
serve a dual purpose. Studenfs will
first study the basic physical principles involved in the workings of a
component stereo system. It is hoped
that this background will enable students to learn how to be smart
consumers in the world of advanced

11 WeslMainSlreel
Weslminsler, Md.

not know him. and present the gospel
of Christ After being ejected from an
establishment, his buddies would initiate conversations concerning Cliff's
message with people in the bars.
After graduating from the seminar,
he decided that he wanted to reach
as many people as possible with the
good news of Jesus Christ. It was at
this point that he resolved to begin
his ministry as an open air evangelist.
Knechtle is obviously convinced of
the truth of his message, and in his
two day. visit to WMC, he whet the
appetites of many WMC students to
discover just who Jesus Christ is and
what he has to say about their lives
Many WMC students share Knechtle's
belief in the life changing power of
the gospel of Christ
Students, who are interested in
finding out more about who Jesus is
and his bearing on their lives, are
welcome to contact any of the members of Western Maryland College
Christian Fellowship.
'
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WMC
Chris Beyer
The future of oct-et-class life at
Westem Maryland College is being
decided, in part, right now by the
StudentlFaculty Committee on Student Ufe, The committee is holding
numerous forums on topics covering
the vast spectrum of student life.
The committee is only a part of a
large-scale re-evaluation process by
the college. A five year plan is being
drawn up to satisfy the Middle States
Evaluation Committee, a regional accreditation
association.
In this

examined

life
process, the Committee on Student
Ufe has no direct say--their findings
are reported to the Committee of
Philosophy, Programs, and Goals,
and this group will consider these
findings' in light of the recommendations of the other committees.
The PPC will men report to a major
task force, who will then consider the
recommendations again, and finally
carry mem out. As indirect as this
process Is, most of the recommendations are carried out, according to
Dean Mowbray. For example, in

Women fight fears
Liz Siegenthaler
crime of violence. "It's not that he has
"No man has the right to sexually an overpowering_ urge for sex, but
assault a woman, no matter what the because he hates women." The best
circumstances," asserted Mary Ellen way he knows to destroy a woman is
Ellwel1 and Genie Golladay on the to sexually violate her body.
In addition to being humiliating,
topic of rape prevention. The discussion, sponsored by lt1e Social Work rape is life-threatening. The victim
Club, was attended by several female asks herself, "Am I going to get out
of
this alive?" The sexual degradation
students on Monday evening.
About 15-20 rapes per year are of rape makes a woman leel as
reported in Carroll County. Since rape though she has lost control of her
is the most unreported crime, the own body. In addition. she must face
actual number of incidents is' proba- the extreme and present danger to
bly twice that number. Many women, her life
The best self-defense for a woman
who let the crimes go unreported,
who is being attacked is early protecfear nasty interrogations by the colice. According to Ms. Ellwell, the tiveness: immediately to scream
Westminster police are very helpful loudly and run, if possible.(Screaming
and friendly, the opposite ot the 'fire:" is recommended.) "Fighting
image portrayed in many T.V. dra- back is dangerous unless you know
you can do it," emphasized Mary
m as.
"We don't ever question about what Ellen.
Although holding keys in hand,
happened," said Mary Ellen. She and
Genie, who addressed the group on ready to go for the eyes or neck 01 an
a first-name basis, are trained rape- attacker is a common precaution,
crisis volunteers for Carroll County, most women have been socialized to
net hurt others. Carrying a spray 14m
and ere available to help victims
Whenever the police or hOspital per- of mace is probably a better protecsonnel should call. Mary Ellen ex- tion, since there is no need for
physical strength
plained that their job is not to serve
as long-term counselors, but to help
Self-defense programs in judo or
the woman at the time of the crisis, karate can also be helpful in preventproviding whatever assistance she ing an attack. By making a woman
may nead--reassurance,
fresh
more confident about herself, she
clothes, or just an outside person to appears less vulnerable to a potential
talk with~
attacker. "Rapists go after the
"What righ\ does a man have to 'mousy' types rather than the selfmake me afraid to go out alone at assured," explained Mary Ellen and
nigh!?" said Genie. "We simply have Genie
to lake care of ourselves, and each
Maryland has extremely progressive
other."
rape taws. a result of continuous
''Taking care of ourselves doesn't pressure from women, according to
mean having to live a lite of paranoia, ,the counselors. "The law clearly
but to take precautionary measures. It states that questions
about a
also means not blaming victims for woman's chastity cannot be used as
what happened to them by saying evidence," said Mary Ellen. (There
"she brought it on herself" or "she are exceptions to this rule however,
shouldn't have been there." These when the evidence relates directly to
altitudes help to make it difficult for the case.)
attackers to be prosecuted, or for
Rape and sexual offenses are the
victims to re-adjust to normal lives
two classifications of sexual assault
Common sense, the most important First degree rape is intercourse by
precautionary measure, should be the force with the use of a weapon,
rule in any situation, explained the threat, or the aid and abetting of
counselors. Unsafe situations Include
others. Second degree rape is by
hitch-hiking or picking up hitch-hikforce without a weapon or without the
ers, no matter how helpless they may
help of others. Sexual offenses inappear; going home from a bar with
clude a broad category of sexualsomeone you just met, a situation
related assaults
compounded by the fact that you've
If disaster strikes and a woman is
both been drinking; or letting any
raped, what should she do? Before
stranger into your apartment.
all else, get into a safe place. Do ncr
"College campuses are magnets for
~~!h::!~~c~:~t~~yc:~~~:n~~th~=ili~o~
people looking for young, attractive
women," said Mary Ellen. Some camtteconce is important, because the
puses, like UM College Park, have
:i~~tl;rt~~tat~:c~~nr~:d
::~g~r~
escort services, but WMC is far from
needing that type of program
the police are called, they would
Here, we often have peepers or
obscene phone callers who 'get their
kicks' out of shocking others. These
not reported, a woman should stili
men, although frightened and sexsee to it that she gets the necessar.y
ually inadequate, are generally not
physical examination.
In Carroll
rapists.
County, it is possible to be treated for
Mary Ellen explained that rapists,
rape without having to file a report
like peepers, are sexually inadequate,
with the police.
but the difference is that rape is a

1971, the year of the first five 'Year
plan, all but one of the major recornmendations were implemented
The Committee on Student Life is
made up 01 trustees, administration
and faculty, and students. (According
to one member of the committee, the
input of the trustees is minimaL) The
students were appointed by SGA
president Teresa Baker, and they are
Andi Yob, Jerry Ballentine, Jay Wingate and Charlotte Whittaker. They
were given no specific goals to shoot
for, but told that they, should feel out
the opinions of the student body
Thus far, the discussions have gone
"pretty good, especially for the students" according to Ballentine, but
the lastest forum was the first meeting
in which anything has been really
decided. The previous meetings were

_,

Harvey

....

used primarily to reveal the differing
attitudes of the various factions in the
committee
Thesediverseattitudes have slowed
the decision making process a bit,
"but is also a source of our strength"
according to Yob. By taking into
account the various viewpoints, the
recommendations are more realistic
and "concrete." The forums are also
an opportunity lor students to "get
some j first-hand' information" and
input on their future, Yob said.
The committee is trying to get as
much student input as possible. The
last forum on student housing included all the RA's from the various
dorms, for example. At this meeting
the committee decided to recommend that the RA-te-student ratio be
decreased, as well as suggesting a

Stone

'people leaving the scene in a jeep
and a small fire on the pavilion fool
The guard attempted to call the
information desk on the new communications system, but could get no
response. The guard went to the
Decker Center and called the fire
company. The fire company arrived
at the scene at 1:15 a.m. and
extinguished the flames
If the communications system had
worked properly, the guard would
have been' able to remain at the
scene and the student manning the
information desk would have called
the fire department. The new system

Fire

is comprised of walkie-talkie units
carried by each guard and a base
radio unit located in the communications room at the Decker information
desk
There is an acknowledged problem
with the system, which includes students working at the desk tuming the
base radio to a very low volume or
off. The cause of the system to not
work efficiently on Saturday morning
is not clear. If the system had worked
properly, it would have eliminated
wasted time in notifying the fire
department of the pavilion fire

general improvement to student dorm
life. These recommendations will be
written up by the newly-formed Writing Committee. This is the first step
toward the formalization of the forum
process, and is an attempt to get the
recommendations in by the December t deadline
The next forum will be November
19 at Harrison House on.the topic of
alcohol The committee invites any
interested student to air his views to
any member of the committee, or at
the lorum itself.

Video boom
ChfliJJ Greco
Fads come and go but America's
newest looks like irs here to stay.
Cramming, slreaking"and Mr. Bill ran
their courses but the electronic game
phase just keeps growing and grow,"g
Not only have these games started
a new national pasttime, they've created a prosperous economic field.
Prosperous, that is, for the inventors:
manufacturers and dealers of the
games. However, men college students are feeqing every quarter they
can save, find, Of borrow into the
machines
In theory, the games shOuld not
cost any individual a great fortune,
However, there is some evidence that
the games become addicting, Just
like you can't eat just one Utz, you
can't play just one game, The average game lasts about two minutes.
One hour of play costs $7.50. That's
twice the amount most students get
for an hour of work

ContIrIf'.'d to ~~

..

Greek affairs .discussed
_from .-ge 1
temity or sorority The group appeared to be quite favorable to me
idea
Predictably, the topic of hazing was
brought up. The students felt that
hazing helped bring people together,
and that no one was made to do
anything. Nlel Epstien (Gamma Beta
Chi) stated that "the regulations cut
on tradition, which is what the fraternity system is based onl Dean Mowbray, however, stated that many of
the activities were harmful, and that
he had been to the hospital three
years in a row, because of "Hell
Week" activities.
When hazing practices were mentioned, Dave Miichling (Alpha Gamma
Tau) responded that hazing "is not a
whole lot of your (independents)
business, as long as it does not
interfere with your space" -Many
students felt that the semi-new regulations had been dropped on them
rather suddenly
Dean Mowbray was asked about
the procedure for closing down the'
fraternities. The Dean stated that the
decision would be made by- the
president of the college, at the ree-

ommendation of the student affairs
office. The Dean later stated one of
the concerns expressed by the teeulty was the low GPA of fraternity
members. Mowbray stated that all
were below the all-male average, and
one was below the freshman male
average Mowbray described this situation as "unheard of"
Many of the students responded to
this statement. Many· felt that their
involvement in social activities, as
opposed to constant studying, naturally lowered their GPA's somewhat
Others stated that any time an lnotvidual gets involved, it will hurt his
grades. Ken Herman added, "Your
GPA does not mean anything after
you graduate"
The group came up with three
courses of action. First, they planned
to follow up on the idea of a PanHellenic Cconcj. Second, they would
like to see a list of concerns from the
tacutv. Finally, the students felt that
the faculty should be. more involved
in the proceedings
-NEWS ANALYSIS-The view expressed at the meeting
were clearly- one-sided (you could
count the non-Greeks on one handj"
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and totally in favor of the Greek
system. However, those with complaints did not choose 10 show up.
Clearly, either no one has any complaints. or they do not care very
much. Either way, the strong turn-out
of the Greeks on campus showed
great concern and support for the
system to which they belong.
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Gridders

finish .out

Sydney Deeds
The Western Maryland football team
ended their season on two sour
notes, losing to Swarthmore two
weeks ago, then again on last sererday to Hopkins in the battle for the
Ma/yIand State championship
All efforts on the part of the Green
Terrors squad were unfortunately
overshadowed by the record breaking 'performance by receiver Bill
Stromberg, who broke. the all time
receiving record for the NCAA divisiori"l1 & III play, Without the fine play
01 Tom Knieriem who was given the
job of guarding Stromberg one-onone, the outcome could have been
much worse. Knieriems' efforts netted
him 17 tacklet 00 the day, while Pat
Luce also turned in a fine performance with 14 tackles enoe blocked
punt that ironically turned into a
touchdown for the Blue Jays
Because Hopkins throws the ball so
often, it was necessary for the Terrors
to blitz their lineman often to keep the
Blue Jay Quarterback on his toes.
~ayne Keen _ and Steve James
proved ,to be successful at is as they
turned In three and one quarterback
sacks respectively.
One of the Blue Jajl. quarterbacks,
Margrafts', mistakes allowed safety
Ricky Conners to step in and inter-

Powderpuff

WMC Rotary
Tip-off Tourney

Jeff Frazer
Western Maryland College has just
announced that next year will be the
last year its football team will beparticipating in the Middle Atlantic Conference. Western Maryland, along with
Dickinson, Franklin and Marshall, Gettysburg, Johns Hopkins University,
Muhlenberg, Swarthmore, and Urslnus College will all enter a new
football league beginning in 1983
The withdrawal of the eight teams
was due to the MAC's large size and
wide geographiC range. While this
did not create any probiems for any
other sports, it did create problems
for the football teams. Other possible
solutions met witnlittle success. but
the formation of this new league' may

prove successful by setting up a
roundrobin schedule among colleges
which are gElOgraphically close to
one another and share similar attitudes and practices in intercollegiate
football competition, In addition,
scheduling of some contests with
universities outalde of the new league
would be permitted
When asked if the league would be
a good idea or a bad idea, Dr
Richard Clower commented that it
was 100 early to tell, because it was
still in the formation stage. In additin,
the eight colleges also say tnat the
new league only applies to the football teams. All the sports teams will
not yet be added into any new
league.

Jeff Frazer
Western Maryland College and the
Rotary Club of Westminster are teaming up to begin the 1981-82 basketball season with the second annual
Western Maryland College Rotary Tipoff Tournament on Saturday, November 21, and Sunday, November 22, in
Gill Gymnasium
The tournament begins at 6 p.m. on
Saturday night between Catholic University and Washington College,
which will be followed at 8 p.m. with
out own Green Terrors taking on
Cabrini College. The tournament will
conclude on Sunday night when the
consolation game will be played at 6
o.m. followed by the championship
game at 8 p.m
The tournament should be fun for
all. In addition to seeing four good
Division III teams battling one another, t-stuts will be given away, a
banquet will be held Sunday afternoon for all four teams, and trophies
will be presented at the end of the
tournament to the championship team
and the All-Tournament Team. Admission for the tournament is $1,00 for
students and $2.00 for adults.

action

Corey N. Mann & Carol Templin
Womens powderpuff football has
become an the rage this year, That's
as c_?mparedto previous years, Carole Templin, the co-comsscner with
Randy Butzer, says that enthusiasm
is at an all time high on all the
participating teams. This fosters some
very interesting competition.
The powderpuff games are played
. under the same regulations as the
mens games. except they are not as
long. The games are officiated by the
same members of the male football
teams that officiated the mens competition

WMC leaves MAC

the best four year wonltost record in
quite some time. Those contributing
to Ihis 24-10-2 record are: Captains
Steve James, Jim Selfridge, Bob
Upshaw and Dennis Yancheski;
Bryan Bain, Frank Connell, Mike Gosnell, Randy Heck, Tom Knieriem,
John Uebel and Eric Walker, Coach
Molesworth and The Phoenix extend
their congratulations to the whole
team on a job well done!!!

cep! to give the Terrors a key field
position. Unfortunately the Terror offense came back on the field only
momentarily as Jim Selfridge threw
an interception on the very first play
The offensive steamroller managed
to tum in an average performance,
but once again failed 10 capitalize on
• some good scoring bpportunttles
Rich Johnson missed one field goal
attempt, but proved to be an onensrve weapon as he m!ide four ~ey
receptions for the Terrors to add to
their 115 yards in the air
The WMC rushing offense proved
slightly better with 146 yards gained.
Again, Selfridge was the leading
ground gainer with 63 yards, while
Dan Fielder finished with 46 and Mike
Baum netted 16
When asked to describe the outcome of the day, coach Dave Seibert
stated, "II came down to whoever
made the least amount of mistakes
and unfortunately we weren't the
ones
On the whole the Terrors finished
with a 5-3-1 record and coach Jack
Molesworth seems to feel that it was
a good team effort
nJ was extremely impressed by the
dedication and spirit of this team and
the willingness of them to adopt to a
new system. particularly the seniors."
- The seniors leaving have compiled

Ten games have been played so
far this year and an indications point
to strong finishes and thus playoff
births·for the Phi Alphs, Ine Whiteford
Wonders and The Blue Ribbon Gi~s
from Whiteford basement. However,
the season is not yet over.
'
Most teams have very enthusiastic,
energetic male coaches that more
often then not inspire orginiality on
offensive and defensive plays
The teams are seeking a spot in the
top three which will clinch for them a
playoff birth

B-Ball primes up
Bruce Mable
Ness, a 6' guard, Jeff Weyer. a 6'6"
The 1981-82
Western Maryland
forward and Henry Montague, a 6'4"
basketball team begins its season forward, round out the squad
this week-end in the Western MaryThe. team looked good in a scrimland Rotary tournament. This years
mage with Mount Saint Mary's earlier
team, even with the loss of Lester in the week and "held their own"
Wallace, Scott Peters and Steve Far- against the Number 1 ranked team in
ley, all starters from last year, should division two basketball, according to
easily match last season's 13-12
coach Ober. The biggest difference
record and again be a contender for
between the two teams was depth on
the MAC play-offs. Although he won't - the bench where MSM's scholarships
make any long term predictions,
make the difference
coach Alex Dber expects this years
This weekends Rotary tournament
play-off race to be a replay of last will be a good test for the Terrors
years, with always powerful Franklin &
when they meet Cabrini college in the
Marshall, Western Maryland, and
first round in Saturday. Cabrini, out of
Dickenson contending for the two
the Philadelphia area, posted a healplay-off spots in the South West thy 20-9 record last year with their
section of the conference
slow patterned offense and returns its
The two returning starters fro WMC entire team for this season.
are Doug Pinto, a 6'7" junior forward,
Catholic University if something of a
and Jim Dawson a 6'0" senior point
mystery this year. A division one team
guard. Doug Pinto was last year's
two years ago, Catholic dropped to
leading scorer with a 12.3 pts per division three last year and as a
game average and also collected 125
result lost most of their players who
rebounds over the season, while Jim took their remaining eligibility elseDawson
averaged 9.6 pts. per game where. Catholic was also forced to
and dealt out 124 assists over the play out a division one schedule eer
year
year against the likes of the University
Also returning from last year's
of Maryland (yeh, College Park) with
squad are Dave Engle, a 6'2" junior
a division three team. Needless to
guard who averaged 6.6 ots. a game
say their record wasn't so hot but this
as last year's sixth man; Scott Kohr, is their first game against a division
6'5" junior forward: John Seiler, 6'7"
three SChooland no one knows how
sophomore forward: and Joe Calla- good they will be.

tO'j61"'jj''d~~~
l~~~~~~I~~_hl''~OPiho~mo~,,~g~"'
Graduates from last years J.V. team
are Rob Bowell, a 6'3" junior guard
and Jim Francis a 6'2" sophomore
forward, while three freshmen, Kevin
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if they're not 100 successful.
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doesn't give the Terrors much of a

break for the beginning of the season, but does give them the chance
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WMC professor
Writes of town
l
I

Ch'.!_s Scotton
What do Belle Grove Square, the
Locust Mal! fountain, and the gateway
to' the Carroll County Farm Museum
have in common?
They are all sacred, according to Dr. Ira lepp,
author of Ihe new book titled "Sacred
Spaces of Westminsler"
Sacred is defined by lepp as an
interruption of the usual, day to day,
repetitive
dimensions in which we
live. "II is a signal of the disconlinuity
.of space and lime, and demarcation
between the sacred and Ihe profane." Profanity, in lepp's terms, is
anything that is not considered sacred.
The sacred can also be a symbol of
our own links with nature. This is
evident in the number of parks,
ponds, gardens,
and fountains
around Westminster. "water," according to Zepp, "has a restorative,
recreating, and healing character.
This has been its age-old appeal."
This appeal can be' seen in the
amount of "sacred" fountains in the
city of Westminster. The Balle Grove
square fountain, the Locust Mall

fountain, and the fountain at theentrance oIThe Carroll County office
building, all serve as the focal points
of their surrounding structures. These
fountains according "to lepp, "symbolize the restcreuon 01 the soul."
When water and vegetation are combined we have sacred "mock Edens"
Westminster has several of these
Edens in the lorm of the park at Bell
Grove Square. the community pond,
Bennett Cert park, and Landon Burns
park.. "These are places apart," says
lepp, "oasis in the monotony and
aridity of our profane existence."
In addition to sacred "gardens of
Eden", Westminster has some ritual
thresholds in the form of arches eno
gateways. "These thresholds are the
demarcation lines between the sacred (special) and the profane (ordinary)." The Ward Memorial Arch, at
the entrance to Western Maryland
College, the gateway to the Carroll
County Farm Museum, and the memorial gateway to the city of Westminster, are a few of the thresholds
covered in the recently published
book. Other symbols of the sacred in
Westminster, according to lepp, include ~orner~ones, gravestones, war
memonals and monuments

i\.U-pight

lepp received his Ph.D. from SI
from page 3
Marys Seminary, after graduating
slide rule engrossed in prayer, swear- from Western Maryland College and
ing that if you could just pull off a C Drew University Theological School.
in micro, you'll never ask for/another He has also studied at the University
thing again as long as you live
of Gottingen, Harvard, and the Center
At 4 a.m. you entertain the thought for Inter-cultural Documentation, in
of tooth picks in your eyes as fatigue Cuernavaca, Mexico, as well as in
settles within you. You contemplate India and Eastern Europe. All the
the idea of a late night run, but with photography in the book was done
the_recent harassment of some stu- by Marty- Lanham, who .received her
dents by various town people, you degree in journalism from the Univercan't even venture out. Held captive sity of Maryland, and is currently
in your room, you decide the Rolling public relations coordinator for the
Stones to be the only cure and blast city of Westminster. All profits from
repeatedly, "Can't get no satistecticn"
sales of the book will be donated to
in through your head phones
-the college and to the cttv
. Again your mind strays. "Time isn't ;,.;...;;...;;;;.---;.;;..--_
~:a~s

Day at WMC_
study of linear and digital integrated
circuits. Dr. Linda A. Eshleman, associate professor of mathematics and
computer'science and coordinator of
"Science Day," said that the goal of
the program was to do more than

Christmas
Sherri

....._s

==;.;;.:..................,

provide sCience-oriented. students
with an opportunity to become acquainted with the opportunities in
these fields at WMC. She exprssed
her hope that it would prove to be an
educational experience as well-

Games boom' at WMC
There are no limitations on the
variety of victims of this craze. Wray
Mowbray, dean of students, has a
severe case of space invader fever.
Keith Arnold, The Phoenix crusader
against students wasting time watching soap operas, can be found
playing "Defenders" three or four
times a day. The local elementary
and high school students have also
started hanging around the WMC
gameroom. They are using their allowances, lunch money and "church
offerings" to su~port their growing

oratorio

Linkoff

The Scott S. Bair Stadium is not the
only new addition to Western Maryland College. Also newly reconstructed
is the College Choir. Under the
direction of Peggy Brengle, the choir
will present "Christmas Oratorio" as
its first performance of the year on
Sunday, November 22 at 8 p.m. in
Baker Memorial Chapel
Brengle, a teacher at South Carroll
High School, is very enthusiastic
about the changes taking place in the
choir. For this performance there will
be an 85-member choir consisting of,
in addition to the 52 student members, over 30 faculty, staff and community members.
The program will include four of the
six cantatas which make up Bach's
"Christmas Oratorio," and will be
accomP8!lied by a 25-piece orc~es....

Carriage House Liquors

sii~~'i~~b~:S~~u~~, ~~~ ~:

know you are_"playing with fire" for
your grade is 0!1 the line. Through the
night, "As tears go by", you find
yourself on the brink of your "nineteenth nervous breakdown" sincethe
year has started. These days of
playing the role of "Midnight Rambler" has to end and you correct Mr
Jagger, whispering "Wild horses
could easily drag me away"
Reading on through the material
you are confident that you finally have
the material down. Fact by fact you
dissect the information: Standard nor:
mal distribution is the concept Thoreau tried to incorporate
into
WALDEN, .and in doing so, he dealt
wilh finite populations whose sample
size is equal to N and whose standard deviations paralleled that of the
growing neo-classical approach to
literature. An oIgive can clearly represent Irving's preoccupation with man
being .his own downfall and were a
binomial distribution incorporated int~
the example ...well. ..then you would
have a 99 percent coofidence level
that Rip Van Winkle was kille'd by the
headless horseman
You drop your pen. The sand that is
grating over your eyes as you blink
has become too much 10 bear. You
fold up yQ!;lfbooks, throwaway all of
the paper wads and airplanes, that
were once your accounting problems,
and you press the off button on your
calculator. Crawling fully clothed into
bed for just a nap---you swear--you
resign yourself to the fact--"You
Can't Always Get What You Want."

Science
Bill BY(T16
Faculty members and honor students from Westem Maryland College's science and mattrematlcs
departments will hold an open house,
"Science Day," highlighting opportunities for high school students interested in the academic areas of
biology, chemistry, physics, computer
science and mathematics on Friday,
November 20 from 9 a.m. until 3 p.m.
"Science Day," will feature research
talks, tours and laboratory demonstration projects. Dean of academic affairs, Dr. William McCormick, will
open this first annual event with an
"Introduction to Science Day"
Research talks to be presented by
WMC faculty members will cover
topics ranging from assistant professor Jack Clark's "Solar Energy," to
associate professor Wilbur Long's
"Morphogeneric Movements in Embryology" Laboratory demonstrations
planned include a computer simulation of population growth and the

tra composed of musicians from both
Carroll County and Baltimore. Soloists
for the performance include Louise
Paquin, Julia Hitchcock, and James
Lightner,. all of - the college, and
Frederick Urrey, a graduate' student
from the Peabody Institute in Baltimore.
Ms. Brengle said of the performance, "I'm very excited. II's something new--it hasn't been done here
before."
The concert is free and open to the
public

habits.
Substantial loss of money is not the
only downfall of the games. There is
also the problem of wasted time.
While most people are only able to
afford to playa few games at a time,
many feel compelled to watch others
waste their money. Many students
spend hours a day studying how to
counteract an attack from outer
space. Is this their way of preparing
for the future?
What can be done to eliminate this
crisis? First students must be alerted
thai the games are highly addicting.
S.GA (Space Games Anonymous)
should be started. This would allowpeople to talk. and compare problems. There is no simple solution, but
something must be done before
every WMC student turns into a
electronic junkie

f-;';";-:-i::M::':;:TH~QU:::""';:::'--"'T
Thirty-five coins, consisting of nic- I
kiss, dimes, quarters, and batt-ccl-.'
lars, have a value of $6.40. There are
twice as many dimes as quarters and
three more nickles than dimes
many of each coin are there?
Please submit your answer to Box
1409 by Monday, November' 23. A
drawing from the correct answers will
determine two winners. 'PRIZES-Free
cheesberger and drink at the pub!"
"Sponsored by Kappa Mu Epsilon"

MAKE $MOO FOR COI.LEQ
WHllIlOU'RE GOING
1OCOUEGE.

113 W. Main Street
"at the forks"

Special
MOOSEHEAD

$3.25-6

pak - &

Stroh's cans $2.38-6
Present Student 1.0.

Or
w('t-h'nJ
collew. nnd t hl'Y ')1

Want a part-time
job that doesn't
hurt your grades!
campus
life? Give your
Army Reserve unit a

wi

$9.30-case

a .month and a couple of summers
gIVe you over $1 I.cxx)fotcolle"!-'C
Up

pak

to $4,CXX)

in mllej.!t'

during

aid i~ yours just fOr joining

most

Another $S.OJO f"t ("ut Y<';lrsof monthly \\"<"<'k"Il,j~
and two-v"cck summer stints. Plus over $2.000 that \'''1'11
earn during [W() summer training periods. All while vou'rc
getting the most OUt of college. And doing th .. most \'OU l'~n
units.

11125/81

expires

rart-rimeroryourrounrry
Youdon·thaVt'towaith>rwlle!-,'I'loj<linthl'ArmyR,·.'<"f"1"l"

17 or older and a juni<>_r or senior in high ",h,,,,1
us now!There'~ f\ll 1x-1ft-rp.1rHiml' ioh in tOWll
For more information alx>ut the Army
Reserve in this area, call any,,{ thc telephone
numn.-rs
11>1<",1
below. Or stop by.
lf~u're

l"ln

Interested?

Carroll Plaza Shoppin.l!. Center

Bring this ad in. an receive:
$1.00 off Large Pizza
50¢ off Small or Medium Pizza,
OlD Ahead

for

Takeout Orders

876-3550

expires
11118/81

AIMY RESERVE.

BEAU 'fOIl CAM BE.
Call Army Reserve Opportunities
1.!10 Village Shopping Center
Westminster, Md. 21157
(301) 848-7323
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Social

Kuo
"Disabled persons in the Commu.'lity: Problems
and
Issues
lor Students in Carroll
County was the
'ubject
of a ~anel discussion
held
t'kwember
20, In The Forum. Of the

their lives and never take respoosibilityforthemset\les."
The third panel participant
was Mr.
Gary Gates,
a latin
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at
Westminster
High School
as well as
an a1urmus 01 WMC. He was accompanied
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byhiswife,Lynette.Bo!harebiind
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Conservatively speaking

Nuclear yes & no

Letters to the editor

Quad needs
se If -respect

Unfair professor
Dear Students 01 Evolution, it's
approaching Ihat time of year when
we must fill oul endless teacher
evaluation

sheets.

I know

it's tough

to

take these matters seriously, but I
suggest you do future students a
favor, Sit back and take a long
unbiased look at the man who stands
before you twice a week in Evolution
class
Did you know that last fall in his
infinite wisdom he left seven students
behind on a field trip to the Smithsonian? Yes, that's right. one fourth 01the
class was running toward the bus at
seven o'clock sharp (on time) as they
literally watched it pull away to the
great city of Washington, not onehundred yards in front of them
In fact a student on the back of the
bus confirmed the lact that we were
indeed in sight of the bus. Your
wonderful instructor simply informed
the bus driver to drive on knowing
fully that the seven students were left
behind. Our next reaction, and a
reasonable one at that, was to drive
to Washington and meet the class
there
At great expense we made the
joumey and finally found the class in
the basement 01 the museum and
joined the class in 'a lecture which
was interrupted on several occasions
by inane Questions from our great

P.rt Two: Nuc... r Weapon.
I am against nuclear weapons. The
thought of utterly certain and immediate death scares the hell out of me.
And it should. Personally, I would like
to see them disappear as soon as
possible
But unilateral action is not the
Dear Editor
answer. t-.1an,whether by nature, or
I'd like to address this letter to
due to Adam's fall, is capable of
residents of the Quad and to whomdoing evil. And to deny the possibility
of Soviet (or American) use of nuclear
ever it applies.
weapons is unrealistic
Dear Friends,
Disarmament. though desirable,
You wonder why we don't come to
must be bilateral and verifiable. Such
visit too often. Here are a few
explanations:
criteria are difficult, but essential, if
the effort is to be successful.
tn order to get to certain sections of
And, in order to succeed in such
~~ti~s~d~t W~i~~v~m: ::s~a:eth~~
~~~e l~e~~veOfth~Of~re~t~0:~~)na7u~I,~ negotiations. one can not enter, alface verbal abuse andlor bagging
sake, not bum coal, for the environready resolved to disarm. Bargaining
with the Russians when tIley know
When we do get to the section of our ~a~~~:: ~::.a~~e~ot ~~I;u~~:~
~~
you are not going to build any more
":to maU~ig;:kar:~r~~h h!~:
bum Arab oH or live in the dark
weapons ariyway, will not bring about
disarmament, it will bring about diare littered with gargage and glass:
These same individuals profess a
th~re are puddles on the floor: and desire to renounce foreign entanglesaster
Yes, a nuclear war probably would
th~C!,iS
g~~~:t~~~s was not a ~:;tsio bU~eg~~en~=n~~
o~~r :O~:i~a~ wipe out everything, that is a fact
school owned dormitory, would you
nations. Wind, gee-thermal, and solar There would be no winner. But facts
mean little here: If one side thinks
tr~c!u
;:~~~r~~
::c~
~~:Si~~m~:y't~e~7;~~~~sti:
they can win, then reality has little to
do with it
a young lady to your room or worse ~~ i~~! o"n!~~~ilf~~e~I~:~~nsg
:~~~'
No one would run their personal life
:,~.~~=~.;sth~t:=pi:P:;
Nuclear, then, is by no means me
the way many suggests we run our
foreign policy - isolated, with door
be more likely to come visrting if yon
~~~ :~~t~~iid~~~ ~~~:s ~~eagt:fn';
unlocked 'and lights oul. Like it or not,
~e
were more inviting. Think about - wheat would be foolish, but stopping
we need other People. we need locks
construction and tearing them down
on our doors and we need lights on
Someone whO likes you.
would be irresponsible
the streets
Keith L Arnold

instructor Dr. Long aimed at impressing the class. Unfortunately we were
anything bul impressed. I recall several classes moving in and out during
the lectures so I'm sure we caused
no problems with the lectures as you
have been led to believe
The degree of immaturity with which
we were dealth by a so-called professor was mind-blowing. Don't hesitate
to consider the fact that the near
cancellation of your trip this year was
perhaps a cunning plan of the crafty
orator of sob stories after the field
trip.1 was verbally thrown out of his
office for confronting him with the
IMh

I next found myself in Dean McCormick's office hearing "Well~ we'll look
into it," and "there isn't much we can
do," We had two percentage points.
deducted off of our final grade for the
year and-virtually nothing was done
Many talked, but few did.
As predicted, we received no
teacher evaluation forms so they were
passed out among the members of
the class by a member of the class. If
you should be so fortunate to receive
such a sheet, fill it out and remember,
we are talking about a man who has
read the names of the seven students
out loud in your class no less than
one year after the incident occurred.
That my friends is slander
A member of the Westminster Seven

~=~y
~t;::

Watertower

leaks

Turn your head
Corey Mann
I'd like 10 make an appeal to the
college community 10 affect a measure of concern for human life in the
United States.
It seems that the President at hand
desires to participate in no such
concern. Now, I am a political policy
analyst by no means, but it takes no
special talent 10 believe that people
should not be made to go hungry.
And it is apparent that they do
You must remember mamma saying. "there are lots of little kids in
Africa with distended tummies that
would love to eat those beets"
Well that may just well be. but
perhaps if mamma had told you that
there were "lots of people just a few blocks away who
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Part One: Nuclear Power
I am against nuclear power, when
the question is point-blank, with no
alternative answer offered, or no
chance given to explain. Nuclear
power, given present technology, is
limited and there are dangers
But there are dangers in everything
one does. Fear of getting on the
freeway does not prevent us from
driving on with our life. Danger yes,
but precautions can be taken, and, if
we signal properly and use our
mirrors, we go on safely
The Jane Fonda's of the world (or

your beals," Americans would have a
different perspective on human need.
The plain simple fact is that poverty
does exist in the United States, in
Maryland, in Westminster, and if you
don't believe it open your eyes, or
more to the point, turn your head
Hell, I saw a grown man eating what
meat was left on a thrown-in-the-trash
chicken bone just last week and it
made me so sick to my conscience
thaI I went into Gino's and bought
him some food.
Ibis-was not as much to my credit
as it was to the countries discredit
And one person can't buy cheeseburgers for everyone who forages in
trash cans and so people give me
this who struck John garbage about
i
to foot the bill

conversation usually ends up: that if
those who had. give 10those who did
not have, everyone would be equal
and then where WOUldbe the reward
for a man's hard work? How do you
think that this country got this way in
the first c'ecet-ccrev,
you are talkIng communism
Well for the record. and nothing
else, let me say that I am not talking
communism; I am talking Humanism,
and in the first place no one wants
one of your Mercedes or your
kios'colleqe education. Just to raise
the. bottom level of the standard of
living scale a few feet out of the
water. It should be easy for you to
see that a few potent letters to a few
at the moment
politicians
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The new "Anti-red tactic"

"Go fight elsewhere"
Chris Beyers
The time has come 10 stop pussyfooting around with the Red Menace
For too long, the left wing com-symps
in Congress have been too scared of
big, bad Russia to take any decisive
action to wipe the Red Stain off the
map. So far, the U,S, has relied on a
wishy-washy policy of finger-pointing
and watery diplomacy, saying in
effect "ba-a-a-d Russia" as if The
Greatest Threat to Democracy were
some kind of poodle. It is no use
reasoning with these barbarians-what else would you call a people
who suck down vodka like water and
write all their R's backward?-the only
thing they understand is the Big
Stick. Therefore, I can see no altemauve but a total, all out, no-holdsbarred, surrender
This measure may sound a bit
drastic, but consider the resulting
scenario. The U.S. ambassador to
Bussie announces our surrender to
the United Nations. The initial Russian
reaction wi!! like be "Sure, tovanch.
and born we were yesterday,
maybe?" Meanwhile, the U.S. halts all
manufacture of new weapons, and
discontinues production of old ones
Outstanding bills are forwarded to
Moscow. Young men in the military
are freed to find jobs in the private
sector, and career men are given civil
service pbs-say, gardening or daycare. Money budgeted for defense is
returned to the consumer in the form
of tax cuts, spurring economic
growth, This tax break should be
Quite substantial, considering the size

1~

OfF~~h;':r~:
we would no longer
have to. give billions of dollars in
foreign aid to all those basket cases
and fascist dictators overseas. We'd
just say "Sorry, Pepe, we're under
Soviet domination now," and leave it
at that. The money saved could be
used to cover the incidental expenses of surreroer-new
government
stationary, new lIags, pictures of
Lenin, etc
At first. of course, the brains in
Leningrad will be befuddled at the
American surrender, figuring it to be
an American plot to embarrass the
U.S.S.R. in front of the UN When
their spies detect no new building of
armaments, they'll be more paranoid
than ever-obviously, they'll undoubtably think, the U.S, is building an
immense
arsenal
underground
Hence, they'll increase their own
production. Soon, though, when they
see four-star generals planting rhododendrums and changing diapers,
they will become aware of the terrible
truth. The war is over, and they must
dismantle the Soviet war machine
Now, everyone knows that the cornerstone of the Soviet economy is the
building of armaments. Suddenly,
there is nobody left to fight. Millions.
maybe billions are suddenly out of a
job. As unemployment rises, procuc-

tion will decrease and the government will have to increase the taxes
to support the unemployed and make
up for the lost revenue from defense.
High taxes, high unemployment, and
growing unrest in Russia
'As bad as the U.S, bureacracy is.
the Soviet Unions's is ten times
worse. To organize the vast land area
encompassed by the continental
United States alone (never mind Hawaii, Alaska and the protectorates) is
extremely expensive; for Russia, the
cost will be prohibitive. But they'll
have to try anyway, because we
thought of it first. Within five years,
the new U.S. and U.S.S,R. will be
bankrupt, demoralized and yearning
for the good old days when they
could test nuclear warheads on Siberian peasants and write 1.0ng,libelous
eou-u.s. articles in Pravda. Minor
revolts will sprout up all over the
place and the land will be ripe for
revolution
At this point. Ronald Reagan (if he's
still alive. If not, Barry Goldwater,

To kill is easy
in America
Gwynn
In our pathetic society, violence" like
a wild beast, depnves human ~s
01 their mtegrlty and value Crlmln
als roam the streets as freely as
Grende! prowls the halls-of -Hecrot. ~
The horror of depravity and murder
exists in ourselves as we wait for a
stranger who would kill, rape and
plunder merely for a need 01 vialence. For the United Stated, a country where morality and strong will are
the basis 01 superior civilization! it is
not only shameful to sheller the
monster of violence; it is unlorgiva~e to encouraoe him. The American
people, given the right to own guns,
are prompted to use the weapons
against their fellow citizens, Year after
year the number of victims of handguns increases as the purchase of
the weapon rises without check.
Crimes become more bloody and
regular simply because the criminals
are better equipped. Still, no law is
made to put sufficient restriction on
handgun possession Children receive
pistols and rifles as birthday
presents; people of any background
can buy guns unnoticed. All 100 often
one of these people with his handgun
inflicts upon us the greatest grief and
a sense of alarm. With a pistol John
Chapman and John Hinckley can kill
without courage or the restraint of
conscience. Anyone at an impulse
can pull the trigger to murder and
never has to exert a mental or
physical effort.
Each year Americans buy guns at
Loc

Of course you' can charge it
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Strom Thurmond, or Bob Hope)
comes to the rescue. By this time, the
Russian leaders, in fear of their lives,
will be willing to give the government
over to anyone, Reagan implements
free enterprise and the market system, and soon the whole world is
enjoying the fruits of capitalism
white bread, video recorders, male
and female anti-perspirants, rock and
roll, and so forth
Now. I realize that there are some
nameby-pamby liberals out there who
are wringing out their hankies and
whining about how the poor Russian
peasant will have to bear the brunt of
the economic hardships. But this is
war, not some ladies auxiliary picnic,
and we must put the interests of loyal
American citizens above those of
some dirty, illiterate sludge farmer in
the Ukraine. Better them than U,S
If my plan works, all I ask for myself
is a modest government pension and
perhaps an attractive, eighteen year
old co-ed. And, in the unlikely event
that it doesn't sue mel At least Itried

STORE PHONE
848-7766
p.m

the rate of one every thirteen seconds
and the number of handgun deaths is
an average of ten thousand every
year, Most of these deaths result from
crimes of passion and accidental
shooting when the spur of the rnament action claims .uvee. Curiously
enough, most Americans do realize
the danger of owning guns. According to the latest Gallup poll. 63
percent of Americans approve of
stricter laws to control handguns. This
agreement seems to be overwhelming recently, mainly because of the
'death of John Lennon-and the shooting of Ronald Reagan. But. the
enthusiasm to ban handguns will
wane as it did after the death of the
Kennedys and Martin Luther King
Either the Americans are very forgetful or they have become thickskinned and impervious to the dreadfulness of violence. Their system of
government is ineffective in protecting them and is inadequate in comparison to others in the world. In
Britain and Japan virtual prohibition of
handguns provides safety in the cities
and reduced crime to the standard
rate of a civilized country

WYOB 98.6

WMC

IS

rezoned

Andi Yob
On November 24 approximately
twelve hundred unsuspecting Western Maryland co-eos making their
way home for the Thanksgiving holiday were totally oblivious of the
bizarre and strange things they were
soon to encounter ...some say they
here headed home...or were they
indeed headed for that zone commonly known as twilight?
Breaking camp and escaping the
Hill as you embark on your five day
holiday in celebration 01 Thanksgiving, you leave behind lor a time, the
wonder, the mentally nurturing environment, and all the stimulus that is
education. You abandon, for a week,
this institution which prepares you for
life beyond the pearly purity of glorious Western Maryland and head for
that long forgotten thing that awaits
you---the real world.
From the moment you drive along
that familiar route which leads to
home, you notice ito-not all at once,
mind you, but gradually something..,something .like ...Iike...change.
Stopping at McDonald's on your
way home you find a hamburger has
suspiciously raised in price by a
whole 5 cents, you begin to notice
alien creatures of oon-college age
categories: little children and elderly

- people, Litter'lines the roadways and
Bob Fasano has no say over where
and where not to park The fields of
corn you passed only in September
lie dormant and there are no birds or
wildlife, mysteriously enough
Once home. a curious world of
reality opens up around you, Through
what used to be normal day to day
happenings you realize: "hey, this
isn't the world I left behind"
To your amazement vou find life
has gone on without you-what
is it
you were doing "as the world
turned?"
Tony the Tiger has cleverly can.
cocted banana flavored cereal. you
hear something of that old virus
strain ... Anwersaoat.i.or
something
and how it has been killed off, pearl
drops tooth polish is no.w out in
exciting new wintermint. a new hair
conditioner (STYLE) is on the market
the economy wavers between reces.
sion and depression, this guy named
Reagan is now running the country
(was there an election?). Raquel
Welch opens on Broadway and oddly
enough there is no Taco Bell to be
found
. You are traveling through another dimension...one of time and
space...up ahead in the distance
there is a sign cost..watch out' it
reads---reality

l
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S-eminar- fights anxiety

Cont~asJ"gears up- again
for bIg literary year

tory 01 Little Magazines had an ad Melan~ Clippinger
asking lor contributions to Contrast. I The last session 01 the test anxiety
Knecht asked thai the ad be removed
workshop, led by Ms. Patty Sumner,
because "SGA gives us funds so we
an intern in the office of counseling
should only print student and alumni
and career services, was held on
work. She added that more contribuNovember t7 in the Informal conferlions are needed from students
ence room' located on lower floor of
When Miss Knecht receives a subRouzer. The test anxiety workshop
mission, she immediately gives it a
consisted of five hour-long sessions
number. In February, she and several
held during the month of November
other student poetry analysts will
Anxiety reduction involves the use
evaluate the poetry. They rate the
of the behavioral technique of syspoems between one and ten. Any
tematic desensitization. Systematic
poem that averages above five is
desensitization is a two-part proceconsidered for publication. The final dure consisting of relaxation training
decision about' what goes in rests and mental visualization of anxietvwith Miss Knecht. Once the submisproducinq scenes from least to most
slons that will be included in Contrasf
disturbing
are chosen, the contnbuors are notiMs. Sumner pointed out that the
fied. At that time, they are welcome 10 test anxiety workshop is not a "miramake changes in their work. Then cle cure," Some students study, know
publication begins. Knecht hopes to the material, bu their minds go blank
have the magazines ready by mid- during a test because they are so

Beth Piskora
Contrary. to popular belief, The
Phoenix and the yearbook are not the
only publications on this campus
There is also Contrast. The 1981-82
student handbook describes Contrast
as "the literary magazine composed
of poems, short stories, photography,
and other types of art. Established
with the highest ideals of good taste
and literary ability, Contrast accepts
submissions from students, faculty,
and alumni."
Karen Knecht is editor this year
Included on her staff is Nan Sadler
who handles the business angle and
also does photography lor the macazine.
Miss Knecht plans to publisll only
one issue this year. Althougll two
issues are usually expected, Knecht
explains, "In the past, there's only
been eJl9ugh material to put out one
issue." Instead of spending the
money on two issues, -Knecht hopes
to produce one good issue. She will
publish 600 copies this year. She
hopes
to possibly put color into this
Issue.
When discussing contributions,
Miss Knecht lamented that some
student works such as oil paintings
cannot be included. She added that if
a photograph was taken of the painting, men she could possibly include
;1
Miss Knecht said, "l've been getting submissions from off-campus;
I've sent them back,"
She explained that me 1980 Direc-

April or early May
Contrast will be accepting submissions until January 31, 1982, All
literary submissions should be typed.
Anyone
contributor is allowed to
contribute an unlimited amount of
material. Forty-one submissions have
been received since school started
this semester.
Knecht said, "I hope for onehundred. More would be fantastic"
In the meantime, Knecht needs
people to make posters and run
errands. Anyone who is interested in
helping or contributing is enccuraged to talk to Karen Knecht in the
Contrast office, In the basement of
Rouzer.

anxious and tense. They may have
sleepless nights worrying about an
upcoming test, have a pounoing
heart, churning stomach. Ms. Sumner
explained that "the relaxation process
teaches people to realize the tension
in men body. The WMC gr'aduate
student stated that tbe process is
most effective when all live sessions
are attended because "one session
builds on the other."
Students attending the November
workshop expressed feelings that the
sessions were proving helpful to them
and that they plan to continue using
ihe relaxation process on their own. It
is interesting to note that all the
students who attended the test anxi-

ety workshop were lema Ie.
Anxiety reduction programs exist for
groups as well as individuals and
tapes are available lor check-out at
the office of counseling and career
services. Sessions will again be 01rereo in the Spring depending upon
student interest. There also exists Ihe
possibility that Math Anxiety workshops will be offered at the same
time.
'
Anxiety workshops are only one of
the many services provided by the
office of counseling and career service. The office, directed by Dr
Jeanne Higbee, also provides personar counselling services, educational/vocational
counseling
and
sessions on bolh study and communication skills. Placement services are
provided as the office publishes a bi-

Ph'I" De1t
SGA
t
con roversy ends
from page 1
The action taken by the Executive
Council is seen by some members of
the SGA as the conclusion of the
controversy begun on the Sunday
moming after the Punk Mixer, when
the Social Committee Co-Chairmen
claimed that the receipts from the
event indicated the possibility of

AWARE panel discuss problems
faced by disabled person today
fr'Qm page 1
people. Each one is different. Each
one is special," said Mooney
Baile stressed it was important that
people understood thai fact. "Just the ~
same as not every person is not
worth knowing, not every handicapped individual is worth knowlng.
We all are not the greatest people in
the world as some want to make us
out to be. We're just people...the
handicap is just something extra
that's added on."
Gates talked about the people "not

worth knowing," He said that there
are some people that he won't even
try to approach, because it will be
impossible for them to ever understand handicaps, He explained that
either they are so insensitive or so
ignorant they they will never change
However, Baile, who has observed
Gates teaching his Latin classes,
thinks that Gates is a positive influence for aU his students. Because
they see Gates putting a Jot of effort
into his job, they are motivated to
study that much harder to match his

immediate, it may come in the future."Maybe, I'll have a student fail
Latin I," said Gates, "but, sometime
in the future he may be an employer
and maybe a handicapped person
may come to apply for a job 'rom
him. That student will say, 'Hey, my
Latin teacher put his all into his job
and he did alright. So, why not hire
him?"
As for the question if all nerctcapped persons are bitter, Baile
again stressed that they are individuals. Bitterness is not solely dependent

j-- -----..-------,
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nothing physically wrong may be the
bitterest person in the world for any
number of hidden reasons: a bad
home situation, poor relationships, or
a traumatic experience. We have a
visible reason to be bitter. Whether or
not it makes us bitter is our choice,"
said Baile.
In concluding the panel discussion,
Mooney .said that the biggest step
people can make toward helping the
handicapped community of America
is to start becoming aware of them
and their needs. "Real hands-on
experience is what's needed," she
said.
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monthly career newsletter-the Bulletin
Board, organizes on-campus recruiting, provides positions vacancy listings in the Job Bulleting and provides
a credentials service. Test services
offered include the Miller Analogy
Test, interest inventories and admissions test information. The Career
Library located in the office presents
materials describing job occupations
and job trends as well as information
about potential employers and professional school bulletins.
The office of counseling and career
services, part of the WMC Student
Affiars program, is located on the
upper level of Decker coueoe Center,
and is open Monday through Friday
from 8:30 a.m - 4:30 p.m. Appointments may be made by calling
extension 243.

at

549·1043

money mishandling.
Street said that the mixer had been
estimated as the best attended mixer
of the year to date. However, it was
the second lowest event in terms of
receipts. He stated that one or more
01 the following probably occurred:
1) Beer was given out free of
charge.
2) People were not charged acrns-'
son.
3) Money was mishandled or stolen
As part of the explanation of the
problem, the Phi Dells said that they
reused beer tickets at the event, and
made it difficult to account for all of
the beer sales, They also said that
the dance was not as well attended
as the Social Committee estimates.
The spokesman for the Phi Delts,
Chris Hartwyck, said, "There is not
one bit of concrete evidence to
support the Social Committee claims.
It is up to them to bear proof of any
misconduct of malfeasance by the
Phi Della Theta,"
In an attempt to prevent any further
problems, the Social Committee C0Chairmen said, "We will try to get
more accurate counts of the rTlQ(1ey
and attendance." .._
The Social Committee will effect the
plan "by counting people as they
come in, having separate areas for
selling admission tickets and beer
tickets, and putting in our contracts a
stipulation about the organizationbeing more responsible for any
money lost or stoien during the
evening," The contract stipulation of
responsibility for all money has not
ceen clear in the past. Chris HarIW)Ick earlier claimed that he had
proposed the first two measures to
the SGA last year
Street said that there was an attempt to meet with Phi Delta Theta
President Chris Hartwyck and Social
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Joe Egg: A serIOUS drama
Jennifer Gill
Being physically handicapped is a
seriously difficult thing to deal with,
not only for tne handicapped person
himself but also for the people who
must come in contact with the handicapped from day to day
_
On November 20, 21 and 22,
Westem Maryland College's Department of Dramatic Art presented Peter
Nichol's play, "A Day in the Death of
Joe Egg," a focus on the parents of a
severely epileptic ten-year-old girl,
Joe, and how tney try to cope with
caring for her while at the same time
deal with their collapsing marriage
The director, Tim Weinfeld, should
be commended for undertaking such
a difficult play. He, along with lighting
and set designer Ira Domser, Iwly
forced themselves into the world of
Joe Egg and came out with a QC od
production.
The set, a living room in an English
home, was highly imaginative with its
lopsided' doors and large ensscrossed pieces of wood as a backdrop to add to the distortion, creating
a prisonlike feeling. Odd paintings,
supposedly done by Brian, the husband and father, hung on the waifs
for added grimness. All were symbene of the torture of being deformed
and how it can cause dementia in
people unable to deal with it. Both
the fighting and the set comotemented eacn other, and tom were
superbly done.
The first scene opens with Brian
(Rob McQuay) in a humorous monolague as a teacher ordering his
students: "Hands on head, eyes
front." From this moment on, one
realizes that the whole play demands
attention, just as Brian demands it
from his studeots. The audience can't
hetp but notice mat Brian is easily
perturbed
and has little patience. This
characteristic is not left at school with
the pupils. When Brian comes home
to his wife Sheila (Stacey Pfeifer), he
is still impatient but he is not the

I JC", :t'll':;~

mature adult as before. Brian, in not
being able to cope with Josephine's
constant need for attention, becomes
a child himself demanding the attention of Sheila
Throughout the first act, the audience is introduced to the story behind Josephine and one can easily
feel tne guilt and' frustration of her
parents. Rob McQuay and Stacey
Pfeifer did a very good job of displaying their anger and resentment, especially in their monologues. In fact.
their monologues were much clearer
and more meaningful than their dialogues with each other. Perhaps this
is because Brian and Sheila could
not directly deal with each other on a
mature level. Brian and Sheila were
almost believable except
for their
English accents. One or more
weeks of rehearsal and McQuay's
and Pfeifer's characters would have
been almost perfectly developed
Lori McCoy, as Joe, did a believable job of portrayi.ng an epileptic,
flinching and groaning in her helplessness. Even though she didn't
speak, she has much to say, and her
body was a well-developed
Ianguage. She suffered, and the eudience suffered with her.
The second act introduced Brian's
old school chum, Freddie, played by
David Crowe, and his wife, Pam,
played by Maghan Steeves. Freddie
is a nosey busy-body solely concemed with making himself look good
by playing the saint who helps the
family in distress. he causes more
harm than good by convincing Sheila
that she shOUld try out for a play to
get her mind off Joe, but this activity
actually cuts down the time that she
and Brian have to spend alone
together. David Crowe succeeded in
ttlis role of a stuffy hypocrite, although here too, if the English dialect
were done a bit better, it would have
enhanced the role
Magnan Steeves, as Pam, showed

craft and a true knowledge of acting
Her stereotypical upper-middle-class
snob drew antipathy from the audience, and it was obvious through her
timing and actions that she was
listening and communicating well with
the other actors on stage. Her character at times seemed a little too
young and bouncy for a "sophisticated" woman, but overall, her strong
disinterest in Brian, Sheila, and Joe's
dilemma came through rather well.
Betsy Mitchell portrayed Grace,
Brian's boisterous mother, who truly
dislikes Sheila and blames her for
Joe's handicap. Grace still considers
Brian her little boy and this annoys
Sheila great/yo Betsy Mitchell captured this fast paced character and
threw her at the audience just as
Grace tnrew herself at Brian and
Sheila. The quickness 01 the actions
and the delivery of speech was
potent, although sometimes the flurry
of words became too fast to understand
In the end after Brian has been
foiled in a semi-attempt to murder
Joe by leaving her out in the cold, the
audience is forced to face the reality
that deep trouble has slowty settled
in. When Brian secretly leaves his
"humble abode" in the end, Sheila
does not realize mat he is going. She
says to Joe "Aren't we lucky to have
such a wonderful daddy?" Here is
where the knife sticks in, leaving the
audience with a bitterly poignant note
about the ironies of Iile in such a
situation.
AI! in all, the production of "A Day
in the Death of Joe Egg" was very
moving and could not help but make
a person step back and take an
overview of just how serious a situation it is to deal with the handicapped. "Joe Egg" provided some
valuable insights for the students and
surrounding public of Western Maryland College.
Photos by Andy Chang
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Terrors

Rotary
B-BaJl toumnmen t

-,
I

WIn

Bruce Mable
third quarter to take a 44-33 lead
. Western - Maryland's
basketball
After a time out, Catholic came out
squad got it's season off to a strong with a press of its own and that.
start by winning the 1981 Western combined with a sudden rash of fouls
Maryland Rotary tournament. with a on the Terrors Big Men, allowed
tense 6()..52 victory over Catholic Catholic to claw its way back to
University
within six points with two minutes
Western Maryland began the game remaining. But the steady ballhanwith its methodical offense and a full dling and 100 percent free throw
court press that they kept for the shooting of point guard Jim Dawson
entire half, but CathOlic handled the kept the Cardinals from geWng any
pressure easily and jumped out to a closer and the Terrors held on for the
17-12
lead before the pressure de- win
fense started to get to them. WMC
Doug Pinto lead the Terrors with 19
then scored six straight points to take points, shooting 9 of 14 from the floor
an 18--17 lead with eight minutes and I for 2 from the line. Jim Dawson
remaining in the half and then, atter was only 2 for 6 from the floor but hit
trading a few baskets with the Cardi- 8 for 8 from the line, dished out 10
nets. stalled out the remaining 3'12 assists, and committed only five turn
minutes; then missed a shot at the overs, most of which occureo as he
buzzer,
to take a 26-24 lead at half was beillQ mugged by Catholic's
time
guards, while doing most of WMC's
The Terrors changed tactics in the ball handling. Dave Engle went 5 for
second half and WEIf1tto a half court 7 to add 10 points for the Terrors
trap defense and more aggressive while John Seiler threw in 7 and
rebounding by the front line of Doug collected 7 rebounds. Scott KOhr
Pinto, Scott KOhr and John Seiler and added 6, Jeff Weyer 4 and Joe
put scored the Cardinals 18--9 in the Callahan 2 to round out Ihe Terror

scoring
The Terrors got into the final game
by beating an individually talented
but poorly coached Cabrini College,
85·67. It wasn't really that close
The Terrors came out and traded
shots with Cabrini for the first ten
minutes, but then Joe Callahan came
off the bench and hit three straight 18
foot jumpers that ignited the crowd
and the other Terrors, who then
outscored Cabrini 17-5 in the final
minutes of the first half to take a 3524 lead into- the dressing room.
The teams came out and traded
shots again for the first few minutes
of the second half but then theTerrors
scored ten unanswered points to put
Cabrini on ice. Cabrini could close
only within 14 points of the Terrors in
the final twelve minutes' as WMC
romped to their first victory of the
season
Doug Pinto scored 23 points and
collected 10 rebounds to lead the
Terrors while Jim Dawson added 12
points and 5 assists. Scott Kohr had
15 points, ti on fool shots, and 7

"'1".------------------ ......
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(Iold and Silver Exchange
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rebounds. Joe Callahan, after hitting
his first three straight, finished with 10
points, while John Seiler scored 10
points and collected 9 rebounds.
Dave Engle had a bad shooting
night, hitting ooly 1 for 5 from the
floor but freshman Jeff Weyer came
off the bench In the last minutes to hit
3 lor 4 from the floor and added a
free throw to finish with 7 points
, Henry Montague, atso a freshman
added 4 points and Rob Bowell
added a pair of free throws to round
out the scoring
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and dragons
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10% discount with I.O; _

Catholic had to come back, in the
final minutes against Washington College, 10 gain the finals in a 84-63
thriller. The end of this game resembled a rugby match more than a
basketball game. Washington held a
8-1 0 point lead for most of the game
until Catholic, aided by some aenerous refereeing, hacked and clawed
(literally) its way back into the game
late in the second half, and scratched
out a victory. Washington came back
to defeat Cabrini in the consolation
game. 56-52

Terrors make tracks
for Volleybcdl Nationals
Robert Holt
After a season of ups and downs,
the WMC volleyball team will cap
their year with the dream come true
opportunity to play in the National
Champiooships at the University of La
Veme in California
In post-season play, the Lady Terrors have taken second place in the
MAC Championships,
the States
Championships
,With the regular season record at
27-6, the team has boost their record
to 42-9 overall in post-season play.
"We are getting stronger as we go
along," said Coach Carol Fritz
Some of the players have gained
individual honors as well in the postseason acnon. Donna Mummert .eno
Anne Glaeser were named to the All
States Team; Jane Kernan received
All Regional Team recognition; and
Anne Glaeser and Jane Kernan have
been given MAC All Conference
honors

In the toumey to be played in
Califomia. the twelfth seeded Terrors
will play fourth seeded Biola University (Calif.), fifth seeded SI. Catherine's University (Minn.), and thirteenth
seeded Bmhearst
College (111.). The
team will leave for Califomia on
December 9 and begin play in the
tournament on December 10
No Eastem Region team has advanced to the quarter-finals in the
Natiooals since the championships
began in 1972. The Terrors are gOing
all out in the quest of being the first
Eastern team to reach the quarterfinals and also to take the title
"I know that they'll represent this
institution very well," said Coach Fritz.
"They are good. ambassadors for
Westem Maryjand."
POST SEASON RECDRD:
MAC Conference Championship 4-'
States Championship
6-0
Regional Champiooship
5;2

it's all greek to me

Holiday fun planned
by sororities
As Christmas approaches,
the
Greeks will be taking brief breaks
from their academic pursuits to
spread Christmas cheer throughout
the Westminster community
Phi SIgma SigITll will be caroling
with Phi Delta ThetI at the Westminster Convelescence Home on Friday
evening, December 4th. The Phi SIg
fall pledge class is giving fruit baskets to the residents of the home as
their philanthropy project

The Omegas will also be caroling
on Friday in the community. Phi
Alpha! IIu will be caroling on Saturday, December Sth in the aftemoon in
town wit~ a special guest appearance 01 Santa
The sisters of Detta SlgITII tc.ppe
will hold a Christmas party for the
Westminster Day Care Center 00
December 13. The Inter.orortty
Council wishes everyone the best of
luck on their finals and happy holidays.

More concern
from page 2
would do some good. Let someone
know that you want something done
about destitution in America. I also do
not think that it would be too much to
ask for you to make a contribution to
help in the meantime. Atterall there
are only eighteen more shopping
days 'til Christmas

Finally, since this is the nuclear
power theme issue I should say
something regarding that topic. Federal lunding of nuclear arms projects
while Americans are unable to enjoy
the simple necessities that most take
for granted is absolutely absurd
Because of you, it could be working
better...Happy Holidays!
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Maria's Beauty Shop
All Haircuts $5
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Puff football

Phi Alphs WIn championship
Corey Mann
The Sisters of Phi Alpha Mu defeated The Blue Ribbon Girls by a
score of 6 to 0 to become the 1981
Womens Powderpuff
Intramural
Champions.
Earlier in the playoff picture The
Blue Ribbon Girls mel the Whiteford
Wonders for the second time in the
semi-final round. At the end of 60
minutes of overtime play it was The
Blue' Ribbon Girls on top 6-0 and
facing the undefeated Phi Alphs.
After 20 minutes of overtime sudden

death Phi Alph Caryn Brandland
made a sensational over-the-shoulder
catch in the end zone to secure the
victory for the Phi Alpha Mu sorority.
All in all a total of six teams
participated with a total of 94 women
competing. The Intramural directors
would like to extend thanks to the
officials and all participants for fine
sportsmanlike play
Congratulations go to the Sisters of
Phi Alpha Mu, the 1981 Womens
Powderpuff Football Champs
Also on the Intramural Scene, Jay

Updike defeated Chris Vaughn 6-3
and 6-5 to win the Men's Singles
tennis toumament. David "PooI1Bear"
Knies and Helen Potter defeated
linda Blockert and Larry Bayer for
the Mixed Doubles Championship.
In the gym Co-ed Volleyball is well
under way with twenty-four teams
Here are the 1981 Powderpuff official standings
Phi Afphs 6-{)
Grounders 1-3-1
Blue Ribbon Girls 4-2-1 Omegas 1-4
WhHeford WOI""ders 3-2-1
GrealGradsQ-4..1

A

Look
Back

P"B" 8
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Islamic art· evident
Joe Olcott

I~

Comics slated
for WMC Show

The WMC art department fijm series laclites, tumbling gently down, blendidolize the subject of the painting
ended last Wednesday with the ing the dome with the four walls
instead of God. These paintings are
showing of two films on Islamic art
Pointed, turret-like minarets often
also believed to impinge on the
The first film, entitled "The Traditional stand around Ihe mosque like tall and
power of God, the only Creator
of life
World of Islam: The Pattern of slender sentinels. The faithful are
~ost painting is didactic or instrucBeauty," examined the various as- called to prayer five times a day by a tive: it teaches people about their
cects of Islamic architecture, calligra- chanting crier up in the minaret
religioo.
phy and painting
Within the mosques, the anrosphere"
The second film, "The Isfahan of
Islamic, or Moslem, art is philosoph- is calm and relaxing, the harsh
Shah Abbas," dealt with a city in
icatly based on two elements: the sunlight softly diffused by the patPersia (now Iran) that was rebuilt in
geometric (straight lines and angles), terned latticed windows.
1674 by a Persian
king, Shah Abbas,
and the abstract (flowing curves). The
Moslem architecture
is found
to serve as the capital of his kingfirst symbolizes the strict order and throughout the world: in North Africa,
dom. The Shah constructed a huge
stability in the universe; the second, the Middle East, Southwest Asia,
bazaar
as well as a rectangular
mall
the open and unrestrained spaces of India, and Indonesia. The most fawith fountains,
gardens,
colonnaded
the human spirit. These elements are mous and most beautiful Islamic
pavitliona, shops, palaces and
not used separately. Rather, they are. building is the Taj Mahal in Agra,
mosques. Although often cruel and
employed together to create a con- I India. Built by the Mogul emperor
ruthless against his opposition, Shah
trasting beauty and harmony, where 1Shah Jehan as a mausoleum for his
Abbas supported the arts and cullife springs and freely grows out of wife, this jewerec. white marble tomb
ture. Metalwork, especially in brass,
order.
is the epitome of Islamic architecture.
and weaving flourished. The SI1ah
This philosophy can best be seen: It has a square base, one main dome
exported metal sculptures, silk carin Islamic architecture, especially in and several lesser ones, pattemed
pets and clothes, Persian rugs and
the structure of mosques, the Moslem screens,
abstract
decorations,
other textiles to the ever hungry art
places of worship. All mosques share arches, minarets, gardens, and" founmarkets of Europe. In the eighteenth
certain characteristics, like the way tains
century, however, the Afghans inmost Christian churches have steeThe film also examined Arabic calvaded, and Isfahan lost Its role as the
pies, pews, and pulpits.
Each tigraphy, or decorative writing, an art
country's cultural center. Neverthemosque has a square base (with one .Jorm in itself. The eight or nine styles
less, many of the city's ancient
wall facing Mecca in Saudi Arabia) that exist wary in appearance: some
Islamic buildings still stand today as
and a dome on top. The geometric seem almost block-like while others
a testil'1lOl'1Y
to Moslem art and relibase represents spirit and the neev- are thin and curling. The Koran and
gion.
ens. The Inner surface of the dome is other sacred books are written in
often decorated with star or sunburst calligraphy, and verses from these
pattems, emanating from the center .books often acorns the inside and
and shimmering down the walls. The outside surfaces of religious buildoutsides of !he domes are arrayed in ings. This StyliZed type of writing is
white, blue, glittering gold, earthen- often blended with abstract art on
brown, and other COlors. Inside tne . wens and towers, making it difficult to
mosque, under the dome, many ten what is writing and what is not.
small, sometimes multicolored and
Islamic religion prohibits any lifa-like
mirrored arches that gradually be- representation of living things, lor
come larger, make the transition from eeee are believed to separate the ,Stev~ fross_man
the circular roof to the square rocnoe- viewer from God by spiritUally entenWaiting for Godot was an exciting
ncn. These arches seem to hang gling a person in a painting's mood and stimulating play for me 10 be in. I
unsupported from the dome like ste- and emotion, making him or her made new and funny friends (how
funny they'll never know) and ra-'
ceived kind comments from the students and teachers. (thanks for your
kindness.)
Artist Ellen Elmes, a lormer WMC art played as an Artist-in-the-Schools in
However, contrary to popular
student,
will display her wOO<:on Tazewell County, Va., has hosted
thought, I did not just pop into
Tuesday, Dec. 1 through Friday, Dec.
many one-woman shows, won several
theatre. I may be a new lace to
11, in the Fine Arts Building at
prestigious awards, and taught 12
WMC, but I've been involved with the

My main part lor three years running was being in the chorus. Then I
rested for two summers and when I
auditioned again, they liked me so
much, they gave me back my old
chorus parts again
'Mlile my leet were still aChing, I

W~t~~~~~
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Western Maryland College Activities
Office and Scarpau Comedy Productions will present a "Comedy Concert" Thursday evening Oecember 15
in Alumni Hall at 8 p.m
Randy Heck and Karen Cook. cochairpersons 01 the Concert and
Public Events Committee, arranged to
bring the Comedy Concert to WMC
Heck stated that he heard about the
show from people who had seen it at
Mt. St. Mary's College last year. Also,
many different performers, including
Scarpati and his comedians, sent in
information and reviews concerning
their acts to the College Activities
Office to be looked over and decided
upon, staled Heck. Reviews included
those written in the Bloomsburg State
College 'newspaper' and the Susquehanna University newspaper .. All the
reviews praised and applauded the
hilarious shows that were given
Heck has also talked with the host
and producer of the show, Andy
Scarpati, who, in Heck's words, is a
very "enthusiastic man with a lot of
energy" Heck himself is very confident about the Comedy Concert,
expecting ilia be a good, entertaining show

Andy Scarpati is a Philadelphia
comic who has his own weekly show
at John and Peter's Place, a night
club in New Hope, Pa. Scarpati also
performs in colleges and clubs along
the East Cost. Scarpati has a long list
01 comedians who perform in his
shows, each with their own list of
television and night club credits
.
As a host of and a performer in the
show, Scarpati will introduce comedians Bob Nelson and Joe Bolster who
will each give their own original acts
Nelson is described in a press release as an "outrageous comic-madman" who will "bring the house down
with his sensational energetic brand
of humor." Nelson's TV credits include The Merv Griffin Show and The
Tom Snyder Show
Bolster's credits include the television game show "Make Me Laugh"
and a Philadelphia based television
show called "AM Philadelphia."
The many enttueasnc reviews and
the impressive TV credits behind
these three comedians seem to
promise a hilarious, fun show for all
Ticket sales will be announced in
WMC Today. Admission is free for
stu~ents and fa.~ulty

The actor's motivation:
Enjoyment
appreciation

Alurn exhibits art
~il:r

Ms. Elmes

::ar:,

uses her mountain environment as
impetus to create watercolor paintings, acrylics, collages, and drawings. Her favorite settings and
subjects include seasonal landscapes, flowers, and people-old and
young, miners, and farmers
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The official opening for the exhibit
will be on Tuesday, Dec. 1, from 7
p.m. to 9 p.m. The public is invited
and the show is free of charge.
Gallery One is open weekdays from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. For further informalion, contact College Activities, ext
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dramas they performed. It was a
happy time for me.
Why do I act in plays? When I first
acted in a play it was to obtain more
self-confidence (although at the time I
didn't know this). Now I do "it" for
sheer enjoyment
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Westminster, Md.
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Math Quiz
Answer to last week's puzzle: 13
dimes, 5 Quarters, and 7
haif-dollars equal $6.40.
Congratulations to Keith Arnold and
Frank SUva,who each won a cheeseburger and drink at the pub.
Congratulations also to the following
people who also submitted correct
answers: Denise Frech, Linda Block,
Terry Darn, Brian Keinlflge, Wayne
Reese, Neil Rutman, Adam Wright,
helga hein. Virginia Macleay, Carrie
Miller, Jim Rapp, Ron Hash, Debby
Neely, John HaYt"ll:ins,Margaret Powell, Matt Baker, Aaron Davis.
This_week's puzzle is:
Walerlilies on a lake double in area

d."

I,' ,__

I

say before I finiSh my true tale. My
other reason fOl' acting upon the
stage is 10 please the audience. I
have always felt that when the audience laughs and applauds, I have
done my job properly
Acting is a two way street; I work
for the audience and the audience
wOO<:s
forme. And for as long as the
audience is entertained, I will enjoy
pursuing my hobby.

nickles, 10
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To make a very long story short, I
will start from the beginning. I was
born...pardon me. It was my mother
who got me to try out for the camp
play when I was eleven.
The camp play was "Fiddler on the
Roof" and I got the part of Motel. I

that the next summer (and other
summers to come) I auditioned for
community theatre plays in aencens-
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WMC dance group
debuts at Alumni Hall
Mary

Fabie

dents in the performance group were
not required to audition for membership in the group. Ms. Robinson's
only mandate for retention of rnerrs
Western Maryland College Dance
Performance Group this past Monbership in the group is attendance at
rehearsals, which were held on Friday
oay
Eighteen WMC students and a
afternoons
professional dance company. from
Students also worked-out on Mon·
day and Wednesday afternoons for
Baltimore,
Naked
Feet. danced
the
approximately 1-1'12 hours. These
performance which began at 7:30
Monday and Wednesday rehearsals
p.m. and lasted approximately thirty
were conducted
by sophomore,
minutes. The Western Maryland ColSusan Maginnis. Ms. Robinson's job
lege Dance Performance Group
presented a program consisting 01 at Goucher' College permitted her to
be on campus only on Friday aftertwo group pieces choreographed by
noons. Ms. Maginnis assumed a role
Debra
Robinson
01 leadership in the group in RobinThese pieces were "Ave Maria" by
Pavarotti and "Spaced Revolvers" son's absence
from "Start Me Up" by the Rolling
The students in the group have had
a variety of training and, despite the
Stones. The professional company
fact that few are highly trained, Ms
performed two duets. "tocerta." choreographed by Robin Williams, and
Robinson is pleased with the group's
overall performance. The students are
"Suspension,"
choreographed by
"dedicated and energetic and have
Diana Cuman-Walters, were executed
in front of an audience of approxidefinitely shown progress since, the
group's inception in September
mately 200 people
The Western Maryland College
The Dance Performance Group has
Dance Performance Group, formed at
been together since September
the beginning of the semester under
under the direction of Debra Bcbinthe auspices at the dramatic art
son, a member of Naked Feet StuA novel

Alumni

experience

Hall was

on the

a presentation

stage

of

by the

at

department, began on a trial basis
Hopefully. the success of Monday
night's performance will ensure the
continuance ot the group here on
campus. Ms. Robinson encourages
any interested student to rehearse
with the g'roup next semester. These
rehearsals will be in preparation for a
spring dance performance, the second of its kind
Another excellent opportunity for
involvement in the group is during
Jan term. A class in modern dance
techniques will be otlered on .Fridays
at 3:45 p.rn. Once again, these
rehearsals are open to any interested

snoer-ts
Ms. Robinson feels that one of the
main benefits of Monday night's per
lormance is the fact that the audience, as well as the student
performers, were allowed a glimpse
of the diversity that dancing can
provide.

Video machines
Fidy Kuo

A $500 reward is being offered for
- information leading to the arrest and
conviction of the person or persons
who removed the video-game panel
from the "Cobra" machine and
money Irom two other game mainvestigated by this governmental
chines
body
The thefts occurred in the Decker
The purpose of the Society Corr.mitCollege Center game room in two
tee on Chemical Education is to, in
separate incidents. The first was
Jones' wards, "deal with all aspects
during
the week of November 16-20.
related to chemical education." The
The video game panel belonging to
committee is involved with a myriad
the "Cobra" machine was removed.
01 projects related to improvements in
According to Robert Fasano, directhe quality of chemical education
tor of campus security, "whoever did
The activities this year include the
it knew what he was doing ,.
planning ot a symposium in honor of
He pointed out that the video panel
the great 19th century chemist Jowas not ripped out, but carefully
seph Priestly and the allocation of
unattached. To gain access to the
$25.000 in research grants

Jones elected chairman
Bill

Byme

WMC professor of chemistry, Dr.
Donald E. Jones, was recently
elected Chairman of the Middle Atlantic Councilors 01the American Cnemlcal Society for 1981-1983. He has
also been appointed to a one year
position with the Society Committee
on Chemical Education of the American Chemical Society
Dr. Jones has been associated with
this nationally based organization of
chemists for almost 20 years. The
Middle Atlant:c Councilors are reo
sponsible for guiding policies and
establishing procedures for this region'S chapter of the American
Chemical Society, As chairman,
Jones will play an important role in
leading the discussion of issues to be

WMC accepted in MLA
program association
Laura

The Phoenix
Wishes
Happy
Holidays
to WMC
Students
Faculty
Staff

Cole

WMC has been accepted as a full
member of the Association of Graduate Liberal Studies Programs
The general purpose of the gradu·
ate liberal studies program at schools
like WMC is to offer students a
graduate degree that is interdisciplinary in nature and non-professional in
intent. The programs adhere to the
values of liberal art education at the
graduate level and therefore offer
students trom different educational
backgrounds and professions an alternative to the usual specialized
graduate programs.
Charter members of the Association
include Wesleyan University. John
Hopkins University. St. John's College
at Annapolis, Southern Methodist University, Hollins College. Dartmouth
College, Georgetown University, and

Dance group entertains at Alumni Hall

Drew University
Dr. Del Palmer, head of the comparative literature and dramatic art
departments and M.LA
advisor,
stressed the need for the M.L.A.
program
"At one time. only the M.Ed. was
offered at Western Maryland College," Palmer said. "The M.L.A.,
started in 1975, provides flexibility. It
provides another option for teachers,
as well as a special liberal arts
program for people 01 any profession
Approximately 100 graduate students enroll in the M.L.A. program
each year. Class requirements include courses in humanities, cultural
heritage, comtemporary society and
creative process as well as electives,
totaling 30 credit hours. Courses are
offered in all departments covering a
diverse area of study

panel, the back of the machine was
pried open with a crow bar. The
estimated cost of the missing panel is
valued at $1,800. As to what the thief
or thieves, did with the video panel,
"is anyone's guess," Fasano.
At about the same time the videopanel was removed. the "Battle
Zone" game machine was also pried
open. Since the machine had just
been checked for money, there
wasn't that much left to take." said
Fasano. The "Battle Zone" machine
now has a padlock like the other
game machines in the game room.
The second theft occurred early
Tuesday morning, November 23. An·
other video game machine, not identified. was also pried open and
pilfered. Again, the machine ccinbox
had just been emptied, so not much
money could be taken,
Both thefts occurred after the
Decker College Center was closed at
midnight. So, when asked who was
on duty those evenings, Dean Mowbray responded, "it doesn't matter
who was on duty. No one was here"
Campus security does periodically
check the Collge Center 'during the
night However, most of the time they

sacked
are patrolling the rest of the campus
"Tile weird thing about it," said
Fasano about both thefts, "was that
no point of entry could be found"
There is no sign of forced entry
anywhere
As to how the thief, or thieves,
entered the College Center. Fasano
said it is possible that they were
hiding somewhere in it before closing
time and came out later. He revealed
a "possible hiding place" in The
Forum
II is the boiler room whose entrance
way is in a storage closet there. The
boiler room entrance has no lock on it
to keep people out. And, because of
the large size of the boiler room.
security guards have a difficult time
searching lor people hiding inside it.
For both thefts, it was campus
custodians who discovered them first
in the morning. They contacted the
Student Affairs Office and in turn they
notified Dean Mowbray
According to Mowbray, the police
have been called and have done
their own investigation. He added that
he did not know the outcome of their
investigation and what will result of it

SGA News
The referendum for the new Constitution is considered nu'U and void,
according to SGA President Theresa
Baker The controversy arose when
students complained tnat having to
put their 10 numbers on the ballot
violated the secret ballot. A new
referendum will take place next semester

In other business discussed at the
SGA Senate meeling, there was con~rn expressed abo.ut the forr~ing of
the All-Greek Council. Baker said that
the council will be discussed at the
next Student Personnel Subcommittee
of the Long Range Planning Commtntee. The subcommittee will meet in a
closed session with certain invited
faculty. administrators and students.
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A fair policy to all
Provided

in this

publication

is one

of the most

valuable

elements

of

a newspaper. The section, titled "Letters to the Editor," is a service
intended for the free and responsible expression of the readership, It
serves a very functional purpose and is estimated as one of the most
important sections of a newspijper among journalists
Yet. there are misconceptions among some of the readership of
this publication as to what is acceptable for publication in the editorial
letters

section.

These

misconceptions

have

led to the abuse

of the open

and trusting nature of the editorial letter policy in the past.
There is a misconception that the editor of this publication is
obligated to print all letters submitted to the editor and must justify a
decision to print, or not print, a letter in this section to the general
college body. This is an inaccurate assumption.
The editor is also not obligated to give advance warning to any
party that is criticized in a published letter to the editor. Nor is the editor
obligated to interrogate or question any persons about their motivation
for submitting a letter
.
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to The Phoenix, Box t, Western Maryland College, Westminster. Md
21157.

In the past, all responsibly written letters to the editor were
published unaltered and with the clOSing signature chosen by the
author. For example, the editor of this publication did not personally
approve of the manner which the author of the letter titled "Unfair
protesscr'' expressed his opinion. Yet the editor did honor the previously
prescribed policy and printed the letter much to his distaste
However, with deep regrets of the editor, this policy has been
blatantly abused and will no longer endure. A new policy has been
prescribed and established, and abuses of this policy will not be
permitted nor tolerated. All letters addressed to the editor of this
publication will be submitted in accordance with the following
guidelines
'Letters will be typed on a 55 space margin line and doublespaced between sentences
'The author's name, campus address and year of graduation will
accompany the letter, either on the top page of the letter or on a
separate sheet of paper. The author's written signature will
appear beneath this information. The author's name will be
withheld by request
'The author will personally deliver the letter to the office of the
editor, located in the Student Offices Suite, when it can be
received by an authorized agent of this publication
In the past, some individuals have chosen to address their editorial
letters to the editor by personal name. The editor's personal biases and
opinions oo' not determine the legitimacy of editorial letters. Henceforth,
all letters to the editor will open with the common salutation, Dear
Editor:. In closing, eu Jetters to the editor will be concluded with the
author's name or the phrase, name withheld by request, depending
upon the author's preference. Pen names or slogans will not be printed
All letters to the editor will be subject to the review and editing of
the editor. The content of all letters will be examined. and edited when
deemed necessary, by the editor. The following unacceptable elements
will be edited from all letters ocousnec:
'Obscene statements
'Libelous statements
'Vehement attacks upon a person's character
'Unsubstantiated statements
'Incoherent content
'Ungrammatical language usage.
'Excessive letter length
Any editorial letter that is not within the prescribed guidelines will
be edited at the discretion of the editor. Any letter that is considered to
be excessively divergent from the prescribed guidelines will not be
printed. unless prior arrangements have been approved by an
authorized agent of the newspaper
Indeed, some of the readership will consider these measures
hars!) and unjustified. However, this policy is very similar to the policies
prescribed by The Sun newspaper of Baltimore and The New Republic
Both of these publications continually deal successfully with a vast
diversity of editorial letters with such a policy.
Those who wish to discuss any aspect of the editorial letter policy
or decision conceming any specific letter, must meet with the editor by
appointment
It is believed that this policy will be the most equitable to both the
publication and its readership

Letter
to the
Editor
Dear Editor
The women 01 first floor Rouzer are
the best thing to happen to the dorm
since Ward Street became an RA
Thank you ladies!
Kevin Brown

Water tower leaks

Civil and
uncivil
order
Corey Mann
For the past three years, I have
witnessed vandalism running rampant
on this campus and it has driven me
past the point of anger. There has to
come a time when something will be
done and this foolishness will stop. I
am sick and tired of the immature
components of this student body
gOing time after time unrepremanded
for their actions
Certainly, it is true- that on given
occasions someone will" fry in Laidlaw's office, but those cases are only
the tip of childish iceberg that
floats freely at Western Maryland. The
majority of cases go unreported for
one and a million cop outs
The whole point of this column is
to relate an incident which occurred
in the parking lot of Frock's last
Thursday night during the Christmas
dance. The events I am referring to
involve the vandalism of several students' automobiles. And for the life of
me. I can't figure out why.
•
I mean, for instance. someone
broke the antenna off of Andy
Chang's Datsun and it happens that
the broken part is virtually unreplaceable at a price of $150. This smacks
of the lowest form of life
Andy has never done anything on
this campus to deserve this action. I
at first thought that it was perhaps an
attack on this newspaper of which
Andy is the photography editor. But
that makes it more ridiculous. Why
pick on a photo editor?
Ward Street and Adam Wright also
were the targets of vandals. This
makes no sense either. Unless you,
of course, consider some recent
over mixer receipts. But
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A new deal on unem ploymen t
Chris

-

Beyers

Due to the popular response to my
near-infallible plan to end the arms
race, I think lowe it to my adoring
fans, and the world, to set out to
solve one 01 the worst evils facing
man today--unemployment
Joblessness is more than a mere
loss of revenue, it is a depressing
way of life which strips a man of his
dignity and his will to live. Just last
week I saw a grown man eating the
meat of some chicken bone that had
been thrown in the trash, and it made
me so sick that I walked right into
Gino's and got that man a JOb!
This was not so much to my credit
as to the country's discredit. The
problem of unemployment boils down
to too many people chasing too few
jobs So far, the U.S. Government has
tried to expand the number of jobs
available. These policies have been
mismanaged, uneven, and extremely
inflationary. Thus, the-only possible
solution that 1 can see is to restrict
the labor terce. I call my plan
"supply-side employment."
The task then is to decide just how
to restrict the supply of labor. It is my
contention that most American families are too greedy. Many times,
when the man of the house already
has a job, the female partner decides
that she is bored, or that they need
extra money to repair the jacuzzi or to
put tailfins on the Pontiac
Hence, she gets a job, taking work
away from somebody who really
needs it. Thus, the root of the
problem is women, and the way to
solve it is to kick women out of the
labor force

Vandals
uncivil
from page 2
I am not accusing anyone of 'anything. (Where have I heard that
before?) It seems though that these
attacks are particularly directed at
The Phoenix and the Social Committee, two of the campus' most popular
dumping sites
There are some people on this
campus who can face the music for
their wrong actions, but unfortunately
there are still those who can't. Out of
cowardice they hide behind such
petty things as vindication and
ethanol, hoping to justify their extended adolescence
The reasonable people of this campus have repeatedly asked for firm
and just action from the college
administrators. Repeatedly, the reasonable people have seen their requests ignored and denied. They
have seen the known vandals of this
campus wreak havoc to personal and
college property without any fear of
making retribution. They know that,
even if they are caught and proven
guilty, they will most likely walk away
with just a wrist slapping
The elements for a disastrous situation are rapidly coming into alignment.
I feel that the basis of civil order is
gradually decaying at WMC under
the elastic enforcement of college
policy by the administration. When
civil order is not present in a society,
natural law will prevail and reasonable people in view or a weak judicial
system, will reasonably take things
into ther own hands and will reasonably knock the hell out of the few
I people who lack resoect.rcr anything
and anybody.

That women are the cause of all
men's problems is nothing new. One
needs only to look back to history to
see this predictable pattern occur
again and again. Eve beguiled Adam
into biting inlO the apple; Marie
Antronette
sweet-talked Louis XVI into
following disastrous conservative pencies.
bring about the bloody French
Revolution; and I need not delineate
the trials poor Oedipus went through
lor the sake of a woman. From Lizzie
Borden to Martha Mitchell, women
have been nothing but trouble. But I
digress
With my plan, not all women would
be excluded from working. The female gender is uniquely suited for

certain professions. For example,
acting is a good profession lor
women. To a lesser degree, childcare
industries. Women would be allowed
to hold these types of jobs, and any
jobs "left over, when the men are
through chosing their work.
The question arises--why women?
Why not men? Throwing aside the
obvious intelligence and physical
strength limitations of women, one
must remember that the entire economic and bureaucratic structure of
the U.S is built around a masculine
approach to things
All power is in male hands. To
exclude men would bring down the
United States, and po right-thinking

person wants that. Since my plan will
bring about full employment, all
women need do is get married and
they will be set for life
Again, there are hetortce!
precedents for this. Before 1900, women
were expected to get married, and
almost every one (even the ugly
ones!) did marry. Therefore, my
scheme will halt the distressing decline of the American family'
The plan will also work if only one
person per household works. The
problem here is determining who is to
be the breadwinner, and it would be
much easier to cheat on the system.
As I have outlined it, I have ensured
that. except for some couples around

the San Francisco area, there will
only be one wage earner per household. My plan IS simple this way, and
it cuts down on a lot 01 paperwork.
Undoubtedly, there will be a massive feminist reaction to my plan, and
I'll surely be branded as "sexist."
I
call myself a humanitatian, and if it
takes sexism to bring the end of
unemployment, then by golly, I say
let's be sextst!
The inconvenience to a couple of
pushy broads moves me very little
when I consider that poor, unemployed man sadly gnawing away on a
discarded chicken bone
Editor's
note: This is the express
opinion of C. Beyers

Introspection

What
Nancy

our' purpose?

IS

Turner

Ever wonder why you are here, or
question whether life is really worth
living? Sometimes do you get realty
lonely and wonder why you feel so
alone? Do you get mad at your
circumstances or mad at yourself
when things don't go right? Ever feel
really guilty about something you
aren't able to get off your mind? Ever
feel like giving up? _
Well, I have lell all of these things
at one time or another, but I always
felt that they didn't have to be. So I
kept searching to see if I could find
the true happiness that I knew existed somewhere. Are you searching
too? I hope you haven't given up or
accepted a happiness that is second
rate, because you sort of fell you
could never find that joy that you
have dreamed about deep down
inside you. Never give up hope, there
is an answer!
First of all there is a reason for our
being here. God says, in the Bible,
that we are created by Him, he made
us therefore we are his. He has set
the standards for right and wrong.
Why did God make us? He made us
in order that he might have a relationship with us, that we might find true
joy in him and would worship and
honor him for all that he is.
Secondly, God gives us a Iree will
(he didn't want to make machines) to
choose whether or not we will live our
lives the way he desires us to. But we
responded by running our lives our
,own way, thinking we kn~ better,

turning away from him and disobey'
ing the laws and commands he has
set down for us
If we choose \0 live this way, then
we must naturally accept the consequences. God tells us that the consequences of turning away from him are
an eternity without him, Le. hell, and
life without him now, here on earth,
won't be all that great either. We will
suffer guill, a loss of identity, purposelessness, messed up relationships and on and on- we won't have
true happiness! That stinks!
But if God is a just God and set the
standards, then, just like a judge in
the courts today, he can't change
them, so what does he do? Because
of his love, he let someone else take
the punishment lor us so we don't
have 10. That someone was Jesus
Christ. who God sent into this world
to live a perfect life and teach men
how they should live, and then to be
killed, thus suffering aU the pain thai
we deserve! After he died, he rose
from the dead and conquered sin
and death, thereby freeing us so that
we can live life with God now
Now what? Well the response God
wants is that we stop running our
lives our way and agree that we have
sinned against hi.m by doing this and
admit that we deserve to be punished. Our natural response then
should be to start obeying him.
However, we can't do this on our
own; it is Jesus who changes us. He
gives us a JOyfulnessand eagerness
_to__~a~a personal relationship
with

him
Maybe you don't know if you believe all of this, but if you did, then
you would follow Jesus. tnen.
I
challenge you to take a look at your
life, are you really happy or are you
searching for something more? If you
are, then try asking God to show you
il he is the answer to what you are
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campus

searching lor. You might want to take
a look at the New Testament or talk
with a Christian you know
There is so much more to say, but
no room here, however if you have
any questions or want a Bible, then
please come by and see me in 305
aoeroce- I'm Nancy Turner

_:

876--6929
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Appalachian life to be studied
literature will be presented in the
January Term course, "Mountaineers,
Miners, and Moonshiners," "Mountaineers" will be one of over SOJanuary
Term courses to be offered at Western Maryland College beginning Monday, January 4.
They are not "hillbillies," defends
assoctate professor of philosophy
and religious studies Dr, Robert Hartman, "they are just plain people." A
popular target of caricatures and
stereotypes, Dr. Hartman explained
that although the people of Appalachia are presented as suspicious of
strangers, they are .traditionally a
"quite hospitable folk."
Forded off their farms in the Scottish lowlands, Ihe ancestors of the

Blii Byrne
The Scottish-Irish immigrants who
settled the rugged mountain wilderness of southeastern Kentucky and
surrounding regions were frontiersmen, Self-sufficient and fiercely independent, these first inhabitants of
what is today known. as Appalachja
sought to leave behind the frustrations created by a history of discrimination. Over 200 years later, limited
economic opportunities -and complex
SOCialproblems continue to plague
these descendants of farmers from
the pre-Elizabethan Scottish lowlands
A study of the Appalachian people
of the mountains, their culture, folklore. music, crafts, languages, and

first Appalachian settlers immigrated
to Ireland and then America in the

ans have suffered in recent decades
at the hands of the exploitative coal
late 18th century. Discouraged by the industry and the well intentioned yet
lack of opportunity in this nation's ineffective workers of the "war on
urban centers,
these pioneers
poverty' are only the most recent
pressed westward to establish in this examples of a long history of disc rimnation's communities, Over time the ination and persecution
people of Appalachia have estab- Hartman hopes that his course will
lished a folklore and tradition which help students to "see how an Aopalaremains strong even in the face of the clan lives, To feel what it would be
unavoidable encroachment of 20th like to live in that cultural situation"
century industrial progress
According to Hartman, the class will
Hartman attributes the origin of attempt to develop a historical and
modern bluegrass to the folk music of present day perspective of Appalathis reqion. Square dancing, the low- chiao Students will be called upon to
lands fiddler and the dulcimer are all research specific facets of this intriunique contributions of the Appala- guing culture. What was the life of a
chian cultural heritage.
coal miner like? What is the moonThe ill treatment which Appalactushine business and how did it de-

velcp? How did they build log
cabins? These are some of the topics
Hartman has slated for exploration.
Films made in Appalachia will be
shown in conjunction with the class
They will focus in on issues ranging
from the social problems of frustrated
high school dropouts to the environmental and economic impact of the
region's number one industry: coal
The January Term is designed to
provide both students and faculty
with a unique educational experience
It is hoped that in each class or
individualized project the student will
engage with his instructor in a cooperauve venture, one in which they
explore new areas and extend intellectual horizons

Foreign students experience obstacles
case, WMC, because of its small
size, personal atmosphere, and low
student-to-taculty reno. Both like the
college but they expected it to. be in
a big city, where they could travel
around, rather than in a small town
One obvious drawback of studying
in another country is loneliness. Iyad
and Nabih have to stay on campus
during the breaks when everyone
else goes home, leaving the place
almost deserted, Despite being separated from family and friends, studying here has its advantages
"It can be fun," said Nabih, a

Joe Olcott
What is ii like, as a student, to leave
one's country and go to college in a
place where the people speak a
difte[ent language and have different
behaviors and customs? Two students at Western Maryland College
know Iyad Abu-Jaffer and Nabih EIOuaose,i. are both from Jordan. Iyad
is Irom the eastern part of Jerusalemnow occupied by Israel: Nabih Jives
about fifty miles from Jerusalem
Neither choose which college they
would attend. Student Aid Internae. scholarship association,
a college lor them: in this'

must face is mastering a native
language, Learning the grammar and
syntax out of a book does not
prepare one to eHectivety speak the
tanguage with its slang, jargon, idioms. and informal speech: these'
must - be learned first hand while
immersed in the culture
Besides language, of course, many
other differences exist between Jordan and America. Nabih said American clothing is more casual, more
informal: the people seem to put less
emphasis on how they look. The food
also diHers from what they are used
to eating (a complaint shared by
many other WMC
There is
more sexual

rights here (although tradition said
they should stay at home.)
Another difference is the closeness
and stronger bonds within Jordaniar
families compared to American ones
Young adults live with their families
for a longer time before breaking
away to become independent. Aunts,
uncles, and grandparents are ccnsoered part of the family; each person's
pains and sorrows are shared by the
others.
Iyad (a treshman) and Nabih were
extremely surprised at many Americans' lack of knowledge about other

Alumni organ repaired
in January Term project
Jeff

Frazier

Have you ever wondered why the
organ in Alumni Hall is never used?
Recently, two students majoring in
organ, Christopher Berke and Ellen
Nash, investigated the situation, They
discovered that while Alumni Hall was
being renovated in 1977-78, the
organ was badly damaged when the
air conditioners were installed. As a
result, the organ has not been in
usable condition.
Chris, who has worked for many
organ builders in Maryland, suggested that the organ be restored for
college use, rather than letting it sit
idly
As a January term project, both
Chris and Ellen will spend six to eight

Seafarer'S

Seafood

Entertainment Friday
December

11 & 12

December 18
December 31

&
&

19
Jan. 2 -

countries and cultures Some whom
they met here did not know where
Jordan was located: others thought
that most Middle Easterners were
backward and not well-educated: and
Iyad said still others (including a
telephone operator) did not even
know that Jordan was a country
This astonishing and dangerous
ignorance is caused in some part by
the press and media, said Nabih,
Which usually ignores foreign countries unless they get involved with
and affect the United States in some
way

hours a day renovating the organ
The process will involve removing
close to nine hundred pipes, cleaning
and replacing any damaged pipes,
cleaning the organ chambers, replacing the air boses. putting in new
leatherwork to make the organ airtight, rewiring and cleaning the electrical contacts in the console, and
retuning the organ
Chris and Ellen stated that once the
organ is renewed, it can be used for
practice by organ students and for
background music during productions in Alumni Hall
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Most med students are cheats
CPS
CHICAGO, ILL .- Most medical
school students are cheats, eccoroing to a new survey by a University of
Chicago Medical School professor
The study indicates a majority of
future MDs engage in occasional
forms of cheating while in school
The study, conducted by psychiatry
professor Frederick Sier1es among
students at the Chicago Medical
School and Loyola of Chicago's
Stntcf School of Medicine found that
58 percent of students at the two
schools had cheated at one time or
anomer during their time in med

school.
In addition, 88 percent of all med
students admitted to having cheated
as undergrads as well
On the other hand, only two percent
confessed to habitual cheating during
their med scnooi tenure, according to
Sierles
The survey also indicated 'students
who cheated during tneir first two
years in medical school were likely to
cheat during their subsequent two
years of clinical training on hospital
wards -- usually through inadequate
or missed examinations of individual
patients The study concludes that

those who cheat are inclined to take"
a cynical attitude toward cheating" as
a means of getting ahead.
"I don't think things are that bad,"
counters Fredericka Oakley, ccorinator 01 medical education research at
the University of California School of
Medicine at Davis. and a friend of
Sierles. "In my opinion, 58 percent
seems a very high number. I don't
doubt (Sierles') statistics, but the
study involved only 428 students at
two schools, and that's not a very
high number.
Oakley feels Sierles used too broad
a range to define '"cheating" in his

Publisher makes start
I

I

,===n:80::'
:c:c:re:te:'I:c===========::;

information format for 100 coHege
communities. They made a hefty
$30.000 profit. Moffitt remembers.
It "was a cause lor great celebretion. It justified us as people"
But it's rot cause for nostalgia, "I
was sick to my stomach every day
back then," be says. "We knew it
snoutd work, but we didn't know it
would"

college

"Some people come away so disIt was on campus that "I learned
satisfied with college," he advises,
how to think If fact, everything I've
done in business is based on how I "but they don't realize every college
experience,
no matter where you go,
came to perceive the world as a
has in it wnat is you. It's not easy to
student"
find," he notes sagely like a guru,
Those perceptions weren't always
"but it is there"
right. "We learned through trial and
Many people certainly doubted his
error. When we started our business,
ability to rejuvenate a revered magawe had the wrong ad rates and ways
zine like Esquire, which after a dtsnnof doing business that cost us endqui shed history had resisted efforts to
less amouniS of money"
revive it by a series of new owners.
Moffitt is clearly anxious to conmuBut since taking the magazine over
nicate what he's learned. He takes a
two years ago, Whittle and Moffitt
graybeard's view toward his campus
have doubled the number of subreaders. "Students make sacrifices
scriptions and given it a new, if not
they don't need to, and then they all
universally accepted. editorial bent
have regrets because they didn't
listen to themselves, to what they one critic initially dubbed as part of a
really wanted and needed"
~~~_!lntalily."
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Look beyond graduation
-learn a skill.

Does the evidence of verified
cheating mean many patients in
America are placing their lives in the
hands of less-than-competent ooctors? Highly doubtful. says Oakley
"All med students have to take two
nationwide exams before a board of
medical examiners, the first after two
years of basic science, and the
second after two years of clinical
experience. About 20 percent ncrmally fail the first time."
"The exams are vitually cheatproof," she insists. "I could probably
cheat on them to some degree, but a
medical student certainly can't"

don't run Into a lot of it because it's
something we usually can't detect
Yet it's very rare that students at
Davis do it habitually, and we almost
always find out about those who do "

In

know that all bad things come to an
All told, "students are given an
end."
unfair rap right now. -rnevre seen as
NEW YORK, NY·-Each month EsHis voice trails. "But then. so do all more materialistic than they really
quire magazine goes wide-eyed and
good thing ..."
are"
tentatively out on a print date with an
For 13-30, however, the good
But Moffitt doesn't ignore the rap.
attractive actess, and so it was that
things remain undiminished. Mike
either. '"We pater to it to some
we went to see Philip Moffitt, who is
Collins, 13-30's former exectuive vice
degree." For example America, a
not only Esquire's editor, but copresident, estimates the company's
travel magazine. deals less with
founder of what may be the biggest
annual growth af 30 percent Nutshell . "bumming around" as it might have
student--oriented publishing empire in
alone grosses $1.6 million per year.
ten years ago, and more with strucAmerica. Moffitt and co-conspirator
But Nutshell isn't alone in the 13-30 tured student vacations.
Christopher Whittle produce everystable. It publishes magazines like
thing from "Good Stuff" packages of
Graduate. 18 Almanac, New MarMoffitt himself is no longer the
samples that greet you when you
riages, Sourcebook, Destinations,
creative head of all the magazines,
check into your dorm to Nutshell
America. New Parent and, among preferring to dedicate himself to Esmagazines and newspaper suppleother, Young Miss. All are aimed at quire his company's first loray out of
ments that tell you what 10 do while . the same ta-te-au-veer
old age
the college market. Four groups of
you're there to Graduate Magazine
group.
editors now provide the creative imfor when you leave. In all, there are
"Atter surveying students constantly petus for the college products.
15 magazines and a book.
for ten years," Moffitt says, '"we
But Moflitt dreams of returning to
Moffitt, if not his readers, seems
probably know more about high
campus. perhaps as an adminstrator
taken aback by his new status, which
school students and colleges than Education and education reform are
is vastly different from when he and
anyone in the country"
his '"first and longest love"
Whittle started publishing a local
student magazine at the University of
Tennessee. He looks puzzled when
asked how he got into the business
"I never meant to be a publisher,"
he insists. "I always wanted 10 be a
lawyer, Ihen a psychologist, but I
"Supplies a.qd Handcrafted gifts
never thought of publishing for busiavailable for that special person."
ness
Moffitt was working in the University
Counted Thread
of Tennessee administration in 1968
when he and Whittle, both former
Decker Center
student body president, "became
open 4:30 p.m.
aware of the need to provide lncoming students with akind of survival r
guide to the school, it's activities, and
(to) surrounding Knoxville," he recalls
So they assembled Knoxville' in a
Nutshell, and made $2000. Encouraged. the partners expanded the
concept to 19 other college towns -and lost $60,000
They kept their fledgling company,
which they named the 13-30 Corporation, alive for three years in the red,
thanks to "an understanding banker
and a patient printer."
In 1973, the abolished the local
Nutshell editions in favor 01 a general

study
"He included everything that could
poSSibly be construed as dishonesty.
such as a student's including an
article in a bibliography that he or
she hadn't actually read. If one uses
that kind of standard, one's inevitably
going to get a very high percentage"
"ro say that cheating on a trivial
level does go on a lot at medical
schools," Oakley concedes, "but we
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Sports

fGridders bestow honors
Rob

1

McQuay

While retiring from the stage for a
couple of months. I returned to the
Sports Scene. tn doing so. t acquired
a ticket to the Western Maryland
Football Fifth Annual Awards Banquet. Here I rubbed elbows with such
football greats as Steve James. Pat
tuce. Bob Upshaw. Rick Conner and
many others
The evening started at approximately 6 p.m. with the "Huddle
Period." There was an open bar and
enough snacks to go around for the
respective players. their families. girlfriends and honored guests. This
hour of mingling and good cheer was
concluded with a typically delicious
dinner. (The banquet was held at
Martin'S Westminster.)
At the conclusion of dinner. the
~aster of Ceremonies. Coach Rip
Jamison. was introduced. Coach
Jamison then proceeded to acknowledge the guests that were in attendance. After such standouts as Mitch
Tullai. former coach Jim Hindeman.
and of course. the voice of Terror
football Dwight Dingle were introduced. Jamison called upon President John to say a few words.
And few they were; John was brief
in his comments this evening. The
main thrust for his mini-lecture was

that the whole season was a "gamble." This sports writer found these
words somewhat familiar. but John
went on to sarlas this writer would
have) that it was a "gamble that we
won!"
Coach Jamison then introduced
guest speaker. recent Hall of Farner.
Mitch Tullai. The well articulated Tullai
had an excellent message. It was not
only about football. but about liIe. He
commented on success
However. the evening was not over
yet as many awards were to come
The next part of the evening was
what everyone was there for. the
presentation of awards. Keep in mind
these awards were chosen by the
coaches and players. these are not
National or Statewide awards. The
following were the players that received team awards
Jim Stephan's Award - Freshman.
Gary Forte FB (47); Offensive lineman of the Year - Sophomore. Lance
Hammell OT (63); Specialty Player of
the Year Sophomore. Rich Johnson
PK (25); Receiver of the Year - Junior.
Bob DeBeer TE (81); Defensive lineman of the Year
Senior. Bob
Upshaw DE (79); Most Valuable
Player - Senior. Bob Upshaw TBIDE
(29/79); Offensive Back of the Year Senior. Steve James LB (49); Defensive Back of the vear . Senior. Tom

Knieriem DB (40); Jim Stephan's
Award· Senior. Randy Heck DB (5)
Coach's Award - Senior. Frank Connell SE (SO)
This 1981 football team gave an
impressive 5-3-1 record and a third
place birth in the MAC. With some
more good recruiting this year. next
year's team will be looking for its fifth
consecutive winning season. Next
year'S winning team will be led by
Captains Jim Buckley; Offensive
guard: Paul Wallin. Quaterback;
Wayne Keen. Defensive Tackle; and
Kent Galvin. Defensive End.

More
Honors
All Star MAC Team
Steve James - Linebacker #49
All State Colle_l;leFootball Team
Offense
Rich Johnson Place Kicker #25
Defense
Bob Upshaw Defensive Tackle #79
Steve James - Linebacker #49
Tom Knieriem - Defensive Back #40
Honorable Mention
Jim Selfridge - Quarterback #10
Bob Debeer - Tight End #81
Dennis Yancheski Offensive Tackle
#60

Swim team plunges
'
strong into s~'q'~2!!,;9;bl'
The WMC Sy.'lmmmg team has
plunged into the 1981 season last
week. with meets against Elizabethtown and Widener, The men's and
women's teams were successful despite the men'S loss to Widener
The women won their two meets
decisively with a 56-43 victory over
Elizabethtown and a 64-36 romping
at Widener. The female Te'rrors, led
by captains
Denise Frech. Lisa
Kleven. and Sue Lapodus, hope to
maintain last year's recorc 01 11-2
with Hie talent shown in their first two
meets
The women won eight of the twelve
events at Elizabethtown taking both
the 400 meter medley relay and the
400 meter freestyle relay, Linda Rennie shattered school records in the 50
meter freestyle with a time of 26.5
and in the 100 meter freestyle in 58,0,
capturing first places in both events
Denise Frech became eligible for
the NCAA III national championships
with a time of 1:11.42 in the 100
meter breaststroke. while freshman
standout Mary Theresa Lurz raced to
a 220,7 time in the 200 Meter I.M
breaking the school record and qualifying for the nationals
•
At the Widener meet. '(-IMC women
again swam victoriously, winning nine
of the twelve races including both
relays. Mary Theresa Lurz added two
more school records to her accomplishments [n the 200 meter freestyle
and the 200 meter butterfly events.

foe me na
tionals in the 200 meter butterfly
Denise Frech again qualified for the
nationals in another event. the 200
meter breaststroke,with a winning time
of 2:37,965
The men have been less successful
than the women after a disappointing
loss to Widener. 76 to 26. and a win
over Elizabethtown,'50-43. balancing
the record at I-I. The men's 400
freestyle relay of Kurt Hubach. Mike
Price. Paul Burkitt, and captain Fred
Hubach earned the only first place in
the meet. while Mike Price contributed two of the team'S five second
place finishings in the 50 meter and
the 100 meter freestyle events
The men'S team. recovered from
the loss to Elizabethtown. beat Widener. 50-43 by gaining most 01 their
points in the freestyle events. Again.
the- Hubach. Hubach. Burkitt. and
Price 400 meter freestyle relay won.
while Mike Price improved his 100
meter freestyle time to 51.6. slicing
more than two seconds from his last
time at the Elizabethtown meet
Kim Easterday. coach of the 21
member squad. sees the goals of the
team as qualifying as many swimmers as possible for the nationals at
the close of the season. and improving
their win-loss team record. while
lowering individual times. Since the
freshmen and upperclassmen are
breaking school records. the 1981
season should be a year to remember.

Soccerman honored Sports associations grapple
for control of women
Chris

Beyers

The NCAA soccer committee announced last Thursday the All-South
soccer squad. and among the athletes honored were two from WMC.
Albert Mensah made first team and
John Schiavone was named to the
second team. The south region consists of division II! colleges in over
ten southern slates.
Earlier. both Mensah and Schiavone
were picked to the Middle Atlantic
Conference South Region all-star first

team along with teammate Bobby
Kline. John Montayne earned honorable mention. The MAC does not have
a second team. Albert Mensah was
voted most valuable player for the
second year in. a row
In addition. Mensah and Schiavone
were named to the Maryland All-State
first team. a team comprised of
players from both division II and
division. III schools. John Angguillo.
Bobby Kine. and Chris Beyers were
named to the second team

CPS
WASHINGTON. D,C,--The folks at
the headquarters of the embattled
Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (AIAW) may be a little
quieter than they used to be as they
administer their various sports championships. But then the subject of the
war with the NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association) over who
gets to control women'S sports in the
future isn't mentioned much.
Yet they're actively fighting, They've
just fired what may be their last. best
shot in the form of an anti-trust suit
against the NCAA
If the AIAW wins its suit. it stands a
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chance of surviving as the central
coordinating body for women's intercollegiate sports it started out to be in
1971
If it doesn't win the AIAW. which
has already lost almost a third of its
membership to its larger. wealthier
enemy. it could fold within three-tofive years. according to past AIAW
President Christine Grant
In its October 9 suit, the AIAW
charged the NCAA .with engaging in
"unlawful combinations and conspiracies to restrain trade in the governance. programs and promotion of
women's intercollegiate athletics"
The war opened in late 1979 when
the NCAA for the first time in history
announced it would organize intercollegiate championships for women.
Another previously all-male organization -- the NAIA (National Association
for Intercollegiate Athletics) -- soon
announced a women's championship
schedule of its own.
So far. the war's effect on the AIAW
has been "devastating." according to
AIAW President Donna Lopiano
For example. the group's major
revenue-producer
its Division I
basketball championship -- is ih deep
trouble, "Several of the top contenders from last year'S championship
aren't going to participate this year

They've gone over to the NCAA."
says Shari Kharasch. AIAW's public
relations director
Consequently the format for the
tourney. to be held at the University
of Pennsylvania next March -- has
been reduced to 16 teams from 24
last year
The AIAW's television contract with
NBC will probably net the group
$225.000 bul runs out in 1983
The end of the contract would likely
be the end of the organization.
speculates the women's athletics director at a Kansas University. "The
basketball TV contract is the AIAW's
one and only profit-maker. But if you
were NBC and you saw that the
NCAA was bringing in all the best
teams. would you sign a contract with
the AIAW?"
NBC officials refused to discuss the
future of the contract "Conditions
change." responded an NBC spokesman tersely
Teams are leaving the AIAW for the
NCAA for mostly economic reasons.
Women's sports officials around the
country note that the NCAA pays the
transportation costs of teams that
participate in its championships.
while the AIAW offers no such subsi-

continued to page 7
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Association
squabbles
from page 6
dies
The NCAA's recruiting rules are
also more flexible than the AIAW's,
making it easier to organize competitive teams
A number of other officials see the
merger of men's and women's teams
under one umbrella as necessary for
the survival of men's athletics. Soaring costs mean "we're going to have
10 change the concept of sports as
we see them today," predicts Jack
Lengyel of the University of Missouri's
athletic department
In a College, Press Service interview
last spring, Lengyel suggested
"streamlining" men's and women's
teams with "one tennis team with
both men and women, instead of two
separate teams"
He also noted the expense of
transporting separate teams 10 different tourney sites in opposite directions. He suggests that at minimum
men's and women's championships
are going to have to be held at the
same place and time if colleges will
be able to afford fielding teams in the
future
Indeed, the co-championship tournaments were prominently mentioned
in the NCAA's announced invasion of
women's intercollegeiate sports in
December, 1979
The AIAW hierarchy isn't opposed
to sharing "overall" control, but the
NCAA has told teams it must choose
one or the other organization.
"We have tried for seven years to
persuade the NCAA that cooperative
efforts in which women are treated
equally are preterrable
to unilateral
action," Lopiano complains
After the meeting, the NCAA told
women's teams they must decide b)
1985 to play by NCAA rules, or be
barred from NCAA competitions.
In retaliation, Ihe AIAW forbid its
committee members to sit on NCAA
committees. Aiming to move public
opinion, it also solicited endorsements from groups like the National
Student Educational Fund and the
American Psychological Association,
and sports celebrities like Martina
Navaratilova, Peggy Fleming, and
Althea Gibson

Cartoon submitted by Mr. Walter E. Huffman, father of Linda
Huffman. Class of 1980. Mr. Huffman said, "It is easy to recall

how beautiful the campus is in all seasons, I know it looked
great this fail." ,

Student lobbies change direction (right)
CPS
The U.S Student Association, the
Washington, D.C.-based coalition of
student body presidents ttet lobbies
for student interests in the capitol, is
in trouble. To get out, it has "cleaned
house" at its headquarters, taken a
narrower focus on education issues
at the expense of social questions
like abortion and welfare, and begun
to cultivate the support of smaller,
state-level college lobbying groups
While USSA began working closely
with the state student associations
(SSAs) several years ago, tne housecleaning and newly-narrow focus are
the work of new USSA President
Janice Fine
Her effort to pull USSA away from
Social and political issues not strictly
confined to campuses echoes conservative critics of the group, which
once billed itself as the voice of the
student movement.
Conservatives unhappy over the
group's treatments of foreign policy,
race relations, women's rights and
other "non-education" causes have
broken with the organization repeatedly over the years

Conceding the USSA's membership
has "decreased noticeably during the
past year," Fine thinks the Reagan
budget cuts require that USSA pull
back from the "social issues" to
survive.
"If we're not' going to focus, we're
going to get blown away," she predicts.
"In the past USSA has been unrealistic in terms of the political breadth
of its platform," Fine explains. "We
must narrow our focus. We're not
strong enough alone to win issues
like increased financial aid and hold,
ing tuition on the state level"
Consequently, the group under
Fine, who came to power at USSA's
convention in August. will save its
spare resources for education battles
in Washington, and hope to gain
strength through the stronger stale,
level organizations.
The new emphasis is a mixed
success. There are 40 SSAs currently
around the country, many of them
"light years apart as far as development goes," observes Bob Bingaman, president
of Assoctateo
Students of Kansas (ASK). "Some of

them exist only on paper"
Some of the stronger SSAs, such as
Commonwealth Association of Students in Pennsylvania and New
York's State Association of the State
Univerisifies, are strong USSA supporters. Others, such as Florida's
SSA and Wisconsin's United Council,
are considering severing ties with the
national organization
"There's definately a trend toward
state-level activity, toward making
things more accessible 10 local students," says Pennsylvania's Joyce
Cheepudom. 'The role of USSA is
like our lobbyist on the Hill in Washington. They disseminate information,
give us support
Conversely,
"I
detect among
schools in Wisconsin a sense that
USSA hasn't, met the challenge of
being a voice for the snrderus," says
United Council officer Robert Kranz
"They don', have effective lobbyists,
and they have constant financial
problems. It may be time for state
contributors to take lt1e 'life support
system' off USSA, and let it live ot
die."
.
"Our ties with USSA are stronger

than ever," enthusas ASK's Bob Bingaman. "USSA is being much more
efficient with its resources and its
communications ties."
Yet. recently Kansas State University withdrew from membership in
USSA. "USSA spends so much time
taking stands on social issues, they
lose credulity with students," complains David Lehman, KSU student
senate official
Janice Fine bristles
at such
charges. "It's simply a misperception
Ninety-nine percent of out time now is

American Student Association, which
had its own critical organizational
problems in early 198t, was unaware
of the USSA's new direction
"The USSA takes stands on...aLI
kinds of political issues like abortion
and Third World issues," he says
"They're not of concern to student."
"ASA is afraid to engage in any
controversial issues," Fine retorts.
"that's a cowardly position. How can
anyone feed people a line that something like abortion doesn't affect students?"
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elsewhere. America's higher educe-
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cutbacks. We simply don't have time
to work on anything else"
in:~~i~~~yO~~~~~~y~a~~~r~:~;:~in~
"a lot of time studyipg the office
situation here." Fine fired one lobbyist
and accepted the resignations of two
staffers
She was "just trying to clean
house," she says
Bob James, president of the rival
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Reagan moves to cut
Pell Grant _availabiIi ty
cps

WASHINGTON, D.C.--The Reagan
administration has proposed
limiting student eligibility to get
Pell Grants, the major federal aid
program for needy college students
Announced just a few weeks after
more restrictive requirements went
into effect for the Guaranteed Student
Loan program, the administration's
plan would make it tougher to get
National
Direct Student
Loans
(NDSLs), College Work-Study funds,
and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants (SEOGs) as well, as
Pell Grants for the 1982-83 academic
year
Many members of the Washington
college lobby expect the proposal is
just one of a series of aid cut
measures due in the next few
months, ones that go beyond the aid
budget cuts announced last summer
The administration hinted it will
soon ask Congress to require applicants for all kinds of federal student
aid to demonstrate financial need
before getting aid. Currently, only the

Guaranteed Student Loan program
requires students pass a "needs test"
to get aid.
In January, the administration plans
to unveil its 1983 budget, which many
congressional staffers predict will inelude
more cuts in federal education
programs.
In this round of reductions, the
administration wants to increase the
minimum amount of money a family
must contribute toward a student's
education in order for the student to
be eligible for aid
This year, the government requires
that a family contribute a minimum of
10.5 percent of its discretionary income-money
not needed for basic
living expenses-to the student's education
The proposed regulations, which
appeared in the October 16 Federal
Register, would require that a family
contribute 40-55 percent of its discretionary income to college costs before the student becomes eligible for
aid.
II the regulations make it through

The Who recount
a livel y past
Greg

Elba

Rock music has produced many
great things. Friday night in the
forum, I had the opportunity to view a
rock masterpiece. The Kids Are Alright is the title 01 a song by the rock
group The Who and the title 01 their
third film
For nearly two hours The Who led
the audiences through their lively
history. The lilm began with a clip of
their appearance on The Smothers
Brothers Show. After the lead guitarist, Pete Townsend, gave a lesson to
Tommy Smothers on his "bowling
style" guitar playing, the band exploded with their classic rock anthem
My

Generation

The lead singer Roger Daltrey,
screamed his wish of hoping to die
before he
old as Townsend

ripped through a searing guitar solo
that could melt the wax in someone's
ears at a certain volume. The song
ended
furiously
as Townsend
rammed his guitar through his amplifier and the drummer, Keith Moon, set
oft an explosive that destroyed his
entire drum set
As the film progressed, we saw The
Who play many of their great songs
in such locations as Woodstock and
The Cavern in London. The film
guides the viewer into the studio in
1978 when they were making Who
Are You. Sadly, Keith Moon died only
weeks after this album's completion
Even though he was replaced, he is
sorely missed....
The Kids Are Alright is a statement
on what rock music means to the
people who live for it. It depicts the
contempt rock and roll holds for the
establishment, and the frustration we
feel when trying to deal with all the
bull we are forced 10 take. The film
ended with a song of hope Long
Live

Rock!

legislation
Among the changes the adminislration wants are:
'Figuring home equity in Ihe formula used to compute how much a
family should contribute toward the
child's college education
'Treating veterans and Social Security benefits as part of the family
contribution instead of as income
'Putting off the effective date of the
new college cost estimates for a year
while the administration creates esumates that more accurately reflect
living. expenses, especially for commuting students.
'Treating married independent students
without dependents as single,
independent students when delermining aid eligibility
'Excusing administrators from having to apply Pell Grant eligibility rules
to other, locally-based aid programs
The administration ardently wants
the changes, all of which would have
the effect of cutting student aid
program spending
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Second Birth premiers
and dispels rumor
Mary
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48 Moccasin
50 Rockyhllfs
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53 Omission
mark
55 Talks idly
S8Fondwish
61 rauer
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64 Grain
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66 Lasso
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brood
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Worry that Congress won't consider
the new regulations in time are
"beginning to impact negatively on
advice financial aid advisors are
giving lor next year because no one
knows what will happen," he ob-

10,

Fabia

Several weeks ago an article intro- (freShman), hope to put together a
ducing the Christian rock band Secshow of original songs. All three
ond Birth appeared in The Phoenix.
musicians will work at writing the
Today's article is to announce the music and lyrics lor the kind of
fact that after their first public concert
concert.
on the WMC campus Second Birth is
Since forming in September, the
now more than just a rumor. Seen group has put in ~g
hours of
and heard by a crowd of at least 60 practice both individually and as a
students on Friday, November 20. group. Not unusual for the band is 8Second
Birth presented a concert in
14 hours of rehearsal per week asa
the Leidy room which lasted lor . group plus individual practice beyond
approximately 45 minutes
this amount of time
At present, Second Birth is performThe band hopes to be presenting
ing mesic written by Christian artists
more concerts in the upcoming
such as Phil Keagy, larry Norman,
months. They are scheduled to perResurrection Band, and Daniel Amos
form again on campus during Jan.
Band. Through the medium of rock
term. They also envision concerts at
music, the band hopes to reach as
local churches in the not too distant
many people as possible with the
future. Anyone who 'is interested in
message of Jesus Christ
having Second Birth perform at their
During Jan. term the members of
home church is encouraged to conSecond
Birth, Ed Copeland (senior),
tact any member of the band to make
Jeff Carlson Gunior) and Chip Coffin
arrangements

Answer to last week's puzzle: On
day 58, the lake will be halfcovered with wetermes
Congratulations to Keith Arnold and
Bob Cavallaro, who each won _a
Doonesbury book from the bookstore
Coogratulations also to the following
people who also submitted correct
responses: Alice Krempasky. Aaron
Davis. David Hall, Melissa Main. Eric
Schwaab. Jim Rapp, Mike Meister,
Virginia Macleay, Alice Leftridge.
Debby Neely, Debbie Aatzburg.
Helen Stallings. Wendi Moore, Wayne
Reese, Glen Pruitt, Patti Riggs, Ron
Hash, Frank Silva, John Hawkins.
Brian Kemlage, Phil Hannaby, Dan
Sheridan, Vicki Engel, AI,ce Cialella
and Brent Fennell
This week's puzzle is
Each different letter in the following
multiplication problem stands for a
different numeral. Find the numeral
that each stands for
PIIT

--lIII..
FAT

NOT

South Carroll Secretarial Service
Professional

Typing

$1.00 per page
IBM Selectric
pick up

&

IlJ

delivery available

Printing available
Carroll Piau Shoppina

call

Center

Vicky

Smelkinson

TEAT
Please submit your answer to Box
577 by 9 a.m., Monday, December
14, along with your name, room
number. and extension. A drawing
from the correct answers (Math Office, 11 a.m., 12114181) will determine
one winner
Prize lor this week's puzzle: A free
pizza at Maria's!
"'Sponsored by Kappa Mu Epsilon'"

at 549-1043

Bring this ad in an receive:
$1.00 off Large Pizza
50¢ off Small or Medium Pizza
C;tU Ahead for Takeout

876-3550

Orders

expires
12/18/81

-----~_---_----_-------------I
:

Carriage House Liquors

:

:

113 W. Main Street
"at the Iorks.."

:

Special

:

:

Check our'

I Christmas Specials!

!

Schlitz 24wr.:~0~::secans $7.61
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Four -WMC Swimmers
Qualify for Nationals
The Western Maryland ~n's
swimming team
came two meets
closer to their lirst undefeated season
with an important victory over undefeated Gettysburg and an earlier win
over suequenema-Tte
men evened
their record at 2·2 by edging Susquehanna but IQsing to Gettysburg.
weetem Maryland's undefeated
women beat Susquehanna, 61-40, yet
the win was rrore decisive than the
score indicales due to the concession
of the last relay points to Susquehanna Both the 400-yard medley
relay and the 400-yard freestyle relay
teams achieved school records, while
Sue Lapidus set an individual school
mar\(, oL 11:53.06 fOf the l00Q-yard
freestyle.
One week later, the women faced
one of their biggest victories by
slipping Gettysburg a 56-46 loss and

WMC

setting four schoot records, live pool mere three tenths of a second.
records, and loor national qualifying
The men's team edged Susquetimes
. hanna. 59-SO, in the last event of the
Freshman Linda Rennie, for the
meet with the team of Fred Hubach,
third time, shattered the tOO-yard Kurt Hubach Mike Price, and Bill
freestyle school record with a national
Livingston winning the 400-yard freequalifying time of 5538, shaving
style relay. The Terrors won eight of
almost another second off the Sus- the thirteen remaining races including
quehannameet lime
the 400-yardmedley relay and a first
The 400-yard medley relay team
place, second place finish in the 200again brol<ethe school record, swimyard individual medley by Mike Price
ming to a national qualifying time of
and Paul Bur_I@,respectively.
4:15.80. All-American Denise Frech
Balancing the win-loss column af2requalified herself for the nationals in
2, the Terrors lost to Gettysburg, 73the 200-yard breastrol<.eand for the
20. Western Maryland men's team
lirst time in the l00-yard individual
lacks depth to their eight man squad,
medley with a school and pool record
as there is no one to participate in
of 1:04.50.
the diving competition, an event
Leading 49-48 Into the last event,
worth sixteen points to the winners.
the Terrors set school and pool
These obstacles were overcome temrecords again in hitting 6:20.32 for
porarily, when two first places were
the 600-yard freestyle relay, missing
tallied at the end ·of the meet in the
the national qualifying cut-off by a
100-yard breaststroke by Hubach
and the ao-yero freestyle relay by
Price, Hubach, Macallister, and Burkitt

art show

The CAP Board will host the Rrst
Annual WMC Juried Art Show from
February 15 10 March 1. The show,
open to students, staff and alumni of
WMC, will feature four categories:
photography, graphic arts and drawings, oil and watercolors, and pottery
and crafts. First prize is $50, second
prize is $20, and third prize is $10.
Prizes will be awarded in each cetego<y.
Judges for the show will be Art
Lanier of the Walters Arts Gallery,
and Julie Badiee, esslstent professor
of art history.

All entries must be submitted by
February 10, and teve lables affixed
with the name of entrant, title and
date of work, and the category
entered. In addition, all entries must
be mounted and suitable for display.
Artists are responsible for delivery
and pick-up of their own works. Send
all entries to: Dr. Julie Badiee, c/o Art
Department, Western Maryland Col·
I",.
)"he works will be shown in Hoover
Ubrary from February 15 to March 1.
The public Is encouraged to attend

Shelley

lun

lakes. biB breath

Jones

after strenuous race

More alcohol on campuses
at Florida and president of the nationCPS
wide BACCHUS (~
Alcohol ConGAINESVILlE, FL - More college
sciousness Concerning the Health of
students are drinking alcohol than University Students). "A sIgnificant
ever before, and one-third of all number of college students are probstudentS in the country are problem lem drinkers, and the amount is rising
drinkers, a new study from the tfniall the time."
varsity of Aorida reports.
Gonzalez adds the study also conAccording to the study 68 percent firmed the impression that college
of the 1020 Florida students qeeestudents as a group drink more than
tioned now drink. the highest ever other seclors of the populace.
recorded among the college-age
Aboui 70 percent of the general
population.
population indulges, while nearly 90
About a third 01 thOse student......percent of the campus population
drinkers, moreover, are "problem
drinks alcohol, Gonzalez says.
drinkers," making a1coOO1 abuse 00
But Gonzalez quickly notes that
campuses "one of the greatest heaJth most students are "responsible drinkproblems in the country," the survey ers."
concluded.
"Most of the students are aware of
"The study confirms what has been
the risks and consequences of alecan assumption for a long time," says hoi abuse, and they have a pretty
Dr. GerardO Gonzalez, director of the high level 01 knowledge regarding the
Gampus Alcohol Information Center use of alcohol."

1

In the 19505, about 70 percent of
the nation's college students drank.
compared to around 80 percent in
tile sixties and seventies.
"We want to focus on how to drink
rather than whether or not to drink,"
he says. "We want the ma_iorityof
drinkers, who are responsible, to lend
their support and advice to their
peers who are having problems with
alcohol."
Alcohol abuse among students
usually shows up when a student
misses classes because of hangovers, forgets what happened the
night before, skips classes, attends
classes while drunk, drinks alone, or
incessantly drinks to the point of
intoxIcation.
Furthermore, nearly 80 percent of
all campus vandalism is related to
alcohol drinking Gonzalez reports.

Rippin new director
Jeff Frazer

Rippin new man in college activities

INhen Yvette Carney left Westem
Maryland College in the fall of last
year, the college continued to operate without a Director of College
Activities. Fortunately, that vacancy
has just been filled this month as Mr.
Terry Rippin has been named the
new Director of College Activities.
The hiring of Mr. Rippin will give
Western Maryland someone with
much experience in coordinating and
planning student activities. Prior to
coming to WMC, Rippin worked for
ffve years at Howard Community
College. From 1977 to 1980 he
coordinated extra-curricular activitieS
such as concerts, movies, lectures,
and dances. Then, from 1980 to
·1981, Rippin Was promoted to the
position of the Director of, Student

ure. 'Wilere he was in charge of all
extra-curricular activities including intercollegiate and intramural sports.
Aippin's responsibilities at Western
Maryland will be almost the same as
tI1ey were at Howard Community
College.
Rippin did both his undergradui;lte
and graduate study at Bowling Green
State University. He received his
Bachelor of Arts degree in art history
in 1975, and men he received his
Master of Arts degree in college
student personnel in 1977. In addiflon, he completed an internship
program at loraine County Community College in Elyria, Ohio, prior to
working at Howard Community Col:

ne

I~en
asked wtly
chose Western
Maryland over other colleges, Aippin
g.ay~ ,~.

!~~~g. !~~~:,

would like to have experience working at a four-year college after working at a two-year college for five
years: he wishes to remain in the
stale of Maryland instead of moving
around a lot: and he is very interestedin
this particular college. The good
reputation of the college as a learning
insUtution, the faculty, the students,
and the whole atmosphere of the
college also .made him want to come
here
Rippin, a resident of Columbia,
Maryland, is single and enjoys many
sports, such as skiing, swimming,
softball, and racquetball. As for future
goals at Westem Maryland, Mr. Rippin says that he would like to see a
~~ ~:'sP=:~f
~xt=r:
needs and the desires of the stu

,¥.. ,qe~: .
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Dear EditorThis is a response to last week's
tetter "Quad needs serf respect." We
know that the Quad is not the
cleanest spot on campusl However, a
donnitory should not be measured by
Its physical appearance, but by the
people who live in it. It should also be
pointed
out that the dirt and destruction in the Quad Is not only caused
by the people living there.
There are many people who visit
the Quad. Various parties contribute
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Cole once a member
of famous 'Old Guard'
FldyK""

You may know carl Cole as the
Supervisor of Painting. But, do you
know him as Sergeant Carl Cole a
one-time member of The Honor
Guard, a presidential security force?
Cole

was

18

years

old

in

1949

when he entered basic training in the
army. He was stationed at Fort Knox
as part of the 3118O-Company D,
32nd Tank Batallioo and 3rd Armored
Division. As a private, Cole was topnotc!:!. He impressed his superiors
enough to be allowed to march in
parades at the front with non-commissioned officers.
As a result of his sterling performance, Cole and two others were
selected to serve in Company E, 3rd
Infantry Division, or The Honor Guard.
The Honor Guard, or "Ok! Guard" as
it is sometimes called, is the military
force that is assigned to protect the
White House. Its ninety-some soldiers
are carefully chosen from U.S. Army
outposts and camps everywhere. To
be in the platoon is to serve with the
"cream of the crop" as Cole says.
Active duty started for Cole in
January of 1950. This was after three
additional months- of training at Fort
- Meyer in southwest D.C. The crestdent in office at the time was Harry S.
Truman.
The regular duty 9f the Honor
Guard was to patrol the White House
grounds and to be on reserve in case
of emergency. Demonstrations that
got out 01 control were the usual
cause to! such concem. Sometimes.
the .entire platOOn had to be mobililed.
'We had four squads that usually
worked in eight hour shifts," said
Cole. "However, the Guard is a 24
hour a day job. In an emergency, all
of us would be there."
Cole stated that the best way to
control crowds was to use the Vformation. The soldiers would line up
in the tormaton
with fixed bayonets
and slowly move down the street
Said Cole, "someone always got
out of the way, and it wasn't usl"
Cole recalled the
the

Honor Guard 'Here required to marCh'
in. "Man, I'm telling ~."
he said,
''your shoes had to be shining and
your handkerchief had to be fol~ed
jost right in your pocket. Of else..."
Cole was also a drum major in their
then drum and bugle corps. Today, it
has become a fife and drum corps.
Military escorts of the president and
any visiting dignitary to and from the
White House was another function of
the Guard. Cole recalled the time
Gen&raI MacArthur was recalled to the
United States after controversy in
Korea
"When he gave that speech, 'Old
soldiers never die ...they just fade
away," I was there"
On weekends, Truman liked to have
lawn parties for his wife and children
These were .usually in full view of the
public. Cole said that the way the
Honor Guard protected the president
was to actually go to the party. While
Secret Service men mingled in the
crowds, the soldiers would wander
about the fawn as guests. They were
~ dressed in lull uniform and unarmed,
but : never too far away from a
weapons depository.
"Truman was. a hard nose," Cole
reminisced. "He really wasn't afraid 01
anything"
This fearlessness almost cost him
his life as Cole remembers. At one
time, the Ytlhite House was being
remodeled. Truman and his family
were moved into the Blair House
ternpcrarlty. Blair House is across the
street trom the White House
One day, four armed assassins
attempted to eoter the residence
Secret Service men inside_the house
came out aloog with O.C. policemen
The assassins fled and hid in the
bushes outside. As the Guard soldiers were about to apprehend them,
Truman stuck his head out from an
upstairs window
''What's going on!" he yelled.
At that moment, Cole pointed out, a
"crack shot" could have ended the
president's life right there
Cole believes that the present security system is much more sophisti-

cater than it was in 1950. Today,
electronic sensing devices and cameras are used. Also, extra security
forces, even on the roof, have been
added.'
"It's necessary now," he said.
"Back
then, there didn't
seem to be
as many problems or as many
groups that waoted to kill the president."
However, Cole takes great pride in
the security of those days. "We didn't
have electronic things 10 help us," he
explamed. "It was purely a human
labor, and we did OUr;00."
Honor Guard duty ended for Cole in
1952. He was a sergeant then. He left
to get married. An honorable discharge came Jan. 17, 1953, and he

die.
worked as a physical eduction supervisor at a military training camp. In
1968, he came to WMC to become
Supervisor of Painting.

Recalling his days in the Honor
Guard, he said, "Am I proud of what I
did? You better believe it...I'm damn
proud of it"

Introspection

How do you know God really exists?
Usa

Trudeau

"Tbe fOllowing article is the beginning of a series 01 articles which will
be printed for the benefit of the entire
student body. The purpose is to
challenge us and present evidence
for each of us to consider about the
relationship of God in our lives today.
The articles are reprinted from Answers
To Tough
Questions,
by Josh
McDowell and Don Stewart. and will
appear to supplement various group
discussions
IS THERE TRULY a Goo? How can
anyone be sure such a being exists?
We believe that the existence 01
God, and questions such as. theserelating 10 it, can be intelligently
answered. The reason we know that
God exists is because He has told us
so, and has revealed Himself to us.
It would be no help to us at all in
our human predicament if God were
silent, but happily this is not the case.
God not only exists, but also He has
communicated thai fact to us. He has
told us all about wto He is, what He
is like and wttat His plan is for planet

earth.
He has revealed these things to
mankind through the Bible. The Bible
has demonstrated itself to be more
than a mere book; it is the actual
Word of God: The evidence is more
than convincing to anyone who will
honestly consider its claims.
Because of the boasts tna Bible
makes for itself, many have tried to
destroy it, as related in this statement
by Martin Luther'
"Mighty potentates have raged
against this book,
and sought to
destroy and uproot it - Alexander the
Great _and princes of Egypt and
Babylon, the monarchs of Persia, of
Greece and of Rome, .the Emperors
Julius and Augustus - but they prevailed nothing.
"They are gone while ~
book
remains, and It will remain forever
and ever, perfect- and entire, as it
was declared at first. Who has thus
helped it' - who has protected it
against such mighty forces? No one,
surety, but God Himself, Vr'ho is master
of all things" (Cited by Fritz Ridenour,
W1Jo says G. L. Publicatinns. Regal
Books, 1967).
Even the French skeptic, Rousseau,
saw something different in the Scriptures. "l'roust confess to you that the
majesty of the Scriptures astonishes
me; the holiness of the evangelists
speaks to my heart and has such
striking characters of truth, and is,
moreover, so perfectly inimitable, that
if it had been the invention of men,
the inventors would be ~ater than
the greatest heroes" (Encyclopedia of
l1eligious Quotations, Frank' Mead,
p.32)
The Bible, therefore, gives us sufficient reason to believe that it is the
Word 01 the living God, who does
exist and who has revealed Himself
to the world.
'
.

Almighty who became a man. The
Bible says. "The Word became flesh
and dwelt among us" (John 1:14,
RSV), and it is clear about the fact
that Jesus came to earth to reveal
who God is and what He is all about
(John 1:1B)
If someone wants to know who God
is and what He is like, he only needs
to look at Jesus Christ. As Lord Byron
said, ''If ever man was God or God
was man, Jesus Christ was both"
(Encyclopedia of Religious Quorajutiens,
Frank Mead, P.BT)
Instead of man reaching up to find
God, God reached down to man, as
Casserley explains, "The gospel provides that knowledge of ultimate truth
which men have sought through philosophy in vain, inevitably in vain,
because it is essential to the very
nature of God that He cannot be
discovered by searching and probing
of human minds, that He can only be
known if He first takes the initiative
and reveals Himself" {J.V. Langmead
Casserley, The Christian in Philosophy, New York, Charles Scribner's
Sons, 1951;p.21)
Jesus, in coming back from the
dead, established Himself as having
the credentials to be God, and it was
this fact that demonstrated its truth to
the unbelieving wend. As Machen
says, "The great weapon with which
the disciples
of Jesus set out to
conquer the world was not a mere
comprehension of etemal principles;
it was a historical message, an
account 01 something that had happened; .it was the message, 'He is
risen"
(J. G. Machen, Christianity and
Liberalism, pp.2B, 29).
Thus we have the Bible, and the
Person of Jesus Christ, as two st'Ong
reasons arguing for the existence of
God. No other religion or philosophy
offers anything near to demonstrate

Another
reason He
thathas
weappeared
know God
exists
is because
in
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Unusual Show
of mime at WMC
Joe Olcott
The Quiet Riot, a touring mime
company, presented an unusual and
thoroughly 'entertaining pencrmarce
last Thursday night in Alumni Hall
The presentation, aptly tmeo "Out 01
Control," ranged from the humorous
to the serious, from the present to the
past, and from the elegantly graceful
to the insanely wild.
The pantomimists covered a broad
range

of situations

and

actions:

tt1ey

fought a healed lencing duel, on and
off the stage; they became toys, a
soldier and a marionette. that came
alive in a midnight toyshop: one
played
a Hiroshima
victim,
bathed
in
a blood-red light, writhing in pain,
while a bamboo flute played haunt·
ingly in the background; another went
off to a party, got in a good mood,
and instead of dancing with a girl, he
started dribbling her around like a
basketball; one pantimimist. while
getting ready for a date, shaved and

nearly kills himself due to loss of
blood.
The show ended with a skit caJled
"SO's Meets 60's," in which a person
from the 1950's and another Iron'!
the 1960's meet at a jukebox, each
wanting his own type of music. As the
jukebox-music is continually switched
from rock and (011 to acid rock, some
disco music emerges; whereupon.
the two characters decide, much to'
Uie delight and approval of the
audience, to heave the imaginary
jukebox off the stage.
The entire show blended many
elements, creating an innovative and
exciting performance of mime, comedy, music, and dance. The performing duo, Bill Bettler and Kevin
o'Connor,
along with David Mettler
and Bonnie Mettler behind the
scenes, were rewarded at the close
with a most-deserved
standing ovation.

Student 'pin-ups' in calendars
CPS
Marty Karabees, an MSU senior in
indu'strial design, concocted the
A number of campuses are marking
"Men of MSU Calendar" after seeing
the new year on a new, somewhatHeadlee's ASU calendar
libidinous form 01 entrepreneurial
"The calendar is a product of the
spirit: pin-up style calendars featuring
eighties," Karabees says, "not somelull cOlor photos of scantily-clad camthing that could have happened five
pus beauties, available in both male
- years ago." The 13 students pictured
and female versions
are" a great group of guys, not just
Ambitious students at various camgood looking, but people too."
puses are making a nifty profit from
Soon after Karabees published his '
the new calendar craze, with salescalendar, another student brought out
running into the thousands of dollars
a female version.
for several of the publications. But not
Both
MSU calendars are reported
everyone is ruShing out to buy the
to . have sales in the thousands.
timely novelties, and one college has
UnIVersity official~ say there have
even issued a resolution condemning
been few complamts about them.
the calendars as "sexist.':
But the idea caused complaint at
Todd Headlee, a business major at
Iowa State. ''The Women of Iowa
Arizona State, takes credit for starting
Stale 1982 Calendar," released this
the fad when he debuted his "1981
fall by Des Moines· businessman
Men of ASU" calendar last January
Barney Tabach, has been a center of
Headlee says he sold over 3000
controversy.· Members of the ISU
calendars the first week they were
faculty and the Government of the
releesed
Student Body (GSB) have de_nounced
"For 21 years at A$U there was a
the calendar as stereotypical and
girls' calendar put out by one of the
unrepresentative.
fraternities," Headlee recalls. "But it
The GSB recently passed a resoluwas never really marketed until last
bon asserlifl9 "the calendar reinChristmas when they came out with
forces the fallac.y that women are
the slogan 'girls of ASU make great
objects of entertainment" ~nd contri~
Christmas gifts.' That's when I came
utes to "the perpetuation of ttus
up with the idea of coming out with a
stereotype"
men's calendar."
"Some of the women's groups on
Headlee's 1981 calendar used piccampus were disgusted by !he caientures of "really attractive" male studar," says GSB Vice President T.J.
dents at A$U, featuring a different
Hentges,
who co-sponsored the resomodel fOl each month of the year.
lutiOn. "I would hope that in a college
"But they were all fully clothed,"
c~pus sit~ation, peopt~ could ~n? a
Headlee quickly adds, noting the
variety of Interesting things to view
photos were "done tastefully and
besides the beautiful people"
Professionally, in no way pornographic."
c;.a~~~e "::n~s
a~~e::~arz
c=~
Since the ASU calendar hit the
objects," contends Dr. Jean Adams,
bookstores, dozens of other campuses 'have picked up the idea
~=~SJ::~~:::dw~~n~I~~
At Michigan State, students can
says the calendar doesn't represent
choose ''The Men 01 MSU Calendar,"
ISU women, caUing it "sexist"
which features bare-chested, "clean"Sexism is a relative term," recut" male students in a variety of
sponds calendar publisher Tabach. "I
poses, or the neWly-released "Womeo
don't think we misrepresented women
of MSU," which shows a "cross
at ISU. We were looking for 'NOmen
section" of attractive women clad in
that would photograph well, and one ,
swimsuits and Iow-cut-dresses.

Chaplin

film at WMC

Jennifer Gill

Missing: One Green Terror. Last seen November
7, 1981 at Bair Stadium.

The Western Maryland College Department of Dramatic Art"will present
the Charlie Chaplin film "The Great
Dictator" at 7:30 p.m. on Thursday,
January 21 in Alumni Hall
I The Dramatic Art Department film
series will be focusing for the next
lew years on old-time comedy masters. This year, Charlie Chaplin, one
of the greatest slapstick comedians
ever, lakes the stage

"The Great Dictator" is Chaplin's
flfSt talking picture-written. directed
and produced by Charles Chaplin to
ridicule Adolf Hitler, Benito Mussellni,
and other fascists. It is a story about
a Jewish barber who not only bears a
close rerrcence to a megalomaniac
dictator but is eventually mistaken for
him. It stars Jack Oakie, Reginald
Gardner and Paulette Goddard.
Admission is free for students and
faculty with i.d

01 the criteria for calendar subjects is
physical attractiveoess."
Tabach claims he tried to get a
"cross section" of women to feature,
but admits ''the calendar is promoting
women and their beauty." He's now
thinking of publishing a male version.
"1 don't create the demand. I just
react to it."
Calendar magnate Headlee, for
one, is reacting with two new calendars for 1982, one male and one
female. Retailing at $4.95, the ceendars are being sold nationally by B
Dalton Bookstores and Walden Bookstores, in addition to local Tempestores
Headlee has already sold over
5000 1982 "Women" calendars, but
the "Men of ASU" remains his bestseuer. He's already sold 20,000 of
them
"I think the men's calendar is
selling because women haven't really
been exposed to these type of things
belore," Headlee speculates. "All the
pictures are tasteful and professional"
But the calendars may not lead to
financial success on an campuses.
"I'd be surprised if one showed up
here," says Dean Vettrus, general
manager of the student union at the
University of Idaho. There was an
uproar in Moscow last year when the
student yearbook came out featuring
three photos of nude students. "It
took a year to blow over," Vettrus
says. "This is a very straight,
servetive campus"

Grad loans
may be cut
Cps
WASHINGTON, D.C -- U.S. Secretary of Education Terrel Bell has
warned that graduate students may
be eliminated Irom the popular Guaranteed Student Loan program under
the Reagan administration's proposed
1983 fiscal year budget
Bell told a recent meeting of the
Council of Graduate Schools that if
education's share of the 1983 budget
now being debated within the administration and to be submitted to
Congrllss next year "stays so low,"
he may have to propose cutting
graduate students from GSL eligibil;ty
Promising to "avoid (the cutoff) if I
possibly can," Bell asked the grad
school deans and administrators for
lobbying help to convince "my (administration)
colleagues
about
whether student loans should apply
to graduate students"

OUR WORK-S1UDf PROGRAM GETSlOU
MORE 1HAN 1WO INCOMES.
If you have at least two years of college left, they can
be over $6,000 cheaper. By joining the Army Reserve and
Army ROTC at the same time, you earn two incomes-

I

1

over $100 a month as a Reservist, and $100 a month as an
RarC Cadet. You graduate from Rare
a second lieutenant and continue in the Reserve as all Anny officer. It's
called the Simultaneous Membership Program. By joining the Army Reserve now, you can rake your paid initial
entry training over the summer. You'll then qualify for
Advanced ROTC programs at over 800 colleges, universities,
and cross-enrollment schools. If you'd like to learn more,
stop by or call.

Call 848-7323
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Deb Tyler

Terrors up for game
against [ohns Hopkins
Bruce

Mable

Westem Maryland's basketball team
faces a stiff challenge tonight against
always lough Johns Hopkins.
Hopkins, sporting a new coach and
a 5-5 record, is lead by forwards
Nicola Nikic (6,6") and Tom Tessitore
(6'6") aJong with point guard Scott
Katz (6'0"). AIthoogh not one of the
best teams in the MAC, Hopkins is
always a tough game for the Terrors.
according to coach Ober and his
players. This year should be no
exception. Even so this game will be
a breather for the Terrors after four
consecutive conference games
The Terrors started their four game
trek by blasting helpless Gettysburg
team 85-64, in Gettysburg. Jim Dawson had 10 pts., 4 steals, and drew
three charges all in the first 12
minutes of the game as WMC moved
out to a 31-16 lead and never looked
back. The lead was stretched to 31
pts.. ten minutes into the second half
and coach Ober had 10 clear his
bench to avoid humiliating a pretty
poor Gettysburg team.
Scott KOhr lead the Terror scoring
with 19 ote. followed by Dave Engle
(16 pts.), Jim Dawson
(12 pts.), and
John Seiler, Doug Pinto, and Joe
Callahan' all with 8 pts.
The Terrors then .carre home, to

face the Muhlenberg Mules, and put
on a shooting show. They hit 58%
from the floor and 88% from the foul
line. Doug Pinto (18 pts.) lead the
SCOring,followed by Jonn Seiler (15
pis., 9 rebounds) end Jim Dawson
(14 pts., 12 assists). The Terrors
moved out to an 11 pI. lead at the
half and held on to win by 11, Jeff
Weyer added 10 pts., Scott Kohr a
pts., Joe. Callahan 7 pts.. and Dave
Engle 5 pts.
WMC then travelled to Moravian
and suffered their second conference
loss of the season, 45-51. Moravian
shut clown the Terrors usually strong
inside game as John Seiler, Scott
Kohr, and Jeff Weyer combined for
only 3 pts. Doug Pinto scored 12 pis.
and Dave Engle 18 pte. to lead the
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Fran~in & Marshall 80, Phita.Textile66
RIder 80. Gettysburg
40
Franklin -& Marshall 65. Elizabethtown
60
MoravIan
51. Western Md. 45
Franklin & Marshall 59. Wtdener58

R9b McQuay
The 1982 Women's Basketball team
has gotten off to a slow start this
season. They are maintaining a
record of 2-7 overall and a divisional
record of 1-O! This places them in a
tie for first place. However, they have
three divisional games coming up.
These games, which I'm sure you'll
.want to look forward to, are against
Dickinson on January 26 at 6:30 p.m.,
Franklin and Marshall on February 13
there at 2 o.m. and the last game of
the regular season against Gettysburg also there at 7 p.m
"Right flOW we're striving for a
winning season and to do well in the
MAC'sl" said new head coach Becky
Martin. This seems to be no problem;
the talent is there. The team is led by
co-captains Jayne Kernan and Patsy
Moyles and feature Donna Mummert,

ATHLET1C CONFERENCE
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1.000 238 269
.667184
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262
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172
000157
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Lady Terrors Start Slow

Terrors. Jim Dawson added 6 pta. As
a team the Terrors shot only 47
percent from the floor and were
awarded only four free throws for the
entire game as opposed to Moravian's 19! The Terrors were also outrebounded 26-19. They did manage
to score more baskets than Moravian
but gave up 13 points at the foul line.
Western Maryland played lebanon
Valley this Tuesday but the score was
unavailable al publication.
After ten games (not counting Lebanon Valley) the Terrors stand at 7-3
over-all and 2-2 in the conference.
The team trails undefeated Dickinson
and once beaten Franklin & Marshall
and Moravian. Their next game is
tonight in Gill Gym against Johns
Hopkins
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There-

fore, this year's offense is geared
toward Mummert
The task now is to put what has
happened so tar behind them and
move
this

on.

This
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game

night

means
more

is extremely

because

is against

Tuesday

that
than

their

the

important
next

Dickinson,
at 6:30
tearn

a week

p.m.
will be

without

home

here

next

This

also

going

for

a regulerlv

scheduled game. To alleviate this
lack of competition, the team has
scheduled their Alumni game this
coming"

Saturday

nigh',

at 7 p.m.

This

should
prove to be a way 01 keeping
this warm learn simmering for their
divisional play. So come on out and
support your local winnersl

WOllEN'S BASKETBALL
Standings for January 18, 1982
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Swim team practices
for commq season
During the coot Christmas break
here in Maryland, the swimming team

and an afternoon workout at a smaller
poot totalling approximately 10,000
yards a day.

~
::Wa~
to ~~nn;~t~e~:
derdale, Florida to train intensively for
their Upcoming meets in January and
February, Thirteen swimmers participated in the five day program, which
lasted from December 28th until New
year's Day.
The practices consisted of a mom\ ing WCII'Koot in an Olympic-size pool
at the Hatl of Fame in A. lauderdale

In addition to the Western Maryland
squad, there were severe! other
teams from Sweden, Norway, Germany plus many cities of the United
States practicing at the same poot. "It
definitely motivated us to 'NQf1o:; harder, because we practiced with
swimmers .from all over the country
and Europe," said Scott Rickinger
The Western Maryland team started
practicing twice a day in Ft. lauder-

Chris Vaughn
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dale and will resume this program
during
January
term.
Maggie
Schiffhauer and Sharon ROWley refleeted on their trip by saying, "January is the heart of the season..so the
practices made us work hard. It gave
us a taste of what's to come"
The team chose to train in Rorida
rather than on campus not only
because the warm weather was appealing, but the motivation and excitement of training in a different
surrounding will help the team's performances in the remaining meets of
the season. Sue Lapddua, one of the
three captains lor the women's team,
said, "it was better swimming in
Rorida, because we were motivated
to swim harder, and this brought the
team closer together"

848-71-16
'Counted

CI'OS5

stitch

-needtepoint

'SUpplies
20% Discount

SWIMMING RESULTS
Gettysburg
73. Western
Maryland
Lycoming 55, Susquehanna
44
Johns Hopkins 55, Kenyon 53
Maine 65, Johns Hopkins 48
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'Dukes' tops
In V-ball
N.

Corey

Mann

Backln December, the coed volleyball season came to a close. Twenty
four teams fielded a near record
number of 253 participating students.
Dave
Seibert, intramural director
wishes to thank everyone who helped
make this year's season an es~ially
big success.
There were 12 teams that made it
to the playoffs with the Sexy Spikers
beating out the No Names in a semifinal game to eam the fight to face
the BlaCkDukes, who received a bye

--

1.1 INTRAIIUfW.
Regular Season:

'So""'''

"Seq SpIkers
Net Smashe!s

'eo-eo

in the semi-final round, in the championship game
The Black Dukes handed the Spikers a championship defeat in just
two Quick games, and became, as,
was the case last year, sole ChampiOIlS in Coed
volleyball.
Elsewhere in the intramural picture,
nine teams are playing box soccer;
there are twenty men's basketball
teams and eight female basketball
teems ... Watch
for
play-off
news...Show your support.

_.__
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January

'Kcqemushc'

IS

21, 1982

a last bid?

Fidy Kuo
crucifixion because of the amazing
"Kagemusha" (The Shadow 'War- physical resemblance to himself. He
rior) is perhaps the last worlo:; 01 had the thief trained to be his double
Japanese film director Akira Kuro- in the event of sickness or death
sawa. WIth classics like "Rashmoon" After Shingen is secretly buried, his
and "The Seven Samurai" to his toyal retainers place the Shadow
credit, this epic movie may also be Warrior-the one 'Nho walks as the
his last bid for lame as Japan's lord's shadow-on the throne. Thus,
greatest film director. The film took the stability of the Takeda Clan is
first place at :Tlle Cannes Film Festi- insured for several more years before
val in 1980. It was also shown the incompelent lord Katsuyori can
January 5 in Winslow 100 as part of take over.....
the History 01 Japan Jan. term
As Shingen's brother says, "to be in
course.
the shadow of one man forever and
The time period 01 Kagemusha is constantly supress one's own self is
1573 Feudal Japan. Two powerful
pure torture" This is the part Kurowarlords, Nobvunga and leyasu, are
sawa never builds up or explains, We
battling for cootrol of Japan against
see that the kagemusha has been
Lord Shingen of the Takeda Clan. As- a
carefully trained to impersonate every
leader, Shingen is considered the
action of the late lord. Yet, is he truly
heart 01 his land.- Wrthout him, the
being tortured? What of the thief
Takeda Clan would not hOld together
~Iaying the part? What can he say?
As a general, he is so feared that his What does he think? Kurosawa offers
enemies flee from his very presence
no real answers. He' has subdued
One night during a seige on a that part, which is the kagemusha
castle, Lord Shingen is mortally
own self, to facial gestures and eye
wounded. This is where the "ka_gemu- movements. Fortunately, this was well
sha" come in. Before Shingen's
done by actor Tatsuya NakudaL His
death, he had a thief saved from
knit eye brows and nervous eyes

l

reveal some of the shadow warder's
own coofusion and anxiety during the
role play.
'
Explained, but not too clearly, is why
the kagemusha wants to go through
the "torture" in the first place. At first,
he is resentful of his role as the man
who almost put him, as the thief, to
death. However, being fully committed to impersonation, he slowly starts
to acquire the wisdom and the love
for the clan as only a real leader
could.
In one scene, the kagemusha is
seated behind a battle trent.
A
charge of armed warners suddenly
appears. Having no guns themselves,
the body guard and personal pages
shield the double with their own
bodies from the bullets. As they fall,
the shadow warrior is left to contemplate their heroism and his own
responsibility toward them
Aside from what is not explained Of
not believed, the imagery of battles
and warriors is truly epic in proportion. Soldiers are shOwn marching
before a setting sun amidst swirling
dust or engaged in dark night battles

AC/DC: Straig htforwurd
I
~
I

punctuated by rocket or gunfire
Horses and warriors are shot down
and fall to the ground in slow motion
Cameras sweep over an entire battle
field of corpses.
Extensive detail has been paid to
everything. From the stone fortresses
to the uniforms on every individual
soldier, the authentic imagery of feudal Japan is achieved. Kurosawa has
become
a sort of Japanese
George Lucas, creator of "Star
Wars."
Through ill fated circumstances the
kagemusha's cover is revealed and
he is banished. The incompetent Lord
xatswort
takes over and leads the
Takeda Clan inlo a suicidal war. This
war will prove to be the clan's
undoing. The kagemusha follows the
army, and in horror, witnesses its
ACROSS
1 Couple
5 Obstruct
8 TurkiSh 12 land
measure
13 Greek tetter
14 S-shaped
molding
15 Boutique
16 Man's nlckname
17 Approach
18 lawmaking
body

Greg Elbo
When finals are over, it's time to cut
loose and have a great time. last
December 20 and 21 such a time
could be found at the Capital Centre
when ACIDC came to town. First, let
it be known that ACIDC has nothing
to oc with sexual preference, but is
the name of one of the hOttest heavy
metal rock bands louring today.
We arrived at the Centre early and
stayed in the car to coosume some
liquid refreshment.' Y/hile doing so, a
guy tapped on my windoW and asked
me if I had a knife. Being the trusting
type, I handed him my Japanese
Icd.-blade. As he walked away, 1 was
severely reprimanded.. by my c0mpanions for honoring his request, but
my philosophy
Is thai if someone
is
planning to rob or wound you they do
not borrow your own weapon to do
so. Some twenty minutes later it was
time to go in, so t -wentto retrieve my
property. As I knocked on the door, I
noticed
that the occupants of the car
had somehow put a fine white pow-der on the flat edge of the blade.
Obviously, they were eating powdered donuts and were using my

20
22 TOllef
Pose
23 Compass pt
24 Cloak
27 lessen
31 Time gone by
32 Regret
33 Trtfle
37 Burrow
ee aetore
41 BeV8fage
42t1efate
45 Appeared
49 leave out
so High: Mus.
52 Mete
53 Nip
54 Femalerutl
5S Tibetan

slaughter
In a final rapture of patriotism, the
kagemusha rushes out, takes up a
lance, and rushes toward the enemy
lines. He too is sbot-cowo.
later, he
is shOwn crawling toward a river for
water. He suddenly spies the Takeda
Clan banner lying in the stream. He
races toward it and ultimately he falls
and dies. As the stream carries his
body past the banner, his hands are
stretched toward it-a gesture of grandeur. Yet, ultimately he fails to grasp
it and he is swept away. This so
much represented Kurosawa's attempt for lasting fame with "kagemusha." While being stately and epic
throughout, flaws in credibility and
character development prevent "kagemusha" from attaining full, perfection

5 Strike out
6 Devoured
7 Expert
8 Wel,ded
9 Matured
10 Aive, duck
t At this place
19 Sesame
21~Number
24 Chart
25 Mature
26 At present
28 Vase
29 Hint
30 lamprey
34 TJmeperlod
Seesaw
35
...
36 Hold back
37 Experienced
38 Rubber tree
39 Sewing
implement

CROSS
WORD

PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

42 Steals
43 Send forth
44 Fiber plant
46 Castle

......
adjunct
47 Sailor's saint
48 College head
51 Meadow

_.

56 Headllnef
57 Mom and 58 Short Jacket
DOWN

t Free ticket
2 Pain
3 Metal
4 Meal

GO THE
CHOICEST SKILL
GUARANTEED.

Carriage House Liquors
113 W. Main Street
"at the forks .."

In tcday's Army, there are literally
hundreds
of skills to choose from, And if you
s~ up under our Delayed Entry Program,
you can do the choosing.
Of course, whether you choose survey-ing or air caffictontrol, you must qualify. And
you may have to wait a bit for an opening in
the skill training of your choice.
But if you qualify, we will guarantee
your
choice up to twelve months in advance.
For a chance to serve your country
(and train for the skill of your choice), visit your
local Army Recruiter. Or call Army Opportunities'

"Check Our Beer Specials
for the January Term!"

fealuting dungeons

Phon. 648-4350 65 Ea.. Mom St.

and

10% discount with 1.0.
,

.~

ARMY.
BEALL YOU CAN BE.

JrogOfll

W es tmin.t". Md. 21157

-

I

Call 848-7323
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Albert Mensah - 'All-American'
Robert Holt
The first WMC student to receive
such an honor since 1950, Albert
Mensah has been elected to theNCAA All American
Division
III 3rd
team. Albert was nominated and
voted to the team by the National
Soccer Coaches 01 America.
"II is one of the biggest
honors
that
an

athlete

who

can

has

receive,"

been

Maryland

Rrst

said

named
Team

Albert,

the

to

for the

WMC

has

team

played

since

the

on

his freshman

year

Division

in

He scored 81 points, 34 goals
and 17 assists, in his college soccer
career.
The last WMC soccer player
to
be named
All
American
wes
1978.

!II 2nd

Division
more

Albert

hopes

waiting

for

process

to

year.

team

memory

in

said

player

world

is

"Pels."
WMC

Arantes

for him.

''It

du

MAC

his
said

most

memo-

of darkness,

a personal

scored

goalie

Albert

victory.

my only

Haverford

around

over

of

Albert

Albert's

because

achieved

in

goal

against

that

game,"

the
He

said.
Eventually,

victOl)'

is one

moments,

rable moment while playing for the
Terrors occurred _during the MAC
Champiooship game against Haverlord last November
In that game, Albert .sccred the
goal that tied the game and senl the
play i~
overtime.
Though
the Terrors
lost
the game,
which
had
to be
delayed

this

favorite

known

the

for

of

his

Edson

as

is rY:Nt

drafting

March

man

the

October

National

He

that

the

Though

American
the

league

begin

Macimento,

last

play
in

League.

the

Albert

soccer
the

to

soccer
Soccer

Championship
treasured

that there was a more significant

A native of the capitol of Ghana,
Accra, Albert started playing soccer
al the age of eight. He likes to play
many sports and-rates soccer as his'
most favorite sport,
professional

IasIlhree

soccer

American

Association

All

years.
Albert

Homer C. Earl, best remembered as
the WMC soccer coach from 196410
1978. Earll was elected to the All

F&M

Albert

to his home
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A 'tax break' for students
A legislative act for review and consideration in the'Senate of
Maryland
is a bill titled "An Act concerning
Income Taxes - Deduction
_
Educational

Expenses

... " Introduced

to the

Leaislature

bv State

Senator

Robert E. Stroble in January 1982, the bill proposes that Maryland
residents be allowed "an income deduction from the Slate Income Tax
for

tuition

and

fees

paid

at higher

education

institutions."

There are six requirements for the tuition and lees paid lor
postsecondary education to be allowed as tax deductions under Senator
Stroble's

plan

community

college;
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by

Mary1and

staff
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Bill Number
187 is an attempt to aid the students from
of the overburdened
middle
Income
wage earners,
those wage
who bear the brunt of most tax increases and most program cut
backs.
Though
the results would not be immediate,
certainly
such a
measure
would
have an eaSing effect on the financial constrictions
that
ominously
loom over the careers of many Mure college students.
Senator
Stroble
has noted that similar legislation
to Senate
Bill
Number
187 has been introduced
in the past
and
has not been
enacted,
the SOle reason being that ''therE! has not been sufficient
interest
displayed
by the people who would benefit from the passage of
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'Enlightened ?'

a proof of God's existence?"
Chn·s Beyers
Or. Spangler turned red with rage
(I would like to thank Usa Trudeau "Because, you heathen," he said
for the reasoning which is the basis evenly. "God wrote it. Also, the Old
Testament
predicts New testenent."
for this column.)
"But Dr. Spangler, I read a murder
Recently, I experienced a religious
crisis. Seeking guidance, I sought out mystery one where the flrs~ part
predicted the second part, but.. "
evangelist Dr. Billy Ray Jim Bob
"You insufferable twit!" Or. Spangler
Spangler (AB, STB, M.D. Div., PhD,
and all that BS), who was in Washing- sputtered, "God does not write murton to obtain an audience with Or. der rnysteries!"
There seemed somthing wrong
Spangler for a substantial donation to
his TV program, which 1 paid in cash here, but I didn't anger Dr. Spangler
directly to Dr. Spangler. I began by any more, so I changed the subject.
asking the Rev. Dr., "How do we "Dr. Spangler," I questioned, "With so
many religions about, hOw can you
know God exists?"
'We know God exists in two ways, be sure that yours is the right one?"
Dr. Spangler relaxed. "Because the
my son," Dr. Spangler smiles coooescendingly. "First because he told us Bible says so," he replied
"Ott ... uh, well, hOw can you justify,
directly. Second, he sent his son
as a minister, taking conservative
down to tell us."
political stances?"
"Told us directly?"
I queried,
"Because the Bible tells me to, of '
''When?''
course."
'Why, in the Bible."
Suddenly, 1 saw the light. "I get it!"
"Oh ...well, hOw do we know thai
I exclaimed, "Whenever some sort of
Jesus was God's son?"
religious dilemma arises, or you need
Because the Bible says so."
to expound your personal political
This caused me much ccoetemetion. "But sir, how do we know the beliefs, all you need to do is invoke
Bible is a valid source of information, the Bible! Wham, instant placebo! No

Education is healthy

~
I

CPS
CHAPEL Hill, NC--Higher education is generally good for your health,
though if you're a wornan it may also
turn you into a heavy drinker, according to a national study of health and
lifestyles by the University 01 North
Carolina
The ongoing study" lound that better-educated
people tend to be
healthier, eat better and ingest lower
levels of harmful cholesterol. For
women, however, alcohol consumption seems to rise with education
level.
Nearly 10,000 people in the U.S.
and Soviet Union participated in the
study, which the National Heart,
Lung, and Blood Institute began in
Ihe early t970's.

"The
higher-education
group
tended to eat healthier diets than the
lower-educated qrrxrp," says Dr. Suzanne Haynes, an assistant epidemiology professor at UNC and co-author
of a research report on the study
"It indicates that persons at higher
education levels are perhaps changing their diets more quickly in response to recommendations than is
the lower education group"
"Cigarette smoking begarn mainly
among higher-educated men," she
says, Ihen "spread to lower-educated
men, then to higher-educated
women. It looks as if alcohol may be
following the same pattern"
The study also found that welleducated women had lower levels of
cholesterol. Education played an insignificant role in cholesterol levels
among men, Haynes says.

A new teste. in the pub
from page 2
lOwer prices-have a distinctly unAmerican never to them in the first
place, so 1 did not allow this to color
my judgement
The Stroh's was alright. I had a few
cups, it wasn't Bud, but it was...well,
alright. I did not try the Stroh light. I
don't ceaeve in light beers. I guess
its all part. of that health craze. It \s
my opinion that people are spending
too much time staying healthy to
enjoy life anyway.
Up to this point, Iwas unimpressed,
and the fat guy wIlo kept running
around calling out numbers did not
help matters. Then I tried the Cream
Ale After the second pitcher I had a

~M

,

.,

anas
'Blowdry

sudden (ever notice how every revelation is sudden). The idea was not
bad at all. It was kind of the old
American success-Horatio
Alger
story. You know the little guy ousts
the big guy and goes on to live
happily ever after. I figured that the
Pub was merely helping free enterprise (and what could be' more
conservative than thai)
Reflecting on that late night conclusion, my mind sways back and forth,
to and fro, pro and con. I supposed,
since it is change, I should be
against it. but on ee other hand, I
can not help but think that Genesee
Cream Ale is conservative. It certainly
agrees with me

~,

Shop

Beauty

from

!Xppf.

to Congress, but the rumors are
enough to inspire forecasts of doom
among college lobbyists
The budget, even after the reported
White House compromises, would
"clearly be a disaster for American
higher education," The American
Council on Education asserted in a
recent letter requesting lobbying help
from college presidents
Eveo without the next round of aid
cuts, colleges are still trying to cope
with the cuts Congress has already
approved. Dallas Martin of the Na- tional Association of Student Financial
Aid Administrators is most concerned
about the end of student Social
Security benefits.
Ending the program ''witt only serve
to enlarge the pool of students eligible for the other programs, a pot
that's being reduced as well."

Stress levels increases
among college students
CPS
"Things were tough enough when I
was in college. I certainly wouldn't
want to be a student"today," remarks
Dr. Edwin Sneidrnan, a professor in
UCLA's psych department.
Indeed, student stress levels apparently have risen markedly since September,
counselors
on vartous
campuses observe.
They point no signs of increasing
stress like more student withdrawals
from classes, packed schedules at
campus cccnsenna
centers, more
inter-student violence and, mast tragically, more student suicides and
suicide gestures.
Colleges responding to a recent
National Counseling Services Data
Bank survey reported that 60 percent
of their counseling appointmenls now
involve complaints of student inability
to cope with stress.
"Stress-related illnesses such as
anorexia nervosa are up," summarizes Dr. Marvalene styles, director of
San Diego's State's counseling services. ''There's a sharp Increase in the
severity of problems. Students ere
WOfried. They have a general sense
of instability and lack of being
grouncled. It's clear that counseling
centers are going to have to shift and
change to address these new issues.
If we don't the result could be

frightening."
Counselors blame a depressed
economy, increasing tuition rates,
dwindling financial aid funds, and a
tight Pb market for pushing student
stress levels up this year. Many fear a
coming epidemic of campus mental
health problems if those financial
pressures aren't eased soon.
''We've sensed an increased anxiety and stress among students here,"
says Paul Ginsberg, dean of students
at the University of Wisconsin-Madison. "Our counselors are seeing
more students with increasingly more
serious and intense problems."
Student appointments at Michigan
State's counseling center have doubled this year. Wisconsin, Arizona
State and Washington, among others,
report. smaller, though still significant,
increaSes in the number of appointments
"Students are under tremendous
stress," says Joanne Hanachek, associate counseling director at Michigan State. "There's a general sense
of powerlessness that students seem
to be feeling in coping wit_hlife."
Counselors say their students are
consequently touchier and easily pro-

,""ed
When

the University of Floriday
switched from a .quarter to a semester system this faU to try to conserve
_~nergy. ~~_ record 1200 studen_~~

dropped out of various classes. UF
counselors attribute the drop-out rate,
more than twtce the level of the
previous year. to student inability to
take the added stress of a few extra
weeks of classes
Rorida counselors have also noted
a dramatic flare-up of violence
among students, with "more disputes
being handled through fisticuffs," according to Jim Archer, director of
UPs counseling center.
Graver yet is the alarming increase
in suicide and suicide attempts that
have plaguf1Clsome campuses this
academic year
Suicides among the college-age
population neve been increasing
steadily for the last few years, according to the National Center for
Health Statistics
In 1978, the suicide rate for te-te24 year-olds was 12.4 per 100,000.
By 1980 it had climbed to 12.8, and
experts believe the rate will easily
surpass 13 per 100,000 for 1981
Experts estimate there are nine

continued to page
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billion Dept. of Education budget,
compared to the $8.4 billion Education Secretary Terrel Bell wanted
Under Congress' continuing budget
resolution, the Education Dept. 1982
budget is $12.9 billion.
Irnmediately after Stockman released his proposals, Bell asked
education lobbyists to help hIm persuade the president to request more
money in the administration's final
1983 budget proposal to Congress,
which is due February Blh.
Reagan reportedly agreed to increase funding in some areas.
Sources estimate the White House
will agree to a 20-30 percent Slash in
Pell Grant funding, versus the 56
percent in the Stockman proposal.
The truth won't be known until the
administration delivers the proposals

Tuesday & Thursday:
$1 Off all large: pizzas

7 Carroll St.

'Westminsttr

one can arque with you, and you're
always right!"
"Yeah, I guess I've got a lot 01
mileage out ot the Bible," he chuckled.
''W!Jwl That certainly simplifies
things!" I marveled
Well, it does cut down on a lot 01
thinking," he admitted. "vou.eee. my
theology has its founding in unquestioned belief. Since I personally know
God's will, it's only natural that people
should follow me without wasting lime
'thinking on their own."
"Isn't there some sort of precedent
for that from World War II?"
"Yes," Or. Spangler said irritably,
"But he didn't know God's will "
After this enlightening discussion,
the true path of my religious energy
was clear. I now see the true way.
The Atman is the Brahman.

Future cuts expected
to be devastating
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Second Birth gains
in -student response
Ma/)'Fabia
A crowd of 150 or more people
entCJyedthe music -and message of
WMC's own Christian rock band,
Secood Birth, on Thursday, January
21, in the Forum. The general response to the concert, which lasted
for approximately an hour has been
positive.
Members of the audience, who had
heard Secood Birth in concert earlier
in the year, have commented that the
band had a cleaner sound at their
most recent concert. The band memo
bers attribute this new sound to more
and better equipment.
.Although the concert was well received and well perfooned, Chip
Coffin, drummer for Second Birth,
feels as if the band made many
mistakes. There is no cause for
alarm; hOwever, each performance
should improve the band
Coffin says, "It is never good for a
performer to walk away from a performance feeling content"
The three members of the band, Ed
Copeland Jeff Carlson, and Chip
Coffin, have all had previous experience with other bands. Most recently,
Ed has performed with Borealis, a
band playing hard to conteroorerv
rock. Jeff was a member of a new
wave band, The Bent, which played
late 60's rock. Chip's latest involvement was with Rne White Line, a
progressive hard rock band
The members of Second Birth have
a real purpose; however, for forming
a Christian rock band. According to
Carlson, all three 'members of the
band have a desire to play music,
and they feel that this desire is from
God. The.band
wants to express their
faith through their music; However,
the fact that each member is an artist
is equally as important as their meso
sage.
It is hoped that people's lives will
be changed through the songs
presented at the concerts. The meso
sage is God's and not Copeland's
Carlson's, or Coffin's, and only Goo's
Holy Spirit can ct1ange people. Music

Cook recital
·at Levine
Karen Cook- will present her senior
piano recital at Western Maryland
College at 3 p.m. on Sunday, Feb. 7
in Levine Recital Hall.
A student of Arleen Heggemeier,
Ms. Cook will perform "Sonata, Op.
79," by Beethoven; "La plus que
lente" and 'verse Romantique," by
Debussy; and "Waltzes, Op. 39" and
"Capriccio,
Op. 116 NO.4"
by
Brahms.
Karen is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Mark A. Cook 01 Berkeley
Heights, N.J.

Rebecca Orenstein
Photography
Weddings
Portraits
848·2148
call in evenings
after 5 p.m.

is iust a vehicle
Carlson concluded by saying that
the band's concerts are not a sermon
held together by song, but rather a
rock and roll concert with sermons
thrown in
As far as future plans tor Second
Birth, the outlook is bright. A spring
concert is being scheduled in Alumni
Hall for April or May. Hopefully, other
bands from the area will also be_
traveling to AnnapoliS for a concert
the second weekend in March. By
this time, the band plans to be
performing a total concert of .original
songs.
Looklng past the ccconoc-senester, tentative plans for the summer
include living and wor\(ing aLOcean
City, N.J., where the band would like
to perform informally on the beach,
sharing' their music and God_:.s meso
saqe

Quarterflash climbs the charts
but here's some
can count,

spare change you

Greg Elba
A new group has invaded the radio

Why don't you find another fool to

~!r;;:~~

IO:~~?

their debut album. The Knack has
faded into oblivion, this group may do

continues
You pulled it once, you

~:pos~
is Quarterflash, and
their album is climbing through the
album chart in the teens while their
song Harden My Heart (a song
anyone
who has walked through the

~c~~e to listen to my advic~,
1 can't imagine what you're thinking
of,
I never look advantage of our love,
You're overdo, you think the storm is

a

:'en

~~ceK~:kiSr=~~

searing saxlguitar solo she
pulled it

WMC students

student center lately has heard eight

or ten urree

a day) has ",y," '" the
top teo for over a month
Quarterflash holds a rare cowroo-

!o

~~myle~
...a:.~~r
~n~~y:
,Ronald Kyle
the saxophone, and quite well. A first
One of the many trips offered
listen may cause some to write her off
during January Term was a trip to
as a second rate Senatar, but her sax New England, where students would
solos dispel this reaction quickly.
visit sitesthat played prominent roles
The second track, Rnd Another
in some of the greatest works in
Fool is the best cut on the album. A . American Literature
quick tempo number, the vocalist,
The students first had to read some
Rindy Ross, verbalizes her iniustice:
of these pieces of literature, and the
t don't believe that I deserve this ride, readings included selected journals
You tool me for my very heart and written by Henry David Thoreau, the
pride,
Custom House section of The Scarlet
You let me down and now your hand Letter, by Nathaniel HawthOrne, and
is out,
The House of the Gables, also by

~

,_!:±"-~~~!ia!!t:!2~~

Indoor Miniature Golf

_.5_

ii~m
JCPe~i1ney
STORE PHONE
848-7766

WESTMINSTER

a.m.-8:3D

sites
lute, a memorial to Hawthorne. The
students also visited the actual house
of the seven gables and the Custom
House, both structures having been
featured in works by Nathanial Hawthorne.
The trip took the students to Plymouth, where they saw the landing
place of the Pilgrims in 1620, and
New Bedford, where the students
visited a whaling museum. The last
stop before home was MystiC seepert, Connecticut, home of the "Morgan", the last wooden whaling ship in

;;.'h;;_e.;;";;;"d;;;e".;;";.',;;",;;ited;;:,.;;"';,;;e_;E;:;";;;"';.:;;'"'::;;"_th;;,e;.U;;,",;;ite,;;d_;St;,;;",;;e';;_

WATCHES • DIAMONDS

I'H.\'inA"jn(·a~h

'Iz price on Mon & Tues. Nights
With this coupon

MON.-SAT. 9:30

The first stop of the trip was in
Concord, Massachusens, where the
students visited Old Mance, the restcence of both Nathanial Hawthorne
and Ralph Waldo Emerson. They also
saw the Old North Bridge, where the
first shots of the Revolutionary War
were fired in 1775. The students also
visited Sleepy Hollow, made famous
by the story with Icabod Crane, and
Walden Pond. where Thoreau wrote
Walden, in which he wrote about his
ideas concerning nature
The next stop was in Salem. Here

JEWELRY.

(corner of Sullivan Ave.)

CATALOG PHONE
848-5100

VI· 51· t

~DON7 SELL FOR LESS

'Open Weekdays 3·10 p.m.
Weekdays 9 a.m.-Midnight

• 111111.J.C.""'IWI'CompI<Iy.11IC

when a group is striving for airplay
The group originates from the
Northwestern U.S., their original name
was Seafood Mama since changed
for obvious reasons. Harden My
Heart was lirst released several years
ago on an independent record cornpany 45, Quarterflash has been pop.
ular in the Northwest ever since. With
the release of this album in 1981,
they now enjoy nationwide acceptance, deservedly so.
This arficle is dedicated to Debbie.

.West minst cr <:nld and Siiv('r Exchange

Putters
Palace
202 Pennsylvania Ave.

___

through,
.
But baby I've got news lor you,
Why don't you find another fool to
love?
This is an example of the well
written lyrics that nearly every song
has. The album does have it's weeknesses, the first side contains two
fast tunes, two mid-tempo tunes, and
a slow one sandwiched between
them making "Side: One" somewhat
uneven. <rne music occasionally
sounds restrained, a trait that occurs

- Che('kand("ompartl

Carrol! County's
Largest Oold & Silver Dealer
69 West Main Street
West.Q!!n<:ter,Md.

bobby's hobby lobby
family hobby

center

Phone'846-4350 65 East Main 51. Westminster, Md. 21157
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10% discount with I.D.
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Terror's -playoff hopes alive
-,
two qUiCKfouls and sat down again
Bruce Mable
Jim Francis also came off the bench
The second half of January was full to throw in a bucket, but it wasn't until
of highs and lows for the Terror Dave Engle's beyond half court enot •
Basketball Team. The high came with at the buzzer that the Terrors offense
four consecutive wins that lead to the came to life
.r
Terrors being voted into the top
The second half was a completely
twenty teams in the country lor the different story as Western Maryland
.- first time this year. The low came outscored LV 46-27 to win the ball
-when the Team then went out and game. Dave Engle lead the Terrors
lost to Muhlenberg to end their with 22 pts. followed by John Seiler
winning streak, probably lose their (16 pts.) and Doug Pinto (12 pts.) Jim
national ranking and drop to 4-3 in Dawson added 8 and Jeff Weyer 6.
the Middle Atlantic conference. They
The next team to fall was old rival
now have their backs to the wall Johns Hopkins, 78-62. Jim Dawson
since they must win all their remain- lead the way with 19 pts. and 7
ing conference games to have a assists before fouling out late in the
chance to make the playoffs this second half. Doug Pinto added 15
year. The Terrors trall undefeated (in pts. and 5 rebounds while Scot Kohr
conference) Moravian, once beaten threw in 13 pts. John Seiler domiDickinson and twice beaten Franklin nated the boards, collecting 11 re& Marshall in the race for two spots in bounds and scoring 8 pts. Dave
the MAC playoffs.
Engle (9 pts), Jeff Weyer (8 pts), Pat
The Terrors started their winning luce (2 pts.), and Joe Callahan (1 pt)
streak with a 74-55 win over confer- ~ rounded out the scoring
ence rival lebanon Valley.
Bridegwater College was the 'rer• The first half ended in a 28-28
rors next victim as they fell 84-62.
deadlock as_LV kepi close with an WMC jumped out to an early 8-0 lead
aggressive offense that consistently
and never trailed for the rest of the
beat the Terrors down
under the game. The closest Bridgewater came
basket. Coach Ober kept switching
was 31-29 with 2:14 left in the first
his line up in an attempt to shut down
half, but after a WMC time out the
LVs offense and to bring WMC's Terrors opened up a six point lead
back to life. Joe Callahan came off
and were never threatened again
the bench early and sank three
They opened the second half by
jumpers in a hurry but then picked up
outscoring Bridgewater 14-6 in the

through with four consecutive presfirst five minutes and went on to open
sore free-throws to put WMC back on
up a 20 point lead. Jim Dawson and
top by 2 with three minutes remainDoug Pinto tied for the scoring honing. Jeff Weyer then hit a bucket to
ors with 18 points a piece. Dave
open up....a f~r point lead. Dickinson
Engle was right behind them with 17
came back wHh a quick 'bucket to cut
pts. followed by John Seiler 11 cts..
it to two again and called time out
Scot Kohr with 10 ots.. Jeff Weyer
with 25 seconds remaining. Jim Dawand Jim Francis with 4 a piece and
son missed a chance to put the
Joe Callahan with 1 pt. Jeff Weyer
game on ice after the time out by
lead the rebounding with 8
missing the lront end of a one and
By tar the most important game the
one. Dickinson came down court and
Terrors played was against conferwith ten seconds remaining, drew a
ence rival Dickinson. The day before
loul and made two foul shots to tie
this game the Terrors were voted into
the game with six seconds left.
the top twenty in the country and that,
Westem Masyland called time out to
combined with Dickinson undefeated
set up the final shot, but Dave Engle
conference record, made this a real
missed from twenty feet at the buzzer
test. The last time the Terrors had
and the game went into overtime
been ranked they had gone right out
Dickinson won the jump ball and
and lost to a team they should have
quickly
scored to take a 60-62 lead.
murdered. This time was different.
John Seiler then missed a one and
Westem Maryland took. control right
one opportunity
and Dickinson
Irom the start as Doug Pinto hit four
grabbed the rebound, but Jim Dawstraight jumpers to move WMC out to
son came through with a steal and
an eight point lead five minutes into
scored on a lay-up to tie. Dickinson
the game. Dickinson settled ooen
came beck again and drew a loul,
and played the Terrors even for the
but only hit one 01 two free throws to
rest of the half and closed the lead to
take
a one point lead. WMC came
five points at the half
down the floor and Dave Engle was
The second hall was the same as
fouled. He hit both ends of the one
the first with the two teams trading
and one to put the Terrors back on
baskets as WMC held on to a small
top with 3:29 left in overtime. Dickinfour point lead 10f the tirst four
son called time out but then came
minutes. Dickinson then clawed their
way back to tie the game with seven • down the floor and missed and WMC
grabbed the rebOund and their first
minutes left. John Seiler then came
chance to pull away.Jeff Weyer got
the ball down low and went up for the
IIIDDLE ATLANnC STATES COLLEGIATE ATHLETlC CONFERENCE
shot but was fouled. He got the two
REPORT FOR February 1, 1982
BASKETBALL
points at the line as WMC moved out
to a 66-63 lead. Dickinson missed
again and this time it was Jim
T_
PCT • F
WL
OFF
DEF
Dawson's turn to shoot a one and
W L PCT
F
Moravian
60
1.1XXl 359 320
59.8
.11
733 9(X)838
one in whal looked like a foul shootDickinson
I
eoo sea 302
77.6 50'
6
571
ing contest more than a basketball
9B6 '"
FAM
.6673B3
371
11 6
63.' 61.8
'2
64711551022
game. Dawson hit the first shot, but
WestemJJCt
a a .571484 '58
69.1 65'
11
.7331070923
missed the second one. Dickinson
Muhlenberg
2.
333346363
57.7 60.5
ta 235 9301010
Lebanon Valley 2 5
grabbed the rebound came down the
286 393
452
56.1 54.6
6 9
400 9611050
G.tty.b.".
07
CXXl422511
".3 73.0
15 .21111381336
floor and, how did you guess, was
fouled. They made both shots and
BAIKET8ALl. RESULTS
.wesren M~and
74, Dickinson67 01
when the Terrors got the ball Dave
Western
Maryland
84. Bridgewa1er
62
Johns Hopkins67, Franklin & Marshall
62
Bucknell 69, Gettysburg60
Washington50, Swarthmore 39
Engle drew another one and one,
Dickinson 63. Joo~a 56
..ktlns Hopkins 65, Swarthmore 54
made one, and gave WMC a 68-65
Moravian 64. Delaware Valley 47
Muhlenberg
74, weeem Maryland 54
Allentown
57, Muhlenberg54
Dickinson 75. Messiah 60
FrankI~& Marshall70, LebanonValley 51 Frenklin & Marshall 70, Ge~rg
58
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lead with 35 seconds rernaining in
Ihe game. Dickinson got a quick
basket and called time out with 27
seconds left 10 set up a full court
press, but the Terrors beat it with a
lull court pass to Jirn Dawson who
was, you guessed it, fouled on his
way to a layup. His shots made nrt67 with onJy second remaining. Jim
Dawson then stole the ball and was
fouled again. He made one. Dickinson missed their last shot and Dave
Engle put in the last nail to make the
final margin 74-67.
Coming right after the national ranking, the win over Dickinson seemed
to justify the Terrors being ranked
among the best, but over break they
took a trip to Muhlenberg and everything that could go wrong did, with a
vengence. First of all Jeff Weyer
came oown with the flu and didn't
even make the trip. Second Doug
Pinto was unable to play because of
religious observance of the sabbath.
These losses wiped out Western
Maryland's bench and didn't do
much -lor their inside game either.
Anyway, they went up to Mulllenberg and got outshot from the floor,
outshot from the line, oulrebounded,
and they got beat by twenty points,
74-54. Not only will this probably
knock tem out of the top twenty, but
it also drops them to 4-3 in the
conference and puts their chances
for the playoffs in a much worse
situation. They now must get some
help from the other teams in the
conference in order to have a
chance
Still, at 11-4 overall this team is
doing much better tnan anyone expected after the loss of Scott Peters,
lester Wallace and Steve Farley
They still have a good chance to
make the playoffs, because they play
all three leaders one more time, and
the three also have to meet each
other at least one more time. In fact
Dickinson and Moravian have yet 10
meet this year, so the whole thing is
far from decided

'Women swimmers still tops
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5:36.82, while Paul Burkitt received
The Western Masyland women intwo third place finishes in the 2()().
creased their chances of an undeyard and TOO-yard freestyle events
feated season, as they beat Franklin
The men's 71-29 loss to Ursinus is
and Marshall College, 69-44, and
the fourth in a raw for the struggling
Ursinus College, 71-42, totalling eight
Terrors, who have now compiled a 2victories to no losses for the season.
5 record thus lar this season. Double
The men's team, which is troubled by
winner Mike Price touched in. at
a tack of swimmers, lost their two
2:16.70 in the 200-yard tndividual
meets to the same colleges, totalling
Med!ey and at 51.36 in the l00-yard
fIVE! losses to date for the men this
freestyle, while freshman Greg McAIseason.
lister finished second with a time of
The men's team was represented _ -12:40.56 in the grueling 1000-yard
by a mere five Terrors in their 88-19
freestyle event
loss to Franklin and Marshall. this
The women won both the 400-yard
prevented them from entering more
medley and the 2()().yard freestyle
than 10 of the 13 events in the meel.......relays and both diving events enroute
Fred Hubach, captain 01 the men's
to their 69-44 victory over Franklin
team, has been kept from competitioo
and Marshall. Lisa Steel scored
due to a heel injury, but he is
145.25 points in the required diving
optimistic
about swimming
in
competition to clinch first place, and
WedneSday's away meet against
six events later won the optional
York.
diving with 155.80 points
Franklin and Marshall captured all
Another, who assured their victory,
but one firs! place against Western
was Lisa Kleven who won the SO-yard
Maryland at the meet in Lancaster,
freestyle in 27.23 and who also
Pa. Mike Price sprinted to the sole
finished second in the 200-yard
first place in the 5O-yard freestyle and
breastroke in 2:54.10. In addition
a second
place in the l00-yard
Denise Frech complemented her felfreestyle, missing a double victory by
low captain welJ by finiShing first in
a slight two one hundreths of a
the 2()().yard breastroke and second
---second.
in the 5O-yard freestyle
Kurt Hubacli placed second in the
The win that topped off the eight500-yard freestyle event with a
meet victory streak for the Western

/

Maryland women was the 71-42 victory over UrsiruS. One of the four
double winners was Lisa Steel, who
again won both diving events with
133.35 points in the required and
146.85 in the optional. The other
three were Denise Frech, who set a
pool record of 2:33.45 in the 200-yard
breastroke, Linda Rennie, and Mary
Theresa Lurz
Earlier in the season, the men's
team lost 10 visiting Loyola College,
60-31, and again were outnumbered
but not necessarily less talented.
Moreover, Mike Price won the 100yard freestyle event in 51.28 and was
followed by Kurt Hubach's victorious
5:39.49 in the 500-yard freestyle
Despite the fact that the men's
team did not compete, Johns Hopkins swam and lost to Western Maryland's women, 74-65, in a battle 01
record breaking and national qualifying times. The Terrors registered ten
national qualifying
times, seven
school records, and six pool records.
Again the women added one lTlOI"e
mark to their win column, as they
beat Loyola. 81-58. Sue Lapidus was
the only winner of the meet with wins
in the 2()().yard medley relay, SO-yard
backslroke, and the l00-yard back-

continued to page 7
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The Police: an innovative group
Melanie Clippinger
After ooly four album releases, the
Police have emerged as an interne,-.- tional supergroup
- topping the
cl!!r1s- from Australia to Belgium.
More astonishing is the fact that the
blonde trio played their first gig
together in August 1977 in England,
and ooly a few years tater in January
of 1981, would accomplish the feat of
selling out New York's Madison
Square Garden. The innovative group
consists of SUng, Stewart Copeland
and Andy Summers
Sting, so nicknamed for the now
legendary yellow and black striped
sweater he used to wear, is a former
school teacher and jazz bassist. The
ooly natural blonde of Police, Sting
was born Gordon Matthew Sumner as
the eldest of four children in Great
Britain. The 30 year old lead singer of
the group is no doubt as much at
home 00 screen as he is 00 stage.
Perhaps you caught him as the
mod Ace Face in The Who's "Quadrophenia." If you didn't catch that.
you might see him in the British
thriller "Brimstone and Treacle," to be
released later this year, in whiCh he
portrays a charismatic drifter. (Guess
what group is recording the soundtrack - right, the Police). Also in
Sting's Mure is a part in the Robert
StlgwoocI production of 'wnne My
Guitar Gently Weeps."
Andy
Summers, the Police's dimlnuitive guitarist,
once seriously
planned to be a classical guitarist.
Andy, born in 1942, is also a native of
Great Britain.
I
guitar with
i his earlier

days as a musician - one of the best
creation of the tracks "Spirits in the
known
being Eric Burdon's Animals.
Material World," "Demolition Man,"
Check out Andy's soon to be re"Too Much Information" and "One
leased solo album with King CrimWorld (Not Three)" wrillen by Sting;
son's Robert Fripp
"Rehumanize Yourself" composed by.
11was drummer Stewart Copeland,
Sting and Copeland and "Omeganow 29, who first conceived of the
man" created by Andy Summers
idea of a group with the philosophy of
The cut "Invisible Sun" is based on
keeping things simple and inexpenSting's impression -ot the situation in
sive. Stewart was born in Alexandria,
Northern Ireland
the song was
Virginia as the youngest of four ~ banned in England. Other tracks
children. Due to his dad's profession
rounding out the I.p. are the Frenchl
as a C.I.A. employee, Stewart lived in
English "Hungry fOr You.""Darkness
many parts of the world - Eqypt,
and Sting's optimistic hit "Every Uttle
Lebanon... Stewart's brother Miles
Thing She Does is Magic." Besides
manages the Police.
writing eight of the eleven song on
Ariother amazing fact? Every rethe album, Sting is responsible for the
leased Police album has outsold it's
soulful sax riffs on "Demolition Man,"
predecessor... Their first Ameri:::an
"Too Much Information," and "One
World (Not Three)."
album was released in January 1979
On January 25th, the Police kicked
on A&M Records. Hied "Outlandos
d' Amour," it produced their first hit off their 1982 "Ghost In The Machine
"Roxanne." The next l.p., "Regatta de
Tour" with the Go-Go's - the Police's
Blanc," included songs like "Meseighth American tour -- by playing at
sage in a Bottle" and "Walking on the
the Boston _Gardens in MassachuMoon." Last year's "Zenyalla Monsetts. The next evening, they perdette'' copped the Police their first
formed a fantastic concert playing to
platinum album in the U.S. with the
a sold out Capitol Centre in D.C
top ten hits "Don't Stand So Close to
Andy Summers, dressed in bright
Me" and "De do do do, de da da
yellow pants, a white T and blue
da." With the release of a fourth
jacket; Stewart almost hidden behind
album, "Ghost In The Machine,", the
his Tama drum kit; and charismatic
Police have moved away from the
Sting, dressed in a white tank top
stroog reggae/pop formula used on
and khaki trousers. captivated their
their previous albums.
audience for two hours. Supple"GhOst In The Machine," is partly a
mented by a three-man horn section.
concept album due to the effect" the Police began at 10:11 p.m. with
Arthur Koestler's book Ghost In The
"Message in a Bollle." Next came
Machine had on Sting. The book is
"Every Little Thing She Does;" Sting
an "attack on Behevorist psycholused his fascinating upright caseogy," which Koestler maintains "rewhich he calls "Brian."
duces humans to machine status."
Bathed in red. orange, blue. green,
This book
to the
I lighting. Sting sang lead dur-

ing the entire concert. rhe POlice
went on to do material from "Ghost in
The Machine" plus older ditties such
as "When The World Keeps Running
Down," "Walking On The Moon," The
Bed's Too Big Without You," De do
do do. De oe oe oe." the haunting
"Shadows In The Rain," "Walking On
The Moon," and concluded with the
crowd going crazy at the first chords
of "Roxanne"
.
After this climax of the concert, the
stage lights went off, the band left the
stage. In keeping with Capitol Centre
"tradition," everyone pulled out his
lighter and lit up the dark interior with
thousands of tiny flames
After a few minutes, at the insistence of the audience, the band came
back on .stage with an encore of
"Don't Stand So Close To Me," plus

"I Can't Stand Losing You/Be My
Girl." Stewart, throwing up his sticks,
leapt over his drums to take a bow at
the ~rontof the stage as the group left
again. After several minutes, the
audience standing and screaming for
more, the Police came out for a
second encore. Sting, draped in a
white blanket, led the band -into their
final number-"So Lonely." At midnight
the band left the stage for the final
time. A fabulous experience, listening
to and participating in a Police concert. had come to a close. How can I
do it justice? You had to have been
there.
The Police a supergroup, earning_
megabucks. its members multi-talented. individuals blending to create
one unique unit...you might say every
lillie thing they doJs-magic

Barrick art exhibit
Opens at Gallery One,
Artist Dorothea Barrick will exhibit
her recent paintings at Westem Maryland College from Tuesday, Feb. 9
through Friday, Feb. 26 in Gallery
One of the Fine Arts Building. The
opening will be 7 p.m. 10 9 p.m. on
Feb. 9. Gallery hours are 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. weekdays
Barrick, a Frederick County native,
has painted in numerous European
nations as well as in Iceland, Canada
and' Peru. Selection for inclusion in
Outstanding Young Women of America in 1979, and in The World Who's
Wtlo of Women in 1980, she earned

her BFA in 1965 and her MFA in
1967, both at Maryland Institute corlege of Art.
Her works have been on exhibit
frequently since 1962, including
shows in Maryland, Colorado, Florida,
Louisiana, Maine and Italy. Barrick
has held teaching positions at several
colleges including Maryland Institute,
Mount Saint Mary's and the University
of Maine, and is a member of such
professiooal organizations as Washington Women's Art Center, American
Association oj University Professors
and Women's Caucus for Art

HAL DAVIS MAKES MORE
DECISIONS IN ONE HOUR THAN MOST RECENT
COLLEGE G~S MAKE ALL DAY.

I -

"l'rn a cavalry platoon
leader, in charge of 43 men,"
says Hal. "I'rn responsible for
their education, their training,
their well-being. So you can
bet I'm making rapid-fire
decisions all day. Decisions
that have an impact on people's lives. _
"l've got a heavy position
for a guy who graduated from
college just two years ago. But
when you start out as an Army
officer, you start out with this
kind of responsibility. And my
Army ROTC training really
helped prepare me for it."
Army ROTC is a great way
to_prepare for being an Army
officer. ROTC helps you develop discipline of mind and
spirit. As well as your ability to
make decisions under pressure.
We call it "learning what it
takes to lead."
Taking Army ROTC pays
off in other ways. Like financial
assistance-up to $1,000 a
year for your last two year~ of

ROTC. You could also win an
ROTC scholarship, as Hal did.
Each scholarship covers tuition, books, and more.
Best of all, taking Army
ROTC makes it possible to
graduate with both a degree
~ffY~e~~sC~%~i~~~~ and an
If you'd like to step out
of college and into a job with
responsibility, do what Hal
Davis did. Step into Army
ROTC now.
And begin your future as
an officer

At Western Maryland
See Cpt. Mike Mauldin
Basement,
Albert Norman Ward Hall
Call 876-3804

2nd Lt. Hal Daviswas ar, industrial managemenl major
at(heUnive~ityofTenn~andamembeIofArmy
ROTC

ARMY ROTC.
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Higbee named
Liz Sigenthaler

I
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''You don't take the counselor out of
the dean, just because she is made a
dean," said Or. Jeanne Higbee, ....me
will soon be taking CNer Elizabeth
Laidlaw's position as associate dean
of students at Western Maryland
College.
Jeanne has been serving as director of counseling and career services
since 1980, and has gotten to know
_ many of the students on a very
personal basis through her many
roles, which from pre-law advisor to
sexual harassment counselor to member of the CAP Board.
Beginning on July 1, however,
Jeanne's role will be neretcrrreo. as
she takes on responsibility for three
main areas of the college: residential
life, Greek life, and discipline
In dealing with residential life, her
posftion won't be any different from
Dean Laidlaw's. The duties inctude
acting as supervisor of head residents and resident assistants and
ultimately being in charge of the
budgeting lor resident halls.
Greek life, which has been handled
by Dean' Mowbray in the past, is a
new responsibility for the associate
dean of students. Jeanne has shown
interest in Greek. life at WMC and has
been serving as advisor to the Phi

Sigma Sigma sorority. She will be
working with the ISC and "hopefully
~ new IFC" in this position. Said
Jeanne,' "One 01 rrrt roles will be to
strengthen the Greek system and
make it visible in a positive way."
Discipline is the third area for which
Jeanne will be responsible.
She is
taking 'seriously the recommendations
made
by students and resident staff
members on the Student Affairs Subcommittee of the long-Range Planning Task Force. Changes include
foonation 01 House Councils and
movement toward self-gavemance in
the resident halls. These changes
would mean that some minor violations will be dealt with by the students themselves
"I'm getting as much student input
as possible for direction," said
Jeanne.
Until Jeanne's baby is due on or
around May 12, she will continue to
serve as director of counseling and
career service. She will be mainly
relying on SGA groups for input, and
she states that it is not yet her role to
start making decisions about various
coUege policies and regulations.
One of Jeanne's concerns is that
she doesn't want her future rote as
Dean to interfere with persona! counseling. She said she hopes that
getting to know students on a per-

sonaI basis wilt help, not hinder, and
hopes
that students will continue to
feel comfortable talking with her.
As Dean, Dr. Higbee will be the
only woman on the President's Administrative cccrcn, 'Nhich consists of
President John and the Vice Presidents. "I'U continue to remain advocate for counseling services on
campus," said Jeanne.
tn 1981 Jeanne earned her Ph.D. in
Educational Administration with a
minor in Educational Policy Studies at
the University of Wisconsin. Priof to
obtaining a doctorate, she earned an
M.S. in Counseling and Guidance,
also at the University of Wisconsin;
and her B.S. in Sociology is from
Iowa State University.
_
Jeanne and her husband, Tom
Couillard, will be moving on campus
in the early summer. She said that
she and Tom are really looking
forward to living on campus
"We enjoy being closer and being
more involved," said Jeanne, who
pointed out that she is fairly active
with the stucents already
With a new career and the birth of
her first child in the near future,
Jeanne Higbee has a lot to look
fOfWard to.
"rve got to give the college credit
for promoting me while I'm pregnant,"
she said, "It's unusual."

URC heiqhtens relations
between students/alumni
Robert Holt
URC is looking for students who
want to have fun. And although URC
may be unfamiliar to many students,
it is the orga'lization that coordinates
events like WII'lEI and Cheese parties
in Harrison House, the upcoming
Dinner on the Town, and Senior Send
Off parties that many students at
WMC seem to enjoy
URC, Undergraduate
Relations
Committee, is an organization comprised of students from ~ery class,
freshman to senior. The main objective of the committee is to orient
students to the Alumni Association
that serves them as graduates of
_WMC.
"It is a committee at students who
are not overextended, but are active
on the campus," said the committee
chairman, Carolyn Berry
Carolyn said that the committee is
not hard to work on. It does not take
a lot of time, but only requires
committment
"It's a fun committee, and the work
that we do is really appreciated by
the Alumni Association," said CaroIyo
The Alumni Association is a group
of alumni who volunteer to attend tile
various association functions and pertom other duties like distributing
class mugs to the incoming freshmen

every year. It is this association that
URC works with as a joint partner to
present events like the Harrison
.House Win and Cheese parties
At those parties, students get an
opportunity to meet various alumni
members who wish to share their real
world experiences with the studeots.
The third such Pat:IY is tommorrow
night from 4 to 5 p.m. Students are
encouraged to attend.
''The main locus is to let students
know that there is an alumni association," said Carolyn.
Another
event that is a project
involving the URC is the Dinner on
the Town. Coordinated by the student
committee, Dinner on the Town allows
students to visit with alumni residents
of the Baltimore viCinity, and talk and
reminisce about things concerning
the college. This year Dinner on the
teen is planned for one evening,
March 4, to make it more of a united
student event
URC will also be coordinating the
Senior Send Off parties planned for
April 20 and 27. The parties are
intended as get togethers for seniors
as a last time to be with each other
and have lun. URC will handle the
preparations and publicity for these
events.
According to the director of Alumni
Affairs, Donna Duvall Sellman, there
is a strong rapport and worJ5jng

relationship between URC and the
Alumni Association.
One problem that was noted by
Carolyn Berry is that many students
do not know that the committee exists
and that anyone is welcomed to join
it. Many members of URC joined after
attending one 01 the Wine and
Cheese parties last year. Anyone
interested in joining the committee
can contact Carolyn Berry at Elderdice 300, or Donna Duvall Sellman in
Alumni Affairs located on the second
floor of Elderdice

dean'

Taylor to perform
special 'Friday concert
Mr. Taylor Is a reasonably young
Dan Wilson
musician, according to the new stuWMC, Specifically the student activdent activities director, Terry Rippin,
ities office, is proud to announce that
who
likes to play mostly his own
on Friday, tommorrow, February 12,
material and who usually does it solo
folk-rock singer Livingston Taylor will
He also said that Taylor was a very
be performing in Alumni Hall at the
skilled acoustical guitar and piano
"tcne" of 8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. for
player as well as a vocalist. He said
two evening concerts. (I am not
that he was on a new high in terms of
supposed to tell you whether he is
his performing
related to the "James" Taylor that we,
Mr. Taylor's performance will be
all normal people that is, all know and
preceded both Shows by an openlove, so I wcn't)
,ing performance by the Greg GreenMr. Taylor is priviledging us with his
way Band. That group will be giving a
presence in that he is stopping off
preview of its material at a Coffee
here in Westminster in the middle of
house tonight, Thursday, the lt, in the
one of his many lours. He has just left
college pub.
the Washington D.C. area and will be
Tickets for the Friday night concert
stopping off here while on his way to
have been on sale at the Information
a show in Annapolis and then New
Desk since Monday, and will continue
Jersey (Why he' would want to play
to be on sale until Friday afternoon.
there I haven't the faintest idea, only
Tickets will be for either the 8 p.m. or
taking.)
the 10:30 p.m.

Cadets tops In challenge
Ron Kyle
One of the greatest challenges to
be faced by an ROTC cadet is the
airborne challenge. This past January
WMC sent three cadets to FI. Benning, Georgia, to meet that challenge
Unfortunately, one cadet was injured
during training, but two others, Dale
Duttoo and Werner Winkler, successfully completed training, and now
wear airborne wings on their unilorms
as evidence of completing this chal_
lenge,
The training was diffICult. First call
(wakeup) was at 4 a.m. For the next

hour and a hall the cadets cleaned
their rooms and any otter designated
duties. At 5:30 a.m. the airborne
trainees formed fOr breakfast. Afterwards the trainees had some time to
themselves to finish any work that
might be undone, or perhaps get a
little extra rest. At about 7 a.m the
trainees formed for training. At Mann
Field, the trainees waited for the
"blackhate." the airborne equivalent
of the basic training drill sergeant
These blackhats would inspect you--it
was very thorough. and if you failed
you could be sent to the "gig pit"--not
a very pleasant place

Physical Training (PT) would then
begin. Monday-Thursday the trainees
would begin with a three mile run. On
Fridays it was a five mile run. More
PT followed: push-ups, sit-ups, etc. A
lot of push-ups, sit-ups, etc. The
blackhats constantly supervised: they
were trying to weed out the people
who were no good. (As they say: The
first week they separate the men 'rom
the wimps; the second week they
separate the men from the fools and
tile third week the fools jump.)
After PT tile cadets and the other

Continued' on page 8
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Black history is part
of the national legacy
The month of February is nationally recognized as Black History
Month, and rightfully so. It is a time when the birthdates of two key
figures in black history are publicly acknowledged. vet. more
importantly, those two men have played significant roles in general
American history. This gives notion to the thought that Black History
Month is more than a celebration
of black
history.
but it is an integral
part 01 the American heritage.
Certainly,
as the black
population
of this nation
has matured
and
risen in stature, so has the general population groW[l_.For the recognition
of the historical
milestones
in the black tradition
of the United
States is
one more step to the comprehension and acceptance of all persons
'W'ho call themselves American
There can be no denial that to examine
the historical
path of the
black is to come face to face with some 01 the ugliest and unjust events
to be witnessed in American history. To deny the past inequities, to
shade them from view, would be to disclaim 'not only the strife and
achievement of one group of people, but to forswear the growth of an
entire nation. To recognize the rise of the black citizen, without a coup
'or ruthless revolution, is 10 affinn the intrinsic will and desire of a strong
people, and the basic virtue in the system of laws that govern the
American society
Though all citizens of the United States can not say that they are
free from prejudice and opression, indeed it must be acknowledged that
the blacks, and the other minorities of this nation, enjoy more liberities
than they did 120 years ago. Yet the ultimate day of realization has not
been seen, the last mile of the long and arduous path has not been
tread, 'Nhen all the citizens of this nation are truly accepted among their
peers. There still is hope
-....
And SO, this month America celebrates the history of a people who
~re truly American; a people who admirably stand as examples of the
unconquerable will and indomitable spirit that is the theme of the
American legacy. To take notice 01 this month of black history is another
step in not only the liberation of a people, but also the. liberation 01 a
nation.

Who, What, Where •••
It has come to the attention of the editorial staft that there are
students who wish to submit articles, and letters to the editor, but
a~e not familiar with the. procedure of article submission lor publication
Since
this publication IS the offical student newspaper of WMC, all
students have the right to submit articles to the editors and expect them
to be publiShed. Briefly, the procedure for the submission of articles is
as follows:
'The article can be dropped oft at The Phoenix office in the
basement of Rouzer Hall, or sent through the campus mail, if it is
addressed to The Phoenix, Box No. 1
'The article Should be typed and double spaced between lines. 11
should have the author's name and campus address written on the
upper right hand corner of the submission.
letters to the editor may be submitted as follows
·The letter should be submitted to one of the editors at The
Phoenix office.
'The letter Should have the author's name and campus address
written_on the letter. (The name of the author can be withheld byrequest.)
'The letter should be typed on a 55 space margin and double
spaced between lines
Any person who has any questions about the submitting of an
article, or letter to the editor, may contact the editorial staff at The
Phoenix office, or they may call The Phoenix office extension 630
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There also exists great diversity bethe laws of those two states as
tween the statutes and their applicarecently as 1968 declared that any
tion with regard to domestic issues
woman convicted of a crime must be
ERA will provide greater continuity
given the maximum penalty while a
between the various states' legislaman convicted of the same crime
tion.. Generally, ERA will no longer
could get the minimum. This kind of
allow the courts to apply blanket
treatment of women by the courts
statutes - it will insist that each case
occured and continues to occur bebe determined on its own merits. Two
cause of the paternalistic way the
examples of this are in the areas of
court views women. This type of
alimony and child custody. In some
paternalistic or "protective" legislation
states, the mother automatically gets
dates back to Multer v. Oregon
custody of the child regardless of the
which limited the rights of women
circumstances of the case. ERA will
supposedly for her own good
force the court to more realistically
The passage of the Equal Right
evaluate the situation
Amendment is needed to improve the
ERA will have the most ameliorating
legal, social and economic status of
influence on the legal status of "women
The reluctance legislators
women. Overtly sexist practices exist
have in ratifying the amendment illusbecause women are infrequently in- trates our country's passive acceptvolved
in the judicial and legislative
ance of sexism. Untlrthe Equal Rights
process. Examples of overt discrimiAmendment is passed, women will
nation can be found in the states of
continue to be systematically discrimConnecticut and Pennsylvania where
inated against

Ann Karn

The Reagan administration's zealously pursued campaign against "Big
Govemment" is being waged at the
expense of many special interest
groups. One group particularly affected is the Womens' Right s Movement. Now more than ever, the
passage of the Equal Rights Amendment is urgentty required. The current
administration has a policy 01 equal
rights for women through the enforcement of currenHaw. But current law is
inadequate to end the existing discrimination; new legislation is needed
The Equal Rights Amendment is a
proposal to end discrimination on the
basis of sex:
"Equality of rights under the
law
shall not be denied or
abridged by the United States
Of atrf state on account of sex
The congress shall have the
power to enforce, by appropriale legislation, the provisions
of this article"
ERA will continue the struggle fOf
womens' rights that began with the
granting of suffrage in 1920. The
struggle continued with the extension
of- the Fourtheenth Amendment's
Dear Editor:
Equal Protection Clause and the 1964
In response to Chris Beyer's article
Civil Rights Act. Seen in this perspec- on population control I would like to
tive, ERA is not as some opponents address the subject of homosexuality
to the proposed amendment. ERA is and stereotypes. I realize that Chris
the next logical step in the process to Beyers should not be taken too
end existing discrimination
seriously, and his article "Heterc'
Inequities do continue to exist deHomo?" proves it. Chris asked the
spite previous legislative victories. On
"freethinking, liberal reader to cast
the average, a woman is paid only
aside his petty prejudices." t feel it is
60% of what her equally qualified
about time he did the same.
male co-worker is paid. ERA will
The article was opinionated and full
change this. by guaranteeing equal
of "petty prejudices" from negative
pay for equal work
stereotypes to ignorant comments
ERA will not permit current discrimiOne comment he made called attention to Oscar Wilde, Gertrude Stein,
natory employment practices to continue
Decisions
on
the
Leonardo da Vinci, Eltoo John and
appropriateness of certain types
Sappho. It said they "made signifiwork for specific people will depend
cant contributions to hl,lman life deon multiple cnaractertsncs rather than
spite being gay" The comment
solely on sex
"despite being gay" should be omitIn domestic issues, ERA witt make
ted; a persons sexual orientation is
the position of. women in marriage
irrelevant
and those conSidering divorce. equal
Chris Beyers uses the phrase "deto that of their husbands by prohibitspite being gay" negatively to further
ing discriminatory state statutes.
promote the gaystereotypes. A ster-

Letter to the Editor

Sensi ti vi ty need

of

eotype that suggests being a h0mosexual is a person's downfall could
not be further from the truth.
Chris should realize that joumalism
requires ethics too. He has no right to
accuse a person of being a homosexual on the basis of stereotypes
By writing that Mr. Rogers influences
"children on the pleasures of gay iife"
and Richard Simmons in "the diet
fruit," Chris Beyers promotes the
negative stereotyping of gays through
questionable journalistic practices
similar to those used by the National
Enquirer. Twice Chris Beyers has
used stereotypes of the gay personality in his article. Stereotypes that were
negative
Perhaps Chris Beyer's article is in
jest, but his use of stereotypes to
label people is not harmless comedy.
Are the jokes made at the expense of
others worth the pain it causes tnem?
Sincerely Yours
Brian Kernlege

Ask Omar
Dear Omar
Dear Omar:
I'm a 19 year .old sophomore girl. I
I don't normally write to advice
started this letter several times, but columns, but my roommate's actions
never finished It. I have a problem
have left me no alternative. I'm a
that I think is not very common here freshman, and I'm no monk, but I
at WMC. I'm a virgin and I want to
have some morals. My roommate
stay that way until I'm married. It apparenUy does notl I don't usually
seems like all the guys I meet at frat stick my nose into his business, but
parties and mixers are real nice lor a when it distorts my parents' opinion of
little while, then they ask me to their me, that's where I draw the line!
rooms. If I do go with them, chances
My parents were corning up Sunare all they want is to get into bed. If
day moming, and I went to bed early
I say no and don'tqc back with them, so I would be awake to greet them.
they probably won't pay any attention My roommate came home late, drunk
to me again. How does a nice girl like
and loud, as usual. He kept me up,
me meet a nice guy I can trust?
telling me about his stupid girlfriends,
Frustrated
and consequenlly I overslept the next
Dear Frustrated
moming. Thus, I didn't have a chance
You gotta loosen up a little bit.
to clean up his disgusting mess
There are plenty of nice guys out
before my parents arrived. And what
there who would love to spend some
do you think they saw? Beer bottles,
time with a "nice girl." Don't condemn "contraceptives.
and a bag of some
the entire male population of WMC as
sort of drugs! It's bad enough he has
sex maniacs just because of the
all these x-rated posters up, but this
actions of a few. Most importantly, let
is ridiculous. My parents of course,
them know right off thaI you don't
were shocked. They didn't believe me
intend to ''get in bed." If that doesn't
when I told them I had nothing to do
worle, a well-placed knee should do
with this, and now they think I'm an
the job. Be patient and be yourself.
"immoral pig."

Omar, how can I prove my innocence to my parents and convince my
roommate to be more thoughtful?
Disgruntled in Rouzer
Dear Disgruntled
Sounds like there's a lack of communication between you and your
parents. Get together with them as
soon as possible and tell them that
you are sincere. Be honest and open
with your parents as much as you
can without endangering your o~
well-being. They're the only parents
you'll
ever have
Your roommate is very inconsiderate. CatCh him in a sober state and
try to reason with him. Explain that
your relationship with you parents is
very important to you. If this method
fails, you could always try physical
intimidation. If this is impossible or
unwise (remember to always keep
personal safety in mind),. my only
advice would be to stick it out this
semester and look for a new roommate for next year. Don't squeal to an
R.A. about the drugs. Nobody likes a
fink. Reasoning with him would be the
best advice. Good luck.
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The source of the Mormons

tially shared with several friends and
ministers a visitation he had received
II all 01you persons who I have had from Jesus Chrisl in answer to a
the good opportunity to share my desperate prayer
.religious beliels with think that I have
Joseph was living in a time and
IOfgotten you, I haven't. I thank Mr. place of great religious revival and
Holt lor the creation of this COlumn, rivalry between Methodists, Baptists
and Nancy Tumer lor the first use of and Presbyterians. Often referred to
it, (though t may question its head- as the burn-out time of history being), in that it leads me once again to cause of the flaring intensity of reliexpose myself and the lOS religion gious zeal
which I belong to. I write this to you,
Young Joseph was quite confused,
all of my~good friends here at WMC, as his own family was divided in
who. I mayor even may not know
affiliation, and wanted desperately 10
I feel it was the greatest gift ever know which church he should ;oin
given to me and would like to share it He finally decided to give the whole
with you in the same way it was
matter into God's hand. It was then
shared with me. The lOS (The
during a humble prayer in the woods
Church 01 Jesus Christ of latter-Day
behind his fathers farm that Jesus
Saints) religion is a very powerful
Christ visited him and told him to
religion and an inlluential lorce in the
"join none of the churches." A little
world today. It is now the fourth
later, he was informed that the fulllargest and fastest grOWing Christian
ness of the original gospel message
Church in the world. It is worth our
would be restored in a time shortly to
while to understand its origin, nature
come.
and components, and to make a lair
As Josephs life went on he reassessment of its worth to us
ceived many such visitations and
The Church of Jesus Christ of
manifestations, all in the face of
latter-Day Saints is most commonly
growing hostile opposition. Eventually
known by its public nickname, the
he was led to bring forth the record
Mormons. Mormon is not the official
of the Book of Mormon. (Today it has
name of the Church. The name
become one of the most widely
Mormon comes from sri ancient despublished books in the world.) 'Nhile
cendent of the tribe of Joseph, the
Joseph was stilt young he was called
Joseph who was in Egypt.
'
to organize the Church by further
He was a prophet to other member
visitations from Christ, and by a direct
descendents of thai particular tribe in
visitation of the prophet John and the
the fourth century after the ressurecancient apostles Peter, James and
lion of Christ. He, Mormon, edited
John. They came with a commission
and abridged a set of their scriptural
of authority for the young Joseph, for
records that they had kept for nearly
the work that he had to do. It was the
one thousand years after they had left
same authority thai they had received
Jerusalem just before the Babylonion
from Jesus Christ when they were on
exile around 600 B.C. 'Nhen the
the earth. Joseph went on to call
founder of the lOS Church recovered
other apostles under the direction of
those scriptures and published them
Christ and thtl's the frame of the new
under the name of The Book. of
Church was formed.
Mormon in 1630 the public was quick
The first few years of the Church
to pick up the name and to call the
were grim ones. Members were
group of believers "Moonons." The
chased from slate to state, settlement
name has stuck and still sticks on
10 settlement. They had just become
some four million lOS believers
rooted in both Missouri 8I1d Ohio,
loday.
having built a temple in Kirtland,
The lOS Church had its origin in an when painted mobs sometimes led
event that tOOk place in the spring
by local ministers, raided their homes
162 years ago in a small farming
and fields with random fire and
town in New YO!1<called Palmyra. general destruction. The saints were
There in t 820 a 14 yr. old boy named forced to move on leaving countless
Joseph Smith gained widespread
homes and years of labor behind
local attention for having ccouoeothem. Joseph himself suHered more
Dan Wilson

l

I

1

::I~

~:~he::,
~a~~ii~~.~: g:€ \
ered himself together though and led
the saints in a quest in Illinois to build
whal was to become the largest city
in the West. Nauvoo. There they
drained what was thought to be some
useless swampland that they had
bought, and prospered. It was also
here that a desperately praying Joseph healed the entire camp of a
malaria epidemic. But before long the
mobs retumed. This time Joseph and
his brother Hyrum were gruesomely
executed in a jail in'Carthage tHinois
The Church was lett behind to be
exiled once again, this time by a
brave and true new leader who would
go down in history known as a lion
amongst men, his name was Brigham
Young. Brigham Young took the bitterly cold saints through the heart of

The secret
Chris Beyers
I was picking the hair out of my
teeth at breakfast the other day,
relating to my frioods the latest
installment of my adventures with the
opposite sex. One particularly gullible
freshman inquired, "Gee, Chris, how
do you do lt?" Rather than wasle my
expertise on a small group of friends,
I have decided to share it with the
entire school. Thus, I will explain How
To Pick Up Women.
The first premise you must operate
with is this: they all want it. They
might not admit it, and some may
deny it, but deep down, they all want
it. They can't help thamselves-everyone is driven by the same, disgusting, PSyChological impulses. They
may try to sublimate it, but it's always
there. The only problem is they all
don't want it from you
The trick, then, is to convince your
prospective partner thaI. despite your
grotesque physical appearance, your
miniscule la, and the fact that your
personality, is as interesting as white
bread, she wants 10give it 10you. As
en women are different, you should

:~=

I~one m:;s~~ffe=~,
a~
another
The first approach is the shy man's
approach. You spy the hunk of
f
emate gender you particularty crave,.

Quotable Quote
"It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points out how the
strong man stumbled or wtere the coer of ceeoe could have done
better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena,
whose face is marred with dust and sweat and the great enthusiasms,
the great deVotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who at the
best, knows in the soul the triUQ:lphof high achievement, and who e,tthe
worst, if he fails, at least fails daring greatly, so that his place shall never
be with those timid souls who know neither victory nor defeat."

-.-_
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SELLING NEW.AND USED STEREOS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, JEWELRY

call Vicky Smelkinson
at 549-1043

11 WeslMain Slreel
Westminsler,Md
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often?" "Don't I know you from somewhere'?" and of course, "Nice
weather, huh'?" The discussion then
prooresses to a deeper level, such as

m::ea
d;:
~:aC:co~~~j
could think of. If anyone has anothei
that is successful, I'd appreciate
hearing about it. I've been awfu
It)n<>l" 1,,'''Iv.
_
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Stuart Jv". 'Dutterer

Corsages & Boutonnieres for the
Valentine's Qance

de-livery available

available

pickinq up
classes or tv. By the time you ~t
around 10 asking about sex, it's
generally too late, and she wants to
go home, "because 1 have to wake
up early tommorrow." I suggest using
the banal approach only with women
who really want it bad, and we all
know who they are.
And finally the suave, sophisticated,
intellectual approach. This is by far
the 1110st subtle approach, and
should not be attempted by amateurs
who will only make fools of themselves. A good start is to be nrcrmally introduced by one of your
friends to the Apple of your Eye
Remark, as you straighten your ascot.
how you detest these contrived meeting places (i.e., the pub). Then go into
a lofty diatribe against, say, "Roci<
and roll and other children's music,"
or ask if she thinks the Romanticism
of Silvia Plath a little too much 10bear
(you do), Be sure to drop all kinds of
wise aphorisms and roo-clever witticisms until the girt is enthralled with
your intellectual WOrldliness. Ascerlaining when she is ready to give it
up, either invite her back to your
room to listen to some rteex Perelman, Charlie Parker, or rremc. or

:

WestmJ..!zster rpawn OutLet

In

and combined physical and spiritual
baptism
As for me, despite my own personal
weaknesses and shortcomings, I also
extend this message of hope to you
and many other good wishes as well.
There will be some tos.mescoaries visiting WMC this week 10provide
vou with even more info. if you are
interested. They will be two of over
30,000 such representatives sent on
both welfare and educational missiens all over the world. For the most
part they pay for their missions with
their own money. If you would rather
just see me to discuss whatever may
interest you about the Church, or
anything else for that matter, I live in
the campus apartments, Apt. 3B. My
name is-Dan Wilson, and my sevices
are open to you always, thank you
_

and then you sidle up next to her
humming some suggestive song-for
example Ted Nuqent's "Wango
Tango," the Stones' "Satisfaction," or
perhaps Jackson Browne's "Rosie," If
this doesn't sway her, try poking
around with your fool and asking her
"Have you seen my Nobel Peace
Prize around here?I seemed to have
dropped mine...Oh well, I have another one at home ... " If this doesn't
get her, then she is a COld fish.
Then there is the direct aocececn.
According to Penthouse fjfty percent
of all women will say yes if you ask
them outright jf they want to go back
to your room and have sex. Of
course, according to Penthouse, orgies are as common as pigeons, and
UFO's swoop down and mutilate
cattle. My advice is before trying the
direct approach, be sure that the
love of Your Heart doesn't have a
muscular brother, a protective boyfriend, or a particularly militanl feminist for a roommate, just to be safe.
Another idea is the facile, banal
approach, This is particularly true
with freshmen who have yet to have
Been Around, and don't know a
come-on when they hear one. This

Singing Valentines....en sale February 8 - 14 from 9 to 5. Call ext. 631 or
drop by the office in Rouzer base- I
I
ment. Only $1.50 on campus!
I
I
The C.J. MillER
STREAKS I
women's softball team is offering a I
try-oul invitation to talented players. I
willing to dedicate their time to playa I
highly competitive level of slow-pitch ~
softball Call: (301) 239-8001'>

Sooth (.],1011 Secretarial Service

several harsh winters and through
essentialty-untracken lands, leaving
behind trails that would open up the
west to the rest of America later 10
come. 'Nhen he got where he wanted
to go he said, "This is the place,"
and that is where they stopped. It
was what we call today Salt lake
Valley. It was to become the headquarters for the Church for the rest of
its existance
Today Salt lake Valley, Utah,
Idaho, California, ArizOna and the rest
of the West coast are flooded with the
omnipresence of the lOS Church, as
they constitute a substantial portion of
the population. There, and over the
rest of the World, they are active in
extending themselves and their measage of hope for the world in Jesus
Christ, through the restoration of His/"
Church, through faith, repentance,

,

Ph'>Plc.8·/6·3086
h[JAll'

114 Penn.ylvania
Weabninster

Ava.
....

9350
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GYAC promotes state's youth
data

~
I

FJdy Kuo
Are you interested
in participating
in the poIitcal processes
of Maryland?
II so, membership
in !he Governor's
Youth
Advisory Council (GYAC) may
be the means lor you. As stated in its
by-laws,
!he GYAC serves as a lin;
between !he Governor, stage agencies, and ollicals
through
Executive
Director
01 !he Office lor Children and
Youth on matters
that are of concern
to the youth 01 !he state. The council
also conveys 10 !he young
people
01
Maryland
whatever
the Governor's
opinions are conctIming them.
Each year, 115 students,
between
the ages of 13 and 22, are chOsen to ,
represent
Maryland
youth as GYAC
delegates.
The. Recruitment
Committee selects the delegates
10 achieve
an equitable
distribution
01 people
based on age, race, sex, and geographical location. Of course, application
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The Council realizes the severity 01 drunken drivers among youths
and the high number of alCOhol related auto deaths. We also understand
that this year is an election
year and the public demands
still immediate
action-be it blind or truitless.
The State 01 Maryland has legally delended
the age of majority to
be 18 years 01 age. At 18, someone can serve !heir country, adopt
children,
vote, be an attorney of law, and serve on a grand jury. By
establishing
an age of majority. the State 01 Maryland
has agreed
on a
principle-a
principle
that should be upheld consistently.
Because
01 this principle, we opose raising the legal drink.ing age.
Our answer to this problem
Is not raising the age, but education,
enforcement 01 present
laws,
and introduction
01 stiffer laws, and
Introduction
01 stiller alcohol
abuse laws. We have all heard !he
argument 01 how highway deB!!:!s decreased
In all 13 stales who raised
the legal drinking age. Let Maryland not be number 14 among the states
. to do so also simply
because
we were unable
to enlOfce
our present
laws and legistlate
stricter
laws. But, let Maryland
be the leader, not the
lallower;
let us be !he state that was able 10 tackle this difficult problem
and uphold
the age 01 majority 'Nhich we have presently
defined.
The next issue would be how 10 educate,
enforce,
and legislate
better
laws. In middle
schools,
children
should
be taught
the evils 01
drug
abuse.
The Motor Vehicle
Administration
presently
uses
scare
tactic

vote

against
central

have

keep the legal drinking
age as it presently
stands.
During
January,
both the Maryland
State Senate
and House
have held open hearings.
These were to allow the public to testify their
concern
for !he proposed
bills to raise the legal drinking
age. RaiSing
the legal drinking age is a very important issue which could have drastic
effects
on this campus.
Here is a copy of the testimony
I have submitted
to the state representatives
in AnnapoliS
for the council.
"My name is Ken Schaefer
and I am a member
01 the Governor's
Youth Advisory
Council.
I am writing
10 protest raising the legal drinking
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Mitchell rebuts Reagan plan
Greg Elba
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anything:"

Note: _On February 8 Congressman
Mitchell spoke out publicly against
the new· federal budgel proposed that
day by President Reagan.
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On the
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on the
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at the
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for about
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first
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down
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so

actions
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each

produce
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climbing
walking
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involved
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of

audience.
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using

Each

ladder.
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was
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tug-of-

actions

Of

object
acted
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discussed,

learned

what
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Pantomime

own
in
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Hall.

Seafarer's Seafood 'Restaurant
Valentine's Day

course.

Featuring Roger Henderson 6-10 p.m.
Prime Rib Special $10.95
Mon-Fri. Happy Hour 3-7 p.m. Drinks 2 for 1
Every Tuesday - 7:30-9:30 p.m.

5 Drafts for $1.00

Entertainment Fri. & Sat.
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of the
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Feb. 12th & 13th Chip Franklin
Feb. 19th & 20th Karen Goldberg
50 W. Main Street
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the
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Terrors drive towards playoffs
before letting up on the helpless
Bullets. This time the Bullets stayed
"A heck 01 a lot better." That is how even with the Terrors throughOUt the
Western Maryland coach Alex Ober first half and remained close until the
described a Gettysburg team that final minutes of the game.
pressured the Terrors through most of
Doug Pinto (20 pts.. 6 rebounds)
this important Middle Atlantic Confer- scored ten straight points to keep the
ence game, before losing 69--58
struggling Terrors even with the Bul'NMC is now 14-4 over all and 6-3 in lets in the opening minutes of the
the Southwest division, only two
Gettysburg opened up a slim
games back of leader Dickinson four point lead but couldn't poll away
College (6-1)
from Western Maryland. John Seiler
The last time these two teams met (12 pts.. 4 rebounds) and Scot Kohr
'NMC played its best game of the (5 pts., 3 rebounds) combined for
year and crushed Gettysburg, ex- eleven points in the closing minutes
tending their lead to thirty points of the hall to give WMC a four point

edge with 1:06 left in the half, but
Gettysburg SCoredtwo quick buckets
to tie at the half 26-26
Dave Engle (13 pts., 5 aestsfs. 7
retxxJnds) came up with a three point
play to start the second half and get
the Terror offense moving again. The

Bruce Mable

l

-

Mark Cavana~gh

the 167 pound class. A very solid

~:C;r ~~::iti::,~~n~~~,

a good season

come toumament time." He goes as
far as to predict at least five of his
wrestlers will place in the upcoming
MAC toumament
Sophomore Jeff Kidwell wrestles in
the 118 pound class. Jeff is a topnotch wrestler who, although having
some trouble getting in the groove
this year, is a very strong tournament
candidate.
At 134 pounds, freshman Matt
Kozak has been an exciting wrestler
with many close matches. Case
points to Kosak's Widener win as a
high point and sites tremendous
potential in this young grappler.
Sophomore Glenn Yurcisit] anchors
the 142 pound class. Undefeated
most of last year, Glenn placed fourth
at the James Madison University
Tourney against division opponents.
150 pounder Dave Yurclsion is
undefeated in dual meets this year.
Despite being previously hampered
by a chest injury. Dave placed third
at James Madison
Larry Urie. the versatile East
Stroedsburg transfer. has wrestled in
several classes this year ranging from
142 to 158. A sophomore, Urie has
fine moves and much potential
'
Junior Mike Creamer wrestles at
158 pounds. Creamer is a hard
worker looking forward to the MAC
Toumament. Joe Cubu~io ~presents

"I don't think the school knows we
have a wrestling team," said John
Hackney, who seems to echo the
displeasure of many WMC matmen.
Contrary to popular opinion, WMC
does have a wrestling program and a
fine one at that.
In a recent interview, Dr. Sam Case,
coach of the 3-6 squad, voiced "no
sour grapes" over the lack of coverage in the school paper. General
consensus among the wrestlers is
that they want more exposure in the
college paper.
"Darnn right. There's no harder
working team on campus. They deserve recognition," said Dr. Case
This has been a rebuilding year for
the Terror grapplers. With only one
.senior on the squad. Pat Griffin, the
team's biggest problem is inexperience, coupled with a very tough
schedule. Wreslling in the number
two conference in the country against
such traditional wreslling powertccses as Duke, Delaware, and Morgan State has certainly contributed 10
the team's sub-500 over-all record.
Case notes that the team is having
a successful season, all things considered. "We don't have enough
balance for duel meets, but we do
have great individual talent and will
definitely make our presence feft

~r~sh~a;:. com':gt:?r't

teams traded baskets for the next
three minutes, but then Doug Pinto
went on another scoring binge, scar.
ing eight of the next ten points for the
Terrors, moving WMC out to a 43-35
lead wilh 12:20 remaining. Dave
Engle and John Seiler extended the
lead to twelve points and GettySburg
was forced to call time out with 11:25

game.

Matmen have

to go
After the time out, the Bullets
scored six straight points and stayed
within six until, with 3:08 left in the
game, Gettysburg coach Bob Lebr
complained just a little too much to
the referees and drew a technical
foul, Doug Pinto hit both ends 01 the
technical and put the Terrors up by
eight
Gettysburg closed to within six with
a quick basket but that was as close
as they would get. rte jerrcrs put on
a free throwing clinic in the final
minutes, hitting 9 for 10 to give
themselves the final winning margin
69--58.
Jim Dawson had 12 points and
seven assists for the Terrors and Jeff
Weyer added 7 points and 5 rebounds. Gettysburg was lead by
Chip Graber with 19 points
Westem Maryland has three confer-

~~~r~ee~sf:r:d
since

10

~:a

~~e;~I~

I~~SSeve~ match

weeks will determine who goes to the
play-offs" said Coach Ober
As for the chances of beating both
Franklin & Marshall and DickinS()(l on
their home courts..."1 can't remember
beating F & M at F & M and we
haven't beaten them in our last four
meetings," said coer. "Dickinson is
another story. We have beaten them
the last game of the season three
straight years to make the play-offs."
In between these two games the
Terrors also play Moravian (6-2 in
conference) in Gill Gym. All are must
games, although a loss to F & M
would dim, but not destroy. WMC's
chances of post season play. Dickinson and Moravian meet twice before
the season ends and Dickinson must
play F & M at F & M. The play-offs
are still a loog way away for any of
these teams
Should Western Maryland end up in

T~~ro~~a:~~

their final three conference games,
they are assured of at least a tie for

Pat Griffen and sophomore Lee

:::d

~~~~
~~=:~~

s~:~c~a~eth: :~~~:nc:

at~~_ :oan~:a~o:n:tftfo~.

~~::~~rn~~~ ~~eo~~:~
conference title.
of the team. Griffen is a strong ~ "We've just been muddying up the
competitor and fine wrestler. Myers waters up till now. The remaining two
has had several toUgh matches this ,...
...
year and 10000s
forward to the MAC's
Sam Frost is also a freshman, He's
had a tough year and must frequently
wrestle out of his own weight class,
giving as much as 15-20 pounds
Junior John Hackney is the team's
heavyweight. After being away from
school for a semester Hackney is just
coming around. The MAC's are also
Hackney's main concern at lhis point
Case can't say enough about the
teams managers, Ann Royston, and
Annette Horn. They attend all practices and matches. In Case's own
words. "They're lantastic, wonderful.
and the best managers we've ever
had"
Also instrumental in all aspects of
WMC wrestling is assistant coach
and former WMC grappler Rip Jamison
Support WMC wrestling. You'll be
hearing a lot from them in the future,
"Hooty Hoot."

8
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Key Wester
from page 5
quite the same as before they left.
Some of the changes were physical
leamed in a classroom.
During the trip the group wrote
hundreds of limerics to tease each
other and just to express our feelings.
It seems fitting that I end this article

Me".

one that in a way sums up our
adventure:
There once was a trip to Key West
The people who went were blessed,
They jumped into a van,
l!n search of a tan,
And partied a week with no rest.
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Players
of

the
Week
Dave

Engel

basketball

has

41

accumulated

points

in

the

last

three

Terror

Terror

victories.

Terrors sink York and
Swarthmore enroute to MAC's
Chris

self

Vaughn

the

to

28.36

The
only

women's
three

swimming

meets

undefeated

week.

Sinking

43, and

Swarthmore,

women

WMC

teams

with

men

The

top

a

wins

Swarthmore,

also

Denise

YOO,

91-

5O-yard

has

put

100-yard

MAC

record.

record

57-56.

W::sh~:~~:~~h:~~~:
finals

the

Championships
nine

in March.

women

have

Swimmers

qualified

are swum

in Boston,

they

broken

have

and
home

pool

Eight

of the

the

almost

every

existing

victory

records
Lurz'

over

being

broken.

in the

won

Mary
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three

for

butterfly
l00-yard

a
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winner

Flickinger,

Week.
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Steel,

winner

in the

diving

and

137.65
160.55
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was

in

a

double
while

division

with
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optional

won

their

third

meet

of

eoaoet

York

It must

failed

be the

to

produce

champion.
swept

because

Englar

a

soccer

box

Apartment

the

both

professional

building

amateur

divisions

intramural

The

food

the

season

Stickers

Cherry

Pickers

in

new

last

Tuesday

hard

fought

The Stickers were down ear1y
when Bill "The Animal" Byrne scored
his first of five goals
of the night
After
a very evenly contested
first
half,
the score was deadlocked
at
The

sparkling

"Gilliam"

DeWees,
Martin

and

of Brad

Ihe

Cherry

half

goals.

The

by

Les

Pickers

of

"Junior"

'Thunder

the

with

play

John
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"Juice"
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Larry
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his
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second
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"Rat"
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to
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to
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the

third
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first

yard
the

200-yard
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from
to
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fin-

the

200-

Burkitt

won

200-yard
York

butterfly

securing

for

Terrors

who

He

also

and

the

the victory

are

now

4-5

overall.

Jcnns Hopkins 58, Shippensburg
Johns
Hopkins 62, American 46
F & M 63, Wldenef 48
Wesrem
Maryland
69, Yorl<. 28
WestemMaryland57,Swarth~e56
DicIIi,'lSOO
66. F & M 47

55

lay

who

to

Factors
his

(2),
Hiltz,

was

the

Baseball Cards

and

An-

by

Bill

"The

"Goozo"

Gar-

Lastinec

to a season

10-5

Captain

put
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by

Phil Hanaby
should

Next time home bring
back your old cards
Weeks.
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Worthem

After

6

All

Day
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Crunching
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was
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be

The
and
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""

53 Pop and
56 Slave
58 College

pool

Seine
Send forth
Clock
European

showing

finish

setting
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"8
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49 Doctrine
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36 Skill
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42 European
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44 Limb
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24 Remainder
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Vice Squad: rates a 'B'
Fldy Kuo
"Vice squad," a movie that tries to
add innovation to the typical "Cops &
Robbers" B-film genre, disintegrates
through hackneyed cliches into just
that a typical "Cops & Robbers" Bfilm. The innovation Is setting the
stOl)' on Hollywood's Sunset Strip. For
those not familiar with ''The Strip," the
most frightening, yet lascinating, aspect
of it is its vice culture. By
daylight, "The Strip" is a breezey
straight-away to drive on in sunny
L.A. By .night, a literal army of
prostitutes, pimps, transvestites, drug
cIeaIefs, and sado-masochists take to
its streets. Under the brilliant day-glo
neon lights, they exhibit, negotiate,
and sell.
Yet, the movie chooses not to
concentrate on the depressing "Neon
Slime" (a song in the movie) inhabitants, but on a.....-group of cliched
characters you've seen in at least
sixteen "Starsky & HutCh" episodes
Arst, there's Princess, the. tough talking protttute with a "heart of gold"
She even has e-ume girl ("Mommy
loves you.") - an obVious pathos
device. There's the vice squad detective. (Gary Swanson) he's one of
those ''tough on the outside, soft on
the inside" sort of guys. Then, there's
Ram-Rod (Wings Hauser), the pimp
whO's an all and out "nasty." Of eu
the characters, his is pJayed the best
His character is so excessively cruel,
thai it actually transcends the eucre
bad guy role. In lact, he is so nasty,
that when he gets blown away at the
end, everyone applauds.
The plot is quite standard: Prostitute

tums informant on pimp, pimp kidnaps prostitute. police and bad guy
engage in boring car chases (you
can't leave those out) all over the city.
The dialogue is definitely trite. Some
01 it goes like this: "You're dead!", or
"I'U get that s.o.b. if it's the last thing I
dol", and, "Shut up, or I'll rearrange
your facel"
During the story. the detective fails
in love with the prostitute (it never
fails). In an amusing scene, they
converSe as if they were already
married;
''What's for dinner, honey?"
"How was work today, dear?"
"Same old stuff...two junkies got
killed today ..."
Unfortunately, the romance never
materialises. The detective (Swanson)
and Princess (Hubley) seem to have
an actual rapport. Also, a romance
would. l}ave provided the viewer with

a break from all the violence throughout the film, suCh as a prostitute
being beaten to death with a coat
hanger, another being hit by a car, a
man being castrated with a switchblade, and on and on
The movie claims to be an actual
composite sketch of Hollywood vicesquad details. Yet, all the characters
of the vice-wOrld are caricatured.
Black pimps wear lancy clothes and
"jive-talk." Prostitutes laugh and joke
about the "tricks" their "johns" request. Drug addicts act like comedians. The caricatures reveal a total
lack of understanding and concern
for the real people caught up in ''The
Strip." The movie could have been
truly innovative as well as improved il
it explored the real people on both
sides 01 the law. How does the
teenage rur1away feel to be force.O
into prostitution, as hundreds of them

ROTC cadets succeed
in airborne challenge
from page 1
trainees trained 'til about 4 p.m
Afterwards, they received their mail,
ate dinner, and enjoyed a little free
time.
'
The trainees practiced just about
everything, culminating in the 250
foot tower. Finally--jump week. Everyone was very nervous at this time, for
they finally realized what was going
to happen to them. Cadet Werner
Winkler describes jumping from an
a\rplace as "one of my greatest

experiences." He commented that it
was hard to tell what was happening
It takes about one minute to drop the
1300 feet from the airplane to the
ground. The parachutist "travers between 12 and 15 m.p.h. It takes quick
thinking, because everything happens so last. The fourth jump was a
night jump--riskier, but they've been
prepared. After the fifth jump, a
trainee becomes a full-fledged airborne soldier. They've met the challenge--airbome.

Math Quiz'

are in L.A.? How do the people Clfl
the vice-squads cope with being on
the lo.sing side?
There was one tinge of realism in
the lilm. On a night cruise; a rookie
cop complains to the detective,
"Man, everyone is out on the streets
tonight: the whores, the pimps, the
hustlers, the leather lreaks ...man, this
city SUCKSI" Putting aside proper
joumalistic language, the movie can
be said-to do the same thing.

An~er to last week's puzzle
123-45-67+89:100
There were no correct responses to
last week's puzzle, so last week's
surprise will become the prize for this
week's puzzle
Puzzle for the week:
What Is.the largest sum of money in
current U.S. coins (excluding silver
dollars) mat a person can have'
without being able to give someone
change lor a dollar, half-dollar,
quarter, dime or nickle?
*$ponsoted by Kappa Mu Epsilon'

Cnsidine film lacks
much in art and taste
cnere Greco
What is the best way to gain control
of the world? Hitler tried by slaughter,
Micas Casidine with ice, but the
movie FRANKENSTEIN gives us a
new option. Zombies. That's right the
Baron wanted "a creation entirety of
my own creation."
The Baron then created two zombies. One female, and one male.
They were made of bits and pieces of
peasants. He planned that the offspring of these creatures would answer 10 him and only him
The Baron also had some other odd
quirks. His wife was also his sister
And their two kids looked like his,
they were expected to do the same
. The kids favorite two pastimes were
oececnannc
dolls and watching
mommy get it on with the local stud
who she had hired as her personal
servant

Overall the entire movie was in' very
bad taste. The gory scenes were
funny, and the characters sick
The glasses that they give you so
you can see 3-D refuse to stay on
your head, causing a headache from
watching a double vision
The main thing that bothered me
was the perversion 01 the Baron. The
only thing that turned him on was
guts. People guts. When they showed
him getting off on the inside of the
~:e~ieb~ng~~ ~ ~~~e I~:io:e h~Va~
was so disgusting I couldn't stand
staying until the end
In conclusion, there are very few
people who I dislike enough to
recommend this movie to. Throughout
the movie the Baroness constantly
called the townspeople "tasteless
trash." I cringe to use her phraseology, but these two words sum up the
movie Frankenstein as no other two

AIRBORNE ALL THE WAYI

Responsibility now! Over a drop zone,
with troops on alert for every command
-it's
the airborne platoon leader and
jumpmaster who calls the shots, "Stand
in the door!" ... "Go!" Dozens of ready
-for-anything paratroops leap into space,
As an airborne officer, YOU C!1n be the
one who leads them.
In the Army's airborne, leadership is a
way of life. An airborne officer must
have plenty of physical stamina, mental
toughness and an accumulation of management skills, along With leadership
experience. Army ROTC offers the kind
of' training that qualifies you for the
airborne's kind of responsibility.
If the challenge of the Army's Airborne Corps interests you, see the
Professor of Military Science on your
campus. The addition of Army ROTC
gives any college major a special jump on
leadership
experience-reinforcement
for your future career-military
or
civilian.

*

*

*

*

At Western Maryland
See Cpt. Mike Mauldin
Basement,
Albert Norman Ward Hall
Call 876·3804

BE ALL lOU CAN BE.

@
ARMY ROTC.
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Letters to the editor

A tribute to
WMC seniors
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school board. Naturally, drivers' education
and gym were popular
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Army
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Duvall's kind of life

leader in the First cev Division, in
Ronald Kyle
vetnam. About a year tater he reOne
the newer faces in the
turned hOme to Ft. Jackson, South
ROTC department here at WMC is Carolina, where he worked as ExecMator Dean Duvall. MaiOf Duvall, utive Officer in an Infantry AIT (Adwho, among other things, is the MS vanced Individual Training) Oompany.
IV advisor and instructor. had always
In February, 1969, he was promoted
expected to serve in the military, but
10 captain, and became commander
had never expected to make it a
of an Infantry AIT Company
career. He attended Clemson UniverIn October, 1969, Captain Duvall
sity, and enrolled in Army ROTC
reported to Rotary Wing Fligbt School
Aside from the fact thai ROTC was
at Ft. Walters, Texas. After nine
mandatory, he felt he might like to
months of training and graduation he
join the service as an officer. Two
attended the Aviation Maintenance
years tater Cadet Duvall enlisted in
School and in September, 1970, he
the U.S. Army, where he applied to
was reassigned to Vietnam, where he
Officers Candidate School (OCS). In
served as an Army aviator in an
1967, he was commissioned a secAssault Helicopter Company, again
ond lieutenant. in the infantry.
with the First cev Division. During his
His first assignment was the Third
two assignments in Vietnam, he
lnfantry--the "Old Guard" in Washingearned several awards, including the
ton D.C., whiCh is rssponsible ,for
Distinguished
Flying Cross, four
such things as the tomb guards,
Bronze Stars for valor, thirty-five air
parades, and burials in Arlington medals, and the Purple Heart.
Cemetery
In September of the next year
In November, 1967, lieutenant DuCaptain Duvall attended Infantry offivall was sent to Jungle Warfare
cers Advanced Course at Ft. BenSchool in Panama, and in December
nings, Georgia. After graduation, he
was assigned as an infantry platoon
attended Airborne School. He re-

of
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Welfare stereotypes
Ann Kem
Stereotypes are very much a part 01
,our life. They are a result of our
natural limitations in making decisions
about complex problems based on
relatively lew experiences. The current presidential administration, however, is exploiting our readiness to
rely on stereotypes to the fullest
extent. Reagan's rhetoric is being
echoed by many Americans in their
comments on Welfare. His promise
thai Ihe "truly needy" will not go
unaided reinforces the public's stereotype
thai the majority 01 welfare
recipients are lazy. Most people feel
welfare recipients are capable of
working if they really wanted to work.
Nothing could be farther from the
truth.

The majority of the people receiving
welfare are not capahle of working.
Forty percent of those on welfare are
under 16 years of age, twenty percent are 65 years or older, five
percent are disabled, twenty-five per-

tumed to civil school at Columbus!
College, and in June, 1974, received
a SA in Political Science. He was
then assigned to the 222nd Aviator
Battalion at Ft. Wainwright, Alaska,
where he spent one year as the
Assistant Operations Officer and two
years as the Battalion Intelligence
Officer. In June, 1977, he was essisgned to the Rrs! Infantry Division
at Ft. Riley, Kansas, He was soon
promoted to major and became the
Commander of the First Aviation
Company. After 21 months of command he attended the Intelligence
Officers Course
at Ft. Huachuca~
Arizona, and then became the Deputy Inteligence Officer for the First
Infantry Division
In June, 1981, he was aSSigned to.
the ROTC department here at WMC.
He is very satisfied with his current I
assignment. He says that it is "considerably different" from his previous
jobs. He enjoys dealing with the
students, and has found both the
students and the faculty to be
friendly. He likes the town and has
,much respect for the school system,
'NIlen asked about the reasons why
he likes the army, the major replied
that he "enjoyed the travel," and also
the responsibility. For example, one
time he was responsible for over 40
million dollars worth of property and
equipment He likes the opportunities

Major Dean DuVall says travel, responsibility and opportunities makes me
army way enjoyable for him.
for management--both of personnel
and material, He finds the army to be
a rewarding career, and likes the
challenges a new assignment can
bring, and the satisfaction of leaving
the post knowing that you've done a
good job. He finds the people in an
army community have a lot of respect
and understanding for each other,
and feels there is a "certain cammar-

cent are female heads of families with
young children and only one percent
are abl&-bOOied fathers. The remain- '
ing nine percent are members of the
''working poor" (people whose wages
are so Inadequate, they need outside
assistance to reach the minimum
needed to maintain their Jamily).
Ihunks
than you and have better
Dear Omar:
These figures show that only one
personalitities. Start asking upperI'm a freshman trying to succeed at
percent
of those on welfare are
the college level. I've been able to )classmen women out, they might be
theoretically employable. Of those
more receptive.
accommodate myself very well to alt
that are employable, one quarter
aspects of college living, except the
have less than an eighth grade
women aspect. I'm a pretty handeducation. Many also have an added
some looking guy. (I've been told). I . Dear Omar:
disadvantage in the employment marcan bench press 225 pounds and r
I have a drinking problem, or at
kel because of their limited ability to
have a great personality. Yet, even least I think so. Ever since t came to
speak English.
with these fantastic assets, I have, not college, I've been drinking heavily
Another accepted myth about the
been able to find a date all year long.
Weekends, of course, but I also find,
welfare recipients is that they have a
My problem really is that most of the time to drink a few during the week.
comfortable standard of living and
freshman girls I ask out would rather I By a few, I mean about a six-pack a
don't want to go back to work. This is
go out with an upperclassman innight. Usually I revolve my study time
definitely not the case. The Departstead of a hunk like me. So I ask you,
around my drinking, instead of the
ment of Human Resources set the
why is that? I'm not the only freshman
other way around. Sometimes t drink
minimum income necessary for a
awaiting an answer to this question.
too much, go a little crazy and end
Lonesome Freshman
up in Lizzie's Ottice. My grades have
Continued on page 7
Dear Lonesome Freshman:
fallen, while my waistline has exNo wonder you're Ionesomel How panded, I don't think I need protesdo you get your head through door- sional help, just some good advice.
ways? You need a little dose o(
Worried
humility. Girls are turned off by guys Dear WOffied:
wtJo come off sounding ,like a headAdmitting .rc your problem is the
cut, The Phoenix can take one too."
case. As to why freshman girls go for first step. Cut out the weeknight
The meeting soon tumed heated
upperclassmen, it coold be status, drinking and substitute a little studywith both sides arguing for and
peer pressure or upperclassmen
ing. (Not too much studying, Omar
against the proposal. In the end, The
could be, believe it or not, bigger ~/dn't
want to see you get brain
Phoenix budget increased to only
$7,OOO-a$1,800 increase, However,
Caryl Connor called for an audit of
the newspaper's finances
On March 17, the budget proposals
will go before the SGA Senate for
approval. The meeting adjourned at
10'30

Ask Omar

Budget .planned
from page 1
The Phoenix newspaper. Robert Holt,
!he current editor-in-chief, requested
$10.000 a $3,800 increase, There
were three reasons offered: 1) advertising revenue will be much less next
year, 2) the cost of paper publication
is expected to go up, 3) a budget cut
taken by the newspaper last year.
Teresa Baker, SGA president,
., argued "if anyone is going to take a

Westminster /Pawn Outlet
SELLING NEW AND USED STEREOS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, JEWELRY
Wesl Main Street
Westminster, Md.

71

ecere unique to the Army." He also
finds it satisfying to "do something
you enjoy and serve your country
too"
Major Duvall is married with two
children, whom he describes as ''the
perfect
military family." In his spare
time he enjoys hunting and fishing in
areas where it is popular, and also
enjoys boating and golfing.

Phone: 876-3086
3121St..PouISI ••• ,.
So~imo••. Morylond 21218

lock..) Save drink.ing until the week:
ends. You'll save money on beer,
Usten, Omar is no stranger to Lizzie's
OffICe. (I was there so much last year
that I got credit hours.) Speak.ing
from experience, cutting back. on the
ecces will diminish office visits. Next
time you get the urge to buy a sixPaCk' put the money in an envelope
and send it to the WMC Stude'lt
Foundation. They'll see that it gets
put to good use.
All inquires may be sent to Ask
Ornar, The Phoenix, WMC Box 1.

I
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Diana Vebares IS new
breed of WMC student

l

Diana Vebares dons eye and ear gear to experience the world from the
deaf-blind persons perspective.

a woman on television signing, or
Chris Sofa
"Her work was very highly praised
people conversing with sign lanby Sister Bemadette Wynne, espeguage and she would wonder what
cially her work with the severly oeasthey were saying. Diana rationalized,
bled deaf-blind; those people with
"If I could take Spanish and other
very little education," stated Dr. Verlanguages, why not sign language?"
non in praise of Diana Vebares, a
During Jan Term 1960 Diana
senior at WMC
worked at the West Virginia RehabiliDiana has done extensive work with
tation Center with deaf adults and
the deaf and deaf-blind along with - other handiCapped people. This past
Julia van den Bovenkamp, who is not
January, Diana and Julia did their
on campus at this time.
field work at the Helen Keller Center
Diana, a friendly person with a
working specifically
with
the deafwarm smile, became interested in
blind.
Sign language before she started
Diana's experience included one
high school. She said. she would see
week of intense seminar with people
from all over the U.S. who came to
leam. After this, Diana worked both in
group sessions and on a one to one
basis with clients, training the deafblind and building their DLS (Daily
Living Skills) such as cooking, cleaning, sewing and grooming skills. She
spoke of a lunch program where she
taught clients to eat with their handiother less-affluent nations, on the
cap, game playing such as cards
other hand, if a person gets a chance
with Braille, and shopping trips where
at- a higher education, he or she
the client would hold Diana's hand as
grabs it and does not mess around or
she communicated to them what she
work half-heartedly, but takes full
saw.
advantage 01 the opportunity, and
Some methods of communicating to
does not waste valuable money and
the deaf-blind include signing in their
valuable time.

Lima brings 'outsider's'
View to cam pus life
reserved, exhibiting less emotions
Joseph
O/con
and feelings than most Brazilian peeOften, the most revealing and
ple. Another contrast is the wideunique views of a society come from
spread and almost casual prejudice
people outside that SOCiety. These here, especially toward blacks, a
people, these "Outsiders," are usually
fact that uereroo is particularly sensiable to observe and appraise a tive to because many of his friends
society with a different perspective
back home are black. Compared- to
and from a state of cultural detachother cultures, Americans also seem
ment. For example, when people with
more ambitious and high-powered,
differing customs, codes of behavior,
with an emphasis placed upon sucand ideals come to America, they are cess as determined by material gain.
confronted with a unique and'strange
The people here at WMC, accordculture, one that they usually coming to Geraldo, are hesitant in explorpare and contrast with the culture ing other societies; instead, they
they left behind. Such is the case of
narrow and limit their field 01 view by
some foreign students here at WMC.
disregard\ng other cultUres and toGeraldo Da Costa Uma is a
cusing 00 "maintaining the American
more from the large northeast city if
way
of life." Geraldo thinks some
Recife in Brazil. He was born In students really should not be here; he
Baltirnol"e, but then moved fa Brazil; believes that people should go to
in 1964, he and his parents came college only when they are ready to
back due to the military take over
go and they are mature enough, and
there, but left again for Brazil a ye81
not because it is expected, or their
and half later. Sioee his mother is an
parents force them, or because they
alumna of WMC, Geraldo also dehave nothing better to do. But once a
cided to come here to study for his
person decides to go to college, he
degree in psychology.
or she must make a commitment to
. Geraldo nOticed several differences work, sifl£!~
college Is primarily a
between America and Brazil. One is place, not for partying or wasting
that Americans take longer to form time, but for learning, maturing, and
deep friendships, and they are more
becoming concemed about wHat one
is going to become in lila.
It is a shame, Geraldo says, that
the people who just drift through
college without a commitment, or
without motivation ''waste money on
I an education that they don't put their
l.'e Ni8hr Sp«i.l!
8
souls into" In Brazil and in many
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<5kay~ so last week was Valentine's
Day, r say last week, because that is
just how it seemed. Girls started
knocking on my door a week before
tast Sunday, selling practically everything, but themselves, for anything
from a quarter to a dollar-fifty. Now
normally, after lunch, I sit outside the
cafe. with SO(Jle of my friends and
take in the sights, but hell, not last
week, I had every reason to believe
that the cafeteria lobby had been
tumed into the campus market place.
We had to go upstairs and watch the
aftemoon movie with Bill LeFever
instead. Poor consolation.
Buy a flower, get a song, buy a
ticket and get a cookie, or a balloon
for teecen sakes, Valentine's Day has
become as commericaJ as Christmas.
I WOIlder why no one sold Ch_ristmas

7 Carroll St.
Westminsttr

,You Deserlle AI'
.rea" Today

Molsen 12

oz. bottles

trees outside the student cooter back
in December, yoU know
take _gne
home for Mom thing.
Anyway,
I do respect the right of an
organization to eam an honest buck
to do who knows what-but..
I got 10 my mailbox on Friday for
the first time in a few days, and I got
a cookie. Wow, I though, someone
thinks 01 me. It was signed anonymous. I gave the heart. shaped sugar
cookie to the son of the Computer
Center lady.
When I was in the shower getting
ready for the dance, there were four
girls singing that they wanted me to
be their valentine. They gave me a
note which was signed anonymous.
(starling to be the story of my life I

a

2/25/82

the flower to my date
And
as if that weren't enough. the
next moming r stepped out of my
room looking like Buddah with a towel
wrapped around me on my way to
the shower and with the headache of
the century I was confronted by a
bouquet of mem-cotorao balloons, the
attached note was signed ...you got it
anonymous. Well, I sent the balloons
to balloon heaven from the bathroom
window. Thanks, whoever you are.
All was not a lost week, the dance
was great, the Capries got wild and a
good time was had by all, and yes
Virginia, amidst the cookies, the cinnamon hearts, the cards, the flowers,
the songs and the balloons, there is a
valentme's Day...

thought). Anyway, I reluctantly gave

Math Quiz
Answer to last week's puzzle: $1.19
(one half dollar, one quarter, four
dimes, and four pennies)
Congratulations to Debby Neely,
who won last weeks surprise prize:
one dozen free donuts at Plain 'n
Fancy Donuts in Westminster: Congratulations also to Bob Cavallam
and Jim Riner, who also submitted
correct answers.
This weeks puzzle: How many ci-

gars can a hobo make from twentyfive cigar butts if he needs five butts
to make one cigar?
Please submit ali answers to Box
577, along with your name, room
number, and extension by 9 a.m. 21
22182. Two winners will be drawn
from all the correct answers received
Prizes for this week will be one half
dozen free donuts at Plain 'n Fancy!
"Sponsored
by Kappa Mu EpsIlon"

.~~

- Of course yOU can charge it

JCPenney

6 pak $2.99

I
westminster Eldersburg
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Maria'

hands or using the manual alphabet
to spell in their hands. But these are
only two ways out of .the many
"Everyone hao a diNerent need,"
said Diana.
She also worked with some lowfunctioning clients who needed extra
attention. Diana had the task of
getting these people "up" emotionally
as well as communicating with them
Both Diana and Julia worked 53-56
hour weeks
"The weekends we spent either
resting or ooing papers. The time
went by quickly," said Diana. "It was
a first for me; it was very challenging."
Diana plans to be a teacher of the
deaf but she doesn't want to shut out
the idea or working with the deafblind. Diana said she felt comfortable
working wrt:hthe deaf-blind, a job that
would be considered extremely difficult by other people. Diana said that
people should make an effort to
communicate with those that are
handicapped because they're just as
human as anyone else. She added,
"They have their own way of communicating."
If anyone could teli you about it,
Diana could

CATALOG PHONE
848-5100

.11.'.

J. c. Pwlney Compeny.

WESTMINSTER
MON.-SAT. 9:30 a.m.-8:30 p.rn

Inc.

STORE PHONE
848-7766
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Barrick brings her first WMC exhibit
l
I
I

Artist gives student one of exhibits
February 9 was the date for the
successful art snow opening, which
exhibits the work of artist Dorothea
Barrick in Gallery One of the fine arts
building. Barrick, an alumna of the
Maryland Institute College of 'Art has
painted in such lands as Holland,
Italy, France, Great Britain and
Greece. Her works wi\! be on display
through Friday, February 26, 1982
During the first hour of the two hour
Gallery One opening, as refreshments
were served, Ms. Barrick placed 50
numbers in a hat and those attending

the opening drew numbers for a prize
of one of her "Irish Brigade Monument" lithographs.
The artist's exhibit consists of 46
pieces of art framed in diRerent styles
to create various moods. Works are
done in such media as oil and
watercolor with several lithographs
included in the show
The collection includes "Fall turning
into Winter" - a large 3-dimensional
collage of natural items such as
leaves, pine needles and twigs on a
bone-colored background. The exhibit features 19 paintings composing
the. "Woods Song" series. These

Conservatively speaking

Assist your R.A.
Keith L. Arnold
Dear Omar,
I am a freshman here, and my
roommate has been severely beating
\ up his girlfriend every night. I don't
want to "squeal 10 an A.A.:: because
"nobody likes a fink," but his is really
brutal. I have tried to talk to him, but
to no avail - what should I do?
Impressionable
An extreme (and fict","al)
case.
Indeed, it is quite unlike the case in
Omar last week. But the purpose of
this article is not to cut down Omar
(or the paper for the matter. which
was quite good last week), but to
discuss the role of that much mao
ligned campus species, the A.A.
The A.A. (Resident Assistant, despite other clever, but nevertheless
incorrect labels), is that individual
who lives in your dorm and no one
talks to. Or should I say, no one
"squeals to."

Goucher dancers

t

The Goucher College Dancers will
perform baliet and modern dance
pieces in concert at two local schools
this February. The dancers are students currently studying dance technique at Goucher.
On Friday, February 19 at 8 p.m.,
the Goucher dancers will appear in
the Alumni Hall at Western Maryland
College
Highlighting the February programs
is "Lltile Serenade," a benet on point
created for the group by Misha
Morawski and set . to the music of
Tchalkovsky. (Mf. Morawski, a Russian ballet dancer, served as guest
choreographer at Goucher.) The programs also feature choreography by
Goucher dance faculty and students

I suppose I should mention that I
am in lact an A.A., so this may
account lor my sympathy lor the
miserable wretches. It is -truly fascinating how a person can become an
A.A. and "viola" they are instantly
hated (except in my case, being
hated already). It makes one wonder
hOw long it will be before students
start cursing "Mean Dean Jean"
Attitudes like "don't squeal to the
A.A.." create an atmosphere which is
not conducive to proper behavior, on
the contrary. Admittedly, problems
should be solved individually if possible, but in cases of destruction and
other misconduct. incidents should
be reported to the A.A
Now, all of you readers are thinking
"what a jerk (or perhaps you are
using more colorful terms such as
"rat," "narc" Of the unprintable.) Nevertheless, I witl still maintain that by
looking the other way we, all of us,
create an environment where misconduct
is acceptable, and thus
uncouraged. \I that infamous minority
01 students (sometimes called the
few, you know, the ones that do
everything), realize that the ma;ority
[l.e.
the group which can not be
blamecl for an individuals actions).
has no intention of stopping them.
then they will not stop.
I guess I have made my point. We
are a college community, not just a
group of individuals. The actions of
such individuals reflect on us all,
especially when we allow them to
happen.
You' simply cannot justify
vandalism, destruction and abusive
behavior. And you simply cannot tell
me that nobody sees or hears these
things happening. It is your money,
your college and your future. Don't let
it be wasted, destroyed or tainted

watercolors are matted and surrounded by natural wood frames.
Works in this series. dated from 78
to '82, can be interpreted as abstract
designs of nature: "Woods Song #21
and #22"' present a woody image
dominated by tangled strokes of
forest greens and earthy browns
while "Woods Song #19" projects a
marshy image composed of warm
browns and grey-tinted whites. "Field
of Sunflowers" is an oil on large
canvas-a creation of strategically
placed t:lold lines of orangelyellow.
greenlbrown mixtures painting giant
moving sunflowers against the sky.
In past years Dorothea Barrick. a
member of organizations such as the
Washington Women's Art Center and
the Baltimore Watercolor Society. has
consistently exhibited her work at
such places as Italy, Florida. Maryland, Maine, Louisiana and New York
Gallery"One is open 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. on weekdays

Robert Michlowitz
To many peace in the world is a
very mundane topic. This is not so
with a WMC based group called the
Elderdice Peace lectureship Committee. The commmee Is named in honor
of the late alumna Dorottw Elderdice.
Ms. Elderdice, being a peace activist, would have surely approved of
the idealistic goals 01 the committee.
Probably the major objective
of the
committee as stated by Ann Karn is
to "present the alternative of peace."
This year the prime function 01 the
organization is to set up a week long
dialogue entitled:'Ethical Considerations for Peace in a Nuclear World."
This event will consist of four phases,
a debate (Monday, March 8th). a
workshop (Tuesday, March 9), a
Teach-in (Wednesday, March 10),
and a presentation (Thursday, March
11).
The debated topic will be "The
Present Danger." David Cortright, of
Citizens for a Sane World, will take
the anti-defense steno.. He will be
oppossed by David Trachtenberg of
the Committee for the Present Danger. a supporter of the Reagan
defense policy. Aller the debate
questions will be entertained from the
audience.
The workshop
will be_led by w~ter

WANTED

Aud.

p.m.
Friday

9

ACROSS
1 Healthy
5PIerce

9 Evil
12 Wild goat
13 Nobleman
,.

Before

15 Mor.pro-

found
17 Preposition
18 BeYerage
19 Goddess
of
discord
21 Sum
23 Guarantflfls
27 Compass pt
28WaYSOlJt
29 Be III
31 Decay'
3. Spanish artlcre
35 Weight of
India
37 Scottish cap
39 Suffice
.0 Fondla
.2 Obstruct
4. Communion
"6H.brew
month
48 Ogres
50 Vestments

53Vegatabl.

Next time home bring
back your old cards
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Mike
Wee&!

Decker

Joanna Macy. It's topic is entitled,
"Seeing Through the Dar1<::."
The purpose of the workshop is to help the
participant work "through the despair
that often accompanies the struggle
for peace."
.
The "Teach-In," as described by
Kam, is a unique learning experterce." During this process various
experts will enter the classroom and
enlighten the students of this campus
of their given specialty in light of a
nuclear strike
The last even! of the week is its

plata

Baseball Cards
Need Extra Money?

Q

Fall Tuming to Wintery are also very
Beth Piskora
interesting. Although the subject is
Recent works by Ms. Dorothea still nature, the treatment is comBarrick is now showing in Gallery pletely different. These paintings are
One of the Art Building through
nor life-like at all. The viewer is forced
February 26. The gallery hours are 10 to look more than once at these two
a.m. to 4 p.m. daily
paintings in order to grasp them in
The exhibit holds forty-six of Ms
their entirety
Barrick's most recent paintings with
A final point of interest is a series of
prices ranging from fifty to three
paintings entitled Woods Song #1-23.
hundred dollars. There are three
Nineteen of these paintings are dislithographs entitled Lotus, Irish Bri- played in the exhibit. The Woods
gade Monument, and Barrick Une
Song series is characterized
by
Plant. The remaining pieces are oil
bright colors and bold strokes. Many
paintings
of them look very alike
Nearly all of Ms. Barrick'S subjects
Although she is originally from
are natural. Her painting entitled Up
Maryland. Ms. Barrick has painted in
the Lane reminds one of travelling to
Holland, Germany. Denmark, Swetheir grandmother's house in the
den, Great BriUan, Belgium, Spain,
deep of the winter snow. The peaceFrance. Italy, Greece. Luxembourg,
ful white and light pastel colors lead..,......lceland,Canada and peru. She is
to a feeling of calm when viewing this
presently working at the Spring
painting
Branch Studio located in Woodsboro,
Two somewhat more contemporary
Maryland. This is her first exhibit at
paintings (entitled Snow Laden and
Western Maryland College

Peace lecture committee
plans week of dialogue

EXPERIENCE.
THE
MOVIE
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DOWN

1 Concealed

highlight. It is a presentation by
Milton Mapes, executive director of
the National Peace Academy Campaign. He will discuss "Progress in
Peacemaking"
Karn described
this week as
"something for everyone." She said in
addition tnat at least one event will be
of interest to all
Other projects to be undertaken by
the committee will be to Institute a
student action group. In the end what
this group mainly wants to do is make
the campus think

2 Hone$t

3RobertE."Muters

5 European
finch
6 Tantalum
symbol
7 Skill
8 Smudge
91mprove

10 Region
11 Transaction
16 Wiped out
20 As written:
Mus.

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

22 Preposition
23 Cry
24 Wheel

holder

25 Stat.: Abbr.
'" Shelves
28 Perch
43 Crowd
30 Fell Into
"5 Tellurium
disuse
symbol
32 German river .7 Exist
33 Cargo units
49 Approaches
36 Mala s/"Ieap
50 Unusual
38 Substances 51 Is In debt

52Closa
56 Exist
58Wa.sal
sound
59Coupla
60 Fast plane'

Abbr
63 Near
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Gay, students gain recogni tion
for example, a University of Califor-nia-Riverside gay student has been
physically assaulted twice and received threatening phone calls and
letters
The University of Denver -- among
others -- refused to recognize a gay
student group because some student
senators deemed it improper to give
any term of assent to "the gay
lifestyle"
The University of San Francisco
refused to let a national women's
group held a conference on the
campus because the group admitted

up and shouted obscenities and
CPS
threw fireworks."
Gay student groups at two large
In light of the recent court victory,
campuses have woo major victories however, Keller is more optimistiC. "In
since the start of the new term, but general, the campus has gotten used
anti-gay sentiment flared at a third to us."
schOol when a fratemity suspended
But at Michigan State, which is one
ooe of its members for being a of the few colleges to officially forbid
homoselCUal
discrimination on the basis of sexual
In Austin, Texas, home of the habits, the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
University of Texas, 63 percent of the
in early January suspended a brother
electorate vetoed a measure that after discovering the student was also
would have allowed landlords to deny a rrrember of the Lesbian/Gay Allihousing to people on the basis of ance.
sexual preference.
MSU Intrafraternity Council Vice
As the bitteriy-fought Austin election 'President Gary Naeyaert says the
ended, the Oklahoma Supreme Court university will impose sanctions on
ruled the University of Oklahoma had the house if it refuses to obey the
erred in denying the Gay Activist
anti-dscrimination rule and re-admit
Alliance offical recognition as a cam- the student
pus organization.
"I can easily see the policy being
The GAA has been trying to gain
upheld," Naeyaert says. "My greatest
recognition since 1976.
concem is that this action not be
"This whole process has taken so construed as typical of the greek
long that a lot of people have been system at MSU "
discouraged and dropped out of the
• Lesbian/Gay Alliance spokesman
movement," says Steve KeUer, the Matt Gatson agrees the campus is
GAA's acting president.
.
generally "a" leader in human rights
But Keller says there is still much and equal opportunity," though he
anti-gay sentiment at the Norman
notes that of an estimated 2500 MSU
campus. "Our flyers and posters _ gays, only about 300 are active in
have the shortest lifetime on campus
this organization. Some, he says, are
01 any groups. People will just walk still afraid of being harassed if they
by and tear them up"
join.
Keller says that at a recent GAA
There is ample precedent on Arnerimeeting, "about 30 people showedc_an campuses. In just the last year,

percent of the health sciences graduates had ccrten them
At the same time the NCES announced its findings, Harvard where even liberal arts grads have a
good chance of finding jobs in their
disciplines--released a study revealing that a record 53.7 percent of its
June, 1981 graduates planned to
pass up graduate school for the job
market immediately after graduation
Harvard Career Services Director
Martha Leape attributes the rush to
get jobs to "the aid cuts proposed in
Washington. Harvard is an expensive
place to go," Though the university
pledges to help all its students meet
its costs (expected to top $14,000
next year), "graduate (financial) assistance seems especially vulnerable" to the budget axe,

LOCUST BOOKS
9 East Main Street
Westminster, Maryland 21157
3011848,6813
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CPS
PALO ALTO, CA- The Kappa Sigma
national fraternity has revoked the
charter of its Stanford chapter -- once
before punished for its liberalism -after members refused to use certain
portions of an initiation ritual they
claim "discriminates against certain
non-Christian religionS."
In 1967 the fraternity had its charter
revoked for admitting a black member, which at that time violated the
national organization's policies. Several months later public pressure
forced the national office to allow
blacks and other minority members,
and the Stanford group was rechartered.
"But we're not counting qn being
re-admitted this time, at teast in the
short run," says Mike Vaske, spokesman for the Stanford chapter. "We
plan on informing all 180 chapters
across the country of our stand on
the matter, and we're hoping they will
put some pressure on the national"
The Stanford chapter feels that
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CPS
The federal district court ruling'
overtuming an Arkansas law requiring
primary and secondary schools to
teach the creationist view of life's
origins probably woo't have much of
an effect on colleges, where creationism still hasn't made many inroads in
biology courses, observers say
An informal College Press Service
survey of February, 1981 found a
number of secular colleges had recently begun to teach creationism as
"another theory" of the origin of life.
Despite the contentions of some
creationism advocates, only a few
more secutar schools have included
creationism in their curricula in the
ensuing year.
"We're beginning to see a twomodel approach being taken up" in
colleges, says Dr. Richard Bliss of
I the Institute for Creation Research.
"We are hearing from more ccnece
professors who want to do it.
But Bliss was unable to name allIJ
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portions of the initiation ceremony
prescribed by the national office are
discriminatory and "in direct violation
of the U.S. Constitution," veske says
But vaske woo'! reveal the offending
portions, pleading the entire ceremony is secret.
For the last eight years the chapter
has omitted some passages from the
ritual, including certain "oaths, signs,
and statements that we felt discriminated against non-traditional religious
beliefs,"
Although the chapter had permission from the state representative of
Kappa Sigma national to delete parts
of the ritual, Vaska says that last year
the group was told it must either reinsert the religious references or be
kicked out of the national organization
'We gave them an option to comply," says Lee McWhorter, business
manager for the national office. "They
were told they had to meet our
guidelines or no longer be affiliated
with the fratemity. It was their deci-

sion.· They chose not to go with
standard procedure, and it resulted in
their charter being revoked"
"Sure, we were given an ultimatum
to use the full ritual or be kicked out,"
vaska recalls. "It was our decision,
but there really wasn't any choice
We simply could not use the ritual as
it existed"
Vaske doesn't think the revocation
will kill this house. 'We didn't receive
any financial help from them, so it
really won't affect us for the most
part. The strength of a fraternity is in
the local chapters. As a loca\ entity,
we will remain strong and active"
Stanford says is will continue to
recognize the chapter, Vaska says. In
fact Stanford Dean of Students James
Lyons recently congratulated
the
house's stand against "a ritual that
encourages falsehood on the part of
rome
Lyons chastised the national organization lor subscribing to "a practice
obviously at odds with the moral and
ethical imperatives of our time"

Two-model theory galns

11

'

dent group
In a March precedent to the January Oklahoma ruling, a Washington,
D.C. court determined Georgetown
University could not legally bar recognition of a gay student group there
In Austin in mid-January, a fundamendalists group called the Austin
Citizens for Decency sponsored the
now-defeated measure letting landlords keep gays out of their buildings
on the grounds that gay activists
were trying to take over' the city
govemment.

Frats disdain ritual

Job outlook better
for Math-Sciences
CPS
WASHINGTON,D.C
--Students'
chances of landing a managerial,
professional or technical job immediately after graduation are better if
they major in the health sciences,
education 01" engineering, according
to a new study by the National Center
for Education Statistics (NCES)
The NCES also found that, for the
first time, women with bachelor's
degrees in those fields stood about
the same chance as men to get the
higher-paying white collar jobs offered after graduation
The study, which was based on the
college Class of 1977, found that
about mree-querters of the graduates
in engineering and education had
gotten professional, technical or managerial jobs in their fields. Eighty-four

lesbian members.
Some 20 University of Kansas students disrupted a Gay Services of
Kansas dance last spring, while
Youngstown State University senators
refused to give $45 to a campus
women's group that wanted to screen
a film called
"Women
Loving
Women."
But a number of Florida student
governments recently passed resolutions endorsing non-marital sex inoroer to force a court test of a new
state law that would stop funding any
campus that recognizes a gay stu-

specific campuses that have actually
adopted creationism in the last year.
At that time, colleges like Iowa State,
West Valley College near Sal1 Jose I
san Francisco State and Michigan
State had instructors teaching the
theOry of divine creation along with
evolution.
Most religion-affiliated
colleges
have arways taught creationism with
evolution.
The bulk of the pressure to teach
creationism in secular schools has
been directed at primary and secondary schools. A scientists' group
formed to resist those pressures says
there are creationist fights in some 42
states, including Arkansas.
"I hOpe we never see legislation Of\
the college level," says creationist
Bliss. 'We would far rather go the
route of persuasion"
That route hasn't always been productive. In a response similar to
those of other faculty members con!acted for this article, Indiana Univer-

Exchange
SELL FOR LESS

Sity associate biology professor Dr
Thomas Kaufman cedes - that creationism "should be taught, but in the
context of religion, not science."
"Creationism is a religious view,
and does not have a place in the
science classroom," argues Wayne
Moyers, head of the Nationa! Association of Biology Teachers
Even at San Francisco State, which
creationists often cite as a "two
model" college, Biology Dept. Chairman Dr. Paul Bames sa~, divine
intervention is briefly treated along
with "other theories which people
have considered over the centuries."
College textbook publishers also
report relatively little pressure to include cretionism
Greg Gallath, a regional sales manager for Worth Publishers says an
excepfion is Bob Jones University in
South Carolina, which ''will screen
sales.men at a gate eno won'! let. in
:"
guys if they've sold offensive
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Player

Intramural b-ball results
Division
Division

I

'MacLea Boys

W

L

4

0

'Becbetors

Dlvilion

5
4

1

2

3

2

3

South

Womens

Denise
by

Frech

setting

runner-up
medley

of the

.mmens

records
in the

relay

for

200

team

both

yard

and

swim
the

team
50

and

breaststroke.

member

of

the

took

the

100

state

yard

She

was

400

yard

championship

She

breatstroke.

member
free

of the 200

relay

litle
was
yard

team

DIvI.lon

W
8
7
7
6
5
3
2
2

L

'The Play Girls
'3rd Floor Rowdies
'4th Floor Traitors
Sixty Niners
3
PhiAlphs
3
Chearleaders
I6
Miracle Workers
7
Omegas
7
Purple Cows
8
'denotes playoff berth
Playoff results:
The Play Girls over The Sixty Niners
4tf1 Roor Traitors over The 3rd Floor
Rowdies
The Play Girls win championship
game 40-19 over 4th Floor Traitors
leading scorer: Barb Peterson with
16 points for The Play Girls

1
W

'Tangle's Troopers
1
5
'Sultans
5
1
'Techs
5
Kings of the
3
Wild Frontier
Los Putos
2
4
Cesarean Section
5
Bates
6
'denotes playoff berth
Playoff results:
Faculty Staff over Pornographic Preistiess Boys.
Sultans over Techs
Facurty Staff over Bachelors
Sultans for Tangle's Troopers
Sultans win championship in 35-23
victory over Faculty Staff.
Leading scorers: Rick SI. John - 14
points and Eric nndall - 11 points,
both of the Sultans

Intramural

Notes

'Nineteen teams entered mens intramural basketball. A total of 216 men
competed.
'Ten teams entered womens play
lOB women competed
°1 would like to thank everyone involved for helping to make the 1982
Intramural Basketball season a big
success. Team spirit, cooperation,
sportsmanship and fun was highly
evident.
'Mens and Womens Intramural Volleyball is the next activity. Eleven
teams are entered in womens play
and eight teams in mens play
Dave Seibert
Intramural Director

I.. -------------------L~a;.;..s.;.t

.d bri
1
rIngs wrong
age to needy
faintest idea of who the "truly needy"
are or what they are like. It is urne he
slopped talking about the "truly
needy" and started listening to them.
family of four to live at $756 a month

maximum grant currently given to
family of four is $326 a month
fortunately, this is the rule, I'K)tthe
eption, in welfare grants natione. As of 30 September 1979, only
stales Paid. t~e actual amount Of.
at they determined the need to be
.Try to imagine having only 46.5
nts to spend per person, per meal
I at's hOW'much you could spend if
received AFDC and food stamps.
is time the public stopped viewwelfare through a screen of selferving stereotypes and myths. It is
current administration
advantage ot the
ublic's willingness to believe in the I
hs. As much -as Mr. Reagan 'I
Id hate to admit it, he hasn't the ;

Fei t to present art
Jennifer

Gill

Marilyn Feit will present an exhibit
of her paintings entitled, "Collections," at Western Maryland College's
Gallery One in the Rne Arts Building,
weekdays 10 a.m - 4 p.m. from
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Week

playoff berth
Playoff results:
Phi Delts over Preachers
Bachelors take championship, defeating the Phi Dells 26-22
'denotes

L
0

W

L
0
2
4
5

Betes

II

'Bachelors

'Faculty Staff
'Pornographic
Priestiess Soys
Preachers
Foul Shots
'noust.wastes

W
5

'PIl! Delts
'Preachers

1

'Phi Delts
2
Preachers
3
John's Team
1
3
Beres
0
5
'denotes playoff berth
Playoff results:
Bachelors defeat Phi Delts
MacLea Boys win championship by
defeating the Bachelors 63-SO
Leading' scorer: Joe Meadows with
19 points for the MacLea Boys
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'9 p.m. March 2
Marilyn Feit, a Baltimore artist, now
lives and paints in Columbia, Md. Her
most recent solo exhibition was at the

" .. 0 D •
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, 0

was also Me 01 three artists chosen
to show her work at the Rayburn
Building in WashingtOl1, D.C. Feit
received her B.A. at American University and her master's degree at
Towson State university.
"My infatuation with remnants of the
past influence my interweaving past
with present. By combining fabric,
oils and pencil with a contemporary
twist, I can interpret the past, present
and future life in the objects I use,"
said Feit of her works
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Rebecca

Orenstein

Photography
Weddings
Portraits

848-2148
.call in evenings
after 5 p.m.

-I

Carroll Plaza Shopping

Center

Monday '& Wednesday:
$1 Off a pitcher of beer
Tues9,ay & Thursday:
$1 Off all large pizzas
o.n Ahead

for Ta!-~ou~_Orders

876-3550

expires
2121f1iJ2

Westminster Coca-Cola Bottling
Old Westminster Pike

Co., Inc

848-5680 - 676-2026
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'Liv' brings soft fun to WMC ...
Dan Wilson
Having done the article announcing
the Livingston Taytor--Greg Greenway
Concert, and being the shortage of
Phoenix writers that there is, the
editor managed to twist my arm (with
promise of free passage) to do a
follow-up. Well, I'm glad flOW that h:!:l
did, because the concert was very enjoyable
The show opened
with a surprisingly talented performance by the
Greg Greenway Band. At first I didn't
think that they would amount to very
much. My friend had told me their
pub performance was pretty dun,
their music lost in the solid murmur of
pub-licians, and their material essentially plain.
But after Fridays viewing, those
descriptions were fast outdated. Their
music was anything but dull, their
style was about as borrowed as a
newly printed dollar-bill, and their
material was downright plain and
simply enjoyable. I was impressed at
least.
That little three-man band really
Showed me mat it doesn't take alot of
amps and decibals, nor even a lot of
instruments to make some quality
songs. The band only consisted of a
bass player, an acoustiCal guitarist
(Greg Greenway himself), and a
was so cute)
Greg was the writer of most of the
songs I assumed. The few that he
didn't take credit for, I had never
heard before. AU three of them together bet1inclhis talented writing did

1·~s.".~
.. ~..m.i.nd.N
.•

harmonized performance. The songs
themselves were a good collection of
witty, sarcastic, and at times ("Blood
on the S~")
very moving pieces of
art.
After the Greenway Band had finished up with its response to the
blazing encore from the relatively
small audience, and the stage was all
reset, piano and microphone wires all
rearranged, the "Hall" was ready for
Mr. "uv" Taylor - and they got him. 1
don't know about everyone else, but I
was even more surprised when I saw
him than when I saw the Greenway
Band. There was a guy ......no had been
hair and big sideburns who had been
moving the equipment around, who I
had never seen before and who I had
=.ghWaS

Taytorhimself,fool

mellow-beautiful productions he managed to produce, he kept us as
entertained as entertainment goes for
tfle rest of the evening. Some of his
tunes may have had all the characteristics of something his brother James
may have written and sung, but I
certainly don't think that bothered
anyone, certainty not me
The first song tnat l.T. played and
a couple of others after were not
original, but stili his rendition was
pretty good. His second song was a
witty comical play on Jacque Cousteau doing the Scuba-duba disco
dance under the sea that everyone
enjoyed. He also sang songs about

that I

•••

When the reer Taylor walked out,
after Adam Wrights introduction, with
a vest and a bowtie, dress slacks, __

Cambridge-his home, about paja- Soviet Union and also the Oz song I
mas-the mildest thing he could think mentioned before. The sentimental
of to write-a song about.
women in the crowd really went tor
He sang portions and personal
the Oz stuff. It was kind of nice
versions of Over the Rajnbowand If I suppose.
only Had a Heart from Oz. He played
Atl in all I thought the concert was
a few jazzy songs on the piano and
pretty big success. Greg
did a little picking on the banjo, all to was good, Uvingston
the crowds rowdy pleasure. He even good, LT. and G.G
did some of his own interpretations of together. Even the crowd
Punk Rock music to keep us from the winner, as enthusiastic as a
absence of his wanting jokes
jungle. 1 think Terry Rippin eve
When Taylor was finished he got deserves a hand as the new Stude
not only an encore, but half of a Activities Director, since it was prob,
standing ovation (he wasn't THAT bly his hand behind the whole thing.
good). He came back to play another hope he has some more goodies i
humorous punk rock song about the store for us in the future

And James captivates

dress shoes, and .the looks of a
classical concert pleulst, I thought

At the risk of disgracing myself to
the hard rock fans of WMC I will

James Taylor is an extremely talented individual. He blends folk, traditional, R&B, and jazz influences into
an acoustically based pop song style,

~~~~~~r~:a~r=:::r~~dan~
rowdied from the big G performance
and here comes dainty two-shoes. He
got up there and fiddled around with
his pockets, for more than just severat minutes, while attempting a few
jokes and counler-explanations that
I'm stitl not sure I understand, (II was
hard to hear at times), but then all of
a sudden seemed
to pull it all
together
He undid his boYitie, and gave us
our moneys worth (asp. me). Between
the continuously comical-quizzical
smiles and distortions he managed 10

:~~~~~~S:i~~ti~w~~I:no~tt~~~~n~;
10 when James Taylor came to
perform. Let me state-that my primary
motivation for going was not mostcally oriented. However that motivation is irrelevant
I wish I could tell you what the first
song was but: it took so long to locate
a parking spot that we missed the
first three songs. I asked the people
sitting next to us what the opening
song had been, unfortunately these
folks were so blown away I doubt
tt1ey could have remembered their
own name much less whal Mr. Taylor

~:;~::~Si~~~;
~fi~i~n:~~tl~t;~~n~~
with beautiful execution. Technically.
his performance was nearly flawless
I am used to arena sized concerts
where they substitute decibles for
clarity, Taylor'S sound system was
nothing less than fantastic. The stage
lighting was also tastefully done
Some of the musical highlights
were, Mexico, Handyman, Carolina
on My Mind, and Show the People
The last song was done with a
performing twist I had never seen
before. This song has heavy back-up
'vocals on the chorus, when Taylor

Greg

Elbo
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Yes, your Army has more than 8,600
aircraft in its active, reserve and national
guard fleet-more aircraft, in fact, than
the Air Force!
If you truly want to fly with the brave
-seek out the Army's Air Cavalry_Out
front, leading the way-flying among
the trees, seeing without being seen-at
the controls of the world's most sophisticated attack helicopter. _
You must possess stamina, agility, and
resourcefulness to handle one of these
birds. Decisions must be quick when
dodging trees at 50 knots and orchestrating the movements and actions of the
other members of your team. Quickness,
decisiveness-this kind of experience is
what employers are looking for.

At Western Maryland
See Cpt. Mike Mauldin
Basement,
Albert Norman Ward Hall
Campus Ext. 620/621

~
Get your future off the ground now!
Find out how Army ROTC can prepare
you for this or many other challenging
positions of responsibility_ See the Professor of Military Science on your campus.

ALL YOU CAN BE.

~)
ARMYROK.
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I. Costs up, services the same
Beth Piske,a
As tuition costs continually increase, Western Maryland College
Ii students are expressing more co:ncern about how tte college admims'
V Iration allocates the revenues
a generated each year. Students de: mand to know where tuilioo is going.
.. Student tuition and fees are comt bined with grants from the stale of
1\ Maryland and the federal governmenl, and. gifts from alumn! an.d
- parents. This lump fund, which IS
caueo the Educational and General
1: Revenue, totaled over 8 million dollars for 1981-1982
This revenue is then allocated to
SUCh_ items as instructioo, student
services; operation and maintenance
of plant, and student aid. Mr. Schaeffer, treasurer of the college said,
1 "Personnel accounts for half
the
i budget. Salaries must be increased
to make it possible for these people
, to live." Indeed, salaries for personnel
t was allocated over 3 million dollars in
JJ981·1982 and will continue to rise
• with the cost of living for 1982-1983.
_1 Revenue not included in the Educa_,tional and General Revenue includes
;.residence halls, food service and the
"college store. The budget indicates
sthat each of these enterprises takes
in more money than is spent in the
c course of the year. Students questions how the budget committee ac.: counts for this difference when so

l

1
j

t:

of

many students complain about the
quality of food and living conditions
Schaeffer explains that extra money
makes up a contingencYfee. This fee
is used to pay back the federal
government department of Housing
and Urban Development on a loan
used to build Englar cafeteria, Rouzer
Hall and Whiteford Hall. Schaeffer
says that this fee only accounts for.5
percent of the ccuece'e
entire
budget
Another student complaint is that
the college store makes a profit every
year,- yet continues to receive larger
allocations each year. Schaeffer defends this auocanon saying, "The
college must keep up with-inflation."
And anyone who has ever seen a
college bookstore ad knows that is
"where all the profits er used for
financial aid."
One student questions the quality of
education at this college. She said, "I
don't think we've been getting our
money's worth." To support this general feeling, Barren's Profile 01American Colleges has changed WMC;s
rating from an excellent to a very
good. Schaeffer discredited this accusation by saying, "Barren's is not
nationally recognized as a good analysis for colleges" Despite Schaeffer's
statement, many high school guidance counselors use Barren's when
advising about college choice.
Despite other concems about the
blJdget, the questions that most stu-

I n:Art on display

dents ask deal with student services,
especially the Student Government
Association. A senior 'asked, "What
percentage of student tuition comes
back to us through SGA?" Dean
Mowbray, who allocated funds for
Students
Services. was' unable to
answer that question
'
Another SGA concern expressed by
students is that studenl services look
nearly a 13 percent increase last
year, yet the SGA budget was not
increased at all. A sludent said, "SGA
affects everyone on campus, they
should get more money,"
Mowbray disagreed and said, "II
comes down to where we want to put
the priorities in the institution," He
explained, "ccuece Activities has
taken increases and they also serve
all students." Actually, SGA took an
increase two years ago and at that
lime college activities took a de-

Phoenix
Western Maryland College

Thursday, February 25, 1982
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, the library??? If you don t believe It
check out WMC s first annual JUTIed
Art show to be on eKhl!?lt In the
Hoover library until March 1, 1982.
The first annual WMC Juried Art
Show was organized by members of
the cultural arts and film committee. A
sub-committee of the sponsoring College Activity Program board. CAP
board members decided to have a
juried art show of WMC's own besides its travelling art show. Subcommjtee member, Dr. Julie Badiee
expressed her delight over the suecesssful response to the show. The
show, open to the entire campus

i
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and watercolor by Nancy Held
In the category of photography,
Bob Bcii1er.WMC professor of mathe·
matics and photography teacher,
J
captured first place with his black
~.. and white photograph
"Phillip"

~~~~~ a~~~o~~g:cr:~S'P~~li~~~i~~t~
and later was a cartoonist for Army
publications
Prize winning entries are exhibited
on the third floor of Hoover library
with many more art works placed on
view on the second floor.

r
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her untitled photograph and Vernon
Roberts for his photo "Dreams"
Karen Klyman took third place with
her photo "2:25." Susan Cleveland
received the best of color award for
"Glass Bead"
"Quit Trashing with Refigion," a
pencil drawing by Loc Gwynn received first place in the category of
graphics and illustration. Taking a
second place award was professor of
computer science, Richard Dillman
with -crvoncs'', graphics done in
colored pen, Third place went to
Hilary Wilson for her silk screen print
"Bellegrove Square."

her handmade az-crece raku chess
set created in 1981. Mike Hardesty
followed with a second place award
in this category
.
Honorable mention was given to
Nancy Held in the category of graphics and illustration; in the category of
photography, Pete Roof, Bernice
Beard. and Susan Cleveland; and
Keith Richwine in the category of
painting. Richwine, head of WMC's
English department, received honorable mention for his watercolor and
pen caricatures of the three literary
figures of carl Sandburg, Camus and
Auden entitled "Existential Funk."
Professor Richwine stated thaI art
and graphics have been a hobby of
his since childhood. During his high

I.
I

~::~ityl :k:ntries
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involvement
foundation

~~~~;~~;'~:;nWf~:
organization

The show was judged on Thursda~.
February 11 by. jurors. Julie Badiee
and Arthur Lanier of the waiters Art
gallery in Baltimore. Maryl.§Od.
Entries were divided into the four
categories of painting, photography,
graphics, and illustration and ceramics. Winners in each category receiveo prize money provided by the
CAP board, with first place winners
awarded $50, second $20, third
place $10 and best of color photography $20
Placing first in the category of
painting was Usa Kleven for her large
1981 oil painting of Bruce Springsteen, entitled "Bruce." Second place
went to Ronald Schloyer for his
watercolor "The Guardians," Taking

I;

=ms~~~'nt:r:d

Both Mowbray and Schaeffer feel
that Western Maryland College is still
a good bargain. Schaeffer said,
'western Maryland is the best bargain on the east coest." He explained
that the only schools thai are cheaper
are south of here where the land is
cheaper or are catholic schools
where salaries are not as much
In comparison with WMC's total bill
of $6,425 tor the 1981-82 school
"veer. Bridgewater costs only $5,600
and Dickinson is much higher at
$7,990. Gettysburg, who increased
tuition by $800 (same as EMC) totals
at $7.200. Two other colleges that are
lower are Loyola at $5,515 and Mount
SI. Mary's at $5,500
Tuition accounts for 54 percent of
this institution's 11 million dollar
budget and will continue to rise an
inflation does, according to a report'
issued by the budget committee

The
Students'

111'1

crease.
Mowbray explained that the budget
committee considers two aspects
when determining the budget. These
are the fixed aspects such as fringe
benefits or salaries and the program
aspects such as SGA Fixed aspects
tend to rise with the cost of living
Program aspects are budgeted less.
systematically. Mowbray said, "Within
program aspects. there was a decline
in the budget this year"
Mowbray sums up Ihe general
feeling of the budget committee when
he said, "Student aid is more important than giving more money to
student govemment to have more
dances." He added, "It's simply a
matter of priority, I don't see any
inconsistency." In a final defense for
his SGA allocation, Mowbray pointed
out that the SGA is the only group
that is allowed to keep their revenues

The Student Foundation has come
to WMC. "We're out to make our
mark," stated Public Relations Chairperson Carolyn Berry. "The Student
Foundation is not going to be just
another ordinary student organization,
We're going to make things happen
The Student Foundation (SF) is the
brain child of advisors Gary Smallwood and Ginny Vleck of the WMC
Development Office. Drawing back
on his experiences at Virginia Tech
with a similar organization, Smallwood
decided that a student 'initiative
based organizatioo could work at
WMC. The SF will run on guidelines
for such organizations as set by
CASE (Council for the Advancement
and Support of Education)
The philosophy of The Foundation
centers on two objectives: support
and schOOl pride, Support comes
from the revenue they expect to raise
for the Development Office. School
price in students will result when they
get involved in The Foundation.
Charter member Checka Leinwall
said "Students actually do have a
great deal of enthusiasm and support
for the College, but they don't know
where to put il. The Foundation aims
to provide the student a way to
channel that support"
Social activities and fundraisers will
be the means to promote the support
and school pride. The organization
has tentative plans for two Parent's
Weekends, a Sibling Weekend, a
Phonathon, and anything else possible
The Parent's Day in the Fall has
n

always been the responsibility of the
Junior Class. The Student Foundation
plans to appoint a chairman and a
committee to handle a Parent's Weekend in the Spring. "Hopefully," said
Smallwood, "this will build experience
as well as improvement over the
years."
The foundation's vice-president,
Ken Schaefer, said that a Sibling's
Weekend is under discussion now.
The objective of this activity is to
allow the brothers and sisters of
WMC students to visit the College
and spend some time with thelJl. If
this happens, the activity could possibly be corrdinated with the May Fair
Weekend, or some other major activity during the Spring
Traditionally, the Phonathon is an
important activity of the Annual Funds
Office. Starting this year, The Student
Foundation plans to take over the
entire operation. They hope to improve it with increased student participation, Checka Leinwali, student
chairman, said, "We're going to make
sure it's tun. This way, we'll get more
people invotved. We want to raise a
lot of money, but we want everyone
to have fun at the same time
The social chairperson. Mike Kline,
said that he's riot sure of what exactly
is planned for the semester by means
of social activities. However, he said
mixers and dances will be considered. -as well as parties and receptions.
Senior PRIDE was started last year
and will remain a separate organization this year. But. The Foundation
plans to incorporate that campaign
within their structure by appointing

Senior PRIDE chairpersons from their
organization
So far, the organizing the The
Student Foundation rests with its 18
charter members and officers: President, Stu Suls, Vice-President. Ken
Schaefer, SecretarylTreasurer. liz
Sleqenthaler. Social Chairperson,
Mike Kline, and Public Relations
Chairperson, Carolyn Berry
Other members include Teresa
Baker, Kathy Benson. Marie Borowski, Bill Byrne. Mimi Eby. Robert
Holt, Checka Leinwal1,Laurie Mather,
Pam Peterson, Michael Price, Michele
Sauerwald, laurie Stasman, and Beth
White
They were all chosen as representatives of the student body, not of any
one student organization. II should be
noted the The Foundation is not
under the SGA, It is a part of the
College's development office. All of
its funding will come from this ornce;
Yet, the foundation does not hope
to and cannot operate with only 1B
people. The object of the foundation
is to get students involved. Therefore,
a membership drive is in the process
According to the interview committee chairperson, Ken Schaefer, applications for The Student Foundation
are now available at the Information
Desk. On March 3 (6:30 p.m. in
Memorial 106) or orientation meeting
will be held. This way, "People will
know what they're getting into," said
Schaefer. All applicants will be required to have an interview which will
be held the week of March 8-12. Said
Schaefer. 'We're going to be looking
for people with interest, enthusiasm.
continued 10 page 8
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Why the Bible
Ron Antlitz
During Jan term an article was
published, in The Phoenix from Josh
McDowell's Answers to Tough Questions addressing the issue of the
existence of God. II was stated in that
article
that we can know God exists

l

because

He

has

revealed

Himself

to

us in several ways. The two most
important

aspects

of God's

revelation

said to be His Word (the Bible)
and His Son, Jesus Christ. The
following is also from Josh McDowell's book, and is a closer examination of the first of these two means by
which God has re~led
Himself to
us.
CHRISTIANITY teaches that the
Bible alooe is Ihe revealed Word of
God.
Even though
it was written by_
rnen, the ultimate author was God
were

Almighty.

This

claim

was

not invented

by the Church, but is the claim the
Bible makes lor itself
"the word of the Lord endures
forever"
(I Peter t :25, Modern Language Bible.) "All Scripture if Godbreathed" (JI Timothy 3:16 Modem
Language Bible). "For the prophecy,
came not in old time by the will of
man: but holy men of God spake as
they were moved by the Holy Spirit"
(II Peter 1:21,KJV)
Over 2,000 times in the Old Testament alone there are clauses such
as, "And God spake to "Moses," "the
word of the Lord came unto Jonah,"
and "God Said," Moreover, the Bible
claims to be a record of the words
and deeds of God, thus the Bible
views itself as God's Word
The mere fact Ihal the Bible claims
to be the Word of God does not
prove that it is such, for there are
other books that make similar claims
The difference is that the Scriptures
contain indisputable evidence as
being the Word of God.
0118 reason that the Bible is differ-

IS

ent from other boks is its unity.
Although this book was composed by
men, its unity betrays the hand of the
Almighty. The Bible was written over
a period of about 1,5OO.years be
more than 40 different human authors. These authors came from a
variety of backgrounds, including
Joshua (a military general), Daniel (a
prime minister), Peter (a fisherman)
and Nehemiah (a cupbearer)
The authors of the various books
wrote in different places, such as the
wilderness (Moses), prison (Paul),
Patmos exile (John). The biblical
writings were composed on three
different continents (Africa, Asia and
Europe), and in three different languages (Hebrew, Aramaic and
Greek).
The contents 01 the Bible deal with
many controversial subjects. Yet, the
Bible is a unity, From beginning to
end, there's one unfolding story of
God's plan of savanco for mankind
This salvation is through the person
of Jeeue+ctmst
(John 14:6). Jesus
Himself testified that He was the
theme of the entire Bible
"Search the Scriptures; for in them
va think ye have etemal life: and they
are they which testify of Me. .for had
ye believed Moses, ye would have
believed Me: for he wrote of Me. But
if ye believe not his writings, how
shall ye believe
My words?" (John
5:39,46,47 KJV)
In another place, "And beginning at
Moses and all the prophets, He
expounded unto them in att the
Scriptures the things concerning Himself" (Luke 24:27 KJV), see also Luke
24:44).
The Old Testament is the preparation (Isaiah 40:3). The Gospels are
the manifestation (John 1:29). The
Book of Acts is the propagation (Acts
1:8). The Epistles give the explanation (Colossians 1:27). The Book of
Revelation is the consumm~tion (Re_v-

special

elation 1:7) The Bible is all about
Jesus.
The entire Bible is a unity with each
part needing the others to be complete.' Dr. W.F. Albright puts it this
way: 'To the writers of the New
Testament, the Hebrew Bible was
Holy Scripture and they were the
direct heirs of its prophets. It is,
accordingly. quite impossible to understand the New Testament without
recognizing that its purpose was to
supplement and explain the Hebrew
Bible.
"Any attempt to go back to the
sources of Christianity without accepting the entire Bible as our guide
is thus doomed to failure" (cited by
Roger T. Forster and V. Paul Marston,
That's a Good Question, p.67,)
Lest anyone think this isn't something marvelous, we'd use-to give you
this challenge. Rnd ten people from
your local area who have similar
educational backgrounds, all speak
the same language, and all are from
basically the same culture, then separate them and ask them to write their
opinion on only one controversial
subject, such as the meaning oHife

'Pond' t 0 b e VleWe
.
d

When they have finished,compare
the conclusions of these ten writers.
Do they agree with each omer? Of
course not. But the Bible did not
Ernest Thompson. author of On
consist of merely ten authors, but 40
Golden Pond, will present a special
It was not written in one generation, viewing of the movie version of his
but oyer a period of 1,500 years; not~play at the Carroll Theatre in Westby authors with the same education,
minster on March 18 at 2 p.m. and 5
culture and language, but with vastly p.m. The special presentation will
different education. different cultures,
benefit the Student Acting and Schclfrom three continents and three differarship Fund for the WMC Theatre on
ent languages, and finally not just the Hill summer project
one subject but hundreds.
A native of Westminster, Thompson
And yet the Bible is a unity. There
is complete harmony, which cannot
be explained by comcidence or couusion. The unity of the Bible is a slrong
,,""meo! ;, favor of its divine inspira-

teo ..
The unity of the Scriptures is only
one reason among many which supports the Bible's claim to be the
divine Word of God. Others which
could be explained in detail are tte
testimony of the early Church. the
witness of history and archaeology,

The Maryland Hall of Records Commission has announced openings for
seven positions for its Summer Archival internship Program at the State
Archives in Annapolis, The ten-week
internships carry a stipend of $1,375.
The purpose of the internship program is to introduce persons inter-
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esteo in archival work to the basic
problems and procedures of establishing archival control over permanently valuable historical records
Intems work with professional staff
answering historical inquiries, assisting in the public search room, mtentorying historical
records. and
periorming a variety of other tasks
associated with the daily operations
of a modem state archives.
Candidates for the internship program must be currently-enrolled
graduate students or advanced undergraduates who have received all
or part of their education at Maryland
institutions or who are Maryland residents attending an out-of-state College or university. Participants in
previous summer internship programs
at the Hall of Records are not eligible
to reapply, Finalists will be interviewed in mid-April by the State
Archivist and a panel of distinquished
scholars and community leaders
Information concerning application
procedures are available by writing
directly to the H~II of Records, P.O.
Box 828, Annapolis, Maryland 21404,
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Special of the Week..-"

will conduct a question and answer
session following the 2 p.m. showing
of the film. Thomson will also present
a special discussion and reception at
Alumni Hall at 7:30 o.m. on March 18
Tickets for the movie showings are $2
for students. faculty and staff. Tickets
for the evening discussion/reception
are free and will not be available at
the door
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continued to page 8
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Islands

Jan term: Paradise
t!~~~

Ith~av~ec=~

~:~~~era:~

various Jan term adventures, I have
been disappointed tl1at no article has
been written about the excellent trip
to Ihe "Islands of Paradise." I then
realized that reason that no article
has been printed. Everyone else has
been walting also; meanwhile nothing
was being written
Since I feel the experiences this
group stereq together on tne islands
were too meaningful not to share; I sit
down now with pen in hand to
compose and article about the jour-

;::~~~~!!!:2!~1

on from WMC
Shortly after the Jan term classes

beautiful as a painted picture and
every day became an adventure,

very interesting tours, learned a lot
about Hawaiian culture, went to a

:'a~~·~:r

::ialbe!~~t~~que

~:~~ I:~~~e~oh~~ot~ ~~n~e ~:i h~!~~ uni~~~s:~g:ri~~~~d~~atUSc:~t~o~~~~

:,~~Iet!~~~d

~~~

found the sun and fun of our fiftieth
state. For many people this Irip
became a dream come true. And I
oeseve. for just as many, it has
provided memories that will never be
forgotten
The most popular remarks Ihat
could be heard were, "I can't believe
I am here," (this quote is in honor of
'Shelly and poor Robin who had to
listen to her), and "It is so beautiful
here, even better than I expected."
These statements were hard not to

with its own

What we saw and experienced
mere cannot be described or explained well enough 10 make people
really understand the feelings that
were inside each one of us. The
beautiful sussets »er the clear blue
water, the rhythmic breaking of the
ocean's waves, the mere joy of lying
on the sand catching rays as we
heard reports of snowstorms occurring back home; all contributed to
make this an unforgettable trip. And
all this was just one aspect of our

and other tropical drinks, visited 4 of
the 7 islands, and were able to do so
much more on our own that each of
us could write a book
Of course the trip did have its
moments; some not so interesting
tours in which we were stuck _on a
bus while it was sunny outside. One
day thai started at 5:30 a.m.. a man
named Bob and his Hawaiian humor,
an unbelievably cold and very wet
Pearl Harbor tour, and too much
water wasn't from the ocean, but from

things didn't dampen the great times
we had

be conceived by anyone who ramained on the mainland
Some of my friends and I had been
waiting for this trip since last year
We made it through finals this past
semester by telling each other that in
just four weeks we'd by lying on the
warm beaches of Hawaii with not a
care in the world and no pressures to
deal with. But we never inagined how
good it would be. It was much more
than I had ever expected. Everything
and anything we did there seemed so

~~~~~bec~a~",:::.e~:2:....~~~~...:a~d,::e~","::::,e--::=we~~~~~~-"lh::.eC:CI~O"~d''.;_~,:::.e._cN~oo~el~he:::'e::::,,:.:~:::e::::,eO,
~;~~sg:~r~u~~ t~:~s:~~o~Sm:~~h:~e

WMC professors
"'-In addition to editing the book, Dr
Zepp also provided Ihe book's IntroductiOn and two chapters, one on
Tagore,as the Ferryman, a metaphOrical comparison Tagore made about
himself, and one on Ghandi, Taqore
and non-violence
The book itself is a collection of
essays concerning everything from
Tagore in America to Tagore and the
Indian Nationalist MoVement. The esON THE BANK OF AUP-NARAIN
On the bank of Rup-Narain
I awake',
This world
Is not a dream
In words of blood I saw
My being
I knew myself
Through hurts
and pain
Truth is hard And never oecieves
I loved that hardness
Death-lonq
lapasya of suffering
To win truth's terrible value.
And to pay all debts
In death
WHERE ROADS ARE MADE
Where roads are made I lose my way,
in the wide water, in the blue sky
there is no line of a track
The pathway is hidden by the birds wings,
by the star-fires, by the flowers of Ihe
wayfaring seasons.
And I ask my heart if its blood carries the
wisdom of t1le unseen way.
From Fruit Gathering'

Comrade of the road,
Comrade of the road,
Here are my traveler's greetings to thee.
o Lord of my broken heart, of leave taking and loss, of the gray
silence of the dayfall,
My greetings of the ruined house to Ihee!
o Light of the new-born moming,
Sun of the everlasting day,
My greetings of the undying hope to thee!
My guide,
I am a wayfarer of an endless road,
My greetings of a wanderer 10 thee!
Rabindranath lagore

Wl'sl,!!ins.t!,~!: q,~~IQand Silver

DON7
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says were written by religion scholars
from colleges and universities all over
the country. One of the essays was
written by another 01 WMC's distinguished writers, Dr. Melvin Palmer,
Dr. palmer's chapter is a critical look
at lagore's translated poetry tilled,
"Tagores Poetry in English: A Candid
View"
Four of the essays in the book
came from talks delivered at a
special American Academy of Reli·
gion lagore panel organized and
chaired by Dr. Zepp which was part
of a larger group of professors in the
A.A.A. interested in examining religion in modern India. lhe pane) met
annually in 1977 and 1978 with the
regular meetings of the AA.A. in San
Francisco and New Orleans.
"The project arose out of my interest in the American Academy 01
Religion and the course I teach each
year on Ghandi and lagore in NonWestern Studies," said lepp. The
book idea came a year later after the
panel sessions
Dr. lepps initial interest in Tagore
came after taking his Fulbright trip to
India in 1967. Two years after that. in

print

1969, Ira taught his first class on
Tagore in a Contemporary Religious
Thought course. In 1973 the now
famed Ghandi and raaore class was
integrated into the Non-Western
Studies department permananlly.
Zepp dedicated the new book to all
his students in that class since 1973
"who have realized in a common
fellowship of. study the __[peeting of
East and West and, as a result, strive
to make this world a more human
place."
Zepp feels lagores relative success or at least exposure in the West
has stemmed from the combined
recognition he got from his 1914
Nobel Prize for Literature, and from a
persona! standpoint, from his easy
accessibility, his mildness, and his
general low-threat personality. lagore
was \(,nownfor his sense of universality and toteration.
Dr. Zepp considers this new book
to be a tribute to the late poet and
philosopher, the first corporate response of its kind he believes. It is in
observation of lagore's one-hundred
and twentieth birthday anniversary.

ing and it does seem like paradise
The mood is so carefree, the people
so friendly, the weather is excellent.
plus we were so full of excitement
And those are only some of the
things, there is so much more that I
could say.
For Ihose of you who did not
participate in this trip, you may stili
not be able to appreciate what we
experienced
during those three
weeks. But I know there are fifty·three
people out there who can relate to
everything-I have said.
Yes, we all got a lot more for our
money than just a winter tan. When I
returned to WMC my friends only
noticed by brown skin, but internally I
feel like I have grown and changed
somehow. The memories I have will
always be treasured. The special
moments I enjoyed will be remembered as the best one tnat WMC bas
ever provided lor me. I am so glad I
was given the opportunity to participate in such a Jan term
"Aloha and Manhola" for letting me
share with you my experiences from
what I believe to be the best Jan term
offered this year
that

was

wort~

in

lhe

, no truth or goodness
by man ever dies...bul is al/
still here, and ...lives and works
through endless changes."
Thomas

OUR TOUGHEST
PART-TIME JOBS CAN MAKE
COWGE $4.000 EASIER.

Carlyle
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Sports
Terror B-bcllers miss
last shot NCAA bid
l

each.....
added six points, Dave Engle
Bruce Mable
had four and Scot Kohr added two
WMC's men's basketball team lost
After a 68·61 loss to Franklin and
it's final game 01 the season to Marshall that knocked the Terrors out
Dickinson College, 49-41, and also of the Middle Atlantic Conference
lost it's last chance for post season playoff race, WMC came home and
play. Had the Terrors won Saturday, defeated Moravian, 70-63. to keep
they would have been in the running their playoff hopes alive. Dave Engle
for an NCAA at large playoff berth was perfect against the Greyhounds
with a respectable 17-6 record and a hitting seven for seven from the floor
sweep of South-West Conference
and two for twO from the line for a
champion Dickinson. As it is they game high sixteen points. Jim Oawfinished the season 16-7 which ties son also had one of his better nights,
the best record a WMC basketball scoring thirteen points and a magnifi.
team has ever had but isn't good cent thirteen assists.
enough to gain entry into the NCAA
Western Maryland then traveled to
Dickinson took a 10-4 lead in the Susquehanna lor a non-ccnterence
lirst five minutes, but after a Terror game and won 86·81, Doug Pinto
time out WMC quickly tied the game turned in his best game 01 the year
and the two teams traded baskets for scoring thrity-one points and grab.
the rest of the half. Western Maryland bing eight rebounds 10 lead WtylC
took- a 24-18 lead into the locker Dave Engle also had a.ccoo game
room by scoring the last eight points with twelve points and eight reof the half. The Terrors had a chance
bounds. John Seiler had sixteen
for a last second shot but couldn't
points and Jeff Weyer eleven
get it to drop and had to settle for a
The Terrors then traveled to Dickinslim six point lead at the half
son and you already heard about
. Both teams came out stone cold in what happened there.
the second half but WMC held on to .... _...;_
its slim lead, mostly through the
efforts of Jeff Weyer who scored six
straight points to keep the Terrors up
by a slim two point lead 32·30 with
thirteen minutes left in the game. The
Terrors continued to lead until 4:30
left in the game when 'Suddenly the
referees went wild and gave Dickinson nine of their last eleven points
- from the free throw line. Meanwhile
on the other end of tile court Jeff
Weyer was being mugged when
trying-to shoot. but 'he refs. didn't
seem to mind sinCe they awarded
WMC only two foul shots for the entire
game (compared to Dickinson's 16)
As a result of the help from the
zebras, DiCkinson went from two
points down to an eight point lead
that won them the game.
Jeff Weyer (12 points, 7 rebounds)
lead the Terror scoring followed by
Jim Dawson (11 points 6 rebounds. 5
assists) who, as the 9f1IY senior on
this years team, was playing his last
game for rhe Western Maryland Terrors Doug Pinto _and John Seil.e~

Martin once a townie
and now college coach
pleased with her position and at the

BASKETBALL
RESULTS
DicldnSOl'l, 75. Albright 56
lebanon
Valley 95, Alvemia 45.
Weste.mMaryland 86, Susquenanna
Bt
Haverlord 68, Johns Hopkins
66
Didlinson
43, Moravian35
Franklin & Marshall 47, Muhlenberg
41
lebanon Valley 91, Gettsyburg 76
Ursinus 63, Swarthmore 6101
Dldlinson49,
WestemMaryiand 41
Franklin & Marshall 65, lebanon
Gettysburg
54, Albright 47
Haverford 48. Swarthmore 46
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on campus has a certain
type of person in mind when the word
"townie" is mentioned. As an alUlIlnus
of WMC, Coach Becky Martin knows
what that stereotype is and just
laughs as she says. "yeah, rm a
townie," What Becky means is that
she's grown up in Westminster and
now lives on Pennsylvania Avenue
within walking distance of Gill evmnasium
Becky Martin is the newest member
of WMC's women's athletic staff. A
1980 graduate of WMC, Ms, Martin
also received her masters degree
from WMC in July of 1981, While
earning her masters degree, Ms
Martin was a graduate assistant. in
the athletic department here at the
college. Her duties flOW include head
coach for women's basketball. aSSistant coach for track and volleyball,
and instructor for various physical
education activity classes
As a student in high school, Martin's future plans, did .oot include a
college degree. At the end of her
senior year, Becky suddenly realized
that
her educational and athletic
careers were drawing to a close. It
wasn't until this time that Ms. Martin
began to seriously consider college.
Becky decided upon a physical
education major .with plans to teach
in the public school system. !t wasn't
until she had embarked upon her
college career that she began to be
interested in the possibility of coaching et" the college level.
When Martin began looking lor a
coaching job, her first choice was
Western Maryland 'College. Becky
believes strongly in the philosophy
and programs of the athletic department at WMC. She's extremely

•

.52213141289
.69616061445
45816281660
.28013361437
2401~1715

TOOugflit
a cflampionsflip
season for !he
Terrors,lhebasketbs/Iteam
had many up
moments, like
the victory over
Mufllenburg

WRESTUNG
RESULTS
Muhlenberg
34, Rutgers·Camden
Ursinus 27, Albright 18

Wilkes -45,

Franklin & Marshall
laSalle
54. Haverford 16
Penn 56, Haverford 3
Ursinus -47. Haverford 14

~;::e~~e~:.s c:~~t~:~~n
forward to developing a niche for
herself at WMC
If necessity would cause her to
change her plans about staying at
WMC. Ms. Martin would most prcbably apply for a coaching position at a
small college similar to WMC that
would be in the same conference.
Hopefully that college would be
guided by a philosophy equally as
good as the one at WMC.
The biggest problem that Becky
encountered in making the transition
from studenVathlete to coach was in
the area of leadership. There are
times, as a ccecn. that Martin would
like to get out on the court, that
Martin would !ike to get out on the
court, show what she wants done,
and take the leadership, Instead, she
has had to learn to lead from the
bench. Communicating well with the
women on the court has become her
main goal. Communication is definitely the key factOr.
One other point that could have
~n
a problem for Coach. Martin is
that she is now coaching several girls
with whom she played on both volleyball and basketball teams while at
WMC. Coach Martin, however, admits
that this tact has never created any
difficulty for her. She anncues this
absence of difficulty to the etntucee
of the women on the teams. They are
a great group of women
Six years ago if someone would
have told Becky Martin that one day
she would have two degrees, she
would have laughed in the person's
face. Today, with a smile, she can
say that Western Maryland COllege is
the best thing tnar ever happened to
her career.

SWIMMING
RESULTS
Ursinus 56, Swarthmore 51
Franklin & Marshall 64, Ursinus
8100msburg 61. lycoming 50
Widener,
67. Swarthmore 42

14
2

SWarthmore

66, Elizabethtown
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Manson: man and his
Charles Manson.. The mere utterance of this name is met with mixed'
reactions ranging from knOwing grins
and clenched lists to distorted facial
expressions of horror
The story of Charlie Manson is
widely documented. Born to an
unwed prostitute and given the titte
"no name Maddox" Manson was
raised in a variety of foster homes
and reform schools. Charlie graduated to bigger crimes and state penal
institutions. Burglar, car thief. forger,
and pimp were all roles assumed by
Manson. By the age of 32, he had
spent 17 years in prison
In January 1967, Charlie was released from McNeil Island Federal
Penitentiary
in Washington
and
moved to tte .Haight-Ashbury section
of San Francisco where he spent the
spring starting "the Family." As a
traveling minstrel, Charlie roamed the
streets wijth his guitar singing of love
and peace. A fast talker with a
glittering eye, Charlie developed a
small following of runaways, outcasts,
and even a college graduate. The
Manson Family was born. They
moved to the California desert and
led lives characterized by sex, drugs,
love and Charlie. Charlie has an
absolutely mystical domination over
his followers. They believed he was
Jesus Christ. They killed for him
Charlie attempted to start his own
Armageddon, Helter SlI.elter.This was
to be a civil war between the blacks

and whites which. presumably, the
blacks would wijn. Being too inexperienced at leadership, the blacks
would call upon Charlie to lead them
He and his followers would have
escaped the strife by hiding in a
bottomless pit in the desert. Charlie
was to emerge as leader of the world.
To start Helter Skleter, Charlie sent
his disciples to the residence of
Sharon Tate and Leno LaBianca in a
well-to-do suburb of California. Here
seven of tne most gruesome murders
in the annals of crime occurred.
Charlie figured that the blacks would
be blamed - and this would ignite
Helter Skelter. He figured wrong.
This is the Charlie Manson everyone envisions. A long-haired, tea-eo.
five foot, two inch murderer who
should have died in the electric chair
Instead, he got a life sentence he's
now serving in the Vacaville Penal
Institution in California.
But few people realize that Charlie
was also an aspiring singer, songwriter and guitarist. His music was a
"family" institution. Frequently, after
daylong sex marathons orchestrated
by Charlie (whose goal of simultaneous orgasm for the whole family
was never actualized) the family
would sit around a tire and listen to
the words and music of Charlie
Few people realize thaI there is. a
Charles Manson album. The LP
boasts 14 songs with titles ranging
from "People Say I'm No Good", to
"Sick City." Although I've never heard
the album. I do feel I know enough

Moth Quiz
MATH QUIZ
Answer to last week's puzzle
6 cigars.
Congratulations 10 Robin Grey and
Tom Jaques, who each won a free
half-dozen donuts from Plain 'n Fancy
Donuts of Westminster. and to the
following people who also submitted
correct answers: Melissa Main,
Wayne Keen, Linda Block, Ronald
Kyle, Debby Neely, Wende Reeser,
Jacques Read, Jim Riner and Craig
Sarsony
This week's puzzle: Each different
letter in the following addition problem represents a different numeral

Find the numeral that each represents
SEND
+MORE
MONEY
Please submit all answers, along
with your name, room number, and
extension, to box- 577 by 9 a.m.
Monday, March t. One winner will be
drawn from the correct entries received.
Prize for this week: One f-our's free
time on a pool'table in the WMC
game room
"Sponsored by Kappa Mu Epsilon"

about the man to analyze his lyrics.
"The pass where the Devil you
can see
Flying along in sight for eu to
see
On the edge of infinity
Santa Suzana is the pass
where you look to be
look for me
Twelve in the night love of fight
'Anyway is right if you come
out in the night
it's-so out of sight in Devil's
Canyon"
This is an excerpt from "Devil's
Canyon."' Manson is saying the desert is the epitomy of life and death
You can see death. You can touch it
To survive the desert at night you
must possess the instincts of an .
animal. There is no right or wrong,
just survival. "trs so out of sight"
because you're free from the bonds

mUSIC
of society, a society of prejudice,
discrilT1inationand hate
Today," repeated over and over.
Lacking in words it may be, but
certainly not in meaning
These songs echo the feelings and
beliefs of Charlie Manson, patriarch
of the notorious Manson Family. During the late 1960's, many people in
the music business in California
heard the words and music of Charlie. there was mixed reaction. It was
generally agreed that Charlie was a
fine guitarist and adequate singer.
His song subject matter was lambasted. He was simply ahead of his
time. A talented orator with amazing
charisma and an uncanny ability to
communicate with people, Charles
Manson could have been a philosopher. But, sadly, he was not. He
should have died lor his crimes
against humanity."

"They'll never show that peace
of mind,
Because they don't know how
to be free
So burn all you bridges, leave

YO"'
old life behind."
This untilled lyric expresses Charlie's lack of faith in the establishment.
Peace of mind can't come from our
society with all its restrictions and
sactions. Don't become one with the
establishment, Charlie urges, campaign against it. "Burn all your
bridges," sever all connections with
society as we know it. Be truly free
Be an individual
"Die today," another Charlie Manson tune, echoes the previous
thought. Let your old, established,
conformist self die. The sooner the
better reasons Charlie. The song
consists of only two words, "Die

Bruce tops In '81
Greg Elbo
The following is my opinion of the
best music had to offer in 1981. I
stress that it is only one opinion,
however the choices were carefully
made. Some people will consider me
a real "hOsehead," and my chOices
not correct, to ecse I can only say,
"Take off, eh?"
TOP THREE ALBUMS OF 1981
t. Fair Waming-Yan Halen
2. Tattoo You-Rolling Stones
3. MSG-Michael Schenker Group
TOP THREE SINGLES OF 1981
1. Start Me Up-Rolling stones
2. Under Pressure-David Bowie &
cueen
3. The Break-up Song-Greg Kihn

aeno
TOP THREE GROUPS
1. Bruce Springsteen & the E Street
Band
2. The Rolling stones
3. Van Halen
TOP THREE UVE GROUPS
1. Bruce Springsteen & the E Street
Baod
2. The Rolling Stones
3. ACIDC
_l

mUSIC
BEST NEW GROUPS
1. U2
2. Quarterflash
3. Iron Maiden
BEST SONGWRITERS
1. Bruce Springsteen
2. JaggerlAichards
3. Ray Davies
COMEBACK OF THE YEAR
1. Gary U.S. Bonds
2. The Kinks
3. The Moody Blues
ALBUM COVER OF THE YEAR
1. Killers-Iron Maiden
2. Escape-Journey
3. Season of Glass-Yoke One
BEST TOUR OF THE YEAR
1. Bruce Springsteen
2. Rolling Stones
3. George Thorogood
WORST GROUPS
1. Adam and the Ants
2. The Plasmatics
3. Devo

TOP THREE MALE SINGERS
1 Steve Perry
2. Mick Jagger
3. Bruce Springsteen
TOP THREE FEMALE SINGERS
1. Stevie Nicks
2. Pat Benatar
3. Rachel Sweet
,
TOP THREE GUITARISTS
1. Edward van Halen
2. Angus Young
3. Ron Wood
TOP THREE KEYBOARDS
1. Roy Bittan
2. Rick Wakeman
3. John Paul Jooes
TOP THREE BASS
1.John Entwislle
2. Geddy Lee
3. Bill Wyman
TOP THREE DRUMMERS
1. Alex Van Halen
2. Neal Peart
3. Charlie Watts
TOP THREE HORNS
1. Clarence Clemons
2. David Bowie
3. Chuck Mangione

--------------""1
Late Night Spec;"I!
8 p.m.-11

p.m.

Free!
Cbeeseburger
When you buy a
Quarter Pounder

?

----------------"'-"'------------·-------------~---------...
---1
Indoor Miniature Golf

Putters Palace
202 Pennsylvania Ave.
(comer of Sullivan Ave.)

=::;::".~~i~':;;:i
50' OFF 1 Game

Mon.

thru

Thurs.

With this coupon
I

~---

__ ------~------

i

Carriage House. Liquors . :

1
·1
I'

:

\13 W. Main Street

I

"at the Iorks.."
Special!

:
:

Stroh's 12 oz. can $2.76

:

I
: 1 -coupon per student please! \ '
I

Present Student ID
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Basic camp a good offer
Ronald Kyle
Army ROTC Basic Camp offers
college students better
than a
money
back guarantee. "Basic Camp
gives students the chance to sample
an Army training program designed
to enhance physical and mental
toughness before they make a decision to enroll in the Army ROTC
program," said LTC Medley Davis,
Professor of Military Science here at
WMC. "It's better than a money back
guarantee because students receive
top mental and physical training during basic camp and are paid for their
time whether or not they chose to
continue "
This summer, more than 2,000
college students from across the
country will spend six weeks at Fort
Krox, Kentucky, where they will undergo intensive Basic Camp training
Those completing the course successfully are given the option to enroll

WANTED

Baseball Cards
'Need Extra Money?

Next time home bring
back your old cards
Mike Worthem
Weeli

- After 6 p.m,

AU DilY Weekends

433-7700
795·1658

in the Army ROTC Advance Course
and take advantage of ROTC's twoyear program. Additionally, there is
an opportunity to compete for a two
year ROTC scholarship while at basic
camp.
Students who take part in basic
camp have either recenlly transferred
from colleges that don't offer Amry
ROTC, are recent community or junior
college graduate, or are young men
and women who, after two years.
have suddenly decided to take a look
at Army ROTC
Many of the student who go
through basic camp continue in Advanced ROTC, according to LTC
Davis
"Most of the students are excited
about the opportunity to enroll in the
advanced course," LTC Davis said
"They consider basic _camp a great
confidence builder and an excellent
way to work themselves into top
shape both mentally and physically

Equally as important, they like what
ROTC can offer them bOth now while
they are in school and in the future"
Shari Bullard, an Advanced Army
ROTC cadet who attended basic
camp after her freshman year commented Ihat the people that attend
Basic Camp are "typical college
students." She said that the course
was demanding, but it was not
impossible. If someone wants to attend basic camp, Shari's best advice
would be to "cooperate and graduate"
Matt Kormann, another Advanced
ROTC cadet who attended basic
camp noted that the platoon is like
family, and "where your spirit comes
from." Both cadets feel they are
much better off with the experience
gained.
The ROTC department is processing applications for basic camp and it
anyone is interested, pay a visit to the
ROTC department

Foundation formed
from

page 1
and leadership ability.
Once the applicants become members, they will have the opportunity to
serve on any of the various standing
committees. By the end of the semester, if they wish, they can run for
offices tile next year by election.
To make memberShip in The Student Foundation more desirable, exclusive activities are planned for its
members only. One of the first activities is the reception for new members
on MarCh 16 on the DininQ Porch.

New members will be presented then
Invited guests will include: Dr. John,
Dean Laidlaw, Dean Mowbray, Dean
McCormick, and Dr. Higbee, among
others
Said Laurie Slasman, "We didn't
invite them to ask for their assistance
We invited them to show that we are
here to help them"
In conclusion,
liz Sigenthaler
stated, "We want student to have a
sense of pride as well as realize that
they have a stake in this school." The
Student Foundation hopes 10 be responsible for that

it's all greek to me
The Inter Sorority Council sponsored its annual dance this past
Saturday in' the Forum, Dining Porch and the Mall outside the
Cafeteria. The ISC had previously approached the Administrative
Coenen with a request to allow the use of the Cafeteria for the dance
due to the number of expecte guests. In an effort to accommodate
the crowd the Administrative Council offered the three aforementioned facilities. The dance was, by far, a success and the guests
appeared 10 enjoy themselves. The theme for this year's dance was
"Sisterhood is Special."
The winners of the ISC Raffle were:
$25 gift certificate at Maggie's - Ann Royston
$15 gift certificate at Maggie's - David Bogdanski
$10 gift certificate at Maggie's - Joe Hedrick
SPRING RUSH SCHEDULE
6:30 p.m. Non-Communication beings
Individual Bidding Sessions by Sororities
Individual Bidding Sessions by Sororities
11:00 a.m. - 1:45 p.m. Preferrence Cards to
by completed by all rushees in Blanche lobby
Wed.,
Mar. 3
Matched Bidding Session of ISC
Thurs., Mar. 4
Bids placed in Rushees' mailboxes by 12:00 p.m.
Thurs., Mar. 4
6:30 p.m. Acceptance of Bids et respective
clubrooms and end of Non-Communication
Mon.,
Mar. 8
Pledged Period begins
Thurs
Mar. 11 Pledge Period Ends
Women who are rushing and sorority members are reminded that
during the Non-Communication period there is to be no communication
between the Rushees and sorority members

Mon.,
Mon.,
Tues.,
Wed.,

Mar. 1
Mar. 1
Mar. 2
Mar. 3

Bible

IS

from

page 4
and the evidence of changed lives
throughout the centuries, to name but
a few
These factors led the great archaeologist W.F. Albright, to conclude,
"The Bible towers in content above all
earlier religious literature; and it towers just as impressively over all
subsequent literature in the direct
simplicity of its message and the
catholicity of its appeal to men of all

special
lands and limes." (The Christian Century. November, 1958).
The Bible is special. It is unique. No
other book has any such credentials
No other book even comes close
"England has two books, the Bible
and Shakespeare. England made
Shakespeare, but the Bible made
England" (Victory Hugo, cited by
Mead, Encylcopedia of Religious
Quotations, p. 49)

8ta)t ahead of the game!
Reinforce your college degree by getting a better start
through Army ROTC's special Two-Year Program.

*At Western

Maryland

*

See Cpt. Mike Mauldin

Basement,
Albert Norman Ward Hall
Campus Ext. 620/62-1

*
It includes six weeKsof challenging
summertraining that's bolh lough, but
rl!warding. When you finish, you'll be in the
best shape ever. And proudof itl
Earn good money during yourtraining,
plus an additional$100 per month whenyou
return 10 college as an Army ROTC
Advanced Course student.
Meet students like yourselffrom more
than 275 coll996 campusesallover the
country - making lasting friendships you'll
never forget.
So lake the best shortcut 10 yourfu!ure,
no matter whal your career goals may be.
Beginthe aeee Start with Army ROTCand stay ahead of the gamel
For details and more information,call Of
contact Ina Departmentof Military Science.

BE ALL YOU CAM BE.

@
ARMY ROTC.
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Tradition of PRIDE continues
Helga Hein
Senior PRIDE 1982 is coming. With
the success of last year's campaign
offering incentive, the class of 1982
will continue the tradition established
by the class of 1981. On? purpose of
Senior PRIDE is to raise money for
Western Maryland's Alumni Fund
through a pledge of $19.92 from
every senior. During the campaign,
which runs from March 29 through
April 6, each senior will be contacted
personally to encourage him or her to
pledge to the college
However, the concept of Senior
PRIDE entails much more than simply
a_pledge drive. Co-chairpersons Sam
Cricchio and Laurie Mather, along
with Development Coordinator of the
campaign, Ginny Vlcek, believe that
the significance of Senior PRIDE lies
not only in the money raised, but also
in its symbolic meaning. First, Senior
PRIDE will allow the class of 1982 to
express pride in the class and in the
college. The campaign will also serve

to unify the class 'as it strives to
achieve a worthwhile goal. Furthermore, the PRIDE campaign introduces seniors to the importance of
their role as alumni
The class of 1982 has many reasons 10 be proud both of its class
and of Western Maryland. Not only
have

individuals

in the

class

excelled

in all aspects of campus life, but the
class as a whole has witnessed
several additions to Western Mary-.
land's
academic and extracurricular
program. For example, the class of
'82 has observed the opening of the
Decker College Center, the renovations in Alumni Hall and Winslow
Center, and the dedication of Bair
Stadium. Furthermore. the national
honor society Phi Beta Kappa, and
Phi Sigma Sigma, WMC's first national

sorority

were

established

during

the last four years. The class of '82 is
further distinguished by the founding
of a new sorority, Alpha Nu Omega,
during their sophomore year.
PRIDE also serves as a source of

class unity. Viewed from two different
perspectives" a pledge of $19.92 is
very significant First. with 100% participation, the class of 1982 could
potentially raise over $5.500 for
WMC's Alumni Fund. With a matching
agreemenlthe amount could be doubled to $11,000.
The individual
plE1dgecan also accomplish a great
deal. For example, a new book for
the library costs approximately $17
Seniors will also become more
aware of their new and important role
as alumni through the PRIDE campaign. The quality: welt-rounded education one receives at Western
Maryland would not be possible without contributions to the Annual Fund,
which includes gifts from alumni.
parents and friends. Tuition covers
only 81 percent of the college's
operating expenses. The college re,
lies on the Annual Fund. via grants
and endowments. to cover the remaining 19 percent. These funds are
used for such things as financial aid.
faculty salaries, counseling services

and purchase of books for the library.
The importance of these contributions
is reflected in the cost of tuition
without them, this year's tuition would
have been about $4,885. $385 higher
that the actual $4,500 cost The
money pledged for Senior PRIDE wHi
go into the Alumni Fund, the largest
single source of funds for the Annual
Fund. This year, seniors will be
allowed to express a preference as to
what area they would like their
pledges to be used in
Laurie and Sam point out that. just
as alumni have contributed to WMC

to provide their class with a worthwh"e and memorable College expertence.t tbe class of '82 now has a
similar opportunity to afford a present
or prospective student those same
benefits. Last year. the class of '81
received an impressive 207 pledges
from a class of 289 seniors. In
percentages, that equals 71 percent
of the class, and 79 percen! of those
seniors contacted. Laurie and Sam's
goal is not only to surpass the
a.ccomplishment of the class of 1981.
but to achieve 100 percent participation from the class of 1982
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Photo by Andy Chang
A group of special women prepare for a play about Uncommon Women
See story on page 5

WMC observes week of peace
Publicity
David Cortright, executive director
of Citizens for a SANE World. and
David Trachtenberg, a defense analyst for the Committee on the Present
Danger. wilt debate "The Present

Danger." a pro and con look at
Reagan's defense policy. as Western
Maryland College begins its Elderdice Peace Week 1982 on Monday,
March 8 at 7:30 p.m. in McDaniel
Lounge
Cortright, autho~ of the book SoI-

Class plaques of 1893 and 1894

Plaques restored
A group of class plaques have been mounted on the vestibule walls 01
Big Baker Chapel in commemoration of the graduating classes of 1887-1904.
The plaques, constructed of wood, brass or both, were originally
displayed in Alumni Hall, but they were put aside when the theatre building
was remodeled during 1978-79.
The
plaques join the memorial to alumni who perished in World War II,
Korea- and Vietnam, eno a small statue dedicated to the memory of Dorothy
Elderdice who graduated from WMC in 1911 ari(f is apaS! registrar of the
college.

~_

The sizes of the classes, numbering only a few doZen graduates,
commemorated by the plaques seem CIwarf·like in comparison to the
graduating classes of today that average about 300.

diers in ReVolt, received his SA from
Notre Dame, hiS MA from New Yor-k )
University, and his Ph.D from Antioch ..
College. Executive director of SANE
since 1977, Cortright describes the
group as a "cit;=~n's organization for
a sane world." one which lobbies
against excesses in the U.S. defense
policy and budgets. Cortright will take
a critical look at Reagan's defense
policy in the debate
Trachtenberg. a defense analyst
and editorial consultant with the Committee on the Present Danger, received his B.A. from the University of
Southern California, and his M.S. from
Georgetown University. A defense'
analyst since 1979, Trachtenberg is
responsible for researching questions
dealing with the U.S defense policy
and matters relating to SALT. He was
consuttant to several defense ecvisors on President Reagan's transition
team. He will be supporting the
administration's defense policy in the
debate. /'
The debate between Cortright and
Trachtenberg is the first in a series of
evening activities for Elderdice Peace
Week 1982 which will run through
Thursday, March 11
Dr. Joanna Macy, a lecturer and
writer on social and spiritual change,
will hold a workshop as a part of the
peace week on Tuesday, March 9 at
7:30 p.rn. in McDaniel Lounge.
Her 'workshop, "Seeing Through the
Dark," attempts to help people
through the despair and frustration
that accompanies the peace struggle
Dr. Macy, a Ph.D. graduate in world
religions from Syracuse University,
has taught religion at Syracuse urs-

versity and the American University
and led ~rkshopS on spiritual/.social
change In the U.S. and Asia. In
addition she has conducted colloquia
for the American Academy of Religion, the Association of Humanistic
Psychology and the Society for Vatues in Higher Education. Her articles
have appeared in such journals as
New Age, Journal of Religious Ethics
and the Inlernational Journal for Comparative Religion
Living in a cooperative household in
Washington, D.C., Joanna Macy 'is a
mother of three, a meditation teacher
and an organizer of peace, environmental and safe energy movements.
Her workshop includes personal
sharing, guided meditation, body
work and stresses working for peace
and justice without "burning out"
Continuing the lecture series, Howard Enrlich and Bess Keller, members
of ",Baltimore radio >NBJC's "Great
Atlantic Radio Conspiracy,"
will
present their teach-in titled "Small
Steps to Peace," on Wednesday.
March 10 at 7:30 p.m. in Decker
Center Forum.
The "Conspiracy," internationai!y
syndicated, is the winner ot eight
national awards for radio journalism
and cultural productions and can be
heard at 6:30 p.rn. Thursdays over
WBJC FM, 91.5. Wednesday's teach-

in will take a creative look at the
question of peace in our time. in an
informal, multi-media session involving audience participation. It will
probe such questions as "Why do we
let others think for us when the issue
is our survival?," and "How do we
start working for peace?"
Milton Mapes. executive director 01
the National Peace Academy Campaign, will conclude the Elderdice
Peace Week 1982 with a lecture
fitted. "Progress on Peacemaking,"
on Thursday, March '1 at 7:30 p.m.,
in the Forum, Decker College Center
Mapes, who received his BA from
the U.S. Naval Academy and his
L.L.B. from Yale Law School. has
been .attutetec with the National
Peace Academy Campaign since
September, 19n. In commenting on
the carr.paign, according to the
Washington Post. Mapes said, "I've
watched for 40 years scientists applying their accumulated wisdom to
better means of destruction of our
civilization and doing almost nothing
to prevent it." He continued. "Then all
of a sudden with the development 01
conflict resolution. the behavioral sciences are beginning to put together a
brand new social science on a very
practical level-end it works."
Mapes' lecture is free and open to
the public. _ -

Inside--'--------Students redecorate Hoover
Library - see page 6
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I was focusing my substantial brain
power upon the state of the economy
other day, when I suddenly hit on
a revolutionary idea. This notion was
so new, so original that it dazzled my
mind. Yet it was so simple that it
astounded me that no one has ever
thooght of it before, It suggested a
to balance the budget without
overburdening the middle class, without cutting social welfare programs,
without. costing millions of people

right now.
The problem is that 'he's trying to
get money...___
where there Js none.
Where is he trying to raise funds?
From poor people and the environment
These two entites don't have
any money to begin with, so how
does he expect to overcome a ninety
million dollar deficit by picking their
pockets? You can't draw blood from
a turnip.
To digress a bit here, it is ironic that
Reagan has inadvertantly broken another campaign promise, His first, if

ie:::

~he~~~
i:s~:e
h:::i~u;~~ar%h
~:f~i~:~~ti;~~;~
-:;~r h:~~i~t~U!:
plel
wouldn't (Ha-ha, he must have gigRonald Reagan's budget-balancing
gled after making that one), and now
policies haven't worked, even though
after assuring us that he would
he's tried his best. Since he's been in
reduce the deficit. he has actually
oetce. Reagan has tried 10 make up , increased it to its highest level in_
the huge defiCit by cutting social
history; to his defense I personally do
welfare programs and allowing the not· think that Reagan deliberately
enviroomeni to be .cesccneo. (so that broke his promises. He probably
big business can make more money forgot he made them in the first
and pay more taxes). But after all
place. I mean, if you were a seventythis, he still claims he must increase two year-old man that needed a
the deficit to 91.5 billion. What went dozen bottles of hair oil (if 'you could
wrong? He is ~obably asking Nancy tap his scalp, you could light half the

responsible
Nuclear Arms

and demonstratioo is planned for
June 12 etme U,N.'s second Special
Session 00 Disarmament. Several students will be circulating petitions
during Peace Week. You may also
contact Jim Shepherd (Rouzer 408),
Jim Start! (Apt, 3D), or Ann Karn in
Whiteford'222 to sign the petition or
for more information.
We cannot shift our share of responsibilty to hal! the arms race to OUT
policy-makers. We must become informed and act now, before it is too
late. As the Nuclear Arms Freeze
Campaign slogan states, "In a democracy, we are all responsible for
pushing the button."

to capitalism

homes in Baltimore) and a cosmetics
company to make you look presentable, you'd probably have trouble
remembering too
To get back to the main subject, we
must pose the' question who has all
the money? Rich people, that's who
Not- only rich people rQlling in the
dough, but, most of, the time, they
don't know what to do wilh their
money. So they buy yachts, big cars,
fancy clothes, statues, butlers, jewelry--all kinds of expensive things
they really nave no real use for.

Instead of having them waste their
money on worthless neme. let them
give it to the government.
Also let's tax big business. In 1975
(according to F!JCfS On File, Nov, 13,
t976) Delta Airlines, Bethlehem Steel,
Lockheed, and Western Electric all
paid no income taxes, even though
they raked in the bucks. Let's 'close
these loopholes and make the big
businesses pay up.
The brain surgeons who run the
govemment, of course, would not
consider taxing people who don't

Watertower leaks

W es t mInS
. t er b ars unIque
.
Corey N. Mann

as they appeared when they threw
Last Friday night there was ret two of my friends over a pinball
much at all to do, so a few of my machine into the coat room
good friends and 1 piled into an onWe spent an hour or so talking
its-Iast-Iegs-Chevy Nova and with a about the establishments of both
few cases of sixteen oz. BOds we Westminster and College Park, as
headed for College Park,' The U. of they were quite well informed on both
M., swimming pools, movie stars: not accounts
thinking about ever coming back
"vou ever heard of the Pit?" belhere
lowed Rocko to a dude COwering in
After discussing the relative merits the comer, "Sure, many a time," was
of a few established watering holes the only reply from behind the toilet -along a three mile strip of Route one; the sole piece of furniture in the
none of which we knew anything quaint temporary accomooancns
about, we decided on the Rendez- __They went on in much the same vane
Vous Inn. We stood outside in a line telling us of all kinds of joints from
for close to an hour, but finally got in which a good time could hardly be

~t:~d

a more comfortable place

One of my buddies went to the
Vous-bar to get some suds, but on
his way back with three pitchers in
hands he accidently spilled a small
amount of beer on three rather sizable gentlemen.
That's when the fight broke out, and
I'll never know how I got dragged into
it but later 00, in the police station,
between bites of bread and sips of
water we found that Bruno, Rocko
and Moose actually were.not as nasty

re:~nber~~~sed

lor good behavior

we decided to sample a fe~ 01 the
places our new-found friends had

2

bid again!tried to find out if the athletic budget
could help them. They just assumed
they should make rtus money for new
uniforms so that their leam could
present a good image of our school.
The team said the other organizations
were rot representing the school but
only their organizatiQ!l with the charity
contributions they were going to
make.
I think this is where everyone
shOuld stop and take a look at
themselves. Are we really trying to
benefit' WMC with the things that we
do or are we just benefitting. ourselves? It worries me to look at
people talking about one another

while they are just as wrong as those
other people. I hate to think about
what examples like this one indicate
about the future of Western Maryland
College
Sincerely,
Name withheld by request

Thank you
Dear Editor:
Your editorial informing students of
the financial aid letter writing campaign and March 1 Student lobby
Day and urging their support was
timely and worthwhile. President Reagan's budget definitely would hurt
students' ability to finance their edu-

spoke of
We went to Jack Delany's Irish Pub,
a sharp place with an Irish flair and a
real leprochaun; yeah, and no I had
not had a lot to drink, Delany's was
voted #1 tavern last year, but what of
it, the beer was cold. A nice place,
sort of like Friscoes, but, hey....
We went to Ihe South Seas and did
not stay loog for some reason
We got carded at the Cellar and
decided not to go in.
The back room was closing so we
decided to head home. Thank
heaven for the all night gas station
Other than Friecces, most of the
Bars in Westminster stand alone,
Ernies Place, The Pit, Gils Den, East
End, Counlry Air, and Angelos
I would suppose the choice is all
yours cheers

Colleges to survrve
CPS
Private colleges -- which are supposed to suffer the worst effects of
the decade's enrollment declines and
federal budget cuts -- may be able to

Letters
to the Editor
""go

from

need their money desperately. They
rationalize that if we put a burden on
the poor rich folk, they won't invest
anymore. But I figure, rich people
always want to make more money
(That is why they are rich) and will
always invest for their own selfish
purposes. So, I propose that we take
money from the tycoons and the
huge conglomerates' who have a few
billion to spare. I'm not asking for
socialism, but just a little more reasonable capitalism.

cations. From what I have heard, the
1983 . budget will be scrutinized
closely and input from students can
make a difference.
If any student missed the chance to
write and wants help with a letter, he
or she should come by the Office of
Admiss-Ionsand Financial Aid and we
will give assistance.
Recent C,P.S. articles about student
aid which you have published have
also been useful. Thank you for your
coverage of this issue
Sincerely,
L. Leslie Bennett, Jr
Dean of Admissions
and Financial Aid
P.s Over 200 students wrote letters. That's a terrific response!
Thanks to all who wrote

.~~

cope with federal cuts much better
than public schools, according to a
new study of financinQ_fer'lhdependent campuses
Researchers James Henson and
Pamela Tolbert, both of UCLA, found
that private college and university
administrators are typically more efficient in raising money. Because Ihe
private colleges rely less on lederill.
money, the researchers reasoned Ihat
they could survive the loss of funding
better than the public colleges
Private schools can hike tuition and
fees with less difficulty than public
colleges, and are better prepared to
compensate for losses incurred by
lower federal funding, the report -called "Patterns of Fupding in Public
and Private Higher Education"
asserts
,.
But in releasing the most recent
study, UCLA Dean Eugene Weber
observed the private colleges and
universities have a "tradition in raising
private money" that could offset some
of the federal cuts.
"I don't want to give the impression
I'm citicizing," Weber told reporters in
Los Angeles. "I'm envious."
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Office nominations open
dent newspaper, the Administration
and any other interested persons;
d. giving notification of dismissal of
lor office
gives you an opportunity
to
all deliquent Senate members to the
meet not only tile members of your
election committee and the deliquent
class, but the entire student bodY."
member
elected you will be given the chance
SECTION 4. The Corresponding
to 'work closely v.r:ithother student
secretary
shall be responsible for but
leaders and the administration. As an
nO.tlimited to)
officer you may express your leadera. co-ordinating all correspondences
ship, schOol spirit, and creativity in
of the Association;
.
the activities
you undertake.
YO!J will
b. being chairperson
of Homecoming;
b. maintaining the files of the Assoalso be included in the creating and
C. -being ex-officio member 01 all
ciation;
upholding 01 student government poIcommittees ..
c. being liaison between studenticies. 1f you feel things at WMC could
SECTION 3. The Recording secrefacuity committees and the Senate;
be run more efficiently and you have tary shal! be responsible for but not
d. distributing voting cards to all
ideas as to hOw to improve things,
limited to
Senators or their alternates;
thef'I carry it through. Become an
a. preparing an agenda for al! meete. keeping a record of the _Senators'
officer, delegate authority and be
ings of the Association and the
attendance of regular Senate meetresponsible tor the conditions here at
Senate;
ings;
WMC. Take the initiative, become an
b. keeping records of all official
f. reporting to the Executive Council
active member of our student governproceedings of the Association and
when any Senator has missed two
ment
- the Senate;
ccneecm ...e meetings or a total of
. DUT1ES OF THE OFFICERS
c. preparing and distributing copies
four per semester without sending an
SECTION 1. The President shall be
of the minutes and notification 01
alternate
responsible for but not limited to:
meetings of Ihe Association and SenSECTION 5. The Treasurer shall be
a. presiding over all meetings of the
ale to all Senate members, the stuAssociation and the Senate;
b. representing the Student Association at aU public functions;
c. appointing a parliamentarian;
d. being responsible for the freshman
class until its officers are elected;
e. delegating ad-hoc duties to appropriate committees;
Students have the opportunity on
f. being executive co-ordinator for all March 3rd and 4th to pick up their
major Student Government not else- advance deposit notices from the
where delegated;
Finance Office before they are mailed g. advising the Senate as to fill the home. Students -desiring housing for
positions of the committee chairperthe 82-83 academic year must return
sons;
the form with a $100.00 non-retundah. being acting treasurer of the ble deposit. This deposit must be
Association in the absence of the
paid by April tst in order to receive a
Elections will be April 5, will your
name appear on the ballot? Running

i being ex-officio member of all
committees~
j. organizing
the freshman
class until
class officers have been elected. .
SECTION 2.
The Vice-President
shall be responsible for but not
limited to:
a. assuming the duties of the Prestdent when he/she is unable to fulfill
them;

Advance deposits

LOCUST BOOKS
9 East Main Street
westminster. Maryland 21157
301/848-6813

Cards, Calendars, 'Diaries, Journals,
'l'uzzl" & '[Ofebag'

'Prints,

0"."

7 Jay.

a

responsible for but not limited to'
a. conducting all financial transactions of the Association and the
Senate;
b. as chairperson of the Finance
Committee, preparing the budget to
be approved by the Senate;
c. inspecting the financial records of
any Eirganization r~eiving funds from
the Student Government Association
prior to the end of each semester;
d. filing a monthly financial statement
to the Senate.
'
CLASS OFfICERS
Each class shall have the following
officers: President. Vice President
Secretary, Treasurer, and Historian
Candidates ior office shall have at
least a 2.0 WMC cumulative grade
point average. All classes are urged
to enter floats for Homecoming and
booths tot May Fair. Traditionally
classes have been responsible for
the following events'
Sophomores - a class picnic at the
end of the year
W.M.G.A.

Gay Rap Group Now Forming

For nearly a year now a small group
of gay students has been meeting to
talk about their concerns.
If you
would like to meet and speak with
people
like yourself who are gay,
lesbian or bisexual, lake the time now
to make the right connection
Call: Ext 243, 467, or 564

Or write: W.M_G,A.
P.O, Box 11
W,M.C
Westminster, MD. 21157
All correspondence is
i
center.
It could be the

w,g,TT.f
IYew

'Rebecca Orenstein
Photograpby
WeddlngsPortraits
848-2148
call In evenings
after ~. p.m.
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Putters Palace
202 Pennsylvania Ave.
(comer of sUllivan Ave.)
Open Weelcdays ]·10 p.m.
Weekdays 9 a.m.-Midnight

50' OFF 1 Game Moo. thru Thurs.
With this coupon
_
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Uncommon women rermrnsce
Cindy Leonard

l
I

I

Uncommon Women and Others,
written by Wendy W!3sserstein and
directed by Tim Weinfeld, wilt be
presented at 8:15 p.m. on March 11,
12, 13 and 14 in the Understage of
Alumni Hall. Tickets are free to taculty·, staff and students and may be
picked up at the information desk.
The play deals with the lives of nine
college women and their interrelationships.
The play opens in a New York
restaurant where five of these nine
women are reunited. It has been six 1
years since their college graduation
from Mount Holyoke College in Massachusetts. They spend the afternoon
reminiscing about college days and
accounting for certain events. Out of
the nine women involved in the play
there is a housemother. seven seniors
and one freshman
./
Janet Collins playing the' part of
Holly describes her as "very insecure
and slightly neurotic." Holly does not
want anyone else to know this however, so she hides behind a facade-

of humor. She is constantly cracking
social things; yet out of the 9 characjokes and appears to be very secure
ters. Carter' is the most put-together
A closet wit would best describe
She is very inner directed and very
Leslie Shipp's character of Samantha. aware 01what's going on around her
She is a classic lady but a sort of
She doesn't judge people so people
child woman
find it easy to talk to her. Carter never
Stacey Pfeifer portrays Rita, who is
really does become a real friend of
"daring and impulsive but has terrible
Ihe others"
domineering blocks," She is very
Lori McCoy, playing the role 01
uninhibited, experienced sexually and
Muffet stated that her character, feels
a very playful character
that men are very important to her.
Kate, played by Lynn Kunst. is goal
Her greatest fear is of "being alone."
oriented, Lynn stated that Kate - She is a very pretty and charming
"wants very much for everyone to
woman and men are attracted to her.
think she is confident, not that she
Leilah, Katie Altman's character
isn't, she Just has a need for everycould be described as a mysterious
one to know that she is," She is a
intellectual. It is during her senior
serious character but likes it when
year that she. begins to feel many
Rita makes her laugh
fears and anxieties
The school spirited, preppy Susie is
The housemother of all these
played by Susan Udy. She is very
women is ponrayed by Lee Ann
organized and a .reet doer. She is
Ware. She is a well bred lady who
made fun of by the other girts for her
attended Mount Holyoke herself. She
involvement and responsibilities in so
is a little eccentric and tends to live in
many organizations
the past Lee Ann feels the play is an
Robyn Quick, playing the only
important one in that it. 'tee a lot to
freshman. Carter. says, "she seems
say and is really relevant to women
catatonic but really tso't. She is only a
today'
freshman and doesn't know scour
There is no conventional plot \0 the
play. There. are many interactions
among the girls and a lot of complex-

Nominations
The time 'is here to nominate the
professor you feel deserves the Distinguished Teaching Award. A"tl Juniors and Seniors are asked to
participate in this selection process
The Distinguished Teaching Award
is presentee annually by an interested alumnae club at the Spring
Honors Convocation and Investiture
to commend a WMC faculty member
for excellence in the field of teaching
Juniors and Seniors who vote will
be asked to select not more than 5
nominees Irqm the list of eligible
faculty members. To be eligible a
faculty member must have tenure and
teach both semesters during the
academic year in which the award is
given.. Past recipients are re-eligible
after 8 years
Ballots will be totaled by the SGA
Committee. with !he names receiving

the most nominations being forwarded to the Office of Student
Affairs. A group of campus student
leaders, selected by the Sigma Alumnae Club, wil( rate the nominees by
secret ceuot which will then be
placed in sealed envelopes and submitted to the Student Affairs Office for
mailing 10 the club president. The
Club tallies the rating sheets and
selects the recipient.
Remember 10 make your nominations on Tuesday. March 9, 11 a.m. 1:30 p.m. and 5-6:30 p.m. in the Mall
The formula for the method of
nominating and selecting the recipient of the Distinguished Teaching
Award was revised in 1979 by a joint
student-alumnae committee in an etfon to sample a broader base of
student opinion. Formerly only the
Junior and Senior members of the
SGA made the selection.

From left: Katie Altman, Janey Collins and Stacy Pfeifer rehearse for an
"uncommonly" special show.
ity in their lives, Everything seems to
fall into place and tie together in the
end. It is a humorous play and shOuld
be enjoyable to all. When asked what
she hoped the play would bring
across to its audience. Lynn Kunst

replied, '" hope this show is going to
allow a lot of men and women to
realize that they are normal in their
fears and their concerns"

SAVEO~
STYLE
UP TO S?5 OFF!
SILADIUM·COLLEGE RINGS
NOW ONLY

We've got what you want-a
handsomely
styled selection
of college rings at a price you can attoro. SI~,?IUM@I
ColI~ge
Rings carefully
crafted in the ArtCarved
tradttfcn
from a fine
and durable jeweler's metal.
'
3121S!.PQuISI'eel.
aQ~jmQ,,,.MQ'YIQ

,

,
,,,
r

,
,,,
,

...d 21218

Add your choice of custom options to the design you select
and you'll have a ring you'll want to wear for years to come.
But don't delay, Visit the ArtCarved
ring at a price that's too good to last!

HOUSE .Of LIQUORS

Ring Table and. get your

Carroll Plaza. Wesfminster 848·1314
Special of the Week ...
Tuborg

12 oz. NR·6 Pak

.

$2.99

expires

Wed & .Thurs
9:30 a.m.-4 p.m.:
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Art abounds
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in Hoover Library

Students make show of art
Joseph !?Ieott

1-

Some of us in the library, after
pouring over our exciting textbooks
for two or three long, intense, and
mind-warping minutes, just lean back
in our chairs, let our eyes become
glazed over and spaced-out looking,
and stare lip at the ceilings and
wails. Normally, the soft colors, the
quiet atmosphere, and the distant
hum of the fluorescent lights would
put us to sleep like a rock
When we 10I::lk up now, however, we
can't fail-to notice the brand new art
murals on the libary "Valls. The three
new murals (not to be confused with
the two old ones that you see above
and opposite thecheck-out desk) are
on the far wall~ of the third floor. They
are the wor!<.of two WMC Juniors
Eileen Riley, a studio art major, and
Susan Lucy, an art-education major
After clearing matters with Wasyl
Palijczuk,
the associate professor of
art; and George Bachmann, the librarian; and Hugh Dawkins, the Registrar; Eileen and Susan planned a
Special Studies program for Jan Term
in which they would paint the murals
Neither woman has had extensive
experience in this type of art work,
although Susan took an introductory
. mural course at WMC a while ago in
which she- learned some of the
basics
Each person drew some ideas for
mural subjects on graph paper; then,
they picked a few out, drew an
enlarged grid on the library walls,
transferred the outlines from paper to
wall. and finally painted them in
Both artists had leeway in their
choice of subject matter. Mr. Bachmann, Ihe librarian, offered one
guideline: he wanted something 10
keep the students awake. So Eileen
and Susan used vivid colors. As vivid
as they could gel. Over the large
picture window, ~ey painted ~ bright

\V{'~t,ninslcr

DON7

_-

orange, yellow, and red sunburst
band or "frieze" (in art language),
that casually blends into another
frieze of stylized waves (meticulously
drawn with a compass) and sailboats
Over the main study area, they
painted an abstract and fragmented
explosion of pinks, greens, purples,
and yellows. II won't be easy going to
sleep with this Sluff in the library
Many times during the four weeks
of January, Eileen and Susan got
tired and disgusted and just wanted
to chuck the paint all over the place
But they finished and they are extremely pleased with the result, as
are many people who have seen the
rrurets.. The project took a lot of
imagination, hard work, determination, perserverence,
as well as litty
bucks a piece for supplies .•
And what did the two get out of it?
Knowledge and experience; something to be included in their art
portfolios; and a feeling of contributing to the college and community as
a whole. As for us library sleepers, I
suppose we'll be better off staying
awake and studying. Th~n again, we
can always go down to the first
floor..
"Quit Trashing with Religion" makes

a statement.
said freshman Lac
Gwynn. This special drawing (displayed in the library with other works
of art) took first prize in the graphics
and illustration category of the WMC
art contest. But what exactly does the
title and drawing mean? The illuslra
tion shows an old, Bible-carrying,
_shopping bag lady arguing with and
trying to convert a black kid on a city
street.
The sketch's statement, states Loc,
is that people shouldn't go around
forcing others as 10 what 10 believe
and what not to beleive, especially in
~eligion. One person can't say he or
she is positively right and other
people are evil eno wrong. These
kinds of people are "forcing it down
your throats," said Loc. '"I get sick of
it" His statement of "quit trashing
with rencon'' asks people to tolerate
others beliefs and not to be so guogho about pushing certain views on
others
Lac didn't expect to win: he thought
his picture (which he drew with an
ordinary #2 pencil) was a little
sloppy. What he really wanted to do
was make a statement. But he's
happy he got first prize; additionally,
he said, '"I got my message across."

one

2 Aecover
3 Morindindye
4 Mournful
5 Hall
6 Evatua.e.

ACAOSS
1 Metal alloy
6 Lilt
11Tell
13 Dr'edgrape
14Klngot

SEx'sls
9 Quiet
10 Growing out

15 Famed
. COWbOy'
J.7 State.Abbr

,

18 Trealygp.
20 Pari
21 As,anholi22 Clock lace
;>4G,eeklel1e,
:>'>"o.son

"'",um"ve,

n'fnthus.asm
10Plth

Please submit all answers, along
with your name, room number and
extension to Box 577 by 9 a.m.
Monday, March 8. One winner will be
drawn from the correct entries received
Prize for this week: One dozen free
donuts from Plain 'n Fancy Donuts in
Westminster!
"Sponsored by Kappa Mu Epsilon··

378n12thao
estuary
aa scssessive
pronoun
40 waste allow-

Last puzzle answer

42 Oral pauses
43 Make

J2~p""

33Perlumed
Oln!menl
35 Svperctucus
00'

ance

45 Capuchin
monkey
46 Near
47 Tortures
49 Mil. police
50 Middle
52 Folds
54 AomanoffiCial
55 Pert
DOWN
1 Progeny

(;old a'1d'Silv(,T Exchange

SELL FOR LESS

in ('ll,h - ('h{~'k and Cl!mpare
Countys Largest Geld & Silver Dealer
6Y West Main Street
Westmill~ter,
Md.

1'".,·il1,1.(

Monday & Wednesday:
$1 Off a pitcher of beer
Tuesday & -Thursday:
$1 Off all-large pizzas
c.n Ahead

for Takeout Orders

876:3550
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2-7 Attonso

~ SELLING NEW AND USED STEREOS,
MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS, JEWELRY
71WesiMainStreei
Westminsler,Md

PUZZLE

01

12 Great Lake
13 Sums up
16 oecosus
19 Seamen
21 Sarto,s
23 South Ame,,_
can an.mat
'25 Shock

Westminster rpawn Outlet

CarroU Plaz.a Shoppinll!: Center

CROSS
~WORD

7 Riverisland

aasnan

).6

Answers to last week's puzzle:
Bruce Anderson won one hour of free
time
pool table in the WMC
game room with the following solution: 7643 + 0826 = 08469. Brian
Kemlage also submitted'the following
correction solution: 9567 + 1085 '"
10652. Congratulations 10 both of
you!
This week's puzzle: Solve for X:

·Sun, stars and sky abound in library n;ura/.

Moon,

do,

Math Quiz

JEWELRY • WAT~HES • DIAMONDS,
Carroll

The

Student Cre~fi!
Ever wisn that while traveling, vacationing, or maybe just for emergencies, you could have a national credit
card?
Well, now - YOU CAN - obtain a
Master Card or Visa while still in
schoo, no co-signer required.
We have established a division to
exclusively handle the credit needs of
college students... freshmen, sophomores, juniors, and seniors... so you
can enjoy the conveniences 01 credit
NOW. and have your credit established for your professional life after
graduation
On a 3x5 card, print your name and
complete address. (Enclose $2.00 for
postage and handling.) Send to
Creative Credit International
Collegiate Credit Division
Suite 303-Penn Lincoln Bldg
789 Penn Avenue
Pittsburgh, PA 15221
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Hawks & Doves meet In debate
Beth Piskota
On March 8, 1982, the Bderdice
Peace Week was started with a
debate concerning nuclear arms,
''The Present Danger." David Cortright, of Citizens-for a SANE World,
criticized Reagan's defense policy
Supporting the present administration's policy was David Trachtenberg,
defense analyst for the Convnittee for
the Present Danger.
Trachtenberg spoke first saying that
the danger is an unparalled ooild-up
of Soviet arms. He explained, ''This
country tee gone from relative superiority
to a position of rough
equality to a position where we find
ourselves inferior to the Soviet's." He
continued, ''This administration has
realized these trends.
and pr0posed w;rys to offset or reverse
them."
Cortright responded by saying
there is an "enormous excess in

overkill." Four hundred nuclear exp1osions 'NOUid destroy either the Soviet
UniOn Of" the United States. However,
we have 20,(0) bombs, according to
Cortright. "He said, ''These numbers
are mind-boggling."
Trachtenberg responded that overkill "is one - of the persisting myths
that refuses to die off." He explained
that everything we have is necessary
because each system is applicable to
a certain situation. People whO talk of
overkill forget that we will not be
fighting with a M force assuming that
some of the force will be destroyed
during the preliminary attack. Trachtenberg said that the United States
"military doctrine Is one of retaliation.
We must be able to absorb the
Soviet's attack and be able to retaliate."
Cortrignt defined the present danger in a different manner from Trechtenberg. Cortright said that it is the
Wmilitarizationof this country's aeon-

amy." He eKplalned thai military
spending is the most inflationary item
in the budget.
There Is en inverse
factor in resources put into the military and economic growth and development. He claimed,
"This is
undermining our country's greatness."
Trachtenberg answered this issue
saying, ''To say that the present
danger is militarization of U.S. ecooomy runs contrary to the facts." He
continued, "In military terms, we are
behind." However, in economic
terms, we already have a strong

ecooorw.
Cortright
proposed that ''the only
solution to the probl9m of the SeMel:
threat is negotiation and reduction."
fie supports a ''Verifiable arms agreement."
Trachtenberg does not believe that
this is a possible altemative. He cites'
the SALT talks as one of the -primary
reasons thai the U.S. is in this
A

situation. He pointed out that we
offered to stop producing B-1 's yet
the Soviet's continued to build up
their strategic weaponry. He accuses
the Soviets of having a ''VVhat you do
is your own business"
attitude.
Cortright insisted that ''We must
have the maturity· to go for arms
disarmament." He suggested a 50
percent bilateral disarmament as a
"sound prccceet" He said that ''We
cannot possibly survive as a human
race with the escalation of the nu-

WMC plans unique
homecoming
8ill Byrne

Westem ~ryI~
College alumni
and friends have been invited to visit
their alma mater and actively participate in a unique "Homecoming"
event. The college's first Academic
Homecoming, to be held Saturday,
March 13, 1982 will provide an
opportunity fOl interested persons to
exchange ideas and opinions with
other alumni under the leadership of
foUr members of the WMC faculty.
The topic for consideration will be,
TICkets for the showings 01 On
''The Implications of the Growth of the
. Golden Pond are on sale now, and
Right Wing on the American Scene"
may be purchased only at the Inf9r''The resurgence of the so-called
mation Desk. The price is $2 for
students, faculty, and staff as well as . "new right" is having a profound
effect on our society. Is it a ccoeervesenior citizens, and $4 for the general
tive movement? Or is it a substantial
public. Tickets for the evening recapideological shift in the nation's social
tion are required but free. Arly profits
views? Or is it any of these? In any
'from ticket sates will go toward the
case, it cannot be ignored," says Dr.
summer theatre schOlarship program
Ira Zepp, professor of religious
On Golden Pond is a humorous
studies. Through the use of" fectures
play which contains the serious
and small g~..E. discussions this
theme of two elderly people coming
phenomenon will be examined from
to terms with the inevitable fact of
three perspeclives--poIiUcal,
ecodeath. Set in Golden Pond, Maine,
nomic and religious. The format will
the movie protrevs Norman Thayer, a
be designed to provide participants
witty rnan who is convinced that he
with an infonned perspective from
will die soon. The main action of the
which to draw their own opinionS and
plot is the conflict of Norman with his
conclusions.
daughter and the attempts of Ethel
Unlike the traditional Homecoming
Thayer to conSOle her husband and
event where conversations center
bridge the gap between Norman and
around touchdowns, field goals and
his daughter.

Thompson brings' 'Pond'
back to Westminster
Beth

White

Ernest Thompson, son of retired
WMC professor, Dr. Theron Banter
Thompson, and author of the award
winning On Golden Pond, witl appear
at Westem Maryland on Thursday,
March 18. His visit is structured
around !'NO showings of the film,
which will be presented as a benefit
lor the college's Student Acting and
Scholarship Fund. The showings of
the film will be at 2 and 5 pm and
will be open to both students and the
community.
Mr. Thompson will corldUCI a brief
questiQn and answer session at Carroll Theatre after the first showing of
the film, and witl be honored with a
receptlon at 7:30 p.m. in the Understage of Alumni Han. Immediately
following the reception, Thompson
will give an informal talk on Main-.
stage, Alumni Hall.
Thompson was born In Vermont,
moving to Westminster with his parems in 1961. He attended and graduated from Westminst6r High School,
and graduated from American University in Washington, D.C. with high
honors. Throughout his educational
and professional career, Thompson
has worked extensively as both a
stage and screen actor
On Golden Pond, Thompson's first
produced play, was originally per-

......... ,

Et-r-.t 1hOmpeon • ThUf'lldly. March

formed off·Broadway at the Hedson Guild Theatre before it climbed to
success at Washington's Kennedy
Center and on Broadway. 'Nhile on
Broadway, On Golden Pond was
voted Best Play of the Season by the
Broadway Drama Guild and selected
lor BEST PlAYS of 1978-79.
Since its success on Broadway, On
Golden Pond has been produced
extensively throughout the United
States, Canada, and the world. One
production of the play was produced
In Westminster, sponsored by the
Carroll County Arts Council, directed
by lim Weinfeld of the WMC Oramalic Arts Department. and featuring
Of. Raymond Phillips of the English
Department in the leading male role.
The film version "of On Golden Pond,
starring Henry Fonda, Katharine 'Hapbum, and Jane Fonda, was released
in !he fall 011981, and has received
several awards, and nominations;or
many other awards.
In addition 10writing the screenplay
lor the movie, Mr. Thompson is the
author of other plays. His play The
West Side WaltZ opened in New York
City in November, 1981 after a successlul West Coast tour with Katharine Hepburn and Dorothy loudon
Thompson was also honored as the
first recipient of the George Seaton
Award for Playwrights at the Ahmanson Theatre
11

2:0D-4:00 p.m. Rrst showing of On Golden Pond at Carroll Theatre
4:00-4:30 p.m. Question and Arlswer Session with Emest Thompson at Carroll

The"'e

5:00-7:00 p.m. Second Showing of On Golden Pond at Carroll Theatre
7:30-8:30 p.m. Reception in Unclerstage.
8:30-9:30 p.m.Jnformal talk; Question & Answer Session, Mainstage.

clear arms race." Trachtenberg responded that "the idea 01 a bilateral
freeze
is an idea whose
time ~
has come and gone."
Cortrigtjl ended the debate asking
thai people take the time to look at
the literature table and at the exhibit
on lhe walls. The exhibit is currently
being shown
in Upper level of
Decker center. He also asked that
people sign the petitions that would
show congressmen that they must
ask for a freeze on strategic arms.

penalties, this Academic H0mecoming will bring alumni together in the
context of critical analysis. The concept of the Academic Homecoming is
an outgrowth 'Of a discussion at one
of the college's "Know Your Faculty
Luncheons" in which professor of
religiOus studies Dr. Ira Zepp met
with friends· of the college from me
BaHlmore-Washingtonarea
Registration tor the day's activities
will be held at 1 p.m. at the college's
Decker Center. Keynote speaker
Wayne Cowan's address will be followed by small group discussions led
by WMC faculty members. Cowan
('48) is the Editor of Christianity and
Crisis. The small grOup discussions
will explore the economic, political
and religious implications 01 the new
right and will be led by Dr. Alton Law
and Dr. John Dish, Dr. Herbert Smith,
and Dr. Ira Zepp, respectively.
A reception and dinner in me
President's Dining Room will precede
the evening's concluding event, a
presentation of the play "Uncommon
Women" by the WMC Drama Department in Alumni Hall. All interested
persons are encouraged to obtain
more information by contacting Mrs.
Donna D. Sellman, Director of Alumni
Affairs, Western Maryland College,
Westminster, Md., 301-848-7000, ext.
297.

Williams attacks regulation
Greg Elbo
On March 3 Dr. Walter Williams
lectured on his new book entltled
''The State Against Blacks." Williams,
an economics professor
George Mason Univ., is considered by many to
be one of the top black economists in
the country. He eamed his Ph.D. al
UCLA
Williams blamed a large part of the
unemployment problem on the minimum wage laws. People with few
skills find it increasingly difficult 10
locate work because they simply are
not worth 53.35 an hOUr.By law the
employers must pay this wage to
everyone, with the result being mat
these people are often unemployed.

at

Govemment red tape was another
big problem Williams pointed 10. The
requirement of a license to wont in
many professions created a barrier to
entry in thOse areas of wor1c;. Williams
used the example of taxi drivers to
prove this point. In New York City and
Philadelphia, thOUsands 01 dollars
must be paid to drive a cab In t~se
cities. In contrast, Washington,-D.C.
charged very little for a cab license.
The result is that many more low
income people are cab drivers in
D.C. then in N.Y.C. or PhiUy. The
fares are significantly higher in the
cities with the costly license permits.
Williams made it cl~r that he thought
these practices were ludicrous.

Arlli-disc.rimination laws caused the
reverse effect in employment. Employers are sometimes fearful of hiring blacks because of potential
lawsuits against them if tney choose
to fire the person later. So, instead of
aiding blacks in getting wont, these
actually prevent their employment.
AU this govemment intervention,
while intending to benefit minorities,
in reality is damaging to their well·
being. Williams believes that the
government is responsible for many
of the employment problems plaguing
our country loday. He seemed to
agree with Reagan's belief that the
government is simply too big and it
takes time to trim it down to size.

l
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Letter to the Editor

Senator responds
to letter
Mr. L Leslie Bennett, Jr.
Western Maryland College
Westminster,

Maryland

21157

Dear Mr. Bennett:
I wanted to be sure
flad
01 my recent statement
reiterating

You

lion's

proposed

cuts

in equcation

from many' students who woold
proposals.

Each

limitation,

each

an opportunity
my vigorous
assistance.

to review

the

opposition
In the

past

to

enclosed

copy

the Admlnistra-

weeks,

I have. heard

be seriously effected by the President's
restriction,

and

each

cui-back

minimizes

the

opportunity to obtain the education that is essential to the individual jf he or
she is to function in our modem society. What is at issue is whether the nation
is going
realize the enormous potential that exists in this country for the
development of our human resources. You can be certain of my continued
vigorous
efforts
in this very important
area throughout
the 97th Congress.
With best regards,
Sincerely,

to

Paul

S. Sarbanes

United States Senator

Statement by Sarbanes
Senator Paul S. Sarbanes has ~ned with other Senators in sending a
letter to President Reagan strongly urging that he reconsider his proposed cuts
in student assistance programs. the letter states that, "the proposed cuts
woold seriously reduce the chances for millions of students to receive a
college education, and the American promise of equal opportunity regardless
of income would be undercut considerably"
Sarbanes voted against the administration's reduction in the Pell Grant
program and the Guaranteed Student Loan program last year and calls this
year's additional cuts a serious threat to a -package of aid that has been
carefully assembled and has made it possible for our nation to respond to the
financial needs of families and students in our country seeking a college'
ecucaton. The education package goes to the basic concept of opportunity in
our society.
Senator Sarbanes is also co-sponsoring a Senate Resolution opposing
the administration's changes in the Guaranteed Student Loan program that
would eliminate graduate and professional students from borrowing through
the Guaranteed Student Loan program to finance their education. One-half of
the professional students depend on Ihe Guaranteed Student Loan program
"What is at issue is whether the nation is going to realize the enormous
potential that exists in this country for the development of our human
resources," the Senator stated.
In addition to the President's recommended cuts in the Guaranteed
Student Loan program, the Pell Grant, the College Work Study program, and
the Supplemental Education Opportunity grants, many seniors in high school
are also finding out that their Social Security student benefits have been
terminated. In testimony to the Ways and Means Committee in February,
Senator Sarbanes calls the administration's termoencn-ct this program unfair
and unwise and states that, "many of our students will lose the oPP9rtunity to
receive an education -- a prospect that will affect their entire lives and also the
ability of our nation to ensure an educated citii!:enry"
Sarbanes states that each limitation, each restriction, and each cutback
minimizes the opportunity to obtain the education that is essential to the
individual if he or she is to function in our modem society. More important,
these opportunities are essential to "society if it is going to fully develop its
strength.
<
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Dear Editor,
drive, and dream to seek higher
I am of the opinion that it is not the
education has the facilities to finance
po~tion of any scholastic institution to
his or her own destiny. And as for the
sponsor a campaign such as the convenient excuse of the nations
letter writing campaign of last week
present unemployment
rate, my
Each individual may be encouraged
father, to name one in a majority,
to write letters to their respective .worked various odd jobs in a time
elected representatives, but I find the when the entire population wished
School's action deplorable.
and dreamed for 10 percent unemThe state and federal- loan proployment to obtain his college degree
grams provide needed assistance to and subsequent law degrees. As for
students who can not achieve the
necessary fianances for college education. Unfortunately this program
has been abused as more and more
students opt for this crutch at a
moment's notice. The loans in many Dear Omar,
cases provide a four-year vacation to
! have a problem. I'm in love. That
people who have lillie regard for the may not sound like such a problem in
value and respect a college degree a normal situation, but it is for me. It
entitles them ..! see no reason for the concemsa member of the faculty. I
govemment to support this end.
am a female sophomore and he is
There are many ways to obtain an unanachec as far as I know. ! would
education of value and utility. Many have had him for class next year, but
state universities offer extensive ecu- he is leaving WMC to report for duty
cetcoat opportunities at ideal costs
at another location. He has tHe most
There is no reason to avoid this beautiful blue eyes 1 have ever seen!
opportunity. The financial burden is I don't know what to do! The guys my
lower and opportunities for realization age are just so bOring and immature
of the benefits behind such an edu- and he's so worldly.
eaton numerous
Please advise.
Ally student who has that desire,
Hopelessly Devoted to Honey

family aid, he left his Alabama coal
mining town at a young age for he
knew that if he wanted to achieve that
education he desired, he had to earn
every penny of it. No federal program
helped him and many others like him
He supplied all of the necessary
tools. There is no reason why it can't _
work today
Sincerefy,
Jonathan Dickey

Ask Omar

Watertower

Dear

Devoted,

The sooner you r~a'ize the situation
is hopeless the better. Intimate faculty-student relations are out of the
question, as they should be. Even
though you feel the guys your age
are "boring and immature," start
paying attention to them. They are al/
you've got. I'm sure these guys are
more mature and worldly than you
give them credit for being. Speaking
of being worldly, Omar has beim as
far as North Carolina and you do
know how to reach me....

continued on page 7

leaks

Tribu te to Belushi
Corey

Ma_pn

The watertower is not leaking this
week in memory of John Belushi, who
I am sure you all know, died last
Fridayat the age of just 33, due to, at
this writing, "natural causes"
John Belushi captured a wide
range of fans and entnusrsts back in
1975 wnen. he and fellow "Blues
Brother," Dan Akroyd.- Lome Micheals
and Chevy Chase founded the outregeous Saturday Night Live.
No one can hardly forget Belushi's
antics in that most acclaimed television program. With his sometimes
silly, sometimes gargantuan, and
even sometimes onccrestc sense o,f
humor, he tackled such personalities
as the samuri swordsman. that greek
deli owner with, never a hamburger,
only a cheeseburger, a giant killer
bee and'-the space aged cone head
father, and not to forget my favorite,
the Joe Cocker imitations.
•
_f!.Js___!nobscu~~~Jhilt
Joh" at

one time was a college student, a
homecaming king and a regular on
the old National Lampoon radio show
The later helped him gain a role in his
first flick. "Animal House." His cortrayal of an uncooth p·i-g, pig, the
unsatiable, unregenerate college
slob, "Bluto" made Animal House the
highest grossing celluloid product to
date.
Later, he made "1941", playing Bill
Kelso in a spoof of World War II, post
Pearl Harbor mentalities. The .film was
not as lucrative as Animal house, but
Belushi's next movie, the "Blues
Brothers" broUght out some of the
best bluesmen of today for a movie
that I saw thirteen times. It fostered a
resergence of the popularity of fine
arherican blues and inspired a
record, Briefcase Full of Blues which
sold nearly 2.5 million copies.
Belushi's next movie efforts I never
sa~ t:.6£3~se---,---_1
think "Continental

Divide," with Blair Brown never made
it out into the suburban theaters
However his last and final release,
"Neighbors," I understand is doing
quite well.
John Belushi once said, "I guess
that I want everything out of life," and
go for it all he did. He was an avid
partier, a hedonist in all rights and
senses. And perhaps it will come out
that th'is lifestyle lead to his death, be
that as it may, I believe that John
Belushi did more in 33 years than
many could do in 70 years
I will still appreciate and admire
John Belushi, and will turn my head
to stories, rumors and even substantiated facts that in any way degrade
him. It was in his nature to stomp on
his accelerator. I will miss the genius,
the man, but the mentality will live on
And now I ask you, politely to take
a minute and remember a time when
John Belushi made you lauqh.
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Pulling no punches

Classmen and their differences
Juniors (coitus interruptus) are a
has a quaint, awestruck demeanor,
different matter entirety, according to
and is inordinately:-gullible. A freshSctuesskopt. As a group, they have
man is.one M10 will be duped by the
no outstanding traits whatsoever.
Eminent
sociologist
Reinhold
old "want me to take that empty
"They just trudge around campus
Schiesskopf, a fellow from the Univerpitcher back for you?" routine, the
listlessly,"
Schisskopf observed,
sity of Berlin, has chosen Western one with the beef-a-roni or baked
"waiting to be seniors. They serve no
Maryland College as one of three. scrod on' his plate, the sap who
purpose here in school or on this
educational institutions to be obbrings an apple to class, the poor
earth, really, and are generally reserved for a major sociological study
devil living in Rouzer. By second
garded as a mistake by their parents.
The other two colleges, both women's semester, Freshmen gel a little more
What little wit they have is spent on
colleges, were chosen "because they cocky, thinking that they finally fit in
were more fun" than most colleges, .. Sadly, they are ·only fooling them- . the junior follies; afterward, they are
as exciting as a bowl of soggy
.and WMC was picked because - .eefves .. The only ~Iimmer of hope,
comtlakes."
Schiesskopf happened to be in the
says Schiesskopf, IS· that "they will
Seniors (humanus phallus), SchiesneighborhOOd. Herr Schiesskopf has one day be sophomores."
closely watched the pattems of social
Sophomores (angelicus perfectus)
stratification and interaction in college
are, in scnesscore words, the "gem
environments, and will soon publish
of campus." In general, they are
his findings in a forthcoming book,
superior to all other classes in every
Social Stratification and Interaction in
social category. Schiesskopf put it
College Environment. f managed to
this way: "Noble, yet humble, humorbuttonhole Schiesskopf at a local bar,
oos, yet sincere, idealistic, yet preenKeith L. Arnold
where he detailed the different traits
cal, short, yet tall. Sound of mind, firm
of each academic class for me.
of body, pure of heart, Sophomores
My topic this week is racism, and
According to sctuesskccr. freshmen exemplify all of what is good in
witttOut
resorting to statements like "I
(generic name: incompetus humanus) soCiety. Day in and day out, they are
am not a racist," I would like to take
are the most easily recognizable of all the paragons thet all others aspire
exception to Dr. Charles King's stateacademic classes. The typical fresh- 10." I blushed when he reported these
moot
that Ronald Reagan (and by
man appears out of place, like a finds; ironically, I myself am a eoproimplication all conservatives) is a'
black panther at a KKK meeting. He
racist
.......
et me' start out by saying that I
thoroughly en;oyed the lecture, and I
respect what the man is trying to do
1 disagree, however, with.some of his
statements and arguments
In calling Reagan a racist, King first
,Rehearsals will begin Monday, June
of all in my opinion, is out of line.
14. Room, board and stipends will be
Western Maryland College's sumBeyond that though, ~is logiC is
mer repertory Theatre on the Hill available to some actors, as well as
incorrect
three to six hours in college credit for
1982 will present Man of La Mancha
His reason for Reagan being a
and Godspell from Wednesday, July
performance and tech
racist is that he is taking money away
Artistic director for Theatre on the
7 through Sunday, Aug. 1 in Alumni
from the welfare structure. Yet he
Hill 1982 will be Diane Malone of
Hall. Theatre on the Hill will continue
insists on making the point that the
Falls Church, Va. Ms. Malone, who
the stage for summer theatre in
majority Reagan becomes prejudiced
directed "The Magician" at WordsWestminster set in 1980 by the highly
against the poor, or the elderly
successful American Musical Theatre tage in Arlington, Va., in October
perhaps, but not blacks
1981,
received the "Technical and
Festival (AMIF), also at Western MaryKing blasted Reagan's federalism
Visual Excellence Award" at the 1982
land College
as "Confederalism." The analogy to
Northern Virginia. Theatre Alliance
Auditions for this repertory theatre
the Civil War (or as King would have
Festival of One Act Plays. Technical
will be held by appointment on
Reagan say, ''the War of the Northern
director for the summer repertory
Saturday, March 13 and Sunday,
Aggression") holds up to the extent in
theatre will be Ira Domser, assistant
March 14 at the college. To audition,
that Reagan would grant the states
professor of dramatic art at Western
call Dot Myers, 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m
greater power, but there is no hint
weekdays, at 301-848-7000
ext. 599
Maryland College
for an appointment. .Bring a prepared
song with music for the accompanistMore Entertaining
-nc prepared monologue will be necThan HwnanIy Possible!
essary,
Chris Beyers

ekcot has noticed, are almost uniformly marked by deep worry lines on
their brows. These wrinkles come
from knowing that soon they will be
shoved into a world of ntemaucnet
strife, taxes, dehumanizing working
conditioos, flatulence, heart disease,
racial inequality, slums, physical and
mental menopause, nuclear holocaust, and crabgrass. Seniors can be
found in an instructors office, begging for a ~ssing grade in a crucial
course; or down in the apartments,
forgetting their oncoming troubles in
what can only be described as

paganislic rituals. Most seniors are
neurotics,
seeing their dreams
mashed up like so many potatoes
"But they are in surprisingly good
humor" Schiesskopf remarked, "considering that most of them are such
losers." I objected to the harshness
of his appraisal, but he told me to
shut IUP and ~uy him another beer.
I think we can all benefit from Dr
Schiesskopf informative study. As in
all surveys of this sort, there may be
some who dispute the findings, but
the facts speak for themselves.

Conservatively speaking

King's philosophy has faults

Theatre on the Hill

Auditions begin
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"should make you all as- .
Shamed." I am ashamed that racism
exists in this counlry, and the problems that it has caused. But I refuse
to feel personally ashamed. And t
certainly do not buy that because
blacks have a shorter lile span then
"ten years of our life goes to allowing
you 10 live an additional ten years"
Many of you feel that this column is
unfair, because I am picking at Dr
King's statements, without giving him
a chance to respond. This is true, but
I still feel that my criticisms are valid
I can not accept a man who advocates desegregation on the one hand
as the answer, while labeling everything black and white. The solution
begins with the destruction of that
boundary, not the reinforcing of it.
One final note: King implied that
Reagan had the satanic qualities of
Dorian Grey, for no other reason than
the fact that he has stayed so young
This is down right slander and makes
me almost want to exorcise lena
Horne.

that the states will become supreme
It is King's opinion that Reagan is
using !:liS federalism to circumvent the
power of black mayors by giving
power to white state govemments
The logic of this is highly questionalbe. Many state govemments have
strong black contingency, especially
those with large urban centers, and
certainly contain more blacks than
the central govemment. Any attempt
to harm blacks cesec racism would be
far more effective, using King's logie,
.trom the federal government.
King also Objected to Alexander
Haig as our Secretary 01 State. He
commits a sweeping generality in
condeming all military men in such
positions. First. I would reply, that the
Secretary of Stale is a diplomatic
post, not domestic, and in defense of
Haig, despite his faults, he is vital to
our N.A.T.O. relations. Secondly, despite his military past, George Marshal proved to be one of the greatest
humanitarians of this orancentury.
t<;ing states that racism in this
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Swimmers;
Chris

Track preview

Vaughan

~

Western

Maryland

swimming

leam visited Johns Hopkins University
the 25, 26, and 27 February to
in the MAC league
champi-,
onShips. In a battle between 13
learns, Hopkins finished first in the

Women swimmers
send 7 to Nationals'

compete

men's

division

as WMC

placed

.

ninth.

'lhe Western Maryland women placed
second
also in a field of 13 teams to
number one GettySburg
.,..The

first

was

day

of the

devoted

to

three-day

the

diving

. .
***********

event

was

onders************
.
-
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a time
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Sharon

I:08.2

of

longer

Lynda

Rennie

freestyle

her to compete.

freestyle
fifth

her

in the

place

finish

freestyle

iors!

Lynda

Rennie.

Jim Dawson of the basketball team, was chosen for his 26 pts against
Gettysburg and fr1uhlenburg

a

freestyle
5:52.85

Kleven,

women's

Mary Theresa Lurz, of the swim team, was chosen for her record breaking
times and for qualifying (01 the Nationals at least 5 times.

butterfly
tenth.
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will

her

Valley
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Sue
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Track
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1

he anticipates

successful

season
reflect

even

it in WMC's

record.
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secured

overall

a seventh

nationals

that

qualified

the

season

during

in

the

NCAA

tion

begins

until

Saturday.

• teern
Lisa Steel, of the diving team, was chosen as the female player of the week for
her performances against F & M and Ursinus.
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The

Lurz,

Theresa

Dave Engel, o( the basketball team, was chosen as male player of the week for
41 pis. aga1nst'Lebanon Valley, Washington & Gettysburg'
'
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Math
Quiz
Answer to last week's puzzle: 72
(Square both sides and substitute,
giving X + 9 = 81.)
Congratulations to Linda Block, who
won one dozen free donuts from Plain
'n Fancy Donuts, and to Erich Lehnert, Vincent Liv, Craig Sarsony,
Bruce Anderson, Lauren Ruberg,
Wende Reeser, larry Uhrig, and
Doug DiVello. who also submitted
correct answers
This week's puzzle: Two fl,agpoles
are each 100 leet high. A rope 150
feel long is strung between the tops
of the flagpoles. At its lowest point
the rope sags to within 25 feet of the
ground .. How far apart are the flagpoles?
Please submit all entries to Box
577,
along with your name, room
number, and .extension by 9 a.m.
Monday 3-15-82. A drawing from the
correct answer submitted will determine one winner.
Prize for this week's puzzle: A free
15 inch pizza from Maria's in Westminster!
Sponsored by Kappa Mu Epsilon

~
I

Artists say new Iibrory mural
posi tive atmosphere
Susan Lucy
I spent my Jam Term climbing
arOUnd on scaffolding; getting -multicolored paint allover me; and suggesting possible designs for walls; all
for a very worthwhile project to
contribute to the school. The Jan
Term project that I am referring to

was

a Special

Study

in Art

consisting

of a mural painting on two walls of
the Hoover Ubrary.
After a long process at drawing out
preliminary designs and getting two
(of the many submitted) approved,
Eileen Ailey and I tried to project a
positive and inviting atmos-

The
Cuts
Your College Career Short?
SCHOLARSHIP

~

phere to- the library's reference section than is r.ormally found il},. the
books there.. Our main concern was
to express bright 'colors, neatness,
accuracy and fittin.g composition, all
without drowning in the latex, falling
off the scaffold, or being cursed out
by "stl.ldious students" sitting below.
The most important aspect of our

so you can study those books and
give a break from the monotony (not
just to be distracting "stuff" on a
wail!). The mural is Quite contemporary and we found people like to
guess what it is
In our seccind mural, we show a
more objective theme of land, water,
and the sun. We show sailboats on
calm water that radically turns into
spiral waves to complete the designr
The design gave us more freedom to
show our use of color and a fantasy

project. though, was to contribute our
time and hopefully a bit of talent to
the'WMC community, and have this
bit of effort be appreciated. From the

CLEARING HOUSE

Student Loans & Scholarship
Tell You Where They Are
, And How To Get Them
I

creates

feedback we have gathered, I believe
we succeeded on both counts

setting.
Eileen and ~feel that we have done

w~eo/irt~e ~~;::~n:

:.o~~rvi~:e t~o ~~;a:~~:rs

t::Ct:,n~~la;

non-objective design that resembles
broken glass or "asteroids." With this
design, -we were basically trying' to
give an explosive feeling rather than
a boring roller-painted wall. Yes, we

More then $3 million dollars in financial assetence is available
annually. Scholarship Clearing House can find 5 to 25
aid geared speciflcaJly
to you.
neve-reseercnec
thousands of sources of financial aid
that research
into vast computer
data banks. When you
I
il
SCH data form, the programmed computer gets to work selecting!
sources of assistance just right for you
Results are guaranteed or your tee is refunded
Contact
'

di°:';W:"":;:.t~to~r:~

..

__

...

a~~a!wft- Jennifer Gill

wasn't just a great hassle to put a bit
of our work on permanent display.
We would also !ike to thank Wasyl
Palijczuk, Mr. George Bachmann, and
the entire library staff for their help

~~~ic~t~~~,

;tof"f'/~~'4'ftJd,,_
""~'P"",-«~~

The Army Reserve helps you with college COSts without interrupting your college schedule. You learn a marketable skill and use
it with your local Reserve unit one weekend each month and two
weeks a year. You can split your training over two summers ...vJe'll
pay you up to $11,000 during-four vears of college. Call your Army
Reserve representative.
in_rhe Yellow Pages under "Recruiting."

..,
..

II
,---------------------------i
:
Carriage House Liquors

:

:
I

I
:

:
I

ARMY RESERVE.

:

r

113 W. Main Street .
"at the forks .."

Special!
National Premium $2.50 6 pak
Molson 6 pak $3.14

1 1 coupon per student please!

BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

I Present Student ID

.

Three Western Maryland College
faculty members will present a concert on Sunday, March 14 at 7 p.m
in Baker Memorial Chapel. The feajured performers are nUlis! Linda

.:a;:"d;;.::::;:;;:;.;:th'~,":9=hout.:th;;i';':P:"=lject

CQ~ea&a~ ...

WE HAVE PART-nME JOBS
FOR (OWCiE STUDENTS.

Faculty
rec I" tal

expires 3/18/82

~-----------------------------~

I
:
II

I

I

R~~~~~dcts~~:;~,u~~~n~:

instructor of music, playing the bassoon, with Arleen Heggemeier, professor of music, accompanying them
on piano; ,
_
linda Kirkpatrick has studied with
Julius Baker and Dr. George Morey.
She graduated from North Texas
State University where she received a
bachelor of music degree, and a
master of music degree in flute. Ms,
Kirkpatrick is the Director of Music at
Calvary United Methodist Church in
Gamber, and teaches lIute and piano
privately in Carroll County.
Richard Spittel. a graduate of Towson State College with a SA in
education, has studied with Dr. Harold Griswold, Brent Rickman, and
Gerald Cory. Currently, he studies
with Phillip Kolker. He is a member of
the Baltimore City Muncipal Band, the
Gettysburg Symphony, the Annapolis
Symphony and the Baltimore Chamber Consort. Mr. Spittel also freelances in the Baltimore-Washington
area and teaches bassoon privately
at Western Maryland College
Dr. Arleen Heggemeier, a member
01the western Maryland faculty since
1950, has received both undergraduate and graduate training at Berlin
Conservatory and her doctor of music
degree from Northwestern University
Dr. Heggemeier is also the accompanist for the College Choirsters and
serves as faculty advisor for Delta
Omicron Music Fraternity
The pieces included in the concert
are "Sonatine pur Flute et Bassoon,"
by Pierre Gabaye, "Night Solioquy,"
by Ken! Kennan, "Hungarian Fantasy," by Carl Maria von Weber,
"Three Dances in A Minor." by Georg
Philipp Telemann..."Concert for Pic-coc in C Major," by Anlonio Vivaldi,
"Bass Nightingale," by Irwin Schul;
hoff, 'and "Trio for FIUle, Bassoon and
Piano," by Ludwig von Beethoven
The March 14 concert is free.

~
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Mannequins revolt

Hey Dummyl
Steven Rossman

cringe ilthey find themselves on the
same level as humans-ground level. I
dislike mannequins because of the
expensive clothes they wear. It's
simply embarrassing to walk through
a department store where the dummies (mannequins)
are better
dressed than myself
Notice those awkward positions
they constantly gel tangled up in?
Did you ever wonder why they look
so grotesque? They can't walk, talk or
hear (although they think they' can),

Mannequins live a life like ours, yet.
separate from us. They come in all
shapes, sizes, sexes, races, and
religions, just like we do. Yet they wilt
have little or nothing to do with our
kind. What makes it virtually impossible for humans and mannequins to
live together in harmony is that
mannequins are put
a pedestal,
elevated above us. Mannequins
(dummies.- as I like to call them)

on

but they can see quite clearly, They today is: where do mannequins go
watch us, and when they watch us wten they meet their maker(s)? Is
they observe our movements very there a mannequin heaven and hell?
closely. When'we make silly faces at
If ther~is a mannequin hell, they
them, they keep straight faces. If we
certainly deserve it. Think of their
make gestures, they try the opposite' rotten treatment of humans in departgestures. Their very livelihood is
men! stores all these years. (There is
based upon contradictions of human
one story about a woman who was
movements. Isn't that remarkable? .1rying on a pair of designer jeans
That is why they appear to be having
while a warped little mannequin
spasms. They're mocking our lifelaughed sarcastically nearby.) But
'style.
these questions linger (like the smell
One question modem scientists a_sk of fish): If there is no heaven or hell

G'abor film e<mpihcsizes
" ty
.
humane. SO,Cle,
can the sense of duty suppress
human emotion? Can tne bumanmaintain a unique identity to survive a
government's smothering pressure for
social conformity? Director Pal Gabor
poses these questions in his film,
"Angi Vera." The last film in the
Western Maryland College Foreign
Film Series, "Angi Vera" will be
presented on Tuesday, March 16, at
8 p.m. in Alumni Hall.
The film introduces Angi Vera, a
young Communist Party worker trying
to fit into the new Hungarian, Stalinist
bureaucracy in 1948. In a staff meeting at' a hospital where she works,
Vera openly attacks the hospital Chief
as a "patronizing bourgeois whO
abuses patients and workers"

~c~:~s~~t~~t~rty~~i~V:s
~~~~~::.
In me eyes 01 Gabor, the Commu~~~:~~::e:~~ :~o~,:!~:.n~rob~
ttese opportunists, Vera learns to sell
her human identity and inaependence for success in the party. This is
most apparent in her relationship with
Istvan' (Tasa Dunay.
Istvan is Vera's teacher. He is
young, vulnerable and attracted to his
new pupil. Unfortunately, Istvan is
also -married. Yet. the possibility of
being discovered and publicly ridiculed does not deter him, or Vera,
from romantic Involvement. Later, at
an "Evaluation and self-criticism" session, Vera confesses the affair with
Istvan, recants her love for him, and
makes repentancefor her ac1ions.For
this she is rewarded with the approval of the party officials and a
bright future as a staff member of the
party's publiction
Did Vera confess her wrong out of

v~~~u~~~te~~rt~~ti~~!~f ~~e_r~~a~l~
- recommends her as a recruit to the
Community Party feaders. Vera is
welcomed by the party heads, and is
sent to a workers school

Blecher
recites
Western Maryland College junior
Nina Blecher, a voice student of Julia
Hitchcock, assistant professor 01
music, will present her junior recital at
4 p.m. on Tuesday, March 16 in
Levine Aecital Hall.
Her first and second groups, accompanied on piano by Dr. Arleen
Heggemeier, professor of music, will
include songs by Bonocini, A~ne,
Handel and Brahms. Accompanying
herself on guitar for her third group,
Blecher will sing American, Yiddish
and Hebrew folk· songs.
Nin Blecher is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Sheldon Blecher of Silver
Spring, Md. The March 16 recital is
free.
T.

I

oo menneonres veaenor etecnctsv

support rumors about such barbarous
conviction to her ideals, or did she acts!
'Calculat~1y seize an opportunity to
My major concern, however, (and in
acvarce in a corrupt system? Gabor .~
leaves the question for the viewer to
decide
Adr:nission to the concluding segment of this series is free.

The school is also a camp for
"deviationists." The film focuses on
the camp, with its surly students,
eyeful evaluators, pervasive paranoia,
and the effect it has upon Vera. It is
here Ihal she learns to ecvence in the
ranks- of the new society. Director
Gabor is not disturbed by Vera's

Robert Holt

I,.

10,
ar
IhOyrot? Are
10
somemesedarkdernmies,
damp room
to
their bodily parts dismembered and
distributed to the needy and well-to-

Il£ALLi BE
J1JST M~ Rm'tWIIE.

More Omar

ALA~IT'5

from page 2

'-------

c.. ~

lIE'? IN It.c.]!
c,oN'
I\E TNt'B5 HISTRAlIJ1tJ6 W,,~ 'It>

Dear Omar,
I'm a mildly attractive upperclasswoman and this guy keeps on bothering me. He's realty sweet, but I just
don't want 10 get involved with 'him
I'm afraid if I tell him how, I realty feel,
he'll be really hurt. But if I don't do
something soon, I'll go crazy. Can
you tell me how I can get rid of this
guy gently? I still want to be friends
with him

£I1l0l,., I
FAA.!

===

Signed,
Wanting to be left alone
Dear Wanting,
,
Tell him how you feel. You'll hurt
him more if you keep hiding your
feelings. He'll get over iI. Express
your desire to remain friends. If this is
not to his liking, tell him you aresorry
about the situation but there is nothing yop can do about "it.

bobby's hobby lobby

Captain Harvey's

family hobby center
models-arb

fact my only concern) is for the
welfare 01 those downtrodden helpless creatures bereft of heads, arms,
or legs. These miserable specimens
are forever being paraded (and quite
conspicuously, I might add) in full
view of everyone. I pity them, Do they
wind up in limbo, where they search
for their long lost bodily parts, before
moving on? I don't know. Scientists
may never discover the answer either. The unfortunate reason for this is
the ancient Mannequin Code of Silence which has never been broken.
The Code clearly states (and I quote)
"that until the human people accept
mannequins as trend setters of wcrtc
department store fashion, designer
clothes will not last longer than ten
(10)
washings or five (5) gained
pounds, whichever comes first."
..

"T.G.I.F.!"

and crafts
fetJJuring

Phone 848-4350 65 Eas- ~llain St.

10% dIscount

Relax every Friday night
in the Pub!

dungeons and Jrogons

Westmimter. Md. 21157

live Entertainment • Drinks
11510 Reisterstown Rd. 356·7550

with 1.0.

Seajorer's Seafood

Restaurant

-\or

St. Patrick's Day Party!
WTIR Disc Jockey 6·8 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.·H~ppy Hour 3·7p.m. Drinks 2 for $1
Every Tues.·7:30·9:30p.m. 5 Drafts for $1
Entertainment

6-10p,m,

_

March. 12th & 13th - Karen Goldberg
March 19th & :?Oth • Chip Franklin

is coming

50 W. Main Street
675-5447

(
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King says attitude changes
are needed among races
Fldy Kuo
''We are a ·dying nation, a dyfng
enoconceo Dr. Charles King
as he opened his lecture entitled
"Wtry VVhitePeople must Change" In
Alumni Hall, March 2 at 8:00 p.m
King, 57, and a native of Pottsville,
Pa., served as a Baptist minister lor
ten years, and was a theologian and
teacher at Wittenburg University in
Ohio. Later, he directed the Civil
Rights Commissiolrin Gary, Indiana
During
the civil right cOnflicts cd the
late 60's, King ~
~Ied
10 serve
as a staff analyst on the Kerner
Commission on Civil Disorders. The
cOmmission invesligated the causes
of racial violence. Presently, he is
director of the Urban Crisis center in
Atlanta, Georgia which he founded.
Deliberately, King chooses predominantly...mite colleges to lecture in. He
attempts to make his audiences feel
what he considers,_ ''the forces of
prejudice against
blacks." He calfs
this his, ''tremendous responsibility."
He stated ~
he has devoted his
life to st~se
attitudes, pattems, and traditions of while people
that are prejudiced. He claimed that
most ...mite people are blind to their
own racism. Through his lectures,
King said that he tries to make his
whitE! audience aware- 01 the racist
aspects of themselves
King also redefined racism. ~'Racism is not the evil thing people neve
made it to be." He then relabeled the
word as a tool of suppression by the
majority group on a minority group to
protect its own interests. In this case,
he said, the majority is the white
population. He added that in reality
most while wish well 01 blaCks, but
since they are part of the "pro-white"
majority, their altitudes are oriented
that way.
Another thing mat "allows wttite
people 10 justify their racism, said
King, is ...mat they perceive as the
unacceptable social conditions of
blacks: high crime rate, living places,
etc. According to King, this amounts
to "blaming the victim." "Break a
man's legs and then laugh at him
because he is unable to walk is

pOOpie,"

what while peOple have done," he

r

said.
King recalled the conclusions of the
Kemer Commission after its study of.
civil disorders. The first was: "What
wtlite America has forgotten and
blacks can't forget -wttite institutions
created and maintain the ghetto. And,
...mitesociety condones it."
He reported that the Kemer Commission posed three altematNe solu-,
lions to racial violence: 1) let
conditions remain .es is, 2) Urban
renewal of Cities, or 3) Desegregate
the races as quickly as possible 10
avoid raising a "nation of strangers."
AcCOrding to King, the fi·rst allemalive was considered disastrous in the
long run. The second was not ccnstcered enough. The third was consloered the best alternative.
However, King argued that acceptance of blacks has been too slow. Of
all the thirty ethnic and racial groups,
accepted by white society, blacks
ranked 28. He claimed that Ironically
even the Japanese were accepted
t>efore blacks during WWlI. The tast
two groups to be accepted were the
Turks and the "nave-rots"
India.
"This," he said, "does not make me
proud to see acceptance based on
skin color." The study showed the
darker a person's hue, the slower
their acceptance.
King went on 10 attack. a- stereo
type 01 blacks-that they havejnlerior
intelligence. He stated that the inner
city teacher must not only teach, but
he must deal with the child's poverty,
perhaps a fatherless home, and the
social disorganization 01their lives. "It
has nothing to do with brains," he
stated.
King claimed that since the av.erage
black person dies at the age of 58.6,
while most whites die at the age of
68.4, they do not outnumber ...mite
receiving social security: He went on
to charge, "ten years of black lives
are sacrificed so thai whites can live·
ten more years."
As he saw it, three dangers pervade the country today. The first is
Federalism as he saw it. "Reagan is a
racist," he charged. He stated that'
the major cities are fast becoming'
black dominated and black run. And,

AUDITIONS _ Dramatic Art Department _ Dancer aoomons for The Boy
Friend will be held from 3:30-5:00
P.M., Friday, MarCh 12 on Mainstage, Alumni Hall. Actor/singer auditions will be from 4:00-6:00 P.M. and
9:00 P.M. until? on Monday, March
~5 in levine Recital Hall. Dancers
wear leotards (if possible) and characler shoes. Actors and singers.
come dress£fd "spiffy." NOTE: Everyone auditioning lor the .Boy Friend
must attend BOTH the dance audio
tions on Friday, March 12 and the
actor/singer auditions on Mooday,

Regan knows
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King

had only to say, "How can anyone be
so stupid as to choose a general to
direct a nation's foreign policy? ~ '_
man has war in his brains."
The last danger King presented
was general apathy. He went back to
his definition of racism and he said
that if a white person
went along with
the majority, but did nothing deliberately diseriminatory, he or she was
still a racist. "The majority attitude is
racist." He reminded the audience.
"You must stand up" and say 'it's
wrong!' "
In conclusion, King remarked. "no
man is an island. We all ~Iong
togett1er...the death of each man will
dimish each one ?f you."

Boyfriend
auditions
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Theresa Bs!5er ~
Everyone is telling you to gel
involved - ignore them ~d ssteo to
usl

Shortly

after

spring

break

Phona-

thon 1982 hits Western Maryland. The
Phonathon is more than just money
making, it's a chance to call old
friends, to eat out, to win prizes, and
to show your spirit for WMC, Let's kill
student apathy!
This year's Phonathon runs from
April 18 - 29. Each week, Monday
through Thursday, students will be
calling parents, alumni and friends of
WMC between 7 p.m. and 9:30 PM
Dinner for the callers will be served at
e p.m and will be followed

training session. _
Phonathon 1982 is organized
through the Student Foundation. ''This
-veer'e
phonathon
will be much better
than past ones, because the atmosphere will be relaxed," said Checka
lienwall, phonathon chairman. "Of
course, we're out to make money, but
we want to have fun too." Matt Baker
and Caryl Coonor are assistant chairmen, each responsible for one of the
two weeks
You have a stake in Western Maryland. Don't pass up this chancel
Contact Checka Leinwall, ext. 318;
Matt Baker, ext. 344; or Caryl Connor,

3121 SI.
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he asked, "that Reagan

to take

goes to the cities and give it to the
states?' This way, the states can
choose to spend it on white people

, Join the Army for two years. Because not only is the Anny one place
where you'll mature in a hurry, it's a great place to get a lot of money for college
fast, too.
.
You see, if you participate in.the Anny'scollege financial assistance program, the money you save for college is matched two-for-one by the government. Then, if you qualify, the Army will add up to $8.000 on top of that
. That's $15,200 in just two years. For more information. call your college
recruiter.

ARMl:

BEALLYOU CAN Bi.
Call

us

Army Recruiting

(301) 848-732~
':
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Seniors prepare for 'PRIDE'
Helga Hein

to

As seniors embark Ofl the second natt of their last semester at
Western Maryland, the Senior
PRIDE campaign will allow them
to unite once more in their role as
seniors and to begin a new role
as alumni. The campaign will kick
off 00 March 29 and run through
April 6.
This year, Senior PRIDE will
once again employ a-pyramidal
organization to insure that each
senior on campus is contacted in
person. The class of '82 has
been divided into two teams: the
Golddiggers, who are led by cochairperson
Sam Crlcctuo. and
the Greenbackers,
headed
by
Laurie Mather, also a co-chairperson. laurie
and Sam have
each chosen five captains from
their respective
halves of the
class.
Sam's captains
include
Toni Edwards,
Randy
Heck,
Cnecka leinwall,
Kim Maclean
and Christina
Mtreckl.
laurie
chose
Carolyn
Berry,
Randy
Butzer, Usa DelPrete, Kelly Liescheidt and Noot Mathias. as her
captains .. Each captain has ap-.
pointed five agents, who in turn
have been assigned four or five
classmates to contact in person

students and January graduates
that cannot be reached personally will be sent a letter that will
enable them to pledge by mail.
Laurie and Sam have instituted
a change in the program over
last year's. organization.
By increasing the number of captains
on each team from three to five,
the network of workers on each
team has risen from nineteen to
thirty-one. This change has given
more seniors the opportunity to
work on the campaign. Furthermore, it has decreased the number of classmates each agent
must contact.
The campaign will begin with
the Kick-off Party for the PRIDE
workers, which will be held on
the Dining Porch on March 29.
During the week of the campaign, the captains will report
their progress dally to laurie,
Sam, and Ginny Vlcek, Development
Coordinator
of Senior
PRIDE. The PRIDE workers win
hold their Victory Celebration on
May 8 at the Pride of Baltimore,
which is docked
in the Inner
Harbor. Photographs and a formal ceremony will take place on
the ship itself, followed
by a

solicit

pledges.

Those

day

Thompson speaks
at WMC tonight
Beth White

ing to terms with the inevitable
Ernest Thompson, author of the _ fact of death. Set in Golden
award winning On Golden Pond
Pond, Maine, the movie portrays
will, appear at Western Mary!and
Norman Thayer a witty man who
today, March 1.8. Two showmgs
is convinced
that he will die
of On Golden
Pond will be
soon. The main action of the-plot
presented at Carroll Theatre at 2
is the conflict of Norman with his
and 5 p.m. After the first showdaughter
and the attempts of
ing, Mr. Thomspon will conduct a
Ethel Thayer to console her busbrief question and answer sesband and bridge the gap besian at Carroll Theatre. At 7:30
tween Norman and his daughter
p.m. a reception will be held in
Though tickets for the reception
the understage
of Alumnl .HaJJ, are no longer available, tickets
and from 8:30 to 9:30,
Mr.
fer the showings of the movie
Thompson will give an informal
may still be available
at the
talk and answer questions
on
Decker Center information desk
Mainstage.
The cost of the tickets are $2 for
On Golden Pond is a humorous
students, faculty, staff and senior
play which contains the serious
citizens; $4 for the general pubtheme of two elderly people comuc.

.........,

Ernest lbomJ*)ll - ThUrNly, March 18
2:00-4:00 p.m. First showing of On Golden Pond at Carroll Theatre.
4:00-4:30 p.m. Ouestion and Answer Session with Ernest Thompson~at Carroll
Theatre
5:00-7:00 p.rn. Second ShOwing of On Golden Pond at Carroll Theatre
7:30-8:30 p.m. Reception in U~derstage
8:30-9:30 p.m. Informal talk; OuestiOO & Answer Session, Mainslage.

picnic on Federal Hill.
Planning for this year's campaign began as early as last
year with the selection of the cochairpersons. last semester, preliminary work was completed:
planning the schedule
for the
campaign, ordering and organizing materials, and. soliciting
a
matching fund agreement. Since
the start of this semester, the
more specific preparations
have
been accomplished,
including
appointing captains and agents,
and arranging orientation meetings and the Victory Celebration.
Next year's chairpersons
have
also been selected.
They are
Shari Bullard and Bob Thomas.
laurie, Sam, and Ginny, along
with Ginny's
secretary,
Betsy
O'Brien,
have all contributed
many hours to make Senior
PRIDE a success again this year.
Now, it is the seniors' opportunity
to fulfill their role: so Please
(W)Rite In A Donation Everyone.

Swimmers
8th In nation
Chris Vaughn
Western Maryland scored 120
points and placed eighth in the
NCAA Division III women's swimming championships- at the University
of Massachusetts
at
Boston on March 11, 12, 13.
Western Maryland, one of the 44
teams in the competition, represented seven of the 160 qualified
swimmers in the three-day meet.
Western
Maryland's
Denise
Frech swam in three individual
events and on flve relay teams,
while leading
the Terrors
in
points scored. She was second
in both the 100-yard and SO-yard
breasrroke events and seventh in
the 200-yard
breastroke.
Her
time of 1:09.99 in the middledistance earned a new school
record for the WMC junior.
The 400-yard
freestyle
relay
team of Denise Frech, lynda
Rennie, Sue Lapidus, and Mary
Ttieresa LUTZ timed a 3:47.85
and took ninth place. The same
team broke school records in the
400-yard Medley relay and the
200-yard freestyle relay with an
eighth place in the shorter event
and a fourth in the longer.
Two other relay teams placed
welf and added considerably to
the Western Maryland
cause.
Sharon Rowley, Denise Frech,
lynda Rennie, and Lisa Kleven

finished fourth at 1:56.57 in the
200-yard Medley relay. The BOOyard freestyle SQuad of Sue Lapidus, Maggie
Schifiauer,
Mary
Teresa lUTZ, and Lynda Rennie
finished the event in 8:23.12 and
placed sixth
Several individual
efforts by
WMC swimmers ended with high
placings and cushion points to
secure eighth place. In addition
to her relay events, Mary Theresa
LuTZ placed eighth in the 200yard. Individual Medley, ninth in
the 200-yard butterfly, and 13th
in the 200-yard freestyle.
Lynda Rennie placed 23rd in
the SO-yard freestyle in a time 9f
26.52, in addition to her 17th
place time of 57.08 in the 100yard
freestyle.
Sue Lapidus
clocked a 1:07.19 and a 15th
place in the 100-yard Individual
Medley and a 2:25.93 to take
17th place in the 200-yard backstroke.
Williams College won the overall diving and swimming competition with 402 points. Kenyon was
second with 303, Pamona-Pltzer
was third (277), Smith was fourth
(150), Gettysburg, the MAC team
champion, was fifth (139), Manhattenville and Tufts tied for sixth
(136), University of California at
San Diego and Western Marylanc;!
tied for eighth (120), and Franklin
and Marshall was 10th (92)

Estimates too optimistic
CPS
Forecasts of the job prospects
for this term's graduates
are
turning out to have been "excessively optimistic," placement officers around the country report. A
significant number of companies
that promised to hire this spring
have cancelled their plans, leaving extraordinarily
long student
lines at many placement centers.
The placement officers add the
only reason the number of oncampus
interviews
is keeping
close to earlier predictions is a
boom in college hiring by defense-related industries.
"Competition
(among students)
is up and recruitment (by companies) is down," says Ava Sellers,
placement director at Vanderbilt.
"Lines are forming two hours
before sign-ups
begin,"
adds
William
Mitchell,
who directs
placement services at Cal StateSacramento. 'The recruiters are
having a ball."
A record 50 percent of Yale's
1982 grads signed up for campus interviews this spring.
"I think there was excessive
optimism from industry this time,"
summarizes Victor Lindquist, who
helps administer
the influential
Endicott
Report on American
business'
campus
hiring plans
and who is placement director at
Northwestern

"Changes
occurred
from November (when the Endicott numbers were gathered) to the first
quarter of this year that were notanticipated,"
Lindquist explains.
He blames the changes
in
hiring plans on rocky economic
times in the retailing, metals and
oil industries.
"The basic metals industries
are usually heavy recruiters, and
tt"ley are barely holding their own
this year," Lindquist
observes.
"The oil industry, which has had
enormous growth the last few
years, has had to pull back this
year in response to falling gas
prices.
They are traditionally
heavy recruiters,
and it has
caught many by surprise."
Virginia Benfield, manager of
college
recruiting
for Texaco,
Inc., confirms that "last year, no
one in the industry expected the
economy to be this bad."
She anticipates "our hiring will
fall short of our protections"
But she says Texaco, for one,
is "just leveling off at a more
predictable rate of hiring."
The contlnuinq problems of the
auto industry
have also depressed campus recruiting, especially in the midwest
"Some of our regulars are tied
to the automotive industry, and
that has been a probtem." says
Pat Markle of Westem Kentucky

University .. "Some of our regulars
just aren't hiring, and some of the
recruiters who set up dates to
interview have had to call and
cancel."
"I tell them to come back when
they can see daylight again," she
adds
Such reports contradict most of
the student job market predictions made just last fall.
The Endicott Report predicted
accelerated campus recruiting in
many industries,
with average
starting salaries rising nine percent. The College
Placement
Council's survey of 551 recruiters
also uncovered widespread corporate expectations of increased
coliege hiring, The annual Michigan State survey of 428 bustnesses, however, cautioned that
"pockets
of prosperity"
would
balance out hiring declines in
some industries
It's turning out differently. Hiring of even highly-prized
engineering majors is merely "holding
steady,"
according
to Johns
Hopkins placement head Sharon
Baughan. Baughan does caution
that "it's too early to make statistical comparisons" to last year.
Generally, the placement officers credit defense-related
industries' recruiting with keeping

continued on page
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Letters to the Editor
Bible study

Tough decisions
yet to come

Dear Editor:
"You're taking it out of context!
You can't say that!"
How many time have we heard
those words in a political debate,
in a controversial
edition of the
MacNeil-Lehrer
Report -- or in a
bible study. A bible study?
Sure. The bible is regularly
abused by fundamentalists, liberals and radicals. By peace-niks
and pentagonians.
By gay people and homophobes.
By bornagain sorority sisters and the
village atheists who live down the
hal1.
Does that mean that the bible
has nothing to say? Or that it
operates like a mirror -. we look
into it and have our own images
of the world, our own prejudices
confirmed?
Or can the bible be liberated
from the ideological captivity of
certain interpretative
traditions
and certain slrong personalities?
If some of these thoughts strike
a chord, you might be interested
in a five-part
bible-study
I'm
preparing for the weeks following
Spring
Break.
We have purchased a dozen copies of Tbe
Uberatlon of the Bible, a 55
page study guide by David Lochhead,
minister
of the United
Church of Canada.
AU biases
would be out on the table; the
questioning of interpretive authority (including
mlnej} would be
encouraged. We would be seeking to read scripture afresh, In
context.
Drop me a note at campus box
1312 if you're interested giving a
preferred time for a weekly meeting. If five or six gather, we'll do
it.
Charlie Wallace
Campus Minister

With the possible passing of the Maryland State bill that limits
the age at which an individual can consume alcohol to 21 years old,
there are deep considerations for the powers that be at WMC. Ibe
college will have to abide by the new state law. To have a wet or dry
campus policy will be the next big decision for the Office of Student
Affairs
Through the political manipulation of the older constituency in
Maryland, all residents who attain of the age of 18 after July " 1982
may not have the priviledge of purchasing alcohol-beer
wine or
otherwise.
That is just the point where the WMC administration will face a
dilemma, since many of the incoming class of '86, will be of legal
drinking age. In September '82, there could be a mix of students who
are of age and not of age to drink. So will the serving of alcohol at the
Pub continue or stop? The administration has one of two plain, and
not altogether attractive options.
The administrators
can decide that complying with Maryland
State Law that requires age verification of each individual purchasing
alcohol at the Pub is too much of a managerial headache and just
stop serving alcohol altogether. This is not as unattractive a decision
~:~t ~~~:~~lIon~h~;~a~:"
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s~uo~e~~~~

wOrry about "carding" of students.
The Maryland State liquor Inspectors can be rather stringent
about the enforcement of the law, and the act of serving alcohol to a
mix "minor," intentionally or unintentionally, can be the cause of many
a legal nightmare, and that is before Johnny's parents lean down with
the legal elbow.
It is known that "carding"
is not an effective prevention of
drinking by minors. Also, who could refuse to "sneak a cold one" out
to his thirsty "under-aged,"
friend out in the hall? If the Pub remains
open next fall in view of a new law, the liquor inspector will'be visiting
often and looking for infractioos of the Jaw.
'
Should the Pub be closed, those legal aged students can get
what-they want within three blocks of campus. Certainly, no one, who
is legally entitled to comsume alcohol, will be deprived. However, the
number of young persons driving while under the influence of alcohol
will probably increase, which is the activitY the new law intends -to
restrict.
~
Well, what about serving alcohol at mixers and other similar
events? can we trust students to enforce a new code among their
fellow students? Will the firm enforcement of a new law require the
supervision of faculty and staff at campus events?
The new law has not been passed as of yet, but should it be
~~~~:rtl~
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are those among the administration who will not be overjoyed
having to make the decision either.
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Lest we forget
Dear Editor:
We want to congratulate

Albert

Mensah on being elected to the
NCAA All-America
Division
III
soccer
team. His accomplishment brings honor to himself and
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prestige to the college
Mr. Holt's article in The Phoenix
of February 4, states that Mensah
is the first WMC soccer player to
be named All-American
since
Homer C. Earll in 1950.
As a former
WMC soccer
coach and as a former WMC
soccer player, we were disappointed, to say the least. that
others who received this same
recognition were ignored
They are:
Richard Linton, '54 - Fullback
In 1953
Dennis Harmon '57
Center
Forward (Striker) - twice named 1954 & 1956.
Samuel Reed, '57 - Fullback In 1956
George Varga, '61 - Center
Forward (Striker) - In 1960
--There may be others.
Phil Uhrig, Soccer Coach '49-'59
Brant Vitek, '57, President
WMC Alumni Association

Deplorable act Dear Editor:
I disagree
with
Jonathan
Dickey's letter (March
1982)
in which he called the letter
writing campaign "deplorable."
I
think the campaign was necessary because most students were
probably
unaware of the proposed financial aid cuts and if
they were aware, they didn't
know what to do about it.

1"

Approximately
45% of the students attending WMC received
some form of financial aid. If
fewer students can afford to
come here due to financial aid
cuts, the school is directly affected. Therefore, it is imperative
that the school mobilize .student
opposition.
The financial aid cuts are an
elitist attempt by the President to
restrict those who want an educlion from receiving it
With all due respect to Jonathan Dickey's father, his situation
is totally irrelevant to the present
situation. Due to increasing levels
of technology, there just aren't as
many entrv-tevet
or manual labor jobs available
today
as
there were in the past
It is absurd to say that any
student can finance his educetion totally by himself today. AIthough
it is true that some
students abuse the loan program, it would not be fair to
deprive the majority (who do not
cheat) from getting an education.
The Horatio
Alger,
rags-toriches myth is not realistic. You
can't finance college on dreams
Anyone who thinks it is possible
to pay for college on mlnlmom
wage jobs alone, hasn't tried it.
Try it and then you won't be so
apt to describe the financial aid
programs as a 4 year "vacation."
Sincerely
Ann Karn

Ask Omar

Dear Omar.
My problem is my reputation, or
should I say, the reputation peeple have given me. Almost every
time I meet someone new here,
they seem wary of me. It finally
gets back to me that they've
heard about me and don', want
to get close because
they're
afraid I'll "use them." I admit that
I have "sleazed out" on a number of occasions, but I'm basically a nice person. What can I
do to gain the trust of people I
meet?
Pre-judged

Dear Prejudged,
Your problem has widespread
application, especially at a small
school like WMC. Stories about
what went down Saturday night
are all around campus before the
sun comes up on Sunday. My
advice to you would be to stop
sleazing out. If you're as nice a
person
as you say and are
serious about cleaning up your
reputation,
this should be no
problem. Gradually you will establish a better reputation
for
yourself

March 18, 1982
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Conservatively speaking

Elderdice Peace Week Diary
Keith Arnold
What can I say. I WI!S certainly
out of place. Me, that is I, Keith
"Kill the Commies" Arnold, partieipating in Elderdice Peace Week.
Before I outrage those of you
who participated in the program,
bear in mind, I did show up, I
listened and I did feel that much
of what was said was worthwhile.
After all, who here· is really into
radiation. I'certairlly am not. Ufe,
my grandchildren,
my dog are
just as important to me as they
are for those on the other side of
the continent.
And, believe it or not, I did sign
your petition.
I have nothing
against a verifiable
freeze on
nuclear arms production
in the
Soviet Union and the United

States.
The first day of the program
was very good. Both speakers
were articulate, and personable
(unlike a similar event of a few
years back). However, even then
I could see signs of things to
come.
The lady who wanted
unilateral disarmament was perhaps the most scary. The liberal
speaker, I have no complaints
with except that he was wrong.
And he did not answer the
question I asked (as usual).
The question: 'Agreed, nuclear
war would destroy the entire
world, this is a fact. However, in
the real world often it is not
reality, but perceptions that influence decisions. What does S0viet
efforts
in
population

redistribution,
in civil defense,
and military risk-taking say about
their perceived view of nuclear
war? The .answer: "Civil defense
won't work." That was not the
question.
The Soviets simply need to
~~~na~:~erhe~~on~in

ha~e ~:u:

correct, they just have to be
stupid. Civil defense in Russia
emphasizes surviving, not merely
treating the survivors.
The sponsors of peace week
quote Nikita Kruschev when he
states that in nuclear war, "the
survivors will envy the dead."
They do not mention his other
quote "we will bury you!" And
when Khruschev
attempted
to
place missiles in Cuba, he did

Pulling no punches

Better dead than Red
Chris Beyers
The "peace week" perpetrated
by those
mindless,
left-wing
peace freaks was a disgrace to
this campus and to any redblooded
American
patriot. The
thinly-veiled
pinkos who spoke
out for such blatantly communis-'
tic goals of "nuclear
disarmament" and "world peace" were
nothing more than spies bent on
destroying the Greatest Country
This World Has Ever Known.
Unfortunately,
they managed to
convince
some
well-meaning
people that America sfouto attempt to halt the arms race
(obviously
a commie
plot to
weaken U.S. defenses).
Fortunately, I am around to set these
misguided people back on to the
right course.
The communistic threat cannot
be underrated. The godless insurgents are in actuality a lower
form of life, mutants with all the
reasoning portions of their brain
perverted. Their Ultimate goals-world-wide utopia with humanistic
working conditions,
world barmany, and complete sharing-is
as un-American as you can get,
and we all know that anything
different from the American way
is just plain wrong. In the past
few years, the actions of the
Soviet monsters have been epening, and the logical progression
is frightening:
First Afganistan,
then Poland, then Main Street,
USA.
The need to stop this scourge. .

Gallery One

then, is unquestionable. The only
possible way to deal with these
devils is to scare them into
submission; it is evident jhat we
have to assemble a tremendous
nuclear stockpile. Eventually, the
Soviets will be so scared of our
incredible arsenal that tt"oey wiJJ
halt their own production
of
weapons, throw down their arms,
and convert to capitalism. While
there is no historical precedent
for this action, I am confident that
one day it will happen. I advocate this procedure strongly, and
I think the U.S. should stick to
this course if it takes a thousand
years.

"", The
godless
Insurgents
are
in
actuality a lower form
of life, ..."
One .ot the major problems in
our dealings with the Red Plague
is that the inhuman commies
perceive the reality of a nuclear
war differently than we do. In the
U.S., we know that a nuclear war
(or even a limited nuclear police
action)would
cause the loss of
millions
of lives and untold
amounts of property. In short, it
would be a very bad thing. The
Soviets, however, being irrational
mutants, do not see it that way.
They think that an they have to
do is camp out in Siberia for a
couple of generations W'e~ulJ"l,!-

;::=~~e~~
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lng people know, the voices of a
million citizens doesn't equal one,
well-placed
bribe. Look at the
NRA,.
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tired about people saying we are
not fair to the Soviets. We bailed
them out of I/IfIN II. We feed their
population. We teach their students. We must trust them as
well. We· must show our good
will.
Trust them? What about democratic elections in Eastern Europe
- we trusted them there. What
about the Helsinki Accords, we
trusted
them there. We back
down, then they will? We had to
force Khruchev to, and look what
happened to him.
Verification. That is the answer
After all our satellites can read a
license plate in their country, so
we can safely disarm. But it is
more complex than that.
Yes, the Satellites can work,
but the slightest mistake would
be fatal in a crisis. And the
soviets are ahead of us In killer
satellites so our spies defy gravity by faith. And what about
Soviet superiority
in chemical
warfare? After all, you can't see
gas.
Nuclear weapons are evil. But
disarmament and verification are
tricky things. And if Peace-Weekers can be pessimistic
about
their own govemment, I will be
pessimistic about their chances.
Call me a Hawk, a murderer or a
fascist. I am a realist, and I lock
my doors, and walk on lighted
streets. Forgive me for not having
more faith in humanity. 1 cannot
prove that man is evil. You prove
to me that he is good.

A Reminder from

SELECTIVE SERVICE
If you are a male citizen,
or alien residing in. the U.S.,
you must register
with Selective
Service within 30 days
yourl8th
birthday.

or

If you were born in 1960,61,62 or 63 you should already
have registered. If you have not, you should do so as
soon as possible.
There is a grace period for late
registrations
without penalty in effect through
February 28, 1982.
YQU may register

at any u.S. Post Office.

Selecti"e Ser"ice System
Registration Information Bureau
Washington D.C. 20435

r------------------.
Westminster

Pawn Broker'S Outlet

Westminster Gold & Silver Exchange
"Buying, seiling, and trading ..,
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art opening
March 30 at. 7 p.m.

bly living on lichen and ice), then
march back into their annihilated
cities, and rebuild
everything
from scratch. Sure, it's icotcrcce,
but I must repeat we are noJ
dealing with full-fledged
human
beings.
Our incredibly
large nuclear
stockpile, while not ensuring that
Russia will not attack us, does
ensure that if they do, we can
completely
wipe them off the
map as they do the same for us.
If one goes, we all go. As far as I
am concemeo. this is the way it
should be: Better dead than Red.
The proposed bilateral halt on
all nuclear arms development
is
another communist subterfuge to
embarrasse
the
Stars
and
Stripes. Granted, when you compare East vs. West. the numbers
are approximately the same." But
Russia is ahead in'certain categroies. How can we sleep at
night, knowing that America- i.s '
not number one in everything?
What is the cost of a few social
programs
when compared
to
American Pride? Not much.
I write this column confident
with the knowledge that my ideas
will continue to be implemented. I
share with David Tratchenberg
the smug assurance that SANE
can never end the arms race.
imagine, trying to use democratic

not back down because the U.S.
disarmed, he backed down because Kennedy (a liberal) got
tough and he was faced with
military superiority - not balance
or inferiority.
But the message
of peace
week is trust the Russians. When
we speak of the Soviet Union, we
do not speak of College students
meeting in McDaniel Lounge, we
are speakinq of old men who
remember that U.S. troops were
in their territory in 1917. They
don't like us.
And this philanthropic trust that
"disarmamenteers"
have for the
soviet elitist dictatorship.
they
find no place in their own government, which, with all its faults, is
a great deal more democratic
and reponsible to its people than
the Politbureau.
Indeed,
in contrast
to the
saintly soviets, we are near "the
capital of a dying empire." What
is this garbage? Here these pe0pre sit and malign a government,
in favor of another that would not
let them talk about any of this.
After all, there will be no peace
weeks in the Ukraine, none in the
foodlines of Warsaw and none in'
the trenches of Afganistan. yet
these pacifists are down right
arrogant about the rights that a
govemment
they show nothing
but contempt
for guarantees
them. Don't worry I am not going
to say "America, love it or leave
it."
But I am sick of it. Sick and

9:30 a.m.-8:30

CATALOG PHONE
p.m.

848-5100
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Alumna discovers career
In photography course
Mary Fabie

Ais/yn Weinfeld, da.ughter of drama. professor
Phi?to by Rebecca. Orenstein

Tim W~infeld, poses

for

Rebecca Orenstein, an alumni
of WMC and recent second prize
winner in the WMC Juried Art
Show, is positive proof of the
versatility of a liberal arts educalion.
Ms. Orenstein, who is pursuing
a career in photography, graduated from WMC with a English
degree in 1974. Her interest in
photography
as a career, however, developed during her sentor year, 'when Rebecca enrolled
in a basic photography
course
taught by Dr. Robert Boner.

a number of years she received
no formal training, but pursued
her interest
in photography
through independent
learning.
She read widely on the subject of
photography, and examned, and
stooled numerous pictures.
Eventually, desiring further formal instruction in photography,
Rebecca apprenticed herself to a
local photographer
named Dick
Myers. Mr. Myers, a local protessional photographer,
instructed
her in the skills and techniques of
portrait and wedding photography.

Rebecca has always enjoyed
photography, and when she was
younger, she was always taking
pictures. It was not until she took
Dr. Boner's class at WMC, however, that she received any formal
training.
Choosing
photography
as an elective
started
Rebecca's
photography
I career.
.....
After graduation,
Rebecca's a
first project was saving enough
money for her own darkroom. For

Following the apprenticeship,
Rebecca became a partner in a
studio, located
off Old Stone
Chapel Road in Westminster. Atthe studio, Rebecca. works in
numerous areas of photography.
Although involved in many different aspects of her craft, Rebecca
enjoys work involving
people
most of all. They are her most
facinating subjects.
One of Rebecca's
fortes is
wedding photography.
Her goal

Jobs gloomy

In '82

related firms are .atso "doing a
,brisk business," Baughan says.
But at Vanderbilt, Sellers reports
"they seem to be keeping it close
to the chest."
- But across the country, Lindquist says "prime defense contractors are showing
outstanding
strength, and so are those who
supply them."
The military itself has stepped
up recruiting, especially of liberal
arts majors. But Mitchell says that
students desires "for something a
little more glam~rous than the

armed forces"
has ineplreo a'
renewed interest in other govem-'
ment agencies. "Applications
10
the CIA are way, way up."
CIA recruitment chief Charles
Jackson confirms "we are very
actively recruiting."
When it comes to liberal arts
majors, "we're trying to widen our
net a little." But "someone with a
general background
needs the
best G.PA,
must be a top-ofthe-line student."
Jackson attributes the rise in
applications less to a fallout from
military recruiting and more to an
ilTlproved CIA image. "Our bad
press is behind us now."
. Student job competition seems
.to be stiffer in all fields. Because
of rising unemployment
among
older workers, Lindquist
thinlq3
"it's valid to say students will be
competing with a greater number
of older, experienced job seekers
this year."
But Undquist warns stiffer competition
requires
students
to
adopt "a whole new perspective
on the recruitment process. The
days are gone .....men Ihey can
throw as much buushtt on the
wall as they can, and wait to see
what sticks."

f~_~&~l
student interview traffic dose to
last year's levels.
"Recruitment
is up 35 to 40
percent in technical areas, and I
would guess it's up over 50
percent in defense-related industries," he says. "Instead of sending one recruiter, the defenserelated companies are sending in
three or four. They're going into
the classrooms
and dorms to
seek students out."
At Johns Hopkins, the defense-

. in his area, as in all other areas
of ~~r phqtography career, is to

Po.i(lts (or review

No aid for Salavador
Ann Kam
The United Slates' current military aid to EI Salvador
(and
proposals for more aid) should
be opposed because as former
Ambassador
White explained,
military equipment
supplied
by
the U.S. is used "10 assassinate
and kill in a totally uncontrolled
way. The-chief killers of Salvadorans are the Government's security forces.
"
Et Salvador
is the poorest
country
in Latin America.
In
1979,
2% of the population
owned 60% of the land. 80% of
the national income went to 20%
of the people.
Unemployment
runs at 30%. During 1980, some
progress was made in the area
of land reform with considerable
pressure from the Carter administration. However, when Reagan
came into office there was a shift
in empbasls.
The U.S. is now
"only
interested
in supporting
'existing
reforms'
not backing
new ones."
In March of 1981, 25 million
dollars wee granted to EI Salvador for military aid. The President
is _~
proposi~
that ~ ~~di_'
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present the couple with a unique
album of wedding photographs.
She doesn't want their album to •
be just like any other one that
she develops. She tries to give
each couple a very special collection of photographs
that will
help the occasion
to last for
them.
Rebecca, who is also a wife
and mother, is not stopping her
pursuit of increased skill in photography_ She is constanlly learning and studying. She is currently
enrolled in a graduate level course
in photography
here at WMC
taught by Dr. Boner. The idea of
courses at Maryland Institute of
Art in Baltimore are also very real
possibilities being considered by
Rebecca.
At present, however, Rebecca
Orenstein is committed to building a fine photography career for
herself. Being strict with herself
and setting goals is her way of
attaining what she has set out to
accomplish.
Rebecca feels very
priviledged and very pleased to
be involved in something that she
loves photograph·y.

.

expires, 3/25/82

lional 5 million should-be spent.
Military aid should not be granted
because there" are gross violations of human rights being committed in EI Salvador
by the
ruling junta. Furthermore,
the
U.S.'s main emphasis is in aiding
the junta in repressing the "insurgents" and all land reform has
come to a standstill. Anyone university professor, priest. peasant - can be jailed, tortured and
murdered for being in an'f'Nay
connected with "leftist groups."
Is EI Salvador becoming another Vietnam? Many people fear
this may be the case. There are
at least 54 military advisors in EI
Salvador now. Although the U.S.
government claims that they are
nol involved in any combat, there
have been numerous reports to
the contrary. In January of 1981,
State Department
official
Jon
Glassman was sent to investigate
"foreign intervention in EI Salvador. "Glassman
could .not find
any evidence that any weapons
had been delivered or shipped."
The U.S. justifies presence in EI
Salvador as a response to communist intervention,
but this is
difficult to verify. Escalation of
lmilitary aid and the sending of
military advisors were also char'actertstlc
of the beginning
of
'American involvement in Vietnam.
EI Salvador does not have to
progress into another Vietnam.
President Reagan is aware of the
unpopularity of mifitary aid to EI
Salvador. 96% of the mail he has
received
on the issue or EI
Salvador has been against send'jng military aid to that country. _

continued:"oo page 8
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Hartman revises preacher Image
Bill Byrne
In the Appalachian literature of
his day, the mountain preacher
was depicted as narrow, harsh,
condemnatory,
and distrustful of
all education and ideas not contained
in the Bible. Western
Maryland College assiciate professor of philosophy and religious
studies, Dr. Robert H. Hartman
might dispute'
this one-sided
characterization.
'
In "Origins
of the Mountain
Preacher," published in the fall,
1981 issue of Appalachian Heritage, Hartman traces the oligins
of the mountain preacher in order
to gain insight into his development, his role, his person.
The key," Hartman wrote, "lies
in the history of the people from
which
he sprang,
a history

Watertower

marked by persecution,
conflict
and allentatlon."
The inspiration for this project
grew from a conversation
Hartman had with a colleague during
a recent visit to .Appalachia.
Cratis Williams,
having
completed a review of Appalachia
literature from its beginnings to
the mid-twentieth
century, expressed fascination with this literature's portrayal of the mountain
preacher.
Since many of the manuscripts
and other sources Hartman used
to research the article were unavailable outside the Appalchian
region, he spent lime last January and this past summer at t.he
University of Kentucky, Lexington. Hartman hopes to expand
upon this article and publish a
series of studies relat~ to r~~-

leaks

At mid-life point
Corey

N. Mann

When my five-year-old
Sanyo·
clock radio went off the other r:
day, I did not pun out the plug
and go back to sleep .as I usually
do. Well of course not, Itlfl radio
station was playing a commercial
for the circus. I listened to "ladies
and gentlmen,
children
of all
ages, The Greatest
Show on
Earth." Wr:N/ yea, I though, the
greatest,
well I have always
hated the circus, I hate everything about it except the cherry
snowcones and that's a different
point all together. Every year my
mother would let my brother, my
sister and myself stay home from
school so we could all go to the
circus. I did not see much in- it
then and don't now. So why was
I lying in bed listening to a circus
advertisement? Well I really was
not listening,
I was stunned.
Siunned that I had come to the
intense realization
that I was
experiencing
a mid-life crises.
Now I don't need any of yoU
Winslow pseudoscientists
to tell
me that I'm not forty years old
and as such can't possibly be
having a mid-life crisis, because,
1 am the one in bed trying to sluff
my Botony book in my mouth out
of anxiety.
I remembered
how funny everyone thought I was when, in
first grade, I put a salad bowl on
my head and had to stay in for

recess. What has happened to
recess? Or Robin Levitt who had
the great idea 10 try to suck peas
through her straw. I realized that
we don't get straws at lunch
anymore either.
Someone_fOkt me a .day br so
ago that a past Biology major
from WMC could not find a job
and was thinking about going
into the army.·1 thought·-I would
work in a Pizza Hut before that.
More good news.
I called home only to tell my
mother that I was failing my two
classes and she reminded me
that I had four on my schedule.
Man am I in trouble!
All my friends from home are
either married, dead or in jail.
They might as well be because I
have not heard from any of them
in two years.
And the list is endless. The
stone bleachers are gone, The
weekends are shorter, 83 days
parties are really 79 days parties,
things
seem less bohemian.
Penthouse, Forum sections are a
lot shorter, Tech costs over six
dollars a case, my tape deck ate
my Willie Nelson tape and I only
got two complete sets of socks
our of the dryer the last time I did
my laundry.
But hey, 1 realized that it was
Saturday. I did not have to go to
class. 1 flipped on Bugs Bunny,
pulled the covers under my chin
and smiled, Man~ am I living.

gioos aspects of the Appalachian
culture.
Hartman adds new dimensions
to the mountain preachers' "reputation of 'being the meanest of
the mean-a poor, illiterate, ignorant and awkward set of enthusiasts."
. Hartman
maintains
that the
ministers of the Separate Baptist
movement spread among people
other churches could not reach:
"It is very possible
that they
would
have remained
outside
religion altogether. Their leaders
were their spokesman and there
was not a lain! otexclusfvenesa in
their organization.
Opportunity
was provided for men from the
untutored ranks to provide' leadership, and mls- was something of
a social revolution in itself."
Hartman concludes
that "the
'theology reflected both the severe conditions of mountain life
and a desire to preserve a way
of life and faith against unwanted
intrusions.
If his abortcomlnqs
were notable, so else were the

Dr. Robert H. Hartman disputes one-sided
portrayal of Appalachian
preacher
'sincerity of his religion and the
heartfelt appeal of his preaching."
Hartman
received
his Ph.O
from Northwestern
University in
1968 and has been a member of
the Western Maryland' College

Phonathon searches
for volunteers
How would you like to win
pizzas,
stationery.
hair cuts,
records,
or gift certificates
at
stores around town? These are
only some of the many prizes to
be awarded
to students
who
volunteer for the Phonathon. The
students whose names appear in
the phone have already volun-

feered to work on the Phooathon,
but -tbere's
still Jots of places
available for anyone who wants
10 get involved.
• Are you interested in working,
but a little nervous
because
you've never seen in a phonathan before? That's okay -- there
will be training sessions each
night to familiarize
the callers
with the operation.
Checka Leinwall

SketCh by Linda BOyer

Gertner rates
WMC student Theresa Germer
in the division for junior
women in the M.D.·D.C. Chapter
Student Auditions of the National
Association of Teachers of Singing, held on Saturday, March 13
at Catt)ollc University in Washing-

sang

ton, D.C.
She was accompanied
by
Amanda Dailey, a piano student
of Dr. Arleen Heggemeier. tberese, a voice student of Julia T.
Hitchcock, was rated 90, 90 and
88. Mrs. Hitchcock was a judge
for the graduate women division.

'Rebecca Orenstein

-

Wedding Photography
848-3040
Hom,,, 848-2148

Stud;o,

.

'j
Relax eVI

in
-

Live Ente
11510 ReistE!j

faculty
since
1969. A former
Methodist pastor, he is a member
of the American
Philosophical
Association
and the Baltimore
Conference of the United Meth·
odist Church.

WMC
By now you're saying to yoUrself, how can I get involved in
this terrific fund raiser? Simply
sign up at the Information Desk
for one of the eight nights the
Phonathon will be running - April
18-22 and April 26-29, Have any
questions or need some more
information?
Contact
Checka
Leinwal ext. 317, Matt Baker ext
344, Caryl Connor ext. 331.

-
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Heavy metal rock gr~ats
Greg Elba

best. however they are all fantastic. (Anyone
who puts such
groups as the Bee Gees, Barry
Manilow, or Kenny Rogers as
their favorites should not bother
reading any further).
MIchoeI Schenkor-Group
Schenker, boy-wonder and exaxeman for UFO, put together his
own band and the result was a
gut-wrenching
heavy metal masterpiece. An LP so hot it'll burn
your fingers when you remove it
from your turntable.
Highlight:
Side one, track one titled "Armed
and Ready."

Due to the unusually response
to my last musical literary maaterpiece (the top music choices of
1981
for which
I was nearly
lynched and/or castrated), I have
decided to give my adoring public (aU three of you) a new list.
Since you will be residing at
home in a few days you might
get the urge to go to your local
wax dealer (that's a record shop
to you hosers who didn't know
that records are made from a
wax by-product) in search of new
listening material. So without further ado I present What are in my
. opinion, ten of the greatest heavy
metal albums currentty available.
These are not definitely

UFO· S1rangero In the Night
A double-live
album featuring
(you
guessed
il)
Michael
Schenker on lead guitar. Power
riffs abound throughout this fan-

the ten

Math Quiz
F

Answer to last week's puzzle:
Zero feel (the poles are touch"

tastlc
three,
Out"
.

live set. Highlight:
Side
track one titled "lights

ACIDC • Back In Black
After the death of their lead
singer Bon Scott from an overdose of alcohol, the band discovered another
screamer,
Brian
Johnson, and emerged from the
studio with their best album ever.
It has sold over five million
copies to date, which means
someone else liked it besides
yours truly. Highlight: a tie between Side one, track one titled
"Hells Bells" and Side two, track
one titled "Back in Black."
Ted Nugent·
Doubte 'Llve Gonzo
Terrible Ted has been stomping the rock and roll battlefields
for nearly two decades, maintaining his sheer lunacy is not drug
related. This live set brings out
his best, it is not for weak hearts.
Highlight: "Great White Buffalo."

Halin • One. Women. and
Children First, Fair Warming

Van

POSSibly the hottest H.M. band
performing today, Van Haten has
everything. Most notably, Eddie
Van Helen who is so great on the
gullar mere words cannot sufficiently describe his massive talents. AU three of these albums
are outstanding. Highlights: Side
one, track four titled "Ain't Talking Bout Love"/Side one, track
two tilled
"Everybody
Wants
Some"lSide one track one titled
"Unchained. "
Led Zeppelin

• (Unthlod)

Led Zeppelin held the top spot
in heavy metal for years, this is
their most acclaimed disk. Very
hard rock, Jimmy Page is phenomenal on the double neck axe.
Highlight: Side one track four titled "Stairway to Heaven."

The Jim Carroll Band
Catholic Boy

•

A child basketball star in New
York City who later became a
heroine addict, Jim Carroll kicked
his addiction and began an outstanding group. Rock and roll
from someone who went through
hell and survived t'l talk about it.
Highlight:
Side one track five
titled "People Who Died"
Lou Reed •

Rock and Roll Animal
Reed has always been one of
rock's premier bad boys. His
lyrics depict life's sleazier side,
but it is a life he knows about.
This live set of Reed and his
band at their finest, in facl his
two guitarists are so great on this
LP that Reed nearly gets put in

continued on page 8
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at Maria's, and to Wayne Reese,
Jeff Kiley, Tom Zimmer, Wende

I

Jody Morrison

Reeser, Lauren
Ruberg,
Matt
Ponton, Jeff Riner, Vincent Uv,
and Jessica Friedman, who also
submitted correct answers.
This week's puzzle: arrange the
numerals one through nine so
that when added they will equal
1,000.
"" Prize for this week's puzzle: A
free shirt (up to '13.95) from our
own WMC College Store!'!
Please
submit
all answers,
along with your name, room nomber and extension to box 577 by
9 8.m. Monday, March 29, 1982.
A drawing from the correct anewers
received
",,:ill determine
one winner.
"Sponsored by
Kappa Mu Epsilo~*
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Uncommon
Women and Orh.
ers, directed by Tim Weinfeld,
excellently presented an insight
into the past and present lives of
nine women.
The play takes
place in a restaurant in New York
City in 1978 and six years earlier
at the Mount Holyoke College lor
women.
The play did not contain an
actual plot, so defining
each
character was an essential goal.
Stacey Pfiefer, as Rita Allable,
the outgoing
feminist, accomplished this idea to the fullest
extent. The audience was captivated and also surprised at Steceys excellent portrayal of one
of tne-maor characters. Kathleen
Altman as Leilah, the confused
outsider, gave the playa kind of
sensitive and tense Quality. In
some scenes, the character Leilah would stand or Dace silentty: ~

Just her presence
in these
scenes, without any spoken lines,
had an awesome effect. Robyn
Quick did a merveloue
job pertraying the -catatcnic
freshman,
Carter. Robyn had very few lines,
yet really expanded her character with the use of facial expressions and body language. After
many serious scenes, Carter livlned the mood and especially the
audience'
who
strongly
applauded after each of her appearance.
Samantha
Steward,
played by Leslie Shipp was the
only character to be successful
in finding a husband while still in
college. Her bouncy nature infiltrated with serious undertones
was well presented. Lori McCoy
(Muffet), Janel Collins
(Holly),
Lynn Kunst (Kate), Susan Udy
(Susie), and Lee An Ware (Mrs.
Plumm) also did fine jobs in
defining their characters.
Each
actress was successful in ora-

matically presenting the Qualities
and distinctions of their part.
The costumes used were very
effective and suited each character perfectly.
Susie
Friend's
(Susan Udy) bright
pink and
green preppy outfit made her an
even more intolerable person, as
well as Carter's (Robyn Quick)
plaid skirt, uneven socks and
penny loafers
The play was performed
Understage
in Alumni Hall which
gave it a very intimate atmosphere. The absence of an iotermission added to the continuity
and smoothness
of the play
Also, it was performed
in the
round, so seating was around all
sides of the circular stage. All the
characters
used this selling to
their advantage,
especially
Lee
Ann Ware (Mrs. Plumm) who
circled the stage and directty
looked at and spoke to the
audience.
At times important
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lines or distinct facial expressions
and actions were missed depending upon where your seat
was. The music used. was en;oyable and appropriate,
but in
some scenes really drowned out
the actresses' voices.
The props and furniture movement by the actresses
themselves
was
performed
very
smoothly as well as their entrances and exits on stage. The
furniture and scenery was very
typical of the time period and the
hanging
stained-glass
frame
above the stage added to the
decor.
The four performances
of Uncommon
Women and Others
were sold out every night and the
play was a definite success. The
audience left with the fe~ling that
the uncommon women portrayed
were realistically very common
after all.
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Feit's art has thematic unity

l
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Dan Trollinger

ther alone or in combination and
these images provide the thematic unity of the entire show
Often these objects used in conjunction with human figures are
hard to discern and perceive,
because they are obscured in a
hodgepodge
of images or by
vagueness in a myriad" of lines.
However, this is done purposely to heighten the symbolic
value of the theme ot the works
as a whole. Marilyn Pelt's "Collections" present an impressionistic exploration of the conscious
psyche in dreams, introspections,
and remnants of the stages of
life-childhood,
adulthood,
and
older aeurthood-and the crises
related to each stage.
The inner side of the psyche is
first touched
at a superficial
level-relative to primal impressions-by works number 3, 4, and
12. Numbers 3 and 4 (vtntrospectlon'' #1 and #2) are almost

At Western Maryland College in
Gallery One Marilyn Feit is showing a series of works entitled
"Collections." Her primary choice
of medium is lithography, but her
other works include pencil, pen,
-ou on canvas, and lithography
combined with one or more other
forms.
Her forte' is lithography and
she conveys her most effective
images in this form. Geometric
use of line of varied "quality"
defines the form of the objects
and. people portrayed
in her
works of lithography and pen.
Both show fine line quality and
direction which tends to give
facial expressions a distant or
fading-away look, as opposed to
clear, concise images of color
portraits.
She repeatedly uses dolls, play
horses, chairs, and children ei--

identical lithographs of a face
with glasses (a mask:), and a
dark, undefined
head in ' the
background. "The Dream," #12,
shows a series of faces of different people and ages which now
opens the realm of the unconscious to the stages of life wherein this dream is derived
The image and conflict of childhood is portrayed in #31. "Motherhood's Illusion." This work of
pen shows a large mother figure
with a child on her lap and a
straight projectile which the child
has fixed his gaze on. This
represents the Oedipal conflict of
the child within the Freudian
context of this phallic image. This
phallic object and ensuing crisis
make a strong primal impression
on the child's psyche which is
depicted in this work of art!
This conflict of adolescence,
though not universal, represents
a struggle for identity of the childl

Nicholson an every man
F:!_,dy

Kuo

At what place does a man lose
control and take the journey
across the border that divides his
patience from his age? T.he killing
of a son by an army Weapons
experiment was where George C.
Scott crossed it in a movie simply
titled "Rage."
The murder of his wife and rape
of -hls daughter by hoods was
where Charles Bronson crossed
it in "Death Wish." This is not
unlike setting some water over
heat and letting it boil over.
In the case of "The Border,"
the water is set over the fire, but
just as it comes to a boil, the
heat is set back and the water
just simmers. Too bad. A fine
actor like Jack Nicholson should
be allowed to heat up and boil
over for the ben9fit of his viewing
audience.
In "The Border", Jack Nicholson is Charlie Smith, a U.S.
Immigration officer in EI Paso,
Texas. His job is to catch illegal
aliens sneaking across the Mexican border and send them back.
Charlie is a very bored man. It
seems that as soon as he sends
them all, they return. Charlie is
also a very cynical man. He's not
getting
any younger and his
waistline isn't what it used to be.
He's hitting forty, and he realizes
that
his
whole
lile
hasn't
amounted to much except a beer
in the evening a a t.v. dinner
. "cooked by his wife, Marcy (Valerine Perrine). Of course he is
married. So, why should he be
bored and cynical?
Wouldn't
marriage to a greedy air-headed
twit whose idea of the "American
Dream" is a duplex with wall-towall carpeting and a swimming
pool in the backyard be anything
by bliss? Uke the average middle
aged. burnout,
Charlie
just
doesn't car anymore. He figures
that if he's never going to be

happy, he might as well make his
Marcy happy. So, he moves into
that duplex with wall-to-wall car~:i~c~~rd~
charge

a~~~:~~~~

account

~~~~ ~~~~~~~n!

i~

for her at the

Neither image is presented here.
They are presented as a sullen
and grim people single-minded
~:~~~~r °abj~~~V~i~oa~=es~e!~:

:~d

for their poverty and desperation.

head of a doll on it. Marilyn Feit's

~d::~:~~~~~~
Ih~nAC:~:~:~sl~ivit~~

can Dream" of the duplex with

~:~y ~~~~a~th=ep~:~
They're into turning bribe
by allowing some of the
aliens to get through.

if~~e~
profits
.illegal
Soon,

::i~~i~~a~lai~~~~gba~~:ard~
Perhaps, this portrayal is a little
unfair. It seems that every American shown, except Charlie, is a

Charlie is "on the take" also.
Why? Charlie just doesn't care
anymore.

banal idiot who goes to barbecue
parties on Saturday afternoon, or
is a cigar-smoking slob. At any

heBU;o~~n~n:
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~~sw::~':. ~~~~S!I~~~

worth bringing it out. Then, one
day he drives- across the borde],
and sees a beautiful 16 year old

:~uhs

~~:sOfi~~~

expresses

these

~~~chu:ca~n~
images

artisti-
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childhood meeting old age sugqests death. Again she depicts
an Image that strikes archtypes
in the unconscious .. The other
work (#9), a lithograph on paper,
shows an old man and an old
woman on opposite sides of a
window-a
symbol of the past
and a reflection of the present-with melancholy faces. This final
stage of lile is depicted by Feit
as one of loneliness, despair, and
almost helplessness through the
remnants of life stored in an attic
and faces of age.
Although she displays a variety
of styles in "Collections," Marilyn
Feit demonstrates her best ertistic expression
through
line,
whether in a lithograph or a pen
sketch. She uses line to convey
depth of emotion as well as
images and feelings of a specific
moment.
She also shows
a
strong ability to convey mood
through line as seen in "Velvet
Persuasslon."
The vagueness of images and
scenes that she uses in her
works add to the sense of depth
of a particular work as it relates
to a soec.nc part of the overall
theme. "Remnants of Life" might
be a more apt title for this exhibit

rS:.:y.::.m=bo;l=ic..:p::.:r::.:es:.:e.::.nl:;:~t:.;io::.:n
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the bills pile up and Charlie has

~~n~:~~!

adult contemplating
suicide in
"Velvet Persuasslon" (#2). This
lithograph, with its straight black
lines giving a hazy yet clear
impression, is the best work of
the show. tt'captures the intensity
and conflict within the woman
whose face is incircled as if to
bring her into the foreground
while her hands are seen belqw,
outside the circle holding onto
the supports of a bridge. The
look of fear on her face, and the
(act she is looking, conveys the
suicide mottt when combined
with the image 01 her grasping
onto the bridge supports as if
she is holding onto her life. This
work potqnantly
captures
the
depth of emotion of the moment
and the crisis at hand which is
brought our by the starkly cantrasting
colors of black and
white. The shapes and images
are semi-positive in that although
they are very real, they are not
conclaefy pictured.
The last stage of life, older
adulthood, is seen in these different works: ·"Attic" (#16), "Retired
Collection" (#17), and "Guardian" (#9). The first two are pencil
sketches of an attic scene with
remnants of previous years scat-

h--'--,---Lf ~-rII--'--L
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sides of the border, material on
one side, spirituat on the other.
Under the relentless EI Paso
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obsession. He finds himself continually returning to try to find her.
Later, as he champions her et-

the corrupt system, he slowly
becomes a pillar of race. A! this
point Nicholson is admirable to

forts to come across the border,
he changes. No longer bored
and cynical, Charlie becomes a
semi-idealist.

watch
as he peers
through
shades and starts to grit his teeth
down on his cigarette. Findinq
Maria forced into prostitution in

Of course, there are illegal
aliens (vwet-backs") shown in the

order 10 buy back her stolen
baby, Charlie explodes. 'Til throw

:~7';te:;'gr~;~:ba:~e~bbin~':;
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search

of American

Equality.'"
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into the street!"
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The Dramatic Arts dept. & IDS
presents

he

Charlie Chaplin

on page 8
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Carroll Plaza. Westminster 848-1314
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"Modern Times",
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Old German Beer
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A social satire on the world of the 30's: automation, assembly
lines, unemployment and political crises.
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Tuesday, March 30
at 3 & 7:30 p.m.
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Lcridlrrw. reflects back
on earlier days at WMC
Joe Olcott
When Elizabeth
laidlaw,
the
association
dean of students,
came to Western Maryland College in 1966, things were very
different than they are today. For
fnsterce,
she points out, there
wasn't
any dean or associate
dean of students; instead, there
was the dean of men and the·
dean of women, for each group
lived under a different set of rules
back then.
Less than two decades ago,
women here were not allowed to
smoke in public. They had to
comply with a dress code by
wearing skirts (althOugh this rule
was waived Sometimes in snowy
weather
so they could
wear
pants). Women had.to be in by
10:15 p.m. on weekdays
and
midnight on weekends, with late
permisalone granted a certain
number of times for each - student. Quiet hours (which Dean
laidlaw
said was largely selfenforced
by the women) went
from-T to 10 p.m. at night, and
from 11 p.m. until the morning.
The men also had a dress
code. but it wasn't really followed
since no one strictly enforced it.
The food service was different
then also. Before Englar Dining
Hall was built in 1968, students
ate on the first floor of Memorial
Hall, which contained the dining
hall, stretching from one end of
the building to the other, with the
kitchen in the basement (where
the computer
center and the
language
department
now are

I

l

located).
All students had to attend a
certain number
of on-campus
lectures and concerts, as well as
the Sunday night chapel service.
Most of the buildings had bells
signalling the beginning aM end
of classes. And any student who
took off a day or two before,

............
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vacation was penalized by the
deans (as opposed to today's
practice
where the matter is
strictly between student and. instructor.)
Academics
have
changed
somewhat also. Students had 10
take four semesters of physical
education jmd they could not lest

Elizabeth

Laidlaw

out of it. And "there was no such
thing
as a student-designed
major in '66," said Dean Laidlaw.
"No one had ever heard of that"
Housing options have grown
through
the years.
In 1966,
women lived in McDaniel and
Blanche, and men in ANW and
MacLea
the student overflow

'The Border' explores
the reality of ideals
from page 7
Charlie finds out, he crosses the
border lor his indifference to his
idealism.
Rage would not be
where he crosses to, because
the writers failed to develop the
plot from here. He finds the baby
and returns it to the mother after
.a brief gun battle. However ev-

Perhaps,
I ask too much of
Charlie.
Despite an ill contrived ending
and .aorne symbolic
excesses,
"The
Border"
remains
worth
seeing. Jack Nicholson is excellent. He is all of us, the person
who draws the line because he
can't take it anymore. We all
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Maria's Beauty Shop
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All Haircub $5
'Bt....vy e,. Stu
7 C.TTDiI St.
.
'W_

are

Touch
Mature
Cliek beetle
Number
Eagle's nest '
Flounder
Conducts
l1em of preperty
24 Manuscripl
(abbr.)
26 Buillighters
28 zece's
beloved
29 Throb
30 Ancient chariot
32 Bulgarian

36 Fish eggs37 Place 01 the
seat: Abbr.
38 Rendered
41 Employ
42 L.lilsland
43 The urial
44tmil.ted
•
45 Or.1 pause
47 Poems
495hocking
5351.,.
57 Moulhs
58 Crown
60 Reverence
61 Number
62Collec:t
63MorningDOWN
1 Chinese
pagoda
2 Highmounlain
3 Nothing
4'Any

cOin·
33 Land
measure
35 liquid
measure
39 French article
40 Greek. letter

5

9
10
11
16
18
20
22
23

CROSS
WORD
PUZZLE
FROM COLLEGE
PRESS SERVICE

41 Above
44 Peer Gynl"s,
mother
46 Girl"s name
48 Eons
49 Torrid
50 Native metal

51

Hurried
52 Obscure
54 Mild
expletive
55 Be in debt
56 Aeeent
59 Cooled ieve

Fr",

6 ~:v.tive

pre-

In-<I--I~."+-+++-II""+-H

7 Lair
8 Paradise

Salvador

from page 4
A march and rally is being
planned for Saturday, March 27
in Washington, D.C. by the U.S.
.Committee
in Solidarity with the
People of EI Salvador. The march
is to protest
the elections
planned for the end of the month
in EI Salvador. The Committee
urges negotiations
between the
'junta and the Front prior to the
elections. The Front will not par-

aid?
tic'pate in the elections to protest
human rights violations and the
inaction of the junta in the area of
land reform. The U.S. should cut
off military aid to the junta in an
effort to provide an incentive for
the junta to negotiate with the
Front
The U.S. is wrong
to
support the repressive junta. We
should not wait for the situation to
deteriorate further, we should get
out now.

Heavy metal

bighlights
from page _6
_
the backseat.
Highlight:
whole album rocks

This

Judea PriestUnleashed (Live In Japan)
Judas Priest stormed through
the fareast, shattering
oriental
eardrums at every stop. These
guys are unstoppable
onstage.
Highlight:
Side two, track, one
--"'-.-.__:_ ~;

.... ..
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The Phoenix wlshes
spring vacation.

-

titled "Diamonds and .Rust."
Iron Malden • Killers
Another group
consisting
of
wailing vocals, screaming
guilars, and thundering drums, this
band does it all exceedingly well
The lead singer sounds so tough
he probably eats raw meat. Highlight: Side one, track two titled
"Wrathchild. "

..

WMC students, faculty, staff a happy and safe

CLOTHES RACKET
6239 Syke.ville Rd~ (HI. 32)
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EldenbllJ'!.795-2338
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(mainly women) were bouseo offcampus.
Today, students
can
choose from these buildings as
well as Whiteford
and Rouzer
(both built in '68), the apartments
('72), Chandler
House (which
was once a French language
house), and some residences on
this side of Pennsylvania Avenue
'(the college owns about 50 percent of Ihese houses.)
Women's
housing
selections
back then were by numbered
slips 01 paper, which didn't work
too well since they "would trade'
numbers and sell them and steal
them," said Dean Laidlaw. The
men's
method,
on the other
hand, was by grades: "the higher _
the grade
point average,
the
better the chance to getting a
particular room."
With the installment of Dr. John
in 1972, equal regulations began
to be established lor all students,
"not one set for men and one set
for women." This liberalization of
policy,
especially
for women,
didn't come overnight though; it
"occured gradually over a period
of time" through student reaction.
This relaxing process was part
of an effort to give more control
to the students
and to teach
them responsibility,
said Dean
Laidlaw. "We cannot play the role
-ot parents-we're
educators."

ACROSS
1 Sunburn
4 Skid
9 Cushion
12-Baba
13 Lubricated
14 Time gone by
15 Confidence
17 Tidier
19 Want
21 Compass pt.
22Crippled
25 Rodent
27 Mature
31 Worm
32 Toilsome
34 While
35 Permit

CLOTHES RACKET II
96 Weill

Commendable

Cuisine
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Washington
Westminster

Rd.

~l Green

St..

848·1441

Main

51.

We.tmin.ter848-5191

"Always

the Best in Nearly New"

10% Discount with StuHent ID.

RO_TCtakes over campus
Mr. Rotc
Early this morning crack forces
of the ROTC cadet corps, led by
Cadet Major Sharon Bullward,
parachuted into the quad and
launched a well-planned
attack
on the administrative center in
Elderdice Hall and Decker College Center. Bob Fasano threatened to give everyone a ticket for
parachuting
without a license,
but changed
his mind after
Cadet 'Sergeant Wener Twinkler
informed
the major
that the
troops fell a little more larget
practice would help lift their morale. The landing was soon followed by a ground attack ably
led,by Cadet Major Nan Sadder.'
The major gave the word to "take
-, the hill", and soon ROTC forces
had captured a large part altha
campus. The troops encountered
difficulty only in the Preacher
section of Oaniat McClea, where
troops were intially overcome by
strange fumes (obviously a s0phisticated weapon). Major, Sad-

der
called
for the
"Green
Terrors," a Ranger unit especially
trained for such dangerous missions. They rappelled from helicopters
into the section
and
quickly took care of the fumes. A
few Ranger described the attack
as "a lot of fun" and felt that the
experience would probably help
them when they joined the Army.
Mopping
up operations
remained. The female dorms were
quickly seized, due to the eagerness of some of the male cadets
to practice newly learned tech.niques concerning prisoners. An
attack on President
Johnny's
house was led by Cadet Second
Lieutenant
Fred Markus.
The
President barely managed to escape, and only received that
chance when one of the cadets
got stuck rappelling out of the
helicopter, and had to be rescued. The President has set up
an administration-in-exile
at the
radio station in Westminster. To
the students who were resisting

the ROTC takeover, he broadcast
the following message:
"We shall defend our c611ege,
whatever the cost of tuition may
be, we shall fight on the football
field, we shall fight on the quad,
we shall fight in the library and in
the dorms, we shall even tight in
Englar cafeteria; we shall never
surrender."
The brains behind this operation is the ROTC Battalion Commander,
Cadet
Lieutenant
Colonet Robert Claw. l TC Claw
broadcast to the college once
the takeover was assured. He
proclaimed
thai today was "a
day to be proud of -- a New Deal
for Westem Maryland College."
He went on, "I have been
dreaming of this day since I saw
the Movie Taps, sixteen times.
TImothy Hulton is my hero and I
wanted 10 be just like him.' Now
we can have discipline
in our

gOL:~~~~ff~~r:;r:f

Chris Beyers
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WASHINGTON
D.C. -- Due to
the proposed cuts in federal aid
by the Reagan
administration,
many college students will be
hard pressed
in the coming
years to find available financial
sources to continue their education .. If the Presotent's education
budget
for 1983 passes Congress, some federal student aid
programs will be cut substantially
(such as Pef Grants, College
Work-Study Programs, and Guaranteed Student Loans), while others will be completely eliminated
(Supplemental
Educational
Opportunity Grants, State Student
incentive
Grants, and National
Direct Student loans)
Nevertheless,
certain areas of
federal aid may actually be in-

Thursday,

creased, states Charles Smith, a
lobbyist
for the U.S. Student
Association (USSA). Such examples include; the Gilder-Bonzo
Economics
Granl, a two-year
scholarship for students majoring
in supply-side
economics;
the
Special Gilder-Bonzo Economics
Grant, a full four-year scholarship
for black and 'Hispanic students
from ghettos majoring in supplyside economics;
the George
Bush Voodoo Economics
Loan
(also known as the David StockVote of Confidence
Loan)
lor economics majors; the U.S,
State Department
Work-Study
Program, for all caput red Nicaraguan soldiers/political
science

man

tailed
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within the last several years an
increased abuse of Hoover facilities, "We won't tolerate any more
abuse," stated head librarian Samantha Hatchett. "We've spoken
to Dr. John about the new stipulations and we have his approval"
These new stipulations
were
created
to counter
act such
things as students bringing food
and drink into the library, keeping
materials !onger than the checkout limit, and getting rowdy in
study areas.

In, an astounding
turnaround,
college president Ralph C. John
reinstated Elizabeth E. Laidlaw as
associate dean of students after
a marathon, three-hour personal
interview.

"We'll have no hanky panky
here," stated Ms. Hatchett. "etadents today just don't realize how
good they have it. When I went 10
school, our library consisted of
only one small room, we didn't
have any of this wonderful
rescent lighting and interlibrary
loans to do much longer when
we had to rely on horse and
buggy.
"

nou-
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Ne penalties will vary in severity according to the degree 01
stuoegt abuse. According to the
new Hoover rules, students making "repeated,
uncalled
for
noises" in the library will, atter an
initial warning, have one extremity maimed
for each offense
thereafter. With the fifth offense,
the students tongue will be removed.
Any students
caught
bringing
food and drink into
study areas will be "turned over
to a fraternity
for appropriate
action."
"The Preachers
have quite
lively initiation
rites,"
stated
Ratchett, ''I'm sure participation
by offenders wi!! be discipline
enough."
Students
who return
books
after the due date will pay a
"fine" of "one digit per day the
book is overdue." Repeated offenders will have their nose cui:
off.
"I jhink it's just what we've
needed," expressed one library
staffer. In the long run it'll save
the staff a lot of valuable time
and energy. And if we need to
construct more facilities for the
handicapped
- What the hell."

Quad quarantin
Clem

B
l

phones, bathroom stalls, or other
such items will be shot after a fair
tria!. If the offense is extremely
serious, such as forgetting
to
bow down to a cadet of higher
rank or failing Kill Commies 103,
first the person will be shot, and
then receive a fair tria!
Starting tomorrow at 0600, all
students are ordered to fall out
for PT. For those who don't speak
Army (don't worry, you soon will)
this means be ready to exercise
at 6 a.m
.

Crackdown

Clem
_
In an effort to crack down on
misuse and abuse of Hoover
Library facilities, several rather
severe penalties are being imp!emented
The new penalties will

r------- '

Laidlaw rehired

New scholarships

school. No more TP .shortages.
No more cafeteria food -- we'll
eat Orations
instead. No more
high tuition. Never in the field of
academics,
has so much been
owed by so many to me." He
added, "l'm in control now."
LTC Claw started off the new
administration with .a number of
directives. The Phoenix has been
renamed The Stars and Stripes.
ROTC is mandatory -- not just
two years but all four years.
Anyone caught ripping out tele-

Several sections of the Quad
have been placed under quarantine by local health officals due to
the recent outbreak of the Gabor
Syndrome
The disease, which only afflicts
males, has of yet no known cure,
but as area doctor Quaalius Lude
noted, usually runs a relatively
short course of 7-8 hours.
.
Stated Dr. Lude "we in the
medica!
profession
are completely baffled
by the Gabor
Syndrome. With all our medical
knowledge and liltle blue-pills we
can't do a damn thing to stop-it"
According to nurse Zora Hatchen, victims of the syndrome show
several symptoms of the dreaded
diseases 3-5 days before being
incapicitated
by it, such as the.
adoption at a slight Hungarian
accent,
addiction
to flapjacks
and an increasing obsession with

watching
reruns
of "Green
Acres."
Junior Chuck "Buzzsaw"
Studinski was the first 10 contractthe
disease on the WMC campus.
Perry Wackernunu,
Stuofnekt's
roommate, contacted the campus
doctor atter he noticed Studinskl
was "acting very peculiar"
"Well, 'er. like the tirst thing !
noticed
was Chuck
dressins
funny-imported
Hungarian
galoshes and there was sequins all
over the floor. They he started
talkin' wierd·saying
things like
"Why Dahling' I'd love to marry
you,' At first I thought it was
some of the crap he was smoking, but it never affected me like
that and after he tried to kiss me,
I called the doctor"
Studinski is now under medical
supervision in the WMC infirmary.
Of the 12 reported cases, none
have proved tatal. "At least I
don't think so," stated Dr. Lude
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The Bird
Trite lime pendants grouped in a huddle,
snickering, grinning as they plan to befuddle
Wednesday night rhetoric is the order of the meeting,
the basis for the obsequious greetings.
Then I saw the senate cutting through the black,
heading to McDanTe1 on a crooked" path

The snakey Whinnies shriek and shake with lauqhter,
8 p.rn. meeting doesn't start til twenty after.
Then in struts the tribal order queen,
oh so composed. delicate and pristine,
the tribal scholars jump up with whoops and caus.
as the queen starts the commencing of the savage 'brawt.
"Chaos and mayhem," screech the voices of the pendants
"Rap ye -me deadly voo-doo gavel,
plunder the campus in academic battle."
The tribal queen adrnlnlehee the throng,
"Beware, beware, or Robert's Rules of Order, and
and all the other gods of the senate,
Robert's Rules will hoo-doo you. -

listen to the yell of alumni ghost
suffering long for their imaged-maimed
host
Hear the Student politicos mock their names,
as they go about their deeds of same.
Listen to the misleading proclamation,
shouted across the hills of the campus location.
- Hear the voices of representation,
shrieking lies of instigation.
Hear the disdain of a quorum call,
watch the pendants juba in the senate hall.
See the pendant queen bang with the gavel
hard as she .can.
rattle, rattle, rattle,
with an ouldated book and a glossy gavel,
rat-tal-rattle, tattle, tattle, tattle.
Beware, beware, or·Robe.rt's Rules will hOO-d~ you.

Motion to adjourn is shouted in the hall,
no student was represented at all.
Senate member egos primed for another week,
rush to fill the resume with their feats.
Rat-tat-rattle, tattle, tattle, tattle.
See the aisles in Hoover Library,
filled with senate notes oh so airy.
Hear the voices of the future generations,
howling with laughter at the mani-festations.

Ask Omaraculous
Dear Orner.
Recently, I attended a fancy
dinner
party at a politician's.
house. Everything went well until
the meal was served. When I sat
down I noticed
three different
forks, two different spoons, and
two different knives placed in
front of me. I was lost. What are
all these utensues for? I've heard
that Y9U are a graceful diner.
Embarrassed
at Dinner
Dear Clumsy Diner,
You've heard -right. Manners
are my middle name. The largest
fork is tor sticking the person
seated to your right in the butt.
(or the person seated to you left,
if you're left-handed) The second
largest fork is for eating off other
people's plates. Fork no. 3 you
inconspicuouslY..
stash_ in your
pocket. You ne"Ver can tell when
you'll need a good fork for buttsticking
at a fast food joint.
Seems all they serve are those
flimsy plastic jobs, - no good for
butt-sticking.
Spoons are my personal favorite. They mainly tuncnon as foodlaunchers.
The larger spoon is
for firing larger foods like sliced
carrots, meatballs, and potatoes
The smaller spoon should be
used with peas,
com, mixed
vetgetables, and -brussel sprouts.
Spoons also serve as excellent
tools for splashing tomato soup
on a white-jacketed diner.
Knives,
contrary
to popular
opinion, are mainly for personal
hygiene. Use the larger one for
scraping
whiteheads
off your
face. Knives are better
than
pinching with your fingers, and
less painful than shaving the zits
off. The smaller knife is used

Water
C.N. The Mannly DDG-5
Since the yearIs for all practical purposes
over and it is
becoming virtually impossible to
keep on top of things. Therefore,
I am writing this slightly well
informed column from time to
time. In the interest of my acadernc standing 1 will not pay a
great deal of attention to modern
conventions of SOCiety like truth,
fact or morality. Simply, I will
relate the happenings
of the
school as I see them or make
them up.
Shorts has it that several of our
most distinguished
professors,
most notably, Dr. 19lich, Dr. Law,
Dr. David, Mr. Makosky and Dr.
Alspachx. ere forming a progressive new wave band. The group
wilt be managed by Yvette Carney who has been looking for
work for some time now. Appropriately, the band wlll be called
four out of five are doctors.
Next, Mike and Beth are getting
married and it is rumored that Phi
sigma president, Checka Leinwall
was over heard saying "wouldn't
it be just groovy man if all the Phi
Sigs cQU.ld get married on the

primarily for extracting that particular/y hard to reach, hardened
flem (snot) in your nose, The
serrated edge of the knife serves
as a functional nostril-hair comb
Dear Orner.
I have a strange fascination for
pens. Rne points, ball points,.,
power points, you name it. 1 have
a collection of over 200 different
pens, no two alike.· They all have
a special place in. my heart. I
don't particularly like girls, but my
pens never let me down. Several
of my pens tell the time and a
couple even talk to me. I wax
them at feast once a week so
they'll slide through my fingers.
Lately. my roommate's been giving me- a hard time. He says I'm
loony. What do you think?
Bobby-boy
Dear Pen-man,
There's nothing wrong with you.
I tuck in my Bic, kiss it, and tell it
a bedtime story evetv night.
You're a few bricks shy a load,
pal.
Dear Orner.
I have a special talent that few
people possess. I can pass ~
at will. Some are boisterous,
while others are orphans - no
pop. My problem is my timing. I
never know just the right moment
to exhibit my talent. Can you help
me?
Cheese-cutter
Dear C-C,
The most opportune
time to
shoot the proverbial
geese is
during intimate male-female relations. (There is a number that
applies, but it slips my mind)
.other great times include; riding

in a car with the windows rolled
up, while you're sitting in class
during an exam, and to arouse a
sleeping roommate.
Dear Orner.
What's you opinion of girls?
What qualities does your ideal
girl have?
Baffled
Dear Baffled,
Girls are neat
They're really fun
I only wish
I had me one.

_
To cuddle and squeeze
And pinch her butt
A girl who believes
I'm not a nut
A girl who don't care
About that zit on my face
With puss running out
All over the place
A girl who is proud
To be Omar's flame
This, Dear Baffled,
Is Omers ideal dame
Dear Omar,
Two weeks ago, after a night of
drinking at a IQCaI bar, my friends
and I were involved in a car
accident - the result being that I
am now a paraplegic.
I haven't
told anyone because I'm afraid to
roll out of my room. How can I
break the news to my parents?
Triple-Cripple
Dear Tn"pple-Cripple
A postcard and a recent picture should
do nicely.
Don't
wotry. You could always get a
job as a doorstop or a paperweight.
-

leaks

news shorts

same day?"
all collected dollars for the rerenThe joke was on us er last fall's
ovation of Alumni, Winslow and
the Track. In a most conservative
Halloween
punk rock mixer
Shorts sources found out that the
vane, Dr. John announced "Why
notorious mixer of the year was
not stay with a good thing."
Dean Laidlaw, in a last ditch
actually sponsored by the Bacheeffort to shake all the razzing she
tors dressed up to look like the
has received in the last 12 or so
Phi Delts. In fact, IVe have it on
good faith that Jay Wingate, who
years refused to allow The Phoeallegedly assumed the identity of
nix to print anything at all regardChris Hartwick was over heard
ing that three day party half of us
saying
"I was misquoted".
have come to know and love as
.Sorry guys.
run in their race,
Junior Follies.
Good Job. On
okay.
to the more serious
side of
-The newly formed subcommit. things. Goucher College (a,Ugirls)
tee of the newly formed commitis having a "shipwreck
party"
tee of the newly formed Student
$1.00 with a lifesaver, $1.50 stag.
Foundation, the S.L.A. (Seniors
Now who would you like to be
Liberation Army.) have kidnapped
stranded on a desert island with?
the campuses own local smart
This just does to show you that
ass, Chris Byers. I leamed of this
you never really know a person.
saddening
news while in Dr.
Jeanne Higbee has just come
Long's office begging for a passout of the closet as a surrogate
ing grade in what can only be
mother (I thought that she was
described as paganistic rituals.
married to a man.) At first the
The S.l.A. hopes that no other
unlucky couple, who will have to
fool underclassman
tries to, gel_ remain nameless
approached
as cute with his mouth
Victor Culatta, Counseling intern.
The college brass has let it
They offered him an R.A. job in
leak that rather than continuing
the apartments next year, but Vic
efforts to raise a small fortune to
was sorry _to say that he was a
build a new gym, they will turn
continued on page 4
. .hard rudder a stern and ear mark
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Keith L. Arnold - Memorial
The government stands to lose
much as $150 billion in tax
revenues over the next 20 years
if it accepts
President Ronald
I Reagan's
proposed federal student aid budget cuts for the 1983
fiscal year, according to a statistical study
by College
Press
Service.
President Reagan has asked.
Congress to cut $1.9 billion 'rom
the federal student aid programs.
The cuts would affect an estimated five million students nationwide.
They may force as
many as 892,000 undergraduate,
graduate, and high school senior
I students to drop their college
plans altogether,
according
to
American Council on Education,
National Center for Education
I Statistics
and College
Press
I Service estimates.
Using Bureau of Labor Stattstics estima~es of th~ annual in-

as

I
I

I

i ~:::~
~~n :~~n~~me~o:i~~
high school, undergraduate, and
graduate
degrees,
CPS catculated that, according to 1981 tax
tables, those 892,000 "lost" stuI
dents would pay some $156
billion less in taxes over the next
20 years because they lack their
1 degrees.
The exact numbers are highly
problematic. They are based on
maximum
amounts
of federal
j taxes people of different income
levels would pay over the next 20
I years of their working
lives. The
projections are based on a taxpayer filing a single return, claiming one exemption.
and were
computed
with assistance from
H&R Block consultants.

In figuring probably salary increases, CPS USed government
proiectlons
that high school
grads typically earn about five
percent more in salary per year,
college grads earn seven percent more eah year, and advanced-degree
holders
earn
eight percent more.
CPS' cost-benefit
study used
U.S. Census Bureau estimates of
average earnings of male high
school grads ($17,100), female
high school grads
($10,036),
male ~ college
grads ($24,473).
female college grads ($13,303),
male graduate
degree holders
($29,609), and female holders of
graduate degrees ($16,929),' TIle
average earnings are for the 18
and over age group, and disregard race, work experience, and
other variables.

•...and

I

The American Council on Education estimates some 325,000graduate students and some 1.5
million undergraduate
students
will have to drop our before fall,
1983 if the Reagan cuts are
approved.
College Press Service calculated that about 30 percent -67,000 students -- of the 2Z1,000
19~ high school senors who
would ordinarily get federal _aid
would have io drop plans to go
bn to college in faiL 19]3.
According
to those numbers.
the U.S. Treasury would collect
an average of $7.8 billion a year
less from those students over the
first 20 years of their working
lives. Those students, moreover,
represent just the first class that
would be kept from or dropped
from colieoe.

Keith Arnold shoots off mouth!!!

a special note for Keith

I

I

CPS Page

OKLAHOMA CITY, OK -- A bill
that would have made it illegal
for Oklahoma colleges and universities to recognize gay student
groups was killed recently by the
state legislature,
which voted
down the proposed bill in the first
day of hearings.
"It's unfortunate, very unfortunate," laments the bill's sponsor,
Representative
Bill Graves of
Oklahoma ctty. "I guess they (the
committee)
want homosexuals
running around the state's campuses."
Back in December
gay students at the University of Oklahoma won a state-Supreme
Court

case requiring the university to
recognize them as an on campus
group. Grave's bill would have
withheld state funds from schools
that recognized any groups that
promote conduct in violation of
state laws. Since the practice of
homosexuality is illegal according
to state statutes forbiding
sodomy and lewd .conduct, Graves
said, the bill would. eHectively
prevent funding of gay student
groups
In Florida, a similarbill
called
the Trask-Bush Amendment was
passed by the state legislature
last year, but was subsequently
ruled unconstitutional by the Florida Supreme Court.

an effort to clamp down on "legal
Opponents
of the Oklahoma
activities of campus groups, and
legislation charged that, even if
to control the "medical and disthe bill was approved, it would
ease problems" associated with
have been ruled unconstitutional
"the homosexual lifestyle."
by the courts.
Graves says he has no immediAt the University of Oklahoma,
ate plans for introducing
new
the newly-recocnlzeo
Gay Activist Alliance (GAA) reports that its I anti-gay legislation, "unless I can
find some other bills. that J can
members "couldn't be more deattach something
like that to
lighted" by the death of Graves'
bill.
"The bill was unconstitutional to
begin with," says GAA SecretaryTreasurer Mark Whitman." "But
here in Oklahoma it's not unusual
for unconstitutional
legislation to
go through."
the legislation.
_.
.,.
Graves asserts that the bill was

J

lie

Pros/cons of 'child abuse:
Dlonra Thistlewood

of Bree

I think we have all had enough
.ot ".bleeding-heart
liberal psych6regists
and sociologists
telling
parents that they can not bat
around their brats because it will
cause
mental. not -to mention
physical damage. What about the
reasons for child abuse? Nobody
ever talks about them. Are parents really in the wrong?
Child-abuse provides an important emotional release for tooey'e
parent. It is an outlet, a safety
valve for the pent up frustrations
and emotional pressures of modern society. In these inflationary
times, low-cost recreational activIf they've really got wbat It takes.
It's going to takeeverything
they've got.

ities, like child abuse, are necessary. Why should the child be
protected? It is the parent, the
adult, the breadwinner, who must
face the terrible
problems
of
today's
mechanized, Q.i.!reaucratized corporate society. A child
has every thing given to him, why
not allow a parent to give it to his'- child once in a while. Most of the
problems with child abuse derives from its illegalitY. Make
something illegal and it acquires
a mystique.
The only way to
bring the .crlme rate down, is to
reduce the number of offenses.
And it might.be
good for the
little hellions too. Don't get me
wrong, I love children. That's why

I hate to see todav's J.D.'s being
brought up in todav'e permissive
manner. I have had my fill of the
Dr. Spack, ilJdulge them, indulge
them. generation
of so-called
human beings. Where will Amerlea. long may it wave. head when
these
over-indulged,
overdru.gged, over-sexed and underscarred draft--dedgers
start running this country?
ru tell you
where, right down the road to
commumsm!t!
Today's
child,
never told no, everything handed
to him, his body and mind soft,
spaced out by drugs and matenalistic
values, will welcome
a
system of government that controis their lives and does every-

.Honeysuckle House
Gifts • Tole • Crafts
200 Pennsylvania Ave.

'Tonite - 7 & 10 p.m.
Decker Aud.
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Preppies examined
Little EI
Preppies, In the 60's we had
drugs. In the 70's we had disco.
In the 80's we have disgusting
This is in reference to the answer
to the
Izod
manufacturers'
dreams, Preppies. Now for anyone with serious icentity-problems comes the guiding light in
the form of a small very expensive alligator. This turns the focus
to the next aspect of the Preppie
world.
Preppie
attire.
Besides
the
rather odd, preference
towards
pink garments by the males, (as
Howard Stern would say, soowee
big boy) the other distinct characteristic is the lack of socks with
their docksloers.
.The hygienic

Scholarships
from

page

1

from page 1
majors Who Say they were trained
by Cuba to fight with the rebels
in EI Salvador; the James wattAnne Gorsuch "Scorched Earth"
Aid Program, for environmental
science- business majors; the AI
Haig "I'm in charge here" Loan,
for political science majors speCializing in crisis management;
the Treasury Secretary Reagan
Guaranteed Student Loan, a 40
percent
interest
loan for any
deserving students; the Richard
Allen "Those are nice looking
watches" Memorial Grant, for stu-

dents studying ethics in' politics;
the Nancy Reagan Cultural Endowment, for any pro'mising future fashion designers willing to
give the Flrsf Lady expensive
samples of their work; and, fi·
nally, the Ronald Reagan Fund
for Drama Students Just Passing
Their Acting Classes."
Said lobbyist Charles Smith, "I
would advise students to take
advantage
of these federal aid
programs now, since there is the
possibility that many of them may
be thrown out after November
1984."

Dialects
Wandering

Logician

Wild Bill,
Our nations economic
problems seem' out of hand and I feel
helpless in trying to solve the
situation.
Excuse me but I believe the
answer to our economic prcblems is easily found and WMC is
the beginning.
/" Well that is great! Please continue and tell us how we are to
.solve the problem.
During the winter I found myself in a room that was hot
enough to require us to open a
window. Can you suggest another way we could have cooled
the room down?
You could
have turned the
thermostat down.
Correct, and besides cooling
the room down what else woulc
that have done?
It would have saved a little
heal.
And if this w~re done in every

more
from

page

Mann.

2

guy and as such could not go
the full term,
Terry Rippen has six toes on
his left foot.
And on a final note, Carole
Burnet was seen before spring
break, eating off of Bob Fasano's
plate ....
and later, when she got
drunker was dancing on top of
the grill counter.
Have.l nice Thursday. ,

room in every building,
what
then?
It would save a lot of heat
Where would all of these sav·
ings go?
To the college.
Who would in turn pass the
savings to Whom?
To us and our parents who pay
tlie costs of the college.
Correct, and what would they
do with the extra money?
Spend it!
Wrong, my liberal comrade,
what would sensible people do
with the savings?
.J
They would save and invest it.
Correct, and since the ma;ority
of Americans need to be lead by
the hand in any action, our
initiative will show the rest of the
people what to do with their extra
income. With this great increase
in revenue the banks and the
private sector will' be stimulated
into economic growth and thus
the solution of America's economic problems can' be solved
starting right here at WMC.
William Kreller

implications
alone are utterly
nauseating, The only thing worth
mentioning
concerning
female
Preppie apparel is it is about as
attractive as most of the eatables
served-in Englar.
Much more appalling
is the
Preppie
attitude.
Their "Holier
than thou" posture is almost as
revolting as it is incorrect. It is
sentiments such as these that
brought the world !ruly wonderful
men like Adolf Hitler and reoblooded
American
groups like
the KKK
As conversationalists.
Preppies
seem to limit themselves to few
topics,
the climate, sex, and
more specifically,
who sleazed
out witl) who over the weekend.

in this respect, the way a story
can become exaggerated as it is
retold is astounding. A girl could
conceivably
leave a mixer with
one member of the football team
on Friday and by Monday the
alleqancrr is that she had made it
with the entire first string and the
mascot
The only solution to the spread
of this plague is genocide, one
effective method is to force the
Preppies to purchase their clothing only at K·Mart and Zayres,
causing them all to take their own
lives
Of course, this is the April's
Fools issue so it should be said
that all of the creceenm
was
completely in jest. (Right.)

AFTER GRADUJtTION
MAYBE YOU SHOULD JUST
l~E OFFL

Don't pay attention to those
soldiers Mr. Sadat! Watch
those jets i~ t~

NAVY F·4's IN ACTION

Take oft with the Navy ••• as a Naval Aviator or Naval Flight OUicer.
You'll experience the challenges
and responsibilities
few people will ever
know. There's the thrill of flying the most sophisticated aircraft Ihis world has
to offer. there's the pride in knowing you're training with the best there is.
No graduate school can give you this kind 01 training. No other job can give
you this kind 01 experience ... this last. Starting sulcnes . $20,000· $40,000 after
just four years.
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'Golden' at WMC

Theatre for a question and anto be at
swer session at the 2 p.m. showWestern Maryland College about
ing of 011 Golden
Pond. A
twenty-one years ago, more than
reception was held that evening
likely you would have found a
in the Understage,
and Mr.
rather tall and skinny 12 year old
Thompson
greeted
the guests
boy running around campus, and
and signed autographs. The replaying basketball in Gill Gym
ception was followed by a lecture
So what? Today that skinny little
on the Mainstage. At the close of
12 year old is one of today's
the lecture Mr. Thompson gave
most bril\ant playwrights.
WMC a rather generous gift. II
In fact. his current movie On was a five thousand dollar enGolden Pond won him an Oscar.
dowment to the Education DeHe is known to the people of
partment in his father's name, the
Westminster and WMC, as Dicky
late WMC Professor
Emeritus
Thompson, but to the rest of the
Theron Barker Thompson
wbrld Ernest. Thompson. He is so
During the discussion with the
well thought of by the people of drama
majors and the press
WMC, that Thursday, March 18, conference
some very good
1982 was dedicated especially to
questions were raised. The most
him.
obvious was, how did On Golden
Mr. Thompson started his busy
Pond come to you?
day at WMC by' speaking to the
"I was in a .New England style
drama majors
in Alumni
Hall
hardware store in Santa Monica,
Undersfage.
After the informal 'CaJifornia.
II was just like the
talk with the drama majors he
ones you lind in Massachusetts
attended a press conference in
with the checkerboard and candy
the green room in Alumni Hall.
jars. I didn't think places like that
That was followed by a short talk
existed anymore," stated Thompin Westminster. After that talk, he
son. "The combination
of the
then proceeded
to the Carroll
water and that store reaUy got me

motivated. I've also "always had a
fascination
with older people,
and that cootributed also."
The next question was, How
was the character
Norman
Thayer created?
"Norman is orginated from a lot
of people' including myself," said
Thompson. "He is a lot like me,
but also my father and some
other acquaintances."
On Golden Pond started as a
play, and opened in the Hudson
Guild Theatre in-September
of
1978, during the newspaper
strike. "Lucky break!" stated
Thompson. By the time it got to
Broadway the strike was over,
and the play received mixed
family lived there until he was 12
reviews. However, when the play
and they moved to Westminster.
went on the road it was a huge
His father joined the faculty at
success everywhere,' from FinWMC in the education
departland to South East Asia.
ment.
In the spring of 1981, Ernest
In those adolescent years he
Thompson persuaded his direcwas known to everyone as Dicky
tor, Mark Rydell, to give him a . Thompson,
Theron Thompson's
shot at writing ric scieceplav for boy (his real name is Richard
the movie
Ernest). He attended Westminster
"Writing· the screenplay was a .High School.
At westminster
lot different than writing the play,
High he held the record for the
but once I got· started, it was a
two mile run: His face was a
pleasure." said Thompson.
familiar one to the people on
The first draft was 120 pages,
campus, and he was very well
but after four days of readings
liked by most people.
with Katherine Hepburn and the
He went to several colleges in
other cast members it increased
the area including the University
Bob Thomas and Shari Bullard
to 185. Editing was inevitable,
of Maryland and Catholic UniverSenior Pride's activities will be
and the final copy was atoet 135
sity. He earned his B.S. in dracoordinated with the foundation
pages.
matic arts at American University.
next year. The two new chairperBefore Thompson started his
From there he went to Califorsons will be represented in that
writing career he grew up (obnia to seek his- fortune. He aporganization also.
viously!). Thompson was born in
peared in a soap opera, and
Student Foundation is the crea- --Bellows Falls, Vermont, and his
several series, and even a few
tton 01 Gary Smallwood
and
G,ony Vleck of the Office of

S.F. inducts recruits
Fidy Kuo
Formally inducting its first new
members was The Student Foundation on March 16 at their
reception
held on the Dining
Porch. The reception was also
the foundation's first formal·appearance as a new and permanent organization to WMC

Invited guests to the reception.
Development. Its purpose is to
were school president Dr. John,
assist the office In creating funds
James ·Ridenour, vicefor support of the college.
president for development, Dean
The organization started at a
Mowbray, Dean Laidlaw, and Dr.
base with eighteen charter memJeanne Higbee.
bers. They were chosen from the
Gary Smallwood, the foundaheads of various campus groups
tion's faculty advisor, remarked
to be representative of the stuabout the effort put into recruiting
dent body. The officers are Stu
the organization's new members.
Suts-President,
Ken Schaefer"The difficult
task," he said
Vice-President, Checka Leinwall"was to convince students to Qet
Mike Line-Social
Chairperson,
into something they didn't know
Carolyn Berry-Publicity and Protoo much about.'
motion Chairperson, and Liz SigThis task required a "100 per- ./enthaler-Secretary.
eon-hocre" for publicity promoFor several weeks these offition and application
review. 65
cers promoted
the foundation
applications in all were reviewed,
and planned for the application
which, "surpassed
anything we
process.
expected," said Smallwood.
The forty neW members ac. Of the 65 appliCations, 15 were
cepted can expect to assist in
rejected. The remaining 40 are
fund raIsing and campus promospread out as follows: 10 freshnon activities. Planned is the
men, 10 sophomores, 16 juniors
annual phonathon,
a Parent's
and 4 seniors. Next year's chairWeekend,
a possible Sibling's
persons for Senior Pride were
Weekend,
and
mixers
and
also announced.
They witt be
continued on page 4

StUd e nt s un 1·te
Fidy KUD

Working
to organize
public
opinion
for a Mutual NUclear
Arms Freeze county wide and
campus
wide
is The Carroll
County Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Committee.
County wide the effort is being
coordinated by husband and wife
Bud and Alice Coleman. They
are the chatrperscns
- of the
Freeze
Commtttee.c-Asststtnq
them are its thirty some mernbers. They are from the town and
the college.
Campus
chaplin
Reverend Charles Wallace and
senior Ann Karn are the "college
outreach
persons."
They. were
also co-chairpersons
of the recent Elderdice Peace Week.
Campus
wide, the effort is
being coordinated by senior Kim
Oppenheim
IJIld some 1q stu-

WI·

plays
"I was frustrated as an actor,
and that's when I turned to
writing," said Thompson. He then
traveled back to New York and
wrote several things
''I'm still interested in acting,
and maybe I'll write something
for myself someday," he said.
Currently, his new play, The
West Side Waltz, is playing at the
Kennedy Center Opera House
with none other than Kate Hepburn
"Contrary to popular belief, I
didn't write the play with her in
mind," said Thompson
Also, a collection of three plays
written by Thompson are being
produced in Los Angeles for air
next fall on PBS. As for the future
plans of Ernest Ihompson, he is
thinking of writing a play set in
Maryland, and just taking it easy.

th residents

dents
Oppenheim
IS also
a
member of the Freeze Committee. The students have also been
involved in operating a petition
table for the Freeze outside the
Engler Dining Halt. They have
also been working to form a
campus organization from which
they wilt be able to voice their
opinions.
On March 18, the proposal for
official recognition of the organization was sent before the SGA
for a vote. Said Oppenheim before the meeting, "I'm confident
that we will receive recognition.
We're not asking for any of their
money. We infend to raise it
ourselves."
A "Peace
Party"
IS
in the
making to help raise funds for the
campus group if (t is approved
by.the SGA. !hey plan to use the

Forum on April 10 for the party
There will be a beer sale and a
blue grass band. The services of
the band, informed Oppenheim,
wilt be a donation of one of the
musicians who is also a Freeze
Committee member.
They plan to continue petitioning "perhaps once a week." The
process of petitioning consists of
distributing
any pamphlets
and
literature to interested persons at
their table.
If there are any
questions, the attendants of the
petitions
try to answer them.
Then, of course, there is a petition they try to persuade people
to sign.
The same efforts county wide
are being exercised by the members of the parent organization,

continued on page 3
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Make-.. your

Disarm now
On behalf 01 the Carroll County
teet on the "sever decision On
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Coman issue of such global importmittee I would like to respond to
ance, what country could remain
a letter by Frank Rammes printed
unaffected against the united tide
in the Carroll County Times on
of international pressure? Another
March 11. First, however, I want
reason for the Soviets \0 accept
to applaud the Times for their
the Freeze is economic. I. undereffective presentatioo
and sup- -stand that in recent years the
port of the Freeze campaign via
Russian people have bequn to
-a; recent article, editorial. and
voice some dissatisfaction due to
through the presentation of views
the marginal level of consumer
in letters to the Editor. Public
goods available. And now _the
discussion on the issue of contineconomic
crunch 00 the conued nuclear wapons build-up is sumer sector due to world ecoindeed a major objective of the
nomic
woes
and
increased
Freeze campaign.
military
expenditures
has· i~let us address Mr. Rammes'
creased
dramatically.
Surely
concern on whether the Soviets
there' are elements-in Soviet Govwould accept the Freeze. For
ernment which would be glad 10
several reasons, if the U.S. put
meet con~umer demands
if it.
forth an honest nuclear weapons
were. politically feasible. We know
freeze
proposal,
the Soviets
very little about the specific preswould have to give it serious
sures available to the Russian
consideration.
Of course, they
citizen or the --\less militaristic
could not be forced to accept it,
elements of Soviet government.
but the pressure of world opinion,
However, we can be fairly certain
which would surely be in our
• continued on page4
favor, would h~~ significant ef-

RONALD REAGAN MAY BE
UNWILLING
To RETREAT,
BuT1:, WILUAM J. FARQUHAR,
AM WILLING To RETREAT'

J

Letters to the Editor.-

vote count

Dear Editor:
Next Monday is one of the few
times during the school year that
students are given an dpportunity
to act in support 01 their class in
electing responsible and efficient
class and student body officers.
Placing your ballot in these elections shows your support 01 your
class.
Even . though' most students,
when
asked. say they'll vote,
when Mondayrous
around, many.
will be 'tied up in the matters of
the day, unintentionally
forgetting. Selecting good officers is
important if we want the work of
the class and student ~dy to be
well done.,
At the end of next year, we
should be able to say we are
proud of our class projects such
as Homecoming
and sponsored
Mixers. Once the year has. past,
it's over. Our class
will have
either done good things which
brought us closer as a class.
while adding to the treasury. or
we'll have done nothing.
You can make your choice for
which type of class you want on
Monday. Make a decision to vote
and support your class. Make anote of who has publicity posters
around, of who has articles in
today's paper and of who makes
his or her way around campus to
get to know their class.
Louise Nemshick
Class of '85

Pick the right candidate
Dear Editor:
On April
5, 1982, Western
Maryland College students will
vote in order to elect both class
and student body officers. It is
essential that all WMC students
take the time to vote so that our
opinions
may be voiced and
dealt with properly.
Before voting on Monday, it
may be a good idea to ask
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
,.:
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ourselves
whether
or not we are
pleased with
the performance
of
the officers presently in office.
Did these officers represent us
competently,
or was the last
election just a popularity cootest?
Were the activities which your

class officers sponsored actually
successful in raising funds and
class spirit, or were there any
activities at all?
Questions such as these often
raise thoughts concerning the reelection of last year's officers.
let's hope they raise them this
year, so that we can elect energetic and efficient officers who
will work hard for us.
Eric D'Antonio
.Claee of '85

Special opportunity
Dear Editor:
Enclosed is a copy of a letter
which I received
yesterday.
I
hope you will print it along with
my comments here as a service
to the campus
community.
A
career in dentistry is, potentially
quite' rewarding to one's soul as
wen as to one's pocketbook, and
furthermore the career is reeustlcally within reach of many Western Maryland students.
let me emphasize
that one
need not be a science major to
enter the field, though certain
science
couses
are required.
Any student who wants dentistry
and who thinks he (she) can
maintain a 3.2 average in a solid
liberal arts program should talk to
me about it.
The first step is to make an
appointment
with me by calling
Mrs. Bowersox
in the Biology
office, extension 400.
Sincerely,
Wilbur l. long, Chairman
Committee for the
Health Professionals

Dear Dr. long:
The University of Maryland at
Baltimore Dental School is offering a three week summer experience "Operation Dental Career",
for undergraduate
students who
may be interested in dentistry as
a career. The program will be
"held from Wednesday, June 2,
1982 10 Wednesday,
June 23,
1982
"Operation
Dental Career," is
an academic/clinical
experience
exposing students to oral health

care delivery systems, denial education and the occupational
roles of dental professional. The
student spends two weeks in our
Denial School where lectures,
and topics such as observations
in our dental clinics, dental specialities,
academic
preparation,
admissions
requirements.
basic
science, oral health care delivery
systems, and manual dexterity

technique
are presented.
The
third week the students are assigned in their home area to a
practicing alumnus where direct
exposure-to the occupational role
of the dental professional in delivery is provided.
The major thrust of the program
is' to present to the student an
overview of denial education, the
occupational
role of the dentist
and the academic planning and
preparation necessary to the application' process.
This experience will provide the student wIth
an early indepth look at a career
in dentistry.
Transportation
and lunch expenses must tie provided by the
student. The daily schedule is
from 9:00 a.m. to 3 p.m. The third
week schedule is determined by
the assigned
dentist and the
student.
.
Any student who is in good
academic standing at your institution and who you feel has a
desire to pursue a career in
dentistry
andlor
in the health
professions, is eligible to apply.
To. be considered for "Operation
Dental Career" a student must
complete
and return the enclosed application with one letter
of recommendation
from a science department
faculty member by Friday, April 16, 1982.
We hope that students
from
Western Maryland
College will
participate. We look forward to
meeting and working with them.
If you have any questions,
please do not hesitate to contact
me (301) 528-7472.
Thanking you again for your
assistance and cooperation.
Sincerely,
(Mrs.) W.G. Spruill
Assistant To The Dean

April 2, 1982
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Students and residents join. quest
from page 1
the county Freeze Committee,
Their strategy has been to petition at shopping
centers and
outside stores.
- "So far, I've fell very good,
about it," stated co-chairperson
Bud Coleman, "The highs have
outweighed the lows. The people
have been quite responsive."
So far, 700 signatures have
been gathered county wide. According to the Cole mans, these
include the three county conmlssioners and the Mayor of Westminster.
"I even convinced my boss and
his wife to sign," prided- Bud
_ Coleman.
Of course, not everyone signs
the' petition readily, or at all.
However, Oppenheim said that.
"just raising the issue is lrnportant. People are just uninformed."
Wayne Belt, a science instructor at Westminster High, said that
he isn't allowed to actively ceution his students." But, he said
that he was glad that he just

made the Nuclear Freeze an
issue in their lives. "Hopefully.
they'll discuss it among themselves and take it .home to discuss with their parents,"
said
Belt.
The Freeze Committee members argue that no organized
effort· has coalesced
against
them. However, Belt noted that
the Guidance
Department
of
Westminster
High has not approved of the committee's actlvities. The reason, he offered is
that they were ex-military personnel. The Colemans believe that
the single largest opposition to
the Nuclear Freeze is the U.S.
Armed Forces.
Oppenheim stated that oppoeltion on campus has come mostly
from individuals,
They usuany
stop by at the tables t? qu~sti~
them. She added that training In
committee workshops helps them
answer the kinds of questions
they may pose.
Other efforts to raise citizen
consciousness have been a tee-

ture (February 25, Carroll County
Public library), and the Elderdice
Peace Week. Co-chairperson
of
that activity, Reverend Charles
Wallace, said that town resident
response was pretty good. However, he would have preferred
that more students came also.
Entire organizations within Carroll County have been listed as
supporters . of the corrmlttee's
.
efforts: MallY of them. are religious organizations. Editorial commentaries
are another means of raising the issue.
On March
16 in the Carroll
County Times, an editorial by
committee member Donald Gibson was printed. The main points
of the editorial were: Evidence of
Soviet opinion to join In a Mutual
Nuclear Freeze (economic
and
pacifist); verjfoanon
(certainty of
success); and the goals of the
Freeze Committee.
Primarily, the gains ,made by
the Freeze committee have been
aimed at Congresswoman
Beverly .Byron. Each month, com-

pleted petitions are delivered to
her office. Also. she is asked to
support Bin HR-43 Freeze Resolution. The Slate senatoris called
regularly to support Bill SAR-39.
Co-chairpersons Bud and Alice
Coleman stated that the committee got started' around the beginninq of the year. It was after
attending a 'Peace Coalition in
Baltimore. There, the Maryland
Peace Council 'formed a Nuclear
Arms Freeze Task Force. The
Cotemanetook the initiative to
represent the task force in Carroll
County.
Said Bud, "We've always had
an interest in peace issues ...especially since our 'two children
are now in college." We're concemed for their future."
Two years ag9, the Colemans
were involved in anti-draft activities. Duiing the Vietnam War era,
they
participated
in peace
marches,
Depsite involvement in current
pacifist activities. it should be
noteCf that Bud Coleman is a

Navy veteran who saw action in
VVW II.
"rve always been peaceful," he
said "and I'm probably more so
now today."
Committee membership
is expected
to grow from 30 to 50
people pretty soon. The strateqy
is 10 continue their efforts until
1983 and "something gives."
"For the next election,"
said
Bud, "we'd
like the Nuclear
Freeze to be a major campaign
issue."
As for the future of their cause,
he said that he is quite optimistic.
"This issue is neither liberal or
conservative. rural or urban. It's
an issue of world survival. We
think people will see it our- way.
How can they think otherwise?"
The Carroll
County
Freeze \
Committee meets bi-weekly in the
basement of Big Baker Chapel at
7:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
All
interested persons who wish to
become
involved may contact
the Colemans or Kim Oppenheim.

Ccndidctes Speck
Stuart SuI.
Dear Members of
the Class of 1983:
I am Stuart Suls and am running for the Office of Senior
Class President. I am your current Junior Class President and
have been involved
with the
class since our freshman year as
secretary and as Vice-President
of our sophomore year.
The governing
of our class
Junior year has been the hardest
but most rewarding. It began last
year on May Day during which
we ran the cookout with hotdogs
and hamburgers.
This was a
huge success. That spring our
class also sponsored the Spring
Dance held in the Forum and
was one of, the best decorated
ever. In the fall of this year we all
got together, built a prize-winning
float and - put in a spectacular
Homecoming Dance. Shortly after
we sponsored Parents' Day and
over 300 parents attended, meking the day a huge class success.
Second semester I brought the
class into close cooperation with
a newly formed organization, the
Student
Foundation.
This has
helped
improve
the image of
both our class and our scrcct.
Another
major event occuring
this semester was Junior Follies.
This was the best ever produced
at Western Maryland College and
over 600 students saw the pro-ductions along with 100 of our
parents and faculty. The signifi·
cance of this event goes even
further. Over 100 Juniors participated in the 'Follies and for the
first time a close
bond was
formed between the members of
<?U~ class. Even with the long

tours and hard work we managed to find the energy for a
great party at the Pit.
r am an Economics/8usiness
Administration
major and have
been selected to Who's Who
Among Students in Colleges' and
Universities. I also work well with
the administration
getting
our
points and wants across. For
these reasons I believe I possess
the necessary
Qualifications jo
make our Senior year the most
prosperous and enjoyable ever.
I would like to see our class
continue to share happy experiences, such as Follies, through
our Senior year. I have planned

picnics, floats, parties and am
currently going through the final
stages of the Junior-Senior Banquet and would like to see them
through. We still need to earn a
little more money for this event. I
have set up a Coke sale to raise
this money. My office ends before these. events- but I think I
have shown You I can handle the
job. I would appreciate your vote
for me for Senior Class President
so I may continue with my plans.
I promise you I. will get the job
done!
Thank you for your vote,
Stu Suls
Junior Class President

• "A
Washington

',At
the beginning
of our
sophomore year back at WMC,'
think our class should co-sponsor a mixer with the incoming
freshman class in order to get
both classes off on a good start.
2. Also during the course otthe
year,
the
sophomore
class
should at least have two or three
well-planned mixers.
3.

Cla~~

::!~~S

cuses and approval of the other
officers.
4. Regular meetings should be
held monthly. to ensure that the
class knows what is happening
and new ideas can be brought
up to share with others.
5. Also conforming
with the
past, the Homecoming float shall
be presented as the work of only
our class, the booth at May Day
Fair shall be included and also
the annual Sophomore class picnlc near the end of the Spring
Semester in 1983.

a!l~~~:~ing~

Brendan

HoulihBn

continued to page 4
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Nuclear disarmament
from

page

2

there

plus production
and
uenacort of any new missiles
Quoting from ,th,e institute
f~r
Defense
and
Disarmament'
Studies,
"No major additions
could be made to the intercontinental missile and bomb force
without being detected." Simply
put, the potential gain by clandestine production or deployment
would be very small compared to
the high risk of detection and
political - consequences.
And finally, if the Soviets were found to
have broken the Freeze agreement, the U.S. could jump back
into new production -knowing that
the more than 30,000
nuclear
devices that the U.S. now-has
deployed are an, already lmposing over-kill "nuclear deterent."
These are but two of the important issues involved in the Freeze
proposal. No one ~olJld, suggest
that a workable nuclear weapons
freeze is guaranteed by our efforts. or that it won', take vigilance to maintain .. But surely we
have to try to make it work wh~n
we _understand what Albert Einstein meant when he said, "We
must never relax our efforts to
arouse in the people of the world

that they exist and would probably use what pressures
were
available, to support the Freeze
effort. Soviet press has covered
in depth the European peace
movement,
but recentty
they
have become critical of similar
pacifist
tendencies
in Russian
_ youth. It might be noted that the
Soviets have proposed
several
times since 1977 a halt to the
nuclear wapons race. Apparently
some of their own citizens take
them seriously.
In any case, can we as a
nation or as individuals
ever
justify not making a sincere effort
on this "ultimate cause," for fear
the other side will tum us down?
We have a-democracy
in America, perhaps only as long as the
peoples' voices
are clearly
heard.
Another Question brought up
by many people including ~ Mr.
Pemmes is how can we trust the
Soviets? The essential answer to
that is, we don't have to. The
means of verification are already
in place. Our highly accurate
satellites are able to monitor
where and how many missiles

are

IS

and especially
in their govern.
ments, an awareness of the unprecendented
disaster
which
they are absolutely
certain to
bring on themselves unless there
is fundamental
change in their
attitudes toward one another as
well as in their concept of the
future. The unleashed power otthe-atom has changed everything
except cu'r way of thinking."
•
The grave danger of not learning, or of learnfng too late, what
Einsteiry rneant.. is why we must
face the' issue now. We of the

necessary
Carroll County Nuclear Weapons
Freeze Committee want to encourage public discussion. Don't
be convinced by our word alone'
check out the information available. We would also ask that
concerned
citizens
listen with
skepticism to those wtJo' sell war
preparation
and nuclear
arms
bulle-up as the w.ay to' pe~c~ .cr
security.
It is heartening
that
mOre than 700 people in Carroll
County have already signed the
Freeze petition, including- man.Y
government, academic and reli:

.Dr, John praises foundation
from

page

1

fUH~s, also

I

~

Internationally acclaimed pianist Marilyn Neeley will conduct
teaching sessions tor Western Maryland College and local
high school piano students on
Saturday, April 3 at 9 a.m. and 2
p.m. in levine Hall.
Mrs. Nee!y. currently a professor of music at the University of
Maryland Baltimore County, has
performed throughout the United
States,
Europe,
Mexico
and
Western
Canada.
Proclaimed
"Womal1 of the Year in Music" by
the Los Angeles Times, she has
appeared as a soloist with over
100 symphony orchestras. In addition, along with her conductorviolinist husband
Robert Gerte,

two

r!""--

ii,P';;;jih't ~;,!. 8 pm.-"

Rixey lebherz
from

Free! .
Cheeseburger

I
I
I
I
I

is $3 per session or $5 for
both sessions. For further information, contact Arleen Heggemeier at ext. 551.

As. Jr. Class Vice President, I
have become familiar with the
responsibilities
of the different
offices. I feel that if I am elected
president, I would be in the best
position to bring our class together. As Sr. Class President,
and with your help, I would do .
the best I could to make our
senior year our most .enjoyable
and memorable year at W~C.
Sincerely,
Aixey Lebherz

Qaarter Poaader

(with thla CCla~D)
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6 Cooled leva

Knock
Poem
Angry
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by."
Dr. John remarked at the reo
ception that he was "qratefu!"
for
their support. He stated that the
best thing about the Student
Foundation is that it is based on
the concept
of votunteertsm.
"This," he said, "implicitly refers
to the college's First Principles of
citizenship."
Privately, he commented, "The
Foundation? t think it's a great
idea."
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Members of the Junior Class.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your
support when I ran tor Jr. Class
Vice President. This year I am
running for Sr. Class President,
and once again I am asking for
your votes.
Jr. Follies brought many 6f us
together. I would like to see this
bond grow stronger and spread
among all the members ot our
class during our senior year.

noted

dances.
new members will have the novJames Bidenour.
told the- reo , elty at being the very first memceptlon that he was pleased with
bers of what will be a permanent
the creation of the Student Founaddition to WMC.
dation. He reminded the memAs evidence of that permanbers that alumni support
had
ence. aU the officers. charter
fallen drastically.
It had gone
members,
and inductees
were
from 60 percent support to 30
asked to sign their names in a
percent
support.
However,
he
register. Said tne Student Pounexpressed
his confidence
that
dation president, Suls, "the book
the foundation
will find good
will be a permanent addition and
ways to help create additional
will be added to as the years go

Special musical teaching to be held
she received an "Emmy" award
for their NET videtape of all the
Beethoven Violin and Piano Sonatas.
The fee for attending the ses-

gious leaders. The participation
of an informed citizenry makes
our voices louder each day and
increases our hope. The future is
in our hands.
Carroll County Nuclear Weapons
~
Freeze Committee
Randall Gibson 857·5289
Bemard& Alice Coleman 876-7469
Denise Barker 848-3035
lesley Gore 848-5863
Jeanne Hammond 846-5299
Charles Wallace 848-2703

~
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Preacher charter
gone for 1 year
Greg Elba
On Tuesday, March 30, the
Student Affairs office suspended
the fraternity charter of Della Pi
Alpha. This came in response to
what Dean Mowbray described
as
a clear violation of Western Maryland's anti-hazing policy by the
fraternity,
(generally
known as
the Preachers).
The incident occurred on Monday, March 29. A Preacher
pledge was taken to the Carroll
County Hospital because of over·
consumption of alcohol. Dean
Mowbray described the student's
condition upon arrival at the
hospital as "serious." The incident occurred off campus which
is also against pledge activity
rules.
Dean Mowbray went on to say
that he would not even consider
an application for reinstatement
by the Preachers for one year. At
that time the fraternity would
have to show "good reason" why
'they should be permitted to be

reinstated,
The Student Affairs office has
made it clear that it will do
ev~ing
possible to end hazing at Western Maryland. Dean
Mowbray stated there is no doubt
in his mind that this is only one
incident and that hazing vetations are committed by all the
fraternities.
He then said .that
either hazing is going to go 01
the fraternities are.
On Tuesday night, March 30,
after revoking
the Preacher's
charter, Dean Mowbray warned
the leaders of the other fraternities that anyone else caught in
violation of school policy would
be. dealt with severely.
On Friday, April 2, four 'members of the Alpha Gamma Tau
fraternity
were arrested
and
charged with destruction of public property and possession of
drug paraphernalia. The alleged
arrests were the result of the theft
of a State Highway Administration
road sign.

If you need assistance
the Security department
is only a call away:
Weekdays:B:30 a.m.-4:30p.m. Ext. 202
Weeknights and Sat. &- Sun
4:30p.m.-12 mid. Ext. 618, Ext. 260 or 848-2722
All Week

12 mid.-B:OO a.m.

Ext.

61B or 848-2722

Ruark reads
poetry at WMC
Dan

Wilson

Gibbons
Ruark, reknowned
and published
poet from the
University of Delaware where he is an associate professor, gave a
very enjoyable poetry reading in McDaniel Lounge last Thursday
afternoon.
Reading to a full house, Ruark selected many poems from his
new and second published book collection of poems, Reeds.
As James Whitehead endorsed in the back of Ruark's new
book, and I can only agree, "He writes of friendship and family, of
travel and the darkness that we have all recognized in solitude."
Here is one of the selections that Ruark read from Reeds about
a type of an imagining we all may have delved into:
The Deer Who
_Never Comes
We have never seen him, though our lone house
Rises from the water he would come to.
We would be standin motionless in the window,
LooI<ing for something else, and he would come
Flashing down from the hedgerow, his guide leone
Pointing the snow that rushes under him
At the water he would pause and drop his face
To the icy stones, his anllers tilted
Toward us, his fluffed tail nervous in the wind.
Then he would do the thing we long to see.
See, he is lifting his beautiful wild head,
lifting his secret eyes to our window.
But he is never there. I take your lead
We close our eyes and watch for his move.
Ruarks first published book of poems, A Program For Survival
(University Press of Virginia), was a National Arts Council Selection in
1971. He has arso- been published in literary journals across the
country. Ruark now lives in Newark, Delaware with his wife and two
daughterS."
,
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Pride voyage neors end
Helga Hein
The Senior PRIDE campaign
got off to an enthusiastic
start
with its Kick-Off
Meeting
on
March 29. The Meeting for all the
PRIDE worKers was held on the
Dining POfch.
Among the highlights of the
evening was a speech by Mr. F.
Kale Mathias, President of the
Board of Trustees. Mr. Mathias
expressed
his support fat and
pride in Western Maryland, the
college he feels is "the best in
the country."
Furthermore,
Mr.
Mathias
announced
that the
Board of Trustees would match
every dollar pledged during the
PRIDE campaign. To offer additional
encouragement
to the
PRIDE workers, Mr. Mathias concluded his speech by contributing a $100 bill 10 the Campaign.
Following the distribution of the
captains'
and agents'
pledge

cards, everyone viewed a slidetape presentation coordinated by
Usa Segal. The show presented
scenes highlighting four years of
academic,
social and athletic
memories. This slide show can
also be seen at the Senior Sendoff Parties, April 13 and 15.
The PRIDE workers then officially initiated the campaign by
signing their own pledge 'cards
as a symbol of their personal
pride and dedication to Western
Maryland.
Another highlight of the evening was the performance of the
PRIDE theme song, "You Gatta
Have PRIDE." The performers
included Ginny Vlcek and Gary
Smallwood of the Development
Office, Laurie Mather and Sam
Cricchio,
Campaign
Chairpersons, Laurie Slasman and Usa
DelPrete,
and alumnus
Fred
Smyth. Their song raised the
enthusiasm still another notch as.

they left the "stage" amidst rousing applause. The evening concluded
with
the serving
of
refreshments.
Although the campaign was still
in progress at press time, final

results will be forthcoming in a
future edition.
One can also
check results in the showcase by
the catetena. where progress has
been POSted daity

Senate fights for student aid
(CPS) This is normally the
season when students apply for
aid for the next school year. But
this year, they're not finding anything out.
Congressional
debate and administration delays in implementing federal aid' programs
may
stall the awarding of aid until late
summer or early faU, and have
thrown the 1982-83 college plans
of as many as rour million students into limbo, aid officers say
"No one is in a position right
now to make commitments to the
students," says Dallas Martin of
the National Association of Flnanctal Aid Administrators
in Washington, D.C.
_
Aid officers across the country
don't yet know how much money
they'll have for students next fall,
or they'll be allowed to award it
to until Congress and the administration make up their minds
Some even suspect the administration, aware it may not get the
cuts it asked for from Congress,
may purposefully
be delaying
new eligibility
rules for some
programs
to save money by
forcing students to go on without
them
"Frankly," Martin says, "there
are people in Washington who, if
they feel they are not going to
get the, cuts they asked for, will
be willing to just delay the system as long as possible in order
to save money"
Last March, Secretary of Education Terrel Bell imposed an
unprecedented
temporary freeze
on the processing of aid appuca-

tions until Congress voted on the
aid cutbacks the administration
had proposed.
No one at the U.S. Dept. of
Education was available to comment on this year's delay in
publishing new rules for awarding Peu, Grants and Guaranteed
Student Loans.
The department also has yet to
tell colleges how much they have
to distribute under the Supplemental Education
Opportunity
Grant, College Work-Study and
National Direct Student Loan programs for next school year.
In the past, the government
told campus aid officers amounts
and rules in early March.
The resultant "delay this year is
going to be incredible," predicts
Idaho Aid Director Harry Davey
For the first lime in its history,
Idaho gives students only "financial aid plans" instead of commitments.
The plans tel! students "we can
only meet the student's need if
we have the money. It's a small
comfort for these people. You
can't eat promises," Davey laments.
TmtiOtive
19B2Bud:Jet
$2,187,680
Supp,fffi>:;atioo
cpportlmityGTants

$278,400

CblJ:e;jew;:>rkStOOy

$484,000-

StateStLrlmt
Incentive Gnnts

$67,540

~tiona.lDir""t
StudentInanS

'=:ntee<l

student

$2,lS2,012

Kent State similarily sends students a "letter that gives them a
theoretical computation
of what
they can expect
to receive.
Central State University in Oklahoma, among many others, gives
students
slmllarily-thin
assurances. Consequently, aid Counselor Diana Franklin
spends
much of her time soothing applicants
"Students are coming in to us
with a lot of questions. We're
trying to ease their minds. There
are definitely, gOing to be cuts,
but we don't want students to
panic, thinking that they'll have to
drop out of school," she says.
Franklin believes most students
can avoid that fate, but a University of Miami (Fla.) student who
asked to be identified only as
Harvey isn't sure.
"They (campus
aid officials)
say they can put something together for me, but they can't tell
me about it until the fall, and they
say I shouldn't count on it anyway," he says. "What am I
supposed to do if I wait until fall

~~Ctmn.
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Phoenix
Well, Hell Week, excuse, Pledge Period, is over. The campus
can now recover from a week 01 good natured fun, all in the spirit of
togetherness and brotherhood.
And, once agaln, the campus will suffer for it.
Media coverage of our private linle event was outstanding this
year, as the Baltimore press and television news, backed up the usual
Carroll County TImes coverage.
But what was all the fuss about After all no one was really hurt.
Not much. Well, at least no one has been killed yet Hopefully that is
not what it will take to bring about a change of mentality on this
campus. But that could not happen here. Maybe in Calfomia ...or the
MidwesLor
Towson ...but not here. We are running out 01 running
room.
Every system has ils faults, mistakes made in ~e interest of
brotherhOod should be overlooked. Individuals losing their last meal in
the bathroom are merely experiencing a new found sense of pride.
Students fearfully hiding behind locked doors, are simply participating
in an activity based on trust. All of them, including the one in the
hospital, are rejoicing in a profound outpouring to togetherness and
comraderie.
This newspaper could be simplistic and lake the easy way out.
merely slating that we support the regulations set up by the college,
and leave it at that. Such regulations are only broken, however, when
hospitals or the police become involved. Short of such events, the
students, the administration, the college community sees nothing.
Everytime any student witnesses a violation of any campus
regulation, and does not at least speak to the perpatrator,
he
contributes and gives tacit approval to such behavior. And everytime
the administration
reduces a punishment to a wdst-stap. it both
encourages misbehavior, and discourages self·poIicing efforts by the
students.
Certainly, some fraternities are more guilty than others. But all,
through their activities, encourage those who attempt to be the
"baddest" to new heights of low. Ultimately, someone will go too far.
Any argument is ridiculous. People are being hurt and the
reputation of this college is being soiled. This might not make any
difference to you now, but wait.until you graduate and try to find a job
or apply to a graduate school. Trust and togetherness have nothing to
do with hospitals and the police. Don" moan out-of Paranoia. that the
administration is out to get the students. This time the hole is of the
students' own digging.
And what is the nature of this hole. Suspension, up for renewal
in February 1983. This sanction merely stops authorized activity, it
does nothing to the unauthorized ones. The groups still exist. The
administration has told them that they cannot have their clubroom,
and cannot sponsor .events. They can go on with any illegal activities
they like· as long as they don't get caught. Avoid hospitals and the
police, and there should be no problems.
And in February ,1983, the charter, in all probability, will be
returned. In time for Hell week . On. we mean Pledge Period.

"The unleashed power of the atom has changed everything
save our modes of thinking, and we thus drift toward unparalleled
catastrophes."
A" quote by Daniel Berrigan? Jane Fonda? Some
European peace-marcher
perhaps? Not quite: it was said decades
ago by Albert Einstein who, along with other scientists that developed
and researched
the power of the atom, recognized the horrible
possibilities
of nuclear war. Another such scientist was Robert
Oppenheimer,
the leader of the Manhattan Project that built the
nuclear bombs dropped on Japan during WWU, who said: "If atomic
bombs are to\ be added as new weapons to the arserels. of a warring
world ...then the time will come when mankind will curse the names of
los Alamos and Hiroshima ...The people of this world must unite, or
they will perish."
The citizens of each country in the world must stop those in
power who let the number of nuclear weapons forever spiral upwards
without trying to limit them. "Ours is a world of nuclear giants and
ethical infants," stated the late General Omar Bradley. "If we continue
to develop our technology without wisdom or prudence, our servant
may prove to be our executioner." People, then, must get involved in
government, expressing their views and lending their judgement. They
must try to bring about peace among nations
If they do not, then the poorer people of the world will be made
to do without basic necessities, so that their respective nations can
continually develop their capability to destroy. As President Dwight
Eisenhower once said, "every gun that is made, every warship
launched, every rocket fired signifies, in the final sense, a theft from
those who hunger and are not fed, those who are cold and not
clothed. This world in arms is not spending money alone. It is
spending the .sweat of its laborers, the genius of its SCientists, the
hopes of its children."

Letters to the Editor
Hey WMC! Where is your pride?
Dear Editor:
When I awoke yesterday morning and heard that an incident at
WMC ~ad bee.n mentione? Ion
the radio and IS now an Issue
with the press, I found it hard to
believe. What I now find even
harder to believe is that this
exposure to many people outside
of the college community does
not motivate more actions in the
college community. This college
continues to ignore and' cover up
a very important issue that regards safety of lives. If personal
safety is not even among the
priorities of a campus community, I hesitate to ask what is.
I am a member of WMC community who would normally support its activities
and actions;
however, I have lost faith in this
college's
administration
and
many of its students. I would not
usually voice my opinion on an
issue, believing everyone has a
right to his own opinion however,
this is not true when personal
safety is involved. I feel no pride,
at the present moment in being a
student at WMC and don't see
how anyone can. To know that
members of this campus threatened someone's
safety disgusts

me.

I am not saying the college
community as a whole is at fault.
They are, however, if they sit
back and do nothing about it
which seems to be the norm at
this school. What will it take for
students to voice their opinions
and administrators
to take definite action? Isn't 'rowson close
enough or do we need a death
resulting from hazing right here
on our own campus? Yet, with

Dear Editor:
Once again
The Preachers
have made newspaper
headlines, and once again the aamfntstraton
has allowed
them to
escape virtually unharmed. Alter
all, what can reyoking the charter
for one year do to change the
fraternity? How much longer can
~~o:s

Ih~~d~~tsc;~tinbua~~

Preachers

record

has

;~~
been

such an incident of hazing hap.
pening, the administrators
and
the fraternity involved continue to
cover it up. The administrators at
this school appear to be trying to
hold on to this school's reputation. One cannot deny that this
school is not at the same level it
was a few years ago. However; is
covering up something. to look
better worth a person's life?
Hazing
is supposed"
to be
against college
regulations
already, yet it goes on which just
gives an example of how well
regulations are enforced in this
school. It is the administrators'
jobs to make and enforce regulations which are for the best of the
college community. However, the
administration
has repeatedly
made rules concerning issues or
distributed
a penalty that has
been ignored. or gotten around.
Even now the Preachers don't
seem to take their penalty of loss
of their charter as anything too
serious. I have to ask how can a
college survive and grow if it is
based on a weak administration.
As a result of the actions of
one fraternity on campus all fraternities are made to look bad. I
think these fraternities should express their feelings toward the
matter. AJI of the frats are sufferlng because of one. And I wonder if that one should be called a
fraternity. Fraternity is supposedly brotherhood; I find it hard to
believe that it is a brotherly act to
threaten
someone's
personal
safety.
Pledge
week,
better
known as hellweek is supposed
to provide a time where new
brothers learn to trust their brothers and learn what brotherhood

caused, the good reputation of
WMC has been marred due to
the actions of a few. Many parents who take an active interest
in their child's future may have
second thoughts about sending
their child here. Most parents do
not want to place their children in
an atmosphere
that may be

administration

bring

Editor ...
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more

.Robert Holt
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and are afraid of what
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Teresa Norman
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students do not want to
get involved in problems like this
have
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Phoenix

as a fraternity. It is

about

It is time for us to stop being
intimidated
by the Preachers,
and allowing the lack of policy by
the administration
to continue.
Only through student, professor,
parent and alumni pressure are
we going to make any change in
the policy controlled by the authority figures of our college.

,.h:::arm::;:::'.:::'u::.,O~':::he:::m::..
The

marred with VIolations of rules,
vandalism
and mutilation,
but
they are still recognized
by the

~::efO~~~~rit~

is about. It is also a time of fun
and a time where each frat has
its own individual activities.
I do not believe this week
should be taken away from any
fraternity. It is part of that fratemitie's brotherhood
and strengthens its bonds. I don't think it's
necessary to place restrictions
on the activities or make them
publicly known unless they involve breaking
college
requlations or threaten personal safety.
Normally, I would thinK college
males have enough maturity and
responsibility to know the limits.
However. there is a group of
males at WMC who don't. I call
them a group because they do
not appear to understand
the
definition of brotherhood.
Delta Pi Alpha appear to be a
group of guys who have to
continually prove themselves to
be tough through their actions.
It's a shame because alttiouqh
many of them are nice guys, they
degrade themselves by thelr-actions in trying to uphold an image
not even worth upholding.
Hell
week to them seems to be a time
they have to prove they're tough
and worthy of being a 'preacher'.
What happened
to trust and
brotherhood?
I think it's time the administrators and members of the WMC
community do something to show
that this school still has pride left.
Something should be done about
a minority of students who are
giving this school a bad name
and bad publicity.
I like to be
proud of the college I go to and
fee! safe there How about
YOU?
Name Withheld by Bequest-

:." .::::'
.
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Introspection

Intolerable acts must be corrected
couraging
a minor to consume
alcohol, leaving him in a helpless
state, and lacking a sense of
forethought as to the possibility
of serious consequences of such
an action demonstrate this. The
fraternity's irresponsibility causes
us to question their understanding of adulthood,
that it is a
priviJedge to be earned, not a
gift.
Unfortunately, the fraternity is
not the only one guilty of this
misunderstanding.
The administration has promote_d the same
mentality by failing to deal out
the just punishment
that these
actions warrant. They seem to
ignore the fact that these actions
violate one of the "F,irst Principles" of WMC, which is to "place
the student at the center of a
humane
environment. .. " This
most certainly is not being honored. We are angered by such a

Last week an incident
occurred, involving one of our fraternities, which compels us as a
Christian Fellowship to verbalize
our protest, a protest against the
irresponsibility on the part of both
the fraternity
and the college
administration.
The purpose of a fraternity, as
we understand it, is to serve both
the local and college communities, and to establish a "brotherhood"
among
its members,
based on trust and shared experiences. One of these experiences Is the traditional pledge
(Hell) week, a time when pledges
earn their' right to be brothers
and prove their loyalty. For the
"brothers," it is a period in which
to show themselves worthy of the
pledges trust. We cannot see'
how recent events have even
approached
this standard.
En-

PLEASE

on 'j'-'Y"
haz..;r}J

before.

and "faculty knowledge
We are
tired of hearing rumors that may
unnecessarily harm people. And
we want the wishy-washy pampering of guilty parties remedied.
A solution 10 the incident should
also be made by the administration.
Lisa DiStefano

c"t ""t The

Someot>e_ reaJjy

')etJ

place at present on this campus
are intolerable and must be terminated.
Having 10 confront the administration and fellow students
is
neither a pleasant nor easy task.
Much prayer and thought has
gone into this statement, having
come to the conclusion that as
followers of Christ, we are called

to point out the injustices 01 this
situation. We are hoping for a just
resolution to be reached,
but
more importantly we hope for all
those involved to learn of the
sanctity of human life, which is a
gift from God who has created us
in His own image.
Western Maryland
Christian Fellowship

Watertower leaks

Easter
weaknesses
.
.
.

Corey N. Mann

know different with a few across
my braces. I went home crying

Every Easter weekend for the
last six years I have gone fishing,
and I see no reason, for this
weekend to be any different. But
before I discovered
the sheer
pleasure to be had lying in the
cool mud with
six pack of
Teen.
just hoping to hClClk a
Coelacanth,
I was just another
snotty-nose kid, like every one
else running around some field
looking for colored, plaster Easter
eggs. Don't get me wrong: I've
got nothing against the traditional
Easter egg roll, It's just that I had
a very traumatic experience
a
few years back.
It was something like this. I was
standing on a line-not
behind
it-on it, getting ready to run out
there and snatch up on an those
eggs. 1 had my eye on a pink
one but a big teenager pushed
me down and beat me to it. I was
so mad about that, so when I
I saw
Cheryl Disney with a whole
basket-full,
I felt that she had to
share. Her mother had to let me

a

More to editor
Dear Editor:
Prompted by recent and past
occurences involvjng violence on
this campus,
people of a currently circulating petition feel that
the administration of WMC shoutd
assume a firm stand on such
issues.
A factual
statement
should be made by the administration and publicized for student

display of irresponsibility and feel
that we have the right, as stucents. to expect more from our
administrators.
What will it take
before they wise up? No one
wants to see a death. Our position is that fraternities are not
inherently wrong, in fact their
purpose is quite commendable,
but the hazing practices taking

Catalano's
yard and rode my
bike up to Aifanna Hatmakers'
and forgot that my family was
house. On the way I was almost
having a picnic at the park.
hit by a bus and dropped the
Anyway, I went to my room to do
flower on the street and it got
homework or something. (It never
squashed by my back wheel. So
mattered what you did at that
I went home.
age as long as you were alone).
Then all the sudden all my
Later, my mother came home, I relatives showed up. My Grandran from my room only to meet
mother gave me a quarter, but
up with a good spanking bewhen she tried to give me a kiss
cause they had spent the last
that was a different matter altoseven hours combing the coungether. I said no, then ran into
tryside for me. All I could think of
my room before she could get
the quarter back
was that I was-wow-----a missing
person. I did not get to watch
We had a big dinner.
My
Ben Hur on the television that
brother always makes me laugh
night but I had had enough
and this was no exception. He
violence lor one day.
was eating mashed potatoes with
The next day was Easler Sunhis fingers when no one but me
day and my memaw got me all was looking. I really could not
duded up in a green plaid suit
help it. I got "the giggles and had
with a bow tie and took me 10 to stand in the corner in the
church. I was fidgeting the whole
silting room, though nothing haptime and Nanny had to take me pened to my brother.
outside, boy was she mad, but
Believe you me, I went to bed
that night just ready to go to
not nearly as. mad as when
Charles and I got the giggles on school
the next day .. Happy
Easter people.
the ride home. Whew.
I picked a dafodill from Mrs.

Points for review

Aid cuts promote militarization
Ann Karn

The_Phoenix ...
staff will take a break
next week. look for the
next issue on Rpril 22.
Part-time
evenings

ii~E8
JCPenney

to work in pizza shop
Freshman or Sophomore
to make pizzas

- Good pay
Eldersburg

need transport

CATALOG PHONE
848-5100

Call evenings
.... - -653-2{}37--

Many people are aware that
President Reagan has proposed
massive budget cuts in the area
of financial aid to college students. However many people are
not aware of one effect these
cuts will have and increase in the
militarization of our society.
If President Reagan's proposals go into effect, student aid for
next year would be 50 percent
below current aid. Pell Grants
would be cut 40 percent and
Work-Study programs would be
cut 30 percent. Aeagan's.proposals are elitist in that they will
prohibit many mlntorttles. women
and other exploited people. with

__

."I.J.C.PenI)eYCQn)~"y.t"c

WESTMINSTER
MON.-SAT. 9:30 a.m.-8:30 p.m
__ .

STORE PHONE
848-7766

limited economic resources from
getting an education.
The President's proposals will
also result in using our educational institutions to further militarize our already heavily militaristic
society. Socialization into the military has been institutionalized in
our schools in the form of ROTC.
ROTC has increased its enrollment from 33,000 in 1973 to
65,000 students today. With the
prospect
of cut financial
aid,
many students are forced into
joining ROTC as the only remain-

ing financial aid source. Have
you noticed the increased Army
and ROTC ads since the threatened cuts were announced? The
military has taken full advantage
of the bind students are in.
Reagan's proposals serve the
military very well. They also serve
the interests of military related
research. The Progressive Student Network, University of Massachusetts,
notes that part of
Reagan's educational policy is to

continued to page 4
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'Silent Rage' makes bad noise
Fidy Kuo

movie fan. This guy is the late
The local police force, headed
Saturday' night kung-fu double
by Sheriff Dan (Chuck Norris)
feature fanatic in for his weekly
arrived on the scene and gunned
fix of broken
necks,
karate
Kirby
down.
However,
this
chops, and blood-curdling
battle
doesn't happen until after our
screams.
(Always know where
killer has had the opportunity to
your exits are when sealed with
show' his incredible
strength'
an audience like this.)
breaking off his handcuffs. kickAs said, the film can be treated
ing out the door of a police
on two levels, horror and martial
cruiser. and giving Mr. Karate
arts. Horror wise, "Silent Rage" is
himself (Norre , a thrashing
a direct rip off from "Halloween"
Two obligatory
"mad
scienand "Frankenstein."
No great
tists," surgeons who try. to save
matter though.
For a film to
Kirby are impressed
with his
establish itself within a genre, it ~ physical strength. After he exhas to imitate the other's styles. if
pires, the would be Dr. Frankennot the entire plots themselves"
steins brandish Mitogen 35 on
The obligatory "mad killer" is
their "perfect subject." .
John Kirb (Brian Lippy) as an
The experimental
serum supaxe-wielding
psychopath.
"I'm
posedly phenomenally
accelerlosing it," he informs his psychiaates
the
rate
the
body
trist over the phone before taking
recuperates itself. Several injecout his frustrations on the Iantions later, Kirby is alive again
dlady and her husband.
Not only that, but he can't be

"Silent Rage" is what you will
be feeling
after having relinquished
four dollars and two
hours of your lime to this blundering gimmick of a movie. But,
what else is a Phoenix Staff writer
supposed to do on a Saturday
night other than study for his
Slate & Local Govt. Politics class
which he's failing anyway?
The film is a careful and calcurated hype. Through infusing two
elements of two genres of film,
the producers trope to draw in
two kinds of audiences. The first
is the horror movie fan. This is
the .kind who needs an occasional dose of terror, blood, and
severed limbs to give their otherwise soporose
existences
the
shock of life ...or death
The other is the martial arts

Pulling no punches

.Cheese and literature
Chris Beyers
In the entire history of recorded
language, whether the medium
be poetry, prose, journalism, or
whateVer, there has been remarkably little written on the topic
of cheeses, This curious bit of
knowledge is in part explained
by the tact that cheeses .are
rarefy sexy, violent, or in any way
controversial-that
is, the types of
things authors like to write about
and the public likes to read.
None-the-tess.
cheese is a fact-of
life, and should be dealt with in a
serious manner. Too often, young
people growing up have had to
gel
their
information
about
cheeses in dingy back alleys or
sullry cheese shops.
Firstly, it must be realized that
cheese is a dairy product. It is
grown on tremendous
cheese
farms in Wyoming and western
Kansas. Once the cheese trees
reach maturity, wetbacks
i
the
cheese

killed anymore because his body
is indestructible
Viola'. Frankenstein's
monster!
Soon, Kirby is on a happy-golucky killing spree of anyone who
gets in his way including
his
psychiatrist (perhaps. a malpractice suit would have been easier.)
The music score provided by
Peter Bernstein and William Goldenberg
should receive some
notice. The forboding electroniclzeo
score does add some
tension as our dumb killer methodically
performs
the boring
stalk and slaughter scenes.
The martial arts is provided by
Chuck Norris. "I want to be an
actor in the cinematic hero genre
like Clint Eastwood or Charles
Bronson." I heard him sayan
T.V. in San Francisco. Dream on.
Chucky. Lacking the cool outlaw
gumption
of Eastwood or the
charismatic
intensity
of Bruce
Lee, we hear him grunt words
like, "Uh-Huh" and "Yup." Norris
comes across as the lumber jack
at the end of the bar who pulls
out the plug on the juke box as
it's playing your favorite song.
And. then he says. "make something of it and I'll shove that beer
bottle up your nose!"
Totally

them in huge cheese piles. The
example, is not actually cheese.
piles are transported
to huge
but a loose conglomeration
of
cheese processing
plants were
soybeans.
plastic,
and indian
impurities are removed and the
rubber. But millions eat it every
different flavors are added. After
day, imagining themselves to be
an aging period, the cheese is
eating cheese, but really eating
kneaded, cut and packaged. Exindustrial
waste. Another comcess cheese is drained off and
mon fallacy is that 'cheese is a
made into fondue.
cure for rickets.
This is not
There are many different kinds
entirely true. In fact, when resen
of cheese. Most people know the
with pastrami, horseradish sauce,
Karen Lambert
major varieties--cheddar,
moza- - and ouons. cheese is actually a
Artist E. Carey Kenney will
reua. swiss, et cetera. But there major cause of rickets.
display some of his paintings in
is a vast amount of cheese that is
Personally, I lind cheese quite
an exhibit from Tuesday. April 13
rarely tasted. There is the tangy
appealing.
Sitting there in your
to Friday. April 30 in Gallery One
Venezuuelan Beaver cheese. the
grocer's
dairy refrigerator.
the
of the Fine Arts building
at
sharp Samurai
"Iemula"
from
comstible winks at you gaily from
Western' MarYland College. ExJapan,
the Slicky
Brazillian
its brightly-colored
cellophane,
hibit hours are from 10 a.m. to 4
smgma (always the epicurean's
as if to say "try me." Once home,
p.m. weekly. The opening will be
delight) and the strong Polish
the cheese
brightens
up any
00 April 13 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Matyr cheese. Admitably. these
room with its disarming physical
in Gallery One.
cheeses are difficult to find, and
appearance,
its sebne odor. its
many can only be obtained
Presently, Mr. Kenney is the
sublime
appearance.
After a
through mail order or the black
Director of the. Tuttle Gallery and
while, it turns a delightful green
artist in residence at McDonough
market.
color.
School. He has taught extenMany unfortunate, false rumors
I hope I've opened the public
have been
around about
eye about cheeses and that I've . sively at colleges and schools in
Baltimore.
cheese. '
for
opened up a whole new arm of
Mr. Kenney's educational backliterature.

Art exhibit'

Aid cuts
848-71-16

_ ..

-counted cross stilcb
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for Class

HOUSE OF LIQUORS
- Carroll Plaza, Westminster 848-1314
_ 5pecial of ~e Week...

Heineken12 oz. N.R. $~.99 6pk

" ...solidify the relationship of the
University's resources to military
research and development.
By
the end of the next year the
Reagan administration
will have
boosted the amount of money
thai universities receive for military related research and development from $451 million to $639
million,
a 42% increase
from
1980."
Reagan's proposals to cut fi·
nancial aid should be denounced
as the elitist attempt they are. It
should also be recognized that
these racist and sexist proposals
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..unappealing. No style at all.
Being at one time-the Professional Karate Association world
champion,
Norris is .about as
competent a fighter as you can
find. Yet, most of. the fight scenes
are seemingly' unchoreographed.
They're
clumsy
and
brutal
"knock- down, drag-outs."
He
lacks the kinectic
genius
of
Bruce Lee with his flying spin
kicks or the humorous grace 01
Jackie Chan with his first-escaping dodges
Still, there's something
about
seeing
this
man who's
old
enough to be my father (Norris is
43), take on a whole motorcycle
gang at the local bar and grill.
He leaves the place the only one
standing
up, and that's
immensely satisfying. (is it fatherfigure affection?) "Hit him, Dad!"
In the end, the madkiller goes
after Norris. And talk about endurance (not to mention stunt
men pay!) Kirby gets thrown out
a 6th story window, hit by a
truck, set on fire, and finally
thrown down a well. "Is it over?"
his doting girffriend asks.
"It's over." he replies. Boy was
I glad about that as I got out
from under the seat.

,.>~1418~)
._. __
.::" __ ._r._---~ Ing

to

the

increasing

ted
ry lo::na
researc.

ground
can
be credited
to
studies in Baltimore and abroad,
including the Maryland institute,
College of Art: Johns Hopkins
University: Loyola College; and in
Florence, Italy. He also studied
with painters Robert Brackman
and Jerry Farnsworth
Mr. Kenney's work can be seen
throughout
Maryland
including
the Slate House. the Baltimore
Court House, the Children's Hospital, and in many educational
institutions and private homes.
In ttle past, Mr. Kenney has
received many awards and honors from organizations
such as
Artists' Equity and the Baltimore
Watercolor Society.

The Phoenix
wants for

1982-83
academic year:
Editor
Business Manager
Submit acptlcetlon to
Dr: Kerth-Richvvine. English Dept,
b~-April 15. 1982;
1
:,
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Sadler awarded scholarship
for exceptional cadets
Ron Kyle
Every year more' than 300 corleges and universities select their
top Army ROTC Cadet to receive
the George C. Marshall Award.
The winners ere selected on the
basis of their excellence in military studies and for their-demonstration of superior leadership.
The winner from Western Maryland College this year-is Cadet
Major Nan Sadler. Cadet Sadler,
sociology major from Towson,
Maryland, was chosen because it
was felt that her outstanding
leadership attributes reflect those
that were displayed in the military
career
of the late General
George C. Marshall. She" has
displayed continuous excellence
during her four years in ROTC at
WMC. In her junior year Cadet
Sadler served as the Battalion
Sergeant Major and in her senior

a

year as the Operations Officer.
As part of the award, Cadet
Sadler wit! attend a four day
conference in Lexington, Virginia,
from the 13-16 of April. The
conference will be attended by
all the other winners and they will
hear speeches from such .notables as John O'Marsh, Secretary
of the Army; General Edward C.Meyer, Army Chief of Staff; and
Major General Robert A. Sullivan,
Deputy Chief of Staff for ROTC,
among others. The chairman of
this conference will be General
Andrew J. Goodpaster (US Army,
Bet.). former Superintendent
of
the U.S. Military Academy
at
West Point.
The conference will consist of a
series of briefings dealing with
issues of national security. The
discussion
group
leaders
will
represent the Army War College,
the Senior Service Schools, the

ACROSS·
1 HWt: Mw.
4 Gt-.- phIIoeopMr
1M...
12 Weight Of
India
13~
v.aeI
14 1n6et
15 Australian
m..up!w
17 SeeuwI
19 CoIn
21 0ef1lCe
22 Crest 01
leathen
25 ApportIOn.
29 Near
30 W.rd
32 Dreadful
33 Greek lett...
35 VtsIon
37.Golf mound

"~8use
of their age and stage
BETHESDA, MD (CPS) - Biolof development,
may be more
ogy lab, according to the Consensitive than the general popusumer
Product
Safety
lation to the irritant, allergic and
Commission, may be hazardous
sensitization effects, and may be
to your health.
at a higher risk of developing
The commission,
in a new
cancer from exposure to formalreport, says formaldehyde
levels
dehyde."
in 26 high school and college
The commission says it will now
biology
labs it surveyed were
work: with science teachers and
high enough "to cause adverse - lab technicians to form guidelines
health effects" on the students
for keeping ventilation adequate
and faculty members who work in
and even lessening the amount
the labs.
of formaldehyde use to preserve
"Students,"
the report adds,
lab specimens

42 Credit (abbr.)
438 ..
45ChooMt
47Veue4
41 Hind Plrt
50 DInner

Library of Congress,
and the
Department of the Army Headquarters in Washington:
Cadet Sadler will be commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in
the Quartermaster Corps in May
of this year, and will receive her
initial training at FI. Lee, VA.
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2 Zodiac sign
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and can't afford to go? It'll be too
late to get in a cheaper school"
"If I could find a job now, I
would, and tell school to screw
off for a few years."
"No matter what happens,"
summarizes
Miami aid Director
Ron Hammond,
"everyone
will
suffer the effects of uncertainty."
"Kids from low-income families
are in the most precarious spot,"
observes Kent State's Johnson,

Gallery
One
Opening
Edward Kenney
7 p.rn. Tuesday

• Schemed

Lauman
performs

Last week's

puzzle

The music department at Western Maryland College will present
Gail Laumann in her junior voice
recital on Tuesday, April 13, in
levine Recital Hall at 4 p.m.
She will sing selections
by
Handel, Mozart, and Frang, and
a group of English folk songs
and comtemporary
American
songs. She will be accompanied
at the piano by professor Arleen
Heggemeier.
Miss Laumann
is
the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs.
G.w. Laumann, Sr., of Westminster. She is employed
at the
Fairhaven Health Care Center,
and is active in the Winfield and
Community Volunteer Are Company.
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Free! .
No ar1-9

When you bay a

l

Congratulations
to Dave Clawson, who won a free shirt from

I
I

the WMC College Sto,e!
This week's
puule:
Arrange
eight 8's so that when added

:
I

BOx

.,:_

IRATE

Cheeseburger

they will equal 1000.
Please submit all answe's to
577 by 9:00 a.m. Monday,
April 10, along with your name,
room number, and extension. A
,drawing
from the correct
re·sponses received will determine

SketChbyLinda~t2t

I

Math

Leinwall
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Answer

1.

not.
52 0Ip0$It
53 CrlVat
55 o.c.y
51 Beverage
59 Compua pt
__
:,,...;...,

57F1ubbertree
SII8lemlsh
eo Pedal digit
81 Man's nlCk-

from page 1

Last chance!!
phone call anywhere in the contlnental United States. (one minute
per each $1000 raised). Each
caller will also be invited to a free .
pizza party on Thursday, ·April 29
on the dining porch. So show
your school
spirit,
GET INVOlVED! Sign up at the information desk or contact
Checka
Leinwall, Ext. 318, Matt Baker,
Ext. 344 or Caryl Connor, Ext
331.

nymph
9 Before: PrefIJI
10 Ventllat.
llExlsted
,. Slmll.....
111W-*ed on
20 N.Y. Metl
m8neger
22 Bound
23 ElM
24 Flows
26 lIIumlnlted
27 Build
211Prophets
31 Ardent
34 l8bor 01'9·
311H........
39 Soak. up
41 AthletIC
group

s4Shrewd

fights -

continued to page 8

Your .Jast chance
to get invclved in Phonathon '82 is rapidly
approaching.
Friday, April 9 is
the last day to sign up. How
would you like to win such fabulous prizes as dinner for two at
. Maria's, a $25 gift certificate at
the Hub, or even a $75 gift
certificate at Leggett's.
In addition to these great prizes, every
caller will be allowed
a free
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Lacrosse -;women victorious
In season opener'
Wend! Moore
In the season
opener,
the
women's lacrosse team defeated
Washington College by a score
of 8-6. The girls showed sheer
determination
and stamina in a
true contest of ability and endurance. It was a fairly even game
with both teams playing
hard
throughout;
the Terrors coming
out on top.
The first goal was scored by
Washington College about a minute into the first half. The score
was 2-0 when freshman Barbi
Hess made the first Western
Maryland goal, with an assist by

Lori Raferty. WMC scored again
after a short battle around the
goal, this time the goal was
scored by senior Pat Donavan,
and assisted by Nancy Reid.
After the second goal, Jane Birch
recorded
an unassisted
goal
Washington scored twice more,
and WMC's
fourth
goal was
made on a penalty shot by Pat
Donavan. At half time the score
was tied at 4-4.
The second half was dominated by Western Maryland, and
the woml;W didn't seem to be
making as many mistakes. In the
second

half, the Terrors had

yellow
penalty
cards
against
them, and that put a little pressure on the girls to ease up a bit.
Four goals were recorded
by
WMC in the second half which
brought the score to 8-6.
Overall the lady Terrors played
a good game. They played much
better in the second half, and
they seemed to really stick to
their oponents. Coach Kim Easterday seemed pleased with the
win, and wants the girls to get
psyched for a tough qame on
Thursday with F & M

two

WMC
swatters
off
to a

~
I
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--Sasebal)
standings
L,E A G U E
W
L
PCT
'SOUTHERN0 I V I 5 ION WEST SECTION
Moravian
2
0 1.000
Muhlenberg
2
0 1.000
Westerrl" Maryland
2
0 1.000
Frankl In & Marshal I
0
0
.000
Gettysburg
0
0
.000
Olcklnson
0
2
.000
Lebanon Valley
4
.000

Carroll Plaza Shopping

RUN
F
21

"

22

6
22

S
A
2
6
20

"
".

Center

Monday & Wednesday:
$1 Off a pitcher of beer,
Tuesday & Thursday:
$1 Off all large pizzas
0111 Ahead for Takeout Orders

expires

.AiM/,Il:'!,.

o V ERA
W
L.

L L
PCT

RUN
F

.667
.417
1.000
.143
1.000
.000
.000

24
54
22
30
2B
14
22

S
A
12
95
20
59

"
"

good start

28

RESULTS
Western Maryland 9, Lebanon Valley 8
Western Maryland
13, Lebanon Valley
12
Gettysburg
14, Colegate
4
Gettysburg
14, Johns Hopkins 9
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Relay carnival
Jeff Frazer

The first annual WMC Relay
Carnival was nol held in the best
of weather conditions, it was a
very rainy and windy day. But
thanks to the all-weather track
that is the hallmark of the new
Scott S. Batr Stadium, the relay
carnival look place despite the
weather
The women's team did not
mind running in the rain, they
took first place over six other
women's teams with a total of
100 points. The team of Ann
Royston, Berit Killingstad, Sherri
Linkoff and Kris Johnson finished
jecono
to Susquehanna
Univer-

sily in both the 400 and 800
meter relays with total scores of
55.09 seconds and 2:00 minutes
respectively.
Meanwhile,
Shelley
Jones
teamed with Royston, Linkoff and
Killingstad to win the 1600 meter
relay with a total time of 4:46.05,
however, they finished to second
Susquehanna in the Sprint Medley with a total time of 2:04.90.
The women then helped their
cause by winning the 3200 meter
relay, the Shuttle Hurdle relay
and the Distance Medley relay all
unopposed
The women's team also won
the triple jump event unopposed
as Berit Killingstad led the way
with her best jump clearing B

big success

IS'

meters and 45 centimeters.
Unfortunately, they finished second
in the shot put, the long jump
and the discus. Also they placed
third in the javelin throw.
Although the men's team finished in third place-among' eight
competing
teams with 53 total
points, there were many' bright
spots. The men's competition
was dominated by Susquehanna,
which won a total of ten track
and field events and placed first
with 134 points in the meet. The
only event the men won was the
3000 meier steeple chase, which
was won by Paul Boneau with a
lime of 11:07.80.
'
As for the other field events,
the team of Mike Broe. Ludley

TRACKRESULTS
Western Maryland Relays--I.

Susquehanna 134, 2. Lebanon ve t tev 78,3.
Western Maryland
53, 4. Gettysburg 50, 5. DickInson 44, 6. York 27, 7. Lycoming
12, 8. Washington 4 "Lehigh Invltatlonal--I.
Lehigh 137, 7. Urslnus 39, 9. Muhlenberg 13
Lebanon Valley 90, Dickinson 55
'
UM8C74, Towson State 57, Johns Hopkins 45
FranklIn
& MarShall 87 1/2, Haver-for-d 63 112, Johns HopkIns 29
Urslnus 126, Upsala IS, Moravian 14, Washington 8
Franklin & Marshall .88 1/2, Muhlenberg 48 112, Albright
44
Susquehanna 108, Messiah 37

LACROSSESTANDINGS
LEA
W
WESTDIVISION
Franklin & Marshal I
Gettysburg
W,estern Maryland
Dickinson
Lebanon Valley

GOA
F

G U E
L
PCT

°
°"°
I

W

V ERA
L

13
13
P
8
7

PPG
8.0
7.0

Chris

SCORING
tche II, Gettysburg
Boebmc ke, Gettysburg

4

~~ify

6' 't hl

S~~Mf;r ~ata~f~rd
Joe Schall ar-, F & M
Joe Valls,
Swarthmore
Bob Cooney, Swarthmore
John Clay, Widener
Jim Donohoe, Widener
Mike Fitzgerald,
Widener
Terry Stansf leld Drew
Scott Tennant, Lebanon Valley
TIm Wheaton, Drew

o

2.

1.000
.000
.000
.000
.000

NeTTTl'11

L S
A

10
10
9
6

e

•
•
3
3

3.3
3.3
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0
3.0

L L
PCT

GOA
F

.857
.667
1.000
.500
.000

80
35
32
14

GOALIES
SAVES
Tom Swift,
F & M
52
BII I ChrIstopher,
Swar. 38
Joel Ronco, LVC
52
Phil Adams, Drew
21
Jeff Lerner, WIdener
30
Chip Phi tllps,
Dick.
19

ccer

s
II
19
26
13
19
13

"

PCT
.825
.667
.667
.617
.612
.590

Howard, Greg Canterbury
and
Dana Hill finished third in the 400
meter relay and fourth in the 800
meter relay with respective times
of 43.86 seconds and 1:37.7
The learn of Mike Short, Joe
Hedrick and Shawn Armstrong
finished fourth in the 3200 meter
relay with a' time of 8:27.29.
Hill and Howard combined with
Mike Kline and Dwight Eichelberger to finish fifth in the Spring
Medley. Armstrong, Hedrick and
Boneau came in last place "in the
Distance Medley relay, The team
was slated to run in the 1600
meter relay, but were forced to
withdraw because of injuries. In
the Shuttle Herole relay, the men
were disqualified when one of the

runners pushed over a hurdle
instead of jumping over it
As for the field events, the men
placed second in the high jump
and the long jump; third in the
shot put and the javelin throw;
fourth in the triple jump and
discus throw.
Despite the poor weather, the
first of the annual WMC Relay
Carnivals was a big success,
and Me Carpenter is hoping for a
repeat performance for the relay
carnival next year. The men's
and women's teams will host
another meet at home this Saturday afternoon against Delaware

vaaev.

GOLFRESULTS
York 395, Lycoming 442
FDU-Madlson 391, Upsala 407, IIoravlan 419
Susquehanna 413, lycO!!'!ng 4<;.2 ~Dickinson 432, Johns Hopkins 445
Moravian 403, Scranton 409, Delaware Verley 414
Get+vsburq 397, Johns Hopkins 491
St, Joseph's 395, Widener 427
Franklin & Marshall 428, Lafayette 436 , AlbrIght
Drexel 402, Widener 418
Franklin & Marshall 419,'Muhlenberg
425
Swarthmore 433, Widener 435

459

L S
A

50
30
14
19
40

RESULTS,
Washj ngton 22, .Gettysburg
GettySburg 16, WIdener 3

5

~;~~;:~:e v~~I!?

5
I ~~' L;~~~:~n
1
Johns Hopkins 12, VIrginia
II
Franklin
& Marshall
12, Bowdoin 5
Franklin
& Marshai'! 13, Dickinson 0
Western Maryland 13, Mt. St. Mary's II
West Chester 10, Widener 8
Gettysburg
15, Georgetown 5

Ready for
~t.~t.J1[elells,
Hurricane Allell,
Love Canal,
Red Cross: Ready for a new century.

Blood drive' in the Forum
Tuesday, April 13,
9 a.m. - 9 p.m.
A Public Service

a This Newspaper

& The Advertising Council

Ceca-Cole Bottling Co ..
Old Westminster Pike
848-5680

- 876-2028
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Program delay holds up aid
WASHINGTON, D.C. (CPS) Congressmen and senators have
proposed a variety of alternative
federal student aid budgets in
Ihe last few weeks, all of which
are more generous than President Ronald Reagan's aid proposels unveiled in early February.
Some officials now predict the
Reagan proposals
will be de-feated.
Several committees
have already taken some action, and
though few seem ready to express-their will before April, more
alternative aid -budgets are expected.
"Lordy, lordy," jokes Jan Ulja,
education analyst with the Senate
Budget Committee, "there'll probably be; a 101 more alternatives.
(Proposing aid "budgets)" seems
to be the latest fad in town."
'There
are seven new ones
every day," deadpans a Democratic Senate budget analyst.

In the senate, the analyst expects the flow 01 alternative proposals to slow as soon as "the
Republican
leadership
comes
close to a consensus."
He expects that to happen by April,
and has "reason to think they'!!
reject the president's proposal."
In the House, the EducationLabor Committee
has already
approved a student aid budget
that increases funding for all the
major programs,
including
the
two President Reagan wants to
abolish altogether.
The committee, however, traditionally
is more liberal in its
funding
than the Ways and
Means Committee,
which will
weigh the proposals before passing them on to the full House for
a vote.
The House recommendations
are just one of five 1983 fiscal
year ~dgets
now before Congress.

Besides
President
Reagan's
budget, which proposes to end
...arious aid programs,
dramattcally limit eligibility
for others,
and cut funding for the remaining
ones by as much as 20 percent,
Congress will soon debate aid
proposals from the House Education-Labor Committee, from Sen.
Pete Domenici (R-N.M.), Sen. Ernest Hollings (D-S.C.), and one
written by senators Claiborne Pell
(D-R.I.) and Robert Stafford (RVT.).
The Domenici
budget
would
freeze aid programs
at 1982
levels.
Otherwise, it differs most from
the Reagan proposals in its vision of the Guranteed
Student
Loan (GSL) program.
Domenict
would make families
with incomes
over $40,000
a
year ineligible
for GSLs, -and
require famjlies with gross i[lcomes between S2S,()oo"S40,OOO

to demonstrate
need. President
Reagan would require aU famifies
with incomes over $14,000
to
show need.
Domenici would also keep the
in-school
interest
subsidy
the
president wants to abolish, but
would require students to pay it
back to the government
after
leaving school.
AU the alternative budgets, as
opposed to the Reagan proposal,
would include grad students in
the GSL program.
The Hollings budget, according
to a Hollings aide, would "continue current funding levels. Period:
No
changes
in
the
programs at all, except to allow
for inflation."
Hollings
would
allow a 7.4
percent increase in spending for
Pell Grants, Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants (SEOGs),
College Work-Study,
State Student Incentive Grants (SSIGs),

and National
Direct
Student
Loans (NDSLs).
The Pell-Stafford proposal asks
for $7.9 bulton for student aid in
1983, compared
to the $4.28
billion President Reagan wants to
spend.
the government is authorized
to spend some $5.9 billion in the
1982 fiscal year, which stretches
from Oct. 1, 1981 through September 20, 1982.
Sen. Stafford himself figures
Congress will ultimately decide to
fund the programs for 1983 at
about the same level as 1982.
"The ma_iority view in the Senate
as I left D.C.," Stafford said at
the American
Association
of
School Administrators in New Orteans in earty March, "was that
domestic programs cut heavily in
fiscal 1982 oug_ht to be levelfunded through fiscal 1983."
The student aid budget in fiscal
1981 was $6.38 billion.

Aid delays hurt
from

page 5

Borja notes that "most of our
students are eligible for the basic
(Pell)
grant,
and that won't
change. What will change is the
amount of money they receive,
which is going down every year."
Borja expects that many of the
students driven from school by
the delays "will be replaced,
often by people who can't find a
job. This is kind of like survival of
the fittest:

"but we have more alternatives to
offer them. I expect that middleincome kids will take the hardest
rap."
Martin contends that "poor students and students
who are
unfamiliar with how the financial
aid system works are the most
likely to become discouraged,
and drop their plans. The longer
we have to wait, the more serious
the problem becomes."
At Malcolm X College in innercity Chicago, aid Director Ramiro

"It's sad to lose people. This is
not always a great profession to
be in."
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_Will the, budget cuts terminate
your college education?
Millions of $$$ available
to you now!!!
Student Loans/Scholarships

WE'LL TELL YOU WHERE THEY ARE-AND
HOW TO GET THEM!
We are a nationwide computerized scholarship/financial
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SGA plans '83-'84 budget
Despite the fact that many
organizations did not participate,
the SGA treasurer. Caryl Connor,
held a budget meeting for the
academic year 1983-1984 April
8, 1982.
The intent of pfanning the
budget two years ahead is to
bring student budget requesting
abreast of !he WMC administration'e planning of the operating
budget. which is determined for
two years into the future.
I According
to Connor, the SGA
was submitting
budget
appropriations a year behind the college administration.
This means
that the student appropriation of
the budget was determined be-'
fore the SGA submitted its request. By having two budget
hearings this year, one for 19821983 and one 1983-1984, will
bring the SGA budget process
on par with the administration
and give the students to get an
adequate share 01 the approprtafor the parttcu'ar academic
year.
However some student organi-
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leaders is poor. So poor that they
did not bother to attend the

meeting
"It is just some political humto
jumbo," said one student leader.
"It will not matter in the long run.
The SGA will not get much more
money than last year, and that's
what its all about."
"I am not even going to entertain such petty politics with my
valuable time," said another student leader
Connor suggests that the student leaders can ask for moditications to the approved budget
at the beginning of the. 19821983 academic year. Yet student
leaders have doubts about the
viability 01 that process.
"No way," laughed one senate
member. "Increases
are rarely
given to organizations
in the
middle of the year. Even then,
they have to fight hard to get the
budget increase."
Amidst
this oescenson.
me
budget hearing was held. Organizations not present were appropriated a budget prepared
by
Connor
Connor
presented the follow~n2 budget

to the SGA on April

Classes
'87 Freshman

AmI.
$200

Aid cuts adopted
WASHINGTON, D.C. -- After more than a year of haggling,
Congress
has finally approved
a federal higher education
budget for fiscal year 1982.
The House and Senate are just starting committee work for
the fiscal 1983 budget, which would fund programs from
October 1, 1982 through Sept. 30~ 1983.
Congress' final budget for 1982 devotes about $5.5 billion
to postsecondary
education.
'
Though Bob Aaron of the American Council of Education
called the final budget "the first milestone for Congress to block
the president on education," it also. represents an 18 percent
cut from the 1981 federal college budget
Of the 30-some poetecondarv programs administered by
the federal government,
only one -- a program to provide
institutional funds for meeting discretionary "special needs" -enjoyed a budget hike over 1981 levels. The increase of 3.7
percent was considerably below the inflation rate.
Aid to land-grant cclleges under the second Morrill Act
was the only federal program to get the same amount -- $2.8
million -- for 1982 as it got in 1981. Two federal proqrams were
not funded at all
The cuts, however, were far less drastic than President
Ronald Reagan proposed
in his 1982 budget
proposal,
delivered in February 1981.
Congress could not agree on the Reagan proposals by
the time the fiscal 1981 budget
ran out in September.
Legislators
passed an emergency
budget to keep federal
programs alive until lhey could make a final decision on the
.budget, which they finally did April t 1982.
In the meantime, of course, President Reagan had already
made his proposals for the 1982 fiscal year
The President proposes ending 16 01 the 30 federal
colleqe proposals, and cuttlna the total postsecondary education budget to $4.5 biltion. another 17 percent drop from the
1982 budget Congress just approved.

'86 Sophomore
'85 Junior
'84 Senior

SGA
Social Comm
Homecoming
Publicity
Office
Medl.
Phoenix
Contrast
Yearbook
Black Student Union

$200
$1,400
$150
Aml
$23,400
$200
$25
$150
Aml
$7,000
$1,275
$6,800
$850

THe total budget proposal was
$41,625. During discussion of the
budget,
Ken Schaefer
made
motion thaI the Black Student
Union be cut entirely from the
budget.
The motion was approved, but there was not any
explanation for this action.
Keith Arnold motioned to increase the appropriation for The
Phoenix to $8,000. The motion
was approved.
The SGA accepted the rest of the budget
proposal without change

Helga Hein
lors who wanted to work on the
The Senior PRIDE campaign
campaign
wefe chosen. laurie
has once again yielded success:
indicated
that a new process
ful results, as the class of 1982 would probably be implemented
has pledged an impressive $4,- next year. She and Sam Cricchio
391.40 t~ date wit~ p~edge cards also apologize
to those willing
still coming in. This figure repre- seniors who could not work and
sents 87 percent
of the 237 thank them for their pledges
seniors
whose
pledge
cards
Some workers fell that a Senior
have been retumeo.
and 74~ PRIDE party should be held for
percent of the entire class. The all seniors. One agent pointed
results of this year's campaign
out that asa campaign designed
are comparable
to last year's to raise money,
less money
total of $_4,064.47.
should be spent on such things
Campaign co-chairperson
Laue as the amount 01 caper in workrie Mather stated that "all in all, ers' folders and the reception at
'the
campaign
was
weu-rethe Kick-off meeting. However.
celved."
The PRIDE workers'
this expense
can 'be justified
evaluations indicate many post- when viewed from a different
tive aspects of the campaign. For perspective.
The detailed inter
example,
workers
commented
mation included in the workers
that Senior PRIDE provides sen- packets exemplify thorough orgalora with a worthwhile and unify- nization, while a reception proing
class
project
as they motes enthusiasm.
conclude
their four years at
The PRIDE workers now look
Western Maryland. Other pluses forward to their Victory Celebraof the campaign included good tion on May 8 at the Pride of
organization, an enthusiastic atti- Baltimore and Federal Hill. Along
tude on the part of the workers with the workers, other invited
and an increase in the number of guests will include the Board of
workers participating. A last post- Trustees, Dick Kline. '57, Presilive note was that class members
dent of the National Committee
were surveyed as to what area on the Annual
Fund, Dudley
they preferred their money be Kelter, last year's Development
applied.
Coordinator
of the campaign.
The workers also thought that and -neoecca
Weller and Kns
several aspects of Senior PRIDE Milker, last year's chairpersons
could be improved. For example,
Baltimore
Mayor Schaefer
will
many suggested that a new sa- once again issue a proclamation
lechon process for workers be declaring May 8, 1982 "Western
developed because not all sen- Maryland Senior PRIDE Day"

Summer registration begins
publicity
Registration for classes in the
Western Maryland Co11ege summer session 1982 is currently
underway. Over 100 classes are
being offered at the Westminster
campus (as well as several at offcampus
locations)
during
two
terms Irom June 21-July 21 and
from July 12-August 20. Each
term offers 4 112 week, threeweek and two-week class sesIn addition
to the numerous
course offerings within the master of education and master of
liberal arts programs,
several
courses are available for undergraduate
credit.
A sample
of
course
offerings
for summer
1982 includes:
"Current
Eco-

nomic Problems," "Introduction to
Deafness," "Photography for the
Classroom
Teacher,"
"Elementary Spanish," "Worshop:
Early
Childhood Mathematics," "Trends
in American Thought." "Detective
Story,"
and
"Psychology
of
Sport "
Included
among the special
format courses are "Music' Theatre: Technical
Production
1-11,"
geared
toward undergraduates
and advanced high school students,
and "Musical
Theatre
Workshop
I-II," for graduates.
These classes will run in conjunction with Theatre on the Hill
performances of "God spell" and
"Man of La Mancha." Students.
interested in the musical theatre

courses may contact
Dr. Del
Palmer at the college for information sheets.
Three classes are being 01tereo by the department of art for
summer session 1982_ "Printmaking" and "20th Century Art" wi11
be offered daily at separate times
Irom June 21-July 9_ "Carron
County Outdoor Drawing," which
wi11run from July 12-July 30, wi11
focus on discovering and recording artistic and historical sites in
Carro11 County with inks, pencils
and pastels
Summer session courses are
$85 per credit hour. To register
for these or any of the over 100
campus
offerings,
contact
the
Office of the Peqtstrar

Westminster Rotary plans night
of 50's music and nostalgia
JocJy Morrison
choirs in New Jersey where his
Attention fifties lans, nostalgia
father was a preacher. His sister,
buffs and anyone
who loves
Unda Hayes, also a singer, had
good music! Don't miss the musijust made a hit record, "Yes I
cal extravaganza
01 the year
Know," and led Tony to California
featuring "The Planers" in conwhere
"The
Platters"
group
cert, Sunday, April 25, 1982 at beQan.
8:00 PM in the Westminster High
The group's first recording conSchool Auditorium.
tract was with King records, and
Tony Williams and "The Plat- later with Mercury, where they
ters" formed their singing group
made musical history, recording
in 1953. Williams gathered expehil after hit. "Only You" was the
rlence singing in local church - first of their million sellers. fol-

lowed by such h~ts as "The Great
Pretender,'
"Twilight Time," "My
Dream," "Remember When," and
countless more.
"The Platters"
are extremely
popular in Europe as we11 as the
U.S.A. They have performed for
the King and Queen of Siam, the
Pope, and President Carter in
1980
This group, famous for keeping

continued to page 8
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Dear Editor:

NDSL a descendent
of defense program
With the PoSSibility that federal student aid programs may
be cut back by the current administration, we should go back
and examine the motivations of this aid when it first came into
being. The first major student grant and loan proqrarn by the
government was the .Nationat Defense Education
Act (NDEA)
of 1958. Today it is Nanonet Direct Student Loan. This act was a
direct response to the Soviet Union's 1957 launching of Sputnik
I, the first artificial satellite placed in orbit around Earth.
The fear of a "technology gap" between the US and the
USSR motivated this government to make available massive
sums 01 money for education,
especially in mathematics, in the
sciences, and in foreign language programs, as well as lesser
amounts of money for _the arts and the humanities. Funds for
guidance and counseling services, laboratory and aU,die-visual
equipment,
and student loans for college educations
also
began with this act.
Thus, the federal government implemented ·the NDEA and
the other aid programs for America's national interest. in order
to increase our military, Industrial, commercial,
and social
capabilities. The strength of the nation was seen in its children
and the educational opportunities afforded them. The government, then, provided its resources for the development of the
succeeding
generations.
Most youth of talent and ability,
however poor, were virtually assured an access to higher
education, for this was seen as in the country's best interest for
the future.
_
The NDEA programs grew and were joined with other aid
programs under the Higher Education Act of 1965, about which
then President Lyndon Johnson had the following to say:
"Nothing matters more than full educational opportunity to the
future of our country. not our military preparedness _ for armed
might is worthless if we lack the brainpower to build a world of
peace; not our productive economy - for we cannot sustain
growth without trained manpower; (and) not our democratic
system of government - for freedom is fragile if citizens are
ignorant."
Let us hope, then, that the Reagan administration will fulfill
its obligations
to its citizens' education
in a spirit not of
grievous, wasteful, and unnecessary burden, but in the original
spirit of furthering the development
of this country through the
development of its peoples
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I enjoyed Mr. Beyers' "Cheese
and children behind in Japan, he
and Literature" artlcleot April 8
emigrated to West Falkland to
very much. There are three
East Falkland to West Falkland to
cheeses of importance, however,
East
Falkland
(this
was
which Mr. Beyers neglected to
BTWABWZ - Before there was a
discuss in more detail.
beetle war zone) and finally to
First cheese in point, is Swiss
Gargantua. The Japanese beetle
cheese. Swiss grows on the
made his home in the country's
Swissholla bush in Greece. This
smallest crop - the Gargantuan...formerly white stolid "frommage,"
Saskatshewan cheese. This parrecently turned Canary Yellow
ticutar brand of cheese the Garand decayed
(No plan! now
ganluanians had long wanted to
living has ever acquired
such
get rid of, So they did. The
unseemly holes either naturally or
choleric cheese was smuggled
. forcibly),
is the result of the
into the United States by GarganSecond
Industrial
Revolution
tuania~ bellhops
who wanted
which brought us such wondrous . lewer wages, Naturally, after the
filth as sulfur dioxide,
carbon
long ride (Crossing ithe tntemamonoxide,
and sunburn.
This
none! Date Line made the beetle
also accounts for the delightfully
quite hysterical), he gladly flew
bittersweet taste of Swiss cheese
away and settled down in some
so queer to old timers.
thick green foliage. The rest is
Second of interest is the merlnhistory. What of the cheese? The
guey Gargantuan-Saskatchewan
American government
seeing a
cheese from (You guessed ltl)
surplus of cheese immediately
Gargantua.
II was because of
sliced it, packaged it, and sent it
this delectable delicacy that the
to a needy family in Pikesville,
Japanese
beetle has pl~gued
Third and last is a cheese that I
American planters of plants. As
developed a "cheese" tooth for
~veryone knows (Any Western Civil- while growing up down in Baltlzatlcn
professor
would), when
more during the late 1960's. Old
f~e Japanese beetle left his wife
Jed's was an unpopular haber-

Resist aid cuts
A letter to college and university
students:
If the proposed
cuts in the
federal
budget
in scholarship
and loan funds for college and
university students are enacted
into law, the youth of America will
be severly
hurt. Many in the
lower income
families will be
prevented
from attending
any
instlmtton of higher education.
Even among middle class families, especially those with several
children, the financial burden will
be too heavy to bear. The contention that the states and private
philanthropy
will provide
the
funds to replace federal aid is
totally misleading,
Some states
are already considering
similar
retrenchments.
No matter how
generous private aqencies
and
individual contributors
may be,
. their resources are inadequate to
offset the reductions
in federal
aid. It is deceptive, therefore, to
proclaim
that either alternative
source will make up the losses.
The resulting educational privation imposed
by the proposed
Bravo to the faculty of Western
Maryland College on the recent
adoption
of the resolution
to
support the Administration in their
efforts to improve
"humane
environment." At this time it is the
responsibility of the students and
staff to have our concerns recognized about recent violent campus incidents,
as well as our
concern for the general attitude
of apathy in relation to campus
property, which, in fact, is our
property, and the rights of others.
A petition is presently circulating
addressing
this issue. If any
WMC community member is interested in having their concerns
recognized by signing this petition feel free to see any member
of the World Peace Group or call
ext. 324.

'our

cuts will have three unAmerican
consequences.
First, it will reverse a public policy going back
to the early days of the Republic
that sound government and the
well-being
of citizens are best
assured by extending the advan-:
"teces of education to all. The
prospect of a deep cut in student
assistance can only be unsettling
to those who genuinely believe in
our tra'dilional doctrine of equality
of opportunity.
It will deprive
many youlh of the right to de-

dashery

near

Baltimore's

velop their abilities to the fullest.
Second, the consequent loss or
diminution of cultivated abilities
and skills will commensurately
disadvantage
our society. The
talents of many who have the
potential to make large contributions
the general good wiU
remain undeveloped. In this age,
and in the y,ears ahead, when the
demands of personal and civic
life increase at an ever-increasing speed, limitation of eouca-

'0

continued

Faculty action
Dear Editor,
The Western Maryland College
faculty adopted the following resolution. at a special meeting of
the faculty on April 13, 1982 and
believe that all members of the'
college
community
should
be
informed of the action.
"Since the community in which
we work, and to which we are
committed, strives to be a "humane
environment,"
we are
deeply concerned about the r~
cent incidents of fraternity haz-

a mind is

atenib\e

thing to VJaste

Illrefon ...

lower

middle southwest side. It was
here that Mr. Old Jed, the owner
and proprietor of the store, sold
various
exotic
and
neurotic
cheeses. The cheese that 1 detested the most, I remember, was
Odourela
(indigenous
to city
dumps), which was worse than
Llmburoer .
My favorite,
by far, however
was Chaenoc
which went deliciously
with
Bronx
Graham
Crackers. In the early 1970's a
group of young
people
(Too
young in the previous decade to
become flower children) took to
smoking
Chaenoc.
They were
labeled Forsaken Undesirables or FU's. Either name you call
them, I lost my fondness for the
cheese and soon switched
to
Yalta. Baltimore is still around.
People still give birth and sell Girl
Scout cookies there, Old Jed's is
gone now though, It seems the
old man closed' down because
he couldn't keep up the payments on his water bed.
Name Not Withheld
By Any Request.
Steven Rossman
Uncouth, Maryland

to

page ]

ing. Therefore, the faculty wishes
to support the. adml~istratlon a~d
all students (Including fraternity
and sorority members and independents) in their efforts to improve the quality of our life
together. We also want to assume more responsibility
ourselves by working with the Dean
of Student Affairs and other committees dealing with student life
such as the Inter-Fraternity Council and Inter-Sorority Council "
James E. Lightner,
Secretary of the Faculty

_
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more to editor__ ~

ROTC Worthwhile
Dear· Editor,
This letter is in response to the
article "Aid cuts promote militarization," written by Ann Karn. The
author displays ignorance about
the role of ROTC in American
society today.
ROTC does not train people to
be killers: There is no militarization of students and society that
Miss Karn would
lead us to
belie ....
e exists. If Americans want
a militeristic SOCiety, the first step
would be to eliminate ROTC from
all college campuses. Most of the
Officer Corp would then be military oriented.
ROTC preserves
the American ideas of the citizen
soldier and of civilian control of
the military
by providing
the
armed forces with civilian oriented leadership. ROTC provides
the backbone of the Army 'Officer
Corp, and those Americans who
do not wish to live in a military
society should be thankful for its
existence. ROTC also provides a
source
for the
ple in
former

of competent leadership
civilian sector. Many Pe0top civilian positions are
ROTC. cadets.

It is true that enrollment
in
ROTC has doubled since 1973.
This, however,
is not due to
Reagan's budget cuts or military
indoctrination.
The figure is returning to normal after having
been very low as a result of the
Vietnam War. Miss Karn would
have us believe that the ligures
indicated something different.
One concept that people such
as Miss Karn may have difficulty
in. understanding
is that the
American soldier, more than anyone is this society, desires
peace, because he knows thaI in
a war, it will be he and his
friends that will do the fighting
and dying. He is willing because
he believes that this country and
an it stands for is worth fighting
for and if necessary, dying for.
The freedom to say what one
wants; the freedom to worship
God the way one chooses; the
freedom to think, live and work
the way one desires. One must
also remember that in this country, the armed forces do not start
the wars.. civilian politicians do.
Soldiers do not expect to beworshipped for what they do. But
they do expect the support of the

Clean up Harvey Stone
To the WMC Community:
Been to Harvey Stone lately? If
you're barefooted, look. out. The
area is littered with beer cans'
and bottles. Western Maryland
College is a beautiful place to be
in the spring and nothing is more
fun than sipping a few beers on
a lazy aftemoon. Please pick up

your bottles. Besides being a
health hazard,
it looks lousy.
There aren't many trash cans out
there and they're usually full but
at least pile your bottles neatly
beside the can.
Thanks,
Cathy Hosley

Conservatively speaking

U.S. support
for Britain

Keith L Arnold
The media has followed the
United States reaction
to the
Falkland
(and
lets
get this
straight right from the beginning:
it is Falkland) Island Crisis. And,
predictably, the Reagan admlnistration has been criticized
for
their actions.
Why?
After all, the left wing fringe, in
its long-standing
euphoria-in-paranoid should have nothing to
complain about. By their parameters, the U.S. of A. should be at
war by now, lending their total
support to Britain in the interest
of third world domination
and
Arian supremacy. In their disappointment,
they
have
been
shocked and dismayed only by
our intelligence
assistance
to
Great Brittan. Conelderlnq
the
U.N. is with us on this one, I
hardly think Reagan's imperialislT!
is showing on this one.
And the right wing has had its complaints. Obviously in the opposite direction.
Conservatives,
feeling our close ties with Great
Britain, expected a more polarlzeo policy from their administratlon. Reagan h~s surprised both
sides in his policies
Even the neutrals have complaints. These factions,
mostly

isolationists, do not understand
why it is any of our concern. To
these individuals,
the reply is
simple: it is our business. Monroe
Doctrine and OAS. agreements
aside, any area, in this nuclear
age where war is threatening, is
,highly important to the U.S.
The Falklands
are just little
islands in the Atlantic. But to the
people who live there, they are
more than that, th-ey represent
their lives, their living, indeed,
their world .. And the people on
these islands are not Spanish,
they
are
not
Indians,
nor
have. they ever been. They are
English, and they want to remain
English.
I am not supporting
colonialism. If a colony, a possession, wants 10 leave the leadership of a gi v en nation, then so be
it. But when something is taken,
and it does not want to go. then
the situation is v ery different
II is v ery difficult to be against
Prince Andrew and the British
flotilla. The Argentinians
have
acted "in an aggressi ....
e manner,
and the British have a right to be
angry. War-Hawk Haig's efforts in
shuttle-diplomacy
are very admlrable. t.hcpe they succeed. If it
comes to a fight, however, I shall
stand with Prince Andrew.

people they have willingly sworn
to protect. Articles such as the
one I am writing about should not
be taken too seriously, because
they disregard truth and reality. If
this country wants a volunteer
army, it must be prepared to pay
the price that a volunteer army
requires. Financial aid for college
from the military is one of those
prices. The Army and her sister
services do not seek to indoctrinate. What they do seek and
need are a few good people who
are wilting to serve their country,
and support from the population
that they protect.
•
Ronald Kyle

from page 2

Students unite
tlonal opportunity could attenuate
the Quality of our national life.
Hence, both prudent public policy and personal rights require
that the proposed reductions in
aid to college
and university
students be rejected by the legislative branches of both the national and state qovernments.
Third, the unavailability of financial assistance, because of wide
differences
in tuttlon fees, will
force many students to attend a
tax supported
learning
center
rather vthan an institution sustained by private philanthropy.
The long term result of this
practice will be the closing of
mant of the colleges which ha....
e
served' our society well for sev era' hundred years. Even though
the students' educations m~y be
the same Quality, under a largely
tax supported, system the end
result will be the dissolution of
our dual system .which has been
one of its most distinctive and
strongest features. Actions of the
government at any level ought to
be calculated to strengthen, not
weaken, the most unique feature
of our traditional system of higher
education
A desireabte reversal of presently planned reductions in aid
will not occur unless students
themselves
become
politically
active before the end of the
current academic year. In contemplating such action, students

_

shoold be aware that the executive branch of the government
can neither make nor deny the
needed appropriations.
The legislative branch has this responsibility, and a large percentage of
legislators at both the national
and state levels must stand for
election in the fall of. 1982. No
time is to be lost if students wish
to be politically effective in restoring proposed
cuts in aid. In
cofltemplating action, they should
keep several facts of political life
in the forefront of their thinking
First, of the over 12,000,000
students in institutions of higher
education, almost all are- of voting age. If, therefore, theV form a
united front in presenting
the
case for continued financial aid.
they can constitute the balance
of power ip enough vot!ng districts to assure the election of a
majority of representatives
who
favor their cause, both at the
federal and state levels. In these
activities, they ought to disregard
party affiliation. To be effective)
they must inquire of all candidates for office, regardless
of
party. specifically how they stand
on the relevant issues and what
kinds of legislation they will support to sustain programs of financiat aid.
'
The delegations
of students
which visited
the Capitol
on
March 1. 1982, presenting the
case for a continuance of student
aid, were generally welJ received
by their representatives
in Congress. "On the hili." however,
large numbers of voters, either
by their physical presence or by
communication,
count heavily in
gaining support for specific legistatton. Hence, communications
from groups
of persons who
favor particular legislation can be
most telling in gaining action in
the present and in future Congresses tor slate houses.
A depressing
feature of the
1980 'elections was the failure of
many of those in the recently
enfranchised
18 to 21 year old
citizens to-vote. In some districts,
only one out of four or five cast a
ballot. Many of these non- ....
oters
were college
students.
In the

election of 1982. the very basis
of the opportunity for higher education for many will be undermined if those elected support
the present drastic reductions in
the educational categories of the
budgets. To assure that this will
not happen, students will have to
learn unmistakably
how candidates in their districts stand and
then vote accordingly.
The exercise of the franchise is
the basis of our democratic svstem. One of the most disillusioning experiences I had as the U.S.
Commissioner
of
Education
stemmed from a comment often
made, even bY educated people.
who were complaining
about
some policy of the government
They often said, at the end of
their criticism. "But what can I. as
one mot ....
idual, do about it?" If
students take such a futile and
cynical attitude, they will lose the
needed financial help in their
efforts to gain a higher educanon. They will, at the same time,
contribute to the further erosion
of the democratic process. They
should not allow the accusation
that they are lobbying to weaken
their resolve. Washington and the
state capitols
are overrun
by
lobbyists for all kinds of causes.
Many of them are acting in the
public interest. Some, on the
contrary, seek legislative action
either for or against proposed
bills primarily for selfish benefits
Unquestionably.
public financial
assistance for students will enrich the Quality of the recipients'
personal lives. Its preservation of
our strength as a nation.
If their efforts are to be of any
consequence
in the next academic year, students will have to
take action now. As they go
about this socially productive political process, they will ha v e the
support of millions of their fellow
citizens who, ha v ing themsel v es
had the advantage of a higher
education.
realize the need to
assure the same opprtunity for
those in whose hands the future
of the nation rests
Earl J. McGrath
Former U.S. Commissioner of Ed:
ucation
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'Pond' not so golden

April 22, 1982
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Students turn to film
for 'escape'

Fidy Kuo

her. And, as always she holds
Thompson's
screenplay
reveals
him in her arms and comforts
pretty much inconsequential after
"On Golden Pond," as the
him. "Why," he finally asks her,
inconsequential scene of nothing
television ad suggests, is a lilm
"did a nice girl like you marry a
but fishing, one after the other
about growing up. Honorousty,
s.o.b. like me?"
There's also some fumbling with
yet poignantly, a boy and an old
This beautiful relationship along
vague symbolism a monster of a
mao grow to tearn \0 give love
with the "delightful old-codger"
trout named "Walter." For years,
and not just receive it. A daughand his "know all-heal all" wife , Norman
has been after the
ter grows to forgive the past and
ingratiate us. Yet, the excellent
"s.o.b.," but he's always the "one
create amends lor the future. The
dramatics of Fonda and Hepburn
that got away." When they do
old man and woman grow to
divert us from the real issue of
catch him, they release him out
realize the "coldness"
of their
the screenplay-maturation.
Fonda
of respect-a salute to an aquatic
bond in the autumn of their lives.
and Hepburn, sad to say, are
resemblance
of Norman who's
mere diversions, but a wonderful
also escaped death or a resigna~~~' t:~:"~~~~~t~~~i~~n
one at that
tion to "live and let live?"
death. This is what playwright
The Thayers find themselves
Perhaps the weakest part of
Ernest Thompson suggests his
pressed with the responsibility of
the screenplay is Norman's relafilm is about. Yet, a suggestion is
caring for their daughter's boytionship with his daughter, Chefonly what it is. The question if the
friend's son while the couple are
sie (Jane Fonda). Alienated since
screen play really demonstrates
off prancing
around
Europe.
childhood
by the father who
those aspects of maturation is up
Charlie (Rod McKeon) embittered
really wanted a son, she can
to each individual viewer.
by the, life of the "divorced
never forgive ffre "selfish s.o.b.,"
Perhaps the greatest obstacle
parent's
kid,"
and
being
for neglecting her and destroying
to this judgement
is the fine
"dumped" back and forth across
her 'self-esteem.
("Fat,. dumpy
performances
of .actors Henry
relatives poses a challenge to-the
girl," was always Norman's favorFonda and Katherine Hepburn
Thayers. "Bull sh-t!'' he. responds
ite compliment for his daughter.)
So called "veterans" of the film when Norman asks something of
"He "never was my friend," she
industry,
their intelligence
and
him
complains,
"he's
just an old
suavity, that , guess can only
Not to be intimidated or even
poop!" Then, supposedly,
years
come with "old age," glides them
outdone,
Norman ponders the
of separation, phone calls never
neatly and easily into their roles.
word. "Bull shot. huh? ..That's a
made, insults never torqlven. are
Thus, Fonda and Hepburn bring
good word," he opinionates.
erased in two minutes of lilm time
real life to Thompson's two charWith a month to themselves,
near the end ...you have to see it
acterizations of an old couple. ~
Norman takes the boy out fishing
to believe it. Makes Helen KelHepburn plays Ethel Thayer, a
.on the Golden Pond cove. Supler's
teacher
("The
Miracle
woman in her late 60's "aging
posedly, through their long priWorker") look like a failure.
with grace."
Still a vivacious,
vate interactions,
they grow to
On a gloomy evening with the
sprightly thing, as Hepburn is in
cease .being antagonistic toward
dark coming
and rain cloud
real life, she is given to singing
each other and life. Supposedly,
silly tunes and dancing
when
threatening, 'Norman finally conthey learn to trust and even love
fronts death. In the blue grey
alone. Ethel strikes out to make
each other as they cooperate in
mist, he and Charlie out fishing
life react to her and follow her
their
obsession of fishrules.
contin'ued to page 8
Fonda, on the other hand,
plays the eighty year old husYo.,. knDw Tr~'rj
ne""er re,,/,.z.eJband, Norman Thayer, whereas
once he was a champion diver
how boJ the eC.CH"ICtr'l),
was
and a college professor in his
t..Illt,., I Teol<. l""t1y "tax ref ...".}
youth, he finds himself now a
c.lle,/(,
nt17c:
walking heart attack approaching
senility. Growing into old age and
bClnA c,..,J
;f
oncoming death, he faces it with
bOt.lrlc.ed.
uncertainity and cynicisim. "Let's

LOS ANGELES, CA -- More than ever before, college
students today are turning to entertainment and adventure films
to blot out their scholarly and economic worries, according to a
recent magazine poll of over 1500 students across the country.
Escapism dominated students' choices for their favorite
movie of 1981. The favorite was "Raiders of the Lost Ark,"
followed by "Arthur," "The French lieutenant's Woman," "Body
Heat," and "Stripes"
"There's no doubt the market has gotten away from heavy
social comment films, and become more interested in escape
films," reports Randy Achee, publisher of Ampersand magazine,
which conducts the annual student poll
In contrast to the popularity of dramatic films of years
past, the student population this year has shifted to lighter,
more entertaining films, Acnee says. Collegians picked comedy
as their favorite type of movie, followed by adventure, suspense
and science fiction
"In terms of the types of motion pictures preferred, there's
a tremendous interest in comedy," Achee says. "Comedy has
always been popular, but not to the degree it is this year."
He speculates the reason is that real-life problems are
getting worse.
"The job market, the economy, and other factors are
causing a lot of-students to say, "Gee, when I get out of school
I don't even know if I'll have a job.' Students don't know whether
they'll be able to have the same standard of living as their
parents. II's kind of a downer, and they need something to take
their minds off of it."
Student favorites may be less serious, but there are more
of them til an in the past. Respondents saw an average of 3.28
films a month, according to the survey, compared to 2.8 movies
last year. Achee says the average has hovered between 2.5
and three for the last several years.
The college audience has also gotten a little older, Achee
adds, and is less concerned with how commercial a movie may
be,

~~:~u~~

I

~~:s~ '~s~i~~:~~~a~~'
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get older."
For Norman,
life
makes the rules and he grudgingly follows them.
Not exactly being the paternal
"grand-dad"
type, Norman's not
above cursing indiscriminately,
giving the "middle finger," and
challenging
sneering teenagers
to a light. A "s.o.b." by his own
admission, he is impossible and
exasperating.
He alienates all
those around him with his clever
yet caustic snaps and insults.
Yet, as toughened and bitter as
he is by his fear of death, he
breaks down 'weeping
to Ethel.
''I'm scared,"
he confesses t~

Part-time
evenings
to work in- pizza shop
Freshman or Sophomore
to make pizzas

Good pay
Eldersburg

need transport

Call evenings
653-2037
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Maria's Beauty <Sliop
All Haircuts $5
'Ilt.wdry 60 Sds !Me 'b1ra
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-OUR WORK-STUDY PROGRAM

em lOU

MORE THAN TWO INCOMES.

Westminster Pawn Broker's Outlet
Westminster Gold & Silver Exchange

If you have at least two years of college left,
they can be over $6,000 cheaper. By joining the
Army Reserve and Army ROTC at the same
rime, you earn two incomes -over $190 a month as
a Reservist, and $100 a month as an ROTC Cadet,
You graduate from ROTC a second lieutenant
and continue in the Reserve as an Army officer. It's
called the Simultaneous Membership Program.
Byjoining the Army Reserve now, you can take your
paid initial entry training over the summer.
You'll then qualify for Advanced ROTC programs
at over 800 colleges, universities, and cross-enrollment schools, If you'd like to learn more, stop by
or call.

"Buying, selling, and trading ..,
Gold, Silver, Diamonds,

Stereos,

ARMY RESERVE.

BEALL YOU CAM BE.

Anything of Value!"
73 West Main Street Westminster
Phone: 876-3086

Call

us

Army

Opportunities

(301) 848-7323
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Track reaches
Jeff Frazer
The western
Maryland
track
teams braved the wind and cold
temperatures
to win their meet
against lebanan valley and Juniata. However, their scheduled"
meet with Delaware Valley was
cancelled
due JO snow which
came unexpectedly on Good Friday.
In their meet against Lebanon
Vaney artd Juniata,
the men's
team won seven events out of a
total of seventeEn They finished
in a two way tie for first place
with Lebanon Valley with 61 total
points, while Juniata finished last
with 56 points.
Nevertheless,
head coach
Rick Carpenter
counted it as a victory because
the leam had finished
first
place for the first time this year.
The men's learn won five of the
running events. Joe Hedrick won
the 400 meter run with a lime of
53.2 seconds. Mike Kline won the
400 meter high hurdles
with a
time of 59.2 seconds. Mike Brae
won the 100 meter run with a
time of 12.4 seconds, and tied
with Lebanan Valley's Ken McKeller for first place in the 20Q
meter run as both runners had
times of 23.6 seconds.
In the
final event of the afternoon, Mike
Short teamed up with Kline, Broe.
and Hedrick to win the mile relay
with a time of 3:38.7. Winning the
mile relay really helped Western
Maryland to tie with lebanon
Valley for first place. Included
with their victories, they/won two

in

Intramural
Corey

N. Mann

A long, well played intramural
volleyball season came to an end
two weeks ago with the Mac Lea
Boys defeating
the Hosers to
take the men's title and the
Painted Ladies edging out Resi·
nator and the Ding Dongs for the
women's top spot. II was a long
season with eighteen sqeuos 01
womeri and sixteen squads 01
men competing for a place in the
top four which woulo gain them a
play-off birth. In the men's south
division, it was the Teens fol·
lowed by the Amgems, Georges
Missing Members and the Hasers. The Hosers defeated ,the
Techs in the first round of the
toemament and then handed a
loss to the Amgems who had
eliminated
Georges
Missing
Members. The Hosers were then
soundly beaten by the MacLea
Boys who had made an easy
time in the northern
division,
ruling out the hopes of, first, the
Sultans and then the Bachelors I
team.
Congratulations
to the,
MacLea Boys, Ihe 1982 men's
volleyball champs
As for the women. strong dedicated play earned play-off opportunities for eight squads. In the
,North it was Delta Sigma Kappa,.

midpoint

of the field events. Mike Brae
won the high jump with a distance of 5 feet and 6 inches, and
John Hackney won the shot put
with a distance of 12 meters and
13 centimeters.
Overall, there
were many good individual performances put in by the men's
team.
The women's team also finished in first place with 67 total
points while Juniata finished last
again with 58 points. Lebaron
Valley had no women participating. Like ·the men's team, the
women's team won a total of
seven events, five running events
and two field events. The women
won the 440 meter relay with a
time of 58.5 seconds. Mary-Lynn
Schwaab
won both the 1500
meter run and the 300 meter run
with times of 5:34.5 and 2:41.1,
respectively. Berit Killingstad won
the 400 meter with a distance of
194 feet
The women's team was not as
successful, as they finished last
out of a total of 15 teams.
However, that figure was deceiving, because they were competing against
some very tough
NCAA
Division
II colleges
Although
the women placed
fifth in the 400 meter run, the 800
meter run, and the 1500 meter
nm. the finishing times for these
events broke school
records.
Mary-Lynn
Schwaab's
time of
2:28 for the 400 meter run, broke
the record she set in the previous
track meet, and her time of 5:05

corner

Lady stickers humiliate
Lebanon Valley

in the 1500 meter run also brok~·
a school record. The time of
Wend; Moore
54.67 seconds for the 400 meter
After a week of play on the read, the women's lacrosse
relay was another school record.
team came home to trounce lebanon Valley by a score of 13-4.
The overall team figures at the
The lady Terrors seem to playa
very flowing evenly paced
midpoints of the season are at
game with the majority of the game being played around the
follows: the men's team has one
Lebanon Valley goal. After a slow start the lady Terrors just
first place finish, two second
seemed to take over and dominate the scoring for the rest of
place finishes,
adn one third
the game.
place finish. On the other hand,
Barely into the first half Lebanon Valley scored its first two
the women's team has two first
goals. This immediately
started WMC's defense to tighten up,
Jlace finishes, one second place
and lead by jane Birch the ladies started their attack on the
finish, and one last place finish.
Lebanon
Valley goal. Birch scored the first three goals
In addition,
there have been
unassisted. Pat Donavan added a goal followed by two goals by
many great individual
performBetsy Orandorf. The score at the half was 6-3.
ances by both teams. Carpenter
The second half was dominated by a tough defense and
hopes the teams will continue to
seven more goals. WMC kept up their defense only allowing
improve as the season begins to
one goal to slip by. Barbie Hess - Dianne Cavey both had goals
draw to a close. Foltowing the trlin the second half. The lady Terrors played a good game and
meet this Tuesday
at home
this week they face opponents, Hood, UMBC, & Gettysburg. So
against York and Johns Hopkins
far the lady Terrors are 2-2-1.
the MAC's for women will take
Tuesday's score.
place on Friday at Delaware
while the men's team will
Women's Lax WMC 11 Hood 4
~host defending
MAC champion
~~~n~~n1~~~.Marshall
this Satur- .:,,'-_--.J

vaney

Netters roll along
Bruce Mable
much to stop our heroic hackers.
WMC's
men's
tennis
team
The Terrors No. 1 seed, Kent
upped its record to 6-3 (3-1 in
Ziegler,
struggled
through
the
the MAC South Western Centerfirst set of his match but won 7-5
ence) with a 7-2 win over Dickinand cruised through the second
son Saturday, here on the windy
set 6-3. Meanwhile Ward Street
hills of Western Maryland. The
continued to tear up the courts
wind made for some interesting
by ,dominating his match 6-1, 6-4
curves and dips in the travels of - and increasing. his overall record
the tennis balls, but neither the
to an impressive 8-1. Eric Tindal
wind nor Dickinson. could do
also crushed, 6-1, 6-1, and now
stands at 5-4 overall.
Brian Kemlage, the No. 4 seed,
is also off to an excellent season
with 7-2 record.
He breezed
Kernan captured the mixed douttirough his match 6-1, 6-3. Charbles crown. Laura Cole came out
lie Cave came out strong against
as the womans singles champ.
Dickinson, winning the first set 6laura defeated Amy Miller 11-9
1, but he had to hold on to win a
and 11-5. Clark took care of Jae
tie breaker, '7-6, in the second
Meadows in two games. Jayne
set to put the match away. Scott
and Clark together made short
Smith was the only singles loser,
work of Amy Miller and Mike Brae
dropping a 3-6, 1-6 decision and
15-3, 15-6 for the Doubles title.
lowering his overall record to a
'round
the hom
still impressive 6-3.
Softball is now in season. Six
The doubles teams are also off
womens teams and twenty teams
to quick starts this season. The
of men should make for solid
NO.1 team of Ziegler arid Tindall
competition.
won 6-0, 6-4 and is now 5-1 for
Get ready to hit the links for the
final intramural event of the year,
The Women's and Men's Green
Corey N. Mann
Terror Golf Classic to be held-in
On your mark, get set. go for
May. Watch W.M.C. today for
the first annual Natural light May
more stuff
day 10 K cross country race to
benefit the Carroll County Association
for Retarded
Citizens.
This, the biggest event to ever be
attempted by any campus organization, is being organized by
Rick Brodrick of the Bees DistribI
uling Co. Inc along with Chris
("' .
Hartwick and Vinnie Genco of Phi
~
Delta Theta. The Phi Delts rope
tnat this effort will, in light of
'"', ...
recent fraternity problems, elimi-

Resinator and th~ Ding-Dongs,
Grounders I and Casey's Olutzes,
Equally as strong in the south
were The Painted Ladies, 3rd
Floor Rowdies, Suttenettes.
and
No Questions Asked. In the heat
of play-off
competition
Della
Sigma Kappa wiped out Casey's
Ctutzes.
while Resinator
and
company ended it for Grounders
I still not letting up the Resinators
put the Delts away for the right to
face the Painted ladies
in the
championship.
The Painted Ladies, giving all they had sent
home No Questions Asked and
the 3rd Floor Rowdies, who had
outplayed.
the Suttanettee.
A
tough three game match' between the two, north and south
powers ended with the Painted
Ladies as the Women's title winnero
Dave Seibert thinks Ihat this
volleyball
season was a huge
success with 376 students participating and sportsmanship
and
enthusiasm at an aU-time high.
He and the student body would
like to thank Carol Templon and
Randy Butzer for all their time
and effort.
Badminton
action
The order of the day seems to ---------be Clark Nesbitt. Clark won the
YACITTTSAHS
men's tournament and with Jayne
PANOOATF .p.B.C.

the season. Ward Street and
Brian Kemlage, the No. 2 team,
had to go to three sets to win
their match but they pulled it out
5-7, 6-4, 6-2, and are now 7-1
overall. These two have combined, in singles and doubles
play, for 22 wins and only 4
losses. The No.3 team of Charlie
Cave and No. 8 seed Mark
McCullen,
subbing
for Scott
Smith, lost a heart breaking 5-7,
5-7 decision in the final match
against
Dickinson.
The usual
team of Cave and Smith is 4-3
overall
WMC trails
both F&M and
Muhlenburg,
both with undefeated records in the South Western Conference.
The Terrors
have already lost to F&M and
must now hope that Muhlenburg
can knock off the Patriols so
WMC can tie for the ·single
playoff spot in the conference.

Tuesday's score
Tennis WMC 7 Susquehanna

2

Phi Delt Run

~Y~t
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'~'''II
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·~h~~ f~~t~e of the

doubt

about

Post time is 9:30 a.m. on May
fi:st at Blanche ~ym and.w(U:.

cover a most challenging course
across paved and cinder roads.
The final leg at the trek will be
the famed cardiac hill.
Registration is six couara and
all runners will receive a free teeshirt, head band and beer. Prizes
wilL.be awarded to the top three
finishers in the male and female
divisions and various age brackets. Registration packets can be
picked up at 7:30 a.m. on race
day.
All proceeds will be going to~:;~;~IIC~~z~~~

~~~~a~~

:

a good time to show your sup'po.rt !or.~ truely needy. cause.

REPORTFOR APRIL 19, 1982
BASEBALL STANDINGS
SOUTHERNOIVISION
Muhlenberg
MoravIan
Western Maryland
Frankl In & Marshal I
Gettysburg
lebanon Val ley
Df cklnsorTENNIS STANDINGS
SOUTHERNDIVISION
Frankl In & Marshal t
Muhlenberg
Western Mary I and"
Gettysburg
Moravian
Lebanon Valley
Dickinson

LEA
G UE
w
=cr
l
WEST SECTION
4
0 1.000
6
2
.150
5
.625
I
I
.500
2
2
.500
4
0
.000
0
6
.000

RUN
F
42
46
46
17
21
22
12

,

lEA
G U E
rcr
W
L
WEST SECTION
0(1),900
4
0(1),833
2
I
.750
2
.600
2
.333
I
.000
2
0
.000
0
5
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LACROSSESTANDINGS

lEA

S

o

A

W

l l
peT
.400
.100
.,,5
.272
.667
.000
.000

"

15
'0

""

o
8

20
24
22
10.5 16.5
I
17
10.5 33.5

6

"

I
0
I

lot
61
49
62
49
27
20

S
A
134
45
·39
98
43
60
48

l l
peT

POINTS
F
A
56
28
30
23
51
27
24
48
11.524.5
6
'0
21.562.5

,
, ,,

9
6
II

RUN
F

2( 1)773
2(1)583
.667
5 .~75
.250
.000
.143

V ERA
L

o V ERA

GOALS

G U. E

L

22
29

POINTS
F

"

V ERA

L l

RESULTS
Western Maryland 7, Dickinson
4
Western Maryland 8. Dickinson
a
Gettysburg
2, Western Maryland I (8)
Gettysburg
3, Western Maryland 0
Johns Hopkins 4, Western Maryland
Western Maryland 7, Moravian 0
t-t>ravlan 6, Western Maryland
I
Muhlenberg
18. Gettysburg
6

Gettysburg
5. Dickinson
4
Gettysourg
8, lebaon Val ley I
Western Maryland 8, York J
Western Maryland 6, ~ttysburg
3
Western Maryland 7, DIckinson
2
Johns Hopkins 6, Western Maryland 3
Franklin'"
Marshal I 6, Western Matyland
Muhlenberg 4, Franklin'"
marshall
4

50 14
265
2t 39
17
1242

.000
1.000
.333
.000
.000

J

1.000
.750
.333
.500
.200

,

t to 37
8862
39 74
64 68
3056

.

~
j"':j

Western Maryland 16, ntcktnso-,
;
Gettysburg
16, Haverford
6
Swarthmore 17. Widener 3
FDU-Madlson 12, Kean 2
Western Maryland IS, Drew 6
Western Maryland
13. FOU-Madlson 3

Tuesday's results
Baseball

WMC 8 Susquehanna ~
WMC 15 Susquehanna 3

Softball WMC 3 Gettysburg
Women's

Full-time summer positions available at swim club. May September. Snack Bar Manager with abilities to do
Inventory, hiring, and organize. Also our catering service
needs person interested in food preparation. Call bet. 9 a.m.
- 3 p.m. 655-4818.

2 (8 innings)

Track WMC 102, JHU 42, York 9, Wash 3

Men'sTrack

WMC 78, York 49, JHU 47, Wash 7

2

GOALS

.

WEST DIVISION
Western Maryland
Frankl In & Marshall
lebanon Valley
Gettysburg
Dickinson

3

***** ***

LOCUST BOOKS,
9 East Main Street
Westminster, Maryland 21157
3011848,6813

New and U,ed Book'
Open

Carriage House Liquors
113 W. Main Street
"at the lorks .."
Special!
Genesee Cream -Ale
2,38 6 pk.

6.99 case-bottle
1 toupon
LI

per student please!

Present Student ID

Carroll Plaza Shopping Center

7 Jays a tOeek

.

expires 4/28/82

"t

I

I
I
I
I

I
I
I'
I
I
I

I

J

Monday & Wednesday:
$1 Off a pitcher of beer
Tuesday &_ Thursddy:
$1 Off all large pizzas
Call Ahead for Takeout Orders

1176-3550

expires
4/28/82.

********

April 22, 1982

Fonda & Hepburn save a weak flick

Night Special!
8 p.m.·I' p.m.

ldff'

~m

page4_

pull up a dead loon and bring it
aboard the boat. As they let the
bird sink back under the water,
Norman himself sinks back into a
chair. It is here that Charlie
poses the question: "Norman, are
you afraid of dying?" A momen-

Free!
Cheeseburger
When yon buy. a

taus moment that leads to no
visible
transition
that Norman
later finally accepts death. At the
end, he does decide to "live for
life" till the last moment, but WI!:'
know not where the inspiration
came from
Even if "On Golden Pond"
never quite fulfitis the themes,

Fonda and Hepburn are diversion enough for the two hours the
movie lasts
.
What makes Norman so appealing is that he's not some
elderly person we can't identify
with. He is a person first. like you
and me. It's just that he's older.
And like you -ano me, he lust

wants to feel life for as long as
possible. But, the inevitable-old
age, then death have to end it,
which never seems fair. However, On Golden Pond tells us
that if love can last as long as
Norman's and Ethel's and their
"spunk" also; we have no reason
to fear the "inevitable" at all

Nostalgia night
Quarter Pounder

from page 1
music

(with tbis coupon)

of the

1950's alive,

is

~~~t~~~al:~i~~~~d~~gth~~;re~~~:

.You Deser'lI~ A. lion as musical artists
r B,.ea. roday : 'ar;tu~~I~t ~ke~~dfo~~~e bc;n~~~
;..
:_
•
:
•
:
:

~

• _
Westminster

Eldersburg

: Cash va,~:iSi7f8o~rro~e
:.
'expires 4130/82.

cent :

11••••••••••••••••••••••••

CLOTHES

: chased in the Registrar's Office:
: Admission for the general public
• is $10 and $8 for reserved seats
: downstairs, and. $8 and $6 for
• reserved seats In the balcony.
: This event is sponsored by the
: Westminster
Rotary Club and

:
_

the. proceeds. will ~o t~wards
~any commorsty
projects lncrcdIng ~ new City park.

RACKET

6239 5ylr.euille Rd. (Rt. 32)
E1d"nbullI • 795-2338

&
CLOTHES

RACKET

96 Wut MaiD 51.
Welltminller848-5191

"Always the Best in Nearly New"
10% Discount

with Student

n

IT TAKES MORE
THAN BRAINS

TO GO'TO COLLEGE.
It takes money. For tuition, room and board, and books. And that's just
the beginning.
.
To help meet these costs, the Army proudly introduces the Anny
College Fund. You can join it, upon quaJitying, when you join the Anny.
For every dollar you put in, Uncle Sam puts in five. Or more. So,
after just two years in the Army, you can have up to $15,200 for college. After
three years, up to $20,100.
Call for your free copy of the Anny College Fund booklet. It could
be the most important book you've ever read. Call toll free 800-423- 3673.

ARMY. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Call

us Army Opportunities
(301) 848-7323
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Senator Bradley mixes sports & politics

I

on April 20, New Jersey Senator
Bill Bradley compared the U.S.
Senate to the New York Knicks

Wend/-Moore

In a guest appearance at WMC

-

locker room in his speech on
"Sports and pouscs.:"
Senator Bradley said that there
were many differences and conflicts in the Senate, such as party
affiliations,
Ideology,
backgrounds,
and agreements,
but
they had group success and that
is more important than individual
success. The object being sacrificing yourself for the team.
"The objective is the same, we
must stand together as a country,
and our tests are inflation and the
threat of war," said Bradley.
Bradley also spoke about the
Olympics. He stated,_"We should
cepolittcize the Olympic Games.
They are there to promote brotherhood between countries on the
athletic lield."

He also had a lot of Ideas
concerning
the games, Bradley
feels that there should be a
super Olympic complex where all
the games would be held. He
suggested that a stable location
of the Olympic Games and one
complex would be economically
more feasible, and more politically stable. For one reason,

"The objective is
the same ...."
counmee

would not have a basis
for boycotting
the games because they were held in any
particular country.
later, Bradley opened the floor
to questions. One person asked
the Senator to compare the personal importance
of the two
Olympic
Gold Medals that he
wan and the two pro-basketball
championships
he shared with

his teammates.
He said. "The pro-basketball
championships were more Important, because you know you were
the best: You won with a close
.group of people the right way."
Another person asked Bradley
if he was the basketball star or
the Senator.
"To some I wilt always be
number 24 on the Knicks, but
ultimately you want people to
think of you on the basis of what
you have done. You can do
both," said Bradley.
In Congress, Senator Bradley
serves on committees concerning finance, energy and aging.
He was elected to the Senate in
1978, and was, at the time, the
youngest member of Congress.
he
spenthisten
years to
as the
member
of
Before
election
Senate,
the New York Knicks basketball
team. He
a 1965 Rhodes
Scholar of Princeton University.
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Facul ty supports Suggestion program a success
Mowbray on hczinq
Beth Plskora
At the faculty meeting on April 13. 1982, Dr. Ira Zepp
proposed the following resolution:
.
"Since the community in which we work, and to which we
are committed, strives to be a 'humane environment', we are
deeply concerned
about the recent incidents· of fraternity
hazing. Therefore, the faculty wishes to support the administration and all students (including fraternity and sorority members
and independents) in their efforts to improve the quality of our
/ife together. We also want to assume more resP,Onsibility
ourselves by working with the Dean of Student Affairs and other
committees dealing with student life such as the Inter-Fraternity
Council and Jnter-Sorority Council.
The resolution was accepted unanimously by the entire
faculty. Dr. Zepp feels that the faculty was not out of line in
accepting this proposal. He explains that the faculty was simply
acting in accordance with the by-laws states that the faculty is
responsible for "advising the adrnlnistrative officers on discipline
and general welfare of the student body"
Zepp was not surprised by the unanimous vote. He says,
"I had the feeling from several faculty that this proposal would
be accepted." He says he wants students and staff to know that
"the faculty is supportive of Dean Mowbray's position." He
explains that he "couldn't be more specific." in sucj1 a general
statement but the faculty is very ready to help.
Zepp then clarified what he meant by "ready to help." He
stated, "There is a willingness on the part of the faculty to listen
to the students' comments." Also, "we would be involved in
advising and supportina the administration." Zepp made it very
clear that. the faculty "would not be involved in enforcement"
He believes that this is the administration's duty.

After only on~ month of full
cation Subcommittee
wishes to
4. Robert Upshaw, student, reimplementation.
WMC preeldent,
thank all lhose
persons
who quested that the weight room be
Dr. Ralph C. John announced the
submitted suggestions and comcleaned regularly. Preston Yingsuccess of the new Suggestion
mend the decision-makers
who ling arranged a schedule with the
Box Program, and that it serves a
have invested time and thought
college cleaning service to keep
useful purpose by providing
a
in serio~SIY
considering
all the weight room clean with the
communication
channel,
"highsuggestions. Special commendacooperation of the people using
lighting some things that should
tion is made to those people who it.
be brought to the attention of the
are helping to implement sugges5. Paul
student,
sugadmInistration."
tlons.
They include
the staff
gested that the weight room be
The program
is part of the
members of food services, physireserved for jUllior varsity and
WMC Marketing Task Force ef-_ cal plant, and central services.
verslty athletic teams. If a team
forts. Dr. John based his concluThe whole purpose of managewould like use of the weight room
sion upon
the fact
that 65 ~ ~ent is the creation of ~elf. worth it should be done through Dr.
suggestions were received, and
In others. Each person IS rmpor- Richard Clower who will schedule
12 of those suggestions
were
tant to this campus.
it with College Activities.
'fully implemented."
Another four
Sugu •• tlon.--Fully
Impl.6. Lynda Rennie, student, sugsuggestions
were "partially
lmmented
gested the dining hall salad bar
plemented "
1. A suggestion was made ~o have more variety for vegetariIntroduced
in the February
have the copy center remain ans. Arlene MacDonald and the
Mark.etlng
Newsletter,
the
open during the 12-1 lunch hour. dining hall statt created
salad
suggestion
box program followAfter a one m~nth trial period, it bar with wide variety.
Ing a study by the Marketing
has been decided to have t~e
7. Keith Arnold, student, sugTask. Subcommittee on Education
copy center open during thts gested the rules concerning the
was implemented
to provide a
time
gameroom be enforced. His main
means for campus employees,
2. Brian Zawacki, student, sug- concerns were college employstudents, and visitors to recomgested the college
bookstore
ees using the gameroom as a
mend improvements
for the colhandle Baltimore
newspapers.
babysitter
and
off-campus
lege.
The conege store now carries the youngsters pl.aying pool or ping
It is stressed that suggestions
Baltimore Morning and Evening pong free while cOI.leg.e st~dents
are not rnade to "point a finger"
Son.
.
m.ust pay. Terry R.IPPln Will talk
at a particular person but are
3. Erin Mooney, Elizabeth Mac- ~Ith. student supervisors. The polmade to improve
the overall
Sherry and Carole Sanders, stu- IC~ IS that non-student personnel
environment in which we all work
dents, expressed a concern for should not use the gameroom
and live. Suggestions,
to 'date,
the lack of hot water in Blanche unless they are guests of the
have been made in a construeWard Hall. Preston Yingling has college
or a member
of the
nve. positive way.
asked the plumber to raise the college community.
The Marketing Task Force Eduheat setting to 180 degrees.
continued
10 page 7
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A Hollywood legacy

2.

Committing one of the most absurd acts in recent Presidential
history, Ronald Reagan has proposed an act that will provide a tax
allowance for the parents of students who attend private primary and
secondary schools instead of public schools.
No one can fauJtthe good intent of this act: Yet the introduction
of this legislatioo is not only poorly limed, but is also an affront to the
intelligence of the American people. Mr. Reagan tells all Americans
that we must make sacrifices and accept lower standards of living in'
an attempt to create a national economlc
turnaround.
He then
introduces legislation to cut the Federal aid programs for the poor,
needy and handicapped,
the philosophy
being that "it's tough
grapes now. but maybe things will get better in the years ahead."
Then. Reagan commits the great acl of irony: in front of a constituency
of private school supporters, he introduces a tax allowance for those
who have the luxury of turning their noses at public eduation. These
are not people whose children have been denied a good education,
but just an education at the elitist school of their choice.
Well, we see that the act applies to those families with incomes
of $50,000 or less; the maximum allowance set at $500. The question
is how can Reagan talk about making sacrifices to the poor and
handicapped, and then make intimations of a $100 million tax revenue
loss because of $500 handouts to families with incomes of $50,000 or
less? Perhaps ~eagan will begin a new Robin Hood legacy. It will be
the story of an itinerant robber baron who took from the poor and
gave to the rich.

Letters to the Editor
Clergy alive!
Dear Editor,
This is not a letter written for
your acceptance,
but as an acknowledgement
of our existence.
The Delta Pi Alpha fraternity may
be inactive but the Preachers are
still alive and well. The decision
by the Administration
has come
down upon our heads and we
have accepted
it Many people
feel that our whole fratemity was
responsible for the "Herb Shemer
incident" when, in fact, our fraternity as a whole did not condon
the actions of the few who were
directly involved. The administration felt differenlly and our official
group was "put on hold." The
key issue: whb was the real guilty
party?
was completely
overlooked. Who is the real guilty
person, or better yet, thing? The
traditional
influences
that have
grown with the aggressive, if not
at times violent nature in human
beings, are the guilty party.
Why is it that the crowd cheers
when a lacrosse player is down
for the count, or when two football player's clash of pads can
be heard in the Quad, or when a
champion
boxer has defended

,...

(
CoIIegePreo;sSeMce
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-Li~
"M'I SCHEDULE WORKED OUT GQEI>.T. BI>.RBIN
SOCIOLOG'I, KI>.TE IN HISTOR'I!>.ND JENN'I IN
MI>.TH CLI>.SS ... !>.ND THE'I NEVER SEE ME
WITH I>.N'IBOD'I ELSE."
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his crown by a devastating left
hook? Apparently these aggressive, often violent sports, have
their places in this college's "Humane" society. Where does the
crowd "get off" slandering our
fraternal system whose traditional
insrttuttons
are based upon this
maeunne concept? How can this
crowd even formulate an accurate opinion when no one seems
to have all the real facts?
\
Perhaps this macho image that
we, the Preachers, have established is not what male egotism
is all about Apparently the status-quo have made their say in
favor of the "meek who shall
someday inherit the earth." If this
is true,
then
perhaps
our
Preacher image can be revised
to fit this new role which all men
should pattern themselves after
Perhaps our Preacher image will
remain the same. Regardless of
the outcome, our Preacher con-

efforts in their new found position
of asserting their "teacher roles"
into our social lives as well.
Where was thhe faculty when all
the trouble started many years
ago? "I'm not sure where they
'were, but I hope they will make
their presence
felt in bringing
about institutional changes in the
fraternal system at WMC. Delta Pi
Alpha is not the only guilty party
involved in the traditional crisis of
our fraternity system, we. hope
the other surviving fraternities will
revise their attitudes
not only
theoretically
but in actuality as
well. In conclusion, I would like to
tell the football players not to look
forward to any "freshmen entertainment" since hazing is inhumane. In ligHt of our humane
SOCiety, maybe wen make footba!! a non-contact soort.
and the clergy

a~h~O~O::~~~
Thank

you Delts

~~~~s~f ~~~t~~~t~e
time.
We, the Preachers, have realized a needed change in some Dear Editor:
of our traditional
methods that
The Carroll County
Commltwere used to bring about this tee thanks Prelldent Barbara
sacred brotherhood and togethWhite and members of the Derta
erness. We applaud the faculty's _Stgma KapPil sorority for Yolunat our Westminster

ODE TO THE FRATS
(Observations of 04)
Preachers, Phi Dells, Bachelors and Betes.
who's the best? Who's the worst? ...
... it's something ....to contemplate ..
If carnage and destruction is what you're looking for ...
Ll"ITA is THE Frat that ALWAYS gives you more.
Docksides, izod, turkeys, and social reps ...
If this is YOUR bag, join the Phi Delta Theta Preps
Changing color of the leaves on trees
can sometimes lead to an unhappy scene.
If you're into wood and getting what's due ...
You'd better love rackings 'cause those
Bachelors will DO IT TO YOU!
Short? Smoke? and Styx-up every chance you get?
then . You'll fit right in at the next ...
Bete Social Bong Hit
Can you choose to pick just one?
To choose can be as hard as nee'
But, if worst comes to worst...
you could always be a Tech.
Name Withheld by request

::.ce

Iheir
presence
enriches
our
program. While we have maintained a good child staff ratio in
the face of government cuts and
difficult finances there are children who need extra - a lap to sit
on, someone to read a story or
help with a puzzle, someone tohelp at potty time, a special
friend. These young women bring
aU this and more to our centers
They have spent extra hours
learning how to screen preschool
children for vision and hearing
and are in the process of evaluating our children, a loving, time
consuming
process. We appreciate their efforts.
Yours truly,
Beverly A. Brown
Administrator
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Students will enlist, if pnce

1

I
I

Record numbers of high school
seniors would enlist in the military
if the Pentagon gave them financial help to aet through college,
a University of Michigan study
concludes.
The survey estimates twice as
many high school seniors would
join the military than currently
plan to if they got education
benefits similar 10 those contained in the old G.I. Bill, which
was amended in 1977 to exclude
new enlistees.
MiChigan researchers
asked
more than 18,000 high school
seniors
nationwide
what they
thought
of exchanging
three
years of military service at low
pay for four years of college aid,
plus $300
a month in living
expenses.
Three of four students liked the
idea.
Over a third of the males and a
fourth of the females said they'd
be likely to enlist if lhe program
existed today.
"The responses
suggest that
there is a potentially large and
representative
cross-section
of
high school seniors who would
be receptive to programs offering
a change
to earn their way

Watertower
I

1

through college by serving a tour
in the armed forces," observes
Jerald Bachman, the social psychologist who ran the survey.
Bachman sees the study resutts as a dramatic change in
student attitudes about the military.
In 1980 his survey found a
growing number of students willing to serve in the military. Enlistment did subsequently increase,
a phenomenon Bachman attributes to the faltering economy.
But he cautions thai the picture
could change as the economy
improves, thus making it necessary for the Pentagon to add new
incentives to join the armed
forces.
"If unemployment
drops," he
says, "the armed forces may
quickly find themselves in the
same difficult recruiting position
they experienced in the late seventies. Furthermore,
the numbers
of young people leaving high
school will decline over the next
several years, anottus will" add to
recruiting problems."
"I'm not aware of the survey,"
says John Andrews, education
specialist for the Veterans Administration in Washington, D.C. "But

there is legislation before Congress now that ·would
create
such a program. For three years
of active service, the bill would
entitle enlistees to 36 months of
educational
benefits with $300
per month."
But the Pentagon and Reagan
administration
favor re-working
the Veterans Educational Assistance Program (VEAP) instead,
Andrews says.
,
VEAP allows active personnel
to contribute part of their pay to
an education
fund, which the
government wilt match on' a twoto-one basis.
The Pentagon favors the plan
because "they've been meeting
their recruitment projections," Andrews explains.
He believes the government
also fears a "trade-off"
like the
one evisoned
in the Michigan
study would encourage students
to leave the military too soon.
VEAP conversely encourages reenlistment to keep the college
funds growing.
Bachman
doesn't
see the
movement of students out of the
military as a negative. "The military needs citizen soldiers just as
badly, if not more, as it does the

leaks

Being a senior is not all fun
Corey N. Mann
At four o'clock last Thursday
afternoon
I left the beautiful
spring-set
Western
Maryland
campus sardined in the back of
the Knies Killer Honda with three
other people, four other-peoples'
dirty laundry and a dead cat with
no skin and only three legs in a
big plastic body bag.
Well, at this point I know exactly what you are thinking; he
went to some grungy bar, got
arrested and now he is going to
tell us all about it. Hey no way
man, (no such luck) I had
tab
interview
on Friday
and the
G.R.E. Saturday. I missed the
Junior-Senior
banquet,
a supreme sacrifice.
And that, of
course, was not enough. Add on
$48 for test fees, $10 in gas, $12
for a haircut $8 to have my suit
cleaned and 27 cents for a razor
and you have a good start.
Sitting under a sack of dirty
underwear on the way home did
not exactly make me any happier, but things could have been
worse?
I got dropped off at a MeDonaids near my home and called
my mother to come and get me,

a

but she was cruising the department stores with my sister. No
real big deal, I began to hitch
hike. I got a ride from some guy
in a Pacer. I did not really know
what he meant when he said
something about a steam room,
but I took no -chences
and told
him about the dead cat, with one
arm missing and no skin, in the
trash bag on my lap and he let
me out immediately. Needless to
say I walked the last mile home.
I went to my interview on time,
but the man was late. I waited,
and "When he got there, I waited
some more. When we (he) got
down to talking, I was surprised
to notice that after fifteen minutes
I had not been asked a single
solitary question. He asked me if
I had any questions and I said
yes, a whole bunch. but he cut
me short before I got to talk
about money and said that he
had to go home and that' a
decision would be forth coming
in mid-May.
That night I watched Take This
Job and Shove It on the cable
vision. It seemed to be the order
of the day.
On Saturday, they expected

me to take the exam in one of
those Decker
auditorium
dungeon type classrooms. I thought
about state dependant
learning
and then I realized that I was not
going to be able to spend eight
hours in one of those seats. I
spoke up, 'NHey man, I ain't sittin
in none of dem kinda chairs. Of
course the lady said, "Why not?"
To which I replied, "I'm a fat guy,
and there is no way."
Ch~~YI g~~:~a~~~~

of the biology was much more
interesting than the biology on
the test and I had real trouble
concentrating.
My only other
.thought about the test is advice
to underclassmen,
take ecology,
it will help on sixty percent of the
test. Of course I never took that
"nonessential class," oh well.
So that's the state of the current union. I'm out a lot of money,
missed the Junior-Senior
banquet, I got no job, and with my
GRE scores, I might get into the
North American
Truck Drivers
Academy. How many days are
left anyway?

.~~
Of course ycucan
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NORTHAMPTON, MA (CPS) - A court case that could have
cost" the nation's 114 women's colleges millions of dollars in lax
money was dismissed recently by the Massachusetts Supreme
Court, allowing Smith College to retain its critical tax-exempt
standing.
~
. -..
The local town of Whately, Mass. had sued Smith, claiming the prestigious women's college could not Qualify lor
tax-exempt status because its admissions policy violated the
state equal rights amendment.
Whately charged Smith was liable for $450 in property
taxes for land the school owned within the town. Whately
argued that as long as Smith's admissions policy was based on
gender, the school was not eligible for the tax-exempt standing
normally granted to higher education institutions.
Had the Massachusetts
High Court ruled in Whately's
favor, single-sex colleges across the country might have faced
similar tests of their tax statuses.
Such status, is crucial for private schools like Smith,
allowing them to avoid paying taxes on land, buildings, and
contributions, as well as permitting contributors to write-off their
donations as tax deductions.
But the state Supreme Court ruled Whately had no
standing to bring the suit, dismissing the case before any
substantive issues were decided.
Although
the case
is still open to appeal,
Smith
spokeswoman
Ann Shanahan "hasn't heard anything"
from
Whately since the case was decided.
Meanwhile, two other private colleges with uncertain taxexempt statuses have won temporary
victories until the U.S
Supreme Court hears their cases sometime in 1983.
Bob Jones University, which forbids interracial dating
among students, and Goldsboro Christian SChools, which refuse
to admit blacks, retain the tax-exempt standing granted to them
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ones in a position to blow the
whistle without risking their livelihood."
In any case, he predicts "military recruiters are going to start
paying attention to the educational benefits they offer."
Bachman says the program he
asked seniors about would be
preferable
to a draft
"even
though the draft is much less
expensive

Women's colleges win
battle of tax status

Carriage House Liquors
113 W. 'Main Street
Hi:INEKEN

right

people who make the service
their career."
The military
needs
the socalled "n-end-outers"
to "fill all
the spots at the bottom that longterm personnel wouldn't be interested in."
"In the military, it's critical to
have the average citizen represented. We need people in there
who aren't dependent
on the
military for a career They're the
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--Entertainment
Th e Boy Friend b rings intrique and
romance to alumni stage
Cindy Leonard
Expected
to be the biggest
production to hit the hill this year,
The Boy Friend, Sandy Wilson's
musical spoof of the 1920's English comedy, will be presented
under the direction of Max Dixon
on May 6, 7, 8 and 9 at 8:15 p.m.
in Alumni Hall.
A cast of 16 singers
and
dancers will perform 13 musical
numbers of the roaring 20's. The
play, set in. France, opens at
Madame
Dubonnets
Finishing
School on the outskirts of Nice.
There, the girls are taught how
to become
"perfect
young ladies." The performance
is centered around the "love interest"
of Polly, played by Stacey Pfeifer,

and Tony, portrayed
by Rob
McQuay.
A lighthearted side of Polly and
Tony is seen through Maisie and
Bobby, played by Sue Udy and
Steven Rossman, respectively. It
is a humorous
and lun play
which
illustrates
playing
the
game 01 getting a boyfriend, a
game played by young and old
alike.
Felicia
Burrey assumes
the
character 01 Madame Dubonnet
with
Risa
Bush,
Gretchen
Fesche, Gretchen Zelinski and
Stacey Pfeifer playing the young
ladies attending
her finishing
school. It is between Madame
Dubonnet and Percival Browne
portrayed

by Joseph

that the affair of the older generation takes place. It is a happygo-lucky performance and should
be enjoyable to all.
The lively dance numbers were
choreographed
by Debra Robinson, a professional modern dancer
and
instructor
of the
Baltimore Ballet. Bev Chandler,
served as co-choreographer
and
vocal director.
TIckets for this lively performance are $1 for students, faculty
and staff of WMC, $4 for the
general
public,
and $3.00 for
groups of 20 or more and senior
citizens. Tickets are now avellable at the information desk, get
yours today!

Impallaria

Dark pnnce of rock comes

MAY

DAY

bizarre twists. On January 21 in
Des Moines, Iowa' Ozzy bit the
head off a dead bat that a fan
had ihrown on stage. He was
forced to unoerqo painful rabies
shots for that antic.
Then on March 19 in Orlando,
Florida, Randy Rhoads, Ozzv's
superb lead guitarist, (winner of
Guitar Player magazine's
Best
New Guitarist of the year in 1981)
was killed when a plane he was
taking a ride in clipped
Osbourne's tour bus, cartwheeled
through a pine tree and exploded
into the garage of a mansion the
band was staying in
Needless to say I wasn't sure
what to expect when the main
lights went out and several spotlights illuminated the stage. Black
curtains that had concealed the .
stage lifted to reveal what can
only be described as resembling
the entrance
to a House of
Worship. Large stone windows
stood with a larger stone entrance between them. Crosses
..adomed both sides of the entrance.
A throne had been placed at
the top of a set of steps that led
down from the entrance. Suddenly an explosion of fireworks
erupted
with Ozzy appearing
from out of nowhere, sitting on

Westminster Pawn Broker'S Outlet
Westminster Gold & Silver Exchange

the throne. He held a giant metal
cross that reflected the spotlights
into the audience.
Ozzy descended the steps, parading his
metallic crucifix to the packed
auditorium. He then turned and
smashed it 10 pieces against the
floor. (II should be noted that
anyone with deep religious convictions would be disturbed by
such a display. Realize Osbourne
is merely a performer, this is
Simply a gimmick.)
The rest of the band followed
Ozzy out and launched into their
latest hit, Over the Mountain.
The two hour set included Crazy
Tl'lln, Flying High Again, Good·
bye to Romance, and Diary of a
Madman.
The entire band is
extremely talented, including the
new guitarist who played so well,
it is as if he has been with the
band since it's inception, instead
of just a month.
Also present on stage was a
person dressed
in an executioner's outfit complete with black
hood. And a midget dressed in a
monk's habit. The midget ran
around the stage getting Ozzy's
water
occasionally.
Midway
through the show the midget was
running by the executioner who
grabbed
him,
put a noose
around his neck, and hung him
from the top of the entrance. The
mic;lget kicked in protest and then
hung limp for several songs.
Later he was let down and did
take a bow at the end.

'82 SCHEDULE

OF EVENTS

EllEIiI

nME
11 :00-12:30

Sounds of Sllence-Moalc

;~~?633~O
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May Day '82 Almost Anything
11:00-12:00
12:00-1:00
1:00-2:00
2:00-3:00
3:00-4:00
4:00·5:00
Additional

Goes Competition

Egg Toss (next to library)
Pizza ealin-g (next to library)
Tobacco Spitting (next to Library)
Clothes Change Race (in the Quad)
Tug of War (in the Quad)
Mattress Race (in the Quad)
Games That last From 11 ~OO 10 4:00

Money GalT!bling Wheel
Dunking Booth
Sponge Toss
Dart Throwing
Food Booth That Last From 11:00 to 4:00
Hamburgers
Hot Dogs
Tacos
Quiche
Hal Pretzels
Ice Cream

Lemonade and Ice Tea
Coke
Lemons w/Peppermint Stick
Fresh Fruit
Subs

A B!G REMINDER!!
Greg Elba
Last Saturday
night I found
myself, in a slightly inebriated
slate, wandering
through
the
Capital Centre in anticipation of a
night of heavy metal madness. I
was not disappointed.
As I walked around the concourse of the Centre I inspected
the concert casualties,
(People
who couldn't hold their alcohol or
whatever else 'they had ingested
Into their
now unconscious
bodies.) I tallied eight such prone
figures that night and that of
course doesn't include the ones
that made it to their seats only to
pass out for the entire show, (or
had to go to sleep in the car).
As I located my seat I could
only pity those lools for missing
the ensuing spectacle. Magnum,
the first of the three bands slated
to appear, played a short time to
the crowd's
basic indifference.
The next group UFO, (one of...my
personal lavorites) lollowed with
a fantastic set that brought the
crowd to it's. feet in thunderous
approval.
UFO played
their
hearts out, they deserve all the
success they receive.
It was not time lor the new dark
prince of heavy meta! mayhem,
Ozzy Osbourne. His Dairy of a
Madman tour has been lull of
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THE BULL ROAST STARTS AT 4:30 AND
LASTS UNTIL
IT WILL BE OUTSIDE!!!I

soon

There is also much, much more so come on out and make May
Day '82 A BIG SUCCESS!!I!

ACROSS
lMesl
5 Drag
9 Indatlnlle
number
120aelle

3 Whilfl
4Cordlldclolh
5 Rabbits
8 Be present
7 Guido's note
8 Carry

13 Aleutian
Island
Anger
Preposilion
Harbor
Revolver
Tellurium
symbol
22 Sand bar
24 Saucy
27 Colorless
29 Ginger 14
15
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18
20

31 Welghl
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CROSS
WORD

9 Amercfls
10 Oral pauM
11 Pronoun
17 Con/urlcllon
19 Above
21 Comfort
23 Comely
25 Levees
28 Barters
27 Fond wish
28 Twisted
30 Goad
-33 Jump
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College video network to start
NEW YORK, NY··
Trying to
catch the new communications
wave, a company here is trying
to form a college video network
thai would start beaming high.
priced programming
by satellite
to campuses
next fall. Some
college
entertainment
veterans,
however, wonder if the network is
economically feasible.
"A lot of us (in the industry)
have been looking at it a long
time, but couldn't ever figure out
how it could generate the kind of
money it would have to," says
Michael Harpster of New Line
Presentations,
which books oldfashioned,
in-the-flesh entertainers and films for campuses
around the country
_
"It's a great idea," adds a West
Coast booking agent who asked
to remain
anonymous,
"but
I
don't see how it makes economic
sense."
The "great Idee" is the child of
Campus
Entertainment
Network
(CEN), which intends to broadcast "live
superstar
entertainment" over satellite onto largescreen receivers on some 125
campuses nationwide.
For an average ticket price of
$5, students would get to see
acts their campus programming
committees ordinarily couldn't atford to book onto campus.
The venture, in part bankrolled
by media giant Oak Industries, is
one of the first pay-per-view
television experiments directed at

Ozzy
from page 4
the crowd knew an encore would
be next. What came next was
wild. Fireworks began to explode
over the slage and the steps
lifted up. A giant hand came from
beneath the steps, thrusting Ozzy
back onto the front of the stage.
He then announced a surprise
for all his old fans who had
supported him when he sang for
Black Sabbath. The band went
inlo the Sabbath classic, Par.
nold. The crowd went berzerk
.....
ith applause,
one kid even
jumped 0[1 stage and went up to
Ozzy before he was dragged off
by security.
Ozzy Osbourne is at the top of
hard rock, he should not be
taken seriously, he should simply
be enjoyed. In that respect, this
concert was one of the most
enjoyable
I've seen. Ozzy osbourne sings a statement I hope
holds

true, "You Can't Kill Rock

and Rolli"

college students
CEN public reletlona spokeswoman Elise Gutman sees the
network going beyond music in
the future to specialized sporting
events, Broadway
shows, leelures from, say, "a politician who
had a special message for college students," and even "selfhelp education programs like for
pre-law
students
studying
for
their Law School Admissions
Test It'd be almost like a Stanley Ka,plan (preparatory) program
for the whole country," (Kaplan is
a prep test franchise).
Or at least part of the country,
CEN first approached 125 campuses-rbat
fit criteria like "having
a history of progressive programmingo the right size auditorium,
and a record of handling big
events well," Gutman explains.
More campuses
will sign on
later. To the initial ones, CEN will
loan the necessary hardware and
technical
expertise.
Campuses
will "provide the security and sell
the tickets." she says.
/
CEN and the campus involved
will then split the gate receipts.
CEN will also "get its money from
somebody who would underwrite
the program, like for an educetiona! show, maybe General Motors would underwrite it."
"The music industry,"
she
adds. "is also very excited about
it. It (underwriting a CEN concert)
is a great way to get to a hard-toreach audience, and it's a great

'vi

way to sell albums"
The audience is hard to reach,
she explains, "because
it's so
expensive to put big-name acts
on campuses, and it just can't be
done over cable (television). No
campuses have cable yet."
While many campuses
do in
fact have cable
television,
a
growing and significant number
of schools are experimenting with
leasing and showing videotaped
concerts as a cheaper alternative
to live entertainment.
Though
confusion in copyright
law has
inhibited the growth of the prac~~Ple~o~:~:

Mac videotaped
concert- for as
little as $400 just since September.
But Gutman doesn't see that 'as
a threat
CEN. "We're just really
aug~e
ing. What'S. already there
mited number of people."
ers In the jndustry
have
)mig lusted for what CEN is trying
to create. Harpster recalls seeing
a study by CASS, the student
paper ad placement agency, that
estimated
college students annually spend about $4 billion in
discretionary income.
"People
never
get tired of
trying to get to that substantial an
amount of money, but it sure has
been hard to reach it," he ob-
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hope

it works,"

the

Answer to last week's puzzle:
the ship is 28 years old, the
boiler is 21 years old.
Congratulations to Pam Roland,
who won a free 12" pizza from
Prisco's
Pub, and to Wende
Reeser, Karen Messick,
Lynda
Kane, Charlotte Stier, Dr, Claycombe.
Ole Monastyrsky, Paul
parlette. and Nell. Epstein.
This week's puzzle: A Middle
Eastern sheik died. leaving 17
camels. His will specified
that
they be divided among his three

is

V2 to the oldest

son, V3 to the middle son. and 11
9 to the youngest son.
The sons were trying to figure
out how this could be accomplished when a wise man happened to ride by -on a camel
How did the wise man solve their
problem?
Please submit all answers to
Box 577 by 9 a.m. Monday, May
3. A drawing from the correct
entries received
will determine
one winner.
Prize for the week: A free 12"
cheese pizza from Frisco's Family Pub I
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says

West Coast agent, "but It can
cost $150,000-$300,000
easy to
stage and produce just a halfhour concert. And then maybe
you can reach (over CEN) how
many -- half a million, a million,
two million people? The. numbers
as I see them don't add up yet."
Nevertheless,
CEN hopes to
broadcast four-to-six shows next
school year, CEN marketing olrector reports "there was tremendous enthusiasm about affiliating
with CEN" at a recent convention
of campus programming officials
in Chicago.

Math

serves.
,
.
Csons as follows:
Harpster says he investigated
making
campus
pay-per-view
seteuite hook-ups, but gave uE:.

The Phoenix...
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The people who underwrite the
programming,
he explains, have
to know how many people -potential customers -- will see it.
Guaranteeing
an advertiser how
many students will see a given
show is difficult, he says.
"That's what we couldn't
answer: how do you guarantee how
many
people
are watching?
That's what's
kept advertisers
away from cable television so far
Even the biggest
cable outfits
can't (get their audiences) certl-
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sports

Track teams ..
victorious
.
despite key mjunes
Jeff Frazer
After two straight meets on the
road,
the Western
Maryland
men's and women's track teams
returned home for their last two
home meets of the season. In
ethetr
quadrangular
meet with
York College, Washington
College, and Johns Hopkins University on Tuesday, both the men's
and women's teams won decisively. despite the absence of
some of the athletes due to
injuries.
The men's team won nine 'of'
the 16 events and finished with
78 points. York College came in
_~ond
place with 49 points;

Johns Hopkins University finished
third with 47 points; and Washington College brought up the
rear with seven points.
The men'S team dominated the
field events, winning five out of
the six events. Individual winners
were: John Hackney in the Shot
Put; Bruce McCallon in the Discus Throw; Paul Wallin in the
Javelin Throw; Mike Broe in the
Long Jump; and Mark Cockerill
in the High Jump.
The men also performed well in
the running events. The team of
Mike Broe; Randy Kuscan and
Dana Hill won the 400 meter
relay. Later, Hill won the 100

Lady 'Terrors' fall
to Gettysburg

-meter run, Sroe won the 200
meter run, and Joe Hedrick won
the 400 meter hurdles.
The women's team completely
dominated their side of the meet,
winning ten of the 16 events and
finishing with 102 Points. Johns
Hopkins University, the nearest
competitor,
finished
in second
place with 42 points, and then
came York College
with nine
points, and finally Washington
College with three points.
The women performed the best
in the running events, winning six
out of ten events. The team of
Shelley
Sherri

Jones.

Bonnie

J:~

Schwab,

un~on~:~hrit~

Wendi Moors
On Friday the ladies lacrosse team came home to host a
9-2 defeat at the hands of Gettysburg College. However, the
score did not reflect the performance of the team. There were
many fine performances
on the lield,_but a tough Gettysburg
defense prevented kept WMC from scoring.
There were some excellent efforts turned in on the field by
Pat Donovan, Lori Raferty, Jane Birch; Betsy Orandorf, Diane
Cavey. The team did their best to score and put a hold on the
Gettvsburg
goals. In what is perhaps one of the roughest
games for the lady slickers. both phYSically and mentally, it
seemed as though the women in orange were everywhere.
The only two goals scored by the lady Terrors were by
Donavan and Raferty respectiveiv. Pat scored the first shot in
front of the goal late in the first half and Lori tallied late in the
second half on a penalty shot. Both women turned in fine
defen~:

~=:sTe~~C:~

;:~fa~~n~~~:ry~t

home today.
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Campus security
asks for help
After two campus auto vandalism incidents that occurred on
the campus
freshman
parking
lots within the last week the WMC
~. Security
Department
and the
'. Westminster City Police Department are asking for assistance
'rom the student body to solve
the crimes.
'We do not have any conclusion leads in either of the incidents. We are hoping that some
students were around the area
when the crimes occurred and
noticed something unusual," said
the WMC security coordinator.
Robert Fasano. '''This is a chance
for some students to possibly
help their fellow students."
Under the protection of guaran·
teed anonymity,
students
are
asked
to report any unusual
persons, automobiles or incidents

they witnessed in the area of the
freshman parking lots past week
by contacting the WMC Security
department at ext. 618 or The
Phoenix office at ext. 630.
According to the reports, the
two rear tires and rims were
stolen from a freshman's
Burgandy Pontiac Sunbird parked on
the watertower
lalThe
crime
occurred
between Wednesday
night. April 21. and Friday night,
April 23
Another freshman reported Jthat
a Sanyo casette amlfm radio was
taken from her 1974 Ford Pinto
parked on the parking lot behind
Harrison House between 1 a.m.
Sunday, April 24, and 1 p.m.
Wednesday. April 28.
Any persons with any information are asked to report it as
soon as poasiore.
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Cadets ·learn soldiering at Fort Meade
Ron Kyle
Two weekends ago, while most
students were partying, frantically
trying to finish research papers
due that week, or doing whatever
it is students do on weekends, a
group of ROTC cadets
were
spending
a weekend at Ft.
Meade learning the basics of
being a solider in the- U.S. Army.
After arriving, lhe cadets dined
on the finest of C-rations. Then
using their ponchos, made themselves a little dwelling to sleep in
(there's no place like home), The
Ranger Platoon went out on a
patrol to prepare for the patrol
the juniors would have to do the
next night.
Wake-up on Saturday was at
0600. One of the first activities
was PT (so good). After being
limbered up with pushups and so
on lhe cadets were ready to go.
PT can be fun, but that body

twist has gal to go. The cadets
enjoyed yet another meal of Cs.
First on the agenda was the use
of the gas mask, excuse me, the
M17 Protective Mask. For people
like me who wear glasses, the
mask is more of a pain than
usual.
Then we learned how to high
crawl (How to get dirty 103), low

crawl (How to get dirty 316), and
do the three-second
rush (I
guess the Army doesn't think the
Russians can aim and shoot in 3
seconds or less). We spent some
time learning squad movement
techniques.
I guess we must have been
really dirty when we got back,
because they had some makeup
for us. Only I don't think Maybelline makes it. And I don't think
Avon would sell it. It comes in
basically
one color-qreen.
For
variety, there is light green, and
there is dark green. After the
Incredible Hulk look alike contest
was over, we broke for lunch-real food this time.
We got to put some of our
training to the test in real situations. We couldn't find a ship
headed for the Falklands, so we
made up our own situations. Our
first lane was to encounter an
obstacle. The squad I was with
was so good that we missed the
obstacle completely. The second
one placed us under an artillery
attack, and all of us probably cut
our 50 yard dash times in half.
We got to shoot the third time. It
makes the situation more interesting, because things tend to
happen at a faster pace.

I

Most of the time you can't see
what you're shooting at. The idea
is to fool the enemy, and make
him believe that you know where
he is. Then he will get up, y~l1
"Comrade," and surrender to the
forces of niceness. The fourth
lane required us to identify a
downed plane. We were supposed to be quiet. so it didn't
help when someone's weapon
accioently went off. Never mind.
The pilot turned out to be John
Dickey, who was going O\IeT a
map of New England (maps of
Ft. Meade are hard to come by).
The enemy had' come out with a
new kind of plane. Among other
things, they now have a bicycle
rim and a drainage pipe as part
of it. The final lane gave us a
chance to shoot a sniper. I think
he got us first though, showing

High Schools fail

LOCUST BOOKS
9 East Main Street
Westminster, Maryland 21157
301/848-6813
New and Used Books
Open

7 days a week-

singing Jodie's On the Way. I
wonder if Dale Dutton will ever
make captain.
At the range we got to fire the
M60 Machine
Gun. yYe also
learned how to apply immediate
action (in case it stops working
and the Communist hordes are
decending on your position), and
also how 10 take it apart.
We spent the rest of the afternoon studying the M16 in qreat
. detail. Too much detail for me.
After cleaning of the weapons
(they are not guns), we came
home. The trip had been fun, a
lot of cadets would agree. We all
could come back to school feeling that we'd become
a little
more of all 'we could become.
Now it was time to tell war
stories.

Ron Kyle
Recently SFC Gary Saura was
transferred to the German language School in California, to be
followed by a tour of duty in
Germany.
To replace
him the
Army has sent Sergeant
First
Class lawrence
McCauley.
SFC McCauley joined the Army
in December,
1965. He was
transferred to Vietnam where he
spent 15 months fighting with the
5th 'Special Forces (Green Berets). While he was there he
earned his Combat Infantry mans
Badge. In 1968 he was assigned
to the then John F. Kennedy
Special
Warfare School as a
Communications
Instructor.
In
1969, he left the Army.
In April, 1975, he rejoined the
t;:~a!;a~:~i:"a~:d

WENDHAM,
MA -- The academic
abilities of college
students are declining because high schools are not doing their
jobs, according to a six-state task force studying the matter.
The task force's report concludes high schools in New
England inadequately teach their students critical thinking, and
thus leave them unprepared for college.
"In examining post-secondary
education, the preparation
of students for college has been slipping," explains John C.
Hoy, president of the New England Board of Education, which
sponsored the study and represents colleges in Rhode Island,
Connecticut,
Massachusetts,
Vermont, New Hampshire and
Maine.
The study charges that once the inadequately-prepared
students get to college, the colleges themselves inadequately
prepare them to compete
in the increasingly
technical job
market

that war, like any good game bf
poker, has its risks.
We ate dinner, and were getting ready to go patrolling, when
it started to rain on us, thus
continuing
a precedent
set by
Capt.
Mauldin
every time he
lakes cadets out on an excerelse. Since we were wearing our
tenls, it was obvious
Ihat we
might have some difficlJlty
in
staying dry while setting up our
quarters.
The next morning we got up
and packed. We sat down to
breakfast, and gal and opportunity to go to church at the same
time. I've been to all kinds of
churches, but none of them COlTlpare to a little service held out in
the field, with M16s in the background.
We marched
out the range

h~7~~~~

tion that Army life had to offer.
His previous duty station was at
Ft. Jackson as a Drill Sergeant.
He' found being a Drill Sergeant
to be very "demanding"
but also
found it "rewarding to see new
trainees learning the_ b~i~s. of

L.....",,,,..,;<:I1!::..:...,...,.;;._..,,..-,,..;_...;Io..,:s.,~~~:,,,!I!!!I.
becoming a soldier."
He is looking forward to his
assignment here at WMC. When
asked about his first impressions,
he commented
that it had an
exceptional
ROTC Department

with a "very professional attitude
towards training.
In\ addition
to wearing
the
Green Beret, SFC McCauley is
Airboll'le, Pathfinder and Ranger
qualified.

Suggestion box is 'communication'
from

page 1

8. JoAnn Janczewski, student,
suggested WMC offer a course in
criminal justice. Dr. William McCormick has mel with her.
9. les
Bennett,
staff, suggested a special thanks be given
to all the people who kept the
walks and drives clear this winter. Also special thanks for the
improved
outdoor
lighting
at
night. Dr. John personally went to
Ihe maintenance
department
to
commend them for the superior
job in keeping the campus clear
this winter. Preston Yingling was
the person in charge for the new
lighting.
10. Eric Walker and Karen
HOCk, students, suggested
that
the chairs in the Forum be staggered more during the movies so
that shorter people in the back
could see better. Terry Rippin will
discuss this with the (ilm crew.

11. Regina Breuer and Aurora
Cabrales,
students,
complimented ·the dining hall on the
improvement of the salad bar:
12. Gilliam
Davies,
student,
compliments
the dining hall on
the new salad bar but suggests
not putting sugar on the carrots.

--

Sugg •• t'on.-Part'aUy

Imp'"

1. Erin Mooney and Elizabeth
MacSherry, students, suggested
the heat be lowered in Blanche
Ward Hall. II has been discussed
with the head resident who has a
key to control the temperature of
the entire building.
2. Jenny
Osborne, staff, suggested that course!oad hours for
employees
be limited and thai
class time be deducted
from
pay. Administrative
Council reexamined
the personnel
policy
and supervisors were advised of
their responsibility
to make ttle
present policy Work.

3. Ann Harrington, staff, suggested a system be adopted to
help traffic flow faster in the grille
during the peak lunch hour, to
consider
phone orders and a
delivery service, and, for heatth
reasons,
to have one person
handle only money. Arlene MacDonald will arrange to have one
person, a student available during the lunch hour, to operate the
cash register only. Mrs. MacDonald was unable to implement the
phone orders and delivery service suggestion at this time.
4. Keith Royal, student, has
suggested. that stall doors be
installed in the bathroom of fourth
floor Rouzer Hall and that temperature control is not very dependable.
Preston Yingling has
replied that stall doors have been
or are being completed and he
will have the temperature
controls checked

Pal! 8
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College denied robot expert
WASHINGTON.
D.C. (CPS) In an abrupt reversal of an earlier
decision to allow Soviet robotics
expert Nicolai Umnov to visit
American campuses
as part of a

foreign exchange program this
spring, the U.S. Department of
State has now denied Umnov a
visa because of "possible technology problems."
The denial Is just the latest

which waf earlier stalled when
the schools }olnlly refused to
agree to government restrictions
on Umnov's actions.
Among other things, the State
Dept. wanted the host Institutions
to limit Umnov's access 10 any
classified or industrial information
that might be on the campuses.
The universities did ultimately

Incident in an ongoing battle , •••••
between the Reagan admlntstra•
ton, which seeks to treat onceroutine foreign excbanqes
of
American and communist scholars as trade and security matters,
and the academic community.
Stanford, Wisconsin, Ohio Slate
and Auburn have all battled theState Dept. over Umnovs visit,

Runners
win
from page 6
won the 400 meter relay. later,
Johnson 'NOn the 100 meter run;
Linkoff won the 200 meter run;
Berit KUlingstad won the 400
meter
run;
end
Mary-lynn
Schwaab won two events, the
1500 meter run and the 800
meter run.
The women also won four of
the six field events. The winners
were Klllingstad
in the long
Jump, llnkoff in the High Jump;
Terry Davis In the Shot Put and
Kaycee I,..:rOO1<5In Ina .Jl::IVt;11111
Throw.
Atter this meet, the women
departed to Delaware Valley College for the women's
MAC's
while the men hosted Franklin
and Marshall College on Saturday. In the duat meet, the Diplomats showed why they are the
defending
men's MAC champions as they won 11 of 16 events
and finished with 98 points to
Western Maryland's 43 points.
There were some bright spots
for the men's team, mostly if! the
field events. John Hackney won
the Shol Put; Bruce McCaHan
won the Discus Throw; and Paul
WaHln won the Javelin Throw.
After winning these three field
events, Western Maryland was
ahead in the total point standIngs. But once the running events
began, F&M took command of
the meet and won easily. The
real high point was the 1500
meier run, in which F&M's Steve
Levin set a new Balr Stadium
record for that event with a lime
,l'ol 3:58.4.
The two victories for Western
Maryland in the running events
were Dana Hill's victory in the
100 meter run, and Joe Hedrick's
victory in the 800 meter run. Both
were practia!1y photo finishes.
This week will mark Ihe end 01
1982 track season. The men's
and women's team travel to Susquehanna University for their last
road meet of the season, and
then the season will conclude
with the men's MAC's et Bair
Stadium. The MAC's. wit! start at
1:30 p.m. on April 30, and conclude on May Day.

agree to a revised set of guld~
lines for Umnov's visit, and the
Soviet scholar planned to tour the
campuses this spring.
But
the
Slate
Dept.
has
changed
'!s mind, refusing to
issue a visa "in view of the
sensitivity of the field of robotics."
"As Is often the case for (such)
vletts. we reversed our initial

assessment,
and disapproved
the visit," explains Carolyn Johnson of the State Dept.
There are, however, a number
of foreign robotics experts vlstting and studying at U.S. campuses,
largely
without
interference.
Universities have clashed with
. the Reagan
administration
ra-

p8atedly over the last year about
Slate Dept. attempts to limit the
freedom
of visiting professors,
and even FBI attempts to spy on
them. The Massachusetts
Institute of TechnOlogy, University of
Michigan, and National Academy
of Science, among others, have
actively been opposing administration policy on the Issue.

"Students circulate petition against hazing
Keith L Amold
For those of you that have not
seen it, a petition
is being
passed around campus conceming the college
hazing policy.
The Petition supports the policy,
and does not condone the activities of various groups this spring.
The Petition will be handed in
on Monday, May 3, to Dr. John's
office. The statement, which is
being shown to the entire college
community - fa~ulty staff 'and all,
follows:
We, the
members

undersigned
of the West-

ern Maryland College
community,
are concerned about what we
ternity
hazing,
and
generally to the disregard for the rights - of
others that manifests
itself in such ways, as
~ destroying
property.
turning
in false fire
alarms, and disrupting
life in .the dormitories.
Consequently,
we
want the administration
to know that we support its recent attempts
to reverse this trend. ln.
fact, we suggest that,
when
appropriate,

even more stringent
measures
be taken
against
those
who
persist
in violating
those social codes that
it is necessary to maintain if the college is to
pursue life in the humane environment that
the First Principles
offer
to those
who
~study and work here.
perceive to be an increasing disregard
by
a minority of students
for a central part of the
college's
First Princlpies:
We place students at
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the center of a humane
environment
so that
they may see and work
toward their personal
goals while respecting
others and sharing responsibility
for the

common good.
We refer specifically
to such things as tra-

The statement was written by
Lynn Kunst, a senior English
major. She hopes that the project
will make the administration more
aware that there are students
who do care about the school,
awareness that she feels does
not now exist.

an

"We suggest ...
even more
stringent
measures
be taken..."

AI this writing,
about
four
hundred
signatures
have been
gathered. Kunst feels that this is
a Significant amount of support.
aeacuoos toward the petition
have been exceptions.
Kunst
states that one student felt that
she had no right to distribute this
petition, because
hazing does
not effect her.
Besides the consntutonal
right
of petition, Kunst feels that the
effort is justified and that hazing
does effect her, and all students
here. She feels that such activities are inhumane and that students here should not sit by and
allow them to happen.
Kanet also .points out the cost
of vandalism, which we all pay
for. She sees a 'general disregard, for others rights." She also
feels that the campus lacks a
"sense of community."
Kunst hopes that the petition
will accomplish something. She is
very positive about such ideas as
housing
councils
and co-edhousing. These new ideas, combined by a new attitude on the
part of the students,
are her
answer to the problem

WMC communication major IS prepared
to begin In spnnq '83 semester
Fidy Kuo
Awaiting approval by the state
curriculum
committee
of the
Maryland Board of Higher Educa_lion is WMC's new Communications Major. Such a major will
prepare
students
for skills in
media design, and production.
The careers may be in television
stations, newspaper offices, public relations offices, and many
other fields involving the media
The basic major requirements
amount to 43 hours of classes

Phonathon
Joe

Olcott

In the last couple
weeks,
you've probably all heard of the
Phorlathon. You may have seen
the sign-up sheets at the information desk, as well as the banner
over the stairs in the Decker
Center. But do you know what it
is about? If you are not one of
the Phonathon callers, you probably don't.
Nevertheless,
students
here
should know that the Phonathon
provides funds to help the college function. Money for dorms,
money for lab equipment, money
for the library, for faculty salaries,
and, yes, even for financial aid.
This cash, according to Mr. Gary
Smallwood of the Annual Funds
Office In Elderdice, is part of the
money used for the general oper-

Not yet offered, but hopefully
implemented
by the spring of
1983 are such courses as History of Human Communications,
The Effects of the Mass Media,
and Basic RIm and Video Tape
Production.
Included in the 43 hours are
the 19 hours of required classes
from other courses
such as:
Computer Sclence.tm. Dramatic
Art 103, English 205, and Philosophy 210. The reason these are
part of the majors is that Dr. Del
Palmer stresses; "this is an inter-

IS

Dr. Palmer torsees no problem
with the major being approved
by the state board. "Since we're
a private institution," he stated,"
we don't have to compete for
anyone's state money, such as
Maryland U. or Frostburg Stale."
Until approval is a reality and
the major's courses are implemented,
students
in the two
years past have still prepared
themselves for the communications field. They did this through

continued

a big success

ating 'budget of the college (that
is, the day by day upkeep).
The Student Foundation, a part
of the Annual Funds Office, was
responsible
for the Phonathon.
Cheka Leinwald acted as chairman, with Matt Baker in charge
of the first week of calling, and
-Carol Connor in charge of the
second
week. Both Matt and
Carol chose two other people
who then recruited twelve students each to call on a particular
night. They had, therefore, about
twenty-four callerson
hand each
night from the 19th through the
22nd, and from the 25th through
the 29th of April.
Based in Harrison House, these
squads of students called alumni
as well as parents to solicit
donations for the Annual Fund.
They made about 7,500 calls, of
which

ICS 101 (lntro. to Political Econdisciplinary study. We're a liberal
omy), and Political Science 216
arts school,
not a technical
(Public Opinion).
school."
According
to the communicaHowever, these interdisciplinary
tion major's
advisor,
Dr. Del
studies are expected
to give
Palmer,
this
major has been in
students the necessary skills for
writing, speaking, and the use of planning for two years. That was
ever since a faculty visit to the
computers.
University of Pennsylvania
two
As for electives, they fall under
summers ago to study the prowhat is called "Specialty Tracks."
Five examples,
that· are also gram. Since then, a consultant
has visited the school. Also, the
recommended
are:
Art 101
major's requirements have been
(Drawing 1), English 206 (Creative Writing), Dramatic Art 215 reviewed by the school's
(Technical Production), Econom- ,.:;~::::.:;...:;:;_

3,500

were,

succes;>~!.:

The average pledge was
$10; the grand total was $35,771.94,
well over the $30,000
goal.
Mr. Smallwood was a bit concemed over what kind of response the drive would get from
the students. The response was
slow at first, but gathered momentum as students found out
how fun the experience could be
and started signing up for the
second week also.
Were student-callers apprehensive at first? Some were, stated
Mr. Smallwood: "The hardest part
is the first call: after that, they're
oI<.ay." They were even provided
with
prepared
scripts
if they
should need it. "We tried very
hard to make it fun and to make
them comfortable ....We wanted

continued to page 7

Katie Miller rings

our a

$100.00

pledge

to page 3

·_Opinion
Task force is positive
attempt for solutions
It was this time a year ago that preparations were under
way for formalizing a group of persons, comprised of WMC
students, faculty, staff and alumni under the title of the WMC
Marketing Task Force.
/
In the light of a new era in America that promises
uncertainty and change, the college administration was confronted by a dwindling economy, and changes in American
~~~t~~:C~i~u~h:r::~i,~n9i:e!d~~~~~1

:~~~~e~o

f~eP~~~~~~

at a time when the deepest foundations of private colleges are
being cracked and chipped by the current economic and social
trends.':
.
Perhaps there could be another method by which to
assess .the situation WMC faces in the '80's instead of a
marketing
task force. yet. credit must be given to the
administration for making bold, firm steps when the half stride of
indecision could have halted this opportunity of growth for the
college community.,
..
And so the task force took form and became an active
structure of administrators, students, faculty, alumni and friends
of the college. Perhaps there are some flaws that can be
pointed out by the casual observer, and maybe the task force
has been a little sluggish, but this is a group of people who
must make adjustments to the structure of an advisory council
that embodies a new concept for WMC, and at the same time
confront the problems and situations that plague many colleges
today
The task force has produced insights and solutions to
some of the concerns Of the college in the areas of curriculum,
student advising, communication between the students and the
administration, and other areas. Yet, there is more work to be
done before WMC can claim without reservation that it provides
the humane environment espoused in the "First Principles."
Yet, the efforts by the men and women of Ihe marketing
task force are indeed praiseworthy. For though they cannot, and
do not claim to have all the solutions to all of the problems and
issues that lie before Ihe college, they have shown the concern,
patience and courage to seek answers to problems for which
there may not b,e any ultimate resolutions
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Letters to the Editor
Cathy Bowes for Honor Board
To the Students and Faculty of
Western Maryland College:
I would like to announce my
candidacy for a position on Western Maryland's Honor Board. I
believe that the students ...
and
faculty here represent a community and that as members of this
community we have a responsibility to ourselves and each other
to uphold and actively enforce
the principle of honor in course

work and use, of the library
materials, I strongly believe that
adherence to this ideal is important to the success of OUf educalion here and to the atmosphere
of community fostered at WMC.
I was involved in the creation
and reconstruction of my own
high school honor board my
Junior and Senior years. It is
important to me that this board
ultimately become a very con-

structive
rather than punitive
force within the school.
I would like to see knowledge
of the exact principles of WMC's
Honor Board become more widespread within our community and
would like to see active participation by all students and faculty in
the enforcement
of the Honor
Code
Thank You,
Cathy Bowes

Betes unfairly judged
Dear Editor:
This is reply to the "Ode to the
Fraternities" letter that someone
placed in The Phoenix last week.
t feel that whoever this anonymous person
is has no real
conception of fraternities and fraternity life. Obviously, this individual is not a member
of
fraternity on campus. This person
classifies
and stereotypes
the
fraternities because of their total
ignorance of them. As a member
of Gamma Beta Chi, I and members of the fraternity pride ourselves on the fact that we are a

a

very diverse group. If this person
thinks that every member of our
fraternity is a pot smoking freak,
they are seriously mistaken. Individuals in our fraternity are just
that, individuals,
end to group
everyone in any matter is a sure
sign of the ignorance
of the
writer. We are a group
with
members- who have many different interests and ideas. One last
point I'd like to make is if the
writer is so bold as to stereotype
us in such a manner, he or she
should have been bold enough
to sign their name. This person

must be insecure because if they
reaUy believed what they say,
they would have Signed their
name.
Neil Epstein
Gamma Beta Chi

Be serious!
Dear Editor:
In response
to Ode to the
Frats: How can you take anyone
seriously when he is not man
enough to sign his name.
Nino DiRienzo

Conservatively speaking

Disastrous exceptions
Keith L. Arnold
Pardon me, (no. this column is
not about Nixon) while I have the
affrontery to disagree
with my
candidate and president, Ronald
Reagan.
·p~rti=~n :ec~~~~~~~~ii~eC:~t~~t,~
can not condone Reagan's 'support for aid -to private schools,
especially tax breaks for those
who send their children to these
schools.
The argument
is that these
individuals, pay taxes that support public institutions - institutions that they receive no benefit
from. They should, Ihe argument
goes, receive help. This arqu-

men! stays afloat about as well
as an Argentine Cruiser.
First of all, suchtex breaks and
monetary
support
represent
a
clouding, in many cases', of the
separation between church and
stale
Secondly, taxpayers are benefited by many items that they do
nol directly use. Because I receive no -weltare.
or because
their is no war.. is no reason for
receiving a tax break.
And benefit can be indirect.
Yes, some families do not use
the public school syStem, but the
option
is there for them. All
members of our SOCiety benefit

not have children, or whose children have grown? Do they receive tax breaks too? If so, then
government
revenues would be
reduced drastically, public ecucalion
would col/apse
and a
from a better educated public.
The main argument
against
such proposals is simple. What
about those individuals who do
situation would be created
in
which individuals
with children
would be severely penalized.
Clearly, these added exceptions
would be disasterous.
But theymake as much sense as the
Reagan proposal. Oh well. Nobody's perfect.
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their own "student-designed"
.....alcr.
Compensating
for the lack of
courses that are truly mediaoriented, students have replaced
them with other studies. The
alternative studies also offer skill
training in management, production, and design.
For example, Communications
Major Toni Epstein selected alternative political science and eco-

nomics courses. "I figured they
would offer me what I needed,"
she said.
The Communications
Majot.
also requires two internships in
the field. Epstein spent hers last
.summer at the Maryland Center
for Public Broadcasting
at Owings Mills. She describes
her
duty as being
a "production
assistant" for ITB (Instructional
Television Broadcasting).
Dr. Palmer described the duties

a new major

of the intern as being a "go-for."
This means: marking scripts, picking out scenes for cue-cards,
cueing tapes for video Japing,
and posting things up.
The television
programs
Epstein found herself involved with
were: "Who's Keeping Score?" (a
program questioning the validity
of SAT. scores), "Critics Place:'
and "Farm Report."
Dr. Palmer
added
that the
Maryland
Center liked her so

Points for review

Defense
Ann

Kam

Every nation-state
must have
the capability to defend itself or
otherwise its territorial
integrity
will be compromised
to such a
degree that its very existence
becomes
threatened.
On the
other extreme,
a nation-state
whose military capabilities
become so sophisticated that they
threaten the peaceful co-existence of other nation-states, frequently enters into aggressive,
imperialistic wars.
We live in a highly militaristic
society. This is indicated by the
large military budget. After social
security, "defense" has the largest portion of the budget. Secondly, look at the military actions
the U.S. has engaged in. "One
study lists more than 100 American military interventions in Latin
America
between
1806 and
1933." (Neale Ronning, tntervention in Latin America). More recent events include the Bay of
Pigs fiasco (1961), the American
Invasion 01 the Dominican
Republic (1965) and the Vietnam

W.,
Our interventionist role may frequently be the inevitable result of
being a super power. On the
other hand it might be a result, of
our attitudes toward the use of
military force. .tn the WMC catalog description of Early American Military history, it jtetee "
an in-depth review of political.
economic,
religious and social
factors which led to the use of

THE II.tYFI~IENlt

QI

offense?

force to resolve national and
inter-national issues." When the
use of force is seen as a way of
"resolving" political (or other) issues, then its use will become
more "acceptable"
to the puBlic
and will probably result in resorting to the use of military force
without exhausting other possible
alternatives first.
Civilian politicians niight be the
one to actually declare war but
they certainly do not base their
decisions on pure whim. War is
often declared (or entered into)
after reports and recommendations from high ranking officials in
the armed forces. Cases have
occurred where wars are started
and continued on the basis of
misinformation.
General Westmoreland blatantly lied about the
number of Viet Cong and North

Vietnam . Regulars
in order to
influence American public opinion in favour of continuing
the
war.
Consequently,
American
forces were outnumbered
and
the public was mislead into believing they could "win" the conflict. General
Westmoreland's
figures remained publicly unchallenged primarily as a result of
military indoctrination
in which
subordinates
are socienzeo into
obeying orders without questioning.
The military does have an imI portant
place in our society if, as
its name suggests, it is for defense. But this is not the case
and perhaps the Department of
Defense should change its title
back to its old title - Department
of War.

Reagan holds Education
WAS~INGTON,
D.C. -- The
Reagan administration
wilt not
ask Congress to dismantle the
U.S. Department
of Education
this year after all, U.S. Secretary
of Education Terrel Bell said in a
recent interview.
Fulfilling
a Ronald
Reagan
campaign
promise,
Bell announced last fall he would -send
Congress a bill this spring that
would give other cabinet departments jurisdiction over most programs that the Education - Dept.
currently oversees, and fum the

remaining department
functions
into a semi-independent
educalion foundation
Presidential aide Edwin Meese
had characterized
the department, which
first opened- its
doors in May, 1980, as a "grim
bureaucratic joke."
But now Bell concedes
Congress isn't ready to agree. Soon
after Senate
Majority
leader
Howard Baker (R-TN) reiterated
his opposition to the foundation
idea, Bell announced he'd refrain
from pushing it.

much that she was asked to she will do script writing fa,
check with them first for a tab television shows.
Epstein believes the Communiupon graduation.
will
Junior Mollie King also spent cation Major, if approved,
help draw students
to WMC
her internship at the Maryland
Center for Public Broadcasting.
"With such a major here:' she
She was involved in production
stated, "students won't have to
look elsewhere for it."
assistance-with
the show. "State
Oircte."
That program
broadOn a final note, King recomcasted the legislative events of mended
the Communications
Maryland's General Assembly in Major. "Communications,"
she
said, "is a fast growing field."
Annapolis.
As of now, about twenty .sraKing described her work as, "A
ma'lot of fun." However, she men- dents have student-designed
tioned that there was a certain jors 'oriented toward that way.
Any students with any quesamount of high pressure because
tions about the Communications
the show was live.
Unlike Epstein, King does not
~~~; ab~.in~:~a:w:~e~~
~~mD~
foresee a career in production
'
administratIon. She believes that Palmer.

College yearbooks have
a doubtful future
(CPS) "All of us are into
Others fit the University of Pittsmemories,"
observes
Dick "Loburgh mold. There, the yearbook
Pachin, manager of the university
staff has done everything from
printing division of Taylor Pub'ishre-naming the 75-year-old publiing, the nation's largest publisher
.cetion
to selling
advertising
of college yearbooks, "and thaI's
space inside to conducting
exall a yearbook is: memories."
pensive direct mail campaigns in
But the yearbook itself seems
order to keep the publication
in danger of becoming
just a
alive. When the book's name was
distant memory to college stuchanged from The Owl to Pandenls.
ther Prints in 1980, officials
At campuses across the counhoped that sales on the campus
try, many yearbooks have folded,
of 30,000 would increase from
many more find themselves the
900 to something in the area of
first student service to have their
1500 books. But sales this year
budgets cut in these tough times,
have leveled off at around 850,
and an unfortunate number are
and Assistant Director of Student
starting this spring selling season
Activities Larry Lunsford admits
with the knowledge that, if sales
"we're
not sure exactly
how
aren't up to par, it may be their
things are going to end up for
last editions.
next year."
, The reasons, observers
say,
But at Pitt, "the only year in
include not only money but a
recent memory that we have
seemingly-permanent
loss of eredone well was in 1976, when we
dibility from the wild and expertwon the national football champimental editions of the late sixties
onship. Then we sold 1800 coand early seventies.
pies," Lunsford says.
Whatever the reasons, the UniAll told, the industry nationwide
versity of Minnesota, Ohio State,
will have sales this year of
and the University of Alabamaaround $20 million, loPachin esHuntsville, among others, have , timates. down about 10 percent
abandoned their yearbooks in the
from the peak year of 1968.
last few years.
Student apathy seems to be
Kent State's
yearbook,
The 'the major reason. At many camBUff,
another typical case, has
:m,.se~, sttjden!s _not ~Iy
show
been on shakey ground for the
little interest in buymg the book,
last few years, and edmlnetratcrs
but not enough of them volunteer
annually threaten to put the publicontinued
to page 6
cation out of its misery.
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Senior paints pool mural
r--------,

Ron Kyle
As her senior honors project,
Sydney Deeds has been painting
a mural at the swimming pool.
Sidney, who is an art major from
San Pedro, California, wanted to
paint a mural of all the sports
offered here in college in Gill
Gym. The renovations, however,
meant that she could not be
guaranteed
a wall. She still
wanted to do a sports mural
thougt"l, and chose the pool to do
a water sports mural, because
she wanted it to "complement its
location."
Her mural has absorbed
a
great deal of time ~ over 100
hours so far. This includes everything from priming the walls to
doing the actual painting. The.
mural starts from the right. which
is supposed
to :represent open
sea, and works to the left, which
is getting closer to shore. The

color or the ~figures is the color
that is the compliment
of the
waves they are pictured on. The
mural, working from right to left,
shows a water skier, a canoist,
four sailboats,
a diver and a
swimmer
Sydney also plays hockey, is a
member of Phi Alpha Mu soriority
and helped
with both Senior
Pride and Junior Follies.

I

I

_ Republican dart throw results

~Poetry.
Disgarded

, believe I was born a moral creature, but I cannot seem to be
able to say exactly where the function is located. Is it directly
below the hypothalamus, or above the occipitals r want to scurry off like a sandpiper on the beach, to run and escape, but
even there the wash of waters will remind me of some other
paternal laws. I want to set it all aside like some dirty dish I
don't feel like washing at the moment, or some old glasses
making rings on the ta~'e.
An Artist would certainly seeem restricted by such things,.
unsolved they are but nonsensical algebra and books of
equations ....formulas he wants no part of. But should t become
the dentist who treats cavities, cures cavities, and then crawls
into his own, and dies with ill and ordorous breath? It is the
frustration of wanting the indefinable defined, and then not
defining, undefining the already expressly expressed"] count
the enumerable steps it lakes to escape while the days wall by,
lost and insignificant.
,
As a dead groundhog in earty February thrown into the thick
brush on the side of fast roads by State Policeman, I feel too
often the need these days to be simply disgarded.

The results are in on the First
Possibly Annual College Republicans Dart Throw. The event,
which took place during the May
Day Camlvat.was
a test of dartthrowing
skin, political ideology
and good old-fashioned
sadism.

Roosevelt, who led the pack with
20. - On the disturbing §ide of
things,
the Pope received
5
shots, white such model indrvlduale as Brezhnev, Seneral Jaruzelekt and Phil Donahue
were
unscathed.

Pictures of various famous peeple were placed on a board and
for a quarter, contestants got the
chance to hit the personality of

Franklin Delano Roosevelt
20
The Royal Wedding
19
Ted Kennedy
14
Ronald Reagan
n ••••••••••••••••••
7

their choice.
Predictably, our President fared
well in the "polling"
(or poorly,
/' depending
on the individual)
being hit seven times, as was his
cohort, James Watt. On the left
side of the spectrum,
~~y

Ted Ken-

topped their totals with t4

James Watts
Richard M. Nixon
Luke and Laura
Jesse Helms

Pope John Paul 11..
5
Nancy Reagan
.
.4
Ayatollah Khomeini
.4
Gaddali..
4
Muhammad Ali ..
.
3
Henry Kissinger
2
Menachim Begin...
.
2
Margaret Thatcher..
.. . 1
Jimmy Carter
.
1
Bjorn Borg
1
John Travolta
1
Anwar Sad at, Leonid Brezhnev,
The Shah, General Jarezelski,
Billy Martin, Fred Silverman and
Phil Donahue were not hit.

7
6
6
5
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On the Social scene, there Was

~U':';~~i~~':'t:~~~
~~e s~
Closing Sale
40% Off All Books
w::
30% off All Supplies
Ms.
Decker Center
hits, the undisputed

~uem~~~
The

.~

victor,

~~~~~gOf

overall
President

winner,
Franklin

was

d~:~

however,
Delano

!-------------....,;near

cafeterfa

open 4:3~ p.m.
....A

Dan Wilson

fI;, I J"t
w.,,'t t.

Dark faces

/re~iI'lJ

Y(j14

qb""t the.
I'm sure I will be called hallUcenogenic, but your face is more to
me than darkness. And the faces of both sides of boxes, and of
turtles, men. and wasps, and of tittle hilts on the earth, have
more in
with snowflakes than we have previously
believed. And the fingerprints that the state policeman took last
evening are full of lines and words that men will never be able
10 read, no matter how much night school he may attend. And il
he brings them to me, I could not give him anything more
perhaps ~
this poem, for the world has not yerbred but one
true reader of palms, (and He has been taken elsewhere). I can
barely see through the streaks and strings of my own face.
But at least I know they are there, and that behind them there is
more than darkness. _

comrT.on

.DM-.

Wilson

5e~D.;;J- e"f},
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Second ~Birth plays on Saturday
-Melanie Clippinger
A . group mat was conceived
and formed here at WMC, Second Birth will perform in their
second campus concert on Saturday, May S, at 8 p.m. in the
Forum
Second Birth is Jeff Carlson,
Chip Coffin and Ed Copeland.
Carlson.
a junior psychologyl
computer science major, handles
lead vocals and guitar for the
group. Building the rhythmic
backbone of the group is biology
major Chip Coffin. who has been
drumming for 10 years. Rounding
off the group is English major Ed
Copeland. Ed has been playing
lead guitar for over 12 years,
taking up the bass guitar within
the past year.
A rather

Second

Birth,

"a

second

October 01 1981. The band is, in
the words of its members, a born
again, second generation Christian rock band. Carlson stated
that the band wishes to "reach
people through a medium that
they'll appreciate,"
and through
their music to "point the audience towards God," But, members stress, they are artists and
want people to attend the concert for their music, Though they
wish
to share'
their
beliefs
through their art, they do not
want to "preach."
The band has been rehearsing
from 8 - 10 hours a week
preparing for the Saturday concert, A typical rehearsal begins
at 6:30 p.m. in the evening. Cblp
Coffin is perhaps the first to show
to get started,

generation

mental group, Carlson stated that
Second Birth will probably remain
a three piece band because the
musicians
enjoy
the creative
challenge of producing and "filling out sound."
(For example,
Copeland has been experimenting with using a bowstring and
drumstick
on his bass.) When
asked about musical influences,
the Police, Rush, Phil Keaggy
and John Unn as inspiration.
~ond
Birth was conceived in

Christian rock band."

door, Ed is next to arrive Jeff
arrives at 6:33 with the door key.
After filing, in, the musicians
methodically and efficiently begin
to set up - chatting as they pull
drums, guitars and sound equipment out of a rather small storage area. Chip has brought along
a tape of Rush's "Trees" that he
wants the band to consider learning for a future performance.
So, with a soaring vocal by
Gaddy lee filling the ai~ Jeff and

Ed unravel boxes of seemingly
endless cords while Chip adjusts
his Pearl drums kit and Avidis
zildjian cymbals. A few minutes
later Ed carries his Honda bass
out, connects it, and checks out
his amp. 'By t~is time Jeff is
screaming "test.." into the mike
and producing
other assorted
noises, The Rush tape coming to
an end, Jeff playfully comments,
"Chip, that was the worst recording I've ever heard. "Sorry," rE:t_
plied Chip, "like I don't have any
equipment." At 6:55 p.m. the set
up is completed
After a short prayer. led by
Jeff, the casually dressed trio
gets down
to, as Copeland
~quips, "What
humbly call a
business meeting."
During this
brief 10 minute meeting,
the
members of Second Birth discuss their playlist
names of
songs as yet untitled are suggested, which material they'll do
is decided
upon and in what
order they'll do tt. After their
meeting, the band tunes up as
the musicians get down to recreating some of the heavy duty
tunes they'll perform for the Saturday concert - songs such as
"Amazing," "Faith," and "Build a
Bigger Bookcase."
"Amazing,"
a tune by the 5-

3 Young sheep
4 Stir
5Colorlul
winged Insect
6 Danish land

ACROSS
1 The eun
4-leuen
9 Ogle
12 Man'sname
13 Repor1
, .. Man's nlck-

we.

name
15 Sconlsh cap
16 Man's name

CROSS
WORD
PUULE

diviSion: PI
7 Also
8 Tuatonlc
delly
9 Guldo"hlgh

17Par1ner
18 BOlling
matches

note
10 Stili
11 Female

20 Pronoun
21 Editor'S abbr.
23 Comp .. s pI.

sheap
17 AppOr1lonad
19 Bone

24 Courage
28 Male,heep

20 Males
21 EngUsh
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PRESS SERVICE

30 MI,taken
32 Arabian gar-

streetcars
22 Clerical collar

31 Fish eggs
33 Declare

..7 Ordinance
48 Mature

ments
Prapo,ttton
May Illes
Shor1 capes
Chlne .. pagoda
40 Vaporous
.. , Poueulve

24
25
28
27
29

37 Wine cup
38 Mine ellcavalions
42 Thus
..5 Girl', name
48 Jog

49 Negative
SO Man', ntckname
52 Time period
53 Write
55 Sun god

34
35
38
39

AbllH'
Tlp,ter
01 the moon
Compo'lllon
lion's
"pride"

pronoun
43 Railway
(abbr.)
""Tantalum
symbol
4SInaetion
47 Path

,

SO Cut
51 Cordeclcloth
;~ ~11~:ug~~:.~y

1-a-I~--4--l1~-++"""'-""+-~

58 Nellvemetal
57 Demp
58 Collect
59 Make Into
leather
DOWN
1 Po ..
2 Moulh,

rides the cymbals, thus setting_
man Resurrection
Band, is a
the tune in a refreshing,
airy
rather driving song reminiscent of
framework.
Foghat or Deep Purple. "Faith,"
By 8:40 p.m., the band has
an original composition
by Secworked through 14 or 15 tunes
ond Birth, find Copeland's
bass
and decide to call it an evening
laying down a mesmerizing founDuring this typical rehearsal, the
dation as Jeff's '81 Epiphone
members of Second Birth appear
Genesis runs in and out of the
to be competent, seasoned musibass line; embellishing "lt.
cians - like aU artists, working
Another Second Birth composiseparately, yet working together
tion, "Build a Bigger Bookcase,"
to perfect their craft. As individuis a plucky song, ,sounding a bit
als, it is apparent that they are
new-wavish,
which
includes
a
both talented
and devoted. to
soaring lead guitar solo as Jeff
their music.
breaks away from the rhythmic
foundation and Chip seasons the . Second Birth invites everyone
of the campus
community
to
song with a few short drum
attend the evening of musical
breaks.
entertainment this coming SaturOne of their most interesting
and tightest offerings is the funky
e aba'~~I~r~:s~~
~~ et~~~~~~
"Gatta Give It All Away." During
something for everyone." There
this promising and exciting Secis no admission to attend the
ond Birth composition,
Carlson
concert - in the words of Jeff
makes his guitar talk, space off
Carlson, "We think the gospel
and eventually
return
to the
should be free~'
songs musical theme as Chip

-b:
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Track team season ends

Parents prefer
tax deduction

WMC hosts its first MAC
championship at Bair Stadium
Jeff Frazer
For the first time ever, WMC
hosted the men's MAC Track and
Reid .Championships.
A total of
seventeen teams came to Scott
S. Bair Stadium for the event,
which started on Friday, April 30,
and ended on Saturday, May 1.
Susquehanna University, which
had won the WMC Relay Carnival
at the start of the season and
then defeated both WMC teams
on Tuesday of last week, came
out the winner again with a total
of 126.83 points. Delaware Valley
College came in a close second
with an even 126 points.
Franklin and Marshall COllege,
last year's MAC champion,
finished seventh with 24 points,
while Western Maryland came in
10th with 13.33 points. The Out-

WASHINGTON, D.C. -- A majority of parents are willing to
assume "primary
responsibility"
for funding their offspring's educations, according to a study by
the National Center for Education
Statistics (NCES).
Most parents' favorite form of
federal
student
aid, moreover (
would be tax deductions instead
of the current mix of loans and
grants, the study found.
Fifty-six percent of the parents
two people at the' end of this
asked told NCES they were willyear, chances for improvement
ing to take over primary responsiare very good.
bility for sending {heir children
. through college. NCES, however,
did not ask them to monetarily
define how much "they'd be willing to spend.
Twenty-four percent of the parWestern Mary1and J, UMBC 2
ents felt students
themselves
UMBC 6. Wastern Mary1and 3
should bear the brunt of college
Muhlenberg
5, Western
Maryland
3
financing, while 20 percent said
Western Maryland
18, Muhlenberg
14
the government should have t~e
Muhlenberg
1, East Stroudsburg
5
primary responsibility.
Mut1!enberg
5, Albright
3
Gettysburg 8, Moravian 1
-earente
then got to choose
Moravian
8, Gettysburg
1
their favorite kind of aid from
Gettysburg II, F&M 10
among programs
like student
Gettysburg 10, F&M 5
loans: direct funding to colleges,
Eliabethtown
12. Dickinson
11 (11)
state aid and work-study.
Lebanon
VaHay 2, Dickinson
1
A full 93 percent of the parents
nw:t(
preferred tax deductions. Workstudy programs were the second
SuSQuehanna
116. Western
Maryland
26
favorfte. Parents least liked a
Dickinson
16. Juniata 6B

Swarthmore each won only one
event
~
Although the Terrors did not
win an event, they placed in
seven events. WMC was third in
the 3()()() meter steeple chase;
fourth in the Javelin throw; fifth in
the 400 meter intermediate hurdles; fifth in the 100 meter run,
sixth in the 400 meter relay;
seventh in the 200 meter run;
and eighth in the high jump.
Although
both track
teams
came in 10th. place
in their

MAC

126.83

126

Vallay

3. Haver10rd

71

4. Widener

standing Performer Award went
to Harvertord's
Kevin Foley, who
won both the 1500 meter run and
the 800 meter run. Foley's team
itself finished third overall with 71
points.
The top four finishing teams
ended up winning most of the
events. Susquehanna won three
events; Delaware Valley tallied
five events; Haverford took four
event; and !ounn place Widener
won two events. Albright, Juniata,
Lebanon Valley, Muhlenburg and

60

5. Lebanon

VaHey

30

6. Ursinus

29.5

7.F&M

24

B.

respective MAC's and lost their
last meet of the season to Susquehanna, head coach Rick Carpenter is still pleased with the
overall performances
by the two
teams
Carpenter is especially
optimistic about next year's men's team.
He stated that it is a young team,
but it will improve.
Since the
men's team will be losing only

CHAMPIONSHIPS:
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to help produce them anymore.
At the University of Denver, for
instance, the deadline for selecting a yearbook editor had to be
extended for three months this
spring because no one would
apply for the position. When the
administration
finally proclaimed
there would
be no yearbook
unless someone applied, six applications were received within
the next two weeks. Still, there
was serious 'discussion
about
disbanding
the publication
because of low sales and general
student disinterest.
Most observers credit the yearbook apathy to the campus turmoil and student rebellion 01 the
late- sixties and early seventies.
"During
that period,"
says
Nancy Green, president of the
National Council of College Publication Advisers, "the whole college yearbook
.industry
went
through a mini-revolution
of its
own. Many yearbook editors just
said 'To hell with traditional' and
began producing
yearbooks
in
paper bags or cardboard boxes
or as a deck of cards. Yearbooks
became political statements, and

3, 11112

STANDINGS

RUNS
L

WEST SECTION
1.0
2

plan to give federal money to the
states.
Low-income and minority-group
member parents didn't like the
tax deduction plan as much as
other parents. While white parents tended to favor tax oeducalions,
black
parents
favored
work-study
programs.
Hispanic
parents
endorsed
both plans
about equally.

High ed.
increases
WASHINGTON, DC, (C~S) Now almost one of every .flve
Americans over the age of 25 is
a veteran of four or more years of
college,
according
to a' U.S.
Census Bureau Report.
In a preliminary report gathered
from the 1980 census data, the
bureau says 17 percent of the
over 25 population in 1980 had
attended college
In the 1970 census, the figure
was 12 percent.
The Census Bureau also discovered that a record number of
Americans - about 87 million _
were high school graduates by
1980. In 1970, 58 million were
high school graduates ..

Yearbooks .doomed
from page 3
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Westminster Pawn Broker's Outlet
Westminster Gold & Silver Exchange
"Buying. selling, and trading",
Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Stereos,
Anything of Value!"

university administrators,
disenchanted that the yearbooks had
lost their traditional form,. said
they would not fund a means of
expression controlled by a few
students."
For instance,
Green recalls,
Iowa State students produced a
yearbook called The Iowa State
Bomb, which contained a series
of booklets that had to be inserted into a plastic binder.
Students at the University of
Nebraska put out a yearbook.
which had Alice in Wonderland
as its central theme.
And at the University of Kentucky, the yearbook staff in 1971
produced what became known
as "The Black Book," which contained essays on poverty in Appalachia and had dotted lines
around selected pictures so they
could be torn out.
'
"For many colleges, the yearbook changed
from a public.
relations tool to a public relations
problem," explains LoPachin. "It
was nothing unusual for the yearbook staff to wander off campus
and shoot ·24 pages of flowers
and leaves and trees"

'~-~----------~-------------~
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Foundation says 'Thanks'
from page 1
them to have a good lime."
The callers were brought their
dinners as well as some allimportant Cokes and munchies.
Rewards, donated by local businesses, were offered as incentives;
for instance
the first
student to gel a $50 pledge
would get some type of prize.
The Phonathon turned out to be
a good success and everyone is
happy with it. "I would just like to
express my thanks to Cheka,

1~,~~n~a~~!,~
~~i~'~;hes~::::
" ers ...Everyone did a good job."
Another campaign
is planned'
for next year, possibly during Jan

~~Id~~:

1 !~:
t:~~~.':di~n;~U
to have fun, to meet new people,
to help our college; to exercise
your persuasive skills, or to talk
~uth~j~~r:a~r

~

c~~ri~
~~~~~
;;;.....:,.=~'"_

with some of this year's callers to
find out more about the Phonathon.

The following are businesses that
donated gifts, please patronize
them, they support our College.
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Tuesday & Thursday:
$1 Off all large pizzas

96 Welt Main 51.
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"Always

Uhrig, Craig Sarsony, and Paul
Parlette, who also submitted correct responses.
This week's puzzle: If the natives of the Weejee Islands rate 2
spears as worth 3 fishhooks and
a knife, and will give 25 coconuts
for 3 spears, 2 knives, and a
fishhook together, how many CO'
conuts will' they give for each
article separately
Please submit all answers to
Box 577 by 9:00 a.m. Monday,
May 10. A drawing
from the
correct entires received will determine one winner.
Prize for this week: A free 12"
cheese pizza from Frisco's Pamily Pub!

€I .*l't14.c6 .
*l~
'Pd

HOUSE OF LIQUORS
Carroll Plaza, Westminster 848-1314

,I
I

Answer to last week's puzzle'
The wise man put his camel in
with the rest, making a total of 18
camels.
Then 9 went to the
eldest son, 6 went to the middle
son, and 2 went to the youngest
son, and the wise man took his
camel back and rode off into the
sunset.
Congratulations
10 SIeve Sturiale, who won a free 12" cheese
pizza from Frisco Pub, and to
Karen Messick, Jeanette
Bummers, Bruce Anderson,
Adam
Wright,
Kim Long,
Dr. Cathy
Whitehouse,
Rusty Hess, Glen
Pruitt, Charlotte
Slier,
Nancy
Turner,
Sally Waldman,
Larry

Call Ahead for Takeout Orders

the Best in Nearly New"

10% Discount with Student ID.

Carroll Piau Shopping Center

876.3550

expires
5/12/82
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Students fight aid cuts with PACs
WASHINGTON.

I -

D.C. (CPS)

Students, who until this spring
have missed participating
in the
controversial rise of private Political Action Committees
(PACs)
that have trensiormec American
politics, suddenly find themselves
with not one, but two PACs of
their Own.
Both the U.S. Student Association (USSA) and the Coalition of
Independent College and Univer-sity Students
(referred
to as
-COPUS)
have started PACs designed to help defeat federal
representatives
who
vote
"against students" on education
issues, and to help elect those
who vote "for students" on the
issues.
At a press conference
last
week, COPUS announced
the
formation of the Student Political
Action Committee (SPAC), which
will conduct "student registration
drives, publish
ratings of how
congressmen
and women voted
on education issues, and try to
organize
students to work, for
certain candidates.
"The emphasis," explains Graham Robb, COPUS' research director, "will be on suppOrting
people" who supported education programs in Congress.
USSA, which is generally composed
of student
government
leaders from public ss,hools, also
helped form a RAC, this one
called the National Student Politi·
cal Action' Committee (NSPAC).
"If we gel people to give their
time to a candidate," Robb adds,
"that's going to be worth more to
a candidate than if we give him
$200."
Both PACs stress they're bipartisan, thQ\,Jgh Robb concedes
"last year the student aid cuts
became kind of a party issue, so
those who voted with President
Reagan's budget generally didn't
fare as well as others (in COPUS'
initial ratings of congressional
voting records)."
Robb
also hopes
to work
closely with USSA he wasn't
aware of NSPAC when he spoke
to College Press Service on
voter registration drives.
"But USSA handles
a little
broader range of issues than we
do, so our ratings may be differnet from their's."
Hanley, mindful of how USSA
has been stung in the past by
accusations of treating "non-education issues" at the expense of
"education
issues,"
contends
that "95 percent of our issues are
education.
We follow the draft
very closely. We also are trying
to determine which part of the
civil rights laws currently before
Congress
directly
affect
students."
COPUS is also treating
the
administration's
attempts to cool
enforcement of certain civil rights
laws like TItle IX as an education
issue
"There
are 101 congressional
districts
where the margin of
victory in~ 980 was less than the

number of students in the district," USSR legislative
Director
Ed Hanley points out. "In other
words, if we can get students in
those districts to vote, we can
have a big impaCJ."
Hanley says NSPAC will target
"about ten" races 1,...- as yet
unnamed - next fall, aiming at
some
candidates
who'll
be

dubbed Guaranteed Student Losers (as in Guaranteed
Student
loans) or Candidates We'll-Support (as in College Work-Study).
For example,
Hanley
notes
Rep. Paul Simon (D-III.), "a great
friend of student financial aid,"
won only by some 2300 votes in
1980. "But Southem Illinois University has $35,000 ",:?ters right

in his district. We really want to other PACs biggest
weapon:
help him come back (to Washmoney.
ington)."
"Students tend not to have a lot
Simon was at the COPUS press
of money to donate to a PAC,'
conference
announcing
SPAC, 'Hobo explains.
which Robb says will not "en"Students don't have money,"
courage people to become sinHanley aqrees, "but we do have
gle-issue voters like some of the
numbers."
other PACs do."
These PACs won't have the

_..----

Davis

retires

after

24 years

Nuclear
Employment
Course.
Ronald Kyle
This was followed by Vietnamese
After 24 years of service to the
Language School, and in NovemUnited State Army, Lieutenant
ber, 1966, Davis was assigned to
Colonel Medley Davis is planning
the 5th Special Forces in Vietto retire.
nam, where he served as the 'A'
His service
in the military
started in February, 1956, -..yhen detachmeny commander. A year
later, Qavis returned to the U.S.,
he enlisted in the Army. Soon
and was assigned to the 82nd
after Basic Training he attended
Airborne Division for two years,
Officer Candidate School (OCS)
one of which was spent
the
811d was commissioned
in 1957
Deputy
Personnel
Officer, and
as a Second lieutenant
in the
the other as the Executive Officer
Field Artillery. For eight months
for a field artillery battalion.
he attended the Corporal Missile
He attended Ranger School,
Officers
Maintenance
Course,
and earned his master parachuand from there was assigned as
tist wings. In Janua.ry, 1971,
a missile technician and Missile
Battalion Platoon Leader. In November,
1958, 2LT Davis attended
US Army
Airborne
School. In April, 1960, Davis left
the service
He rejoined
in September,
1962, and was assigned to a
Missile Battalion in Germany. He
soon was assigned to the 10th
Special Forces (Green Berets),
'A' detachment, in Badhota. Germany and achieved his senior
}umpwings. In 1965 and through
Davis attended the Artillery
Officers Advance Course and the.

Davis was reassigned to Vietnam
as a Vietnamese Ranger Advisor.
He returned the next year. Between his two tours of duty in
Vietnam,
Davis
earned
the
Bronze Star, the Army Commendation Medal, The Combat fntentrymans
Badge,
and
the
Vietnamese Ranger Badge
Davis then spent one and a
half years as a Tactics Instructor
at Ft. Monmouth, NJ. He then
attended Command and General
Staff College, while also completing his degree
at SI. Mary's
College. He earned his BA in
history. He stayed in the Leaven-

as

Colonel Medley Davis joins the
ranks that "never die."

Kreps

'66

Fidy Kuo
The guest speaker for WMC's
112th Commencement
Exercises
is former Secretary of Commerce,
Dr. Juanita Morris Kreps.
Dr- Kreps is a long time colleague of WMC's president Dr.
John. Both shared
the same
_ undergraduate
experience
at
Berea College in Kentucky and
later the same graduate years at
Duke University in North Carolina.
Being acquainted with her and
knowing of her prestige as the
former Secretary of Commerce,
Or. John requested her presense
for this year's commencement.
According
to Dr. John's executive
assistant,
Mrs. Bernice

address

Beard, this year hasn't" been the
first one that Dr. Kreps has been
-esked to speak. Two tries were
made unsuccessfully in 1977 and
1980. Both times, Dr. Kreps had
previous commitments. This was
due to her credit as being a
popular choice for guest speaker
at college
commencements
around the country.
"Who's Who in America" - a
reference
book of prominent
Americans - has a listing of her
achievements.
Dr. Kreps (Miss
Morris then) obtained her A.B
from Berea College in 1.942, her
'M.A. from Duke U. in 1944, as
well as her Ph.D in 1948. From
there, she served on the faculty
of Duke as an lnstructc- if! her

Rdy Kuo
Coed housing in WMC's future?
The answer is a possible "yes"
according to an ·SGA survey on
housing preferences.
The study
was done by Jay Edinger, chairperson of the Housing Committee.
Of course, some coed housing
already exists on campus such
as in Elderdice
Hall, Harrison
House, and some of the college's
P.A. houses
Now, as the study indicates,
the whole of WMC's population is
in favor of coed housing throughout the entire campus. 93 percent of the males interviewed
were in favor of it. 83 percent of
the females interviewed favored
coed housing also.
This means that they favor
renovation of traditionally singlesex dormitories,
floors, such as
Whiteford and Rouzer, to house
both males and females.

Phoenix

The research for the survey
was done back in February by
Edinger, with the help-of
five
other students. The process of
the research was to visit every
single building housing students.
Each 10th room was randomly
selected. Then, according to Edinger, whoever opened the door
first got "zapped," by the questionnaire. The selection process
guaranteed a 10 percent cross
section representative of the student body.
The questionnaire consisted of
four questions·
1). Would you like to see coed
floors in Whiteford and Rouzer
Halls? 2) ...the independent sections (those not committed to a
fraternity) of ANW and Daniel
McLea coed by floor? 3) ...Rouzer
Hall and Blanche Ward coed by
wings? 4) ...independent sections
coed by floor and Blanche Ward
coed by wir)g&?",

~M~.;ry;;I.;;n;;d~c;;o;;"e;;g;;e;;;;;;;;;;;;;V;o;lu;me;;;;l;:;.

the processional, the awarding of
field, economics.
From 1977the Argonaut (for the student with
1979, she became
the first
Ine highest GPA), and the dewoman to serve on the Cabinet.
grees
She was the Secretary of ComOr. Kreps will be flown up to
merce during the Carter AdminisWMC the morning of the comtration.
mencement from North Carolina
Dr. Kreps has worked on the
Her flight arrangements
are a
boards of directors of corporadonation of WMC trustee Randy
tions such as Eastman Kodak
Austin.
and R.J. Reynolds Inc
Mrs. Beard recalled some of
She has also written eeverat
books so far during her career: _the Quest speakers of years past.
Sex and The Market Place: American Women at Work; Women
and The American Economy, as
well as a textbook on economics
As for the commencement
exercises itself, Mrs. Beard says
that it will be as traditional as it
has always been. There will be

They have Included: Dr. McDude
(discoverer of legionaires
Disease), Governor Harry Hughes,
and Nanette Fabray (Grandma
Ramono on One Dayal A Time.).
Like Dr. Kreps, they were invited for their prominent achievements as well as their reputation
as speakers. It is expected that
she will have a message very
relevant to address to the graduclass of 1982.

1

Added to each of the questions
:t>'as, "Would you yourself live
under this option?"
Overall, the most desired housing optiQn was making
coed
Rouzer Hall and any of Ihe other
three female dorms: Whiteford,
Blanche, and McDanie\. The least
popular options were any combinations of the girls dorms with
the independent
sections of the
Quad
Broken down by class renk.. the
sophomore Class of '84 were 90
percent in favor of cceo housing,
followed closely by the freshman
class with 89 percent. The junior
class were feast in favor with only
83 percent approval.
Coed housing as a living option
throughout the campus has always been an issue for several
years. The biggest obstacle to
making the change over was the
contj"n~

;N:;um;;;;be;:;';2;;7

commencemen t

WMC

More co-ed. dorms possible

worth area, and in 1977 completed his masters in history at the University of Kansas.
In 1979, after serving as the
Professor
of Military
Science
(PMS) at Washington
and Lee,
LTC Davis came to WMC as the
PMS. He describes his duty here
as "outstanding."
He has enjoyed
the opportunity
to work with
young people and the tour has
given him a chance to prepare
fo'r retirement. He plans to remain
in the Westminster
area, and
attend graduate school here at
WMC.

The
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_Opinion_~
Letters to the Editor

Laidlaw bids adios
and discipline slides

No thanks on the frat earrings

Many familiar faces will fade from the regular WMC
campus
routine this year. Those persons will be mostly
graduating students. However, one person within the administration will also depart from The Hill. It Is a rather notable
departure. During the summer, Elizabeth J. Laidlaw will leave as
the associate dean of student affairs. The Dean's resignation is
accompanied
with much regret by most of the students who
have become acquainted with her.
Surely not every WMC student has agreed with some
particular judgement
made bv the Dean. Yet it must be
acknowledged that Dean ladlaw has been faced with one of the
most difficult jobs during her 14 years of service ij.t WMC. It can
be said without a doubt that she has ernestly confronted many
a thankless task during her term. In handling the duties of the
office, Dean laidlaw's successor has a very tough act to follow.
More importantly, the resignation of Dean laidlaw marks
the departure of the last unwavering holder of discipline and
good conduct from the WMC executive administrative staff. In
this respect, we all face a time of uncertalnty. The diligence with
~~:~iC~~e a~a;iII:t
:~~:~tte~~rw~u~~s
Th~a~:~iX~~
many others at WMC who openly acknowledge with gratitude
the service rendered by Elizabeth J. Laidlaw and wish her much
happiness in the forthcoming years

Dear Editor
Fraternities on Western Maryland College's campus are a very
significant
social factor to both
men and women. Many upper
classmen as well as new freshmen members
of fraternities,
count on their fraternity in order
to find friends, brothers and attractive young ladies. Because of
this strong reliance on the concept of "fraternity."
I often
der what fraternity members have
to pay in order to be cool

wan-

~Ithough

Dear Editor,
Recenlly, I had the misfortune
of walking back from my girlfriend's room at 11:30 p.m. It was
:,~:ata~~fO~U~:c~:nl
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Michele Everett
Published by and for the students of Western Maryland
College, The opinions expressed in this publication do not
necessarily reflect those of the staff or administration.
We welcome comments and/or suggestions. Please address
all mail to The Phoenix, Box 1, Western Maryland College,
Westminster, Md. 21157.
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on this

members of a different fratemity
in front of the student center
After verbally abusing me, they

~~,

-

fraternities

Member of the Associated Collegiate Press

campus are important, , feel they
have been put down by public
opinion. The reason for the poor
pubuc opinion however, stems
from the foolish and sometimes
feminine actions of both fraternity
members and pledges. For example, one set.ot turkeys on this
campus went as far as having
about half Its pledge class get
earrings. Earrings, as everyone
knows, are for women, and of
course, for those individuals concerning thei~ sexual preference. I
think it is very odd for a fraternity,

either local or national, to support
this bizarre type of brotherhood.
Two friends who call themselves "brothers"
due to their
closeness is great. However, a
group of men who do not hardly
know each other from the start
and then insist on being called
~rothers bec?use theX ~re showIng unconscious
feminine characteristics by wearing earrings,
are
group of losers. On a last
note, save your money and your
ears!
Name Withheld by request

a

Guilty protected, innocent neglected
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cided
to take action
against
these people. Rather than promating any violence between my
fraternity and their's, I took them
in front of the disciplinary board
I figured fight would prevail over
wrong, but was mistaken.
After a good talk with Dean
Laidlaw, I learned that the board
cannot tell me what action was
taken, but she did tell me it was
appropriate action. I also learned
from someone else that this per• son is going around saying noming happened and that he didn't
even get in trouble. I also have
grounds to believe what he said,
because the weekend after this
~~t~~~:d~t~~i~~~::~,k

:ofi~h~

sanctions must not have been
stiff enough to keep him out of
trouble.
I believe that I am trying to
make two distinct points with this
letter. The first is that students
should never walk anywhere on
campus alone. I thought I was
safe in front of the student center
at 11;30
p.m. on a Tuesday
night, but I was not. There are
also numerous other more se-

cluded spots than the front of the
student center. Also, if you are
thinking about taking someone in
front of the disciplinary board for
harassing you, or assaulting you,
or raping you, your only hope is
that you have lots of witnesses,
at least more than the accused
has. If you cannot get the witnesses, a tape recording of the
events, or a photographer
stationed in the bushes to capture
.each punch on film may do the
trick. but then again, I would not
guarantee anything happening to
the guilty. You must realize, that
even if the board knows who is
lying (as Dean Ladlaw confided
to me that it was rather obvious),
they cannot act upon it. Thei sole
purpose
is to act upon the
evidence. So don't get beaten up
without a lot of evidence.
My second point is that the
administration
cannot be upset
with the students for not having
the backbone
to stand up to
students who have violated rules
and laws. The system may cause
any student who has stood up for
their rights to never do so again
My mother, my father and I sat in
Dr. John's office the day after the
incident and listened to Dean
Mowbray. He emphatically reassured my parents
that steps
would be taken and these people
would be dealt with. To the
knowledge of the student body,
nothing has been done to them.
A wishy-washy
administration
breeds a wishy-washy
student
body. Why would anybody want
to go before the disciplinary
board when they know that 99
percent of the time the accused
gets off? Even if "appropriate

action" is taken, the only ones
Who know about it is the Board
and the convicted student, who
has nothing 10 lose by saying
nothing happened, because the
truth will never get out.
At the very least, the disciplinary board should be some kind
of detering factor. Yet many perceive the board to be a farce
and a joke, thus allowing people
to violate another person's phystcal and material rights without
appropriate
action being in the
realm of possibility. It is difficult
enough for the victim to decide
to bring charges against a violater, but the final assault is sitting
in front of the disciplinary board
defending oneself as if you were
the accused and wishing to yourself that you carried
a tape
recorder,
and were constantly
dogged by a photographer,
and
accompanied
by at least one
friend at all times. The process in
which
the disciplinary
board
functions seems to cause students to deal with rule and law
breakers on their own. The board
virtually forces students to either
forget about the incident or take
matters into their own hands.
The bottom line is that changes
must be made. The school suffers when irrational students are
allowed to violate whomever and
whatever they want. Stronger action must be taken. If no action is
taken when someone
is assaulted, what does it take, a rape
or a murder? If it does take a
rape or a murder for "real" action
to be taken, are you willing to
wait until the victim is you?
David Bogdanski

News editors final thoughts
Greg Elba
. /
"Give me rock music or give
me death!" Now that I have that
off my chest' would like to say a
few words for my last issue as
News Editor. Due to other commitments I will not be able to take
that position next year. (Have no
fear though, I will stitt be bringing
you my literary masterpieces on
rock music)

I would like to take time 10
thank Robert and Corey for making me News Editor. One day at
lunch they were sitting nearby
me, Corey asked me tt-! could
spell, when I_ replied with an
affirmative he threw several four
syllable words at me, I spelled
them and was hired.
Finally, I would like to thank
Beth, When I began ·working on

the paper I was basically lost.
Beth worked by my side, giving
me help and support that consistenlly pulled me through. Sadly,
she isn't coming back next faU, I
for one will miss her terribly. So
thank you Beth, for all the help,
and for making me the happiest I
have ever been in my-entire life.
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The

final

thouqht; Thanks

editorial

regrets for errors and thank you
for bearing with us. And finally,
thank you for being the kind of
I As the a?ade;niC year draws to • support from the student activity
discerning readership that makes
_ a concluston
at WMC, so too
funding, which is contributed by
the job of editor difficult and 'does another publication season
every student and is no minor
interesting - if this was not the
of the student newspaper come
detail in the newspaper operating
case, the job would not be worth
to an end
Colnctdentanv.
yet
budget -tor this year. In the past,
having.
quite fittingly, the last issue apit had been said that no one
This year has been a year of
pears the same day a year ago
really cared about the newspaper
growth for the student newspathat I received the letter affirming
and hardly read it. Well the same
per, which has expanded from a
my selection as editor for the
can not be said this year. I want
four to eight page weekly journal.
academic year 1981-82. Reflectto- thank the few readers who
The Phoenix would not have even
ing back on things now, il seems
bothered to make their way to
been a two page weekly if it had
like only yesterday that the first
our office at the bottom of the
not been for the support of a staff
issue of the year appeared on
world, the Rouzer Hall basement
that is diligent, disciplined
and
campus in the midst of a hot and
to express' your thoughts about
dedicated.
Thougn
rewsnahectic September morning. Time
me'varlous aspects of The Phoeper has undergone
a year of
. moved so swiftly, and events
nix. Even though
I could not
change and rebuilding, this has
occurred
so quickly, that there
comprehend
all of the garbled
been a championship
year for
really was not a moment for Ihe
screaming that occasionally filled
The Phoenix. The staff has overcool and clear perspective that is
the office, I Hied emesny to see
come many obstacles and estab"eftcroed to one through removed
your points as I nibbled on a
lished higher standards for the
and distant observation.
In resoggy burger from McDonald's
publication,
and for themselves
viewing this past year of the
and took solace in the fact that at
as well. It is because
of the
WMC student newspaper, there
least someone was interested in
efforts by this staff that the The
-can be only one editorial opinion
The Phoenix
Phoenix
has appeared
each
. _ thanks and gratitude.
We made our share of errors
Thursday with eight pages of
It is most fitting that ffie first
this year, and for those errors I
news and commentary. Recognithanks be given the readership.
personally accept the responsition is due to these people who
For without you, there would not
bility. I can only express
my

From the editor's

desk

be any reason for this publication. Then there is the financial

have made many sacrifices to
produce the paper that is read
each Thursday during breakfast
and between classes.
My tlrst thanks goes to Les
Martin, the managing editor for
most of the year. I could always
go to Les with an idea knowing
that if it was weak, he would
respond accordingly:
"That's a
dumb idea, Rob." If it had not
been for Les, who made the
countless, Tuesday and Wednesday nights easier to get through,
The Phoenix
probably
would
have died sometime in the midwinter. He was always poi.nting
out the bright side of things "Hey Rob after this issue, you
have another whole ten issues to
go." I would also like to mention
the woman who definitively took
over for tee. and will hopefully
do the job again for the paper
next year, Teresa Norman. She
has brought a lot of enthusiasm
to the paper during her short, but
important, stint in the staff. Both
of them have admirably handled
the toughest- of tasks, teiling the
. editor "no, that idea is not going
to work,"
or "we don't have
enough copy," and were always
willing to try something new
Looking over the editorial and
managerial staff, J can only find
people who are dedicated and
inspiring: Greg, Rob, Andy· "The
to leave a message. My friend
Changer," Carlos, Cindy, Jeannever gol the message
and
nine, Jon, Michele and Alice. In
didn't
know her mother
had
called until she went home for reviewing the writers for this year,
and it is very difficult to sort out
Mother's Day!
When I answer the phone, I the "star reporters." There are
some stand outs that can not go
always knock upon the person's
door that the call is for, and if without mention: Fidy Kuo, Bruce
Mable, Beth Piskora, Ron Kyle,
they're not around, I always ask
Jeff Frazer, Mary Fabie, Wendi
the caller if helshe wants to leave
Moore, Melanie Clippinger, Helga
a message. If there is a mesHein, Joe Olcott and Ann Kam. I
sage, I always make sure the
want to make a special mention
person gets it in some fashion.
of Andi Yob, who did not return
This is just good telephone etithis semester
and has been
quette, and my head resident
sorely missed. She was an untailtold me about il my freshman
ing source of advice and critiyear. If I could do something like
cism during last summer as I
this as a freshman, then it can't
prepared -tor this year
be au that hard. And remember,
There is another group of pera call may seem unimportant to
sons to whom there is no approyou, but it could be very imporpriate way to render repayment.
tant to the cenee-even a matter
of life and death, and it isn't so The student cartoonists Ed Copeland and Frank Evans brought
hard to leave a message.
brightness
and cheer to the
Sincerely,
pages each week. Keith L. ArAlice Krempasky
nold and Corey N. Mann have
proven with consistency
their
abilities to bring thought and
laughter to. many through their
inductees on May 2. He is mar- respective
cotumns.. and even
ried to Marie-Claire Qregbin and some of their news articles. It
is the father of three children
must also be mentioned'
that
The following
WMC students
Corey brought many exciting and
were inducted
into Phi Beta bright
moments
to liven the
Kappa'

me

More letters

Phone etiquetteneedea
Dear Editor,
t know it's strange to discuss
telephone etiquette in the newspaper, but it's a very important
subject to me. It amazes me how
ignorant a lot of people seem to
be about telephone etiquette--or
just plain lazy.
In April I had a great deal of
trouble
getting
in touch with
someone very important to me
about an event that also was very
important to me. This gentleman
never seemed
to be around
when I called him, anti I was
always out of the room when he
called. However, 1 always left a
message for him to call me back
(fortunately,
he does not go
here), but when he caned me,
either no one came to get me (1was in my room on a few
occasions),
or they did not
bother to leave a message that
this gentleman had called.
After a very aggravating week

that almost destroyed my friendship with this gentleman, I finally
got in touch with him. When he
told me he had been trying to
reach me all week, I was no
longer mad at him, but furious
with the girld who live on my hall.
Maybe he didn't leave a message, but you could have at least
asked him 10.
I found out today of another
incident of telephone "gaucheness" A friend of mine could not
get her room drawing number
because of a mix up about an
unpaid bill, so she asked her
mother to help straighten things
out with the administration. On
Friday, my friend's mather called
my friend to tell her she could
pick up her room number from
Dean Laidlaw because
everything was straightened out. My
friend was not in her room when
her mother called, so she asked
the girl who answered the phone

Crist first Phi Beta Kappa alumnus
Publicity
Larry Stuart Crist has been
selected
as Western Maryland
College's first 'alumnus inductee
into the Delta Chapter of Phi Beta
Kappa which was established at
the campus in 1980.
Crist is a 1955 summa cum
laude graduate of the conege in
French and latin. He received his
M.A. and Ph.D from 'Princeton
Honored as a Fulbright
scholar
and a Fulbright
professor
in
France, he was atso" recipient of
canderbttt
University
Research
Council summer grants in 1965,
1967, 1970, 1972 and 1978.
Currently professor and chairman of the French Department at
Vanderbilt
University in rennes-

see, he has been associated with
over 15 scholarly
and professional organizations
including
American Association of Teachers of French, Medieval Academy
of America,
Modern Language
Association,
Pedagogical
Semlnar for Romance Philology, Societe Rencesvals
Southeastern
Medieval Association.
-Author
of numerous
articles
and notes as well as two books,
Crist is "one of the outstanding
scholars in the field of medieval
French literature," according
to
kathryn Hildebran, Western Mary::~~u~~I~~9:~~~ift~~~r
Crist was
Beta, Kappa

of modern

inducted
into Phi
with 1982 student

PhilipS. Barnes
RogIJr"W.Kane. Jr
RebeccaM.Hiogm

MOcnaeI P. VoelZ

KimtoerlyI. Mac:Lean ....

LOCUST BOOKS
9 East Main Street
westminster. Marvland
~ll\,t\-l8-68D

Spence

The most prestigious honor "Society in the United States, the
purpose of Phi Beta Kappa is "to
recognize and encourage senorersnlp. friendship
and cultural
interests." Selection to the honor
society is determined by "schol~~~~~t~~~ral
culture and good

assistance
All of the persons I have mentioned represent the embodiment
of the spirit and hope that is
reflected in the name The Phoenix It is their strength and determination that have given life to
this publication. As editor, I have
had the opportunity. to work with
a very special group of people. The memories of this past year,
the.pnde I have for each member
of the staff, the sense of satisfaction I felt each Thursday morning,
will always burn as bright moments in my thoughts. To Western Maryland College I can only
say Thank You.

--------_;----------,

Paul 8ickHogsten

W,'liam Pad""

weekly drudgery of layout and
~ste-up; he also saved the day
more than once when the editor
seemed at the brink of stumbling
Many writers kept this editor in
print, but Corey Mann kept him
oul of the obituaries. Foremost in
my thoughts at this moment is
the one man on campus, who
knows my most deepest feelings
as a WMC editor, Bill Byrne. He
often was on the scene in the
beginning, writing and giving assistance
when needed.
Even
now, Bill is a strong source of
advice and insight to the questions I confront. He will be greatly
missed as I finish out my studies
at WMC next year.
Indeed, there must be mention
of the many others who contributed in their unique ways to the
tremendous
task of publishing
each week without fail:
Audrey Adams, Ed Johnson,
Dan Wilson, Robert Michlowitz,
Jeff Trice, Dan Trollinger, William
Kreher.
Kim Oppenheim,
Daryl
Grant, Rich Harfst, Glen Arnold,
Deb Ratzburg, Sydney\ Deeds,
Marci Sartoph,
Judy Mitnick,
Cathy Bowes, Chris Soto. liz
Siegenthaler, Diane PerrY, Jenny
Price, Steve Rossman,
Chris
Vaughan,
Mollie King, Shawn
Armstrong, Beth Williams, Onere
Greco, "Pat Luce, Robin Quick,
Mark Cavanaugh, Chris Beyers,
and the students of the Production Crew.
Finally, I wish to thank those
who contributed .to The Phoenix
in more subtle, yet important
ways: Joyce Muller and her staff
at the Office of Public Information; the members of the Student
Publications
Board; the patient
and helpful
typesetters
and
pressmen of The Carroll County
Times; and Or. Ronald Tail, Or. L
Stanley Bowlsbey,
and Selma
Leonard for their inspiration and
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--Entertainment
'The Boy Friend'

_

cute and peppy

IS

Jody Morrison
The Boy Friend, a three act
play by Sandy Wilson, directed
by Max Dixon, was presented on
WMC Mainstage
Alumni
Hall,
May 6-9. This spoof of the English musical comedies of the
1920's was a cute, peppy, and
Successful show.
The plot .ls based on the common theme of an endless search
for a boyfriend.
Set in Nice,
France, t.he girls at Madame
Du80nnet's
Finishing School an
strive to capture their boyfriends
and of cou rS8 they all succeed in
the end.
Director, Max Dixon introduced
the play with a brilliant explana'_
ton as to how the audience
should differentiate the two character: Tony and Bobby, since
Robert McQuay acted...both parts.
McQuay did an excellent job 'in
portraying both characters, especially ,after conSidering that he

was given 24 hours notice to
learn the extra part. His quick
costume changes were rernarkable and his fine acting ability
made up for a bit of awkward-

due to his body movements, his
way of speaking
and singing,
and his dance number with. DuIcie (Risa Bush) to "It's Never Too
late to Fall in love."

ness in the last scene when the _
The orchestra,
conducted
by
two characters, Polly and Maise,
Carl .~ietrich, provided a pleasant
were supposed to be with their
rendition of songs before each
respective boyfriends, Tony and
act. This bouncy
and bubbly
Bobby, yet only one (McQuay as
music set the mood of the 20's
Tony) was on stage. The audi""",e~cq~~umes ,were marv~lous,
ence accepted this scene with
especially those used during the
much laughter and approval.
Carnival scene and Madame DuStacey Pfeifer, as Polly, captiBonnet's (Felicia Burrey) various
;~:~h~~~i~~~e

d7~~~n:te;a~~~

expressions. "Mad Cap Maise,"
was portrayed
by- Susan Udy,
who did a. good job in playing
the most flirtatious of the girls.
lord Brockhurst, played by Reed
Mortimer, was also a flirtatious
character. Mortimers portrayal of
Brockhurst's
"dirty
old man"
image was hilarious, especially

Another

'The Boy Friend' falls short
What our recent musical proceeded to demonstrate
is that
WMC is not a 'musical' campus.
As a critic and student, I was
very surprised at The Boy Friend,
the latest production on campus.

hall and burns the kids' records.
Loaf wastes his time chasing a
How? They blow up the school.
1t>:year-old girt He never signs
Real fun. Great music and conand there's not enough music to
cert footage of The Ramones
sustain anyone's interest
2}"Heavy Metal"- This is a real
II) Comedy
loser of an animated fantasy flick.
1) "Monty Python & The Holy
Stay-home on Saturday morning
Grail"-A take off on the chivalraic
for the cartoons ...the art graphics
history of noble King Arthur and
are better. Don" go for the mUSic
the gallant knights of his Round
either ...they're isn't any. Dozens
Table. See a man hitting two
of rock groups (le: Btack Sabcoconuts together to simulate the
bath, Blue Oyster Cult, and Nazsound of horses because they
areth) were duped into leading
couldn't afford them! See brave
their tunes. The cumulative total
Sir Lancelot slaughter a wedding
of !ill the music featured through
banguet of flower girls and unout the film amomtts to less 'than
armed peasants! See Dr. Stevens
four minutes.
(British lit. teacherj sneak off to
3) "The Rocky Horror Picture
see this movie!
Show"-The first audience partict2) "Stripesv-a dumb movie that
patton film ever. Fans squirt
fails to utilize the comedic talents
water bottles
during the rain
and sensitivity of actor Bill Murscenes, throw toast when the
ray. Instead, it's just one preposchaacters
''toast'' drinks, throw
terous stunt after another as
Scot toilet paper when the doctor
Murray and John Candu learn to
Says, "great scott" and cheer the
become "lean, mean, fighting
hero-a trasvestite from Transylmachines" in the U.S. Army.
vania. AU this makes for a film
3) "Meatballs"-a
movie that
that is STRANGE. Still, the music
does utilize the comedic talents
is great and a good time is had
and sensitivity of actor Bill Mur.
by all. Experienc_! it once for
ray. lt's the misfits vs. the snobs
yourself.
as camp counselor Murray pits
4) "Roadie"-Meat Loaf stars as 'his Camp Mohawk against Camp
a roadie. Deborah Harry of BlenNorthstar, (which has a "two year
die, and Alice Cooper
make
waiting list.") Here, he falls' in
guest
appearances.
Yet, the
1000ewith the lJins' counselor and

~h~~~C~~b~~~~_S~~~!~~~~n~~_~~_~~!a~
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What was supposed
to be a
college show turned into a silly
high school musical.
Perhaps you are astonished
and demand to know on what
grounds do I base my judgement. Let's start with something
simple like scenery
and costumes. The scenery looked like it
had been designed
by a high
school sophomore studying business.
From the audience,
it
looked as if the siage had been
made with cardboard
and crayons. As for the costumes, they
looked like something psychedenc right out 01 the sixties.
Now for something more difficult. the performances,
which
seemed a little difficult lor the
actors. While there did shine for
a few minutes some acting ability, the singing talent was nonexistent. On the positive side, the
characters
of lord
and Lady
Brockhurst, Reed Mortimer and
Kathy Gobbel, were well played
and both staved in character the
duration of the play. Tony and
Bobby or rather Rob McQuay,
deserves a gold star for attempting two parts;
however,
the
songs seemed a little low for his
lovely tenor. Also needing credit
is Stacy Pfeifer playing her. usual
ingenue role as Polly although
her singing wasn't strong on the
high notes or dancing.
I'll try to tame this next paragraph.
How about those two
blondes? Can someone tel! me
who they were in the pl?y? Better
yet,
they are or what they
are doing on the stage? Were
they just off the street? The men
aren't worth a mention, so I'll go

.cncol~:....ca.nl.Ba
..

Graduation -Special:
Congratulations Seniors!
Beer, Wine, Spirits except sare items

the stage.
ne singing was a little low and
unclear at times, and the spoken
French was awkward, especially,
the evening of the last show
when the cast, as well as the
audience seemed tired. Considering the talent of the cast and
the idea the The Boy Friend is a
spoof of the English musicals
during the 1920's, the performers
acted well together
and succeeded in presenting a fun and
entertaining show.

viewpoint

Summer is the time to s~e movies .
that are wild, bloody, romantic.
Fidy Kuo
Hey all you bummed
out,
sleepy, "No-Doz"
heads, Wake
up! I know you're all in the final
stretch of the semester with finals
looming over your heads. But,
vacation's just around the bend.
And what are you gOing to be
doing on your Friday and Saturday evenings now that you're not
going to use them to study for
the World Politics Class (Which
I'm failing right now)?! Well, The
Phoenix staff writer who's brough
you the articles you never bothered to read and movie reviews
of classics
like "Vice. Squad,"
suggests the midnight
matinee
movie. Compiled
on this page
are my opinions and memories of
a bunch of flicks that are sure to
help you "while away those quiet
hours of despair." Read on.
I) The ~ock'n'Roll Fantasy
1. '"Aock'n'Roll High sctccr'.
The school is called Vince Lornbardi High. The principal'looks
like Joan Crawford
("Mommie
Dearest"), and the heroes are a
punk rock group, The Ramones
-("Gimmie
Gimmie Shock Treat~
ment," "Teenage
lobotomy.").
Under the anarchistic thumb of
student Riff Randall (P.J. Soles)
the Ramones save the day when

outfits. The bright colors used in
the costumes,
as well as the
scenery,
added
to the lively
mood.
The dancing 'was well done by
the entire cast and especially
Pfieter and McQuay in the song
"I Could Be Happy With You,"
and Udy and McQuay in "Won't
You Charleston With Me."
The lighting used was effective,
including the control of the spotlight and the small decorated
lights surrounding
the edge of

l
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could have been a lot funnier if
she .had developed
past the
intermediary-explainino
role. Now
to the pair who, God wilting, I will
never have to see another act
like them again. Madame Dubbonet, Felicia Surrey, also should
have been better developed. The
director created the role for her
and she never went on to make it
her own. She was just plain
obnoxious and her voice, well, I
don't think I can find words to tell
you what she did to her songs.
And Percy, Joseph J. Impallaria,
Jr., if he's as bad at acting as he
is a soldier in RO.T.C., the U.S.
is in trouble. I lost count how
many times he slipped in and out
of his accent. In fact, after the
first act, I.tried to ignore them the

rest of the show. Slight mention
of Susan
Udy,
who
played
Maisie: If was so lun to watch her
face as she concentrated on her
oanctnq,
listening
for musical
cures. and looking for her part-

On the whole, the choreography wasn't bad even if it did look
like they had learned the dances
a week ago and the pit band was
second best after Reed Mortimer.
The tap dancing that ended up
Rfamping and stomping
in "I
Could Be Happy With You" was
obvious
and ridiculous.
Didn't
they have money for taps? Probably spent the ,money on the
costurT)es and scenery.
The comedy
was there, but
some jokes were milked
out.
Example: In "It's Never Too Late
10 FaU in love" lord B. missed
Dulcie as she stepped away four
times too many. And one more
thing, the! Tango dance, not one
to mince words, was perfectly
horrible. The timing was totalty off
and they_spent the time hitting
and kicking each other. Oh, I
know the effect they were trying
for, but it wasn't funny it was silly.
I could go on but I'd be wasting

my time and yours - The
• Friend just didn't ~e
it.

Boy
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[ett was a typical high school 'wild 'one'

-r

I

Fidy Kuo
You probably knew a .girl just
like Joan Jett when you were in
high school. She was the kind
who, "Use to be the Wild Onel
hated class, only lived for fun!
never made the honor roll, hated
rules that she was lold/(from
"School Days" a song she wrote
with The Runaways)
She' was the kind of girl who
got the "badveoutation."
Not the
kind in the promiscuous
sense,
but .because she preferred to
shove the whole mindless conforrpity of the high school achtick.
You know: senior prom, being a
pom-pom girl, and getting a
good SAT. score (in order to go
to college and do it all over
again)
Instead. she donned a electric'
guitar and lived for each short
crazy moment of youth via the
rock 'n roll fantasy. 11was the life
of beer cans strewn across the
living room floor, midnight garage
band rehearsals, and the neighbors calling to complain about
the noise. If this girl you knew still
resembled Joan Jett, she'd drop
out of Wheaton High (something
for you Montgomery
County
school fans) and join a rock
group called The Runaways
at
age 17. She'd become a sort of
liberating symbol for a lot 'of other
17-year-old girls, the kind that
also wanted to tell the principal
to stick his diploma.
Well, some six years have
passed since the Wheaton High
School Yearbook
found its way
into a trash can. And Joan Jett is

now twenty-threeish.
Still she
hasn't aged, settled down, Of
"mellowed out." At 23, Jett is still
the perpetual teenager. And her
second solo album, "I Love Rock
'n Roll" proves it. Each one of ten
tracks is a spirited, rowdy, exclamation of rock 'n roll. There's lots
of shouting ("o ..........
l''). hanoc'apping, and a constant turbulence
of pounding drums and plodding
electric guitars. It's totally joyful
and totally unseltccnscloue
...just
like the music teenagers would
make.
Actually, the music is a little too
teen-style rough cut. For example, take the title track, "I Love
Rock 'n Roll." It is like an anthem
because Jett gets to yell the title
over and over. However, .sbe's
also yelling a lot of other things
that make the song ridiculous the stuff about taking a tz-vearold boy home, etc.
Also, in all honesty, the title
track doesn't reveal the musicians to be terribly proficient. The
Blackhearts don't play badly, but
they don't play impressively either. The lead quitar work is
pretty slow and the drummer
doesn't do much except thump
out a steady beat.
But, I guess if you're looking for
technical marvels, you go to a
Segovia guitar concert. Right?
What you're still left with is- some
really neat rock-coupled with the
vocals of Joan Jert.
"CrimSbrl & Clover" is a song
that makes good use of the
tough sensitivity of her voice. She
sings the old Jackie De Shannon

'Sword' needs sequel
Kit Stanford
Here
is some
entertaining
news,
something
which
you
shouldn't
miss if you want to
have a good time and see a lot
of romance, violence, lust, magic,
etc. The movie is called, The
SWord and the Sorcerer.
As it advertises, it is filled with
witches,
demons,
damsels,

I.

~~h!~:o;~:r~~~tvVi~~~S,

a~~~~~

tore. may your National Lampoon
subscription
run out. First. it is
gory and when I say gory, I
mean they used more than one
ketchup bottle. People have their
entrails torn out, their tongues cut
out, one head is grinded on a
gristmill, another is sliced open. I
cannot get into that, -however;
this movie really captures a time
gone by. It appeals to the baser
instincts
of sex, hunger,
and
violence.
Our hero Toran, is a cocky
handsome prince who is adept at

Rebecco: Orenstein

-
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delivering

one-liners

and knock-

Love song with.. tenderness, but
doesn't end up sounding like a
wimp either. However, the intruding electric guitar work gives this
love song alt the delicacy of a
walk through a flower bed in
combat boots.
The other songs are decidely
rockers, and Joan Jell belts each
one of these our convincingly.
On "Victim of Circumstance,"
she
makes it 'clear that: "They said I
was never brought up rightlthat I
was always
demented
and !
never could
singr .. l'm just a
victim of a bad reputation, got no
chance to shake it."

"You're Too Possessive"
lets
Joan tell her lover: "I ain't your
wife, so get out 01 my lite!"
The last track is "Little Drummer Boy," which reminds you
that the whole album has been
silly all the way to the end. Yes,
it's a rock take off of the old
yuletide carol. It starts to work,
but not quite. The only thing that
would have saved it was something more si\\y - a great big
drum solo with the works, bashing cymbals and all. Probably,
the drummer couldn't play one.
Despite all the ridiculousness.
I
still recommend
this
album.

Something's
happened
to the
music scene lately. It's stagnated. New artists like the Police
who gave rock a kick of new life
with their innovative rock-reggaeinfusions have- turned out mainstream stuff like "Every
little
thing She Does Is Magic." Even
the bad boys of The Who have
been writing
music like "You
Better, You Bet." Joan Jett is a
healthy, animated dose of new
life. She's "back-to-basics"
silliness, but at least its fun. Isn't that
what Cock music's all about?

Watertower'leaks

Reflections as a sen lor
Corey N. Mann
It's that same time of year
again folks room drawing is
over and exams are upon us.
Perhaps, for once, at this late
date 1 feel more inclined to a bit
of sentiment
rather
than my
usual, God, get me the hell out of
here view of things. What the
particular object of my sentiment
might be, I don't know, it is .sort
of a blanket sentiment. It's not
like I can't cut the apron strings
and want to come back here next
fall, but it is more like remembering how it was back in September, 1978.
I shaved off my full beard while
my mother, grand-mother,
sister
and brother waited in the car to
bring me to school for the first
time. We stopped at McDonalds
for breakfast. When we arrived
my grandmother
made my bed

Ricci Bonnacorsi, an all American
football star. Wow.
For some odd reason I studied
more then than 1 do now, but I
get better grades now than I did
then. I - remember my first allnighter: I typed my roommate's
1.O.S. paper. Fifteen pages of
Jesse Jackson was a real up-hill
climb but to make his dull style
more readable, I added a few
sentences of my own. He gal a D
on the paper, but what would he
have gotten?
They used to give out the
linens from Quality Cleaners over
in Winslow, which was not used
for much else. They terl me that it
used to be a grill and a game
room, I say it still is, kind of,
except they have moved the pinball machines.
_
The bells of the chapel ... There
used to be bells in the clock of.
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while you are waiting

to die."
Anonymous
If only t may grow - wiser, firmer
and simpler."
Dag Hammarsqold
"Love all, trust few."
Taming of the Shrew
"fher are more things in Heaven
and earth,
Horatio
than are
dreamt in your philosophy"
Hamlet, Act I, Scene 5
"Corey, you have no business
out on that roof."
V. Kevin Brown
"We ought to love people and
use things rather than love things
and use people."
Becky Pippert
Out of the Saltshaker
"It's got to be- Cheap, with a
good yi~ld."
Dr. Cross
"A man sees a shapely woman,
his pulse quickens,
his blood
pressure rises and the familiar
response ensues.'
William Keeton Biology text
"And you can't hang a man for
shooting
a woman
who was
trying to steal his. horse"
Willie Nelson
"The wise man finds the power."
Dobie Brothers
"No man, those lights are out on
us."
"Blue Lou Marini"
From the Blues Brothers Movie
"I sat on the park bench, kissed
the girl with the dark hair and. my
head shouted down to my heart
you better look out below."
John Prine
from "Bruised Orange"
"Heat for five minutes in a warm
oven."
Instructions for cooking
a frozen pizza
"A scientist and a small child
have much in common."
Dr. Wilbur L. Long
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good guy gets caught. Then his
men are caught, and it looks like

was a line nearing the A&P filled
with students trying to get in for

have learned to look on nature
not as in the hour of thoughtless

~~'s e~~nd~r~~;~n
~~s~~t s:~~
him. Who wilt get the girl who has

some 01 Mr. Frisco's pizza.
There was no dining -porch.

youth: but hearing ottentimes'the
still, sad music of humanity."

promised Toran one night oLWin

was

only a concrete

slab

It

Quotable Corey:

over

Toran be crucified? How do they -the ~I.
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:;~SiC was hook~
escape? Who is the sorcerer in
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did they get all
sing
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"No work-No credit"
Or. Herlocker
I've never believed in that guru

those good looking knights?
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trip about drugs You know, God
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I was going to get her back to
my room and then kick my

Nirvana, that bullshit. I'd just like
to gobble that stuff right out on
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and gruesome
that I couldn't
watch. But rtf be the first in line

r~;ta~ts~'
new people, about
half of lNhich never came back
for a second semester. Anyway
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tor.

for the sequel.

as a freshmen I lived next door to

"Work is a good way to kill time
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Conservatively speaking

You reap what you sow In life
Keith L. Arnold
II has been two years since the
first "Conservatively
Speaking"
appeared in the Scrimshaw-now
The Phoenix. And today, many
weeks later the last words hit the
same tired typewriter.
I came to this college four
years ago. Jimmy carter was the
president.
When this column
began he was still President, and
some of my first ravings were
concerned
with the campaign
which the incumbent lost.
Today, after over a year of the
victor, Ronald Reagan, I can not
honestly say that things are substantially better. But they are not
worse. And, in the somewhat
biased, always opinionated view
of this reporter, the country is
turning around and beginning to
head in the right direction (pardon the pun).
Those who I have insulted over
the year, whether national figures, or more local personalities,
should remember that nothing I
have written is out of malice, but·
out of concern. Concern for a
country, and a college .that .are

very important to me
The United Stales of America is
not without its faults. But it is one
of the few nations in the world
that allow itself 10 have faults in
the eyes of its public. And they
are not the faults of a country
thai allows tts people to suffer,
but of one' that lets it ne known
that people are suffering. This is
not a country of needs denied, it
is one. of needs expressed.
Western Maryland College is
not without its faults. In the fouG
years that I have attended WMC,
I have seen admission standards
forced down and the reputation
of this college lessened in the
view of many authorities. I have
seen Ihe press constantly giving
substantial reason to "put down"
this school. And I have lived
through four years 01 "this school
sucks"
echoing
through
the
dorms and the classrooms.
To these critics and individuals,
I can only vehmently disagree,
and pity greatly.
Those who
judge this school harshly, should
stop looking at the product that is
produced. How can the quality of

Track season ends well
Jeff -Frazer -

MesS~ah because

For both. western
~aryland
track and field teams, It was a
ve.ry good season. ~th
.tea.ms
finished the season With wlnnrng
~ec~ds: ~nd had many outstendIng Indlvldua,1 performances.
As
for the team s .won-lost records,
head coach Rick Carpenter. felt
that there w.ere no real surpr~~es
because the level. of competmon
was gre.ater as ~eslem Maryland
was gOing against su~h powerhouse teams as Franklin & Marshall,
and
Susque.hanna.
However, one real surpnse was

** * * * * * *

Carpenter

Since only three of

10' th.e twenty-thr~
letter winners
~11l be graduating, chances for
Improvement look very good.

you out their who feel that this
schoot sucks. To spend
four
years feeling that way must be
awful. My time here has not been
glorious, indeed at times it has
been quite painful. But a college,
a country and a life, is only what

you make of it. Abuse it, and you
betray it, hate it, and you bring it
down. Love it, and it will still have
faults, it can still let you down,
but it will be the best that it can
be

Movies: pick a flick
from page 4
IJOPatroniziogly helps a young
boy develop into a courageous
athlete.
111)Monster Chiller Horror Theatre
1)"Halloween"-Ihe
new horror
concept film that started it all.
Discarding the ridiculous conventions of old horros like "The Two
Headed Transplant"
and "Astra
Zombies,"
Producer
Carpenter
concentrated
on perfecting simplicity. The result is a simple
story of a single-minded
killer
stalking his victims. Added on to
the film are real intelligent production values. The effect? It's
very frightening.
2)"Halloween
II "<Once
is
enough

10 regrade

Ielt , ~~;e~!eu~~~t~~y

that hiS team had a chance with
them.
Overall, coach Rick Carpenter
was pleased with the ~utcome of
the season. The two- teams did
perform
well, bu~ there were
other teams who Just perform~d
better. Carpenter was also dlsturbed et the s.hortr:'ess of the
track season. Just as the two
teams were beginning to perform
their best, the season came to an
end. However, Carpenter is lookjng forward to next year and
hopes that this young track team
can improve.

education
at WMC have gone
down when the grounds, facilities
and faculty are the same, with
some Improvements,
as they
were when I arrived here. This is
the same school
And I do Sincerely pity those of

Ihe horror
ti:~i~~

111m

recun-

3)"Friday the 13Ih".a st~p up
from halloween ... or down. It's
also intelligently simple. It's just
that there's more victims
and
more violence
4)"Friday the 13th Part II"-More
01 more 01 the same?
5)"Dawn
01 The Dead"-How
many ways are there to kill a
person? Well, put four survivors,
two of which are ex-SWAT team
members, against a world full of
zombies and find out. The body
count is beyond belief. The viafence and zombie cannibalism
Scenes

leave

NOTHING

to the

imagination. The only way to get
through this lilm is to laugh, so
you don't scream I laughed all

the way through this film.
6)"Night of the living Dead".
This is originally done back in the
60's in black and white. It's also
a handfull of survivors against the
zombies. While the atmosphere
of carnage was almost festive in
"Dawn," the feeling is decidely
pessimistic
throughout
"Night."
Ihouqh much less violent than its
sequel. this is the more frightening of the two
7)"Prom Night"-The only reason
that I like this film is pretty sick.
For my prom night, all I had for
company was the beeping of a
"Space Invaders" game at the
local arcade. This movie reassured me that all those who had
companionship that night lor the
prom met a horrible death at the
hands 01 a killer in a black ski
mask.
IV)Knock em' Down-Drag em'

oor
1)"Enter the Dragon," "Fist of
Fury," and "The Chinese Connection."
All three feature the
five-foot-six
human
weapon,
Bruce lee. His dark piercing
eyes,
his
terrifying
battle
screams, and his superb martial
ability make for a satisfying evening 01 "chop-socky."
2)"The Octagon," "An Eye for
an Eyer-These two feature the
macho talents of macho-man
Chuck Norris, which comes out
mucho boring. An. actor of few
words and gestures (beacuse he
can't act), he merely
stands
around while real professionals

act around him. When he fights,
he's awesome. Yet, the focus is
primarily on the silly plots ripped
off from other movies.
3)"The warnorsv-Tbe
ad reads:
• "Armies of the night The Gangs"
of NYC. 10,000 strong, they outnumber the cops 5-1. Tonight
they're all out to get The Warriors." An epic jpurney of broken
arms and heads across NYC's
subway
system
as the good
gang. The Warriors,
Qght off
every gang in the city. It's a film
about teamwork, loyalty, and survival. The production values are
excellent and the fight scenes
are almost beautiful
for their
intensity. Music by Joe Walsh,
Barry DeVorzon,
and Genya
Ravan
4)"Escape from New York''.. The
year is 1977 and all of Manhattan
Island is the one maximum security prison for the entire country. Airforee One crashes behind
the walls' and the President is
held hostage by the leader of the
largest gang. One man descends
into the hell to lind him. Then, the
"Escape from New York" is on
Good escapist movie itself.
V) Movies I haven't seen, but
am reviewing anyway (My tribute
to the columnists 01 The Phoenix.
myself included, who think they
know what they're talking about,
or that anyone really cares.)
1 )"The
Song
Remains
the
Same"-A Led, Zeppelin concert
film, but I've never heard any 01
their live stuff, so I don't know
what to say.
2)"Yes
Songs-The
Movie"-a
Yes concert film. My brother has
the record, but I haven't heard it
yet.
3)"The last WallZ"-A concert
film of The Band. Greg Elba said
he liked this movie, so I'll recommend it.
4)"The Kids are Alright"-!f this
is about The Who, it must be
alright.
5)"Fame"-1 never liked young
achievers.
6)"The Neighbors"-I overheard
-someone say that this movie has
no 101,and it's "dumb"
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. Over hill, over dale...

Schenk
I

Ronald Kyle
One of the advantages of Army
life i§. that you get to try your
hand at many things. Captain
Donald Schenk will soon get to
try something
else, as he is
leaving the ROTC detachment
here at WMC,
Capt. Schenk is a Western
Maryland alumnus, He graduated
in the Class of '71, and had the
distinction of being the Charter
President of Phi Delta Theta. He
had come to WMC in order to

leaves for tour In Germany
earn a commission in the Army.
He was commissioned in Armor,
and his first assignment was with
the 2nd Armored Division at Ft.
Hood
where
he spent
three
years, He occupied several positions posts during this time, including
Tank Platoon Leader,
Support
Platoon leader,
Tank
Company Executive Officer, and
Battalion Maintenance Officer
In 1975, he was transferred to
~ve:m:'ntf~~

f~~:e~:,

~~s~P~1~

mared Division as the Headquarters Company Executive Otticer
He also spent time with the 7th
Army Training
Command at the
Combined Arms Training Center
He helped oversee the deployment of the M60A2 tank in Europe. He served in the 3rd
Infantry Division as a Tank Company Commander. Afterwards he
attended the Armor Officer Advanced Course at Ft. Knox. Kentucky.
In September,
1979, Capt.

Hey! It'sSpring, cmd. ..
Wend; Moore
After a long and very cold
winter (too long and too cold for
mel).' spring is finally upon us,
with its warm sunny days, and
beautiful flowers. This being my
first spring at WMC I didn't know
what to expect.
Well, sure I
figured warm days, baby birds,
pretty flowers,
May Day, you
know,the
usual thing, no big
deal.
Was
I wrong!
Spring
around here is a big deal!
The first really warm day, I
believe it was in the latter part of
March, everybody was in shorts.
Then, as the ~eather got progressively
warmer
more and
more bare arms and legs appeared, and it seemed fine until
the day I decided to wear shorts.
Little did I realize how many
strange
looks
I would
get
throughout
the day. As the
weather got warmer and warmer
I found myself with a tremendous
• urge to skip class and layout in
the sun. As I laved there baking
my body in the sun, risking skin
cancer, and wrinkles, I noticed

that other people ha9 gotten the
same urge to skip class. After I
found that others were doing the

same

thing I didn't feel quite

so

bad!

0/

~U~~~I~,le~~ftt~:yt~r:~

ru~~!

following: #1. Sunny days that
ere 70 degrees before 11 are
good days for skipping class to
layout in the sun on the "beach"
of one's choice (Blanche, White-

~t:~)i~

~~~ii9~~~~i~S
~~~n~s~
no work can be done before 8:30
or sundown, whichever comes
first. Who can work with people
playing frisbee or catch under
your window!
#3. Shorts and
other summer attire is a must for
all of these beautiful spring days.
We've worn sweaters, jeans and
heavy coats all winter, who wants
to wear them now!
I've found that the "beaches"
are a most popular place to be
on a sunny day, All the dorms
have their own set beach where
all the sun worshippers
flock
(myself included)
At some of

Math Quiz
Answer to last week's puzzle: 1
fish hook = 2 coconuts, 1 knife
= 4 coconuts, and 1 spear = 5
coconuts.
Congratulations
to Karen Messick, who won a free 12" cheese
pizza from Frisco's Family Pub!
This week's puzzle: If half of 5
were 3, what would one third of

Westminster

10 be?
Prize for the week: A free 12"
cheese pizza from Frtsco's Family Pub!
Please submit all responses to
Box 577 by 9 a.m. Monday, May
17, A drawing from the correct
responses
received
will determine one winner.

Pawn Broker'S Outlet

Westminster Gold & Silver Exchange
"Buying. selling, and tradmg.,
Gold. Silver. Diamonds. Stereos.

•
--.

Anything of Value!"

th~, speakers are placed in the'
windows and cranked up as loud
as they will go, whilst the sun
bathers lie on the grass, with
their bodies covered with baby
oil so thick that one needs a
squeegy to get it off,
One
also
finds
that
the
"beaches" are mostly found outside the ladies dorms, and a vast
amount of males just "happen to
be walking by." I asked a few of
these passers-by
which beach
had the prettiest women and it
seemed to be Blanche with a
score of 10 out of 10. McDaniel
and Whjtef~rd ra,n p close j$econd and third with scores of 8
and 6 respectively.
As for the
men's dorms, there really aren't
any beaches for them. However,
the Quad received a rating of 9.5
cut of 10 for the best place to
watch those of the male persua-

sron
Room drawing is a BIG event
around here. with everyone rushing around looking at rooms and
worrying about lottery numbers.
So I guess spring around here is
a big deal. Now we all have
ftnats. graduation
and going
home to look forward to. Just
remember one thing, it's only 130
days until first semester
1982
begins!

, Caprain Donald
enjoyable."

Schenk;

a

WMC

duty

"very

ages" to the opposite sex The
second suggestion leads to the
third one: less vandalism would
result in the buildings. Finally, the
presence
of males arnonq females would be a deterent to
intruders wishing to disturb remale students
The underlying
theme of the
report is the statement that, "seqregalion of the sexes does not
prepare
students
for the. real
world. The real world does not
segregate the sexes."
According to Associate Dean 01
Student Affairs, Dr. Jeanne Higbee, the faculty is overwhelmingly in favor of coed housing.
However, she does not envision
and major changes for at least
another year. Major renovations
would have to be made as well
as living arrangements
be designed. Then will WMC be a
coeducational
institution in every
sense of the word, housing included?

from page 1
dorms themselves
They were
never designed to house the two
sexes together.
If the' change
goes ahead to coed. separate
bathroom facilities
as well as
privacy would have to be insureo.
The report also suggested
it
would be "unfair" to cieptace a
man or a woman from a dorrretory jf he or she did not desire
the coed option. "There should
be equal portions of coed units
as well as single-sex
units,"
stated Edinger.
The SGA study offers several
rationales for the coed living arranqement.
First, it is suggested
that such housing would promote
better communication among the
college's
males and females.
Second, men and women might
develop more mature behavior.
living together, they would b~-

For Sale
''71
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cyl.,

MAVER1CK
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'1·
- 4 dr.,

Air, low

.
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Asking $7~~i~95_1933

N_ight

8 p.m.·"

Sped.!'!
p.m.

after 6 p.m.

_-----====~I:

®?'tiLc6
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Monday & Wednesday:
$1 Off a pitcher of beer
Tuesday & Thursday:
$1 Off all large pizzas
~~~IAhead for

alumnus, -found

More co-ed dorms?

Takeout

Orders

73 West Main Street Westminster
Phone: 876-3086

will soon attend the Command
and General Staff College and
then return to Germany.

Schenk was transferred to WMC.
He' has found his tour of duty
here to be "very enjoyable." He

Carroll Plaza Shopping Center

expires 5/22/82

"

Free!
Cheeseburger
When you huy a
Quarter PODDder

"
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Freshman
Ronald Kyle
I first heard of Western Maryland from a little." pamphlet they
send you in the mail as a result
of your SAT scores, and I noticed
it had an ROTC program. -I was
hooked. Finally deciding
that I
would prefer WMC over Johns
Hopkins and the _Military Academy, I made plans to come here
I wanted to leave early the day
I was expected to come, so that I
could get as much done as
possible.
I woke
up early,
packed and was ready to go. Of
. course, , couldn't leave without
hugging my mother, as mothers
are generally highly emotional for
such events as their children
leaving home for the first time (it
was my second, so that helped)
My first mistake was getting lost.
Then the car broke down.
I
almost became a college dropout
before I gal to college. Eventually
I made it. I called my parents to
tell them I'd gotten here (somehow. I'm still not sure how!) Then
I started to look around. I met my
student adviser, Mollie King, and
she told me that she was having
a meeting in her room later that
evening.
I have never felt so
conspicuous
as my first time in
the girl's dorm. Fortunately I got
over that one.
Freshman orientation weekend
came and went. My first class of
my college
career
was Prof.
Boner's calculus class. To this
day J have not figured out what I
was doing in that class, but I
managed to pull out a "8", so
that wasn't bad. My first weekend
with the ROTC came upon me
quick. It turned out to be very
exciting. I hope the next trip is
not as exciting as the first one.
One of my bigger surprises came
when I heard this voice from
behind say, "Hi. My name's Audrey Adams. What's yours?"
I discovered how a washer and
dryer worked, and exactly how
long I could go between loads of
laundry. More recently, I learned
how one uses an iron. I used to
let my mother do all that kind of
stuff and figured I could learn it
sooner or later. I learned it later.
Now I feel like I can take care of
myself,
and
I surprised
my
mother when she can't find my
clothes in the hamper
Then there is the experience of
learning to live with a total stranger. My total stranger came from
New Jersey, plays for the football
team and his name is Rick
Costello. I'm from Maryland, and
am in no way a jock. 8ut we both
learned to adjust to each other,
even if he thinks I go to bed too
early and I think he gets up too
late.
.
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life

The college weekend Is unlike
any other, too. I feel sorry for
those students
who go home
every weekend. _ The weekends
are the times to be used to
cement the friendships you make
during the week. It is a chance to
get involved in college life and
do things you can't do anywhere
else. I /think college costs too
much not to take advantage of

has ups
the weekend. Of course, it's not
like high school where the weekend meant time to put the work
away (unless you didn't do it
during the week). It just means
you can take it a little easier. 8ut
it still is a lot of fun.
I think you grow up-a lot during
this first year. At least, I think I
have. You have to learn to be
patient with people, because you

& downs

are constantly around them. Having to live with a bunch
of
strangers can. be difficult when
you are trying to study and your
neighbor is blaring his stereo, r.'~{
you learn.
I have met alot of peopie here
that I feel particularly close to
Maybe it's because we're always
in the same boat concerning
studies, tests, papers and all of

the other torture instruments and
methods -emptoyed
by college
professors. We can lend each
other moral support
From what I've seen, COllege is
a once-in-a-lifetime
experience
that will be remembered,
for
better or worse, by all who go
through
it. Fortunately,
mine
seems betters

------

